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the crystal structures of mesotartaric acid under the supervision of Profes
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many colleagues with the translation of Russian scientific literature. 

In 1g64 he joined the surface chemistry group at Philips Research Labora
tories in Eindhoven, where he and F. Meijer pioneered the application of el
lipsometry to surface studies. 

Gosse's work on low coverage physisorption, and on chemisorption on semi
conductor surfaces, is well-known. 

In 1969 he changed his research interests to the field of whisker growth 
and properties. In 1971 he left the Philips company to become a lecturer at 
the University of Utrecht. His main theme was the plane specificity of metal 
surfaces with regard to gas adsorption and its relation to catalysis. Ellip
sometry was an important tool in these studies. In 1978 he became full 
professor in the Department of Technical Physics at the Twente University of 
Technology. Here he participated in work on the thermodynamic basis of the 
ion sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET). The last thesis under his su
pervision was written by L.J. Hanekamp. It was near compl,etion when Gosse 
died on August 29, 1982. 

Gosse was regional editor of Surface Science. He also was a contributor 
to Chemistry and Physics of SoLid Surfaces. 

With his death, we, and his many colleagues in the scientific community, 
lost a good scientist and particularly a humane and likable man. 
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Preface 

This volume contains review articles which were written by the invited speak
ers of the Sixth International Summer Institute in Surface Science (ISISS), 
held at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in August 1983. 

The objective of ISISS is to bring together a group of internationally 
recognized experts on various aspects of surface science to present tutorial 
review lectures over a period of one week. Each speaker is asked, in addi
tion, to write a review paper on his lecture topic. The collected articles 
from previous Institutes have been published under the following titles: 

Surface Science: Recent Progress and Perspectives, Crit. Rev. Solid State 
Sci. 4, 124-559 (1974). 

Chemistry and Physics of Solid Surfaces, Vol. I (1976), Vol. II (1979), 
Vol. III (1982) (CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL), and Vol. IV (1982), Springer 
Ser. Chern. Phys., Vol. 20 (Springer-Verlag Berlin, Heidelberg, New York 
1982) 

No single collection of reviews (or one-week conference for that matter) 
can possibly cover the entire field of modern surface science, from heter
ogeneous catalysis through semiconductor surface physics to metallurgy. It 
is intended, however, that the series Chemistry and Physics ofSolid Sur
faces as a whole should provide experts and students alike with a comprehen
ve set of reviews and literature references on as many aspects of the 
subject as possible, particular emphasis being placed on the gas-solid 
interface. Each volume is introduced with a historical review of the devel
opment of one aspect of surface science by a distinguished participant in 
that development. 

The historical introduction to the present volume is given by Somorjai 
who reviews the major contribution made by his research group over the past 
20 years in applying the techniques of surface physics to understand heter
ogeneous catalysis at a molecular level. The catalytic theme is continued by 
Gratzel, who discusses the topic of photocatalysis, which has recently become 
important in the context of solar energy utilization, and by BeU, who re
views the application of infrared Fourier transform spectroscopic methods to 
study practical catalysts. The characterization of small catalytic particles 
by electron microscopy is reviewed by Yacaman. 

The field of surface spectroscopy continues to contain a mixture of estab
lished techniques applied to new systems, and new techniques applied to long 
standing problems. Tatarehuk and Dwnesic discuss the new development of an 
old technique, Mossbauer spectroscopy, as a surface sensitive probe through 
the detection of back scattered electrons. Howe describes developments in the 
application of magnetic resonance spectroscopy to surfaces since Lunsford's 
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1975 review. A new technique is described by Cavanagh and King: high
reso 1 uti on 1 aser spectroscopy app 1 i ed to surface chemica 1 react ions. Wino
grad discusses the recent extension of secondary ion mass spectrometry, 
angle-resolved SIMS, while Gibson considers ion scattering from surfaces. 
The pioneer of electron energy loss spectroscopy, Ibach, reviews recent ap
plications in the study of surface phonons. A cautionary note is sounded to 
all users of particle beams to analyze surfaces by Kelly, who considers the 
question of composition changes induced by particle bombardment. 

Surface crystallography was at one time the exclusive domain of low
energy electron diffraction. The alternative use of atom diffraction to de
termine surface structure is described by Engel. The techniques of SEXAFS 
and NEXAFS are shown by Stohr to give structural information on surfaces 
where long-range order is not necessarily presenc. Estrup reviews the pheno
menon of reconstruction of metal surfaces, and Kleban considers the theore
tical implications of surface steps. 

Crystal growth is considered from an experimental viewpoint by Ehrlich, 
and from a theoretical viewpoint by Gilmer. Recent developments in the theo
ry of epitaxy are reviewed by van der Merwe, and the phenomena of 
commensurate-incommensurate transitions on surfaces are discussed by Bak. 

Finally, the electronic properties of surfaces are considered by Monch, 
who described work-function measurements, and Dow, who discussed surface 
state dispersion relations and Schottky barrier heights in semiconductors. 

As in previous volumes, an extensive subject index is provided. 

We should like to thank the sponsors of ISISS: The Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research and the Office of Naval Research (Grant No. 
N00014-83-G0046) as well as the College of Letters and Sciences, the Labora
tory for Surface Studies, and the Graduate School at UWM for making both the 
conference and the publication of this volume possible. The cooperation of 
authors and publisher in achieving rapid publication is also acknowledged. 

On 29 August 1982, Gosse A. Bootsma, a man with exceptional human quali
ties and a highly regarded colleague, died after a short period of illness. 
Professor Bootsma had contributed a review paper on "Chemisorption Investi
gated by Ellipsometry" to vo 1 ume four of this series. The authors and edi
tors wish to dedicate this publication to his memory. 

Milwaukee, Auckland 
Apri 1 1984 
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1. The Molecular Surface Science of Heterogeneous Catalysis: 
History and Perspective 

G. A. Somorjai 

With 21 Figures 

It is a rare occasion that one is invited to prepare a personal and histori
cal review and discussion of one's research. I am grateful for this oppor
tunity and shall attempt to describe how I became involved with modern sur
face science and how it was employed in my laboratory for studies of the 
chemistry of surfaces and heterogeneous catalysis. Out of this research came 
new approaches that have impact on catalysis science and technology. 

In 1957, when I entered graduate school for chemistry at Berkeley, having 
just arrived from Hungary, there were two fields of chemistry, heterogeneous 
catalysis and polymer science, that caught my imagination and I wanted to 
pursue. None of the faculty members at Berkeley were carrying out research 
in these areas. Nevertheless, Richard Powell, an inorganic chemist and kine
ticist, was willing to give me a research project in catalysis. As a result 
my Ph.D. research explored changes of particle size and shape of dispersed 
platinum catalysts supported on y alumina when subjected to oxidizing and 
reducing atmospheres. The technique I used for these studies was small angle 
X-ray scattering [1.1]. During the three years it took me to finish the pro
ject, I learned a great deal about catalysis, and I also learned that impor
tant advances in our understanding in physical chemistry can be made only if 
techniques are available for molecular-level scrutiny of catalysts. It was 
not too difficult to see that the fields that entered the mainstream of re
search of modern physical chemistry were those that permitted molecular 
level studies via spectroscopy or diffraction. When I finished my Ph.D. re
search in 1960, surface chemistry and catalysis were not among these fields. 
With the exception of field emission and field ion microscopies, there were 
no techniques available for atomic-scale studies of surfaces that could be 
broadly employed. So I left the field and carried out solid-state chemistry 
and physics research at IBM in New York for the next four years, concentrat
ing on studies of the vaporization mechanisms of single crystals of cadmium 
sulfide and other II-VI compounds. 



In the meantime, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) made its appear
ance as a practical tool to detect the structure of ordered surfaces and 
adsorbed monolayers as a result of innovations in instrumentation by Germer 
in the Bell Laboratories. I was instantly fascinated with the opportunities 
this technique presented for definitive atomic-level studies of surface 
structure and the ability to obtain clean surfaces of single crystals when 
coupled with ultrahigh vacuum and sputter etching that was developed a few 
years before by Farnsworth. Upon moving to Berkeley in 1964 as an Assistant 
Professor, I started LEED studies on platinum (Pt) single-crystal surfaces 
in the hope that we could learn what is so unique about them that makes this 
metal such an excellent catalyst for hydrocarbon conversion reactions, es
pecially for dehydrocyclization of aliphatic molecules to aromatic species. 
In early 1965, our first {100} Pt single-crystal surfaces exhibited strange 
diffraction patterns which led us to the discovery of surface reconstruction 
[1.2] of metal surfaces (Fig.1.1). While semiconductor surfaces were known 
by that time to have different surface structures from those expected from 
the surface projection of the bulk unit cell, this was the first time a me
tal has shown similar features. Shortly thereafter, iridium [1.3] {100} and 
gold {100} surfaces [1.4] were reported to exhibit similar reconstructed 
surface structures. It took fifteen years to develop the theory of low
energy electron diffraction and surface crystallography to solve this struc
ture [1.5], which we did in 1980 (Fig.1.2). The square unit cell of the Pt 
{100} surface is buckled into an hexagonal arrangement. The periodic coinci
dence of atoms in the hexagonal layer with atoms in the underlying square 
layer produces the busy diffraction pattern and complex unit cell shown in 
Fig.1.1. 

The next seven years saw an explosive development of new techniques to 
study the properties of surface monolayers. Auger.electron spectroscopy (AES) 
was developed by Harris and others to determine surface composition and 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was developed to identify the oxida
tion states of surface atoms. These three techniques, LEED, AES and XPS, con
tributed the most of all techniques available at that time to the unraveling 
of the molecular properties of the surface monolayer [1.6,7]. Simultaneously 
experimental studies were constantly coming up with newly discovered surpris
ing surface properties, mostly of low Miller index flat surfaces. Among 
these properties, perhaps the most striking were the following. (1) The pre
valence of ordering of clean surfaces and adsorbed layers of atoms and mole
cules [1.8]. Hundreds of ordered monolayer surface structures were discovered 
that undergo alterations as a function of temperature and coverage. Surface 
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Fig.1.1. a) Diffraction pattern from reconstructed Pt{100} surface. b) Sche
matic representation of {100 } surface with (5 x 1) surface structure. c) Dif
fraction pattern from unreconstructed Pt{100} surface. d) Schematic repre
sentation of unreconstructed {100 } surface 

fcc I 1001 : buckled hexaQonal top layer 

two-bridge top/center 

Fig.1.2. Structure of recon
structed Pt{100} crystal 
face as solved by surface 
crystallography 
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phases with order-order and order-disorder transformations were uncovered 

that yield complex adsorption isotherms where the relative strength of ad

sorbate-substrate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions controls the struc

tural changes. Good examples of these are the surface structures that form 

on adsorption of CO on RH{111} [1.9] and other transition metal surfaces, 

0 on Rh{111} surfaces [1.10] and sulfur on the molybdenum {100} surface 

[1.11]. (2) Reconstruction and relaxation of clean surfaces is more of a 

rule than an exception. Surface-structure analysis by LEED surface crystal

lography indicates that the surface atoms in many solid surfaces seek new 

equilibrium positions as a result of the anisotropy of the surface environ

ment [1.6]. This of course leads to surface reconstruction. An equally common 

observation is relaxation where the interlayer distance between the first 

and second atomic layers is shorter than the interlayer distances in subse

quent layers below the surface. Surface relaxation can be readily rationalized 

if one assumes the surface atoms to be intermediate between a diatomic mole

cule and atoms in a bulk surrounded by many neighbors. The interatomic dis

tances in diatomic molecules are much shorter than those in the bulk solid. 

Thus, such a contraction between the first and second layers of atoms at the 

surface is just what one expects, based on such a simple model. It is also 

found, in agreement with the predictions of this model, that the more open 

the surface the larger the contraction between the first and second layers. 

(3) The surface composition of multicomponent systems (alloys, oxides, etc.) 

is different from the bulk composition [1.12,13]. There is surface segrega

tion of one of the constituents that lowers the surface free energy of the 

multicomponent system. The contamination of most surfaces with carbon, sul

fur, silicondioxide and other impurities can be attributed to the surface 

thermodynamic driving force behind surface segregation. The thermodynamics 

of surface segregation was developed and good agreement between experimental 

and calculated surface compositions has been obtained for many binary alloy 

systems [1.14]. In Table 1.1, several binary metallic systems are listed for 

which there is surface segregation of one of the constituents. For a two

component system that behaves as an ideal or as a regular solution, the atom 

fractions at the surface can be related to the atom fractions in the bulk as 

shown in Fig.1.3. We can also predict how the changed surface composition in 

the surface monolayer is modified layer by layer as the bulk composition is 

approached. This is shown for the gold-silver alloy that forms a regular so

lid solution in Fig.1.4. The first surface layer is rich in silver [1.15]; 

the second layer is rich in gold, the third again rich in silver, and by the 

fourth layer the bulk alloy composition is reestablished. We can actually 
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Table 1.1. Surface composition of alloys: experimental results and predic
tions of the regular solution models 

Segregating Constituent 
Predicted 

Alloy Systems Phase Diagram Regular Solution Experimental 
Ag-Pd simple Ag Ag 
Ag-Au simple Ag Ag 
Au-Pd simple Au Au 
Ni-Pd simple Pd Pd 
Fe-Cr low-T phase Cr Cr 
Au-Cu low-T ordered phase Cu Au, none, or 

Cu-Ni low-T miscibility gap 
Au-Ni miscibility gap 
Au-Pt mi sci bil ity gap 
Pb-In intermediate phase 
Au-In complex 
Al-Cu complex 
Pt-Sn complex 
Fe-Sn complex 
Au-Sn comp 1 ex 

For an ideal solid solution: 

x~ _ x~ [ (cr1 - cr2)a] 
s • b exp RT 

X I X I 

For a regular solid solution: 

.6Hm,xing 
where .n • regular solution parameter: -b -b-

x I ' x2 

1: fraction of nearest neighbors in surface Ioyer. 

m: fraction of nearest neighbors in adjacent 
layer. 

Fig.l.3 

Fig.l.4 

Cu 
Au 
Au 
Pb 
In 
Al 
Sn 
Sn 
Sn 

0.5 

Cu, depending 
on 
Cu 
Au 
Au 
Pb 
In 
Al 
Sn 
Sn 
Sn 

Au-Ag 
T• 300 K 

composition 

Fig.1.3. Ideal and regular solid-solution models for a binary system predict
ing surface segregation of the constituent with lower surface free energy 

Fig.1.4. Surface excess of Ag as a function of bulk composition and layer 
by layer in Ag-Au alloys 
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OUTGOING REACTANTS I 
AND PRODUCTS 

;"\ MASS 
~')SPECTROMETER 

Fig.1.5. Scheme of the molecular-beam surface-scattering experiment 

see the beginning of compound formation by the alternation of excess consti
tuents for alloys with exothermic heat of mixing, layer by layer. 

It is often found that the oxidation states of the surface atoms are dif
ferent than for atoms in the bulk. Aluminum oxide and vanadium pentoxide 
[1.16,17] are two examples where definitive experimental surface-science 
studies indicated reduced oxidation states for the metal ions in the surface 
1 ayers. 

The techniques of LEED, AES, XPS are static. Since there was a need to 
develop dynamic measurements to study the kinetics of surface processes, we 
developed molecular-beam surface scattering [1.18]. The scheme of the mole
cular-beam surface scattering experiment is shown in Fig.1.5. This is one of 
the most rapidly developing areas of surface chemical physics today. It can 
determine the energy states of molecules before and after scattering, or 
after a reaction at the surface, when combined with laser spectroscopy 
[1.19]. 

Most surface studies, including the adsorption of organic molecules of 
ever increasing size, were carried out on low Miller index single-crystal 
surfaces of metals or semiconductors. For example, phthalocyanine adsorbs 
on the copper {111} surface and from an ordered layer [1.20] that can be 
readily studied by surface-science techniques. However, these surfaces are 
quite inert when viewed from the chemical and especially catalytic points 
of view. They are unreactive with many reactive molecules at around 300 K 

-8 -6 and at low pressures of 10 to 10 torr. Even molecular-beam studies using 
mixed H2 and o2 beams failed to detect significant H2;o2 exchange on the 
platinum {111} surface at low pressures. Anyone working in the field of cata
lysis would know that this reaction at atmospheric pressures occurs readily 
on any dispersed transition metal surface below 300 K. The reason for the 
lack of reactivity could be the surface structure or the low-pressure condi-
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fcc 19771 fcc 17551 fcc 15331 fcc 14431 fcc 13321 fcc 1331 I 

Fig.1.6. Structure of several high Miller index stepped surfaces with diffe
rent terrace widths and step orientations 

fcc 11-4,11,101 fcc 110,8,71 fcc !!3,11,91 

Fig.1.7. Surface structures of several high Miller index surfaces with de
ferring kink concentrations in the steps 

tions or both. So we did two things. We have started studies of high Miller 
index surfaces and developed the high-pressure low-pressure apparatus for 
combined surface-science and high-pressure catalytic studies. 

By cutting flat low Miller index orientation single crystals at some 
angle with respect to the low-index orientation, high Miller index surfaces 
were obtained [1.21]. These surfaces exhibit ordered step terrace arrange
ments where the terraces are of variable width, depending on the angle of 
cut, and are separated by periodic steps of usually one atom in height 
(Fig.1.6). The step periodicity as well the step height can be readily de
termined by LEED studies [1.22]. These surfaces can be cut so that the steps 
also have a large concentration of kinks (Fig.1.7). Surfaces may have as 
much as 40% of their atoms in step sites, and the kink concentration can 
reach 10%. As compared to these high concentrations of line defects, point 
defects, such as adatoms or vacancies, have very small concentrations (less 
than 1%) when in equilibrium with the bulk and with other surface defects. 
These steps and kinks are stable under the conditions of most catalytic sur
face reactions. Figures 1.6,7 show some of the stepped and kinked surfaces 
that were prepared, which exhibited very different reactivities compared to 
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f = lOHz 
T5 = eoo•c 

o (c) 
<1>=90 

Pt(332) 

Pt (332) 

(c) 

Pt(lll) 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, 8 (OEG.) 

Fig.1.8. HD production during 
H2/D2 mixed molecular-beam scat
tering, as a function of angle of 
incidence. Intensity of HD mole
cular beam is normalized to the 
incident Dz intensity. a) Pt{332} 
surface with stepped edges per
pendicular to incident beam 
(<P = 90°) shows the highest reac
tivity. b) Pt{332} surface where 
the beam projection on the sur
face is parallel to the step 
edges, q, =0°. c) Pt{111} surface 
exhibits almost an order of mag
nitude lower activity 

the flat surfaces. Adsorption studies of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide 

revealed preferential bond breaking at these defect sites: C-Hand C-C bond 

breaking was readily detectable on stepped or kinked platinum surfaces upon 

adsorption of organic molecules, even at 300 K and low pressures [1.23], 

while under the same circumstances the {111} surface was unreactive. Molecu

lar-beam studies of H2;o2 exchange on stepped surfaces showed a 7- to 10-fold 

higher dissociation probability [1.24] of the hydrogen molecule than on the 

flat {111} crystal face (Fig.1.8). 

During the period between 1972-1976, the importance and research of sur

face defects, steps and kinks in surface chemical phenomena of all kinds has 

become well documented. Of course we were lucky that the stepped surfaces 

were also ordered and exhibited periodicities that were readily detectable 

by low-energy electron diffraction before adsorption and after adsorption of 

various atoms and molecules. 

To combine ultrahigh vacuum surface-science and high-pressure catalytic 

studies, the following apparatus was developed in my laboratory (Fig.1.9). 

After suitable surface characterization in ultrahigh vacuum by LEED, AES and 

other surface-sensitive techniques the small area sample, often a single 
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Pressure gauge 

S.S. welded bellows 
(b) (a) 

Fig.1.9a,b. Experimental apparatus for the catalytic reaction rate studies 
on single-crystal or polycrystalline surfaces of low surface area at low and 
high pressures in the 1o-7 to 1o+4 torr range 

crystal or polycrystalline foil, is enclosed in an isolation cell that can 
be pressurized with the reactants [1.25]. The sample is then heated to the 
reaction temperature and the products that form are analyzed by a gas chro
matograph connected to the high-pressure loop. The high-pressure reactor can 
be used in batch or in flow modes [1.26]. The detection sensitivity of the 
gas chromatograph is sufficiently high for a 1 cm2 surface area to be ade
quate to monitor the product distribution as long as the turnover rates over 
the catalysts are greater than 10-4 molecules per site per second. Using 
this high-pressure apparatus, we can carry out catalytic reactions under 
conditions that are virtually identical to those used in chemical technology. 
We can then evacuate the high-pressure cell, open it and analyze the surface 
properties of the working catalyst in ultrahigh vacuum using the various 
techniques of surface science. Then, the isolation cell may be closed again 
and the high-pressure reaction may be continued and again interrupted for 
surface analysis in vacuum. Using this apparatus we showed not only that 
catalytic reactions can readily be investigated using small area single
crystal surfaces, but that these surfaces can be used as model heterogeneous 
catalysts. 

This approach was being used in my laboratory to study hydrocarbon con
version reactions on platinum, the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide on rho
dium and iron, and for the ammonia synthesis from nitrogen and hydrogen on 
iron. 
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CH2 
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H3C CH 2 CH 2 Excess H2 
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H3C C 2 CH 3 
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CH2 H3C CH3 
HYDROGENOLYSIS 1\ + \I 

H,C CH3 CH 2 

propane 

Fig.l.lO. Skeletal rearrangement reactions of hydrocarbons are catalyzed by 
Pt with high activity and unique selectivity. Depicted here are the several 
reaction pathways which occur simultaneously during the catalyzed conversion 
of n-hexane (C6Hl4)- The isomerization, cyclization and aromatization reac
tions that produce branched or cyclic products are important in the produc
tion of high octane gasoline from petroleum naphta. The hydrogenolysis re
action involving c-c bond breaking yields undesirable gaseous products 

We discovered rapidly that the selectivity is structure sensitive during 
hydrocarbon conversion reactions. In these studies, the use of flat, stepped 
and kinked single-crystal surfaces with variable surface structure was very 
useful indeed. Figure 1.10 shows how n-hexane may undergo several different 
reactions over platinum. For the important aromatization reaction of n-hex
ane to benzene ~nd n-heptane to toluene we discovered that the hexagonal 
platinum surface where each surface atom is surrounded by six nearest neigh
bors is three to seventimes more active than the platinum surface with square 
unit cell [1.27], Fig.l.ll. Optimum aromatization activity is achieved on 
stepped surfaces with terraces about five atoms wide with hexagonal orienta
tion as indicated by reaction studies over more than ten different crystal 
surfaces with varied terrace orientation and step and kink concentrations. 
The reactivity pattern displayed by platinum crystal surfaces for alkane iso
merization reactions is completely different from that for aromatization. Our 
studies revealed that the maximum rate and selectivity (rate of desired re
action divided by total rate) for butane isomerization reactions are obtained 
on the flat crystal face with square unit cell [1.28]. Isomerization rates 
for this surface are four to seven times higher than those for the hexagonal 
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Fig.l.l2. Reaction rates as a function of surface structure for isobutane 
isomerization and hydrogenolysis catalyzed at 570 K and atmospheric pressure 
over the four Pt surfaces. The rates for both reaction pathways are very 
sensitive to structural features of the model single-crystal surfaces. Iso
merization is favored on Pt surfaces with a square (100) atomic arrangement. 
Hydrogenolysis rates are maximized when kink sites are present in high con
centration as in the Pt{lO 8 7} crystal surface 

surface and are increased only slightly by surface irregularities on the 

platinum surfaces as shown in Fig.1.12. 

For the undesirable hydrogenolysis reactions that require C-C bond scis

sion, we found that the two flat surfaces with highest atomic density exhi

bit very similar low reaction rates. However, the distribution of hydrogen-
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Fig.1.13. Surface-structure sensitivity 
of iron-catalyzed ammonia synthesis 

olysis products varies sharply over these surfaces. The hydrogenolysis rates 
increase m~rkedly three- to fivefold when kinks are present in high concen
trations on the Pt surfaces [1.29] (Fig.1.12). 

Figure 1.13 compares the rates of ammonia synthesis over the {111}, {100} 
and {110} crystal faces of iron [1.30]. The {111} crystal face is 420 times 
more active and the {100} face is 32 times more active than the {110}' iron 
surface. This reaction was studied by several outstanding researchers that 
include Emmett, Boudart, and Ertl, who worked for a long time on the mecha
nism of ammonia synthesis. Although the extreme structure sensitivity of 
this reaction was predicted by many, these data are the first clear experi
mental demonstration of this structure sensitivity. 

We found that the catalytically active surface is covered by a tenacious 
carbonaceous deposit that stays on the metal surface during many turnovers 
of the catalytic reactions. To determine the surface residence time of this 
carbonaceous deposit, the platinum surface was dosed with 14c-labelled orga
nic molecules under reaction conditions [1.31]. Carbon 14 is a s particle 
emitter, so using a particle detector we monitored its surface concentration 
as a function of time during the catalytic reaction. Using another surface
science technique, thermal desorption, we could determine the hydrogen con
tent of the adsorbed organic layer by detecting the amount of desorbing hy
drogen with a mass spectrometer. From these investigations we found that the 
residence time of the observed carbonaceous layer depends on its hydrogen 
content, which in turn depends on the reaction temperature as shown in Fig. 
1.14. While the amount of deposit does not change much with temperature, its 
composition does. It becomes much poorer in hydrogen as the reaction tern-
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cies was determined from 
hydrogen thermal desorp
tion studies. The amount 
of preadsorbed ethylene 
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by subsequent treatment 

in one atmosphere of hydrogen represents the "irreversibly adsorbed fraction." 
The adsorption reversibility decreases markedly with increasing adsorption 
temperature as the surface species become more hydrogen deficient. The irre
versibly adsorbed species have very long surface residence times of the or
der of days in the reactant mixture 

perature is increased. The adsorption reversibility decreases markedly with 
increasing temperature, as the carbonaceous deposit becomes more hydrogen 
deficient. As long as the composition is about CnH 1_5n and the temperature 
below 450 K, the organic deposit can be readily removed in hydrogen and the 
residence time is in the range of the turnover time of the catalytic reaction. 
As this deposit loses hydrogen with increasing reaction temperatures above 
450 K, it converts to an irreversibly adsorbed deposit with composition of 
c2nHn that can no longer be removed readily (hydrogenated) in the presence of 
excess hydrogen. Nevertheless, the catalytic reaction proceeds readily in the 
presence of this active carbonaceous deposit. Around 750 K, this active car
bon layer is converted to a graphitic layer that deactivates the metal sur
face and all chemical activity for any hydrocarbnn reaction ceases. Hydrogen
deuterium exchange studies indicate rapid exchange between the hydrogen atoms 
in the adsorbed reactive molecules and the hydrogen in the active but irre
versibly adsorbed deposit. Only the carbon atoms in this layer do not exchange. 
Thus one important property of the carbonaceous deposit is its ability to 
store and exchange hydrogen. The structure of adsorbed hydrocarbons, the frag
ments that form, and changes of their stoichiometry and structure can readily 
be studied by combined LEED and high-resolution electron energy loss (HREELS) 
techniques [1.32]. The surface-structure determination of organic monolayers is 
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Fiq.1.15. Model of the working Pt catalyst developed from our combination 
of surface studies using single-crystal surfaces and hydrocarbon reaction 
rate studies on the same surfaces 

one of the major directions of research that pursue in my laboratory and 
it will remain so for many years to come . 

How is it possible that the hydrocarbon conversion reactions exhibit 
great sensitivity to surface structure of platinum, while under reaction 
conditions the metal surface is covered with a near monolayer carbonaceous 
deposit [1.2]? In fact, often more than a monolayer amount of carbon-contain
ing deposit is present as indicated by surface-science measurements. To de
termine how 111uch of the platinum surface is exposed and remains uncovered 
we utilize the adsorption and subsequent thermal desorption of carbon mon
oxide, which, while readily adsorbed on the metal surface at 300 K and at 
low pressures, does not adsorb on the carbonaceous deposit . Our results in
dicated up to 10%-15% of the surface remains uncovered while the rest of the 
metal surface is covered by the organic deposit [1.31]. The fraction of un
covered metal sites decreases slowly with increasing reaction temperature. 
The structure of these uncovered metal islands is not very different from 
the structure of the initially clean metal surface during some of the or

ganic reactions, while thermal desorption studies indicate that the steps 
and ledges become preferentially covered in others . 

As a result of our catalyzed hydrocarbon conversion reaction studies on 
platinum crystal surfaces, a model has been developed for the working pla
tinum reforming catalyst, is Fig .1.15 . Between 80% and 90% of the catalyst 
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surfaces is covered with an irreversibly adsorbed carbonaceous deposit that 
stays on the surface for times much longer than the reaction turnover time 
[1.31]. The structure of this carbonaceous deposit varies continuously from 
two-dimensional to three-dimensional with increasing reaction temperature, 
and there are platinum patches that are not covered by the deposit. These 
metal sites can accept the reactive molecules and are responsible for the 
observed structure sensitivity and turnover rates. While there is evidence 
that the carbonaceous deposit participates in some of the reactions by hy
drogen transfer by providing sites for rearrangement and desorption while 
remaining inactive in other reactions, its chemical role requires further 
exploration. 

The oxidation state of surface atoms is also very important in control
ling both the activity and selectivity of catalytic reactions. For example, 
rhodium was reported to yield predominantly acetaldehyde and acetic acid, 
when prepared under appropriate experimental conditions during the reaction 
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen [1.33]. Our studies using unsupported poly
crystalline rhodium foils detected mostly methane [1.34], along with small 
amounts of ethylene and propylene under very similar experimental conditions. 
It appears that most of the organic molecules form following the dissociation 
of carbon monoxide by the rehydrogenation of CHx units similarly to alkane 
and alkene production from CO/H2 mixtures over other more active transition 
metal catalysts, e.g., iron, ruthenium and nickel. However, when rhodium 
oxide Rh 203 was utilized as a catalyst, large concentrations of oxygenated 
c2 or c3 hydrocarbons were produced, including ethanol, acetaldehyde and 
propionaldehyde [1.35]. Furthermore, the addition of c2H4 to the CO/H2 mix
ture yielded propionaldehyde, indicating the carbonylation ability of Rh 2o3. 
Under similar experimental conditions over rhodium metal, c2H4 was quanti
tatively hydrogenated to ethane and the carbonylation activity was totally 
absent. Clearly, higher oxidation state rhodium ions are necessary to pro
duce the oxygenated organic molecules. Unfortunately Rh2o3 reduced rapidly 
in the CO/H2 mixture to a metallic state with drastic alteration of the pro
duct distribution from oxygenated hydrocarbons to methane. To stabilize the 
rhodium ion, lanthanum rodate (LaRh03) was prepared by incorporating Rh 2o3 
into La2o3 at high temperatures [1.36]. Over this stable catalyst the for
mation of oxygenated products from CO and H2 predominated. The reason for 
the change of selectivity in CO/H2 reactions with alteration of the oxidation 
state of the transition metal is due largely to the change of heats of ad
sorption of CO and H2 as the oxidation state of the transition metal ion is 
varied, Fig.l.l6. The CO adsorption energy is decreased upon oxidation and 
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each value represents the variation 
with surface coverage rather than ex
perimental uncertainty 

the heat of adsorption of o2 is increased presumably due to the formation of 
a hydroxide. In addition, the metal is primarily active for hydrogenation 
and CO dissociation while the oxide can perform carbonylation and has re
duced hydrogenation activity. There are many examples of changing selecti
vity and activity of the catalyst as the oxidation state of the transition 
metal ion is varied. This is clearly one of the important ingredients for 
heterogeneous catalysis. 

As a result of these findings and others during the period from 1976 to 
the present, we could identify three molecular ingredients that control ca
talytic properties. These are the atomic surface structure, an active car

bonaceous deposit and the proper oxidation state of surface atoms. As a re
sult of these studies we have also developed a model for the working platinum 
catalyst. 

Much of the research in physical sciences and certainly everything I de
scribed as our work during the period 1965-1978 uses the passive approach. 
The purpose, in my case, is to understand the molecular ingredients of hetero
geneous catalysis. In all these investigations very little if any thought is 
given as to how to use the understanding obtained. During the last three 
years I have attempted to carry out more and more active research in two 
ways. First to use the knowledge gained to build a better catalyst system. 
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Fig.1.17. The rate of formation of 
various products from n-hexane as a 
function of fractional Au surface 
coverage or Au/Pt alloys prepared by 
vaporizing and diffusing Au into Pt 
{111} crystal surfaces 

Additives are being used to alter beneficially the surface structure to re
duce the amount of carbon deposit or to slow down its conversion to the in
active graphitic form. Bimetallic or multimetallic catalyst systems have 
been prepared and studied in my laboratory and elsewhere. By the addition 
of one or more other transition metals (paladium, iridium, rhenium or gold) 
to platinum, the alloy-catalyst system can be operated at higher reaction 
temperatures to obtain higher reaction rates. They show slower rates of de
activation (have longer lifetimes) and can also be more selective for a 
given chemical reaction (dehydrocyclization or isomerization) than the one
component catalyst. For example, the addition of small amounts of gold to 
platinum increased the isomerization activity [1.37] while drastically re
ducing the dehydrocyclization activity of this catalyst (Fig.1.17). The ad
dition of potassium changes the binding energy of carbon monoxide drastical
ly by changing the charge density of the transition metal surface atoms which 
in turn, are transferred to the molecular orbitals of carbon monoxide [1.38]. 
We have explored in great detail the effect of alkali atoms on transition me
tal surfaces both in accelerating or inhibiting various chemical reactions. 
In Figs.1.18,19 we show examples of how alkali metal addition changes the bon
ding of carbon monoxide on platinum surfaces [1.39] while increasing the ac
tivation energy for C-H bond breaking on platinum surfaces [1.40]. In the for
mer case the carbon monoxide dissociation reaction is definitely facilitated 
by the presence of potassium. In the latter case potassium is a uniform poi
son for hydrocarbon conversion reactions on platinum surfaces. We are also 
attempting to formulate and build new catalysts by incorporating transition 
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Fig.l.l8. Vibrational spectra of the 
saturation CO coverage adsorbed on 
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Fig.l.l9. Activation energy of the hy
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deposits after n-hexane reactions over 
Pt{lll} surfaces as a function of K 
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metal ions into refractory oxide lattices. In this way we stabilize the tran
sition metal high oxidation state under reducing reaction conditions. 

As combined surface-science and catalytic reaction studies develop and 
working models for catalysts help to build new catalysts, the field becomes 
high-technology catalysis science. This transition from art to catalysis 
science could not have come soon enough. The rapidly rising cost of petro
leum necessitates the use of new fuel sources such as coal, shale and tar 
sand and the use of new feedstocks for chemicals including CO and H2 and 
coal liquids. The new fuel and chemical technologies based on these feed
stocks require the development of an entirely new generation of catalysts. 
Ultimately, our fuel and chemicals must be produced from the most stable and 
abundant molecules on our planet, among them carbon dioxide, water, nitrogen 
and oxygen. To build the catalytic chemistry starting from these species is 
a considerable challenge that I believe will be met by catalysis science in 
the future. 

This brings me to the second new approach of active research in catalysis 
science which is really a very old one indeed. We are attempting to find ca
talysts for chemical reactions of small molecules that have not been explored. 
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In Figs.l.20,21 we show several chemical reactions of small molecules, most 

of which are thermodynamically feasible, yet, their catalytic science has 

not been explored. The two reactions that require the input of extra energy, 
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the splitting of water to hydrogen and oxygen by solar radiation or the 
photochemical splitting of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide and oxygen, are 
important reactions and major challenges that could be met by clever cataly
tic chemists and surface scientists. The reduction of carbon dioxide to for
mic acid, the reactions of nitrogen with oxygen and water to form nitric 
acid and the partiaJ oxidation of methane to formaldehyde and methanol and 
the reaction of water with graphite to produce methane are among those very 
important reactions to produce fuels and chemicals that are yet to be ex
plored from the point of view of catalytic scientists. At the beginning of 
the century, much of the science was developed by searching for catalysts 
to carry out important reactions that were thermodynamically feasible, but 
this approach was abandoned in the last thirty to forty years. I believe 
that with our increasingly more detailed knowledge of catalysts and cataly
sis science, perhaps we can embark again on searching for catalysts for im
portant reactions that have not been utilized in chemical technology as yet. 
The future is indeed unlimited and bright for molecular surface science and 
its application to catalysis science. 

There are many other applied areas of surface science where molecular 
surface science has hardly been employed: lubrication, chemical corrosion, 
radiation damage and adhesion are among them. It is my hope that by combin
ing techniques and knowledge in molecular surface science and in one of these 
applied fields, major advances will be made that will bring these fields to 
high technology where science leads the development of the technology. The 
solid-liquid interface is an area that requires intense exploration in the 
near future. Clearly, developments in electrochemistry and biology depend on 
our ability to scrutinize on the molecular level the solid-liquid interface. 
Surface-science studies of solid-solid interfaces could produce major ad
vances in the fields of coatings and composites. The opportunities are vir
tually unlimited for clever surface scientists who are willing to be broad
minded enough to learn about applications of their molecular level studies 
to important fields and technologies based on surface science. 
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2. Fourier-Transfonn Infrared Spectroscopy in Heterogeneous 
Catalysis 

A. T.Bell 

With 13 Figures 

2. 1 Introduction 

Infrared spectroscopy has proven to be an extremely valuable method for ob

taining information about the structure of species present at a catalyst 

surface [2.1-9]. Because infrared spectra can be acquired in the presence 

of a gas phase, and over a broad range of pressures and temperatures, it is 

often possible to obtain information about the working state of the catalyst. 

Such in situ studies have helped to establish whether an adsorbate under

goes rearrangement or decomposition upon adsorption, and in a limited number 

of instances has led to the identification of reaction intermediates. 

Most of the published work on infrared spectroscopy of ~urface structures 

has been carried out with dispersive spectrometers. More recently, though, 

there has been an increasing trend towards the use of Fourier-transform (FT) 

spectrometers [2.8,9]. The principal advantage of FT spectrometers over dis

persive instruments is a greatly reduced time required to acquire a spectrum 

with a given signal-to-noise ratio. The advent of reliable commerical FT 

spectrometers during the past decade or so has helped to broaden the scope 

of materials that can be characterized by infrared spectroscopy and has 

greatly facilitated the acquisition of spectra under dynamic conditions. 

This chapter begins with a brief review of the optical principles under

lying FT spectroscopy and summarizes the advantages of FT over dispersive 

spectrometers. Next, the acquisition of infrared spectra by transmission, 

diffuse reflectance, and photoacoustic techniques is discussed and the tech

niques compared. Finally, a series of illustrations is presented to demon

strate the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Since virtually 

all of the published work has concerned powdered catalysts, the discussions 

given here have been limited to materials in this form. 
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2. 2 Optical Principle& 

A brief review of the optical principles governing the operation of a FT 

spectrometer is presented in this section. This discussion will serve as a 

basis for understanding what factors govern instrument resolution and signal

to-noise ratio. The reader interested in more detailed information is refer

red to [2.10-13]. 

The optical arrangement of a typical FT spectrometer is shown in Fig.2.1. 

An infrared beam enters the source side of a Michelson interferometer where 

part of the beam is reflected to the fixed mirror by the beam splitter and 

part is transmitted to the movable mirror. Following reflection, both beams 

recombine at the beam splitter. Since the path length of the beam reflected 

from the movable mirror is in general slightly different from that of the 

beam reflected from the fixed mirror, the two beams interfere either con

structively or destructively. Displacement of the movable mirror at a fixed 

velocity v modulates the beam exiting from the interferometer. The modula

tion frequency for each wave number~ is given by 2v~. 

The signal observed by the detector depends on the displacement or retar

dation of the movable mirrors and is known as the interferogram I(s). To 

obtain a spectrum I(v), it is necessary to take the Fourier transform of the 

fluctuating portion of the interferogram, I(s) = [I(s) -0.5I(O)]. Thus, 

I(~) = J l(s)cos(2rr~s)ds ( 2 .1) 

An illustration of the relationship between I(s) and I(~) for a spectrum 

consisting of three narrow lines is shown in Fig.2.2a. 

In practice, the Fourier integral indicated in (2.1) cannot be executed 

over s from ~to ~. since the interferogram can be determined experimen

tally only over a finite range (-smax.2S_2+ smx). As a consequence, the in

tegration can be performed only over a finite range. Figure 2.2b shows that 

truncation of the limits of integration results in a broadening of the spec

tral peaks. 

An additional consequence of finite retardation is the appearance of se

condary extrema or "wings" on either side of the primary features. The pre

sence of these features is disadvantageous, especially for observing a weak 

absorbance in proximity to a strong one. To diminish this problem the inter

ferogram is usually multiplied by a triangular apodization function which 

forces the product to approach zero continuously for s = ±s . Fourier max 
transformation of the apodized interferogram produces a spectrum such as 

that shown in Fig.2.2c. 
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Fig.2.1. Optical arrangement of an FT spectrometer 
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Fig.2.2a-c. Fourier transformed spectrum of: (a) an infinite interferogram; 
(b) a finite interferogram; and (c) a finite interferogram with triangular 
apodization 
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The resolution of an FT spectrometer is dictated by the maximum retard
ation of the movable mirror. Thus, 

6v = 1/smax . 

The resolving power of the spectrometer R is give~ by 

R = v/6v 

-
= vsmax 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

It follows, therefore, that the resolving power increases with increasing 
wave number. 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for any type of spectrometer is dictated 
by (2. 4): 

- - k: SNR = B(T,v)en6vt~/NEP (2.4) 

where B(T,v) is the source brightness, which is a function of the source 
temperature and the frequency; e is the optical throughput; n is the optical 
efficiency; t:,.v is the resolution; tm is the observation time of a single 
spectral element of width 6v; and NEP is the noise equivalent power of the 
detector. Equation (2.4) indicates that high SNR's are favored by use of a 
bright source, high throughput optics, low resolution (i.e., a large value 
of 6v), long spectral collection times, and a low-noise detector. 

The advantages of FT over dispersive spectrometers can be discussed in 
terms of (2.4) [2.8,12-14]. For this purpose, advantage is defined either by 
the ratio of SNR's for a fixed data-collection time, or by the ratio of data
collection times for a fixed SNR. One of the principal advantages of FT over 
dispersive spectrometers, known as Fellgett's advantage, results from the 
fact that an FT spectrometer observes all spectral elements simultaneously, 
whereas a monochrometer spends only a fraction of the total data-collection 
time observing each resolution element. Table 2.1 illustrates several exam
ples of Fellgett's advantage. It is apparent that the multiplexing capabili
ties of FT spectrometers offer, in principle, very significant advantages, 
particularly in the speed of spectral acquisition. Griffiths et al. [2.14] 
have shown that Fellgett's advantage is never fully realized in practice and 
that the comparison of FT and dispersive instruments must take into consider
ation all factors entering into (2.4). When this is done, an FT spectrometer 
still outperforms dispersive spectrometers by a substantial margin. Thus, for 
a fixed resolution, FT instruments offer SNR advantages of 10 to 102 (assum
ing a fixed data-collection time) and data-collection-time advantages of 102 

to 103 (assuming a fixed SNR). It must be recognized, of course, that these 
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Table 2.1. Tabulated values of Fellgett's advantage 

Resolution 
tw [cm- 1] 

8 
2 
0.5 
0.5 

Range 
- -1 vR [em l 

3600 
3600 
3600 

400 

tm Advan. SNR Advan. 
M~ M 

450 21 
1800 42 
7200 85 
800 28 

advantages are determined on the assumption that the full midinfrared range 
of frequencies (4000 to 400 cm- 1) is of interest. For situations in which 
information is required from a narrower spectral range, the advantages of FT 

1 
spectroscopy diminish as either M or M~. 

2. 3 Techniques for the Acquisition of Spectra 

There are three primary techniques for obtaining infrared spectra from 
powdered samples: transmission, diffuse reflectance, and photoacoustic spec
troscopy. Attenuated total reflection and emission spectroscopy have also 
been applied, but these techniques suffer from a number of disadvantages 
which limit their applicability [2.15]. This section outlines the theory 
underlying transmission, diffuse reflectance, and photoacoustic spectroscopy, 
and describes the types of cells needed to practice each of these techniques. 

2. 3. 7 Transmission Spectroscopy 

Transmission spectroscopy has been the most widely used technique to study 
the structure of adsorbed species and the structure of compound catalysts 
(e.g., metal oxides, metal sulfides, zeolites, etc.) [2.1-6]. The sample is 
usually prepared by pressing a fine powder of the solid into a self-support
ing disk. To assure adequate transmission of infrared radiation through the 
disk, its thickness is usually limited to less than ~200 wm. The use of 
powder-particle diameters below a few microns helps to minimize the loss of 
radiation by scattering. 

A large number of cells has been developed for transmission spectroscopy 
[2.1-9]. Some are designed to allow pretreatment of the sample in a furnace 
located to one side of the observation cell. While simple in construction, 
these cells require transfer of the sample back and forth between the fur
nace and the observation cell, and do not permit in situ examination of the 
sample. More recently, a number of designs have appeared for cells which 
permit observation of the sample under pretreatment or reaction conditions. 
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2 

Fig.2.3. Exploded view of the trans
mission infrared spectroscopy cell 
deve 1 oped by Hicks et a l. [2 .16]: 
(1) top flange; (2) bottom flange; 
(3) Kalrez 0 ring; (4) CaF2 window; 
(5) sample holder; (6) catalyst 
disk; (7) copper gasket; (8) Swage
lok fitting; (9) sheathed thermo
couple; (10) sleave attached to 
thermocouple sheath 

An example of such a cell, developed in the author's laboratory, is shown in 
Fig.2.3 [2.16]. This cell can operate at pressures between 1 and 20 atm and 
at temperatures up to 300°C. Because the dead volume of the cell is small, 
0.25 cm3, it is ideally suited for transient response experiments. The small 
optical path length through the gas inside the cell (~ 1 mm) makes this de
sign ideal for high-pressure studies where interference from gas-phase ab
sorption must be minimized. 

For transmission spectroscopy, the relationship between absorbance A, and 
the concentration of absorbing material c, is given by 

A= -ln(I/!0) 

= e:dc , (2.5) 

where 10 and I are the intensities of incident and transmitted beams, e: is 
the integrated absorbtion coefficient, and d is the sample thickness. In the 
case of solid materials, e: is constant, and hence A is a linear function of 
c. This relationship breaks down, though, for adsorbed species. Thus, for 
example, several authors [2.17-19] have demonstrated that the value of e: for 
adsorbed CO decreases progressively with increasing coverage. This means that 
quantitative interpretation of infrared spectra of adsorbed species must be 
carried out with care. 
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2. 3. 2 Diffuse-Reflectance Spectroscopy 

To take a diffuse-reflectance spectrum of a powder, the sample is placed in 
a shallow cup and irradiated with radiation from the interferometer. The in
cident radiation passes into the bulk of the sample, undergoes reflection, 
refraction, scattering, and absorption by varying degrees before reemerging 
at the sample surface. The diffusely reflected radiation from the sample is 
collected by a spherical or elliptical mirror and focused onto the detector. 

A number of different cells for diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy have 
been described in the literature [2.12,15]. The arrangement shown in Fig. 
2.4, recently reported by Hamadeh [2.20], is particularly well suited for 
in situ studies of catalysts. Gases can be passed directly through the pow
dered sample permitting intimate contact, and the sample can be heated to 
temperatures as high as 600°C. The range of pressures over which the cell 
can be used is 10-6 torr to 1 atm. 

Fig.2.4. Cross-sectional view of the diffuse
reflectance cell developed by Hamadeh [2.20]: 
(A) main body; (B) cover plate for the sample 
compartment; (C) cover plate for the cooling 
water cavity; (D) frit to support the sample; 
(E) Sample heater; {F) KCl window; (G) cavity 
for cooling water; (H) gas outlet line; 
(i) nut to vacuum-tighten the sample holder 
to the housing tube 

Unlike transmission spectra, diffuse-reflectance spectra cannot be de
termined directly, and are usually obtained using a nonabsorbing powder as 
a reference [2 . 15]. Common reference materials for measurements at infrared 
frequencies are alkali halides. To avoid problems of sampling depth, the 
beds of sample and reference materials must be sufficiently deep so that an 
increase in their depths causes no further change in the signal. The ratio 
of the diffuse reflectance from the sample to that of the nonabsorbing pow
dered reference at "infinite depth" is designated R00• When the amount of 
specularly reflected radiation is small and the scattering coefficients is 
constant, Roo is related to the concentration of absorbers by the Kubelka-
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Munk function, f(R=)· Thus 

(1 - R )2 
f(R)= = 2R = = ESC 

= 
(2.6) 

The linearity of f(R=) in c depends on whether or notE is independent of c, 

as in the case of transmission spectroscopy. 

2. 3. 3 Photoacoustic Spectroscopy 

The application of photoacoustic spectroscopy to obtain infrared spectra of 

powdered samples is a relatively recent development [2.21-23]. To take a 

photoacoustic spectrum, the sample is placed in a sealed cell containing an 

inert gas and a very sensitive microphone, and exposed to radiation emanat

ing from the interferometer of an FT spectrometer. For frequencies where the 

sample absorbs radiation, the radiant energy is converted to thermal energy. 

This causes the gas above the sample to heat up and expand, thereby setting 

up a pressure wave which is detected by the microphone. 

As yet, there have been relatively few cell designs proposed for taking 

photoacoustic spectra of powdered samples [2.15,21]. An example of a cell 

which has been used quite successfully is shown in Fig.2.5 [2.24,25]. In 

this design the sample is contained in a rectangular holder which can easily 

be introduced into the cell. The cell is coupled acoustically to the sample 

compartment by a narrow channel. 

In contrast to the cells used for transmission and diffuse-reflectance 

spectroscopy, it is not possible to acquire photoacoustic spectra in the pre

sence of the adsorbate gas or at elevated temperatures. The first of these 

constraints arises from the fact that the photoacoustic effect is much 

stronger for gases than for solids. As a consequence, it is necessary to 

flush the adsorbate gas from the cell with a nonabsorbing gas such as N2 or 

He, prior to taking a spectrum. Thus, only strongly adsorbed species can be 

studied. The constraint on temperature is due to the fact that the SNR de

creases significantly as the temperature increases above ambient. It is also 

appropriate to note that even under ideal circumstances the SNR of a photo

acoustic detector is significantly lower than that of a HgCdTe detector, 

used for transmission or diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy. 

The signal put out by the microphone of a photoacoustic cell is propor

tional to the temporal changes in the gas pressure within the cell, 6P(t). 

Rosencwaig and Gersho [2.26] have shown that 6P(t) is related to the heat 

released to the gas, Q, by the following expression 

6 P(t) = Q exp[i(wt- il J (2.7) 
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Fig.2.5. Cross-sectional view of the Gilford NIR-Vis-UV photoacoustic cell 
[2.24] 

where w is the modulation frequency of the infrared radiation. The quantity 
Q is a function of the optical and thermal properties of the sample, and of 
the thermal properties of the gas over the sample. For thermally and opti
cally thick solids [2. 23,26] 

iPoioy (]1~]19) 
- TO k cC 

4 X 2 ~g S 
Q (2.8) 

where 10 is the intensity of the incident radiation, P0 is the ambient gas 
pressure, T0 its temperature, y the ratio of specific heats of the gas at 
constant pressure and volume, ~g is the height of t he ambient gas layer, ks 
is the specific heat of the solid, and ]ls and ]lg are the thermal di f fusion 
lengths of the solid and gas, respectively. Equations (2.7,8) indicate that 
when c is independent of c, the amplitude of L'IP(t) will be proportional toe. 

2. q Applications 

As noted earlier, the principal advantages of FT spectroscopy over disper
sive spectroscopy are a higher SNR for a fixed period of data collection and 
significantly a lower data-collection time to achieve a fixed SNR. Because 
of this, FT spectrometers are used increasingly for studies in which the 
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amount of radiation transmitted through the sample, or reflected from it, is 
low, and for studies in which the sample undergoes a rapid change in compo
sition. This section briefly reviews the applications of FT spectroscopy to 
study the dynamics of adsorbed species using transmission techniques and the 
characterization of solids and adspecies by diffuse reflectance and photo
acoustic spectroscopy. 

2. 4. 7 Transmission Spectroscopy 

The application of FT spectrometers to dynamic studies holds considerable 
promise for obtaining insight into the kinetics of adsorption, desorption, 
and surface reaction processes. Several illustrations taken from the author's 
recent work will be described here. 

Savatsky and BeZZ [2.27,28] have studied the kinetics of NO adsorption 
onto, and desorption from, a silica-supported Rh catalyst. Figure 2.6 il
lustrates the temporal development of the bands observed at 1680, 1830, and 

-1 -1 o-1910 em . The band at 1680 em , assigned to N-0 vibrations of NOa , grows 
to a maximum intensity and then diminishes for exposures above 100 s. During 
this latter period, the band at 1910 cm-1, assigned to NO~+, intensifies 
and, after exposure times of 800 s or more, becomes the dominant spectral 
feature. Since the band at 1680 cm- 1 is characteristic of NO adsorbed on a 
reduced rhodium surface and the band at 1910 cm-1 is characteristic of NO 
adsorbed on an oxidized surface, the relative intensities of these bands 
provide an indication of the extent to which the rhodium surface is oxidized 

-1 by NO. The band at 1830 em is due to NO adsorbed in a neutral state, and, 
as seen in Fig.2.1, this feature is relatively insensitive to the progres
sive oxidation of the catalyst. The effect of temperature on the intensities 
of the bands for NO~- and NO~+ is shown in Fig.2.7, for a fixed exposure 
time. It is apparent that with increasing temperature the high-frequency 
band for N0°+ increases monotonically as the low-frequency band for N0°- de
creases. These trends indicate that the oxidation of Rh by NO is accelerated 
at higher temperatures. 

The kinetics of NO desorption from silica-supported Rh were also studied 
[2.28]. Figure 2.8 shows how the integrated intensity of the band at 1680 
cm-1 decreases with time, for several temperatures. Over the temperature 
range considered the intensities of the bands at 1830 and 1910 cm-1 did not 

change with time, indicating that NOa and NO~+ are more strongly adsorbed 
than NO~-. Using an equilibrium desorption model to simulate the data in 
Fig.2.8, it was determined that the rate coefficient for NO desorption is 
kd = 1. 2 x 1015 exp ( -25 ,000/RT). Both the preexponentia 1 factor and the ac-
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Fig.2.6. Time evolution of bands associated with NO adsorption on a 4% Rh/ 
Si02 catalyst: adsorption temperature, 150 C; NO partial pressure, 0.03 atm; 
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tivation energy for desorption are in good agreement with values determined 
from temperature-programmed desorption experiments performed with the same 
catalyst sample [2.29]. 

Another illustration of the application of FT transmission spectroscopy 
to dynamic studies is shown in Fig.2.9. These spectra are taken from a re
cent investigation reported by Winslow and Bell [2.19]. The rate of CO ex
change between the gas phase and the surface during CO hydrogenation over a 
Ru/Si02 catalyst was observed by making a step-function change in the reac
tant feed from 13co;o2 to 12co;o2. The band in Fig.2.9 is due to linearly 
adsorbed CO. Initially, the band appears at 2000 cm-1, as expected for ad
sorbed 13co. When the 12co;o2 is introduced, the band rapidly moves up scale, 
and within 4 s reaches a frequency of 2030 cm-1, characteristic of adsorbed 
12co. This sequence, taken at about one interferogram per second, demon
strates that relatively rapid surface reactions can be followed by FT spec
troscopy. 

2. 4. 2 Diffuse-Reflectance Spectroscopy 

The earliest efforts to obtain diffuse-reflectance spectra from powdered 
samples were carried out using dispersive spectrometers. Kortum and Delfts 

[2.30] reported spectra of ethylene and hydrogen cyanide on various metal 
oxides. The quality of the spectra was sufficient to identify the formation 
of c2H5 surface species from adsorbed c2H4 and hydrogen donated by the sur
face OH groups. Spectra of adsorbed HCN revealed evidence for HCN decomposi
tion, polymer buildup, and dicyan formation. The spectra of pyridine adsorbed 
on HY zeolite were obtained by Niwa et al. [2.31]. While noisy, these spec
tra could still be used to identify a variety of surface structures. 

Hamadeh [2.20] has recently used the cell shown in Fig.2.4 in conjunction 
with FT spectroscopy to obtain high-quality spectra of CO adsorbed on Rh/ 
Al 2o3. An example of these spectra is shown in Fig.2.10. The bands at 2085 
and 2027 cm-1 are assigned to the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches of 
CO in gem-dicarbonyl structures. The band 2060 cm-1 is attributed to line-

-1 arly adsorbed CO and the broad band at 1875-1890 em to bridge-bonded CO. 
The weak feature at 1625 cm-1 is believed to be due to a formate structure. 

To assess the sensitivity of his apparatus, Hamadeh [2.20] also examined 
the spectrum of c2H4 adsorbed on Pd/Al 2o3, since the extinction coefficients 
for adsorbed c2H4 are significantly lower than those for adsorbed CO. A re
presentative spectrum is shown in Fig.2.11. The absence of any bands below 
3000 cm-1 suggests that the adsorbed species is ethylenic rather than paraf
finic. The band at 2140 cm-1 and the shoulder at 2090 cm-1 are assigned to 
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Fig.2.11. Diffuse-reflectance spectrum of CzH4 adsorbed on 5% Pd/Alz03: 
CzH4 pressure=6.19 torr [2.20] 

two types of weakly adsorbed hydrogen atoms, and the band at 1850 to strong
ly adsorbed hydrogen. The band at 1650 cm- 1 is assigned to the C=C stretch 
of a disubstituted vinyl group such as 

> CH -· ·-· CH 2 

The shoulder at 1570 cm- 1 is attributed to C=C stretching vibrations of a 
vinyl group adsorbed at a threefold site, i.e., 

--. CH -·-· -· CH 
2 

-1 The remaining two bands at 1035 and 1080 em are assigned to the out-of-
plane deformations of a vinyl group. The spectrum in Fig.2.11 suggests, 
therefore, that upon adsorption both hydrogen atoms at one end of the c2H4 
molecule are transferred to the metal and the residual hydrocarbon species 
becomes bridge bonded to either two or three Pd atoms. 

2. 4. 3 Photoacoustic Spectroscopy 

Very limited application of photoacoustic spectroscopy has been made thus 
far to studies of catalysts and adsorbed species, and none of the reported 
studies have used an FT spectrometer. Low and Parodi [2.21] demonstrated the 
feasibility of observing surface species on fused silica. Examples of their 
spectra are presented in Fig.2.12. Upon contacting the silica with HSiCl 3, 
spectra a and b show the conversion of =Si-OH groups to =Si-0-SiHCl 2 groups. 
Treatment of the silanized sample with NH 3 leads to the appearance of bands 
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Fig.2.12. Photoacoustic spectra of: (A) silica, after degassing at 500°C; 
(B) after reaction with HSiCl3; {C) after exposure to NH3; {D) after degas
sing to remove sorbed NH3; (E) after reaction with CH30H [2.21] 

Fig.2.13. Spectra of CO adsorbed on 5% Rh/Al203 obtained using diffuse-re
flectance {lower trace) and photoacoustic spectroscopy (upper trace) [2.20] 

for NH~ and a shift in the position =Si-H band (spectrum c). The reversibi

lity of NH3 adsorption is illustrated by spectrum d. Finally, treatment of 

the sample with CH 30H leads to the formation of =Si-0-CH3 groups, as evi

denced by spectrum e. 

Hamadeh [2.20] has recently compared the diffuse-reflectance and photo

acoustic techniques for acquiring the spectrum of CO adsorbed on Rh/Al 2o3. 

Figure 2.13 illustrates the spectra obtained by the two methods. It is seen 

that the SNR of the diffuse-reflectance spectrum is considerably better than 

that of the photoacoustic spectrum even though with the former only one scan 

was collected, whereas 1024 scans were averaged to obtain the photoacoustic 

spectrum. 

2. 5 Conclusions 

Work accomplished during the past several years has amply demonstrated the 

utility of FT spectroscopy for characterizing catalyst surfaces and adsorbed 
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species. The most promising methods for acquiring spectra appear to be trans
mission and diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy. Cells capable of operation 
over a broad range of temperatures and pressures have been developed and can 
be used for in situ studies. Since FT spectra with good SNR can be acquired 
in a second or so, it is now possible to study many processes under dynamic 
conditions. Such investigations are particularly exciting and hold promise 
for providing data on the kinetics of adsorption, desorption, decomposition, 
and reaction of various gases. The kinetics of solid-state reactions can 
also be studied using similar techniques. 
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3. Magnetic Resonance in Surface Science 

R.F.Howe 

With 16 Figures 

3. 1 Introduction 

The spectroscopic techniques of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR or ESR) have been known for more than 30 years. 
Only in the past 15 years, however, have they been widely applied in the 
field of surface science. In principle EPR spectroscopy is limited to observ
ation of surface species containing unpaired electrons. These may include ad
sorbed radicals, molecules containing unpaired electrons (e.g., NO), transi
tional metal ions and surface defects of various types. Furthermore, EPR is 
a highly sensitive technique, able to detect (in favourable cases) as few as 
1011 spins. NMR spectroscopy, on the other hand, is much broader in scope, 
since there are many different nuclei possessing non-zero nuclear spins. 
As a surface technique however, NMR suffers the disadvantage of having a 
relatively low sensitivity. Both EPR and NMR provide information about the 
structure and environment of the species being observed, in a completely non
destructive manner. 

The application of magnetic resonance techniques to surface analysis was 
reviewed by Lunsford in [3.1]. Several other reviews since then have described 
more recent applications of EPR [3.2-5] and NMR [3.6-10] to surface chemistry, 
and the proceedings of two international conferences on magnetic resonance 
in colloid and interface science have been published [3.11,12]. 

It is the purpose of this review to describe the present status of EPR 
and NMR as surface-science techniques. This will be done by means of selected 
examples, with particular emphasis placed on developments in the field since 
Lunsford's 1976 review. No attempt is made at complete literature coverage, 
for which the earlier ceviews should be consulted. An outline is first given 
of the important theoretical aspects of EPR and NMR spectroscopy. 
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3. 2 Background 

Specialised textbooks should be consulted for fyll details of the theory 
and practice of EPR [3.13-16] and NMR [3.16-19]. The following is intended 
as a brief summary. 

3. 2. 1 EPR Spectroscopy 

The interaction of a paramagnetic species containing a single unpaired elec
tron with an external magnetic field H is described approximately by the fol
lowing spin Hamiltonian: 

(3.1) 

where is the Bohr magneton, ~ the so-called g tensor, S the electron spin, 
A the nuclear hyperfine tensor and I a nuclear spin. The first term describes 
the interaction of the electron with the field, and the second term contains 
hyperfine interactions between the electron spin and any nuclear spins in 
its vicinity. Equation (3.1) is approximate in that it neglects the direct 
interaction of the nuclear spins with the field, as well as any interaction 
of the electron spin with nuclear quadrupoles (for those nuclei having I>!:;). 
The neglected terms are small, but not necessarily negligible. An additional 
term (the zero field splitting term) must be added to (3.1) for species con
taining more than one unpaired electrons, although such species have rarely 
been studied on surfaces. 

In the conventional EPR experiment the magnetic field is varied to induce 
transitions between eigenstates of (3.1) with microwave radiation of fixed 
frequency (usually about 9.5 GHz). The value of g determines the field at 
which absorbtion occurs, while the hyperfine interactions cause multiplet 
splitting of the resonance. Since both of the interactions described in (3.1) 
are anisotropic, g and A are second-rank tensors which can be characterised 
by their principal components and by the orientations of their principal axes 
with respect to a molecular coordinate system. Experiments with single-crys
tal samples in which all the paramagnetic species are aligned in the same 
direction allow complete determination of the tensor components and the orien
tations of their principal axes from measurements of the spectrum as a func
tion of the orientation of the crystal in the magnetic field. 

The surface scientist is usually faced with a situation in which the para
magnetic species are randomly oriented in a polycrystalline powder sample, 
and the observed EPR spectrum is an envelope of spectra from all orientations. 
Determination of the spin Hamiltonian parameters from such a powder spectrum 
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is a more difficult problem. In simple cases, measurement of the positions 
of turning points (maxima, minima or points of inflexion) in the first deri
vative absorbtion spectrum can give the magnitudes of the principal compo
nents of the g and A tensors, since the turning points correspond to align
ment of the field along principal axes. In practice, many of the expected 
features may overlap and be poorly resolved. The orientations of the tensor 
axes cannot be obtained from a powder spectrum. 

The reverse procedure, calculation of the powder spectrum expected for a 
given set of spin Hamiltonian parameters, is readily achieved with computer 
programs which compute the spectrum for one orientation and integrate over 
all orientations [3.20]. Examples of such computed powder spectra will be 
considered later. It should be noted here that successful computer simulation 
of the observed spectrum is an important and necessary test of the correct
ness of g and A tensor components estimated from inspection of the observed 
spectrum. 

In situations where a surface species changes its orientation on the time 
scale of the EPR experiment (circa 10-9 s), the anisotropy in the spectrum 
may be partially or completely averaged to zero. An example of the effects 
of surface mobility will be considered later. The normal EPR spectrum is in-

-7 sensitive to motion occurring on a time scale longer than about 10 s. 
Two additional parameters that characterise the interaction of a spin sys

tem with its surroundings are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times 
T1 and T2, where T1 is the time constant for transfer of energy from the spin 
system to its surroundings, and T2 is the corresponding time constant for 
the transfer of energy from one spin system to another. These parameters are 
not readily measured in the normal EPR experiment, although they may be esti
mated from measurements of saturation of the EPR signal at high microwave 
powers. The relaxation times are in principle easily obtained from pulsed 
EPR experiments, but these techniques have not yet found wide application. 

3. 2. 2 NMR Spectroscopy 

The approximate spin Hamiltonian for interaction of a nuclear spin I with 
an external magnetic field, analogous to equation (3.1), is 

d" 
.#= -g S 1·(1- a)·H + L I.•J.kolk + L Je.~P (3.2) 

n n i <k 1 1 i <k 1 

where gn is the nuclear g value, sn the nuclear magneton, a the chemical 
shift tensor, and Jik the indirect nuclear coupling tensor. The first term 
describes the nuclear Zeeman interaction with the magnetic field. The field 
at the nucleus may differ from the external field due to screening effects 
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from surrounding electrons, which are incorporated into the chemical shift. 
Since screening effects will in general be anisotropic, the chemical shift 
is expressed as a second-rank tensor which is formally analogous to the g 
tensor in EPR spectroscopy. However, it should be noted that in NMR the ef
fect of the electronic environment is to modify the field rather than the 
value of g. The second term describes the magnetic interaction between dif
ferent nuclei via bonding electrons. The coupling constant Jik is often 
treated as a scalar quantity, although it is formally a second-rank tensor. 
The third term, which dominates in NMR of solids, describes the direct dipo
lar interaction between nuclear spins. The dipolar Hamiltonian has the form 

(3.3) 

where r is the radius vector connecting spins i and k. The dipolar Hamiltonian 
is anisotropic, and may be expressed alternatively in terms of a dipolar 
coupling tensor which has the important property of being 

(3.4) 

traceless. The second and third terms together in (3.2) are formally analo
gous to the hyperfine coupling term in (3.1). Equation (3.2) neglects any 
contribution from nuclear quadrupole moments and from interaction of the 
nuclear spin with unpaired electrons. 

In solution, rapid motion of molecules on the NMR time scale (circa 10-6 s) 
averages the dipolar coupling tensor, the chemical shift anisotropy and any 
anisotropy in the indirect coupling term to zero. A solution NMR spectrum 
then provides the average chemical shift [cr = j (crxx + ayy + crzz)l and the· 
isotropic coupling constants Jik' In solid samples, on the other hand, all 
of the anisotropic interactions will in general be present, and the NMR 
spectrum obtained from a polycrystalline powder will be a broad envelope of 
spectra from all possible orientations in the magnetic field. 

A number of successful NMR studies of molecules absorbed on high surface 
area solids have been made using the so-called wide-line NMR technique, in 
which the sample is continuously irradiated with single-frequency RF radi
ation while the magnetic field is swept through resonance (analogous to the 
conventional EPR experiment) [3.21]. Pulsed NMR spectrometers are now used 
more routinely [3.19]. In the usual pulse experiment, a short intense pulse 
of RF radiation generates a component of nuclear spin magnetisation in a 
plane perpendicular to the direction of the static magnetic field, which in 
turn generates a signal in a receiver coil in this plane. When the RF pulse 
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is turned off, the perpendicular component of magnetisation decays to zero 

(the free induction decay) with a time constant T2 ~T 1 , where T1 and T2 are 

the nuclear spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times. Fourier transfor

mation of the free induction decay produces a conventional absorption versus 

frequenc spectrum. 

The sensitivity of the pulsed NMR technique exceeds that of wide-line NMR 

by several orders of magnitude. Pfeiffer [3.6] estimated the limiting sensi

tivity of a modern pulsed instrument for protons in a field of 10000 Gauss 

(the number of protons needed to give a signal-to-noise ratio of 10:1) to 

be about 1019 . For other nuclei, with smaller magnetic moments, the sensiti

vity will be correspondingly lower, although the advent of superconducting 

solenoid magnets (magnetic fields up to 140000 Gauss) gives some improvement. 

Earlier reviews [3.1,6-10) described NMR studies of physically adsorbed 

molecules, in which the rapid motion of the adsorbed molecules averages the 

anisotropic interactions to zero, giving a solution-like NMR spectrum. Such 

studies have been particularly useful in observing 13c NMR spectra of weakly 

adsorbed organic molecules. Solution-like spectra are also obtained in si

tuations where a strongly chemisorbed species can rapidly exchange with a 

physically adsorbed phase [3.22). The earlier reviews have also covered the 

use of pulse NMR to measure the relaxation times T1 and T2, and this aspect 

will not be considered here. 

The most important advance of the past 10 years as far as NMR of surfaces 

is concerned is the development of high resolution NMR of solids. The dipo

lar contribution to the spin Hamiltonian, (3.2), in most cases swamps the 

terms which provide more directly useful information about the structure and 

environment of the species under observation, i.e., the chemical shift and 

the indirect nuclear coupling constants, and often broadens the signal from 

polycrystalline powders beyond detection. Methods are now available for re

moving dipolar broadening from NMR spectra of solids, as well as broadening 

due to anisotropy in the chemical shift tensor. A brief outline of these 

methods is given here; several recent reviews on high resolution NMR of solids 

should be consulted for further details [3.23-25). 

The dipolar interaction between dissimilar nuclei is readily removed by 

applying intense RF radiation at the resonance frequency of the second nuc

leus. This effectively decouples it from the first. The decoupling technique 

can also be used to enhance the sensitivity of the first nucleus where it is 

magnetically dilute, through cross polarisation. This has found particular 

use in 13c NMR of organic molecules, where polarisation transfer from the 

more abundant 1H nuclei significantly enhances the 13c NMR signal. 
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The dipolar interaction between similar nuclei is more difficult to re
move. If the nucleus of interest is magnetically dilute (e.g., 13c, 1.1% 

-3 natural abundance), then the r dependence of the dipolar interaction re-
sults in very little homonuclear broadening. For magnetically concentrated 
nuclei (e.g., 1H), the so-called magic angle spinning {MAS) technique can 
in principle be employed. This relies on the fact that dipolar interaction 
is, to first order, proportional to (1-3 cos2e), where e is the angle between 
the vector connecting the dipoles and the external field. The dipolar inter
action therefore vanishes ate = 54°44'. Rapid rotation of a powder sample 
about an axis which makes an angle of 54°44' to the magnetic field direction 
should then remove dipolar broadening from the spectrum, provided the rota
tion rate exceeds the magnitude of the broadening (in frequency units). In 
practice, however, the homonuclear dipolar broadening usually exceeds the 
highest rotation rates that can be achieved (circa 5000 s-1). An interesting 
exception is the recently reported observation [3.26] of 1H NMR spectra of 
protons in zeolites. In this case the protons are far enough apart so that 
MAS at 2500 s-1 could remove dipolar broadening sufficiently to allow reso
lution of two different types of protons in the NMR spectra. 

An alternative approach to the removal of dipolar broadening is the use 
of multiple pulse sequences to achieve the equivalent of motional averaging 
of the anisotropic interactions in spin space rather than coordinate space. 
Two recent monographs describe this method in detail [3.27,28]. Sequences 
of 4, 8 or even more high intensity RF pulses are applied to the spin sys
tem between each measurement of the free induction decay signal voltage in 
the receiver coil. These have the effect of averaging the dipolar interac
tions to zero between each sampling of the free induction decay; thus the 
spectrum obtained by Fourier transformation of the free induction decay shows 
no dipolar broadening. The chemical shift anisotropy is reduced in magnitude, 
but not completely removed. The requirements of very short high intensity RF 
pulses and exact pulse timing have to date restricted the multiple pulse 
technique to a few specialised laboratories, but its general application ap
pears promising. 

Magic angle spinning, on the other hand, is now widely used in commercial 
spectrometers to suppress the chemical shift anisotropy in spectra of magne
tically dilute nuclei, particularly 13c, where dipolar broadening is minimal. 
The chemical shift anisotropy can be averaged to zero by MAS in the same way 
as dipolar broadening. Although potentially useful information is lost, the 
resulting solution-like spectra can be more readily interpreted. 
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3. 3 Applications of EPR Spectroscopy 

3. 3. 7 Identification of Adsorbed Radicals 

Over 400 papers have been published on the EPR spectra of radicals adsorbed 
on solid surface since 1972, as described in earlier reviews [3.1-5]. The 
particular topic of oxygen containing radicals has been reviewed by Lunsford 

[3.29] and more recently by Che and Tench [3.30]. 
Spectra of radicals adsorbed on polycrystalline surfaces are often poorly 

resolved, for the reasons discussed above. Complete and unambiguous identi
fication of an adsorbed radical can become a difficult problem. Measurement 
of the g-tensor components is not sufficient for identification, since the 
surface environment may alter the g tensor significantly from that of a known 
radical in the gas phase or the solid state. 

The procedure that must be followed t& identify an unknown surface species 
is illustrated by a recent study of radicals produced photochemically on 
silica-supported Moo3 catalysts [3.31]. Irradiation of these catalysts with 
ultraviolet light in the presence of H2 at 77 K or below causes photoreduc
tion of Mo+6 to Mo+5. When the irradiation was carried out in the presence 
of H2 and 02 the EPR spectrum shown in Fig.3.1a was obtained. This complex 
spectrum consists of 2 overlapping signals. The central components are the 
3 features (turning points) associated with the principal g-tensor compo
nents of a known species, the 02 radical. This species can be formed inde
pendently by adsorbing 02 on a thermally reduced Moo2-sio2 catalyst. The re
maining features in the spectrum are due to a second signal which had not 
been observed before. Figure 3.1b shows the corresponding spectrum obtained 
on irradiation in o2 and o2. The Oz signal is unchanged, but the changes in 
the second signal show clearly that it contains hyperfine splitting from a 
single 1H or 2H nucleus. The powder spectrum of a radical containing a single 
1H nucleus should show 3 sets of doublets, 1 set associated with each prin
cipal tensor component, since the proton has a nuclear spin of ~- The 2H 
nucleus has a spin of 1, and a nuclear moment about 6 times smaller than 
that of the proton. The powder spectrum of the deuterated radical should 
thus show 3 sets of triplets, with about one sixth of the splitting observed 
with H2. The observed spectra are entirely consistent with this analysis. 
Furthermore, the spin Hamiltonian parameters estimated from the observed 
spectra produced satisfactory computer simulations of the observed spectra, 
as shown in Fig.3.2. 

A crucial experiment in the identification of the unknown radical in 
Figs.3.1,2 was determination of the number of oxygen atoms it contains. The 
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Fig.3.1 

Fig.3.1a,b. EPR spectra obtained by irradiation of Moo3-Si0z catalyst at 
77 K with light of wavelength 340 nm in: a) Hz +Oz; b) Dz +Oz 

Fig.3.Za,b. Computer simulations of the spectra in Fig.3.1 

first assignment made (on the basis of the 1H hyperfine splitting) was to 

the hydroxyl radical, HO [3.3Z]. Natural abundance 16oz has no nuclear spin, 

but can be enriched in the odd isotope 17o, which has a nuclear spin of 5/Z. 

A radical containing a single 170 nucleus (such as HO·) would then give in 

principle 3 sets of 6 17o hyperfine lines in the powder spectrum. Radicals 

containing Z or more 17o nuclei would give more complex hyperfine patterns. 

The situation simplifies somewhat in practice, since oxygen radicals in which 

the unpaired electron is localised in a p or rr orbital show a measurable 17o 

hyperfine interaction along one principal axis only. 

Figure 3.3 shows the spectrum obtained when the Moo3-Si0z catalyst was 

irradiated in Hz and 17o enriched Oz. The spectrum was analysed by first 

identifying all the 17o hyperfine components of the known radical o;. Since 

the 170 enrichment was not 100%, these are a set of 6 lines due to the singly 

labelled radical (17o16o-), and a set of 11 lines due to the doubly labelled 

radical in which the oxygen nculei are equivalent (17o17o). The remaining 

features, due to the second signal, consist of Z different sets of 6 lines 

centred on the same point, each set split further into doublets by the 1H 

hyperfine interaction, plus a set of 36 lines due to the doubly labelled 

species. Not all of the lines are resolved, but it is clear that this species 

contains two oxygen atoms which are not magnetically equivalent; the hyper

fine splitting for one oxygen is about twice that for the other. 
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Table 3.1. EPR parameters of peroxy radicals 

Radical g-tensor components 

H02 on Moo3-sio2a 2.022 2.0078 2.0024 

H02 (gas phase)b 2.042 2.0079 2.0015 

H02 in ieee 2.035 2.0086 2.0042 

H02 in Bac1 2d 2.020 2.007 2.007 

R02 in PTFEe 2.038 2.0065 2.0020 

a 1 .b .c .d .e [3.3 ], [3.33], [3.34], [3.35], [3.36] 

Fi~.3.3. EPR spectrum ob
talned by irradiation of 
Mo03-Si02 catalyst at 77 K 
with lignt of ~~velength 
340 nm in H2 + 0 enriched 
02 

Hyperfine tensor components 
(Gauss) 

(1H) 18 7 14 
(170} 0 0 54 

0 0 100 

(1H) 12.8 2.8 13.9 

(1H} 12 4 12 

( 1H} 16 8 8 

( 170} 0 0 46 
0 0 107 

The second radical cannot therefore be HO·; it must be in fact be the 
hydroperoxyl radical H0 2·. Table 3.1 compares the spin Hamiltonian parameters 
of this radical with those of known peroxy radicals. The g tensor of H02· 
varies significantly with its environment, but the 1H and 17o hyperfine data 
allow unequivocal identification of the radical. Soria et al. [3.37] ob
served an EPR signal from irradiated Ti02 surfaces which was attributed to 
H02·, but no 1H or 170 hyperfine splittings were reported. The Moo3-sio2 
catalyst remains the first surface on which this radical, known to be impor
tant in solution photochemistry, has been identified with certainty. 
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3. 3. 2 Transition Metal Ions on Surfaces 

Many transition metal ions contain unpaired electrons, and the EPR spectrum 
of a paramagnetic transition metal ion is strongly dependent on the environ
ment of the ion and the particular ligands coordinated to it. The spectrum 
of a paramagnetic metal ion on an oxide surface should therefore be a sensi
tive probe of surface chemistry occurring in the vicinity of the metal ion. 
Many EPR studies of such supported transition metal ions have been reported; 
there are, however, two major problems that limit the information obtainable. 
The first is the existence of magnetic interactions between metal ions on a 
surface. Depending on the distance between the metal ions, these may broaden 
the EPR spectrum (typically at distances of 5-10 A) or in extreme cases 
( <4 A) render the spectrum unobservab 1 e. 

The EPR spectra of supported Moo3 catalysts illustrate this problem. 
Thermal reduction in hydrogen of silica- or alumina-supported Moo3 produces 
Mo+5 ions which have a single d electron and should be readily observed by 
EPR. Hall and co-workers [3.38] first showed that the amount of Mo+5 in re
duced Mo03-Al 2o3 catalysts detected by EPR spectroscopy is considerably less 
than the amount measured by XPS or chemical methods. The discrepancy was at
tributed to magnetic coupling between Mo+5 ions in close proximity, render
ing them invisible to EPR, i.e., the EPR measurements detected only those 
Mo+5 ions which are magnetically isolated [3.39]. 

The coupling between Mo+5 ions on both alumina [3.40] and silica [3.41] 
supports can be reduced in magnitude by treating the catalysts with gaseous 
HCl. This is illustrated for silica supported Mo+5 in Fig.3.4. Exposure of 
the reduced catalyst to HCl caused an approximately 20-fold increase in the 
integrated intensity of the Mo+5 EPR signal which was completely reversed on 
subsequent outgassing. The changes in the g and 95Mo hyperfine tensors indi
cated that chloride ions replace oxide ions in the coordination sphere of 
Mo+5, and the uncoupling of magnetic interactions between adjacent Mo+5 

ions is attributed to replacement of bridging oxide ions: 

,.,....o_ .,........c1 c1_ 
Mo Mo + 2HC1 ~ Mo Mo + H20 (3.5) 

The second problem associated with transitional metal ions on oxide sur
faces is that the surface environments are neither well defined nor uniform. 
Thus the EPR spectrum, which may already be poorly resolved due to the ma
croscopic effect of random orientation of crystallites, is further broadened 
due to microscopic effects of varying local environments. Subtle changes in 
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Fig.3.4a,b. EPR spectra of a reduced Mo03-Si02 catalyst before and after ex
posure to HCl (gas) 
Fig.3.5. EPR spectra of 95Mo+5 ions in: (a) reduced Mo03-Al203 catalyst; 
(b) MoY zeolite 

a spectrum due to adsorption or desorption of molecules on the surface may 
then be difficult to detect. 

One successful approach to this problem has been to locate transition me
tal ions in the more uniform environments of molecular sieve zeolites. A 
zeolite structure may be considered as a well-defined three-dimensional sur
face within which metal ions can be located and small molecules adsorbed. 
The EPR spectra of transition metal ions in zeolites show better resolution 
than those of the same ions on oxide surfaces, as illustrated in Fig.3.5. 
This compares spectra of Mo+S ions in a 95Mo-enriched Mo03-Al 2o3 catalyst 
[3.42], and in zeolite Y [3.43]. Only in the zeolite environment are the 2 
overlapping sets of 6 hyperfine lines due to the axially symmetric 95Mo hyper 
fine tensor clearly resolved. Intrazeolite transition metal complexes may be 
regarded as models for the transition metal sites on "real" oxide catalysts, 
as first pointed out by Lunsford [3.44]. Depending on the zeolite structure, 
interactions between metal ions may also be eliminated in this way. 

3. 3. 3 Mobility of Adsorbed Radicals 

The effects of molecular motion on EPR spectra were referred to briefly 
above. Motion on the time scale between 10-7 and 10-10 s will cause varia

tions in the normal EPR signal shapes due to modulation of the anisotropic 
terms in the spin Hamiltonian. This can be used in favourable cases to study 
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Fig.3.6. EPR spectra of 02 on silica gel as a function of temperature 
Fig.3.7. Computer-simulated spectra of 02 undergoing rotational diffusion 
about an axis perpendicular to the surface 

the motion of species adsorbed on solid surface. For example, Fig.3.6 shows 
spectra of the 02 radical on a silica gel surface as a function of tempera
ture between 77 K and 298 K [3.45]. At 77 K, the powder spectrum shows the 
3 features expected for an orthorhombic g tensor. On raising the temperature, 
the spectra broaden, and the low field turning point (associated with the 
largest g-tensor component) shifts to higher field. These changes, which were 
completely reversible, and the corresponding changes in the 17o hyperfine 
pattern (not shown), indicate that partial averaging of the high and low 
field g-tensor components occurs due to the onset of rotational diffusion 
about an axis perpendicular to the surface. In the limit of rapid motion 

about that axis the g tensor would become g..L = Y,(gzz + gxx), and g11 = gyy· 
Quantitative information about the rate of reorientation of the 02 can 

be obtained from computer simulation of the observed spectra. Figure 3.7 
shows line shapes computed for 02 on silica gel as a function of the corre
lation time for Brownian rotational diffusion about an axis perpendicular to 
the surface (using the program of ~Zton and Robinson [3.46]. The calculated 
spectra correctly reproduce the observed averaging of the g-tensor components, 
although not the broadening of the central component (which may be due to 
variations in the spin-spin relaxation time T2). Estimates of correlation 
times can then be obtained by matching observed and simulated spectra. Very 
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Fig.3.8a-e. EPR signals of Oz on Moo3-Si02· 
a) absorption in phase with first harmonic of 
field modulation; b) absorption in phase with 
second harmonic of field modulation; c) out of 
phase with second harmonic of field modulation 
at low microwave power; d) out of phase with 
second harmonic of field modulation at high 
power, 77 K; e) 298 K 

similar results have been reported for 02 on silica-supported tungsten [3.47] 
and titanium [3.48] surfaces. It appears likely that the mobile 02 species 
is in fact located on the silica support in all cases. 

The 02 radical on other oxide surfaces does not show evidence of mobility 
on the EPR time scale. Evidence for surface motion on a longer time scale 
can be obtained however from Saturation Transfer EPR measurements {STEPR). 
The STEPR technique was developed to study the motion of spin labels attached 
to large biomolecules and membranes [3.49], but can also be applied to simple 
radicals adsorbed on solid surfaces [3.50]. The method involves measuring 
absorption or dispersion signals out of phase with the magnetic field modul
ation, under conditions of saturation {high microwave power). Under non-sa
turated conditions, when the populations of the spin states remain close to 
their thermal equilibrium values, no signals will be detected out of phase 
with the field modulation. When the spin system is saturated however, it can 
no longer keep up with the field modulation (provided w-1 .::.Tl' where w is 
the modulation frequency and T1 the spin lattice relaxation time), and out 
of phase signals will be detected. This is illustrated in Fig.3.8, for 02 
on silica-supported Moo3 [3.51]. Any reorientation of the radical on the 
time scale of the magnetic field modulation (w- 1 ~10- 5 s) will remove satur
ation from the spin system, since at its new orientation the radical will 
no longer satisfy the resonance condition. The effect of motion on the time 
scale of w-1 is thus to remove intensity from the out-of-phase signals be-
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Fig.3.9. STEPR spectra (absorption out 
of phase with second harmonic of field 
modulation) of 02 on ZnO at temperatures 
between 77 K (a) and 298 K (e) 

tween the turning points (those features corresponding to principal tensor 
components). 

For 02 on Mo03-Si02, no effects of motion are seen on the out-of-phase 
signals between 77 K and 298 K; thus on this surface 02 is immobile on the 
STEPR time scale. Figure 3.9 shows out-of-phase (STEPR) signals for 02 on 
ZnO between 77 K and 298 K. In this case, the effects of motion are seen on 
raising the temperature, as a loss of intensity in the central region of the 
spectrum. 

The STEPR spectra of spin labels have been calibrated in terms of correla
tion times by examining the spin labels in solutions of varying viscosity 
[3.49]. Such calibrations are not possible for adsorbed o;, but orders of 
magnitude for correlation times can be estimated from comparison between ob
served and simulated spectra. Table 3.2 summarises the available data on cor
relation times for rotational diffusion of 02 on different surfaces. The com
bination of EPR and STEPR covers a magnitude range of six orders in correla
tion times, although a high degree of accuracy is not possible. Rotational 
correlation times can in principle be obtained much more precisely from 
pulsed EPR measurements, but no such measurements on surface species have 

yet been reported. 

3. 3. 4 Pulsed EPR Experiments 

Time domain (pulsed) EPR spectroscopy has to date been confined to a few spe
cialised laboratories able to construct the rapid response pulsed spectro

meters required [3.52]; no commercial pulsed EPR instruments are presently 
available. One of the time domain methods which has been successfully applied 
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Table 3.2. Rotational correlation times for Oz on various surfaces 

Surface t (s) 
77K 298 K 

Si02a,b 2 X 10-8 2 X 10-9 

Ti/vycora ,c 5 X 10-8 <6 X 10 -9 

d e Ag/vycor ' >10-4 10-6 

ZnOd,f 10-3 <10- 5 

Moo3-sio/·f >10-3 >10-3 

V205-Si02d,f >10- 3 >10- 3 

aEPR measurement; b[3.45]; c[3.48]; dSTEPR measurement; e[3.50]; f[3.51] 

to surfaces is the electron spin echo (ESE) technique. The ESE experiment is 
best described in the rotating frame, i.e., a coordinate system rotating 
with the precessing electron spin magnetisation vector about the static mag
netic field direction. An initial pulse of high intensity microwave radiation 
(typically of 50 ns duration) rotates the magnetisation vector through 90° 
in the rotating frame, into a plane perpendicular to the field direction. 
Once the pulse is turned off the magnetisation vectors of the individual 
spins lose their coherence and precess apart. A second pulse of twice the 
duration of the first is then applied after a time interval T, which refocuses 
the magnetisation vectors back into phase at a time T following the second 
pulse, producing the so-called echo signal. As the time interval T is in
creased, the amplitude of the echo signal decays with a time constant governed 
by the various relaxation processes that are possible in the spin system. 
However, the particular value of the ESE experiment is that a plot of echo 
amplitude versus delay time T often displays periodic modulation due to hyper
fine interactions of the unpaired electron with nearby nuclear spins. A nuc
lear spin in the vicinity of the unpaired electron will experience a magnetic 
field which results from the external field and the dipolar field from the 
unpaired electron. The nuclear spin will precess about this field, producing 
a modulation of the dipolar field at the electron due to the nuclear spin, 
which is observed in the spin echo display. The frequency of the modulation 
is determined by the magnitude of the dipolar coupling interaction between 
the electron and the nuclear spin. 
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The ESE experiment can thus be used to measure hyperfine interactions 

which are too small to be resolved in the normal EPR spectrum. The largest 

hyperfine interaction that can be seen in ESE is that corresponding to a mo

dulation period longer than the microwave pulse length, which can be experi

mentally varied. Kevan et al. [3.53] used ESE to examine the geometry of ad

sorbates on zeolites and other surfaces, e.g., their recent study of methanol 

in the zeolite HZSM5, where hydroxymethyl radicals (CH 20H) were generated by 

y irradiation of adsorbed methanol, and modulation of the ESE signals by nuc

lei in surrounding methanol molecules was measured. 

Fourier transformation of the ESE decay function would give in principle 

the dipolar coupling constants directly. However, for instrumental reasons 

a complete decay function from T = 0 cannot be obtained, and Fourier trans

formation of a truncated decay function is fraught with difficulty. The alter

native approach adopted by Kevan et al. [3.53] is to computer simulate the 

observed decay function, using the number and type of nuclei and their dis

tances from the unpaired electron as adjustable parameters. 

Figure 3.10 shows the observed and simulated ESE decay curves for the ra

dical CD20H in HZSM5 exposed to 40 Torr of CD30H. In this case a 3-pulse se

quence rather than the 2-pulse sequence described above was used to generate 

the echo, and the pulse lengths were chosen such that only deuteron modula

tion is present. The observed modulation pattern could be fitted to a model 

of 6 deuterium atoms at an average distance of 0.38 nm from the unpaired 

electron, which is located on the carbon atom of the co20H radical (the 

measurements are made at 4.2 K, so that the adsorbed methanol molecules are 

frozen in position). The number of deuterium atoms at this distance increased 
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ment of methanol molecules in 
HZSM5 [3.53] 

to 12 at a methanol pressure of 100 Torr, and fell to 3 at a pressure of 10 

Torr. When the same experiment was repeated with CH 30D, the echo modulation 

pattern could be fitted with 2 deuterium atoms at an average distance of 

0.47 nm. 
Figure 3.11 shows the structural model proposed by Kevan et al. to account 

for the ESE results. The hydroxymethyl radical is located at the zeolite 

channel intersections; the number of surrounding methanol molecules then de

pends on the pressure, with a maximum of 4 methyl groups at an average dis

tance of 0.38 nm, and 2 hydroxyl groups at 0.47 nm. 

The ESE experiment remains at the moment difficult to perform, but demon

strates potential as a surface technique capable of detecting longer range 

interactions than conventional EPR spectroscopy. 

3. 3. 5 Well-Defined Surfaces 

Most EPR experiments to date have been carried out on high surface area pow

ders under conditions far removed from the single-crystal ultrahigh vacuum 

experiments of modern surface science. Mention has already been made of the 

use of zeolites as well-defined 3-dimensional surfaces in magnetic resonance 

experiments, but well-defined 2-dimensional surfaces have so far received 

little attention. 
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Several studies have been reported of single crystals cleaved under ultra
high vacuum to produce clean powders. For example, single crystals of silicon 
and germanium, when crushed under vacuum, give EPR signals which were origi
nally attributed to "dangling bonds", or unpaired electrons in localised 
surface states characteristic of the clean surfaces [3.54]. A more recent in
vestigation by Lemke and Haneman [3.55] established, however, that for sili
con at least, the paramagnetic centres are associated with microcracks pro
duced in the vacuum crushing or cleavage process, and cannot therefore be 
said to be characteristic of well-defined single-crystal surfaces. 

Single crystals of metals cannot be placed in the sample cavity of an EPR 
spectrometer. An interesting approach to the problem of obtaining EPR spectra 
from clean metal surfaces has been described by Freed et al. [3.56]. An ultra
high vacuum microwave cavity was constructed from titanium and connected to 
a conventional pumping system. Clean metal films were then evaporated in 
vacuo onto the cavity walls, and EPR spectra measured of molecules subsequent
ly adsorbed. The sensitivity (minimum detectable number of spins) of the UHV
EPR system was estimated to be 1 x1o10 cm-2 for a 1 Gauss wide signal. 

The adsorption of paramagnetic molecules such as N02 [3.56] and di-t-butyl 
nitroxide (DTBN [3.57] on clean evaporated films of Cu or Ag gave no EPR sig
nals. The authors attributed this either to coupling of the unpaired electron 
with conduction electrons in the metal (DTNB) or to chemisorption resulting 
in diamagnetic species (N02). Spectra of adsorbed DTNB were observed from oxi
dised surfaces, demonstrating the sensitivity of the technique. 

An unexpected observation in these experiments was the appearance of an 
intense electron cyclotron resonance signal at g =2 when the gas pressure in 
the cavity was held below 10-2 Torr. This phenomenon has been dubbed CREMSEE, 
or cyclotron resonance from microwave-induced secondary electron emission. 
Secondary electrons emitted from a clean metal surface above a certain thres
hold microwave power are induced into circular orbits in the external magnetic 
field. When the orbital frequency matches the microwave frequency, resonant 
absorption occurs. A feature of electron cyclotron resonance is its extremely 
high susceptibility, about 1013 larger than that for electron spin resonance. 
Thus a very small steady-state concentration of free electrons in the micro
wave cavity (typically 103 cm-3) can give an intense signal. 

A formal theory for the CREMSEE effect has not yet been developed, but the 
secondary electron emission and hence the intensity of the CREMSEE signal will 
clearly be sensitive to the state of cleanliness of the metal surface and the 
nature of any adsorbed species. The use of CREMSEE to measure the work func-
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tion of oxidised silver films deposited in the UHV cavity has recently been 

described [3.58]. 
The coupling of unpaired electrons in adsorbed radicals with conduction 

electrons in clean metal surfaces will restrict possible applications of the 
UHV-EPR tecf.nique developed by Freed, despite the novelty of the CREMSEE 
phenomenon. However, the sensitivity of the EPR technique demonstrated in 
this work for submonolayer (e ~0.01) quantities of adsorbed radicals should 
be applicable to semiconductor and insulator surfaces. There appears to be 
no reason why such EPR studies cannot be undertaken for paramagnetic species 
at the surfaces of evaporated films or single crystals of semiconductors or 
insulating oxides. Combination of EPR spectroscopy with other surface-science 
techniques then becomes a viable proposition. 

3. 4 Applications of NMR Spectroscopy 

3. 4. 7 29si NMR of Zeolites 

The high internal surface area of zeolites has made them attractive targets 
for NMR spectroscopy. Lechert [3.59] has reviewed NMR studies of structure 
and sorption problems in faujasite-type zeolites prior to 1976. The advent 
of high-resolution solid-state NMR has revived interest in NMR spectroscopy 
of zeolites, particularly the 29si NMR of the zeolite aluminosilicate lattice. 

The 29si nucleus has a natural abundance of 4.7%, so that homonuclear di
polar interactions between 29si nuclei are negligible. Other magnetic nuclei 
present in zeolites are 27Al, and 1H in adsorbed water or hydroxyl groups. 
Dipolar coupling with 27Al nuclei does not appear to broaden 29si signals 
significantly, while the rapid motion of adsorbed water within zeolite pores 
averages any dipolar coupling between water protons and 29si to zero. Only 
in the case of hydroxyl groups bound to silicon is a significant heteronuc
lear dipolar coupling present, and this can be removed by proton decoupling 
and cross polarisation. Magic angle spinning removes 29si chemical shift 
antisotropy, allowing silicon atoms in different sites within the zeolite 
lattice to be resolved. The isotropic chemical shift for 29si in solid alu
minosilicates varies with the number of aluminium atoms connected to the si
licon via bridging oxide ions. Five distinct chemical shift ranges have been 
identified which depend on the number of Al04 tetrahedra connected to an 
Si04 tetrahedron [3.60]. The 29si NMR spectrum can thus provide direct infor
mation about the distribution of silicon and aluminium atoms amongst the 
zeolite lattice sites, and such information has been obtained for many dif
ferent zeolite structures [3.60-63]. 
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Fig.3.12a-h. 29si NMR spectra of: a,b) NaY; c,d) NH4NaY; e,f) steamed NH4NaY; 
g,h) acid washed. Upper spectra were recorded without and lower spectra with 
lH cross polarisation [3.64] 

Figure 3.12 shows 29si NMR spectra reported recently by Engelhardt et al. 
[3.64] in a study of the dealumination of zeolite Y, the processes by which 
aluminium is removed from the zeolite lattice. The initial spectrum of the 
sodium ion exchanged zeolite (a) shows 4 distinct signals due to silicon 
atoms surrounded by 0, 1, 2 and 3 aluminium atoms. No change in the spectrum 
occurred when proton cross polarisation was employed (b), indicating that 
none of the silicon atoms contained hydroxyl groups. Exchange of 50% of the 
sodium ions with NH~ caused no change (c,d), but subsequent heating in water 
vapour at 540°C modified the spectrum (e,f). The hydrothermal treatment in
creases the amount of silicon connected to 0 and 1 aluminium atoms, and de
creases the amount of silicon having 2 and 3 aluminium neighbours. There is 
now also a significant difference between spectra recorded with and without 
cross polarisation. The signal at -100 ppm which is enhanced by proton cross 
polarisation is attributed to SiOH groups. The intensity changes indicate that 
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the zeolite has lost about 12 aluminium atoms per unit cell from the lattice, 
with new SiOH groups being formed at the resulting lattice defects. Subse
quent treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid caused further loss of alumi
ni urn ( g ,h). 

These studies have demonstrated the usefulness of 29si NMR for studying 
zeolite structures. The obvious extension to examine the interaction of ad
sorbed molecules with the zeolite lattice, possibly under catalytic condi
tions, has been inhibited by the experimental difficulty of magic angle spin
ning of samples in a controlled atmosphere at elevated temperatures. 

3. 4. 2 13c NMR of Adsorbed Molecules 

The chemisorption of CO on metal clusters is a topic of considerable current 
interest. 13c NMR spectroscopy has been successfully applied to this problem 
by Duncan et al. [3.65,66] in a study of CO chemisorbed on alumina-supported 
rhodium catalysts. This work did not, strictly speaking, involve high-reso
lution NMR, since magic angle spinning was not employed. The spectra are thus 
broadened due to chemical shift anisotropy. Homonuclear dipolar broadening 
was less in magnitude than the chemical shift anisotropy at the 13co concen
trations used, while any heteronuclear dipolar broadening from 1H, 27Al or 
163Rh was negligible. Figure 3.13 shows the NMR spectrum of the complex 
Rh 2Cl 2(C0) 4, which may be regarded as a model for chemisorbed CO. The chemi
cal shift tensor is almost axially symmetric, and the absorption spectrum 
of the powdered sample is the expected envelope of spectra from all orienta
tions. 

The signal shapes observed for CO chemisorbed on rhodium were more com
plex than that of the model, as shown in Fig.3.14. These spectra contain 2 
overlapping signals which could be separated from the difference in their 
spin-lattice relaxation times. In a 2-pulse NMR experiment, a 180° pulse fol
lowed after a time T by a 90° pulse, the measured signal (free induction de
cay after the second pulse) will contain contributions only from those spins 
having T1 ~T. Figure 3.15 shows spectra measured as a function ofT. The 
authors thus separate signals having average chemical shifts [crav = j 
(crxx + cryy + crzz)lof -177 and -199 ppm, and T1 values of 5.6 ms and 64 ms, 
respectively. 

Infrared studies of the adsorption of CO have established 3 different 
states of CO on dispersed Rh: 

0 0 0 0 
\ I I I 
c c cl 
\ I /c, 
Rh - RH - - Rh- Rh-
(I) (II) (II I) 
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Fig.3.13. 13c NMR spectrum at 300 K 
of Rh2Cl 2(co) 4 enriched to 20% 13c 
[3.66] 

Fig.3.14a,b. 13c NMR spectra of 2.2% 
Rh-Al203 catalyst (a) exposed to 50 
Torr of 13co at 295 K; (b) cooled 
to 80 K, 13co pressure reduced to 
0.02 Torr [3.66] 

Fig.3.15a-d. 13c NMR spectra of 13co 
on Rh-Al203 at 295 K as a function 
of the delay time between 180° and 
goo pulses [3.66] 

• 
Fig.3.15a-d 

with species (II) and (III) being formed on small rafts or clusters of rho
dium [3.67,68] and species (I) on isolated rhodium atoms [3.67] or at the 
edges of rafts [3.68]. Species (II) and (III) are expected to exchange rapid
ly on the NMR time scale, and should thus have the same 13c spin-lattice re
laxation time. Duncan et al. thus attribute the rapidly relaxing signal 
(a = -177, T1 = 5.6 ms) to species I on isolated Rh atoms (the rapid relaxa
tion caused by paramagnetic impurities in the alumina support), and the slowly 
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relaxing signal to an average of species II and III. The chemical shift of 
the second signal (crav = -199 ppm) lies between that expected from model com
pounds for linearly bonded (-184 ppm) and bridge bonded (-228 ppm) carbonyl 
ligands. 

From the 13c NMR data it is possible to determine the amounts present of 
each of the 3 types of chemisorbed CO. The intensity of the rapidly relaxing 
signal gives the amount of species I; the intensity of the slowly relaxing 
signal gives the total of II and III, and the relative amounts of II and III 
are obtained from the average chemical shift value. In this way Duncan et al. 
were able to calibrate in turn the extinction coefficients of the infrared 
bands due to each species. This combination of NMR and infrared spectroscopy 
is a particularly interesting illustration of the potential of th NMR tech
nique. 

The resolution of 13c NMR spectra from chemisorbed species can be drama
tically improved by magic angle spinning. As a final example, Fig.3.16 shows 
a 13c spectrum reported for the tetrapropylammonium cation (TPA) in the zeo
lite ZSM5 [3.69]. In this case the cation is incorporated into the zeolite 
during its synthesis, and the interest lies in determining its location. 
Proton decoupling removes the heteronuclear dipolar broadening, and magic 
angle spinning the chemical shift anisotropy. The resulting well-resolved 
spectrum shows the expected 3 different carbon signals for TPA. The CH 3 sig
nal shows an additional splitting due to the existence of methyl groups in 
two different environments within the zeolite. Nagy et al. [3.69] suggest, 
from consideration of the known pore geometry in ZSM5, that cationic nitro
gen of TPA must be located at the intersection of zeolite channels, with 2 
propyl groups extending into the linear channels, and 2 into the zigzag 
channels (the channel structure of ZSM5 was represented schematically in 
Fig.3.11). 
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3. 5 Concluding Remarks 

This review has attempted to outline the present scope of magnetic resonance 
techniques in surface science, by reference to selected examples. By now EPR 
spectroscopy is well established as a technique for studying radicals and 
transition metal ions on high area surfaces. Although spectra are often broad 
and poorly resolved, appropriate use of isotopic substitution and computer 
simulation will usually permit unambiguous identification of the spec·ies ob
served. However, in situ studies of catalyst surfaces under high temperature 
conditions are not possible. The potential of EPR spectroscopy for studies 
of well-defined low area surfaces has now been demonstrated, and future pro
gress in this area may be anticipated. Future development of commercial 
pulsed EPR spectrometers will stimulate further applications of the electron 
spin echo technique. Measurements of the surface mobility of adsorbed radi
cals should also be possible to a greater degree of accuracy with pulsed 
spectrometers than can be achieved at present with conventional EPR and STEPR. 

The NMR spectroscopy cannot achieve the sensitivity of the EPR technique, 
and will remain restricted to high area surfaces. The development of pulsed 
spectrometers for high resolution measurements on solids has, however, in
creased the potential scope of the NMR technique enormously. Finally, the 
work of Duncan, Yates and Vaughan on chemisorbed carbon monoxide has demon
strated yet again the value of combining spectroscopic techniques when in
vestigating any problem in surface science. 
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4. Miissbauer Spectroscopy: Applications to Surface and 
Catalytic Phenomena 

B. J. Tatarchuk and J. A. Dumesic 

With 14 Figures 

4. 1 Introduction 

Since the observation of recoilless nuclear resonant absorption by Mossbauer 
in 1957, Mossbauer spectroscopy has received considerable attention. Because 
of a wealth of electronic, geometric, magnetic, and structural information 
provided by this technique, Mossbauer spectroscopy has been used as a power
ful diagnostic tool in many physical and biological disciplines, as evidenced 
by a number of excellent reviews and texts in this area [4.1-12]. 

In the normally employed transmission geometry, specimen thicknesses be-
-l -3 tween 10 and 10 mm are required so that for most purposes transmission 

Mossbauer spectroscopy has been regarded as a bulk characterization tool. 
More recently, however, methods for applying transmission Mossbauer spectro
scopy to surface and catalytic phenomena have been devised and a number of 
recent reviews have been devoted to this topic [4.13-19]. The majority of 
these applications make use of highly dispersed Mossbauer isotopes (absor
bers or emitters) in the form of small crystallites (circa <10 nm) or thin 
foils (circa <2.5 nm thick). Thus, while a "bulk" technique is employed, a 
significant fraction of the absorber/emitter atoms lies on or near the sur
face. In this manner surface and catalytic information can be obtained in 
situ using liquid/gaseous reaction conditions or ultrahigh vacuum environ
ments [4.13-19]. Although these capabilities are most important for applied 
efforts, it is clear that transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy is not an in
herently surface-sensitive technique, but requires careful sample prepara
tion and a knowledge of the surface-to-volume ratio of the specimen (e.g., 
particle size) in order to estimate the surface contribution to the spectrum. 

Backscattered electron and photon signals, emitted following decay of an 
excited absorber nucleus, may be used to obtain "surface-specific" Mossbauer 
spectra. Indeed, conversion electrons, Auger electrons, and fluorescent X
rays are all produced in sufficient quantities and at low enough energies 
to provide a backscattered surface-specific Mossbauer spectrum. Because of 
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the inherent advantages in this approach, backscattered photon and electron 

spectroscopies are becoming increasingly more popular for surface and cata

lytic studies. Unfortunately, backscattered conversion electron Mossbauer 

spectroscopy (BSCEMS), a cross between nuclear and electron spectroscopies, 

is still in a developmental stage. Due to the short path length of low-ener

gy electrons (circa <10 kV) in solids, BSCEMS holds promise for performing 

nondestructive depth profiling in the topmost 100 nm of a specimen surface 

while possessing sufficient sensitivity to observe a single monolayer of 

resonant nuclei. Backscattered photons of similar energy (<10 kV) may ori

ginate from deeper in the specimen (circa 104 nm) so that combined detection 

of backscattered photon and electron spectra may permit nondestructive depth 

profiling over the outer 0.25 to 104 nm of the sample. Furthermore, this type 

of electron/photon spectroscopy can be added to existing UHV chambers and 

used as a complementary characterization tool with existing surface analysis 

techniques. Since the capabilities noted above are most suitable for studying 

problems in adhesion, corrosion, surface chemistry, catalysis, surface science, 

and thin-film coating procedures, it is clear that backscattered surface-spe

cific Mossbauer spectroscopy is a technique with significant future potential. 

The intent of the following discussion is to review briefly recent ef

forts and advances in surface science and catalysis using backscattered con

version electron and photon Mossbauer spectroscopies. General knowledge of 

the Mossbauer effect and its uses in determining chemical, electronic, and 

magnetic insight for surface studies is assumed [4.13-19]. Specifically, the 

role of this review will be: (i) to present an overview of the physical prin

ciples behind backscattered conversion electron and photon Mossbauer spec

troscopies; (ii) to summarize past experimental and theoretical efforts in 

these areas; (iii) to present recent advances in surface-specific Mossbauer 

equipment and theory; and finally (iv) to speculate on the potential for fu

ture developments in the theory, equipment or applications of this technique. 

4. 2 Physical Principles Important to Surface-Specific Mossbauer 

Spectroscopy 

4. 2. 7 Background 

Mossbauer spectroscopy is normally conducted in a transmission geometry, 

wherein the resonant absorption of a y-ray by the nucleus is monitored as a 

function of incident y-ray energy (i.e., the Mossbauer spectrum). Since nu-
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clear energy levels are extremely sensitive to perturbations in the shape 
and density of the surrounding electron cloud, the absorption spectrum pro
vides detailed information regarding the electronic, magnetic, geometric, 
and dynamic nature of the solid state. Following absorption of a y-ray, an 
excited nucleus quickly decays (circa 10 ns) to the ground state. Because 
this relaxation usually occurs via emission of a conversion electron, and 
subsequent Auger electrons or X-ray photons, detection of these backscattered 
species greatly enhances the inherent sensitivity (i.e., signal-to-background 
ratio) of the Mossbauer experiment. In the case of a backscattered electron 
spectrum, as little as one monolayer of resonant nuclei is observable [4.20], 
whereas in transmission geometry, a specimen ~1 ~m thick is needed. Moreover, 
backscattered electrons and photons typically have low energies (circa 
<10 kV) and are emitted at a number of discrete energies. Therefore, detec
tion at a particular electron or photon energy not only permits a Mossbauer 
spectrum to be collected but further requires that the signal originate from 
a depth less than or equal to the escape depth of that electron/photon. Col
lection of backscattered conversion electron and photon spectra allows spe
cimen surfaces to be nondestructively depth profiled (i.e., individual Moss
bauer spectra recorded from differential volume elements) within ~1.0 nm to 
20 ~m of the surface. Detection of these signals is particularly suited for 
the study of thin films (i.e., corrosion products) and the correlation and 
understanding of physical processes which occur at both the external surface 
(circa <1.0 nm) and further into the bulk (circa 20 ~m). Backscattered con
version electron and photon spectra are uniquely able to link surface pheno
mena such as adsorption and reaction with behavior deeper in the solid, such 
as diffusion, phase behavior, and bulk reactivity. 

Since these techniques are still in an early stage of development, the 
following discussion outlines a number of physical factors which form the ba
sis for surface-specific Mossbauer studies. 

4. 2. 2 Feasibility and Limitations of Mossbauer Studies 

Figure 4.1 details the manner in which transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy 
(TMS) is usually performed. While Mossbauer spectra have been observed from 
over 83 isotopes [4.21], a recent review by Dumesic and Tops~e [4.14] notes 
that only about 38 of these resonances can yield detailed chemical, elec
tronic, and magnetic information from the solid state. If it is further re
quired that the source matrix have a half- 1 i fe >30 days and they-ray energy be 
small enough to allow significant recoilless emission/absorption at room 
t t th l 8 l . . . t" f 57F 1195 121Sb empera ure, en on y nuc e1 rema1n, cons1s 1ng o : e, n, , 
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Fig.4.1. Schematic diagram of transmission geometry typically used for Moss
bauer spectroscopy: the 57Fe example 

125T 1495 151E 169T a d 181T Th t · t' l d e, m, u, m, n a. ese severe res nc 1ons p ace on 
half-life andy-ray energy are sufficient to ensure that the above resonances 
can be routinely observed in almost any Mossbauer laboratory, without neces
sitating use of cryogenic liquids to increase the fraction of resonant emis
sions/absorptions. Therefore, it is apparent that these 8 nuclei form a 
reasonable working basis for surface-specific Mossbauer experiments. However, 
materials which can be analyzed by Mossbauer spectroscopy are not restricted 
to just these metals. Rather, the sensitivity of Mossbauer spectroscopy is 
such that useful spectra can be recorded from almost any solid provided it 
contains just a few percent of one of these metals. In this fashion, the de
tailed information provided by the Mossbauer resonance can be used to probe 
electronic, magnetic, geometric, and solid-state properties of many host 
materials. 

It is important to note that BSCH1S or backscattered photon Mossbauer 
spectroscopy (BSPMS) are decidedly more sensitive than TMS. A conversion 
electron spectrometer can detect a 57Fe film about a monolayer thick [4.20] 
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while TMS requires a minimum of about 103 nm. Thus, BSCEMS appears to be at 

least 104 times more sensitive than TMS. 

4. 2. 3 Physical Bases for Backscattered Mossbauer Spectroscopies 

The key aspect of surface-specific Mossbauer spectroscopy is the collection 

of backscattered photons and electrons which are emitted when the nucleus 

decays from the excited state, Fig.4.2. The depth-profiling capability of 

these techniques results because backscattered electrons and photons have 

limited path lengths in solids, making these spectra inherently surface 

sensitive. 

In order to understand these physical bases better, Fig.4.3 depicts a 

simplified excitation/decay scheme. A more detailed account of a specific 

nucleus (e.g., 57Fe) will be given below. The salient point of Fig.4.3 is 

that nuclear relaxation does not generally result in reemission of the ori

ginal y-ray. Rather, the nucleus transfers excess energy to an s electron in 

order to eject it from the atom with a kinetic energy equal to E -E8 E , 
y •• 

where EB.E. is the binding energy of the electron to the atom and EY is the 

energy of the original y-ray. This phenomenon is known as the internal con-

y-ray 
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Fig.4.2. Backscatter geometry used for surface-specific ~1ossbauer spectro
scopy 
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Fig.4.3. Excitation/decay mechanisms during Mossbauer spectroscopy 

version process and accounts for a portion of the backscattered radiation. 
The remainder of the backscattered signal is produced when the core level 
electron hole, formed by internal conversion, relaxes via: (i) Auger cas
cades which release additional electrons and also create more electron holes, 
or (ii) electron cascades which produce X-ray fluorescent events. The exact 
number of electrons and photons produced during relaxation is a complex prob
lem treated in some detail below. The ratio of conversion electron events to 
y-ray reemissions, known as the total internal conversion coefficient aT' has 
been measured for most Mossbauer isotopes. Table 4.1 lists these ratios and 
shows that for the 8 nuclei mentioned above, electron production is greatly 
favored. The preferential generation of electrons, the multiplication of the 
electron signal by repeated Auger events, and the inherently higher signal
to-background ratio of the backscatter experiment all account for the superior 
sensitivity and surface specificity of BSCEMS. 

To elucidate better the surface sensitivity and nondestructive depth-pro
filing capability of BSCEMS and BSPt~s. Table 4.2 indicates the types of elec
trons and photons generated during a typical nuclear relaxation. In this in-
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Table 4.1. Total internal conversion coefficients and resonant gamma ray 
energies for selected Mossbauer nuclei 

Nuclei Total internal Resonant Reference 
conversion coefficienta gamma ray energy 
[aT] [E /keVJ 

y 

57 Fe 10.11 14.41 [4.11] 
119Sn 5.12 23.87 [4.11] 
121Sb ~ 10.0 37.15 [4.11] 
125Te 12.7 35.48 [4.11] 
149sm ~ 12.0 22.50 [4.11] 
151Eu 29.0 21.60 [4.11] 
169Tm 220 8.40 [4.11] 
181Ta 46.0 6.24 [4.12] 

aTotal internal conversion coefficient defined as the ratio of nuclear re
laxations initiated by conversion electron events compared to the number 
of resonant photon reemissions. 

stance 57Fe is used as an example, although any of the other 7 nuclei yield 
similar results. By using the 3 detectors pictured in Fig.4.2, at least 9 
different Mossbauer signals can be monitored from an 57Fe absorber. As shown 
in Table 4.2, the transmitted Mossbauer .spectrum collects information over 
the entire sample depth provided a thin specimen is used (circa 1-100 ~m 
thick). If very thick specimens are examined only the backscattered geometry 
may be employed. Backscattered y and X-rays yield signals from the topmost 
14 ~m and 11 ~m, respectively, facing the photon detector. Six different 
electron signals, each emitted at a discrete energy, can also be recorded 
using a backscatter electron detector. Since each of these 9 signals is gen
erated in the solid at a discrete energy, determined by the resonant atom 
nuclear and electronic levels, comparison of these various Mossbauer spectra 
will yield depth profiled information. Indeed, physical and mathematical treat
ments discussed below have been used to depth profile the topmost 300 nm of 
an iron specimen with a resolution of~5.0 nm. 

4. 3 Surface-Specific Mossbauer Studies: Equipment and Applications 

4. 3. 7 Backscattered Photon Detection 

The first studies directed toward measurement of surface-specific Mossbauer 
spectra were recorded utilizing existing Ar/He proportional counters in a 
backscatter configuration, as shown in Fig.4.4a. Using this approach, Terrell 
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Table 4.2. Photon and electron signals generated by a typical Mossbauer 
nucleus: 57Fe 

Detection Species Sampling 
geometry detected depthc 

Transmission 14.41 keV y-ray 0.002-0.1 

Backscattera 14.41 keV y-ray ~ 14 )lm 

Backscatterb 6.4 keV X-ray ~ 11 )lm 

Backscatterb 14.3 keV M-shell 
conversion electron~ 80 nm 

Backsca tterb 13.6 keV L-shell 
conversion electron ~ 73 nm 

Backsca tterb 7.3 keV K-shell 
conversion electron ~ 24 nm 

Backscatterb 5.4 keV 
KLL Auger electron ~ 13 nm 

Backscatterb 0.65 keV 
LMM Auger electron ~ 5 nm 

Backscatterb 0.05 keV 
MNN Auger electron ~ 2 nm 

mm 

Probabilit~ of species 
generation 

-
1 0.09 1+aT = 

0.3aK 
0.24 1+aT = 

aM 
0.009 1+aT 

al 
0.09 1+aT = 

aK 
0.81 

l+aT 

0.7aK 
1+aT = 0.57 

4(0.7aK)+2{0.3aK)+2aL ~ 2_9 
1+aT 

aOnly specimens 20.1 mm may be used for TMS. bUsing backscatter geometry 
there is no limit to specimen thickness. csampling depth defined as sample 
thickness necessary to produce a signal one-half as intense as produced by 
an infinitely thick absorber {photons assumed to escape with full energy, 
electrons with energies >0 eV). Calculations performed assuming that: 
(i) sample/adsorber contains only 2.19 atomic % 57Fe, (ii) recoil-free 
fraction of the source and absorber equals 0.7, and (iii) electron/photon 
attenuation follows the formalism described in [4.22]. dProbabilities for 
species generation total more than unity since this table is based on unit 
relaxation of the excited nuclear state. 

and Spijkerman [4.24] recorded 6.4 kV X-rays which were produced following 

K-shell conversion (Fig.4.4b). These spectra, Fig.4.4b, were used to identi

fy a ~20 ~m overlayer of ~-FeOOH which formed on a thick iron plate follow

ing exposure to a HC1/H 20 mixture. Similar work by Herskowitz et al. [4.25] 

and Ord et al. [4.23] also utilized the 6.4 kV Ka X-ray, because it was pro-
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scopy [4.23], reproduced with per
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spectra using the 6.4 kV X-ray emis
sion, following treatment of a steel 
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reproduced from Applied Physics 
Letters with permission 
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duced more frequently than reemitted 14.41 kV y-rays, and these workers 
[4.25] were able to record good spectra from films as thin as 1 nm. While 
thi s result certainly demonstrates the sensitivity of backscatter geometry, 
the ability to record spectra from films which are 2 x 104 nm thick clearly 
shows that this technique is not strongly surface sensitive. 

4. 3. 2 Backscattered Electron Detection: Cas-Filled Electron Counters 

One of the earliest and still most popular backscatter conversion electron 
detectors was constructed by Fenger [4. 26] in 1968 and is schematically shown 
in Fig.4.5a. To permit easy and relatively unattenuated passage of photons, 
the counter was made as thin as possible with entrance and exit windows con
structed from gamma-ray-transparent materials such as Lucite, Kapton, or 
beryll i um. A counting gas is then chosen to measure selectively scattered 
el ectrons {He/10% CH4). By placing the sample within the detector the ma
jority of the detected signal results from backscattered conversion and Auger 
electrons, and the composition of the counting gas and anode voltage can be 
adjusted to optimize the spectrum collection. If thin samples are used it is 
also possible to record s imultaneously the transmission Moss bauer spectrum 
using an additional detector located behind the exit window. More recent de-
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Fig.4.5a. Cut view of He/10% CH4 
gas-filled proportional counter 
used by Fenger [4.26]. Scintil
lation detector used only for 
transmission and coincidence count
ing, reproduced with permission. 
b) Detector assembly, with par
tioned counting chamber, used in 
[4.27] for measuring separate 
backscattered electron and X-ray 
signals, reproduced with permis
sion. (A) Lucite frame for X-ray 
counter; (B) Lucite frame for 
electron counter; (C) 3 mm thick 
lead plate; (D) 4 mm thick Lucite 
plate; (E) 1 mm thick Al plate; 
(F) inlet for the counting gas of 
X-ray counter; (G) inlet for the 
counting gas of electron counter; 
(H) sample; (I) sealing compound 
(Apiezon); (J) 20 ~m thick Al foil; 
(K) Al evaporated on Mylar film; 
(L) 50 ~m diam. W wire; (M) 100 ~m 
diam. W wire; (N) Mossbauer source 
10 mCi 57Co in Cu 

signs (Fig.4.5b) have divided the counting chamber with thin aluminum/mylar 
films [4.27] so that both backscattered photon and electron spectra can be 
recorded simultaneously in different parts of the detector. 

Using a design similar to that of Fenger [4.26], Spijkennan and Swanson 

[4.28] recorded the backscattered conversion electron spectrum from the top
most 5-300 nm of an iron foil using a He/10% CH 4 counting gas and then 
switched this miture to Ar/10% CH 4 to record a spectrum from the outer 10-20 
~m of the foil using backscattered 6.4 kV X-rays. By vacuum evaporating vari
ous thicknesses of metallic iron onto a stainless steel substrate and com
paring the spectral contribution from each phase in the conversion electron 
spectrum (Fig.4.6), Spijkerman and swanson were able to estimate the maximum 
sampling depth of 57 Fe-BSCEMS at ~300 nm. 

Since these early experiments [4.26,28,29], gas-filled electron counters 
have seen continued use because of their simple design and operation. Appli-
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cations include: (i) the analysis and identification of corrosion and oxi
dation products on iron foils and low carbon steels [4.30-34]; (ii) the 
kinetics, stoichiometry, and morphology of multiphasic, layered iron oxides 
[4.31,34-37]; (iii) iron implanted into graphite [4.38], aluminum [4.39], 
beryllium [4.39] and the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals [4.40]; (iv) sur
face stress measurements from Fe and Sn substrates [4.41,42]; (v) the orien
tation of the electric-field gradient and the oxidation of biotite [4.43,44]; 
(vi) the formation of surface iron carbides and their decarburization using 
H2 [4.45,46]; (vii) the formation of surface austenite during surface grind
ing of carbon steel [4.47]; (viii) the oxidation of iron phosphates [4.48]; 
(ix) the determination of the location and oxidation state of iron in phos
phate glasses [4.49]; (x) the phosphiding of iron to assess corrosion resis
tant finishes [4.50,51]; (xi) the surface nitriding and and implantation of 
steel to improve hardness and wear properties [4.52]; (xii) the characteriz
ation of iron/germanium-amorphous films [4.53]; (xiii) the determination of 
iron and iron-cobalt phases present in Fe-Co ammonia synthesis catalysts 
[4.54]; and (xiv) the surface monitoring of s-Sn, CaSno3, and Sno2 substrates 
[4.55]. 

Additional efforts and refinements in detector design have been made in 
many of the above-noted studies. Helium/~10% butane mixtures have been shown 
to be more sensitive for electron counting than He/~10% CH4 [4.27,30,56], 
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and this gas mixture also appears to offer greater energy resolution and dis
crimination in the pulse-height spectrum [4.30]. Using carefully prepared 
standards of iron evaporated onto stainless steel [4.33] or copper substrates 
[4.20], the depth-profiling capabilities of BSCEMS have been determined with 
the inherent sensitivity of BSCEMS established at less than one monolayer of 
57Fe [4.20]. Gas-filled electron detectors using He/~10% CH 4 mixtures have 
also been operated at temperatures from 77 to 560 K by Sawicki et al. [4.58] 
and Isozumi et al. [4.57], respectively. 

In summary, it can be seen that gas-filled proportional counters can be 
used to obtain either backscattered conversion electron or photon spectra. 
These detectors are inexpensive, easy to assemble, and can be readily added 
to existing transmission Mossbauer spectrometers. Moreover, because the spec
trum is recorded in a backscatter geometry, thick specimens can be used 
without special preparation, greatly increasing the impact of this technique 
for applied studies. A disadvantage, however, is the fact that samples used 
for BSCEMS and BSPMS must be exposed to both counting and quench gases dur
ing data collection. Gas-filled conversion electron detectors are therefore 
difficult to combine with modern surface-analysis techniques employing ultra
high vacuum environments. Little temperature variation of the sample (i.e., 
detector) has been demonstrated and only modest energy resolution in the 
electron spectrum has been observed. Without better resolving capabilities 
these devices must be viewed as "integral" detectors which collect any elec
tron with energy above some threshold close to zero eV. 

This last trait in particular greatly reduces the utility of this count
ing device, as it will be shown in subsequent discussions that discrimination 
between the various electrons which are generated during nuclear or elec
tronic relaxation can be used to obtain depth-profiled structural, electro
nic, magnetic, and stoichiometric information. 

4. 3. 3 Backscattered Electron Detection: Magnetic Spectrometers 

To take advantage of the inherent depth-profiling capabilities offered by 
conversion and Auger electrons, a number of electron spectrometers have been 
developed for surface-specific Mossbauer investigations. These analyzers 
include magnetic spectrometers of the s-ray design, electron spectrometers 
of the cylindrical mirror variety and retarding field optics in conjunction 
with continuous dynode or more conventional Cu/Be electron multipliers. Sche
matically, these various designs are shown in Figs.4.7-9. 

Beta-ray spectrometers were first used for 119sn-BSCEMS in 1961 by Mitro

fanoff and Shpinel [4.62] and later by Bonchev et al. [4.63]. Indeed, Bonchev 
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products on Fe. Note that in this 

DETECTOR 

design the 
source is sta
tionary, re
printed with 
permission 
from "Applica
tions of Sur
face Science" 

LEAD BLOCK 

A • LEAD APERTURES 

Fig.4 .8. Cylindrical mirror analyzer with ex 
situ sample/absorber treatment chamber, re
produced with permission [4.61]. C1 =inner 
cylinder, C2 =outer cylinder, G =thin grids, 
A =absorber , B =detector baffle, D =detector, 
T =transducer rod, S =source, H =vacuum tank, 
M = samp 1 e/absorber treatment chamber, V =out
let to vacuum system , reproduced with permis
sion [ 4. 61] 
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channeltron 

electron exit 
window 

aluminum shield 
( 3cm diameter) 

EHT feedthrough 

- stainless steel 
vacuum chamber 

inset beryllium window 

sample mounted on 
variable temperature probe 

Fig.4.9. Apparatus for detecting backscattered conversion electrons in vacuo 
using a channeltron electron detector. System may be operated as a vacuum 
compatible-integral detector [4.60], reproduced with permission from "Appli
cations of Surface Science' 

was one of the first workers to exploit the depth-profiling capability of 
BSCEMS by utilizing a s-ray design in conjunction with a Bethe-Block expres
sion suitable for low-energy electrons [4.64]. Since electrons generated at 
specific energies but different depths of the surface will emerge from the 
sample with different energies [4.64], Bonchev tuned the s-ray spectrometer 
to progressively lower electron energies in order to probe more deeply into 
the specimen. In this same vein LiZjequist et al. [4.61,65-69], in an ex
tensive theoretical and experimental program concerning 57Fe-BSCEMS, deve
loped procedures capable of obtaining an individual conversion electron 
Mossbauer spectrum from a 5.0 nm differential volume element anywhere within 
the topmost 300 nm of the specimen surface. In this method several BSCEMS 
spectra are recorded at spectrometer pass energies slightly below the 7.3 
kV K-shell conversion electron. Each of these spectra is then considered to 
represent a large number of superimposed "depth differential" spectra built 
from ejected electrons originating at different depths of the sample. If 
the probability is known for a given electron (from a certain depth) to 
appear at the spectrometer energy setting, then the weights of the various 

differential spectra are also known. Thus, a number of BSCEMS spectra 
measured at different energy settings can be used to separate statistically 
the data into differential spectra containing distinct contributions from 
specified depths of the surface [4.61,65-69]. 
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Since the extensive work· of LiZjequist, a number of other authors have 
also employed the s-ray spectrometer, including Schunck et al. [4.70] for 
the depth profiling of 57Fe and 119sn compounds, Gruzin et al. [4.71] who 
depth profiled the oxygen concentration in plasma anodized iron films, and 
Shinohara et al. [4.72] for measuring the 4s electron density and isomer 
shift of Fe atoms in Cr, Ni, Cu, Pt and Au hosts. Massenet [4.59,73] charac
terized the magnetic properties of amorphous FexGe1_x and FeCoTi alloy films 
at liquid helium temperatures, and Jones et al. [4.60,74] studied the kine
tics and composition of iron oxide growth [4.60] and also iron implantation 
into aluminum foils [4.74]. 

s-ray spectrometers used in these studies have resolved electrons from 
the individual K and L conversion shells of iron as well as from KLL and LMM 
Auger events which follow these initial electron emissions [4.60,70]. How
ever, in spite of this superior resolution, s-ray spectrometers are usually 
"tuned in" only in the vicinity of the 7.3 kV K-shell conversion electron 
so as to maximize the count rate of resonant electrons and increase the sig
nal-to-background ratio. This particular energy window is chosen because 
(i) the probability of emission is high; (ii) the electron energy, which is 
higher than for a KLL or LMM Auger event, permits a larger sample volume to 
be measured (i.e., more signal); (iii) the s-ray spectrometers are usually 
designed for best transmission characteristics in this range; and (iv) the 
electron energy is high enough to minimize interferences by low-energy, non
resonant secondary electrons. Unfortunately, while the 7.3 kV energy window 
provides for a good signal-to-background ratio, the count rates for these 
studies are so low that it may require on the order of 24 hours to obtain a 
spectrum with good statistics (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio, proportional to 
the square root of the number of counts). In view of this fact, it is clear 
that large amounts of experimental time may be necessary to generate the re
quisite number of spectra to permit 5.0 nm "depth-differential" resolution 
according to the method of LiZjequist [4.61,65-69]. Other disadvantages of 
this technique include: (i) the use of complex detectors and electronics; 
(ii) the requirement of extensive computer hardware and software; and (iii) 
the necessity of a good background vacuum to permit electron transport through 
the analyzer. More involved sample handling is required to reproducibly place 
flat sample surfaces at a fixed focal point in the spectrometer. Since it is 
known that lower energy Auger electrons (LMM and below) are produced more 
frequently than other types of resonant electrons (see Table 4.2 for the 
57Fe example), spectrometers which are capable of focusing these low-energy 
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signals could be used to decrease the time required to collect a backscat
tered electron spectrum. 

4. 3. 4 Backscattered Electron Detection: Retarding Field and Electrostatic 

Analyzers 

In addition to the s-ray spectrometers discussed above, other analyzer types 
have been utilized for BSCEMS, as shown in Figs.4.8,9. A cylindrical mirror 
analyzer (CMA) was employed by Baverstam et al. [4.61] while Keune et al. 
[4.75] and Toriyama et al. [4.76] used spherical analyzers. Because these 
analyzers provide 2% to 3% resolution, individual electron emission levels 
are easily resolved,yet count rates are low and data collection takes con
siderable time. To circumvent this problem, other workers [4.22,60,77-82] 
have employed Retarding Field Analyzers (RFA). These systems offer the ad
vantage that while differential analyses may still be obtained by subtract
ing spectra obtained at different retarding voltages, these detectors may 
also be operated in the integral mode to monitor essentially all electrons 
reaching the detection apparatus with energy above zero eV. This feature sig
nificantly increases resonant count rates, permitting more rapid spectrum 
co 11 ecti on. 

Furthermore, BSCEMS spectra can be obtained in minutes and samples do 
not have to be exposed to counting or quenching gases. As shown below in 
Fig.4.11. these analyzers/detectors may be fitted to existing surface ana
lysis instruments or combined with other UHV techniques. Alternatively, 
combined UHV-high-pressure systems, similar to those developed by Somorjai 

et al. [4.83] could be used which permit high-pressure/high-temperature pre
treatment followed by analysis using UHV techniques in the same chamber. 
Retarding field analyzers offer a favorable compromise by allowing collection 
of both integral and differential spectra following exposure to UHV or gas
filled environments at various temperatures and pressures. Carbucicchio 

[4.80] has recently constructed a RFA-type instrument which allows the inci
dence and scattering angles to be varied as well as permitting sample tem
perature variations from 78 to 800 K. 

In addition to studies on 57Fe-enriched metallic iron and stainless steel 
foils, retarding field analyzers have been used for unenriched (i) Fe and 
Sn samples [4.84], (ii) Fe and Fe-Si thin films [4.77,79], (iii) surfaces 
of TiFe intermetallics and intermetallic hydrides [4.78], (iv) metallic 
iron and multiphasic layered iron oxides [4.80], (v) FeOOH layers formed by 
HC1/H 20 treatment of Fe [4.60], (vi) the surface composition, and phase 
identification of FeNiMo alloys [4.81], (vii) 57Fe implanted into Si [4.85], 
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(viii) and Fe/Ti02 model supported catalysts consisting of ~5.0 nm overlayers 
of 57 Fe nucleated into circa 20 nm crystallites on the surface of a Ti02 
substrate [4.22]. 

The flexibility of retarding field analyzers for performing various types 
of BSCEMS experiments is a decided advantage of this analyzer type. Integral 
and differential analyses can be performed and the analyzer/detector readily 
integrated into existing vacuum systems or reaction chambers. The potential 
for future developments in this area appears good and subsequent discussions 
will treat the applications of this technique in more detail. 

4. 4 Theoretical Description Pertinent to Surface-Specific Mossbauer 
Techniques 

To model surface-specific Mossbauer studies successfully the individual 
physical processes involved must first be clearly identified. Figure 4.10 
schematically denotes the locations of these events. Because the five pro
cesses shown in Fig.4.10 are common to any surface-specific Mossbauer study, 
they will be briefly described and then used as a framework to review exist
ing literature. 

Y-ray 
Source 

I 
(1) Generation and Focusing 

of Source Radiation 

\ \ 
Electr~\ \ (5) Detection of 

Scattered Species 

Detector 

SAr1PLE/ ABSORBER 

(2) Transmission of Source 
Radiation in the Solid 

( 3) Generation of 
Backscattere~ Radiation 

(4) Transmission of 
Backscattered Radiation 
in the Solid 

Fig.4.10. Physical processes involved in surface-specific Mossbauer studies 
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4. 4. 7 Generation and Focusing of Source Radiation 

Gamma rays capable of causing resonant absorption in the sample are gener
ated during a complex nuclear decay scheme leading to the production of a 
number of different photons and electrons [4.8,86]. Details of the incident 
energy spectrum must be obtained before the ratio of resonant to nonresonant 
processes in the absorber can be evaluated. Accordingly, if estimates of 
the count rate are desired, then the activity (viz., number of nuclear de
cays per second) of the source and the exact yield of photons and electrons 
per decay must be known. In practice these data are difficult to estimate 
and sample windows of various thickness and composition which will scatter 
some photons are usually employed to introduce source radiation into the 
sample cell. Thus, it appears that the most straightforward means of discern
ing the effective energy distribution from the source is by direct measure
ment. 

4. 4. 2 Transmission of Source Radiation in the Solid 

Because absorption cross sections for resonant (i.e., Mossbauer) and non
resonant (viz., Compton and photoelectric) events are known, the transmission 
of source photons into the solid can be described by fairly simple, exponen
tial-type attenuation functions [4.86,87]. In most instances the transmission 
and scattering of source electrons is not considered important as they are 
easily removed from the source beam by thin metal or polymer films which 
cause little attenuation in the photon flux. 

4. 4. 3 Generation of Backscat~ered Radiation 

Backscattered radiation generated by resonant and nonresonant events produces 
discrete electron and photon species at various depths in the solid. While 
momentum must be conserved during the scattering process, to simplify the 
ensuing calculations, scattered electrons and photons are usually assumed to 
be generated with spherical symmetry from the interacting atoms or nuclei. 
Indeed, because incident photon energies are generally ~100 kV this assump
tion introduces relatively little error. 

Resonant absorption of a source y-ray is followed by (i) reemission of 
another y-ray of comparable energy or (ii) emission of a conversion electron 
and subsequent Auger electrons or fluorescent X-rays. The latter possibility, 
known as the internal conversion process, has been quantified for most Moss
bauer nuclei. However, because these core level Auger and fluorescent events 
do not consume electron vacancies, continued relaxation via lower energy 
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electron and photon emissions will occur. To date, details regarding this 
low-energy cascade process have not been determined. Further work is needed 
if the measurement of low-energy resonant electrons is to provide additional 
insight into BSCEMS. Indeed, this area will be treated in more detail subse
quently. 

4. 4. 4 Transmission of Backscattered Radiation in the Solid 

Once a photon or electron has been generated in the solid, the probability 
of that particle (or a related particle) reaching the surface must be con
sidered. This scattering/transmission problem is quite complex due to the 
many scattering mechanisms which exist. However, at least a rudimentary under
standing of these processes is required for proper understanding and inter
pretation of backscatter Mossbauer spectroscopy. For this reason, most depth
selective studies utilize electron/photon signals which are generated close 
to a particular emission energy. Simple exponential scattering expressions 
can then be used in conjunction with estimates of the inelastic mean free 
path for a particular electron energy, or alternatively, known Compton and 
photoelectric cross sections can be used if photons are being considered. 

Further advances in this area are needed if the transmission of low-ener
gy electron or photons, produced by multiple scattering events, are to be 
used in BSCEMS and BSPMS. To allow quantitative interpretation of BSCEMS 
spectra, using integral detectors for short counting times, a better under
standing of low energy resonant particle transport mechanisms is required. 

4. 4. 5 Detection of Scattered Species 

The previously described phenomena (processes 1-4) produce a resonant and 
nonresonant flux of electrons and photons at the surface which vary in their 
angular and energy distributions. By summing some portion of these distri
butions in a synchronous fashion with the source velocity the Mossbauer 
spectrum is obtained. The information contained in the spectrum will depend 
on: (i) the electron or photon energy windows which are used to record the 
spectrum, (ii) the solid angle and take-off angles which are viewed by the 
detector(s), (iii) the sensitivity of the detector to electrons and photons 
of a particular energy, and finally (iv) the chemical composition and physi
cal properties of the sample itself. 

To date, consideration of the five areas described above has not been at
tempted in a comprehensive or unified manner. A quantitative understanding 
of these phenomena is required, however, for the interpretation of depth
selective and surface-specific Mossbauer spectroscopies. The following dis-
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cussion briefly reviews the past progress and efforts that have been made 
in each of these areas. 

One of the earliest and most extensive theoretical examinations of back
scatter Mossbauer spectroscopy was developed by Krakowski and MiZZer [4.88] 
in 1972. In their mathematical framework they included photon attenuation by 
both resonant and nonresonant means and then accounted for subsequent elec
tron transport using either a simple exponential attenuation function or a 
Fermi age diffusion model. While this effort was most ambitious in detail and 
the first of its kind in terms of scope and concept, some physical factors 
were not considered, including: (i) different types of photons emitted by the 
source; (ii) complete decay of the excited atom by Auger transitions and 
fluorescent events below the KLL energy; and (iii) detection of scattered elec
trons and photons. 

Following the work of Krakowski and MiZZer, similar efforts by Bainbridge 

[4.89] and Huffman [4.90] considered the analysis of multilayer iron oxide 
films. The work of Huffman [4.90] was also combined with further experimen
tal efforts [4.35]. These models for 57Fe-BSCEMS included only K-shell con
version and KLL Auger contributions in the resonant spectrum and did not 
attempt to evaluate background count rates caused by nonresonant photons 
(122 and 136 keV y-rays) emitted from the source. 

Baverstam et al. [4.91], to support their accompanying experimental pro
gram [4.61,65-69] for s-ray detectors, modeled the transmission of resonant 
electrons and calibrated their "depth-differential interpolation technique" 
to the backscattered electron spectrum from a foil of known thickness and 
composition. The goal of this effort was not to model the entire backscat
tered conversion electron process but rather to develop a method for empiri
cally determining depth-profiled data based on the intensity and energy loss 
of electrons emitted close to a strong resonance peak. This approach was 
shown to be quite successful and "depth-differential" spectra from volume 
elements as thin as 5.0 nm were obtained using this model. 

In a similar empirical fashion, Bonehev et al. [4.92-94] and Proykova 

[4.95] devised means for measuring the depth distribution of resonant matter 
in a thin surface layer. Active thin films (119sn) were prepared and back
scattered electron spectra were measured from the emitting film after it was 
covered by known thicknesses of different metallic overlayers. In this fashion 
the distribution of resonant material in an unknown sample could be deter
mined by detailed comparison with the "standard spectra". 

Dynamic aspects of the conversion electron process have been considered 
by Chugunova and Mitrin [4.96] who used the electron-nuclear density matrix 
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to investigate the potential for using BSCEMS to study ultrasonic modulations 
in Rayleigh surface waves and details regarding y-ray magnetic resonance ef
fects at the surface. 

In addition to the above-noted studies, which are primarily theoretical 
in scope, a number of other physical details concerning BSCEMS have been 
gleaned during primarily experimental efforts. Simmons et al. [4.31] and 
Tricker et al. [4.32-34] have modeled the BSCEMS process in attempts to ra
tionalize and calibrate spectra obtained from multilayer foils of known com
position and thickness. 

One interesting insight provided by Tricker et al. [4.97,98] is the ob
servation that evaporated overlayers of nonresonant metals on top of resonant 
iron containing films preferentially increase the relative spectral contri
bution from the component which lies deepest within the resonant layer. In 
these studies a 10 nm metallic iron overlayer was evaporated on top of a 
stainless steel foil and then coated with various thicknesses of Al, Cr, and 
Au. It was observed that the spectral area ratio (Fe/stainless steel) de
creased with increasing thickness of the nonresonant overlayer when a He/CH4 
proportional counter was used. Tricker et al. [4.97 ,98] attributed this phe
nomenon to the production of photoelectrons in the nonresonant overlayers by 
a large flux of resonant backscattered X-rays from the massive stainless 
steel substrate. 

More recently, Deeney et al. [4.99] and Tatarchuk [4.22] suggested a dif
ferent interpretation and demonstrated that the magnitude of such backscat
tered signals cannot account for the observed effect. It appears more likely 
that these nonresonant overlayers strongly attenuate low-energy (circa ~10 
eV) resonant electrons from the iron film but have little effect on low
energy electrons from the stainless steel substrate as these electrons have 
already been "filtered" from the backscattered electron spectrum by the iron 
overlayer. Indeed, the BSCEMS formalism developed by Tatarchuk [4.22] sug
gests the importance of these species and further experimental efforts by 
Tatarchuk [4.22] and Tyliszczak et al. [4.83] confirm the existence of strong 
resonance signals below 10 eV. Tyliszczak et al. also demonstrated that the 
electron spectrum collected with electrons below 10 eV possessed broadened 
spectral features attributable to inhomogeneities in the surface hyperfine 
field in the topmost atomic layers of the surface. These results [4.22,83] 
suggest that low-energy electron contributions to the backscattered electron 
spectrum may be significant, and that these signals may result from electro
nic relaxations of an excited atom at energies below the LMM and MNN Auger 
transitions. 
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4. 4. 6 Summary 

A number of advances and modeling procedures have been developed for 
backscattered photon and electron Mossbauer spectroscopies . Further theore
tical and experimental work is needed, however, before these treatments can 
be used to interpret spectra readily for depth-profiled chemical and struc
tural information. Of the five physical processes shown in Fig.4.10, it is 
clear that the detailed nature of electronic relaxation processes below 10 
eV (process 3) and the transport of electron signals in the solid (process 
4) are most crucial to the further development of surface-specific Mossbauer 
studies. 

4. 5 New Developments in Surface-Specific Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

4. 5. 7 Experimental 

As noted earlier, the possibility exists for backscatter Mossbauer spectro
meters of appropriate design to be added as complementary characterization 
tools for existing UHV surface analysis systems. Tatarchuk and Dumesic 

[4.100-102] have constructed such a device as shown in Fig.4.11 which com
bines molecular beam reactive scattering, Auger electron spectroscopy, tem
perature-programmed desorption, and BSCEMS. Iron/titania model supported ca
talysts were examined using these techniques and in a parallel set of experi
ments TEM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were also employed to 
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5 .0cm 

Fig.4.11. Retardin~ field-conversion 
electron Mossbauer analyzer located in 
a vacuum system with other physical and 
chemical characterization probes : MOSS 
MOTOR= Dopp 1 er ve 1 ocity transducer, 
SO.= 57co/Pd y-ray source, W. =Teflon
coated Kapton y-ray window, S.A. =sample, 
MOSS DET. = e 1 ectron detector with retard
ing grids, U.H.V. L.V. =ultrahigh vacuum 
leak valve, A.E.S. =Auger electron spec
trometer, MOL. BEAM =molecular beam axis, 
Q.M.S. =quadrupole mass spectrometer, 
with permission [4.22,101] 
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Fig.4.12a. BSCEMS spectra recorded in inte
gral mode from 5 nm Fe/TiOz model catalyst 
following reduction at the indicated tem
peratures. One vertical square equivalent 
to 2% effect (RT =initial iron overlayer) 
[4.101], reproduced with permission . b) Fe-
2P3/2 X-ray photoelectron spectra recorded 
from 5 nm Fe/TiOz specimen after reduction 
at the indicated temperatures. Specimen 
preparation and reduction treatments are 
chosen to mimic the conditions of Fig.4.12a. 
Vertical sensitivit i es for each spectrum are 
shown adjacent to the reduction temperature . 
Dashed spectra were obtained after subse
quent oxidation (RT =initial iron overlayer), 
reproduced with permission [4.101] 
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examine the morphology and oxidation state, respectively, of the iron over
layer. Figure 4.12a shows a set of BSCEMS spectra recorded from one such 
Ti02 film onto which ~5.0 nm of 57 Fe was evaporated and subsequently reduced 
in H2 at increasingly higher temperatures. For comparison, Figs.4.12b,c show 
identically prepared specimens using XPS and TEM, respectively, which have 
been reduced at identical conditions. As expected, these results show an 
increased tendency toward reduction of the iron overlayer with increasing 
reduction temperature until at 773 K a broadening in the Mossbauer spectrum 
is observed, consistent with a change in the morphology of the iron overlayer 
(also noted with TEM). Finally, reduction at 875 K and above caused a de
crease in the areas under both BSCEMS and XPS spectra, which was attributed 
to an attenuation of the resonant electron signal caused by a diffusion of 
iron into the Ti02 support. At these same conditions BSCEMS gave evidence 
of a new spectral component which could not be attributed to a superparamag
netic a-iron phase but rather to the formation of either a y-iron or FexTi 
{l.::_x .::_2) intermetallic phase. 

Over the same reduction regime, transmission electron micrographs demon
strated that reduction of the initially contiguous and oxidized iron overlayer 

Fig.4.12cl ,2 {Figure caption see opposite page) 
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Fig.4.12c1-5. Transmission electron mi crographs of Fe/Ti02 specimens prep
ared by vacuum evaporating a 5 nm Fe overlayer onto a Ti02 substrate . Speci
men preparation and reduction treatments are chosen to mimic the conditions 
of Figs.4.12a,b. 1 =initial Fe overlayer, 2 =reduced at 643 K, 3 =reduced 
at 707 K, 4 =reduced at 773 K, 5 =reduced at 875 K, reproduced with per
mi ss ion [4.100] 
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Table 4.3. TEM, XPS, BSCEMS reduction summary (5.0 nm Fe) 

Reduction Observed TEM Observed 
XPS trends temp. trends 

(K) 

Initial iron Contiguous 
overlayer Fe film 

608 

643 

677 

707 

773 

875 

973 

Nonuniform nuclea- Feo and 
tion, most proba- Fe2+;Ti4+ 
ble particle size, 
<D> <10 nm Feo/Ti 4+ 

Uniform nuclea
tion: three-dimen-
sional crystal- Feo/Ti4+ 
1 i tes, 
<D> >10 nm 

Contrast between 
crystallites, 
<D> ';t 10 nm 

Contrast between 
crystallites, 
decrease in num
ber, density, and 
volume of crystal-
1 i tes, 
<D> <10 nm 

Decrease in 
Fe spectra 1 
area, in
crease in Ti 
spectral 
area, reduc
tion of Ti4+ 

Observed Reduction 
BSCEMS trends regimes 

55% Fe2+, 
32% Fe~+ 
13% Fe 

59% Fe2+, 
41% Feo 

0 57% Feu 
43% Fe 

Low-tempera
ture, reduc
tion nuclea
tion, and 
growth 

Fe0, broad
ened spec
trum 

}~preading of 
1ron over 
support 

Spectral sing
let (e.g., 
y-Fe, FexTi), 
~32% decrease 
in spectral 
area 

Diffusion of 
iron into 
support 

corresponded to the nucleation and growth of discrete metallic iron crystal
lites. Furthermore, a change in crystallite morphology (viz., TEM particle 
contrast) following reduction at 773 Kanda loss of surface iron following 
reduction at ~875 K were both consistent with BSCEMS results [4.22,100-102]. 

Agreement between XPS, TEM, and BSCEMS was excellent, as shown in Table 
4.3. Moreover, comparison of these results provided complementary insights 
into the surface properties and phase behavior of Fe/Ti02 thin films which 
were not readily observable by other means. The ability to obtain Mossbauer 
spectra from samples containing relatively little iron and located within 
a multipurpose surface analysis system demonstrates the capability, sensi
tivity, and versatility of BSCEMS. 
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4. 5. 2 T heoretica/ 

The purpose of this section is to present a physical/mathematical framework 
amenable to quantitative interpretation of BSCEMS spectra collected in an 
integral fashion with electrons above zero eV. In particular, a formalism is 
presented which can be used to account for intensities of signals produced 
by (i) backscattered electrons, (ii) backscattered photons, and (iii) for
ward-attenuated photons (i.e., transmission Mossbauer spectra). A framework 
which simultaneously accounts for all these effects is necessary to inter
pret BSCEMS spectra quantitatively for depth-profiled information. For exem
plary purposes, 57Fe is considered to be the absorbing nucleus in this treat
ment, although the formalism presented here can be generalized to account for 
any Mossbauer resonance. Since the transmission/attenuation of y-rays has 
been treated in a number of discussions [4.8,9,11,22] dealing with normal
transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy, it is essential that this development of 
57Fe BSCEMS begin with a consideration of the 57Fe excitation/decay scheme. 

a) Excitation/Decay Scheme of an Excited ~~Fe Nucleus 

The 57Fe decay process is encountered twice during the course of a BSCEMS 
experiment: once in the source matrix where photons are considered, and 
again in the absorber where both the photon and electron yields are of 
interest. 

Table 4.4 is an energy-level diagram detailing the manner in which 100 
excited ~~Fe nuclei decay from the I= 5/2 state. Nine nuclei relax directly 
to the ground state by emitting a 136.32 kV y-ray [4.9] while the remaining 
91 nuclei decay to the I =3/2 level releasing a 121.91 kV y-ray. From the 
91 excited nuclei that remain (I =3/2) 8.2 decay to the ground state by 
emission of a 14.41 kV y-ray, 0.9 generate a 14.3 kV M-shell conversion elec
tron, 8.2 release a 13.6 kV L-shell conversion electron, and 73.7 relax by 
emitting a 7.3 kV K-shell conversion electron. Because of the core level va
cancies produced by internal conversion, the 57Fe atom is not in the elec
tronic ground state and will decay further by one of two competing processes 
involving either an Auger cascade or X-ray fluorescence. In the case of the 
73.7 K-shell holes, 51.9 will relax further by emitting a KLL Auger electron 
(resulting in an Fe2+ ion with two L-shell holes), and the remainder (i.e., 
21.8) relax by emission of a 6.4 kV Ka X-ray (resulting in a Fe1+ ion with one 
L-shell hole). These electron holes are also accompanied by the L-shell and 
M-shell holes produced by L and M internal conversion, respectively, and it 
is clear that the atom will continue to relax by a sequence of Auger cas-
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Table 4.4. Decay scheme for an excited i~Fe nucleus. Based on 100 initial 
I= 5/2 states, solid lines represent photons, dashed lines represent elec
trons 
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Nuclear State --- !=5/2; 136.32 kV 

Nuclear State --- !=3/2; 14.41 kV 

Electron level, one hole inK-shell; 7.1 kV 

Electron level, two holes in L-shell; ~1.7 kV 

Electron level, ll +2M holes; ~1 kV 

Electron level, one hole in L-shell; ~.85 kV 

Electron level, four holes in M-shell; ~.4 kV 

Electron level, two holes in M-shell; ~.2 kV 

Electron level, one hole in M-shell; ~.1 kV 

----------------- Nuclear and electronic ground state, I=l/2; 0 kV 

cades and X-ray fluorescences. LMM events are known to occur during BSCEMS 

and Carbucicchio [4.80] cites a measured LMM intensity of 96% of the KLL 

value. 

As seen in Fig.4.13, the possibilities for continued relaxations via LMM 

and MNN Auger emissions increase dramatically, making an exact calculation 

of the electron/photon cascade a difficult task. Krakowski and Miller [4.88] 

suggest that these calculations be undertaken utilizing tabulated values of 

atomic binding energies, internal conversion coefficients, and X-ray fluor-
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TYPICAL SOURCE RADIATION 

1.99 - 6.4kV X-RAYS l 

0 .738-14.41 kVT-RAY~ 

Fig.4.13. Excitation/decay scheme of a 57Fe atom. Resonant yields are calcu
lated assuming 8. 2 resonant absorptions 

escences. However, these calculations may be of limited value since repeated 
ionization of the iron atom to a higher oxidation state may invalidate the 
use of X-ray fluorescence and binding energy data based on a lesser number 
of electron holes. 

Having outlined the relaxation effects that occur at an excited ~~Fe 
atom (Table 4.4), it is important to consider the combination of excitation 
and decay processes that are involved at an absorber atom during BSCEMS. 
Thus, Fig.4.13 depicts a situation where the expected radiation from an ideal 
source matrix is allowed to impinge on an isolated ~~Fe atom. Radiation from 
the source can be resonantly or nonresonantly scattered. In the case of 136, 
122, and 6.4 kV photons, only nonresonant processes are important and pro
duce electrons via Compton and photoelectric processes with an efficiency 
that depends on their cross sections. (Note: photons produced by Compton 
scattering are neglected in this diagram and will be discussed later.) The 
14.41 kV y-ray can undergo these same nonresonant processes or be resonantly 
absorbed at the nucleus (i.e., Mossbauer effect). Since the resonant cross 
section is ~2 orders of magnitude greater than the sum of the nonresonant 
cross sections, it is clear that resonant absorption is favored. If it is as
sumed that all 8.2 incoming 14.41 kVy-rays are resonantly absorbed, the even
tual decay of this atom will produce a number of resonant electrons and pho
tons with the intensities and energies shown in Fig.4.13. Detection of these 
electrons and photons versus the velocity of the source matrix constitutes 
the basis of BSCEMS. The signal-to-background ratio inherent to the spectrum, 
detecting either photons or electrons, depends on the ratio of resonant to 
nonresonant events and is of vital interest to experimentalists concerned 

with interpretation of Mossbauer spectra. For this reason, a major part of 
the remaining discussion will revolve around efforts to model the excitation/ 
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decay scheme shown in Fig.4.13. Specifically, it is of interest to examine 
both physically and mathematically how the signal-to-background ratio (S/B) 
depends on factors such as isotopic enrichment and sample configuration. 
Knowledge of the sample configuration at various depths into the specimen 
(i.e., comparison of backscattered electron and photon spectra) can be used 
to glean depth-profiled chemical and physical information important to stu
dies in catalysis, corrosion, semiconductor fabrication, and ion implantation. 

Ratio of the Electron Spectrum: The 

Estimates for the percent effect (Ee) of the electronic spectrum, which is 
equal to the signal-to-background ratio times 100% [see (4.1)], can be cal
culated using (4.2) [4.8,9,11,84]. 

(N0 - N ) 
Ee = N m (100%) (4.1) 

m 

where Ee =percent effect of the electronic spectrum (%), N0 =signal at maxi
mum resonance, single-peak spectrum assumed, Nm =background signal far from 
resonance. 

Furthermore, 

E = 100% anfafsN14.41 kVaO (aT/1+aT) 

e 2l:a.l:N.(a .. +a .. ) 
j J i 1 C,1,J p,1,J 

(4.2) 

where an= fracti ona 1 abundance of 57 Fe; fa ;f s = recoi 1-free fraction of ab
sorber or source, respectively; Ni =fraction of incident photon flux at 
energy i; a0 = Mossbauer absorption cross section for a 14.41 kV resonant 
y-ray (Barns/atom); aT= total internal conversion coefficient for 57 Fe in 
the 1=3/2 state ( 10.11); a.=fractional abundance of species j; a . J.; 

J c '1' 
a .. =Compton or photoelectric cross section, respectively, for species j p, 1 ,J 
using incident photons of energy i (Barns/atom). 

Inherent to (4.2) are the following conditions/assumptions: (i) 136 kV 
resonant absorption is neglected; (ii) electron generation is isotropic; 
(iii) Auger electrons are not considered; and (iv) the sample must exist as 
a film only a monolayer thick since photon and electron attenuation by a 
sample/support matrix are not considered. 

Using the cross sections found in Table 4.5 and the distribution of in
coming photons shown in Fig.4.13, it is possible to evaluate (4.2). A value 
of 4230% is obtained when the sample consists of a monolayer of 57Fe atoms 
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Table 4.5. Cross section2gata2for Fe [4.84]. Units of cross sections are 
Barns/atom (1 Barns= 10- em ) 

Event/species Photon Energies {kV) 
6.4 14.41 122.91 136.4 

Resonant absorption ~~Fe 0 0 0 0 

Photoelectric event ~~Fe 7.3 X 103 5.9 X 103 10.0 7.4 

Compton scattering ~~Fe 5.5 9.7 12.0 11.6 

Resonant absorption 57 
26Fe 0 2.4x106 0 0 

Photoelectric event 57 
26Fe 7,3 X 103 5.9 X 103 10.0 7.4 

Compton scattering ~~Fe 5.5 9.7 12.0 11.6 

and both the source and absorber are assumed to have recoil-free fractions 
of unity. Experimentally measured values of Ee are usually much less than 
this value so that circa 4000% must be considered an upper limit subject to 
the assumptions of (4.2) (i.e., isolated atom). 

c) Expected Signal-to-Background Ratio of the Electron Spectrum: The Semi
Infinite Absorber 

Figure 4.14 illustrates a situation commonly encountered during electron de
tection for 57Fe-BSCEMS. In this experiment the complement of photons that 

originates from the source matrix is collimated and allowed to intercept the 
surface of a 57Fe-containing specimen at some angle 61 to the surface nor
mal. After proceeding an arbitrary distance ta into the sample (ta measured 
along the direction of travel), the photons may be absorbed either resonant
ly or nonresonantly generating at least one electron per interaction. These 
electrons may or may not leave the solid depending on their energy and the 
direction in which they are ejected from the atom. A finite number of elec
trons do escape the solid, however, and some fraction of these which emanate 
at an angle 62 from the normal are detected by an electron detector. Because 
the electrons (resonant and nonresonant) are assumed to be generated isotro
pically, an expression of the same form as (4.2) can be used to calculate an 
expected value for the percent effect (Ee). If 61 equals 62, this expression 
takes the following form: 
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Fig.4.14. Schematic re
presentation for elec
tron detection during 
BSCEMS performed on a 
semi-infinite absorber 

( aT ) oo 

lOO%anfafsN14.4lkVaO ~ b o/Res ,tapRes , t a dta 
(4. 3) 

2 L a . L [N. (a . . +a . . ) J o/. t P. t dt ] 
j J i 1 c, 1 ,J p, 1 ,J 0 1, a 1, a a 

where ta=distance or thickness in units of mg/cm2, (e.g., for ~~Fe: lmg/cm2 

= 1272 nm); o/Res,ta =the probability that a resonant 14.41 kV y-ray is 

transmitted a di stance t a through the absorber rna tri x; PR t =the probabi -es, a 
lity that an el ectron generated by a resonant process i s transmi t ted a di s-

tance t through the absorber matrix; o/ . t ; P. t =the probability that a 
a 1,a 1,a 

photon or electron, respectively, of energy i is transmitted a di stance ta 

through the absorber matrix. 

Equation (4.3) i s identical t o (4.2) except for t he addition of an inte

gral to the numerator and denominator . Phenomenol ogi cally, (4.3 ) stat es that 

the rati o of resonant t o nonresonant processes , occurring at any depth ta in 

the absorber, can still be described by (4.2) provided that corrections are 

made to account for attenuation of both photons and electrons . However, since 

electron attenuati on depends on el ectron energy, a further expansion of (4. 3) 

i s necessary to account for: (i) K, L, and M-shell convers i on el ect rons , 

(ii) generation of nonresonant electrons , and (iii) Auger electrons emi t t ed 

following (i ) and (ii). Thus , (4. 3) becomes 
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Cl. 00 

C L [ ~) f '¥ (P + e P + e P )dt J h=K,L,M 1+aT O Res,ta h,ta KLL,h KLL,ta LMM,h LMM,ta a 

La·L [N.(a · ·+a · .) f'¥. t (P. t +eKLL .PKLL t +eLMM .PLMM t )dt] j J i 1 c, 1 ,J p, 1 ,J 0 1 , a 1 , a , 1 , a , 1 , a a 

(4.4) 
where 

and aK,L,M=K,L,M-shell internal conversion coefficient, respectively, 
aK=9.0, etl =1.0, aM=O.ll, aT=aK+aL +aM=10.11. 
Furthermore, Ph,ta; PKLL,t ; PLMM,ta =the probability that an h-shell con
version electron (h = K,L,M~ or respectively that a KLL or LMM Auger electron 
is transmitted a distance ta through the absorber matrix. 
In addition, eKLL ,h; eLMM ,h =the number of KLL or LMM Auger electrons, res
pectively, generated by a single Fe atom after removal of a h-shell electron 
(h = K,L,M) by an internal conversion process; eKLL,i; eLMM,i =the number of 
KLL or LMM Auger electrons generated by a single Fe atom, respectively, after 
Compton or photoi oni za ti on by an incident photon of energy i; and Pi , ta =the 
probability that a Compton or photoelectron, generated by an incident photon 
of energy i, is transmitted a distance ta through the absorber matrix. 

Equation (4.4) is now in a form suitable for evaluation; however, it still 
retains a number of assumptions. (i) Compton events are treated as if they 
were actually photoelectric processes. Since photoelectric cross sections 
for 6.4 and 14.4 kV photons are much larger than Compton cross sections 
(Table 4.5), this assumption has little effect on the intensity of nonreson
ant (i.e., background) radiation produced by these photons. In the case of 
122 and 136 kV photons, where Compton and photoelectric effects are compar
able, this assumption is somewhat more significant. Indeed, a 50% reduction 
in the nonresonant contribution produced by 136 and 122 kV photons would re
sult if Compton electrons are not detected. However, it can be estimated 
[4.105] that a Compton electron scattered in the opposite direction of an 
incoming 136 kV photon (i.e., 180° change in direction) possesses about 47 kV 
of kinetic energy. (ii) Auger electrons with energies <LMM transitions have 
not been included in (4.4) because the frequencies of these events are diffi
cult to estimate, as noted earlier. It is also expected that since they have 
relatively low energies (circa 0.65 kV, and thus short path lengths in so
lids), they will contribute little to the resonant spectrum in comparison 
to higher energy electrons when semi-infinite absorbers are used. (iii) The 
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generation of all electrons is assumed to be isotropic. As pointed out by 
Huffman [4.90], this is an excellent assumption for the conversion and Auger 
electrons, but it will break down somewhat for the higher energy (e.g., 122 
and 136 kV) Compton and photoelectrons. 

Now that the assumptions implicit in (4.4) have been noted, the various 
terms of this equation can be expanded prior to its evaluation. 

Expansion of Terms in (4.4): eKLL,h~LMM,h~KLL,i~LMM,i 

Table 4.6 contains values for the "e-type" parameters encountered in (4.4). 
For example, Table 4.4 shows that 0.7 KLL Auger electrons are generated for 
each K-shell conversion; thus, eKLL,K =0.7. In a similar fashion ~1.7 and 
~1.0 LMM Auger electrons are generated for each K- and L-shell conversion, 
respectively (assuming an X-ray fluorescence yield near zero), so that 

eLMM,K';'l.7 and eLMM,L ';'1.0. The values of eKLL,L' eKLL,M' and eLMM,M are 
all zero as these terms violate Auger transition rules while eKLL, 6.4 must 
be zero since a photon of 6.4 kV possesses insufficient energy to cause a 
K-shell ionization. Since nonresonant ionization caused by 14.41 kV photons 
occurs primarily in the K-shell (largest total cross section), eKLL, 14 _41 
can be estimated to be ~0.7 with eLMM, 14 _41 then equal to ~1.7 due to the 
relaxation events which follow the KLL Auger electron and/or 6.4 kV X-ray. 
Similarly, since nonresonant ionization by 6.4 kV photons occurs primarily 
in the L shell, eLMM,6.4 ';'1.0 (Table 4.4). 

Table 4.6. Estimated values of eKLL,h; eLMM,h; eKLL,i; and eLMM,i 

Parameter 

eKLL,K 

eKLL,L 

eKLL,M 
eLMM,K 

eLMM,L 

eLMM,M 

eKLL,6.4 

eKLL,14.41 

eKLL,122 

eKLL,136 

eLMM,6.4 
eLMM,14.41 

eLMM,l22 

eLMM,l36 
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Value 
0.7 

0 

0 

~1.7 

~1.0 

0 

0 

~.7 

~o 

~o 

~1.0 

~1.7 

~o 

~o 



Since the relativelylarge penetration depth of 122 and 136 kV photons 
produces ionizations that are generally at depths greater than the Auger 

escape depth, it may be estimated that eKLL, 122 =eKLL, 136 =eLMM, 122=eLMM,136 
';;;! 0. 

Expansion of Terms in (4.4): ~- t and ~R t 
~----------------~~---1, a---- es, a 

Nonresonant photon attenuation can be described by: 

~. t = exp( -ll. . t ) 
1 , a 1 ,J a ( 4. 5) 

where ll· . =mass attenuation coefficient of photons with energy i by species 
2 1 ,J 

j (em /mg), i =6.4, 122, or 136 kV. 
Since photon attenuation by pair production as well as Rayleigh and Thom

son scattering are insignificant in the energy range of interest [4.86] (i.e., 
~136 kV), the mass attenuation coefficient depends on the sum of the Compton 
and photoelectric cross sections. Thus: 

-5 (cm2 Barnsj[ Jl. . = 1. 079 x 10 - I --t-- a · · 
1 ,J mg a om c, 1 ,J + a . ·] p '1 ,J 

and the values of ll· . can be determined using Table 4.5. 
1 ,J 

(4.6) 

For 14.41 kV y-rays, both resonant and nonresonant attenuations may take 
place, and the following equation has been developed by Margulies and Ehrman 

[4.87] to account for this process: 

where J0 =the zero-order Bessel function, and 

Ta = fanaana0t , (4.8) 

with T a =effective thickness; na =atomic density (a toms/ cm2) ; and t "'thick
ness or distance (em). 

For iron, Ta may be conveniently expressed as: 

Ta = faancta (4.9) 

where c = 25.663 cm2;mg. 
Examination of (4.7) reveals that the first term represents nonresonant 

attenuation of that fraction (1-fs) of the 14.14 kV y-rays which are non
resonant (i.e., cannot cause Mossbauer absorption), while the second term 
considers both resonant and nonresonant absorption of the resonant beam (fs). 
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Thus, the attenuation of the resonant y-ray flux may be written as: 

(4.10) 

with the Bessel function represented in the following manner: 

2 (x/2) 4 (x/2) 6 
J0( ix) = 1 + (x/2) + :-z-:::-2' + 2 2 2 + 

1·2 1·2·3 
(4.11) 

Expansion of Terms in (4.4): Ph t l....!:· t l....!:KLL ti..!LMM t 
'a 1 'a 'a 'a 

The fraction of a monoenergetic electron beam that is transmitted through a 
solid to emerge with energy greater than zero eV has been measured by a number 
of workers. Subba Rao [4.103] recently fitted these data to a generalized 
expression (of the Fermi-function type) which appears to give good agreement 
with both transmission and absorption curves for electrons with incident ener
gies between 10 and 3000 kV. Since electrons generated during BSCEMS are 
assumed to be emitted at a number of discrete energies, it is expected that 
this expression can be used to account for their transmission. Thus, 

Pn,ta = [1 + exp(-~e x0 )]/{1 + exp[~e(ta - x0 )]} 

with 

(4.12) 

~ = e 
[9.2z-0.2 + 16z-2.2][(1. 66 x 10-3;z0.33)n(2.579-0.219 log10n)]-1 

(4.13) 

x0 = [O. 63(Z/A) + o. 27 ][ ( 1. 66 x 103 ;zO. 33) n2. 579-0.219 1 og10n] ( 4.14) 

wbere n =electron energy (kV); Z =atomic number; A =molecular weight (g/mole); 
Pn,ta =the probability that an electron with energy n is transmitted a dis
tance ta through the absorber matrix. 

The resemblance between Pn,ta and the other quantities (e.g., Ph,ta) is 
clear, so that 

p = p ' h, ta n, ta 

where 

[
h = K ~ n = 7.3 kV l 
h = L ~ n = 13.6 kV 
h = M ~ n = 14.3 kV 

PKLL,ta = Pn,ta ; n = 5.4 kV ' 

and 
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P = P ; n = 0. 65 kV LMM,ta n,ta 
(4.17) 

It should be noted that since LMM Auger electrons possess energies well be
low 10 kV, they may not be adequately described by (4.12). In fact, P0 65 t 

-4 2 • • a = 0.05 when ta is ~2.18 x 10 mg/cm , which corresponds to about a monolayer 
of iron. This represents an unusually strong attenuation of these electrons, 

while P5_4,ta = 0.05 when ta is equivalent to ~50 nm (which appears reason
able). Therefore, future modeling efforts may wish to use a different form 
of the electron attenuation function specifically to account for the be-
havior of these low-energy electrons. 

In the case of P. t , additional assumptions must be made since electrons 
1' a 

generated nonresonantly by photons of energy i can have any one of a number 
of discrete energies between i and i-EK' where EK is the binding energy of 
an electron in the K-shell. For 122 and 136 kV photons, this energy interval 
is reZ.ativeZ.y small so that n~i and 

P. t = P t : for i = 122 or 136 kV 
1' a n, a 

(4.18) 

For 14.41 kV y-rays, the major ionization takes place in the K-shell, so 
that 

P. t = P ; n = 7.1 kV when i = 14.41 kV 
1, a n,ta (4.19) 

and in a similar fashion for the 6.4 kV X-rays: 

P. t P t ; n = 5.6 kV when i =6.4 kV 
1' a n, a 

(4.20) 

Evaluation of (4.4) 

Table 4.7 contains tabulated values for the integrals encountered during 
expansion of (4.4). Expansion and evaluation of (4.4) yields a value of 757% 
effect {Table 4.8), which is a factor of ~5 less than that obtained for the 
isolated atom. As observed from Table 4.8, the large decrease results primari
ly from the contribution of 122 kV photons. Since these photons have relati
vely small total cross sections (compared with 14.41 and 6.4 kV photons), 
it is clear that the large background contribution results because (i) 122 kV 
photons comprise a large fraction of the incident radiation (circa 70%) and 
(ii) 122 kV electrons have relatively large transmission lengths in the so
lid matrix. 

By changing limits on the integrals shown in Table 4.7, and altering 

~ 14 . 41 ,t and ~Res,ta to account for predominantly nonresonant attenuation, 
it is po~sible to calculate the percent effect of thinner films. In this 
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Table 4.7. Numerical evaluation of the integrals f '¥. t P. t dta, at 
an = 0. 91 and f s =fa = 0. 7 0 1 ' a 1 ' a 

Photon Integral value 
energy (arbitrary 
( kV) Integral form Equ iva 1 ent form units) 

14.41 Res f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta K,ta a f '¥ p dt 

0 Res,ta 7.3,ta a 
3.33 X 10-2 

14.41 Res f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta L,ta a 

f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta 13.6,ta a 8.76 X 10-2 

14.41 Res f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta M,ta a 

f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta 14.3,ta a 

9.35 X 10-2 

14.41 Res f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta KLL,ta a f '¥ p dt 

0 Res,ta 5.4,ta a 
1.84 X 10-2 

14.41 Res f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta LMM,ta a 

f '¥ p dt 
0 Res,ta 0.65,ta a 1.13 X 10-4 

136 f '¥- t P. t dt 
Ol'al'aa f '¥136 t p136 t dt 

0 ' a ' a a 
11.15 

122 f '¥. t P. t dt 
0 l,al'a a f '¥122 t p122 t dt 

0 ' a ' a a 
9.314 

14.41 f '!'. t P. t dt f '¥ p dt 3.53 X 10-2 
0 l, a l, a a 0 14.41,ta 7.1,ta a 

14.41 j '¥. t PKLL t dt f '¥ p dt 1.95 X 10-2 
0 1 ' a ' a a 0 14.41,ta 5.4,ta a 

14.41 f '!'. t PLMM t dt f '¥ p dt 1.13 X 10-4 
0 1 ' a 'a a 0 14.41,ta 0.65,ta a 

6.4 f '¥. t p. t dt f '¥ p dt 2.25 X 10-2 
Ol'al'aa 0 6.4,ta 5.6,ta a 

6.4 f '¥. t PLMM t dt f '¥ p dt 1.13 X 10-4 

0 1 ' a ' a a 0 6.4,ta 0.65,ta a 

fashion, Table 4.8 also contains pertinent quantities for a 5.0 nm overlayer 

of 91% ~~Fe covering a semi-infinite ~~Fe foil. This calculation shows that 

~12.5% of the resonant signal results from the topmost 5.0 nm and that the 

contribution of low-energy electrons (i.e., ~5.4 kV) increases significant

ly. Indeed, it is suspected that if the Subba Rao expression for electron 

transmission were replaced by one better able to describe the behavior of 

LMM Auger electrons, the relative importance of these low-energy electrons 

would be enhanced. 
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Table 4.8. Evaluation of (4.4), where an =0.91, fa =fs =0.7 

Semi-infinite foil 
57 

5.0 nm overlayer of 
57 0.91- 26Fe on semi-infinite 

foil of ~~Fe 

Percent effect (Ee) 
with 6.4 kV X-rays 

Percent effect (Ee) 
without 6.4 kV X-rays 

(Photon type) 
136 
122 
14.41 
6.4 

(Electron type) 
K-shell conversion 

KLL Auger 
LMM Auger 

L-shell conversion 
LMM Auger 

M-shell conversion 

of 0.91- 26Fe 

757.% 

876.% 

(% of background) 
7.2 

70.3 
9.0 

13.5 

(% of signal) 
57.9 
22.7 
0.3 

17.1 
0.02 
2.0 

95.% 

110.% 

(% of background) 

6.9 
67.5 
12.6 
13.0 

(%of signal) 
53.5 
37.0 
2.7 
6.0 

0.2 
0.7 

d) Expected Signal-to-Background Ratio of the Photon Spectrum: The Semi

Infinite Absorber 

For a semi-infinite absorber the magnitude of the backscattered X-ray inten

sity (Ix) which arises from resonant absorption is proportional to 

I ""(0.3aK)f'!' 'I' dt 
x ~ 0 Res,ta 6.4,ta a (4.21) 

where Ix = backscattered X-ray intensity from resonant absorption. 

By evaluating the rhs of (4.21) and comparing it with the summation in 

the numerator of (4.4), it is observed that the backscattered X-ray flux that 

results from resonant absorption is ~150% of the resonant electron signal 

(fa =fs =0.7, an=0.91). This large effect reflects the milder attenuation 

experienced by X-rays and underlines the necessity of BSCEMS spectrometers 

being able to discriminate between electrons and photons. Similarly, the 

backscattered 14.41 kV photon intensity (I ) can be approximated from 
y 

' (4.22) 
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which yields a value of 30.3% of the resonant electron signal when fa= fs 
= 0.7 and an =0.91. 

Of interest to the present discussion then is whether or not these back
scattered photon fluxes can produce significant electron signals. 

For y-rays, the number of reemitted photons will be (1/1 +aT) or ~9% of 
the initial resonant flux. If these y-rays could be removed and refocused 
(i.e., collimated) onto the absorber, as is the incident radiation, it would 
correspond to using a source with (0.09 fa) additional activity. In actuali
ty, these reemitted y-rays are not collimated in the direction of the source 
and their maximum intensity is not at the surface of the absorber (where 
electron attenuation is at a minimum), so that the relative intensity of 
electrons produced by backscattered y-rays must be <<0.09 fa. 

An upper limit on the electron signal generated by resonant backscattered 
X-rays (Ixe) can be estimated from 

( 0. 3a 1 [ oo oo ] 
I < K f 'I' dt - f 'I' 'I' dt xe-~ 0 Res,ta a 0 Res,ta 6.4,ta a (4.23) 

The first integral in this expression represents the resonant backscattered 
X-ray intensity assuming no attenuation by the solid, while the second inte
gral determines this same value including attenuation by the solid matrix. 
The difference of these two terms sums the number of attenuations, which cor
responds to electron production. If all of these electrons (which are gener
ated isotropically) were directed at the detector and experienced no attenu
ation, then the value of Ixe would be 5.7% of the total resonant electron 
signal. Because of the assumptions involved in calculating Ixe' it is clear 
that Ixe accounts for <<5.7% of the conversion electron spectrum. 

4. 5. 3 Experimental Measurements of Percent Effect: Verification of 

Proposed Model 

As observed by Tatarchuk and Dumesic [4.101,102], BSCEMS spectra of 5.0 nm 
57 of 91% 26Fe on Ti02 produced resonant effects equivalent to circa 20% mm/s 

with 6.4 kV X-rays not removed. It is noteworthy that the evaluation of (4.4) 
produced a value of 95% effect (6.4 kV X-rays unfiltered) for 5.0 nm of 91% 
57 56 . 
26Fe on 26Fe. Convert1ng this effect to a spectral area using 

Spectral Area (% mm/s) = 2E r rr/2 
e n 

(4.24) 

where rn=natural or Heisenberg linewidth~0.096 mm/s, yields a value of 
28.7% mm/s. Thus, there is good agreement between (4.4) and experimental 
data. 
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It was also observed [4.22] that an iron foil (0.1 mil thick, enriched to 
91% ~~Fe) mounted on a copper/titanium holder produced a resonant effect of 
~36% mm/s. In this configuration the iron foil covered only a 0.14 fraction 
of the area viewed by the electron detector. If the result of Table 4.8 (semi
infinite foil of 91% ~~Fe) is normalized by this view factor [i.e., (0.14) 
x (757%)], a value of 32% mm/s is obtained. Since fair agreement is obtained 
for 57Fe absorbers at both extremes of sample thickness, it appears that (4.4) 
may be used to represent adequately the conversion electron process for in
tegral detectors accepting electrons above zero eV. 

4. 6 Potential for FutLire Developments in Surface-Specific Mossbauer 

Spectroscopy 

Surface-specific Mossbauer spectroscopies in the form of BSCEMS and BSPMS 
have direct application to a number of important research fields, including 
catalysis, surface science, corrosion, thin-film coatings, adhesion, ion 
implantation/surface hardening, laser/electron glazing, and assorted biolo
gical, metallurgical and geological problems. Because of the detailed struc
tural, chemical, electronic, and magnetic information which is provided by 
the Mossbauer effect, and the surface specific and nondestructive depth-pro
filing capabilities of BSCEMS and BSPMS in particular, it is expected that 
these two techniques will see a growing implementation in these areas. In 
particular, combined BSCEMS and BSPMS studies have the unique ability to 
examine and relate phenomena which occur simultaneously at both the outer
most surface of a specimen (circa 0.25 nm) and further into the bulk (circa 
20 11m). 

At present, the theoretical understanding and available equipment for 
BSCEMS or BSPMS are limited. Refinements in these techniques, however, are 
likely to be along a number of different avenues. One such approach may be 
the development of dedicated Mossbauer spectrometers capable of performing 
integrated BSCEMS and BSPMS studies for detailed and nondestructive depth 
profiling over the range 0.25 nm- 20 Jlm. A second goal of surface-specific 
Mossbauer spectroscopy would be the refinement of retarding field and cylin
drical mirror-type analyzers to add to existing surface analysis instrumen
tation. And finally, a third approach would be the development of improved 
proportional counters for integral detection of BSCEMS and/or measurements 
of BSPMS using resonant y-rays or fluorescent X-rays. These latter devices 
are inexpensive, portable, and can collect spectra in a matter of minutes. 
Since the surfaces of large objects can be readily examined, it is possible 
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that such detectors may be particularly suited for commercial production 
monitoring or other on site testing/characterization procedures. Indeed, 
simultaneous collection of an integral electron spectrum, a resonant y-ray 
spectrum, and a fluorescent X-ray spectrum allows three different depth re
gions to be rapidly examined. 

While it was suggested earlier that BSCEMS and BSPMS can be easily ob
tained from eight different metals including 57Fe, 119sn, 121sb, 125Te, 
149sm, 151Eu, 169Tm, and 181Ta, it should be noted that Mossbauer spectro

scopy studies are not restricted to just these elements. In fact, the sensi
tivity of BSCEMS and BSPMS is such that they can examine almost any solid 
material provided it contains just a few percent or less of one of these me
tals. To date, only Sn and Fe have seen significant use of BSCEMS and BSPMS; 
however, other nuclei such as 181Ta are so sensitive to conversion electron 
studies that the effects of an adsorbed gas can be observed [4.104]. 

To enhance the capabilities and impact of BSCEMS or BSPMS, further work 
is needed to understand the nuclear/electronic relaxation process more fully 
and to gain better insight into the transport of low-energy resonant electrons 
in the solid. Indeed, the high sensitivity of BSCEMS and BSPMS, combined 
with the ability to make in situ measurements, the lack of limitation on 
sample size, and the capability to make nondestructive depth profiles make 

these techniques gaod choices for further study and development. 
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5. Heterogeneous Photocatalysis with Semiconductor Particulate 
Systems 

K Kalyanasundaram and M. Gratzel 

With 10 Figures 

5. 1 Introduction 

The field of photochemical conversion of solar energy has become an exciting 
and rapidly growing area of research over the last few years. Light-driven 
redox reactions coupled with redox catalysts are being investigated as a pos
sible route for the generation of fuels by visible light [5.1-4]. With the 
limitations imposed by the near diffusion-controlled rates for the back re
actions that follow endergonic (uphill) photoredox reactions with organic 
and inorganic dye-based systems, attention is being directed towards semicon
ductor particulate and colloidal systems as lighu harvesting units. Hetero
geneous photocatalysis with semiconductor particulate systems offer several 
advantages. Colloidal semiconductors combine a number of desirable properties 
such as high extinction coefficients, fast carrier diffusion to the interface 
and suitable positioning of valence and conduction bands to achieve high ef
ficiencies in light-energy conversion processes. The transparent nature of 
these sols allows ready detection of short-lived intermediates by fast kine
tic spectroscopy. Particularly attractive is the added possibility of modi
fying the surface of the semiconductor particles by chemisorption, chemical 
derivatization and/or catalyst deposition assisting the light-induced charge 
separation and subsequent fuel-generating dark reaction. 

Various semiconductor particulate systems have been examined for differ
ent photocatalytic (t.G~O) and photosynthetic (t.G2_0) reactions [5.5-80]. 
Table 5.1 lists such studies with a few selected recent references. These in
clude studies of 'naked' as well as 'catalyst-loaded' semiconductor disper
sions, and reactions either at the solid-gas or solid-liquid interface. Semi
conductor particles are also used as inert (non-light-absorbing) carriers of 
organic and inorganic sensitizers, relay species and catalysts in various 
dye-sensitization studies. In this review, we have attempted to highlight 
two specific areas: features of interfacial electron transfer reactions that 
emerge from pulsed laser studies of colloidal semiconductors and the novel 
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Table 5.1. Photocatalytic and photosynthetic reactions on semiconductor 
particulate systems 

Reaction 

1. Studies with 'Naked' Semiconductor Dispersions 

1.1 

1.2 
1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

1.9 

Photoadsorption and photodesorption of gases 

Photocatalytic oxidation of CO, H2, N2H4 and NH3 
Isotopic exchanges on semiconductor surfaces 

Photoproduction of H2o2 and its decomposition 

Photooxidation and photoreduction of inorganic 
- 2- 2- 2-substances (CN , s2o8 , Cr2o7 , S03 , ... ) 

Photodeposition of metals 

Photoreduction of co2 and N2 
Photooxidation of organic materials (alkanes, 
alkenes, alcohols, aromatics, ... ) 

Photohydrogenation, photodehydrogenation reactions 

2. Studies with 'Catalyst-Loaded' Semiconductor 
Dispersions 

2.1 'Metallized' semiconductor studies 

2.1.1 Photodecomposition of water 
2.1.2 Photooxidation of halides and cyanides 
2.1.3 Photooxidation of carbonous materials 
2.1.4 Photo-Kolbe reaction 
2.1.5 Photosynthetic production of amino acids 

2.1.6 Photochemical slurry electrode cells 
2.1.7 Photoassisted water-gas shift reaction 

2.2 Metal-oxide coated semiconductor studies 

2.2.1 Photodecomposition of water 
2.2.2 Photodecomposition of H2S 

References 

5.13-15 

5.16-19 

5.20-22 

5.23-25 

5.26-29 

5.30-33 
5.34-36 

5.37-44 
5.45-46 

5.47-53 
5.54-55 

5.56-62 
5.63-65 

5.66-67 
5.68-69 
5.70-72 

5.73-77 
5.78-80 

photochemistry that is being explored with metal and metal-oxide loaded semi

conductor particulate systems. Recently, a few other reviews dealing with 

'heterogeneous photocatalysis' have appeared [5.5~12], of which [5.12] in 

particular gives a comprehensive overview of recent work. 

An increasing number of physical methods are being brought into use to 

characterize semiconductor dispersions and for the quantitative analysis of 
the various photoprocesses. Table 5.2 summarizes some of these methods pr~ 

sently utilized in various laboratories. 
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Table 5.2. Physical methods used to characterize semiconductor dispersions 
and to study their photoreaction 

Property/reaction 

Characterization 

Size and polydispersity 

Concentration 
Surface area, porosity 
Surface charge 

Band gap 

Catalyst deposits 

Surface states, impurities 
lattice defects 

Reactions 

Adsorption, desorption 

Intermediate detection 
and mechanism 

Technique 

Low-angle light scattering, X-ray 
and electron microscopy 
Atomic absorption spectroscopy 
Gas Adsorption, such as BET 
Micro- and photoelectrophoresis, 
slurry electrodes 
Photoacoustic, diffuse reflectance 
spectroscopy 
Electron spectroscopy (ESCA, Auger), 
electron microscopy {TEM, STEM) 
Luminescence (time-resolved steady 
state) 

Photoconductivity, electron spin 
resonance, dynamic mass spectro
metry, Hall effect 
Laser flash photolysis, laser flash 
conductance, ESR spin traps, product 
analysis in a static or flow reactor, 
photoelectrochemical cells with macro
semiconducotor electrodes, resonance 
Raman spectroscopy 

The band theory of solids and the electronic theory of catalysis have 
proved to be very useful in the understanding and rationalizing various pho
toprocesses studied with semiconductor electrode and powder systems. Accord
ing to the band model, the occurrence and the efficiency of various photo
redox processes are intimately related to the location of the valence and con
duction bands. Absorption of light of energy E > Ebandgap leads to generation 
of electron-hole pairs and these, under the influence of the electric field, 
move in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. The resulting non
equilibrium distribution of electrons (e-) and holes (h+) gives rise to re
duction or oxidation processes with adsorbed species, surface groups and/or 
with the bulk semiconductor itself (Fig.5.1). 

The following section deals with charge transfer processes involving con
duction band electrons (e~b) or valence band holes {h+) in colloidal semicon
ductor particles with an acceptor or donor present in the solution. The small 
size of the particles renders scattering of light negligibly small, enabling 
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Cat, 

D 

Fig.5.1. Catalyzed redox reactions 
on an n-type semiconductor particle 

ready kinetic analysis of interfacial electron transfer processes by laser 
flash photolysis. The reaction of conduction-band electrons and valence-band 
holes with reactants is followed by fast kinetic spectroscopy or pulse con
ductometry. The competitive trapping of electrons by noble metal catalysts 
deposited onto the semiconductor can also be investigated. Finally the study 
also establishes a technique for determining the Fermi potential of semicon
ductor particles [5.81-97]. 

5. 2 Studies with Colloidal Semiconductor Dispersions 

5. 2. 7 General Considerations 

We shall first consider the question of light absorption by ultrafine par
ticles. The maximum absorption coefficients for the semiconductor materials 
investigated are of the order of 105cm- 1, corresponding to an absorption 
length of at least 1000 A. In view of the small dimensions (50-100 A), light 
traverses many particles before complete extinction occurs, thus producing 
electron-hole pairs spatially throughout the particles along the optical path. 
This distinguishes the colloidal particles from semiconductor powders or elec
trodes where charge carriers are created mainly near the surface. 

Consider a situation where a colloidal semiconductor particle is excited 
by a short (approximately 10 ns) laser pulse resulting in the generation of 
electron-hole pairs. The reaction of conduction band electrons with a relay 
compound R present in the bulk solution is observed subsequently by fast kine
tic spectroscopy. 

One can envisage three elementary steps involved in the charge transfer 
event [5.81]. i) The charge carriers diffuse from the particle interior to 
the interface. This is a very rapid process, the average transit time < being 
given by 
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(5.1) 

where r 0 is the radius of the particle and D the diffusion coefficient of 
e~b or h+. For Ti02 particles with r0 =50 A and an electron mobility of 
0.5 cm2;vs, ' = 2.5 ps. This transit time is much faster than the estimated 
value of 100 ns for recombination, calculated for bulk recombination in a 
direct band-gap semiconductor with a majority carrier density of 1017cm-3. 
A similar estimation yields a recombination time of 100 ps at a majority car
rier density of 2.1o19cm-3. Note that, increases with the square of the par
ticle radius. For Ti02 powders, a typical particle size would be 1 ~m, which 
corresponds to ' = 100 ns. 

ii) Encounter complexes form between the electron (or hole) acceptors pre
sent in solution. The rate of this process is diffusion limited and hence de
termined by the viscosity of the medium and the radius of the reactants. Note 
that this diffusional displacement plays no role in systems where the relay 
adheres to the particle surface. 

iii) Interfacial electron transfer is the third step. This involves move
ment of charges from the semiconductor particle surface across the Helmholtz 
layer to the relay species in solution. The rate constant ket of this process 
is measured in cm/s. The sequence of encounter complex formation between the 
semiconductor particle and relay and subsequent electron transfer can be 
treated kinetically by solving Fick's second law of diffusion. For the ob
served bimolecular rate constant for electron transfer one obtains 

_1_ - 1 (-1- + !.) 
kobs - 41fr2 ket 0 ' 

(5.2) 

where r is the reaction radius corresponding to the sum of the radii of the 
semiconductor particle and electron relay and D the sum of their respective 
diffusion coefficients. 

5. 2. 2 Dynamics of Reduction of Methyl Viologen by e~b of Colloidal TiO 2 

The dynamics of reduction of the popular one-electron relay methyl viologen 
(MV2+) upon excitation of the semiconductor in the band-gap (347 nm laser 
pulses) has been investigated on colloidal Ti02 sols [5.82-84]. Particles were 

prepared by hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide or TiC1 4 in acidic aqueous 
solution. They had a radius of 50-100 A and consisted of amorphous material 
mixed with anatase. At pH> 3 a solution of polyvinyl alcohol is used to sta
bilize the particles. The yields of MV; as well as its growth kinetics were 
found to be strongly pH dependent. The variation of MV; (after completion 
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Fig.5.2. Light-induced electron transfer from the conduction band of a col
loidal Ti02 particle to Mv2+ in aqueous solution. Oscillogram shows absorp
tion growth of MV+ at 602 nm [MvZ+J = lo-3 M 

of electron transfer) with pH exhibits sigmoidal behavior. No reduction of 
Mv 2+ occurs at pH2_2.0. The yields of Mv: increase sharply between pH 2.5 
and 5.0 and attain a plateau for neutral and basic solutions. The experimen
tal data in Fig.5.2 can be used to derive the conduction-band position or 
Fermi potential of the semiconductor particles using the following simple 
model. Laser excitation of semiconductor particles leads to a nonequilibrium 
population of e~b and h+ and, therefore, the splitting of Fermi potential 
into two quasilevels: one for h+ and one for the electrons. The latter prac
tically merges with the conduction band as the carrier density produced by 
the laser pulse in the Ti02 particles exceeds lo19cm-3. After equilibrium 
with the redox couples in solution, i.e., completion of electron transfer, 

(5.3) 

If equilibrium takes place under the pH conditions where only few electrons 
leave the particles, then 

(5.4) 

remains valid during the whole electron transfer process. From (5.3,4) one 
expects a plot of log [MV2+J/[MV:J versus pH to yield a straigth line with 
a slope of unity, which has indeed been observed for two viologen derivatives. 
Using this method the conduction-band position Ecb(pH 0) of colloidal Ti02 
prepared from the hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide and TiC1 4 has been de
termined to be -0.13 and -O.llV (NHE), respectively. 

The position of the conduction band edge of the colloidal Ti02 particle 
influences greatly the rate of MV+ formation. Figure 5.3 shows data obtained 
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2+ -4 2+ -4 -Fig.5.3. Reduction of MV (9, 2 x 10 M) and C14MV (A, 2 x 10 M) by ec8 
(Ti02l· The observed rate constant for Mv+ and C14MV+ formation is p1ottea 
as a function of pH. The solid line represents a computer fit for MV + reduc
tion using a= 0.84 and k0 t = 1o-2 cm/s; the dashed line, with slope 0.78, 
was drawn through the c 14~v2+ points. [Ti02J = 0.5 g/1 protected by 1 g/1 PVA 

from the laser photolysis of colloidal Ti02 {500 mg/1) in the presence of 
2 x 10-14 M viologen. The logarithm of the observed rate constant (k1) for 
the reduction of viologens Mv2+ and the surfactant derivative 

c14Mv2+ is plotted as a function of solution pH. The k1 values were deter
mined by monitoring the growth of the 602 nm absorption of the viologen ca
tion radicals after exciting the Ti02 colloid by a 20 ns laser pulse. For 
c14Mv 2+ a precisely linear relation is obtained between log k1 and pH over 
a domain of at least 7 units, the slope of the line being 0.78. A straight 
line with similar slope is also obtained when Mv 2+ is used as an electron 
acceptor. However, in this case linearity of the log k1 (pH) function is re
stricted to pH< 10. At higher alkalinity the curve bends sharply, k1 attain
ing a limit of ~107 s-1. Another noteworthy difference in the kinetic behavior 

of MV 2+ concerns the effect of concentration on k1. While k1 increases with 
Mv2+ concentration, it is not affected when [C 14Mv 2+J is varied from 2 x 10-4 

to 10-3 M. The solid line in Fig.5.3 is a computer plot of 
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1 1 1 r 
KY=-:-z o +o 

1 4nr ket exp(a pH - a 5.1) 
(5.5) 

which is obtained from (5.2) by express1ng ket according to the Tafel rela
tion: 

ket = k~t exp(- 0.~59 ll) (5.6) 

where k~t is the heterogeneous electron transfer rate at zero driving force, 
the transfer coefficient and a the overvoltage, and substituting: 

ll = 0.3 - 0.059 pH (5.7) 

The predictions of (5.5) (using the experimentally determined parameter 
r = 55 A and D = 10-5cm2/s) are in excellent agreement with the results sup
porting the validity of the kinetic model applied. From this curve, a is 
evaluated as 0.85 and k~t = 0.01 cm/s. For comparison, Ti02 colloids prepared 
via hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide give an a value of 0.5 [5.82]. The 
difference between the two preparations has been attributed to the particip
ation of surface states in the conduction-band process [5.83]. 

Substitution of a methyl group of Mv2+ by a tetradecyl chain strongly en
hances its adsorption to the surface of Ti02 particles. Charge transfer from 
a semiconductor particle to a surface adsorbed species cannot be treated by 
(5.5). The correct interpretation of the k1 values listed for c14Mv 2+ in 
Fig.5.3 is that of a reciprocal average time for electron transfer from the 
conduction band of the particle to the adsorbed acceptor molecule. A simple 
consideration shows that k1 is related to the electrochemical rate constant 

ket via 

(5.8) 

where d is the average distance over which the electron jump occurs. Assum
ing that the c14 chain of c14Mv2+ extends radially away from the Tio2 surface, 

the viologen moiety facing the aqueous phase, d, is calculated as circa 25 
A and k~t = 10-3 cm/s, which is about 10 times smaller than the correspond
ing value for methyl viologen. This difference is likely to arise from the 
closer contact of the latter acceptor to the Ti02 surface. The a value for 
c14Mv2+ reduction derived from Fig.5.3 is 0.78. A transfer coefficient of 
0.5 is predicted from a Marcus-type free-energy relation, i.e., 

(5.9) 
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where ~G*, ~G0 (~ n) and A are the free energy of activation, the free energy 
of reaction and the reorganization energy, respectively. In the normal region 
where ~G0/< 4A, d~G0 = 0.5, such a relation seems to apply to Ti02 particles 
prepared from isopropoxide, but not to those produced via hydrolysis of TiC1 4. 
The relatively large a value found for the latter is, however, compatible 
with other free-energy relations derived empirically. 

5. 2. 3 Consecutive and Simultaneous Two-Electron Reduction of Viologens 

on Colloidal T iO 2 

Irradiation of Ti02 sols in alkaline solutions in the presence of c14Mv2+ 
leads to the formation of doubly reduced viologen (c14MV0 ). Pulsed laser 
studies clearly indicate the mechanism of formation of c14MV 0 to be consecu
tive electron transfer [5.84]. The rate constants for these single-electron 

-4 2+ 8 -1 4 -1 transfer events at 2 x 10 M c14Mv and pH 11 are 10 s and 5 x 10 s , res-
pectively. With a cofacial viologen dimer ov4+, 

the mechanism of the eCB reaction depends on pH. In acidic solution consecu
tive two-electron transfer is observed, Fig.5.4. However, laser photolysis 
studies show that .simultaneous two-electron reduction occurs at higher pH 
(Fig.5.5) 

(5.10) 

and this is followed by comproportionation, i.e., 

( 5.11) 

(The end of laser pulse spectrum is that of ov2+ which has an absorption maxi
mum at 536 nm. After completion of the slower process when the transient ab
sorption has reached a plateau, the species present has the spectral charac
teristics of ov3+ with a maximum at 636 nm.) The rate constant for the latter 

7 -1 -1 reaction has been eva 1 ua ted to be 1. 5 x 10 M s . 

5. 2. Li Reduction of Rh(bipy}~+ on Colloidal TiO 2 

Reduction of Rh(bipy)~+ by the conduction-band electrons of Ti02 has been in

vestigated by continuous and laser photolysis techniques [5.83]. The occur-
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Fig.5.4. Spectral changes observed under irradiation of deaerated Ti02 solu
tions (500 mg/1) by :\>330 nm light in the presence of 2xlo-4M ov4+, after 
10, 20, 30 and 40 s irradiation. The spectra were measured against colloidal 
Ti02 (500 mg/1) as reference solution. Optical pathlength 1 em obtained. Note 
the clean isosbestic points at 714, 567, 447, 380 and 325 nm 
Fig.5.5. Oscillograms from the laser photolysis of deaerated aqueous colloi
dal dispersions of Ti02 (0.5 g/l) in the presence 0~ 2 X 10-4M ov4+. The 632 
nm absorbance indicates the temporal behavior of DV +while that at 535 nm 
reflects the temporal behavior of ov2+. The oscillogram in the lower left 
corner was obtained with preirradiated solutions where most of the ov4+ had 
been converted to ov3+ prior to laser exposure 
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renee of one-electron reduction step 

Rh(bipy)~+ + e~b___. Rh{bipy)~+ (5.12) 

has been confirmed by the formation of a transient product with a character
istic absorption spectrum of Rh{bipy)~+. Kinetic studies show that there is 
a drastic pH effect on the reaction rate which increases more than 1000 times 
when the pH is increased by only 4.8 units. Detailed analysis showed that 
the kinetics of this reaction can be treated as for Mv 2+. The values of trans
fer coefficient and k~t derived are 0.64 and 0.4 cm/s, respectively. Further
more, Rh{bipy)~+ reacts to give red colored Rh{bipy)~. 

5. 2. 5 Dynamics of Hole Transfer Reactions on Colloidal TiD 2 

Reactions of valence band holes with electron donors such as halide or thio
cyanate (SCN-) are also readily monitored by pulsed laser techniques [5.82, 
85,86]. The oxidation of these species follows the sequence 

h+ x-
s- -x. -x2. (5.13) 

and results in the formation of X2. ions which are readily monitored by their 
characteristic absorption spectra. Kinetic studies show that the hole trans
fer takes place within the 10 ns duration of the laser pulse (Fig.5.6), indi
cating that the reaction mainly involves species adsorbed to the semiconduc
tor particle. The efficiency of the process followed the sequence Cl- > Br-
> SCN- ~I- and hence is closely related to the redox potential fo the X-/X2 
couple. The yields also decrease sharply with increasing pH (yields are neg
ligibly small at pH> 2.5) due to the competitive reaction of h+ with water: 

(5.14) 

At pH 1.0, the quantum yields are in the range of 0.08 (Cl2.) to 0.8 (I2.). 
Essentially similar results have been reported by HengZein [5.86], though 
the quantum yields reported are significantly lower. The yields of Cl2. and 
Br2. are greatly improved when Ruo2 is deposited onto the Ti02 particles. 
Presumably the role of Ru02 is that of a hole scavenger, mediating the elec
tron transfer. Tetranitromethane has also been shown to be a mediator for 
similar hole transfer processes. 

An interesting experiment with solutions of colloidal Ti02 containing 
Na 2co3 has recently been described by Chandrasekaran and Thomas [5.89]. For
mation of co; radicals was analyzed by laser photolysis, monitoring their 
characteristic absorption at 600 nm. Under steady-state UV light illumination 
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Fig.5.6. Hole transfer from the valence band of colloidal Ti02 to SCN- ion 
adsorbed on the particle surface. The oscillogram shows the temporal behavior 
of the absorption of (SCN)2 radical anions at 470 nm 

formaldehyde is produced, attributable to the reaction sequence 
- + co3 + h - co3- co + o2 

CO+ 2e- + 2H+- H2CO 

5. 2. 6 Halide Oxidation of Colloidal Fe P-. 3 Sols 

(5.15) 

( 5.16) 

Halide oxidation of colloidal Fe2o3 sols (particle radius 600 A) has been 
examined subsequent to 347.2 nm laser pulse excitation [5.85]. With iodide, 
as for Ti02 colloids, the formation of I2 appears promptly (within the laser 
pulse) with high quantum yield (0.8). In subsequent reactions I2 disappears 
according to a second-order 1 aw with a specific rate of k = 7 x I09M- 1s -l. The 
high quantum yields observed with these finely divided sols (as compared to 
disappointingly low efficiencies on single-crystal, polycrystalline electrodes) 
again demonstrate the advantages of colloidal sols in solar energy conversion 
devices. 

5. 2. 7 Colloidal TiO 2 in the Visible Light Induces Cleavage of Water 

In these experiments, colloidal Ti02 (prepared from TiC1 4) was loaded with 
1% Pt via photoplatinization and used in conjunction with Ruo2 deposited on 
Ti02-P25 particles. The sensitizer Rul~+, where (L = di-isopropyl 2,2'-bipyri
dine-4,4'-dicarboxylate) 

N N 

c;rQ 
o-c c=o 

I I 
OPr1 0Pr1 

l 
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was used together with the electron relay: 

S0-3 - (CH) - N~-~N - (CH) - S0-23 d "=i 23 3 
(PVS) 

The light-induced redox reaction 

2+ 3+ -RuL3 + PVS ---+ RuL3 + PVS ( 5 .17) 

was coupled with a redox process, leading to water decomposition, i.e., 

(5.18) 

and 

(5.19) 

Figure 5.7 shows generation of H2 under visible (:\ > 420 nm) irradiation of a 
solution containing 10-4M Rul~+, 10-2M PVS andthetwo catalysts [5.90]. Sample 
volume is 10 ml and the pH employed is 2. The H2 formation starts after an 
induction period of about 1 hour and hydrogen grows until a plateau is reached 
at about 80 ~1. The system can be reactivated by degassing with Ar. The quan
tum yield achieved with this type of system is still poor but there is poten
tial for significant improvement of the efficiency. 
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5. 2. 8 Photoluminescence of Colloidal CdS Particles 

Recently, there have been extensive investigations of the photoluminescence 
from colloidal semiconductor sols. In our laboratory [5.91], colloidal par
ticles of CdS have been produced by adding H2S to an aqueous solution of 
Cd(N03)2 (Method 1) or by rapid mixing of Na 2s and Cd(N03)2 solutions 
(Method 2). Single crystals sized 50 and 20 A have been obtained. While 
Type 1 particles are associated with dimers and trimers, Type 2 particles 
form large clusters of 2000-5000 A size in aqueous solution. Luminescence 
studies carried out with Type 1 sol show the presence of a red emission 
(:\max= 700 nm) arising from S vacancies and a very weak green fluorescence 
(:\ = 515 nm) due to free carrier recombination, Fig.5.8. The red lumines-max 2+ 
cence is extremely sensitive to the presence of acceptors such as MV : 
10-8M MV2+ suffices to quench 50% of the emission. Kinetic analysis shows 
that only one MV+ per CdS aggregate is required to quench the red lumines
cence, and this effect can be exploited to determine the aggregation number 
of CdS particles. Furthermore, MV 2+ induces a green emission (:\max= 530 nm) 
which is attributed to the formation of Cd vacancies. A green emission 
(:\max= 520 nm) is also obtained by substitutional doping of Type 1 sols with 
chloride and this arises from interstitial S. Doping with cu 2+ produces the 
characteristic emission of this activator ("max= 820 nm) only if particles 
are prepared under aerobic conditions or illuminated in the presence of oxy
gen. The results have been interpreted in terms of a lattice defect model. 

The extreme sensitivity/quenching of the luminescence by surface-adsorbed 
species has also been noted by Rossetti and Brus [5.92]. For example, PbS 
and p-benzoquinone along with several other compounds were found to cause 
50% quenching of luminescence at 10-5M, corresponding to far less than a mo
nolayer surface coverage, while SH -rich CdS colloids undergo a type of pho
tochemical aging if left overnight in room light, during which the initial 
emission peak at 470 nm red shifts to about 505 nm with a tenfold increase 
in emission quantum yield. Resonance Raman [5.93] and electron microscopic 
studies have confirmed this aging process in which about 21 small crystallites 
(cubic CdS) dissolve and recrystalline onto one large 'seed' crystallite. The 
colloid remains transparent without CdS precipitation as it ages. 

5. 2. 9 Luminescence and Photodegradation of Aerated Colloidal CdS Sols 

In a series of papers, Henglein and colleagues [5.94-96] reported on the 
luminescence and photodegradation of aerated/oxygenated solutions of colloi
dal CdS solutions. The CdS sols were prepared by slow addition of Cd(C104)2 
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Fig.5.8. Photoluminescence 
from fresh Type 1 CdS par
ticles prepared from aqueous 
Cd(N03)2, H2S and (NaP03)6, 
measured with the MPF 44 
spectrofluorimeter. Excita
tion wavelength = 400 nm 

solution to a solution of Na2s and the resulting CdS sols protected with com
mercial Ludox Si02. These sols show a weak fluorescence with a maximum at 
620-660 nm (depending on the sample) and are quenched by anions (such as 

2- - - -3 + + S , Br , I at concentrations 10 M) and by cations (such as Tl , Ag , 
Pb2+, cu2+ at concentrations 10-4 M). Doping with 1% cu2+ or Ag+ enhanced 
the fluorescence intensity significantly. 

Photolysis of aerated/oxygenated CdS sols leads to degradation of CdS. 
The quantum yields for photodegradation in the presence of oxygen alone is 
0.04 and is enhanced in the presence of certain additives (0.24 with Tl+, 
Pb2+ at concentrations 10-5 M, and for MV 2+ at concentrations 10-4 M, 0.60 

2+ -4 -2 for MV (10 M) and Na2s (5 x 10 M). In aerated solutions, the well-es-
tablished degradation mechanism occurs via photoanodic decomposition: 

(5.20) 

2- 2- 2-In the presence of hole scavengers such as S , so3 or s2o4 {dithionite) 
the enhanced degradation has been attributed to a photocathodic decomposition 
process: 

- + -2e + H + CdS -- Cd + SH (5.21) 

The formation of Cd metal has been proven by optical absorption measurements 
and by reaction of Cd atoms with species such asH+, N2o or Mv2+ to yield H2, 
N2 or MV;, respectively [5.96]: 

Cd + 2H+-- Cd2+ + H2 
+ 2+ 2H + Cd + N20-- Cd + N2 + H20 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 
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(5.24) 

Flash photolysis studies with 347.2 nm light pulses have also shown that 
hydrated electrons are produced upon excitation of colloidal CdS and CdS-ZnS 
cocolloids. Intensity-dependence studies indicate the photoelectron produc
tion to be a monophotonic process. The yields of e~q increase in the presence 
of S-- ions, reaching 4> = 0.15 at [Na2SJ = 2 x 10-3 M. 

s. 3 Photoprocesses on 'Catalyst-Loaded' Semiconductor Dispersions 

Studies of heterogeneous photocatalysis on 'naked' semiconductor dispersions 
have been undertaken already for a few decades, with early interests direc
ted towards understanding the light sensitivity of the photographic emul
sions and pigments (photochalking) in the dye industry. Elsewhere [5.12] 
we presented a comprehensive overview of recent studies in this area. A very 
recent development has been attempts to catalyze light-induced electron or 
hole transfer processes at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface with me
tal and metal-oxide deposits. The area is still in its infancy, a majority 
of the studies being exploratory in nature, but there is increasing evidence 
indicating that such catalysis is indeed possible. 

In the majority of cases, band-gap excitation of direct band-gap semicon
ductor materials leads to generation of charge carriers (e- and h+) with 
rather high quantum efficiency. Yet there are several photoreactions, both 
of academic and industrial importance (e.g., photodecomposition of H20, HCl 
and H2S into their constituents) which are grossly inefficient on naked semi
conductors, because the majority of semiconductors are poor electrocatalysts 
for photocathodic/anodic reactions of interest. To facilitate H2 evolution, 
one needs metallic deposits such as Pt to reduce the overvoltage requirements. 

The success of 'electrocatalysis' experiments depends very much on the 
electrical characteristics of the junction between the metal or metal oxide 
and the semiconductor. Depending on the nature of the metal/metal oxide and 
the surface and bulk characteristics of the semiconductor, a metal (or metal 
oxide) semiconductor may give rise to a Schottky barrier (rectifying junction) 
or just be an ohmic contact. Since a Schottky barrier would drive electrons 
away from the metal, for metal deposits to act as reduction centers for the 
photogenerated electrons the contact must be ohmic. For example, Pt/Ti02 
appears to be so, as indicated by its efficient performance in water-reduc
tion processes. 
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5. 3. 7 Characterization of Catalyst /Semiconductor Junctions 

Only recently have there been a few electrochemical studies [5.98-101] aimed 
at the characterization of the catalyst junction with the semiconductor. 
Hope and Bard [5.98] recently made an illuminating electrochemical study of 
the Pt-Ti02 interface. The nature of the electrical contact was investigated 
by current-voltage and impedence measurements as a function of surface prep
aration. Behavior characteristics of a Schottky barrier were found only for 
etched samples under certain conditions. The electrical properties of the 
contacts were strongly altered by thermal treatment of the sample, extended 
annealing producing low resistance ohmic junctions. Auger depth profiles of 
rectifying and ohmic samples show that interdiffusion of Pt and rutile is 
responsible for the formation of ohmic junctions with low contact resistance, 
while nondiffused samples can exhibit rectifying properties. It should be 
pointed out that simple theories of metal/semiconductor junctions predict 
that the Pt/Ti02 contact would be such that irradiation of it would result 
in holes flowing to Pt and electrons accumulating in the Ti02. The barrier 
height of such Schottky junctions is given by the difference in the Pt work 
function ~ (5.2 eV) and the Ti02 electron affinity x (4.0 eV). The existence 
of this barrier would prevent flow of electrons from Ti02 to Pt until the 
Fermi level of electrons in Ti02 was close to the top of the barrier. Thus, 
caution needs to be exercised before interpretations are made on simple models 
without regard to the nature of the treatment given to the metal/semiconduc
tor junction. 

Heller et al. [5.99,101] have also elaborated on the nature of the junc
tion formed by platinum group metal (Pt, Ru, Rh, Pd) on n-, p-type semicon
ductor electrodes. Platinum forms an ohmic contact with p-InP while Rh and 
Ru are expected to form Schottky junctions with barrier height ~ up to 0.5 
and 0.9 eV, respectively. Photoelectrochemical experiments with p-InP elec
trodes coated with a thin film of these noble metals evolve H2 at very high 
efficiency. To interpret this apparent anomaly, it has been proposed that 
alloying of the metallic catalysts with H2 at the hydrogen evolving sites re
duces their work function considerably, thereby facilitating electron flow 
from the semiconductor. In support of this hypothesis, it has been shown that 
Pt, Rh, Ru and Pd deposits on n-CdS (which are Schottky junctions under normal 
conditions) form ohmic contacts upon hydrogen alloying. Thus H2 diffusion 
modifies the junction properties up to 400 A depth. Similar oxidation of ca
talysts at the oxygen-evolving sites is believed to occur, but due to the in
efficient diffusion of oxygen onto metals, oxidation is restricted to less 
than two monolayers. 
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There have been a number of studies where catalytic effects have been ob
tained with Ruo2 deposits on n semiconductors and the results interpreted in 
terms of catalysis of hole transfer by Ruo 2. Thus characterization of the 
Ruo2-semiconductor junction is of special interest, especially in the light 
of the fact that Ru02 is a good electrocatalyst for H2 evolution. Gissler 

and colleagues [5.102,103] made an electrochemical study on sputtered Ruo2 
layers on n-CdS electrodes and observed formation of a Schottky barrier. 

Characterizations of the electronic interactions between the metal and 
the semiconductor support are also of prime importance in thermal catalysis 
studies as well, to help understand the Strong-Metal-Support Interaction 
(SMSI) phenomenon. Noble-metal coated semiconductor materials are increasing
ly used and SMSI effects play a crucial role in controlling the activity and 
selectivity of these catalysts. For example, Pt/Ti02 has received extensive 
scrutiny in this context by various physical methods in several laboratories 
[5.104-107]. When Pt is deposited onto Ti02 and the catalyst reduced at high 
temperatures (> 773 K), significant SMSI effects have been observed (the me
tal shows reduced chemosorptive properties towards H2, CO and markedly modi
fied catalytic behavior for reasons such as Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, hydro
genolysis, etc.). Herrmann et al. [5.104,105] made electrical and photocon
ductivity studies of Pt-Ti02 (Degussa P-25, anatase) catalysts to determine 
the electron transfer between the metal and the support. A migration of elec
trons from anatase to the Pt has been inferred and it has also been concluded 
that hydrogen atoms chemisorbed on the metal can migrate to the support 
(02- sites on Ti02) with a simultaneous release of electrons in the semicon
ductor. Under SMSI conditions, excess electrons are believed to be present 
on Pt. Chen and White [5.106] have also reached similar conclusions. In the 
following sections we review briefly progress in selected areas of photoreac
tions on catalyst-loaded semiconductor dispersions. 

5. 3. 2 Photodecomposition of Water on Catalyst-Loaded Semiconductors 

One topic of wide interest is the photodecomposition of water into its con
stituents H2 and o2. By analogy with the 'in vivo' photosynthesis Z scheme, 
one can envisage cyclic water decomposition in two half-cycles: photogenera
tion of H2 from water in the presence of external electron donors, and photo
generation of 02 from water in the presence of external acceptors: 
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4 D+ + 2 H20 ~ 4 D + 4 H+ + 02 

2 A- + 2 H20----. 2 A + 2 OH + H2 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 



An ideal cyclic water-splitting scheme is one where the two processes are 
achieved simultaneously with involvement of no external additives or at least 
the case where what is reduced in the o2 half-cycle is used as external donor 
for the H2 half-cycle. In systems which mimic either of these half-cycles, 
external additives are irreversibly consumed in oxidation/reduction steps, 
hence these additives have come to be known as 'sacrificial' agents. Owing 
to the large overvoltages and the nature of the multielectron transfer in
volved in the above reactions, in the absence of suitable redox catalysts 
these reactions either do not occur or are very inefficient. 

Band-gap irradiation of metallized semiconductor dispersions in the pre
sence of 'sacrificial' electron donors leads to very efficient production of 
H2 from water [5.12]. Platinized CdS and Ti02 have been the most studied sys
tems, though there are reports using others, e.g., platinized Si, CdSe and 
phthalocyanine dispersions. A wide variety of substrates have been used, the 
common ones being EDTA, cysteine and alcohols such as methanol. Taniguehi et 
al. [5.108] have reported an interesting variation of the common system, where
by H2 evolution from aqueous ethanol was observed for more than 150 hours 
(with ~ =0.021 at 550 nm) upon illumination of n-Si powder photocatalysts 
whose anodic and cathodic surfaces were coated with polypyrrole and platin
ized Ag, respectively {photodeposition of polypyrrole and Ag was followed by 
subsequent photoplatinization). Several variations of these catalysts were 
also examined and the activity of different catalysts followed the order: 
Pt(Ag)polypyrrole>Ag{Si)polypyrrole >Pt-Si >bare Si. In the last two cases, 
the activities were lost within 100 hours of photolysis. In another educative 
study, Memming et al. [5.100] examined H2 evolution with EDTA or s2- on CdS
monograin membranes loaded on one side either with Pt or Ruo2 catalyst. Vigo
rous H2 evolution was observed on the metal-metal-oxide surfaces of the solu
tion side free of sulfide ions. Mills and Porter have also examined [5.48] 
many different semiconductors (Ti02 rutile and anatase, CdS and SrTi03) pla
tinized by various methods for water reduction with EDTA. Ultraviolet irra
diation of Ru0 2-Ti02 in either the presence or absence of EDTA showed little 
ability to reduce water and SrTi03 was less active than anatase Ti02. Photo
sensitized oxidation of water by wo3 powder with Fe3+ as the electron accep
tor occurs with a formal quantum efficiency of 3.1 x 10-3 M at 405 nm [5.75]. 
Deposition of Ru02 onto the semiconductor catalyzed the rate of b2 production 
whereas deposits of Pt, Rh and Ru were only inhibitive. 

The earliest report on cyclic water cleavage with catalyst-loaded semicon
ductor dispersion was by Bulatov and Khidekel [5.109], who reported 02, H2 
production in uv photolysis of platinized Ti02 in 1N H2so4. This was followed 
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by similar reports by Wrighton et al., who used platinized SrTi03 and KTao3 
single crystals [5.110]. Since then, these systems have been examined in de
tail in several laboratories. 

Pure Ti02 has no activity in the photolysis of liquid or gas-phase water, 
but platinized Ti02 does [5.49,51]. Severe photoadsorption of photoproduct 
02 often precludes observation of concomitant evolution of 02 with H2 during 
the photolysis. Even with Pt-Ti0 2, continuous photodecomposition of gas-phase 
water does not take place, apparently because of the thermal back reaction 
between the products o2 and H2 on Pt. The photocatalytic activity of Pt-Tio2 
is much improved upon reduction of Ti02 with H2. There have been contradic
tory reports on attempts to displace the photoadsorbed oxygen by adding 
strongly adsorbing ions such as phosphate [5.47,48]. Photolysis of NaOH
coated platinized Ti02 leads to hydrogen evolution with an initial quantum 
efficiency of 0.07 but declines thereafter significantly. Somorjai et al. 
have obtained similar results with NaOH-coated SrTi03 single crystals [5.111]. 

In photolysis studies of rhodium deposited SrTi03 dispersions under re
duced pressure, high turnovers (<>< 12000 for Rh and<><50 for SrTi03) have been 
observed, with no significant decomposition of the semiconductor [5.53]. Po
sitive results have also been obtained for deposits of Ru, Ir, Pd, Pt, Os 
and Re on SrTio3 with relative efficiencies (with respect to Rh) of the order 
of 24, 13, 11, 13, 10, 16 and 4%, respectively. Essentially similar results 
are obtained with SrTi03-LaCr03 dispersions [5.28]. Photocatalytic decomposi
tion of water vapor and liquid over Ni0-SrTi03 has also been subjected to de
tailed examination [5.73]. The activity for photodecomposition was increased 
by the pretreatment of reduction of the catalyst in hydrogen and reoxidation 
by oxygen before the reaction. Unlike the systems using platinized semicon
ductors, in these systems, the reverse reaction between H2 and 02 under il
lumination or in the dark is very slow, allowing the cyclic water photodecom
position to proceed steadily even in a closed system. For liquid water, acti
vity is considerably enhanced at high alkali concentration (~1M). 

In our laboratory, Pt [5.112] and Rh or Ru [5.113] loaded Ti02 particles 
were prepared for water decomposition, emphasis being placed on achievement 
of very high dispersion. Cluster precursors Rh 6(C0) 16 and Ru3(C0) 12 were 
used for preparation and the activity of these catalysts in mediating water 
decomposition through band-gap excitation was investigated. Activity increases 
in the order Ru < Ruo2 < Rh ""'Rh2o3 ""'Pt. 

Bifunctional Rh/Ruo2 loaded Ti02 exhibits optical performance, Fig.5.9, 
with overall light to chemical energy conversion efficiency of 0.13%. Lack 
of 02 in the gas phase during photolysis observed with closed systems is due 
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Fig.5.9. Hydrogen generation by photolysis of Ti02-supported Rh and Ru cata
lysts; reaction temperature 30°C, pH= 14. Volume of H2 (1 atm. T = 298 K) is 
plotted as a function of irradiation time 

to photo-uptake of o2 by the Ti02 particles. In alkaline solution the capa
city for o2 uptake is surprisingly high and the nature of the stored o2 was 
identified as a M-peroxo bridged titanium species. 

5. 3. 3 Photocleavage of Hydrogen Sulfide and Photosynthesis of Thiosulfate 

Photocleavage of H2S into H2 and S is of wide industrial interest because of 
its potential role in the hydrodesulfurization of crude petroleum products 
(natural gas, oil and coal): 

2hv 
H2s ------+ H2 + S (fiH = 9.4 kcal/mole) ( 5 .27) 

Aqueous dispersions of CdS when illuminated by visible light cleave H2s with 
high efficiency [5.78-80]. While the reaction proceeds without the interven
tion of a noble metal catalyst, loading of CdS particles with Ru02 enhances 
markedly the efficiency of the process. The presence of oxygen has only a 
small effect on the quantum yield of H2S c1eavage. Addition of ionic surfac
tants greatly affects the efficiency of 'naked' semiconductor dispersions, 
with a fourfold increase in quantum yield achieved by the addition of sodium
laurylsulfate at concentrations below the CMC. Similar increases in effici
encies are observed upon addition of sulfite in studies with Ruo2-loaded CdS 
dispersions [5.79,80]. The intervention of sulfite is rather indirect and in-

. 2-volves reaction with S to y1eld s2o3 : 
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(5.28) 

The reaction in the presence of sulfite is attractive for two reasons. First, 

thiosulfate is a more valuable product than sulfur since it is used in in

dustrial processes such as photography. Secondly, sulfite favorably affects 

the rate of H2s photocleavage and through removal of S makes it possible to 

sustain the reaction over long time periods. The overall reaction corresponds 

to the photogeneration of hydrogen and thiosulfate via 

(5.29) 

While reaction (5.29) under standard conditions (pH 14, T 298 K) stores only 

0.11 eV of free energy per absorbed photon, compared to 0.36 eV for the 

cleavage of H2S, it has the advantage over the latter process in giving high 

yields of H2 without formation of insoluble products. We were intrigued, 

therefore, by the idea of using it as the H2 generating part in a hydrogen 

sulfide cleavage cycle and attempted to identify a photosystem capable of 
2- 2- 2-

reducing s2o3 back to S and S03 . We found that conduction-band electrons 

produced by band-gap excitation of Ti02 particles efficiently reduce thio

sulfate to sulfide and sulfite [5.114] 

(5.30) 

This reaction was confirmed by electrochemical investigations with polycrys

talline Ti02 electrodes. The valence-band process in alkaline Ti02 disper

sions involve oxidation of s 2 o~- to tetrathionate which quantitatively dis

mutates into sulfite and thiosulfate, the net reaction being 

2h+(Tl·02) 0 5 S 02- 1 5 H 0 S0 2- 3H+ +. 23+. 2- 3+ (5.31) 

This photodriven disproportionation of thiosulfate into sulfide and sulfite 

(5.32) 

should be of great interest for systems that photochemically split hydrogen 

sulfide into hydrogen and sulfur, Fig.5.10. 

5. 3. 4 Photoassisted Water-Cas Shift Reaction over Platini zed Titania 

Light-induced H2 evolution from water using platinized Ti02 dispersions and 

various carbon substrates is currently receiving intense interest and acti-
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vity. With CO as the hole reductant, the process corresponds to a ph0toassisted 

water-gas shift reaction 

(5.33) 

Studies of the kinetics of this reaction over the temperature range 0-60°C by 
White et al . [5.70,71] have shown that on Pt-Ti02, the reaction is zero order 

both in CO and water when Pco = 0.3 Torr and PHzO = 5 Torr. The activation ener
gy for the reaction is about 7.5 kcal / mole. The quantum efficiency was found 

to be 0.005. Later studies have shown [5 .71] that the reaction rate does not 
depend on the method of Pt deposition, is first order in light intensity and 
is not dependent on the chemical state or Pt loading above 2 wt%, but depends 
on reduction of titania and is strongly dependent on the surface concentration 
of NaOH. The latter implies that the rate-determining step is the reaction 
of holes with surface hydroxyl icns . Tsai et al. [5 . 72] have also obtained 
s imilar results on the kinet i cs of the reaction . Based on platinum coverage 
studies, it is proposed that the periphery of deposited Pt islands is involved 
in the photogeneration of H2. 

Thewi ssen et al. [5.115] investigated aqueous suspensions of SiC coated 

with either Rh or Ru02 catalysts for the photodecomposition of water, photo

assisted water-gas shift react ion and the photoreduction of co2. Water-gas 

shift reaction occurs with light of sub-bandgap energy probably via surface 

states. A drastic increase in H2 production occurs upon loading SiC with Rh 

deposits, whereas Ruo2 does not exhibit any catalytic activity . 
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5. 3. 5 Photoreactions of Organic Compounds 

As with 'naked' semiconductor dispersions, in recent years there has been a 
growing number of studies of photoreactions on catalyst-loaded semiconductors 
involving various organic compounds as reactants. Piahat et al. [5.62] exa
mined photocatalytic H2 evolution from primary aliphatic alcohols (methanol, 
ethanol, ethanal and propan-1-01) as a function of Pt content on Pt/Ti02. The 
optimal initial rate of H2 production was found for Pt contents in the range 
0.1-1.0 wt.% at an optimal temperature of 313 K. The maximum rate has been 
tentatively attributed to an optimum attraction of free electrons of titania 
by the Pt crystallites. At optimal temperature, the reaction of photoproduced 
holes with adsorbed alkoxide ions was rate determining, whereas the H2 desorp
tion rate played a,part at lower temperatures. 

Sakata and Kawai as well as Sato and White and several others [5.56-62] 
examined light-induced H2 evolution from water using various carbonaceous 
materials (hydrocarbons, alcohols, active carbon, lignite, various biomass 
sources such as wood, cotton, protein, carbohydrates, to name a few): the 
list of possible organic substrates grows constantly. For ethanol-water mix
tures using metallized Ti02, the quantum efficiency at 380 nm fot· hydrogen 
production has been determined to be 6.5, 11.6, 19.0 and 38.0%, for loading 
with Ni, Pd, Rh and Pt, respectively. The gas-phase reaction using active 
carbon or lignite over illuminated, platinized Ti02 leads to H2, co2 and a 
small amount of 02 

(5.34) 

The rate of the reaction declines with photolysis time owing to accumulation 
of H2 and resulting loss of good contact between the catalyst and C. With ac
tive carbon as the substrate, the reaction is zero order with respect to 
water pressure, has an activation energy of about 5 kcal/mole and a quantum 
efficiency of 0.02 in the early stages of photolysis. In liquid phase, the 
oxidation of carbon is inhibited and water photodecomposition dominates. 

There have also been exploratory studies on the feasibility of photoreduc
tion of carbon dioxide to reduction products at different levels: HCHO, 
HCOOH, CH30H and CH4 on catalyst-loaded semiconductors. Photoreduction as 
well as concurrent photooxidation of formaldehyde on uv-irradiated aqueous 
suspensions of SrTi03, Ti02 powders loaded with transition metal oxides of 
Rh, Pt, Ru or Ir has been reported [5.61]. Both reactions are catalytic and 
the main oxidation products are H2, HCOOH and co2. The reduction products are 
methanol, ethanol and small amounts of c1-c3 hydrocarbons. Formation of me
thanol is strongly dependent on the concentration of HCHO, pH and the amount 
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of the photocatalyst. On rhodiumoxide-loaded photocatalysts, the efficiency 
of methanol followed the order Ti02(rutile) < SrTi03 < Ti02 (anatase). 

5. 3. 6 Photo-Kolbe Reaction 

A reaction which clearly demonstrates the mechanistic features of photopro
cesses on metallized semiconductor dispersions is the photo-Kolbe reaction 
studied extensively by Bard and co-workers [5.63-65]. Carried out in an elec
trochemical cell, at an illuminated n-Ti02 electrode, decarboxylation of 
acetic acid-acetate yields co2 and ethane: 

hv,Ti02 
-----+ CH3CH3 + 2 C02 

electrode 
(5.35) 

However, the same reaction carried out in aqueous media with platinized Ti02 
dispersions yields methane and co2 as major products 

hv,Ti02 
(5.36) 

powder 

Detailed investigations have shown that the photo-Kolbe reaction is very gen
eral in scope and has no specificity either to the semiconductor (occurs also 
on Pt-W03) or to acetic acid. On Pt-Ti02, several aliphatic and aromatic 
carboxylic acids have been examined for their major photoproducts. The me
chanism involves initial generation of alkyl (R.) radicals by the reaction 
of photogenerated holes with acetate 

+ -h + RC02 ~ R. + C02 ( 5. 37) 

At low light intensities, the large surface area of the catalyst results in 
low surface concentration of the radicals and this prevents second-order re
actions such as dimerization and disproportionation. Also R. radicals pro
duced near the reducing sites (Pt) on the powder facilitate reduction to RH 
as contrasted to R. radicals produced at illuminated electrodes. This be
havior would account for the major production of methane with dispersions. 
However, carried out in the gas phase with water vapor, photolysis gives the 
normal electrolysis product, ethane, in high vields. 

s. II Conclusion 

Colloidal semiconductors and semiconducting powders are being increasingly 
employed to mediate photosynthetic and photocatalytic processes. Through 
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suitable choice of the material, desirable oxidation and reduction reactions 
with inorganic and organic substrates can be performed under illumination. 
An advantage with respect to conventional dark processes is specificity of 
product formation and this is achieved by fine tuning the valence- and con
duction-band position to the chemical transformation envisaged. Surface phen
omena such as adsorption of high-energy intermediates play a prime role in 
the catalytic effects exerted by these particles. The high surface area 
available in these systems is also advantageous in that it reduces undesir
able side reactions such as photocorrosion frequently found with semiconduc
tor electrodes. 

Future work will comprise development of improved and highly specific 
catalysts. Molecular engineering through surface derivatization and/or ad
sorption is a promising strategy to achieve this goal. Furthermore, a large 
effort will be made to increase the efficiency of H2o and H2s cleavage ca
talysts which convert light into chemical energy and hence are attractive 
for solar energy conversion. 
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6. Laser Studies of Surface Chemical Reactions 

R. R. Cavanagh and D. S. King 

With 11 Figures 

6.1 Introduction 

Currently lasers are being applied to study a very broad range of problems 
in surface chemistry and surface physics. In many of these areas the intro
duction of laser probes complements or duplicates more conventional or tra
ditional instrumentation. For instance, surface-enhanced [6.1,2] or unen
hanced [6.3] Raman scattering provides the same type of vibrational struc
ture information of surface adsorbates as obtained through reflection ab
sorption infrared and electron energy loss spectroscopies [6.4]. The pulsed 
laser atom probe is receiving attention as a potential technique for charac
terizing surface composition and depth profiling [6.5], but does not yet 
significantly extend the temporal or spatial resolution available from the 
more traditional atom probe techniques [6.6]. In several specialized research 
areas laser-induced desorption, sputtering and multiphonon ionization are 
replacing conventional mass spectrometer ionization sources, but result in 
chemical speciation data comparable to conventional mass spectrometer [6.7] 
sources. There are many specific and important areas of surface chemistry/ 
physics where the spatial resolution and high power densities available with 
lasers present the potential for real scientific advancement [6.8,9]. One 
obvious such area is semiconductor device fabrication [6.10]. Alternatively, 
lasers provide the capability to distinguish between reactive (or product 
species) of the same chemical identity but which occur with differing amounts 
or types of internal excitation due to competing reaction pathways. This po
tential for detailed, quantum-state specific information about surface che
mical processes opens the door to exploring and, hopefully, unraveling the 
complex dynamical interplay in chemical processes occurring at the gas-solid 
interface. 

This chapter will attempt to address recent experimental applications of 
lasers aimed at characterizing the important steps in surface chemical reac
tions. Since in any collisional encounter there is the possibility for both 
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energy transfer and for chemical reaction, and since it is our ultimate goal 
to identify unique aspects of molecule-surface interactions, the development 
proceeds through analogy to advances in modern gas-phase chemical physics 
involving nonreactive (Sect.6.2) and reactive (Sect.6.4) scattering and also 
through a brief discussion of inelastic molecular-beam surface scattering 
(Sect.6.3). Section 6.5 deals in some detail with a series of experiments on 
a very simple chemical process-the thermal rupture of the NO-Ru{001} chemi
sorption bond, utilizing many of the same techniques successfully applied 
to problems mentioned in Sects.6.2-4. Finally, Sect.6.6 discusses laser
based experimental techniques suitable for determining the rates for energy 
transfer or energy flow between chemisorbed molecular species and surfaces. 

6. 2 Gas Phase Inelastic Scattering 

Energy transfer in the gas phase has been the subject of many extensive 
studies, both theoretical and experimental [6.11,12]. The nonreactive, in
elastic encounter of A+BC (v,J)-+A+BC (v',J') represents the simplest sys
tem which reflects the dynamics of molecular energy transfer. The interac
tion which governs the inelastic encounters for such a system will clearly 
have an orientational dependence. The interaction potential can be written 
as V (R,a) =Vo (R) +Va (R,a), where the anisotropic part Va dishnguishes 
atom-molecule scattering from atom-atom scattering. Although Va may not in
fluence the hard sphere molecular cross section, the detailed nature of Va 
will have pronounced and molecule specific effects on the outcome of the 
call is ion. 

In the inelastic scattering of He off Na 2, for example, there is evidence 
for strong internal state dependences in the cross sections for rotational 
excitation of the final Na 2 species [6.13]. A statistical distribution of 
final rotational state population would be expected to be Boltzmann, that 
is for the probability to decrease monotonically and exponentially with 
final-state energy. In the He +Na2 system, a local maximum in excited rota
tional state population is observed at high rotational excitation. This ef
fect is known as a rotational rainbow or rainbow singularity. The physical 
source of this behaviour can be readily visualized. Simply stated, a colli
sional orientation of the atom and diatom exists which maximizes the rota
tional excitation in the diatom. If the angular anisotropy of the scattering 
potential gives rise to populations of final diatom rotational quantum states 
P(Jf) as shown in Fig.6.1a, there will be a rainbow singularity in P(Jf) 
when ojf{a)/oa tends to zero, shown in Fig.6.1b (which has been adapted from 
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Fig.6.1a. Probability of rotational excita
tion (P(jf)) as a function of final rota
tional state. b. Maximum rotational excita
tion as a function of collision angle x 

Fig.2a of Ref. [6.14]). In this model, the probability of a collision re
sulting in a highly rotationally excited final state is greatest when the in
cident collision angle a~45°. Figure 6.1 obviously represents a highly 
simplified interaction potential and ignores any initial rotational state 
distribution. 

6. 3 Molecule-Surface Inelastic Scattering 

Replacing the atom with a surface, one obtains a more complex problem. The 
kinematic questions remain the same. One still has to address the changes 
in vibrational, rotational and translational energies of the colliding di
atom. In analogy to atom-molecule scattering, one might expect a higher de
gree of rotational inelasticity in the diatom-surface collision because all 
collision trajectories result in backward scattering. However, a new con
sideration arising with the inclusion of the massive surface is that the 
surface, in essence, applies an external torque to the diatom, which removes 
the constraint of conservation of total angular momentum [6.14]. 

The basic question addressed in these nonreactive molecule-surface scat
tering experiments is what are the dominant interactions that control energy 
transfer between the diatom and the surface. Theoretical approaches to this 
problem have examined predictions based on rigid rotor-smooth rigid surface, 
rigid rotor-corrugated rigid surface, rigid rotor-nonrigid surface, and 
various other model systems. Much of the current work is focused on more re-
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alistic, but more complex situations involving coupling of nonrigid rotors 

and nonrigid surfaces [6.14-17). Other approaches have relied on semiclas

sical analysis coupled to trajectory calculations to follow empirically the 

results of various interactions [6.18). In both instances the objective is 

to turn on or suppress certain physical interactions and observe the cor

related changes in the scattering simulations. It is hoped that eventually 

a correct or adequate physical representation of the "surface" will emerge 

from comparison of calculations with detailed experimental results. 

The requisite experimental results involve the measurement of quantum 

state to quantum state specific cross sections. Such detailed information 

is available through laser-excited fluorescence (LEF) studies of molecular

beam surface scattering. The LEF technique gives qualitatively identical in

formation to absorption spectroscopy, but is in many cases considerably more 

sensitive. Figure 6.2 shows a laser-excited fluorescence excitation spectrum 

of the NO molecule in the origin region of its lowest energy symmetry al

lowed electronic transition, the A 2L+-X 2n or gamma band system. To obtain 

this spectrum the spontaneous fluorescence emission of NO in a bulb at room 

temperature is monitored by a photomultiplier tube while the wavelength of 

a tunable dye laser of ~0.2 cm- 1 bandwidth is scanned across the absorption 

band, from 2265 to 2268 A. The spectroscopy of NO in this spectral region 

is very well established [6.19). The position of each individual line iden

tifies the vibrational, rotational and spin-orbit quantum states of the mole-
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cules being probed, while the intensity obtained is directly related to the 
density of NO species in that state. In the scattering experiment then, by 
scanning the probe laser wavelength over a convenient (narrow) spectral re
gion, one can map out initial and/or final vibrational and rotational state 
distributions. By using molecular-beam techniques the initial state distri
bution can be made exceedingly narrow, resulting in an accurate measure of 
state-to-state cross sections. 

Perhaps the most thoroughly studied system to date is NO/Ag{111 }[6.20-23]. 
Several interesting aspects of nonreactive scattering processe5 have become 
apparent in this work. The IBM group has demonstrated conclusively the ap
pearance of rotational rainbows in the scattering of NO(J,O) off Ag{lll }, 
which is a nominally flat crystal face. A portion of their data is repro
duced in Fig.6.3, where the final rotational state population is plotted 
against rotational state energy content. A statistical or Boltzmann distri
bution would give a linear fit with a slope related to the effective rota
tional temperature. Although the low-energy portion of the final rotational 
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state distribution might be described by a rotational temperature, the higher 
energy region is dominated by the rainbow effect (recall Fig.6.1). 

To the extent that the low-energy portion (i.e., the majority of scattered 
species) can be described by a rotational temperature TR' it was observed 
that TR depended on the normal component of the incicent kinetic energy En 
and was approximately independent of surface temperature. The variation of 
TR with En was approximately linear, following 

T R = a(En + £) 

where e: = 0. 78 ± 0.08 eV and a= 320 ± 26 K/eV over the range 0.1 <En< 1.0 eV. 
A degree of rotational polarization was observed for the scattered NO. 

The actual degree of polarization depended strongly on both the final rota
tional state being analyzed and the initial angle of incidence between the 
molecular beam and the surface normal. Experimentally, the distribution of 
orientation of final angular momentum vectors J (i.e., the axis of rotation) 
relative to the surface normal is measured by observing LEF intensities I 
probing a single rotational state while rotating the direction of polariz
ation of the laser such that the angle between the polarization of the laser 
and the surface normal varies between 0 and n. The polarization anisotropysP 
is given by 

ifJ= 5[I(O) - I(n/2)] 
I(O) +2I(n/2) 

and can vary from +5 for perfect alignment with J parallel to the surface 
normal to -2.5 for perpendicular alignment. In their experiments, Luntz et 
al. [6.22] observed values of BP ranging from 0 (implying no preferential 
alignment) to -1.44 near J = 30~, implying a substantial anisotropy. Although 
significant, this is less than the value of -2.5 expected for the smooth sur
face limit. It is worth noting that the greatest degree of alignment is ob
served for those final states contributing to the rotational rainbow mentioned 
above. 

6. 4 Reactive Scattering 

As complex and challenging as studies of inelastic scattering are, it is 
the question of reactive scattering which must be addressed in order to 
understand chemical processes at surfaces. That is, one must be assured that 
the effects are a result of chemical interactions and not only kinematics. 
Once again, a detailed picture of the dynamics of such a process will require 
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both reliable theoretical input, and quantum state to quantum state cross 
sections measured for chemically reactive systems. The prototypical reaction 
A +BC-+AB +C will be accompanied by both inelastic kinematic energy exchange, 
and will also reflect the exoergicity of the bond rupture and bond formation 
steps. For instance, the gas phase reaction H+F2-+HF+F has been shown to 
have both a strong preference for a colinear approach geometry and to re
sult in a non-Boltzmann population distribution in the vibrational levels of 
the nascent HF (V =4/V =0~102 ) [6.24,25]. Simple model potential energy 
hypersurfaces indicate that such a population effect can be explained by an 
exoergicity of 29 Kcal/mol and the presence of a barrier in the entrance 
channel of 0.9 Kcal/mol for this reaction. 

6. 5 Thermal Desorption 

As a starting point for the study of surface chemical reactions let us con
sider the simple thermal breaking of the chemisorption bond in a temperature
programmed desorption experiment. More complex reactions or reactive proces
ses such as electron-stimulated desorption, atomic recombination, etc., can 
be studied using similar techniques while deriving the same type of detailed 
i nforma ti on. 

Thermal desorption traces for NO from Ru{001} are shown in Fig.6.4 [6.26]. 
Both traces were obtained for a heating rate of 12 K s-1 and an initial NO 
coverage of~0.8. The lower trace was recorded with a quadrupole mass spec
trometer (QMS) set to monitor NO evolved from the surface into the ultrahigh 
vacuum chamber (base pressure~1o- 10 torr) as the surface was resistively 
heated. The upper trace is the LEF signal recorded with the probe laser 
tuned to excite only these desorbing NO molecules in the J = 6 1/2 rotational 
quantum state of the v = 0 vibrationless level. Molecules in this state have 
165 em - 1 = 0.02 eV of internal rotational energy. The QMS detection provides 
a higher signal-to-noise ratio resulting from high ion-collection efficiency, 
increased duty cycle (1 vs 10-5 for the LEF), and non-state-selective detec
tion of all desorbing NO. However, the QMS does not provide any of the state
selective information available through the laser diagnostic techniques. 

The quantum-state distribution of the desorbed NO is readily mapped out 
by repeating a large number of thermal desorption experiments and tuning the 
laser wavelength to probe product NO species in successive quantum states as 
the crystal is cleaned and redosed with fresh NO between each flash desorp
tion. The resulting data are presented in Fig.6.5. This is a semilogarithmic 
plot of relative population in the final rotational state J versus the rota-
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Fig.6.5. Rotational and spin-state population distribution for NO thermal 
desorpt10n from Ru{001} at 455 ± 20 K. A single Boltzmann temperature, 
Trot= 235 ± 35 K, describes the total angular momentum distribution. The 
various symbols represent population densities for excitation on the R11(J") 
(circles), 011(J") (trangles), and 022(J") (squares) branch transitions 

tional energy of that Jth state. A statistical distribution of final-state 
probabilities would result in a Boltzmann-like population distribution giv
ing a linear fit. The fitting of the observed data to such a straight line 
is quite good, having a correlation factor of -0.98. Whether or not the ac
tual population distribution is truly Boltzmann, its empirical exponential 
nature enables one to characterize the distribution by a single parameter
a rotational temperature TR. The value of TR derived from the NO/Ru{OOl} 
therma 1 desorption data is 235 ± 35 K, only one-half the temperature corres
ponding to the crystal temperature at the desorption maximum Ts =455±20 K. 

Several models have been specifically set forth to address the factor of 

two difference between the observed rotational temperature of the NO mole
cules desorbed from clean Ru{001}, and the temperature of the crystal at 
the desorption peak [6.27-29]. The basic physical processes for these models 
may provide useful limiting cases for idealized mechanisms, i.e., weakly 
interacting, strongly bound, etc. Since the models (i) differ significantly 
in their mechanisms, (ii) do not consider the specific molecular-surface 
interactions, and (iii) have only one experimental measurement to "explain", 
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it is difficult to judge their general applicability to molecule-surface 
phenomena. 

A more general appreciation of the quantum-state measurements of ther
mally desorbed NO can be gained by looking at other thermal desorption sys
tems. In fact, the sensitivity of these quantum-state specific measurements 
to the precise details of the molecule-surface interaction is highlighted 
by parallel work on preoxidized Ru [6.30]. Conventional thermal desorption 
spectra of a series of cleaning flashes following Ru oxidation at 1465 K in 
~10- 7 torr 02 are shown in Fig.6.6. Note that while complex transformations 
are apparent in the NO desorption signals between 1110 and 1520 K, the de
sorption obtained using a 1110 K flash is dominated by features at 285 and 
480 K. The high-temperature feature observed from the preoxidized Ru appears 
at approximately the same surface temperature (480 K) as observed for the 
clean Ru (455 K)-indicative of very similar desorption activation energies. 
The rotational state population distributions from the individual desorption 
features from the preoxidized Ru could be well described by Boltzmann dis
tributions. The specific values of T5 and TR are given in Table 6.1. From 
these data it is apparent that there is no simple scalar relationship be
tween TR and T5. Any theoretical analysis of this type of data must consider 
dynamical aspects of the energy exchange between the adsorbed species and 
the surface, and the details of the interaction potential (including entrance/ 
exit channel effects). One additional factor influencing the NO/Ru and N0/0/Ru 
systems is contributions from molecular dissociation which occurs during 
chemisorption and/or desorption. In thermal desorption experiments of NO from 
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Table 6.1. Thermally desorbed NO from clean and oxidized Ru 

Crystal temperature Observed TROT/Tsurf 
at desorption rotational 
maximum (K) temperature (K) 

Clean 455 ± 15 235 ± 30 0.5 

Oxidized 475 ± 15 345 ± 30 0.7 
285 ± 15 255 ± 30 0.9 

initially clean Ru{001} there is significant dissociation. Only about 5%-10% 

of a monolayer of NO is molecularly desorbed [6.31]. In the preoxidized sys

tem a large fraction of the initial NO coverage desorbs as molecular NO. It 

is certainly possible that the oxide overlayer closes off the dissociative 

channel that competes so favorably with molecular NO desorption in thermal 

desorption from clean Ru{001}, resulting in a significant shift in the domi

nant interactions. For the two desorption features observed near 460 K a 

dramatic difference in rotational final-state distributions is observed de

pendent on the history of the initial surface cleanliness prior to NO ad

sorption. 

As implied in Sect.6.3, it is possible to obtain more detailed information 

than just the rotational population distribution using laser diagnostics. 

Ideally, one would like to know rotational, vibrational, translational, 

orientational, and spatial distributions. In addition, knowledge of each dis

tribution is most useful if the measurements are made for specific (unaver

aged) values of the remaining degrees of freedom. To date, there are no spe

cific data on vibrational population distributions from thermal desorption 

experiments. There are some data for vibrational excitation observed follow

ing energetic molecular beam scattering off hot, i.e., T5 > 650 K, surfaces 

[6.32]. In their work on NO/Pt{lll}, Ascher et al. [6.32] report that the 

ratio of the first vibrationally excited (v = 1) to ground vibrational (v = 0) 

states of the vibrationally inelastic scattered NO was somewhat lower than 

would be expected if described by a vibrational temperature equal to the sur

face temperature. From our signal-to-noise ratio we can say only that for 

the thermal desorption of NO from ruthenium, less than one in twenty desorb

ing NO species leaves the surface vibrationally excited. Given an improved 

signal-to-noise ratio it should be possible to characterize both the actual 

partitioning of vibrational energy and the dependence/independence of ro

tational and vibrational excitation in this chemisorption-bond breaking pro

cess. 
One of the advantages of LEF detection is the potential to obtain velocity 

distributions for molecules with a well-defined degree and/or type of internal 
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excitation by monitoring Doppler profiles. "Thermal" Doppler profiles of 
many light gas-phase molecules have full width at half-maxima of about 
0.1 cm-1 (~10- 5 eV), thus requiring the probe laser bandwidth to be on the 
order of 0.01 cm-1 or less in order to characterize the Doppler profile 
meaningfully. In more conventional surface experiments, velocity and angular 
flux distributions have been measured in molecular-beam scattering experi
ments. The determination of the angular flux distribution for several de
sorption-type experiments using mass spectrometers has also been reported. 
The flux distributions range from cos16e for C02 desorbed from platinum 
[6.33], to cos5e for atom-atom recombination on copper [6.34], to cos1e for 
a variety of "equilibrium" systems [6.35,36]. Even broader distributions 
have been theoretically predicted [6.37]. The large range of observed flux 
distributions suggests that this property may be very sensitive to the de
tails of the specific surface chemical processes being studied. Equally im
portant to the goal of understanding surface chemistry will be the ability 
to related and/or separate the internal excitation(s) of a desorbing product 
species to/from its external kinetic energy and angular flux distributions. 
This is not possible using QMS detection, but is readily achieved by Doppler
resolved LEF techniques. 

When considering the contributions of molecular velocities to the shape 
of a spectral transition, one can easily express the observed Doppler shifted 
molecular transition frequency as v =vo[l + (v 0 n/c)l, where vo is the tran
sition for a molecule at rest and v 0 n gives the projection of the molecular 
velocity on the Poynting vector of the probe radiation. If the molecular 
velocities are isotropically distributed in the probed sample, then the tran
sition's spectral profile function is simply given by the Gaussian line shape 

$(,) • s(,,l "+ (lo 'f(:,)"~n ' 
where 2(11v)d is the Doppler width (FWHM) and is dependent only on the "trans
lational temperature" TK.E' as 

(L1v)d (-TM)~ --= const vo 

It is not reasonable, however, to assume that molecular desorption in ultra
high vacuum is isotropic. Indeed, the source crystal "shields" one hemisphere. 
Figure 6.7a displays an arbitrary flux distribution of cos5e, with one iso
flux line drawn in, and a propagation direction for the laser. Under these 
conditions, a line shape symmetric about the rest frequency is anticipated 
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a 

Fig.6.7 

Fig.6.7a,b. Isofluxcontours for 
a point source with a cos5 
flux distribution. a) Laser 
propagating parallel to the 
crystal face, giving a Doppler 
profile symmetric about the 
rest frequency. b) Laser pro
pagating 70° away from paral
lel, giving a Doppler-shifted 
result 

• Fig.6.8. Laser Doppler profile 
of NO ( J "=9 1/2, Erot=165 cm- 1) 
thermally desorbed from Ru 
{001} measured parallel to the 
crystal face. The crystal tem
perature at the thermal desorp
tion maximum was 455 K. The 
laser bandwidth was 0.02 cm-1 
and the zero Doppler shift 
frequency was 44 252 cm-1 

due to geometrical considerations. A measurement of the tangential Doppler 

line shape was obtained in this geometry at an increased dye laser resolu

tion of 0.01 cm- 1. 

Data for desorbed NO molecules in the v=O, J =6 1/2 state are shown in 

Fig.6.8 [6.38]. Each datum corresponds to the average of 4-6 individual de

sorption experiments performed at the same probe laser wavelength. Clearly 

the observed Doppler profile is symmetric and centered about the rest fre

quency as compared to a thermal reference cell of NO. Further, unambiguous 

interpretation of the observed line shape is complicated. The actual line 

shape follows from two distinct factors: the distribution of molecular speeds 

combined with the angular flux distribution. Figure 6.9 depicts several co~

puter-simulated "Doppler line shapes". All arise from the same translational 

temperature, i.e., same speed distribution, but correspond to angular flux 

distributions ranging from isotropic, through cosine to cos 5. In fitting 

the experimental data in Fig.6.8, if we assume a cosine flux distribution 

we obtain a very good fit to a tangential velocity distribution character

ized by a temperature T11 = \ = 460 K. Alternatively, assuming an isotropic 
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flux distribution one obtains T11 ~245 K. A highly forward peaked distribu
tion would imply T11 »T5. Although the experimental geometry in Fig.6.8 gives 
no information on the polar angular flux distribution, from the observed 
symmetric line shape we know that there is symmetry associated with the flux 
relative to the surface normal. However, a stepped surface might be capable 
of exhibiting significant azimuthal asymmetry under similar experimental con
ditions. 

Figure 6.10 shows the results of a series of measurements aimed at deter
mining the correlation or independence between internal and external degrees 
of freedom. In this figure are plotted the Doppler widths (FWHM) observed 
for desorbed species in three different final rotational states. As indicated 
above, in addition to a polar angular flux distribution such Doppler profiles 
can be characterized by a single parameter, the translational temperature. 
Assuming a cosine flux distribution, the observed Doppler profiles are con
sistent with the temperature scale indicated on the right-hand side of the 
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figure. The error bars, at the 95% confidence level, are appreciable, yet 
the data suggest a negative correlation between the rotational energy of a 
desorbing NO species and its kinetic energy. 

At this point, experimentally, these results are consistent with a range 
of effects. The limiting cases are represented by the following two scenarios: 
(1) molecules with large degrees of rotational excitation have the same an
gular flux distributions as those with small degrees of rotational excita
tion but less kinetic energy, or (2) there is no dependence of kinetic ener
gy on rotational state, but rather highly rotationally excited molecules 
are preferentially desorbed in a more highly foward peaked direction. The 
first rationalization suggests a conservation of energy argument while the 
second potentially illuminates subtle details in the potential energy hyper
surface of the bond-breaking reaction process. If the latter is accurate, 
one might expect to see interesting alignment effects similar to those men
tioned in Sect.6.3. 

The flux versus kinetic energy ambiguity can be resolved by performing 
further Doppler profile measurements at other polar angles. Figure 6.7b il
lustrates an experimental geometry that appears to be very useful. An angle 
of ~20° is set between the laser and surface normal. Computer simulations 
for this geometry are shown in Fig.6.11, similar to those shown in Fig.6.9. 
The three curves correspond to isotropic, cosine and cos 5 flux distributions 

for one speed di stri buti on (T trans = 455 K). Under these geometri ca 1 condi
tions the derived Doppler profile will no longer be either symmetrical nor 
necessarily maximized at the molecular rest frequency. The projection of mole
cular velocities on the propagation direction of the laser will result in 
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predominantly red-shifted absorption. The resulting line shapes can be charac
terized by two parameters given the (known) experimental geometry (geometri
cally, the most important aspects are the angle between the laser and the 
surface normal, and the location of the LEF viewing region relative to the 
crystal face). These two parameters are the spectral shift from v0 in the 
peak position and the red-shifted edge's half-width at half-maximum. To a 
certain extent the desorbing flux may be likened to a beam of molecules which 
can be characterized by two properties: a most probable speed in the for-
ward direction and a spread of speeds about the mean. In our thermal desorp
tion experiments the Doppler profiles are narrow and peaked near the rest 
frequency. Assuming thermal speed distributions, there is a very strong cor
relation in all our modeling attempts between the shift in spectral peak 
position and the angular flux distribution, and between the red shifted 
half-width and the perpendicular translational temperature or speed distri
bution. 

Doppler measurements in this near perpendicular geometry give independent
ly both the angular flux and perpendicular speed distribution. Knowledge of 
the angular flux distribution then allows one to extract the parallel speed 
distribution from the tangential Doppler measurements. These three pieces of 
information then can be obtained for molecules as a function of extent or 
type of internal excitation. 

Taken as a whole, the information available form these LEF experiments is 
quite detailed. Whether the molecular dynamics are relevant to the question 
of sticking (as in the beam/surface scattering example), or whether the dy
namics are related to chemical processes or the desorption of molecules from 
surfaces (as in the thermal desorption experiment), the fundamental aspects 
of energy transfer at surfaces can be probed quantitatively. The ability to 
measure molecular speeds, flux distributions, and spatial orientation [6.38] 
as a function of rotational energy can provide the detailed experimenta1 in
formation necessary for definitive comparison to trajectory calculations of 
surface chemical processes. As these and complementary techniques are applied 
to larger and larger ranges of chemical phenomena at surfaces, the level of 
sophistication in dealing with potential energy hypersurfaces will expand. 
Already, laser-based analysis techniques are being applied to sputtering 
[6.39] and SIMS [6.40], and a number of groups anticipate application to 
ion-induced Auger, ESD, laser-induced desorption and second-order desorption 
processes. 
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6. 6 Time Domain 

One distinctly different area of lasers applied to surface chemistry should 
be acknowledged. A critical question which still remains to be addressed is 
which properties influence the transfer of energy between a surface and an 
adsorbing (or desorbing) molecule. Consider a molecule bound to a surface. 
If an internal mode of the adsorbed species becomes excited, on what time 
scale will relaxation occur? If a molecule in the gas phase approaches a 
surface, how is the heat of adsorption dissipated in order to form (or sta
bilize) the new surface chemical bond? These questions are the surface ana
log to energy transfer questions in solutions, in solids, and in the gas 
phase [6.41]. A naive approach would be to extract lifetime information from 
experimental linewidths by applying the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. 
However, spectral lines can be influenced by both inhomogeneous and hetero
geneous broadening, and thus the observed linewidth may have little relation 
to the population lifetime of the levels of interest [6.42-44]. To extract 
lifetime information and rates of energy transfer, real time measurements 
using ultrashort laser pulses hold great promise. 

With the possible exception of the stimulated picosecond Raman gajn 
technique [6.45], no picosecond techniques have been demonstrated to have 
the requisite sensitivity to conduct such real-time measurements at the face 
of a single crystal surface. However, tunable infrared pump-probe techniques, 
time-resolved fluorescence, and transient absorption all appear to offer 
viable approaches to characterizing the dissipation and flow of energy in 
chemisorbed layers on high surface area materials [6.46]. 

6. 7 Summary 

The use of lasers to probe the details of surface chemical reactions on the 
molecular level provides new insight into the mechanisms and pathways of 
energy transfer at surfaces. Internal energy distributions and real-time 
population measurements represent two generic experimental approaches which 
can address directly the issue of energy transfer at surfaces. Already, 
laser-excited fluorescence has demonstrated a number of useful applications 
to understanding chemical processes at surfaces. Such work, when coupled 
with real-time measurements of energy transfer processes, represents a do
main of great promise in surface chemical dynamics. 
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7. Surface Compositional Changes by Particle Bombardment 

R.Kelly 

With 14 Figures 

7. 1 Introduction 

Bombardment-induced compositional change, also termed preferential sputter
ing, tends to be of very wide occurrence. The causes are not clear in all 
cases, namely, whether a preferentially lost species is lighter, less tightly 
bound, larger, subject to an electronic interaction, or subject to some as
pect of diffusion. Nevertheless, the loss of C from TaC [7.1], 

+ TaC + 1 keV He = Tac0_15 

is probably correctly taken as loss occurring because C is lighter. Loss of 
Pb from Pb-In [7.2], 

is a reasonable example where some aspect of chemical bonding is involved. 
Loss of Gd from Gd-Fe [7.3], 

can be understood only if size (thence Gibbsian segregation) plays a role. 
The very common loss of halogen from ion-, electron- or photon-bombarded 
halides, e.g., the photographic process, is generally explained in terms of 
electronic interactions [7.4]: 

AgBr + hv = Ag(s) + ~Br2 (g) 

Finally, superimposed on these four effects are three involving diffusion: 
diffusional relocation, diffusional deepening [7.5], and point-defect fluxes 
[7.6,7]. Electronic and diffusional effects will not, however, be discussed 
here except briefly in Sect.7.2, concerning examples of diffusional relo
cation. Also, only models and results relating to incident ions will be con
sidered. 
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7. 2 Changes Correlating with Mass 

A first group of models for bombardment-induced compositional change is 
based on mass correlation. One model follows from recoil effects, i.e., re
coil implantation and recoil sputtering. Another follows from a sputtering 
variant in which the escape depth is assigned a mass dependence. A third is 
based on near-threshold sputtering. It will be seen that only near-threshold 
effects have a broad basis in experiment. 

The roles of recoil implantation and recoil sputtering can be inferred 
as follows. Consider a binary target made up mainly of mass 25 or 100 u, but 
with a limited amount of mass 10,25,50, or 100 u also present up to depth 
~ in the case of recoil implantation and starting at~ in the case of recoil 
sputtering. The incident ions have mass 25 u and energy E1. Then bombardment 
sets the surface atoms in motion (initially with energy T2 and angle w) as 
schematized in Fig.7.1, and the quantities driven in (recoil implanted) or 
out (recoil sputtered) are governed ideally by simple relations of the type 
[7 .8,9]' 

(7.1) 

00 

number sputtered~ N2 f,_ ( da 12 (E 1 ,T2 )dx'{F23 (~.w) - F23 (-x' .w)} . 
X -* l 2 ( 7. 2) 

Here N2 is the number density of the target, da12(E1,T2) is the differential 
scattering cross section (most simply of power-law form [7.10]), w is the 
recoil angle, 

cosw = (T2/y12E 1 )~ , 

y12 is the energy-transfer factor 4M1M2(M1 +M2)-2, Mi is atomic weight, and 
F23 (x,w) is the usual Gaussian integral depth-distribution function which 
has, however, been generalized to allow for w other than zero [7.8]. Equa
tions (7.1,2) can be expressed in closed form, numerical evaluations being 
shown in Table 7 .1, Subscripts "1", "2", and "3" refer, both here and in 
what follows, to the incident ion, surface species, and bulk species. 

Evidently the lighter component is subject to both implantation and sput
tering to a significant extent, i.e., has a yield of order unity. By con
trast, the heavier component shows much less movement, so that a major com
positional change might be anticipated: a tendency for the target surface 
to become enriched in the heavier component while the lighter component is 
in part sputtered and in part driven in. A major qualification is in order, 
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a b 
Fig.7 . 1a . Schematic tra
jectory for recoil i m
plantation from a near
surface source extending 
from x = 0 to x = ~ . The 
incident ion interacts 
di rectly with a source 
atom, the latter migrates 
randomly, and implanta
tion is said to occur if 
it stops within the tar
get, see (7.1) . (b) Sche

matic traj ectory for recoi l sputtering from a near-surface source starting 
at x =L The initial interaction is the same as for recoil implantation but 
only those events are considered where the source atom stops outside the 
target, see (7 . 2) 

Table 7.1. Numerical examples of recoil-implantation and recoil-sputtering 
yields for thick sources according to (7 .1 ,2) . Example: 25 ->10 ->100 means 
that an ion with M1 = 25 u impacts on a near-surface a tom with M2 = 10 u, which 
in turn slow~ down in a target with M3 = 100 u. The evaluations were made for 
N2 = 0. 060 A- (as for A l), m12 = m23 = 1/3 (where mij is the power-1 aw scat
tering parameter), Zi ocMi (where Zi i s the atomic number), and x-~=~=0 

Masses Recoil-implantation Recoil-sputteri ng 
(u] yield, (7 . 1) yield, (7.2) 
25 .... 10 ->100 1.112 0.595 
25 .... 25 ->100 0.625 0.238 
25 .... 50 ->100 0.391 0. 105 
25 ->100 ->100 0. 238 0.042 

25 .... 10 .... 25 1.271 0.373 
25 .... 25 .... 25 0.871 0.154 
25 .... 50 .... 25 0.654 0. 071 
25 ->100 .... 25 0.500 0.031 

however . In real systems recoil effects are just a minor perturbation of the 
dominant slow colli s ional (cascade) sputtering, as can be seen in Fig.7 .2 
[7.11]. Recoil-related compositional change will therefore normally be un
important. 

A basically different treatment of the problem was undertaken by Haff 
[7.12]. He suggested that an incident ion sets up a cascade, the atoms in 
which can be approximated as having equal energy and undergoing a diffusion

like motion. Hence he wrote 

amount lost oc (Dt)~ 
ex: v ~ a: M-~ 

h 
where (Dt) 2 is the diffusion length and v is velocity, and he finally conclu-

ded (in essence) that the loss ratio for a target consisting of A and B with 
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Fig.7.2. Time-of-flight spectra 
from the (100) surface of an Au 
single crystal during bombardment 
by 20 keV Ar+ ions. The inset shows 
the direction of incidence in rela
tion to the direction of ejection 
and defines the angle e. The high
energy component is termed here 
prompt collisional sputtering (re
coil sputtering as in Fig.7.1b 
being a special case) and the low
energy component slow collisional 
sputtering. Bearing in mind that 
these are time-of-flight (rather 
than energy) spectra, it is clear 
that prompt collisional is much 
less important than slow collisio
nal sputtering [7.11] 

The result is that one might again predict that the surface of a binary 

target becomes enriched in the heavier component. It is unclear, however, 

if this treatment is acceptable. Sputtered atoms come dominantly from the 

outermost atomic layer [7.13,14] and not from distance (Dt)~. 

A third treatment of compositional change which shows a mass correlation 

concerns slow collisional (cascade) sputtering under near-threshold condi

tions. The most general expression for the slow collisional sputtering co

efficient Scascade is [7.15] 

(7.3) 

which can be understood rather simply as the product of the outward-directed 

fraction of the collision cascade (~). the incident ion energy (E1), the 

fraction of E1 deposited in the outer atomic layer (F(O)), the reciprocal of 

the surface binding energy (1/U), and a somewhat more subtle term which in-
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Table 7.2. Maximum energy transfers T2=Y12E1 for low-energy ions incident on 
Ta205, Al203, or BeO 

Incident energy, T2 for 0 T 2 for Ta f 2 for Al f 2 for Be 
E1, and ion [eV] [eVJ [eVJ [eV] 

300 eV He+ 192 24 135 256 
300 eV Ar+ 246 177 288 180 

corporates a threshold energy (Ethl of order 10-80 eV [7.16]. [The first 
term of (7.3) is equivalent to the well-known Sigmund [7.17] expression.] 
Consider 300 eV He+ or Ar+ incident on Ta 2o5, Al 2o3, or BeO. Then, as seen 
in Table 7.2, the maximum energy transfers f 2 =y12E1 are such that surface 
enrichment of metal should occur for He+ .... Ta2o5 but not for the other combi
nations. 

Several experimental examples are thought-provoking though probably in
volve not mass-dependent change but rather diffusional relocation. For 
example, a surface deposit of 12 monolayers of Mo was found to be easily 
sputtered from W, somewhat less easily removed from Au or Cu, and removed 
only with difficulty from Al [7.18]. A mass correlation in which heavy com
ponents were retained would account for some of these observations, although 
they can also be explained [7.18] in terms of relocation on the surface by 
surface diffusion. The systems Cu on Si [7.19] and Au on Si [7.20] consti
tute further examples where heavy components were retained, but here the 
evidence was fairly clear that relocation by volume diffusion played a major 
role. The overlayers diffused into the bulk sowere not subject to sputtering. 
While it was true that the heavy species were more difficult to remove, in 
fact in a study [7.21] of H, C, N, 0, F, Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au overlayers on 
Si all species were removed up to two orders of magnitude more slowly than 
expected (Fig.7.3) [7.21]. Again relocation either by volume diffusion or 
cascade mixing is indicated. A series of very explicit examples involving 
relocation concerned metals such as Fe sputtered on to substrates such as 
Si [7.22]. While the object was to understand cone or pyramid nucleation, 
the important result in the present context is that the deposited metal atoms 
underwent surface diffusion with normal parameters. Lead on Si and U on Al 2o3 
are described [7.23] as inferring a reluctant sputtering of a heavy over
layer, but no further details are available. 

A further group of examples concerns bombardment-induced oxygen loss from 
oxides [7.24] (e.g., Fig.7.4 [7.25]) as well as metal or halogen loss from 
halides [7.24]. A mass correlation has been proposed repeatedly but is ac
tually very poor [7.26]: it fails, for example, to explain the differing 
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Fig.7.3. Secondary ion depth profiles of overlayer species on Si obtained by 
bombardment with 20 keV cs+. Data prior to the overlayer-silicon interfaces 
are not shown and the vertical position of each profile is arbitrary. All 
species were removed at up to two orders of magnitude more slowly than expec
ted [7.21] 
Fig.7.4. X-ray photoelectron spectra of Mo levels of Mo03 exposed to Ar+ 
ions or 02 molecules consecutively, as follows: Ia) commercial Mo03 powder; 
(b) 400 eV Ar+ (8xlo15 ions/cmZ); (c) 400 eV Ar+ (2xlol6 ions/cm2); 
(d) o2 at 1.3x1Q4 Pa for 5 min.Ar+ bombardment causes preferential oxygen 
loss at the surface such that Moo2 forms [7.25] 

responses to ion impact of CdO, CuO, PbO, and PdO (which lose oxygen) and 
CoO, FeO, MnO, NbO, SnO, TiD, VO, and ZnO (which do not lose oxygen). Oxides 
are considered again in Sects.7.3,4 in relation to chemical bonds. 

Until recently, binary alloys where the components had different masses 
were thought to constitute clear examples of systems showing mass-dependent 
compositional change. Thus Ag-Au, Al-Pd, Be-Cu, and Sn-Pt all lose the light 
component preferentially (e.g., Fig.7.5 [7.27]). A greater variety of systems 
has now been studied, including Au-Ni, Gd-Co, Pb-In, and Pd-Ni, all of which 
lose the heavier component preferentially, as well as Ag-Pd, Cu-Ni, and Mg-Al, 
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Fig.7.6. Development of theTa (180 eV)/0 (510 eV) Au2er signal ratio during 
bombardment of an anodic Ta205 surface with Ar+ or He ions of various ener
gies. The outer-layer changes are more pronounced for light ions and low 
energies, demonstrating the relevance of sputtering under near-threshold 
conditions to compositional change [7.28] 

where preferential losses occur in spite of the masses being nearly equal. 
Binary alloys are considered again in Sects.7.3-5 in relation to chemical 

bonds and to Gibbsian segregation. It will emerge that the observed changes 
are in all cases understandable if Gibbsian segregation, either as observed 
or predicted, is taken into account. 
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Unlike the examples enumerated above, experiments at very low incident 
energies show clear evidence for mass-dependent compositional change, in all 
cases understandable in terms of near-threshold effects. TagZauer and HeiZand 

[7.1,28] studied the impact of He+ and Ar+ on Ta2o5, TaG, WC, Al 2o3, and BeO, 
and showed that the changes (loss of 0 or C) were more pronounced (i) for He+ 
than for Ar+ (Fig.7.6) [7.28], (ii) for lower incident energies (Fig.7.6), 
and (iii) for larger mass differences within the target. The changes were 
reversible. Such results are easily justified in terms of slow collisional 
sputtering under near-threshold conditions, (7.3) and Table 7.2. Further 
examples of near-threshold effects are given in [7.24,29]. Most work at higher 
energies is clearly not in a near-threshold regime, the main exceptions in
volving H+, o+, and He+ bombardment of Ta2o5 [7.30], TiB2 [7.31,32], and TiC 
[7.32]. 

7. 3 The Role of Chemical Bonds in Slow Collisional Sputtering 

Chemical bonding can contribute to bombardment-induced compositional change 
in at least three ways: in slow collisional (cascade) sputtering through the 
surface binding energy U, as in (7.3); in prompt thermal sputtering through 
the heat of atomization or vaporization; and in Gibbsian segregation, which 
is governed by both chemical bonds and strain energy. We treat slow colli
sional sputtering in this section, and recall, (7.3), that the yield scales as 

a 
Scascade oc 1/U oc 1/fiH 

where fiHa is the heat of atomization. 

(7.4) 

The slow collisional sputtering of alloys is conceptually straightforward, 
even if a bit lengthy, to treat provided preferential effects in the cascade 
[7.33] can be neglected. It has been shown [7.26] that Scascade can be ex
pressed in a form, similar to that introduced in [7.34], which permits the 
subsurface and surface species to be designated. Specifically, sputtering 
due to a cascade involving the ;th component of the subsurface (atom frac
tion X; (2), assuming that the subsurface shows the surface ("2") composition 
[7.35,36])1 encountering the jth component of the surface (atom fraction xj( 2) 

is described by 

(7.5) 

1 It was assumed in [7.26], incorrectly as is now evident [7.35,36], that 
the subsurface shows the bulk composition. 
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Depending on the choice of indices, (7.5) gives either the total yield or 
the yield for a particular component. If the target is taken to be a mixture 
of A and B, then the sputtering coefficient for each component is readily 
evaluated from (7.5), the final result being 

(7.6) 

where losses are seen to be governed mainly by chemical bonding (through U.) 
1 

and, to a small extent, by mass (through yAB). Equation (7.6) distinguishes 
between a yield defined in terms of ions incident on the entire target (Si) 
and a yield defined in terms of ions incident on one component of the target 

(Y i). 

To explore the ratio UB/UA' it will be assumed [7.9,26] that alloys are 
amenable to the quasichemicaZ thermodynamic formalism, in which cohesion is 
attributed solely to nearest-neighbor interactions [7.37]. Then UAA is the 
nearest-neighbor A-A bond strength, a negative quantity related to ~H~ and 
the bulk ("3") coordination number ZA{ 3) by 

The term UBB is defined similarly, while UAB' the A-B bond strength, is re
lated to the heat of mixing ~Hm [7.38] by 

(7.7) 

provided the alloy is random ("regular") and all relevant bulk coordination 
numbers are equal. Here xi( 3) is the bulk ("3") atom fraction. If it is again 
assumed that the subsurface shows the surface composition [7.35,36], UA fol
lows as 

where z2, the surface coordination number, is assumed to have a single value. 
The final result is 

(7 .8) 

where hm stands for ~Hm/xA( 3 )xB( 3 ). Equation (7.8) retains the restriction 
that the system is random. 
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As bombardment proceeds, the surface composition will gradually alter 
until the following conservation relation is obeyed [7.39]: 

(7.9) 

where x7( 2) is the steady-state ("co") surface atom fraction. 
The final composition follows by combining (7.6,8,9) but is not easily solved. 
We therefore note that by combining (7.6,9) alone, it is easily shown that 
the factor containing yAB in (7.6) reduces the extent of the predicted change. 
We therefore neglect this factor and obtain an upper limit to the change: 

00 

XA(2) = 

(7 .10) 
Equation (7.10) suggests that that species which has the lower 6Ha, i.e., 

the weaker chemical bonding, is lost preferentially from an alloy. Mass does 
not enter. 

Table 7.3 gives a partial list of studied alloy systems, with the infor
mation on compositional change based in general on results as in Fig.7.5 
[7.27] and the thermodynamic information taken where possible from [7.38]. 
All examples involve solid solutions or intermetallic compounds and therefore 
have an intimate mixing of the component atoms. Included in Table 7.3 are va

lues of x;( 2) for xA( 3) =x8(3) =0.5 deduced in all cases from (7.10) with the 
approximation hm =0 (as for an ideal solution) and, where possible, from 
(7.10) in its full form (as for a regular solution). Whether or not the term 
hm is retained is seen to be unimportant, a result which shows that the regu
lar solution approximation of (7.7,8,10) is better than required for the par
ticular problem. 

The x;( 2) values of Table 7.3 reveal an important feature: while the 
trends tend to be correct in essentially all cases, the predicted values of 

x;( 2) are not significantly different from the bulk value xA( 3) =0.5. For 
example, with Pb-In, x;( 2) is predicted to be 0.47, and would have been even 
closer to 0.5 had the factor containing yAB in (7.6) been retained, but is 
observed to be 0.00. Slow collisional sputtering, by itself, is thus quite 
incapable of causing the observed compositional changes with alloys, a de
tail which has not always been appreciated in the recent literature. 

As already pointed out in Sect.7.2, all alloys will be seen in Sect.7.5 
to be understandable if Gibbsian segregation is taken into account. 
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Table 7.3. The chemical state of alloy surfaces following high-dose ion im-
pact (mostly from [7.9]). The component with the lower heat of atom~zation, 
fiHa, is listed first. We have excluded instances where alloy format1on leads 
to a change of binding (e.g., Al-Si) or where the components tend to separate 
(e.g., Nb-U) 

System Meta 11 urgi- Initial Final t.Ha t.Ha XA(2) from XA(2) from 
cal statea composition composition A B (7.10) with (7.10) as [eVl [eVl 

XAb3~ = XB(3) b~fore but 
= • w1th hm = 0 

Systems which lose the lighter component 

Ag-Au ss 0.23-0.77 0.12-0.88 2.94 3.82 0.47 0.47 
Al-Au im 0.33-0.67 0.21-0.79 3.41 3.82 0.49 0.49 
Al-Cu ss 0.95-0.05 0.90-0.10 3.41 3.49 0.50 0.50 

(quenched) 
Al-Pd im 0.40-0.60 0.13-0.87 3.41 3.90 0.49 0.48 
Be-Cu ss or ss 0.13-0.87 no Be 3.36 3.49 0.49 

(quenched) 
Cu-Pt ss 0.25-0.75 0.15-0.85 3.49 5.85 0.44 0.44 
Sn-Au im or ss various loss of Sn 3.12 3.82 0.48 0.47 
Sn-Pt im 0.50-0.50 0.27-0.73 3.12 5.85 0.43 

Systems which lose a heavier or equal-mass component 

Ag-Ni ss various loss of Ag 2.94 4.46 0.45 
[7.40] (mixed) 
Ag-Pd ss 0.20-0.80 0.10-0.90 2.94 3.90 0.47 0.47 
Au-Ni ss 0.74-0.26 0.53-0.47 3.82 4.46 0.48 0.48 

(quenched) 
Au-Pd ss 0. 77-0.23 0.70-0.30 3.82 3.90 0. 50 0. 50 
[7 .41) 
Cu-Ni 55 0.38-0.62 0.24-0.76 3.49 4.46 0.47 0.47 
Gd-Co ss 0.45-0.55 0.24-0.76 4.12 4.44 0.49 

(amorphous) 
Gd-Fe ss 0.24-0.76 0.01-0.99 4.12 4.31 0.49 

(amorphous) 
In-Ga liquid 0.17-0.83 loss of In 2.51 2.82 0.49 0.49 
[7.42] 
Mg-Al im 0.55-0.45 0.20-0.80 1.52 3.41 0.41 0.41 
[7.70] 
Pb-In ss or im 0.29-0.71 0.00-1.00 2.02 2.51 0.47 0.47 
Pb-Sn ss 0.96-0.04 0.70-0.30 2.02 3.12 0.45 0.45 
Pd-Ni ss 0.80-0.20 0.71-0.29 3.90 4.46 0.48 0.48 

a"ss" denotes solid solution; "im" denotes intermeta 11 i c. 

Corresponding arguments for oxides can be made but run into the difficulty 
of how U will be defined. Reference [7.43] distinguished between an average 
total fiHa and an average partial fiHa. For example, for Ti02 the total fiHa 

relates to 

Ti02{1) = Ti{g) + 2 O{g); <U> ~total fiHa 6.5 eV/gas atom , (7.11) 
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Table 7.4. Total and partial heats of atomization (~Ha) in the sense of 
(7.11,12). Evaluated where possible from the JANAF tables (e.g., [7.44]) 

Substance a Total ~Ha Final Partial ~Ha Alternative Partial ~Ha for 
[eV/gas state for conver- final state conversion into 
atom] sion into alternative 

final state final state 
[eV/gas atom] [eV/gas atom] 

Systems which lose 0 

CuO(l) 3.6 cu2o(s) 2.9 Cu(s) 3.6 
Fe2o3(1) 4.8 Fe3o4(s) 1.6 FeO(s) 4.4 
Mo03(1) 5.5 Mo0 2(s) 3.8 Mo(s) 5.0 
Nb205(l) 6.7 NbO(s) 6.0b Nb(s) 6.4 
Ti02(1) 6.5 Ti 2o3(s) 5.4b TiO(s) 6.3 
u3o8(1) 6.6 uo2(s) 3.6 U(s) 7.1 

V205(l) 5.6 v2o3(s) 4.0b VO(s) 4.8 

Systems which sputter congruently 

cu20(s) 3.8 Cu(s) 4.4 
Fe3o4(s) 5.0 FeO(s) 5.8 Fe(s) 5.5 
Mo02(s) 6.0 Mo(s) 5.7 
NbO(s) 7.3 Nb(s) 7.0 
SnO(s) 4.3 Sn(s) 5.6 
Sn02(1) 4.6 SnO(s) 5.0 Sn(s) 5.3 
Ti 203(s) 6.7 TiO(s) 7.2 Ti(s) 7.9 
uo2(s) 7.3 U(s) 8.2 
v2o3(s) 6.2 VO(s) 6.3 V(s) 6.8 

a"l", i.e., liquid, indicates that the substance amorphizes when bombarded. 
b"s", i.e., solid, indicates that the substance remains crystalline. 
Formation of Nb02(l): 6.8 eV. Formation of Ti305(l): 6.7 eV. Formation of 
V02(1): 4.2 eV. 

while one of several possible partial ~Ha relates to 

2Ti02(1) =Ti 2o3(s) +O(g); <U>"" partial ~Ha =5.4 eV/gas atom (7.12) 

Here "s" stands for "solid" (i.e., crystalline), "1" for "liquid" (i.e., 
amorphous), and "g" for "gas" (i.e., sputtered). The reasoning is that, since 
<U> of (7.12) is less than <U> of (7.11), Ti02 will lose 0 to form Ti 203 when 
bombarded. Such reasoning works very well in practice [7.43] (Table 7.4), in
cluding with Ti02. Thus the first 7 examples in Table 7.4 are predicted and 
observed to lose oxygen when bombarded, with formation of the first designated 
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final states, whereas 7 of the next 9 examples are predicted and observed 

to sputter congruently, with only Mo02 and NbO being problematical. Never

theless, the difficulty encountered with alloys persists with oxides: the 

total and partial 6Ha are sufficiently similar so that major changes such as 

those shown by the first 7 examples in Table 7.4 should not occur. 

7. 4 The Role of Chemical Bonds in Prompt Thermal Sputtering 

Prompt thermal sputtering is the second aspect by which chemical bonds can 

govern bombardment-induced compositional changes. The relevant yield is 

given by the integrated vaporization flux in the region heated by an indivi

dual ion impact (Fig.7.7), 

• -!::: 
Sthermal = fJ p(T)(2nmkT) 2 

• 2nydy • dt (7.13) 

where p(T) is the temperature-dependent equilibrium vapor pressure andy is 

a dimension parallel to the target surface. Equation (7.13) has been eva

luated in [7.45] with the result 

(7.14) 

where T is the "thermal-spike" temperature, or, more precisely, the maximum 

t:mperature increase at x =y =0, teff is an effective time which scales as 

(T/6Ha) 2, and 6Ha, the heat of atomization, is correctly used only when the 

vapor is monatomic. To estimate the effect of thermal sputtering on the sur

face composition of an alloy, it is useful to introduce the thermodynamic 

activity coefficient y [7.37], pA(alloy) =pA(pure)yAxA' and thus obtain 

loss of A 5A 
loss of B = s8 

···! 

; y AXA(2) 
YBxB(2) 

ION 

} VAPORIZ· 
ATION 

( 7.15) 

Fig.7.7. Prompt thermal sputtering. The in
cident ion is shown as depositing its ener
gy in a truncated ellipsoid with dimensions 
6Xn (the mean x-straggling of the elastic 
energy deposition) and 6Yn (the correspond
ing mean y-straggling). A transient high 
temperature f is assumed to result so that 
atoms vaporize from the surface 
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Fig.7.8. Sputtering yields of Ag vs the target temperature due to the impact 
of 8 keV Ar+ and xe+ on polycrystalline Ag at normal incidence [curves (a) 
and (b)l. The experiments were done in ultrahigh vacuum and explicit correc
tions for vaporization were made with the beam off. Also shown is the vapor
ization component using the same detector as for the sputtering [curve (c)]. 
There is no up-turn at 625°C as in curve (d) such as was previously [7.49] 
taken as evidence for prompt thermal sputtering [7.48] 

Fig.7.9. Sputtering yields of Si02 vs the target temperature due to the im
pact of 12 keV Ar+ on amorphous SiOz at normal incidence. Also shown, is the 
vaporization component calculated w1th the usual relation, p(2nmkT)-~, as
suming (i) that the duration of each experiment is 60 min and (ii) that the 
vaporization process proceeds as Si02(l) =SiO(g) +~02(g), "l" standing for 
liquid (i.e., amorphous) and "g" standing for gas [7.44]. Since the observed 
increase in S is not matched by an increase in vaporization, it follows that 
prompt thermal sputtering may be involved [7.50] 

It would be possible at this point, by combining (7.9,15), to evaluate xA( 2) 

for the systems listed in Tab 1 e 7. 3 and exactly the same trends as with the 

collisional relation, (7.10} ,would be found. It would also emerge that the 

magnitudes were interesting in that YA/Y 8 »1 [7.9], i.e., x;( 2) was dis

tinctly different from xA( 3). 
A new problem emerges, however: with metals thermal sputtering, like re

coil effects, is just a minor perturbation of the dominant slow collisio

nal sputtering [7.15]. For example, it appears to be absent with the highly 

volatile Mg [7.46], Zn [7.47], and Ag (Fig.7.8 [7.48]). 

The situation with oxides is rather different because oxides can have a 

significantly higher volatility than metals. For example, Fig.7.9 [7.50] 

constitutes tentative evidence for thermal sputtering with Si02. By taking 

into account the full expression lying back of (7.14), it can be shown [7.45] 
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that thennal sputtering will be significa~t, i.e., Sthennal.::_1, with any 
substance exhibiting a vapor pressure at T exceeding a critical value which 
was estimated to be 102±1 atm. Figure 7.10 shows decomposition pressures for 
oxides. Not only are the trends correct, with oxides subject to 0 loss lying 
consistently above cu2o, but the magnitudes of the pressures are in accord
ance with the critical 102±1 atm. The overall conclusion is that composi
tional changes with oxides can be described adequately in terms of thermal 
sputtering, with both trends and magnitudes being reasonable. 

1. 5 The Role of Gibbsian Segregation 

In this final section we treat a framework in which both chemical bonds and 
strain energy can play a role in bombardment-induced compositional changes: 
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Fig.7.10. Decomposition pressure vs 1/T for oxides at very high temperatures. 
Those lying above Cu20 show a bombardment-induced loss of 0, whereas the 
others d~ not [7.9,51]. The separation between the two groups occurs at 
about 10 atm for temperatures of 3000-4000 K. The curves are based where 
possible on the JANAF tables [7.44] 
Fig.7.11. Energy distribution of 1000 eV Ne+ ions scattered from polycrystal
line Cuo.2oPto.ao at 110°C and 370°C. Since low-energy ion scattering probes 
only exposed atoms, these results constitute a clear demonstration that Cu 
segregates to the surface to give Cuo.55Pto.45· The compositional changes 
are substantial, in contrast to what is predicted for sputtering alone [7.52] 
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sputtering of any kind combined with Gibbsian segregation. Owing to the 

paucity of information concerning oxides [7.24], only binary alloys will be 

considered. It should be emphasized at the outset that segregation, in con

trast to the predictions for collisional and thermal sputtering, is known to 

lead to major compositional changes with alloys (e.g., Fig.7.11 [7.52]). The 

changes are normally confined to the outermost atomic layer [7.53,54] but 

this is precisely the layer from which about 80%-100% of sputtered atoms 

originate [7.13,14]. 

Van Santen and Boersma [7.55] have presented a standard thermodynamic 

argument which relates the steady-state surface concentration in a binary 

system, x;( 2)' to the bulk concentration, xA( 3). The following is based on 

their treatment. It will be assumed that segregation alters only the outer 

monolayer on the g: ounds that generalizations to several monolayers change 

neither the trends nor the general magnitudes (Fig.7.12 [7.53]}. It will be 

assumed further that an alloy can be described as a random ("regular") solu

tion, i.e., it has an arbitrary enthalpy of formation (7.7), but an ideal en

tropy of formation. The assumption regarding the entropy is equivalent to 

proposing that the constituent atoms are located randomly, a situation which, 

even if not necessarily true in equilibrium systems [7.52], should be a valid 

description of a system subject to continuing bombardment. Thus, alloys nor

mally approach a disordered rather than ordered state when bombarded at low 

enough temperatures [7.56]. 

Let there be n3 atoms in the bulk and n2, with n2 << n3, in the outer mono

layer. The whole system is initially described by a bulk atom fraction xA(J)' 

or simply x, but this evolves in the outer monolayer by virtue of segregation 

to x;( 2)' i.e., x +8. The corresponding entropy change is 

s = -kn2[(1 - x - o}ln(1 - x- o} + (x + o}ln(x + o}l 

- kn3[(1 - x + n2o;n3)1n(1 - x + n2o;n3) 

+ (x - n2o;n3)1n(x - n2o;n3)J 

+ k(n2 + n3)[(1 - x)ln(1 - x) + xlnx] 

kn2[(1- x)ln(1- x) + xlnx + oln(x/(1 - x)) 

- (1 - x - o}ln(1 - x - o} - (x + o}ln(x + o}J 

The enthalpy change can be expressed in terms of what happens when n2o 

atoms of A are transferred from the bulk to the surface, and a similar num-
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Fig.7.12. Steady-state surface compo
s1t1on at 3QQoc, expressed as atom 
fraction of Au, x~u(2)• for the first 
(filled circles) and ~econd (open 
circles) layers of a series of (111) 
Au-Cu alloys as a function of the bulk 
composition xAu(3)· The surface compo
sitions were derived from a knowledge 
of the Au Auger signals at two differ
ent energies. The solid lines represent 
the approximate trend of the calculated 
results; the dashed line would corres
pond to no surface enrichment. The im
portant point is that the changes were 
found to be confined largely to the 
first layer [7.53] 

ber of B atoms make the converse change. Let the energy of the system after 
the transfer, be it a bond energy or strain energy or otherwise, be repre
sented by -Q, Q being the heat of segregation. Then the enthalpy change due 
to the transfer being carried out is 

0 
~H = n2 f (do')(-Q) 

0 

We form the free-energy change ~G = ~H - T ~S and minimize by evaluating 

MG/ao. The result, with x replaced by xA(J) and x +0 by x;( 2), is 

co 

XA(2) 

1 - x;( 2) 
xA(3) exp{rrQ} . 

l - XA(3) 

This result is independent of the detailed description of Q. 

(7.16) 

The quantity Q can be evaluated in terms of either chemical bonds or 
strain energy and we first consider bonds. Let the bulk coordination number 
z3 (assumed equal for A and B) be composed of a lateral part z1 and a verti
cal part 2Zv: 

z3 = z1 + 2zv 

Also, let the quantities UAA' u88 , and UAB be defined as in Sect.7.3 accord
ing to the quasichemical formalism. Then the energy of one atom of A in the 

bulk is 

EA(3) = Z3[xA(3)UAA + x8(3)UAB] 

and in the surface is 
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Fig.7.13. Steady-state surface composition, expressed as atom fraction of Ag, 
XAg(2)• of a series of annealed (550°C) and ion-bombarded (700 eV Ar+) poly
crystalline Ag-Au alloys as a function of the bulk composition XAg(3)· The 
compositions were derived by Auger analysis. This example is interesting in 
showing explicitly that the species which segregates during annealing is the 
one which is lost preferentially in bombardment [7.57] 

Fig.7.14. Measured depth profiles of Al in dilute Ni-based alloys which have 
been bombarded with 75 keV Ni+ to doses of 1.6 x 1016 or 3.2 x 1016 ions/cm2 
at temperatures where only interstitials are mobile. Aluminum atoms have been 
pushed towards the surface by the flux of interstitial atoms. The signifi
cance of this example is that it demonstrates mass transport to occur at am
bient temperature instead of >500-700°C [7.59] when the point defects are 
generated extrinsically, in this case by bombardment. It should be recog
nized, however, that this example relates to bombardment-induced redistri
bution and not to Gibbsian segregation [7.58] 

Provided the main contribution to the heat of segregation derives from bonds, 

we have 

-Q = EA(2) - EB(2) + EB(3) - EA(3) 

(7.17) 

where the approximations assume that the terms containing ~H are unimportant 
m 

and that zv;z3 ~ 0.25. 

A result has thus been obtained similar in form to the ratio YA/Y8 for 

thermal sputtering as in (7.15). The energy term is reduced by a factor of 

4 but, because the relevant temperature is ambient and not f, the changes 

would be even more marked. And, unlike thermal sputtering, we are dealing 
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with an experimentally well-verified phenomenon. A surface showing segrega
tion as discussed here would tend, when bombarded, to lose the segregated 
component preferentially, thence the component with the weaker bonds, pro
vided the necessary mass transport cguld occur. A subsurface depletion 
would thus arise. An essentially explicit example of the correlation between 
segregation and preferential sputtering is shown in Fig.7.13 [7.57], while 
an example which suggests that under conditions of continuing bombardment 
mass transport can take place at ambient temperature is shown in Fig.7.14 
[7.58]. Further examples of low-temperature mass transport are given in 
[7.40,60], while [7.36] shows that the resulting composition profiles are 
similar to those of Fig.7.14. 

The alternative is to evaluate Q in terms of strain energy. McLean [7.61] 
argues that misfitted solute atoms will, in an equilibrium situation, con
centrate at grain boundaries. If the atom is oversized it seeks an expanded 
region of grain boundary and, if undersized, seeks a compressed region, so 
that a misfit in either sense leads to grain-boundary segregation. This ar
gument is commonly applied, at least in a qualitative sense, also to surface 
segregation [7.62]. We would propose that both senses of misfit should not 
be included, as a metal surface appears to involve a very slight expansion 
[7.63]. It follows that oversized atoms are drawn to a surface but undersized 
atoms are rejected. The numerical form of the heat of segregation, treated 
as a problem in strain energy, has been shown [7.64] to involve the propor
tionality 

(7.18) 

where r is an appropriate atomic radius. Further quantification is difficult, 
as it is not straightforward how to choose rA and r8. For convenience we shall 
identify rA and r8 with the pure-substance values [7.65] even though these 
are considered [7.61] to be too large. A surface showing segregation based 
on strain energy would again tend, when bombarded, to lose the segregated 
component preferentially, thence the component with the larger size. Again, 
mass transport at ambient temperature would be necessary and the composition 
profiles would resemble those of Fig.7.14 [7.58]. 

Table 7.5 summarizes the correlation between surface segregation and 
bombardment-induced compositional change for the same alloy systems as 
listed in Table 7.3. Column 2 gives ~(6H~ -6H~), which applies when (7.17) 
is valid; column 3 gives rA -r8, which applies when (7.18) is valid; column 
4 lists the observed or predicted (in brackets) segregation; and the final 
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Table 7.5. Correlation of Gibbsian segregation and compositional change with 
bond energies and atomic radii (mostly from [7.66]). An asterisk (column 2 
or 3) denotes the assumed dominant driving force. Same systems as in Table 
7.3 

System a a rA-rB[7.65] Species which Species which l,o(liHB- liHA) 
[eVl [A] segregatesa is lost pre-

ferentially 
Systems which lose the lighter component 

Ag-Au 0.22* 0.00 Ag Ag 
Al-Au 0.10* -0.03 (Al) Al 
Al-Cu 0.02* 0.13* Al Al 
Al-Pd 0.12 0.04 (Al) b Al 
Be-Cu 0.03* -0 .15* Be [7.67,7.68] Be 
Cu-Pt 0.59* -0.10* Cu Cu 
Sn-Au 0.18 0.14 Sn Sn 
Sn-Pt 0.68* 0.20* Sn Sn 

Systems which lose a heavier or equal-mass component 
* 0.19* Ag-Ni 0.38* Ag [7 .401 Ag [7.40] 

Ag-Pd 0.24 0.07 Ag Ag 
Au-Ni 0.16* 0.19* Au Au 
Au-Pd 0.02* 0.07 Au [7 .411 Au [7.41] 
Cu-Ni 0.24 0.03* Cu Cu 
Gd-Co 0.08 0.55 (Gd) Gd 
Gd-Fe 0.05 0.54* (Gd) Gd 
ln-Ga 0.08* 0.22: In [7 .421 In [7.421 
Mg-Al 0.47* 0.19* Mg [7.691 Mg [7.701 
Pb-ln 0.12* 0.18 Pb Pb 
Pb-Sn 0.28* 0.17* Pb Pb 
Pd-Ni 0.14 0.12* Pd Pd 

aObserved segregation is indicated without brackets; predicted segregation 
is bracketed. 

bBe is drawn to the surface of bombarded Be-Cu because of a strong coupling 
with interstitials [7.67,68]. 

column lists the sense of the compositional change. The correlation between 
the information in columns 2 and 3 and the observed segregation is very good, 
provided the following limits are taken: 

bonds are unimportant if 

~(LIH~-LIH~) <0.10eV (7.19) 

strain energy is unimportant if 

(7.20) 

Equation (7.19) can be justified from (7.16,17), but (7.20) is wholly empiri
cal. Only Be-Cu and Au-Pd present problems. 

What is more important, however, is that we find a remarkable tendency for 

the species which is sputtered preferentially to be that which segregates, 
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including Be-Cu and Au-Pd. Particularly important are the four instances 

where the compositional changes would have been difficult to understand in 

terms of bonds alone, but are straightforward when size is taken into ac

count: Al-Cu, Gd-Co, Gd-Fe, and In-Ga. With Be-Cu, consideration of size sug

gests that Cu would segregate whereas it is Be which segregates in a point

defect flux [7.67,68] and which sputters preferentially. With Au-Pd, neither 

bonds nor size would have led to a prediction of segregation, yet segrega

tion does occur and the preferential sputtering is that which would be ex

pected. For other examples, see [7.66]. 

7. 6 Conclusions 

(a) A relation between mass and bombardment-induced compositional changes 

could arise in several ways. Recoil implantation and sputtering involve a 

direct interaction of an incident particle with a near-surface target atom 

such that the atom is driven deeper or expelled (Fig.7.1). They show a strong 

preference for low masses (Table 7.1), but should be of minor importance com

pared with slow collisional sputtering (Fig.7.2 [7.11]). The sputtering vari

ant of [7.12] also leads to a mass correlation but is unacceptable for other 

reasons. Slow collisional sputtering at low incident energies with light 

particles, where the transferred energies are comparable to the sputtering 

threshold energy (Table 7.2), is a further process which shows a strong 

preference for low masses. The evidence that nearthreshold effects play a 

role is, unlike the other aspects of mass correlation, quite strong (Fig. 

7. 6 [ 7. 28]) . 
(b) Slow collisional sputtering is governed mainly by chemical bonds 

rather than by mass. For example, for a binary alloy system A-B, the yield 

of A should be similar to 
(7.21) 

where UA is the surface binding energy. UA can be evaluated from quasiche

mical theory as in (7.8) and, by combining (7.8,21) and the conservation 

relation of (7.9), values of the steady-state surface composition x;( 2) can 

be derived. Interestingly, they do not differ significantly from the bulk 

values xA( 3)' showing that slow collisional sputtering by itself is incapable 

of causing the observed compositional changes with alloys (Table 7.3). 

Cascade sputtering can also be applied to explain whether or not oxides 

show a preferential loss of oxygen. The main problem is that a somewhat arti

ficial definition of the surface binding energy must be used, e.g., that the 

0 binding energy in Ti02 is given by the enthalpy change in the reaction 
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2Ti02(l) = Ti 203(s) + O(g); <U> ~partial ~Ha = 5.4 eV/gas atom 

Also, as with alloys, the problem persists that the magnitudes tend to be 
uninteresting (Table 7.4). 

(c) Prompt thermal sputtering (Fig.7.7) is also governed by chemical 
bonds, but in a significantly stronger manner than cascade sputtering. Thus, 
for a binary alloy system A-B, one has 

Even though the ratio YA/Y8 normally differs markedly from unity, and does 
so in the right sense, it is difficult to see how thermal sputtering could 
be relevant to compositional changes with alloys. This follows from the in
equality, inferred by recent results such as those for Ag (Fig.7.8 [7.48]), 
that 

5A(cascade) » 5A{thermal) 

Oxides differ from metals by virtue of having a considerably wider range 
of volatility (Fig.7.10). It is easily shown that, provided ion impact leads 
to localized temperatures high enough so that the following inequality is 
met, 

* 2±1 p .:_ p = 10 atm , 

then volatilization should occur at a significant rate. Interestingly, the 
oxides lying above cu2o in Fig.7.10 all show a bombardment-induced loss of 
oxygen, though it remains true that the argument is more a trend analysis 
than an explicit proof. 

{d) For similar sized atoms, Gibbsian segregation is governed by a re
lation contained in (7.16,17): 

x;(2) ~ xA(3) exp~~H~- ~H~) 
1 _ = l - xA{ 3) 4kT 

XA(2) 

For atoms of dissimilar size, one must take strain energy into account. The 
usual interpretation is that both oversized and undersized atoms are drawn 
to a surface, but, given that metal surfaces are thought to be in a slightly 
expanded state [7.63], we prefer to believe that only oversized atoms are 
drawn. By taking into account both chemical bonds and strain energy, it turns 

out that most examples of segregation or the lack thereof are understandable 
(Table 7.5 and [7.66]). By postulating that bombardment leads to segregation 
even at ambient temperature by virtue of injecting point defects (Fig.7.14, 

[7.58]), it follows that the species which segregates will be lost preferenti
ally so that a composition profile will be set up resembling those of Fig.7.14. 
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The correlation between segregation and preferential sputtering is found 
to be remarkably good (Table 7.5). Particularly important are the four in
stances where the compositional changes would have been difficult to under
stand in terms of bonds alone, but are straightforward when size is taken in
to account: Al-Cu, Gd-Co, Gd-Fe, and In-Ga. In one instance, Be-Cu, prefer
ential sputtering agrees with segregation as is appropriate when a point-de
fect flux is present. In another instance, Au-Pd, segregation was not pre
dicted yet did occur and was accompanied by preferential sputtering in the 
expected sense. 
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8. Structure Determination of Small Metal Particles by 
Electron Microscopy 

M. J. Yacaman 

With 20 Figures 

8. 1 Introduction 

The characterization of small metal particles is of direct importance for 
catalytic activity studies, since many of the most interesting catalysts 
are composed of metal particles (Rh, Pt, Re, etc.) supported on a carrier 
(y-Al 2o3, C, etc.). A systematic study of the crystal planes that a particle 
exposes to a gas during a reaction has direct impact on our knowledge of the 
physics and chemistry of surfaces. 

In the last few years methods to characterize small particles have been 
greatly improved. Particularly Transmission Electron ~1icroscopy (TEM) and 
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) have produced a vast amount 
of new information about particle shape, structure and phase transformations. 

In the present review it shall be discuss some of these methods and their 
application to catalysis and surface science. The application of the methods 
will be emphasized rather than the techniques. 

8. 2 Weak-Beam Dark Field 

The basis of this method has been discussed at length in other publications 
[8.1-3] and will be discussed here only briefly. In this technique, Yacaman 

and Ocana [8.1], images of a small particle are obtained by using a diffrac
ted beam which is out of the Bragg condition. Figure 8.1 illustrates the 
principle of the method. When the beam is not in the Bragg condition its in
tensity shows periodic oscillations as a function of particle thickness. The 
oscillations cause tringes in the image, which are equal-thickness contours 
and can be used to produce a topographical map of the particle. Figure 8.2 
shows an example of a bright field image (formed by using the transmitted 
electrons) and a weak-beam dark field image of the same particle. The par
ticle with a square profile in the bright field shows a pyramidal, three
dimensional profile as indicated in Fig.8.2. 
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Fiq.8.1. Plot of the intensity of a 
diffracted beam as a function of sample 
thickness for two different diffraction 
conditions (after M. Avalos [8.5]) 
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Fig.8.2a-c. Images of a gold particle; a) bright field image showing the 
square profile, b) weak-beam image using a {200} spot and c) reconstructed 
profile of the particle (after M. Avalos [8.5]) 

In principle, the character of scattering electrons by small particles 
requires application of the dynamical multibeam theory for electron diffrac
tion [8.4]. However, a good approximation of the fringe periodicities can 
be obtained by using a kinematic theory as shown by Avalos [8.5] . The fringe 
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spacing ~g is related to the deviation from the Bragg condition through the 
excitation error Sg [8.4] by the simple equation 

1 
~g = Sgm ' (8.1) 

where m = tane is the s 1 ope of the wedge producing the fringes. A typi ca 1 
value for Sg<><8xl0-2 A- 1 in weak-beam images; with 8<><54° we obtain sg"'10 A. 
However, multi-beam dynamical calculations predict a much lower value: 
~g <><4 A. This means that this method can give reliable shape determinations 
of particles down to ~20 A. 

8. 3 Electron Diffraction of Individual Particles 

In recent years electron microscopy has been improved by the addition of scan
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques. Using STEM electron 
optics it is possible to focus a fine electron beam of a diamter between 
10-200 A on an area of the sample and then obtain the corresponding diffrac
tion pattern. Therefore, it is now possible to obtain patterns from individual 
small particles. This permits a straightforward determination of the crystal 
structure, avoiding complications in interpretation that arise when mixed pat
terns, corresponding to several particles, are obtained. On the other hand, 
the diffraction patterns contain fine structure which provides additional in
formation about the particle structure and shape. 

Figure 8.3 shows a microdiffraction pattern of a square particle. The over
all structure can be easily recognized as fcc and corresponding to a <100> 
orientation. However, as can be seen, the spots split into several components. 

It can be shown that this splitting is directly related to the presence of 
wedges on the particle as shown by Gomez et al. [8.6]. This phenomenon has 
several characteristics: 

i) The position and intensity of the split components depend on the g vec
tor. 

ii) The amount of splitting depends on the deviation from the Bragg condi
tion (magnitude of the Sg vector). 

iii) The direction of the splitting is perpendicular to the edges of the par
ticle. 

To produce a full explanation of this effect, the dynamical theory for 
electron diffraction should be used. If we consider a wedge of slope m, the 
diffracted beams will have wave vectors Ggi given by 

Gg i = g + my ( i ) ( 8. 2) 
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Fig .8.3. Microdiffraction pattern of a square particle as in Fig.8.2. Split
ting of the diffraction spots is apparent 

where yi are the eigenvalues of the scattering matrix, which can be obtained 
by standard calculation [8.7]. 

Equation (8.2) implies that in a many-beam case the spot corresponding to 
the g reciprocal vector will split into N components of different intensities. 
The kinematic theory for electron diffraction cannot provide a full explana
tion of the splitting, indicating the strong dynamic character of scattering 
in small particles. For a detailed discussion the reader is referred to refer
ence [8.6]. This technique can be considered complementary to the weak-beam 
method described above. In fact, the splitting is the reciprocal space coun
terpart of the weak-beam fringes in real space. A splitting of ~gi will pro
duce in the image fringes with spacing (d), 

d - 1 
- ( ~ gi }m (8.3) 

The splitting effect can be used also to give quantitative information 

about the wedges. For instance, for the pattern in Fig .8. 3, the experimental 
split on the ( 0 2 0 ) spot was 0.0187 ± 0.005 A- 1. A ten-beam dynamical cal
culation for y(i) gave for the two strongest components values of: 
y( 1) =2.66x10- 2 and y( 2) =3.94xl0-2. Therefore, according to (8.2) 

~G/6~6) [Y(1) - Y(2)]tane (8.4) 

or 
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0.0187 0 tane = 0.0128 or e = 55.6 

This value indicates that the faces of the pyramid are {111} planes and 
the base is a {100} plane, in agreement with the previous weak-beam deter
minations [8.8]. 

8. 4 Single-Twinned Particles 

In the following sections I shall describe a number of applications of these 
techniques. The first interesting case is a gold particle grown on a NaCl 
substrate marked by an arrow in Fig.8.4. This particle has a contrast that 
suggests a twinned structure, confirmed by the diffraction pattern of the 
particle. The pattern can be fully reproduced, assuming a single twin and 
that the particle has a <100> direction parallel to the <100> substrate direc
tion. 

This type of single-twinned particle has been previously reported by 
Hayashi et al. [8.9] for Al and by Robinson and Gillet [8.10] for Pd grown 
onto NaCl. The microdiffraction fully confirms the twin relationship. In 
many cases, several twins can be observed on a particle. This type of twin
ning is also frequently observed in catalytic systems, such as Pt/graphite, 
of which an example is shown in Fig.8.5. 

8. 5 Icosahedral and Decahedral Particles 

A special type of particle observed in noble metals are icosahedral and deca
hedral particles. Figure 8.6 shows typical bright-field contrast of such par
ticles. These shapes were first reported by Ino and Gwaga [8.11] who de
scribed them as multiply twinned. The particles are composed of tetrahedral 
units packed together in a twin relationship. The icosahedron is composed 
of twenty tetrahedral units and the decahedron of fine units. Gillet [8.12] 
reviewed a number of cases in which these particles have been observed. How
ever, there is a discrepancy in point group symmetries between the decahedron 
and icosahedron, with the polyhedron formed by piled up fcc tetrahedral units. 
This discrepancy implies that an "out-of-register gap" must exist between 
adjacent tetrahedral units. The strong interatomic repulsion created in an 
small particle by such a gap will create an energetically very unfavorable 
configuration. Some authors [8.8,13] have proposed that nonuniform strains 
exist on the particles in order to "close" the gap. An alternative model 
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Fig.8 .4a,b . Single-twinned gold particle produced by evaporated onto NaCl. 
a) Weak-beam image , b) microdiffraction pattern 

based on the ideas of BagZey [8.14] has been put forward by Yang [8.15], 
whereby the tetrahedral units are no longer fcc. The icosahedron will have 
a rhombohedral unit cell and the decahedron a body-centered orthorhombic 
unit cell. This type of packing will satisfy the point group symmetries and 
no "gaps" or nonuniform strains will arise . Dark field contrast studies by 
Yacamcr.n et al . [8.16] supported this model. In addition Roy et al . [8.17] 
and Gomez et al. [8.18] performed microdiffraction studies that have given 
full confirmation to the non-fcc model . In Fig.8.7 microdiffraction patterns 
of individual icosahedral particles are shown in three different orientations. 
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Fig.8.4c,d. Single-twinned gold particle produced by evaporation onto NaCl . 
c) Calculated microdiffraction pattern of a <110> zone axis including dif
fraction spots by the two portions of the particle, d) reproduced shapes of 
single-twinned particle indicating the twinning plane 

Fig.8.5. Single-twinned particle in a Pt/graphite catalyst 
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Fiq.8.6. Bright-field contrast of decahedral and icosahedral particles 

They correspond to the <111> zone axis or face orientation [8.18], the <112> 

or Edge orientation and <110> or fivefold orientation. This figure also shows 

the patterns calculated based on the Yang model, again with complete agree

ment between theory and experiment. 

Fivefold particles are a very important example of departure from bulk 

symmetry in small particles. Recently Fuentes et al. [8.19] found icosahedral 

particles in Rh/Si02 catalysts. Generally speaking, these particles appear 

to be characteristic of cases in which the particle substrate interaction is 

very weak. 

8.6 Regular fcc Shapes 

Very important information for the study of catalytic systems concerns the 

shapes of fcc particles which do not have any twin boundaries and so can be 

considered as single crystals. The most frequently observed shapes are based 

on the octahedron and its truncations . These shapes obtained using weak-beam 

and microdiffraction techniques [8.20-22], are represented in Fig.8.8. Are-

Fig.8.7a-c. Diffraction patterns of an icosahedral particle in a) <111> orien
tation, b) <112> or ientation, c) <110> orientation. The calculated diffrac
tion pattern is shown in each case 
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Fig.8.7a-c (caption see opposite page) 
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Fiq.8 .8. Typical shapes 
o~fcc particles ob
served in evaporated 
films and supported me
ta 1 catalysts 

Fig.8.9. Weak-beam image of cuba-octahedral particles in a Pt/graphite ca
talyst 
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markable shape is the cuba-octahedron which contains {111} and {110} faces 
and is commonly observed in Pt, Ni and Rh based catalysts. Figure 8.9 shows 
an example of a Pt/graphite catalyst. 

In some cases, the particles are truncated, producing a flat platelet 
structure (Fig.8.8). The shape strongly depends on the preparation conditions 
(temperature, reducing atmosphere, substrate, etc.) and each catalyst should 
be characterized individually. Santiesteban et al. [8.23] found significant 
changes of the particle shape after a methanation reaction at high tempera
tures. 

8. 7 Particle Surface Roughness 

An important question that arises, is whether or not the particles have a 
smooth surface, as so far assumed in this chapter. Figure 8.10 shows a high
resolution weak-beam image of a square particle as in Fig.8 . 1. A close exa
mination of the fringes shows that they are not straight but bent irregularly. 
Since the fringes follow the changes in thickness very accurately, these un
dulations imply that the surface of the particle is not smooth. The "lateral" 
resolution of a pattern (R) can be defined in the kinematic approximation as 

I; 
R ~ ___.9. 

- 2 (8.5) 

Fig .8.10. High-resolution weak-beam image of a square particle showing wavy 
thickness fringes 
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Fig.8.11. Topographic 
maps of a 100 A square 
particle heated to dif
ferent temperatures; 
2500C, 350oC, 550oC, 
and 650°C 

If a roughness feature has a size r < R it will not be resolved. Then ac

cording to (8.5) with 1; g""5 A we obtain R""2.5 A. This means that monolayer 

roughness can be detected by the weak-beam method in the high-resolution li

mit. 
The general conclusion in our studies is that in most cases the particles 

have a rough surface structure. This statement is again valid for particles 

in catalysts [8.24]. Particle roughness can be studied systematically. Figure 

8.11 shows the topographic maps obtained from square gold particles at dif

ferent temperatures. Gold particles grown on a NaCl substrate at 10-9 Torr 

pressure and at 100°C were heated to different temperatures (without break

ing the vacuum) and cooled down to room temperature for observation. The 

thickness contours in Fig.8.11, indicating at first profiles of a square pyra

mid, change to an almost spherical form at high temperatures and then to a 

very irregular shape at highest temperatures. These results have been dis

cussed in terms of a roughening transition by Cabrera et al. [8.25]. 
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8. 8 Surface Sites on Rough Particles 

To correlate structure with catalytic activity, more detailed information 
about the surface structure is required. On the rough surface of a particle, 
atom arrays might exist which may be active sites for catalytic reactions. 
To obtain a correlation with chemical activity more quantitative information 
about the surface roughness is necessary. This is an extremely difficult 
task. However, some information can be obtained through simple calculations 
of the structure, as shown by Perez et al. [8.26]. These authors calculated 
the different stages of growth of cuba-octahedral particles. Their calcula
tions assume that an arri.ving atom will occupy a local minimum energy site, 
producing a metastable configuration which contains incomplete layers. This 
situation corresponds to rapid growth of the particle in which overall equi
librium cannot be attained . Figure 8.12 shows a computer simulation sequence 
of growth of a cuba-octahedral particle, with the surface roughness repro
duced. Figure 8.13 shows some of the different types of surface arrays of 
atoms that can be generated by surface roughness. The notation for each ar
ray is indicated in the figure. The distribution of the number of sites as 
a function of particle size can also be obtained, Fig.8.14. An important 
characteristic of this distribution is that there are oscillations in the 
number of sites, in contrast with the previous results of van Hardeveld and 

Fig.8.12 . Computer-simulated se
quence of the growth of a cuba
octahedral particle . Surface 
roughness is apparent [8.26] 

Fig.8 . 13. Arrays of atoms formed 
on the surface of a rough par
ticle 
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Fig.8.14. Curves for the number of sites on a particle as a function of the 
particle diameter normalized to the nearest-neighbor distance 

Hartog [8.27]. When the site distributions in Fig.8.14 are convoluted with 
the experimental size distributions of the catalyst, an estimate of the total 
number of sites can be obtained. 

This calculation is rather crude but can be used to interpret catalytic 
data, as shown in the following section. The reader is referred to the paper 
by Perez et al. [8.26] for further details of the calculations. 

8. 9 Correlation of Catalytic Activity with Structure 

Let us now discuss two structure-sensitive reactions that can be understood 
in terms of particle surface roughness: the hydrogenolysis of pentane by Rh 
particles [8.19] and the isomerization of 2-methyl pentane by Pt/y-Al 2o3 
[8.28]. Pentane hydrogenolysis was studied at 150°C using Rh catalysts on 
different supports (Si02, Al 2o3, Ti02, carbon, etc.). Catalysts with differ
ent mean particle size were obtained. Figure 8.15 shows the experimental 
turnover number versus catalyst dispersion at the reaction temperature. Con
ventional gas chromatography was used to determine the reaction products: 
methane, ethane, butane and propane. An interesting result shown in Fig.8.15 
is that catalysts with different crystal structure (cube-octahedron or ico
sahedron) but with similar mean particle size yield similar activities. The 
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Fig.8.15. Turnover number for hydrogenolysis versus particle dispersion (ex
perimental curve; ... theoretical curve) 

particle size itself appears to be the most important factor in determining 
the activity. It was assumed that the most likely sites for hydrogenolysis 
were arrays of five atoms (BA5 and BB 5), indicated in Fig.8.13, where the 
pentane molecule can be adsorbed. In Fig.8.15 the theoretical curve for the 
total number of B5 sites is shown. This curve was obtained by convolution of 
the distributions by Perez et al. [8.26] with the actual size distributions 
on the catalyst. The main experimental peaks of the activity (at 12-20 A 
average size) are reproduced by the theoretical curve. The peak at higher 
dispersions is shifted, but this might be the result of errors in the particle 
size determination in the very small particle range. The agreement between 
experiment and theory is considered remarkable. 

A second reaction is the isomerization of C-labeled hexanes which has been 
studied by GauZt and co-workers [8.28]. In their experiments, they have come 
to the conclusion that there are two main isomerization mechanisms: the bond 
shift, which involves a simple bond displacement, and the cyclic mechanism 
which involes a cyclic intermediate. Their data for isomerization of 2-methyl
pentane by Pt/Al 2o3 is shown in Fig.8.16, where the ratio between cyclic 
mechanism and bond shift is plotted as a function of catalyst dispersion. 
Using their published size distributions, we calculated the total number of 
sites of various kinds (the particles were assumed to be cuba-octahedrons, 
types of sites were tested by calculations). The best fit was obtained by as
suming that the active sites for cyclic isomerization are single surface atoms 
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(B 1 sites) and that the active sites for the bond shift mechanism are the ar
rays of two (B2) and three (B 3) atoms shown in Fig.8.13. In Fig.8.16 we plot
ted the ratio 

( 
number B1 ) 

number (B2 + s3) 

as a function of particle dispersion. Again, the agreement between theory 
and experiment is very good. This shows that even with simple geometrical 
models interesting correlations between structure and activity can be obtained. 
This kind of work, although still preliminary, appears to be very promising. 

8.10 Anomalous Structure in Electron Diffraction Patterns from Small 

Particles 

So far we have considered the fine structure of diffraction patterns which 
is related to twinning or to shape features such a wedges. There is an im
portant additional fine structure which is due to other factors. Figure 8.17 
shows a diffraction pattern from gold particles with a nearly hexagonal shape. 
The particles do not show any twin contrast in dark field images. In addition 
to the normal spots of the <111> zone axis there are six anomalous spots cor
responding to an interplanar distance of about 2.46 A, with an intensity com
parable to the regular spots. These spots have been observed before in con-
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Fig.8 . 17. Microdiffraction pattern of an hexagonally shaped gold particle 
at two orientations a) near the Laue condition, b) 1° off the Laue condition. 
Six 2.46 A spots are apparent. The pattern corresponds to a <00.1> hexagonal 
zone axis 

tinuous films of gold [8.29,30] and in gold particles [8.31,32]. Two main 
recent interpretations have been offered as the origin of the extra spots. 
The first, by Cherns [8.29], assumed that the spots were due to incomplete 
stacking terminations of the fcc sequence in monoatomic steps. This will pro
duce a weak finite intensity of hexagonal reflections. On the other hand, 

Metois and Heyeraud [8.31] and Tanishiro et al. [8.32] associated the for
bidden spots with the (23 x 1) surface superstructure found in {111 } surfaces 
of gold [8.33]. The extra spots are produced by the surface superstructure 
and by double diffraction. 

Neither of ESE models appears satisfactory to explain the results of 
microdiffraction of individual particles. In both it is expected that the in
tensity of the forbidden spots is much less than that of the "bulk" spots. 
As can be observed in Fig.8.17, the forbidden spots can have an intensity 
close to that of the "bulk" spots . This is clearly noted in the two tilting 
settings for the particle shown. On the other hand, the idea of surface steps 

does not appear appropriate for small particles since steps imply long-range 
crystalline order. The same problem arises for small particles (~ 100 A) with 

surface reconstruction. The full unit cell of the (23 x 1) superstructure 
will be about 66 A in size [8.33]. Therefore, reconstruction, at least in 

the sense it is used for large crystals, does not seem likely on small par

ticles. The surface roughness described in previous sections will produce 
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Table 8.1. Some hexagonal reflections of the fcc lattice 

Hexagonal fcc 
indices d (A) indices 

{00.1) 7.05 i rrationa 1 
{01.0) 
(1Q.O) 2.47 irrational 
(11.0) 
( 1L1) 2.35 ( 111) 
(01.1) 
(11.3) 1.71 i rra tiona 1 (01.3) 
( 01.2) 2.'03 (200) 
( 01. 4) 1.45 (220) 

certain effects in microdiffraction-patterns [8.34], such as streaks and 
weak extra spots, but will not provide an explanation for the strong for
bidden intensities. 

The anomalous diffraction features can be understood if one assumes that 
the fcc crystal diffracts like a hexagonal system. The hexagonal unit cell 
contained in the fcc cell will be defined by the following vectors: 

1 - 1 a = 2 a [110] b = 2 a [01!] c = a[111] 

This will produce the reflections (in hexagonal indices) shown in Table 
8.1. In terms of the hexagonal lattice, the pattern in Fig.8.17 corresponds 
to the <00.1> zone axis. Figure 8.18 shows another pattern corresponding to 
the <11.0> zone axis. 

In a normal fcc crystal many of the reflections in Table 8.1 will be can
celed out by scattering through successive layers, giving the normal fcc re·
flections, (111), (200), (220), etc. 

Several mechanisms can explain breaking the diffraction rules for fcc crys
tals, e.g., repeated faulting in the stacking sequence along the particle. 
This, however, will not explain all the reflections which were observed 
[8.35] and it will also produce a characteristic contrast which could not be 

observed experimentally. 
A possible mechanism to explain the results is that the atom positions 

in the particle are slightly displaced from those in the normal fcc struc
ture. Lateral atom displacements will explain the intensities of the extra 
spots and the pattern geometry. The displacements might be the results of a 
minimum energy configuration in particles of small size. Shifts of this kind 
have been proposed in LEED intensity studies of reconstructed surfaces [8.36]. 
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Fig.8.18. Diffraction pattern of a par
ticle showing possible buckling of the 
layers 

Fig.8.19. Possible models of an fcc 
part1cle showing buckling of the layers 

The present phenomenon seems to be the equivalent of surface buckling in the 
case of small metal particles. 

A detailed model of particle buckling will require a complete calculation 
of the minimum energy configuration, which is not available at present. How
ever, from the information that has been obtained by LEED studies of Au, Pt 
and Ir surfaces, some models can be suggeste [8 . 37]. Figure 8.19 shows some 
models of a buckled particle. This type of layer displacement can be gener
ated through internal strain in the particle due to size effects. The strain 
can be the result of partial dislocations produced during particle growth on 
a crystalline substrate. 

An additional possibility to explain the displacements might be the for
mation of a charge density wave (COW). In this model atoms are displaced from 
their ideal positions in a wave-line patterns by about 0.1 A [8.34]. This 
shift will suffice to explain the presence of strong forbidden reflections. 
The pattern in Fig.8.18 has reflections which appears at positions 1/5, 2/5, 
3/5, 4/5 of the distance between two strong spots. Therefore, this pattern 
can be described as a (1 x 5) supernet. Moreover some of the spots have a split 
corresponding to 1/20 of the distance between strong spots (in the perpendi
cular direction) and the supernet can be considered as a (5 x20) structure. 
This type of supernet has been well established for Au {100} surfaces of single 
crystals [8.38]. 

The basic (1 x5) structure can be generated through a COW with a wavelength 

of 5as (as =nearest neighborg distance) and with a direction parallel to close 
rows of atoms. This is a very plausible model to explain the pattern in Fig. 
8.18 . 
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Fig.8.20 . Simulated diffraction pattern of a cuba-octahedral particle cor
responding to (a) 8 A and (b) 35 A thickness 

Forbidden reflections might also be generated through other mechanisms . 
In particular, size and shape effects might produce extra spots in the pat
tern [8.4] which are expected to be more conspicuous in the case of small 
particles . The reciprocal lattice points of a faceted crystal are extended 
in all directions perpendicular to the facets. The intensity of a spike is 
roughly proportional to the area of the facet [8.39] : this effect has been 
used by Darby et al. [8.40] to study faceting in thin gold films by electron 
microscopy. On the other hand , the finite size of the crystal will produce 
some additional spots. These reflections will always correspond to integer 
indexes (in fcc notation) ; i.e., the spots will be forbidden only be zone 
axis considerations. Therefore, this will not explain the irrational spots 
in Table 8.1. 

Vazquez-Polo [8.41] has carried out extensive calculations of the effect 
of shape on diffraction patterns of cuba-octahedral particles . Figure 8.20 
shows the calculated patterns for a cuba-octahedral particle at different 
thickness . At 8 A thickness (Fig.8.20a) two sets of extra spots can be ob
served. The first one can be fcc indexed as {110} corresponding to an inter
planar distance of 2.85 A. The second set corresponds to an interplanar 
distance of 2.47 A to 1/3 {422}, or {1l .O} (in hexagonal notation) . However, 
when the thickness is increased to~35 A, the {110} reflections almost 
vanish (Fig .8.20b). The remaining irrational reflections are very weak with 
an intensity of about 10-2 Io (Io =intensity of the incident beam). For a 
200 A thick particle , the i rrational reflections also disappear. Therefore, 
it appears that the faceting alone is not sufficient to explain the observed 
intensity of the extra spots. The strong dynamic character of the diffraction 
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of small noble metal particles might change the intensity values. However, 
the general behavior expected in a full dynamic calculation is not expected 
to be substantially modified [8.5]. 

Buckling of layers appears to be the most likely mechanism to explain the 
presence of strong hexagonal reflections in the microdiffraction patterns of 
small metal particles. 

8. 11 Conclusions 

Modern electron microscopy offers new exciting possibilities for small-par
ticle characterization. 

We have shown that by combining weak-beam imaging methods with STEM micro
diffraction, it is possible to obtain accurate information about the shape 
and crystal structure of small metal particles. The results are applicable to 
both evaporated particles and supported catalysts. A whole variety of partic
le structures has been observed: sing_le or multiple twinning can exist in some 
cases, in others icosahedron and decahedral forms are present with non-fcc 
structures. 

Single-crystal fcc particles are in most cases shaped as truncated octa
hedrons. They generate a number of different variations, such as the cuba
octahedron, hexagonal or pentagonal platelets, etc. 

In all cases a very general property of the small particles is their sur
face roghness, which is likely to generate active sites for catalytic reac
tions. 

Finally, the study of anomalous diffraction intensities seems to indicate 
that the atom positions in the "bulk" of the particle are shifted with respect 
to the fcc ones. This might represent a very important property of small par
ticles with strong implications for the electronic structure. 

A more detailed understanding of the particle shape and properties opens 
up the possibility of systematic correlations between catalytic activity and 
structure which is one of the key goals of research in surface science. 
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9. Reconstruction of Metal Surfaces 

P.J.Estrup 

With 22 Figures 

9. 1 Introduction 

Any fundamental understanding of the microscopic properties of a solid sur
face requires a reasonably detailed model of the atomic geometry. As a start
ing point, the simplest possible structural model is usually chosen: it is 
assumed that the surface geometry is that which would result from a trunca
tion of the bulk solid with no other changes. Thus, the two-dimensional (20) 
periodicity of the outermost layer is assumed to be identical to that of an 
equivalent parallel layer in the bulk, and the spacing between adjacent 
layers in the "selvedge" region is assumed to be the same as in the interior 
of the crystal, Fig.9.la. 

However, the truncation model will not, in general, represent the most 
stable structure. The coordination of the surface atoms and the electronic 
structure in the selvedge region are not the same as in the bulk, and some 
changes in the atomic geometry may therefore occur for a real surface, Fig. 
9.lb. If the rearrangement leads to a change in the interlayer spacing per
pendicular to the surface, it is referred to as a "re~axation". If the rear
rangement results in a different 20 geometry of one or more surface layers, 
it is ca 11 ed a "reconstruction". 

It should be noted that this terminology is less precise than that used 
in 30 crystallography. In Fig.9.lb a translation vector of the substrate sur
face is doubled due to the lateral displacements of the atoms; the same 20 
periodicity could be achieved in other ways, for example by raising every 
other atom, producing a "buckled" surface, or by removing every other sur
face atom, producing microfacets. All three models would be examples of sur
face reconstruction. However, in 30 terminology only the last one would be 
classified as a reconstructive rearrangement [9.1]. The change leading to a 
structure such as that shown in Fig.9.lb would instead be termed dispZacive: 

no interatomic bonds are broken and no new ones are formed; the topology of 
the network is unaltered. For practical reasons this distinction between re-
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RECONSTRUCTION 

Fig.9.1a,b. Surface models. a) Side view of truncation model. The shaded cir
cles represent substrate atoms; the smaller filled circles represent adsorbed 
atoms. b) Side view of a reconstructed surface. The 2D periodicity of the sub
strate surface has doubled. In addition the spacing between the first two 
layers has been reduced 

constructive and displacive changes is rarely made in discussions of surfaces; 
in most cases where changes in the 2D periodicity have been observed it is not 
yet known with certainty which type of substrate rearrangement occurs. 

Surface reconstruction was first observed more than 25 years ago in LEED 
(low-energy electron diffraction) studies of clean silicon and germanium crys
tals [9.2]. It is now recognized as a common phenomenon on semiconductors 
[9.3], and the details of the resulting structures, as well as their relation
ship to the electronic and chemical properties of these surfaces continue to 
be topics of intense research efforts. By contrast, for clean metal surfaces 
it was thought that reconstruction was unimportant since, until fairly recent
ly, the only known examples were some low-index faces of platinum [9.4], gold 
[9.5,6], and iridium [9.7]. That view is no longer tenable. Surfaces of a 
number of other metals, including molybdenum [9.8] and tungsten [9.8,9] have 
been reported to reconstruct spontaneously; furthermore, it has become evident 
that in many systems the presence of chemisorbed species can induce a rear
rangement of the outermost metal atoms. Thus, the reconstruction phenomenon 
is not only a fundamental interest in studies of the atomic geometry, the elec
tronic structure and the phonon spectrum, but may also be essential for an 
understanding of the nature of adatom-substrate and adatom-adatom interactions 

in meta 1 s. 

9. 2 Surface Structures 

9. 2. 1 Survey 

Table 9.1 summarizes some of the available results for the reconstruction of 
clean metal surfaces. The list includes surfaces of both face-centered (fcc) 
and body-centered cubic (bee) crystals. In the former group are the {110} 
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Table 9.1. Reconstructed clean metal surfaces 

Surface Superstructure References 

Al {110} ( 5 X 1) 9.10 
Ir {110} ( 1 X 2) 9.11-17 
Pt {110} ( 1 X 2) 9.17-21 
Au {110} ( 1 X 2) 9.17,22-30 
Al {100} ( 12 X 12) 9.10 
Ir {100} ( 1 X 5) 9.7,31-33 
Pt {100} ( 20 X 5), "hex" 9.4,31-36 
Au {100} (20 X 5); c(26x68) 9.5,6,32,33,37-39 
Au {111} ( 13 X 22) 9.32,40,41 
v {100} ( 5 X 1) 9.42,43 
Cr {100} ( 12 x-12) 9.44,45 
Mo {100} I - ( 12 X 12) 9.8,46 
w {100} (12 X 12) 9.8,9,47-49 

and {100} faces of Al, Ir, Pt and Au and the {111} face of Au; in the latter 
group are the {100} faces of Mo and W, and possibly V and Cr. 

The experimental evidence for the surface structure has come primarily 
from investigations by LEED [9.50-52] and, more recently, by HEIS or RBS 
[9.54] (i.e., high-energy ion scattering, also known as Rutherford backscat
tering), by FIM (field ion microscopy) [9.16,66-57], by helium atom diffrac
tion [9.58], by electron microscopy [9.30,59], and by scanning tunneling 
microscopy [9.25,60]. Additional, but less direct, information has been ob
tained by correlation of structural data with measurements concerning the sur
face electronic structure, e.g., photoemission [9.61] and work function [9.62], 
and with chemisorption studies involving kinetics of adsorption, diffusion 
and desorption, and surface phase diagrams. Some examples are given in the 
following sections. 

There has been considerable controversy over the cleanliness of the surfaces 
used experimentally. It is difficult, in general, to rule out completely that 
impurities play a role in stabilizing the reconstruction, but at least for 
Al, Ir, Pt, Au, Mo and W the impurity content is below the detection limit of 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). There is some doubt, however, that super
structures observed on V{100} [9.42] and Cr{100} [9.44] indeed are intrinsic 

to clean surfaces. Thus, the V{100}(5 x 1) structure has recently been ascribed 
to an oxygen impurity [9. 43], and the formation of the ( 12 x 12) structure on 

clean Cr{100} has not been reproduced [9.45]. 
A thorough search for reconstruction, with negative results, has been made 

for some surfaces, notably Nb{100} [9.63] and Ta{100} [9.64], uut the absence 
of a particular surface from the list (Table 9.1) does not necessarily mean 
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that it does not reconstruct. r~any surface orientations have not yet been 
studied, and each requires careful investigations over a wide temperature 
range. The difficulties are exemplified by the Mo{l00} reconstruction [9.8]; 
the formation of the modulated (incommensurate) I-(/2x/2) structure is ob
served only below room temperature and is inhibited by both structural imper
fections and chemical impurities. 

There are indications that metals which do not ordinarily exhibit surface 
reconstruction may do so if deposited as a thin film on another substrate. 
Thus, Co on Cu{100} shows a (/2x/2) reconstruction already in the first 
layer, and the reconstruction persists as several additional epitaxial layers 
are deposited [9.65]. On the other hand, in studies of Au{llO} films on Ag{llO} 
it was found that the reconstruction does not set in until the Au film is 4-5 
layers thick [9.66]. Clearly, composite systems of this type are promising 
candidates for studies of the reconstruction phenomenon. 

Reconstruction may also be induced by chemisorption. Since new chemical 
bonds are formed, a perturbation of the substrate geometry should always be 
expected. However, in an increasing number of chemisorption systems it is 
found that the adsorbate causes unexpectedly large (0.1-0.2 A) lateral dis
placements of substrate atoms. These structural changes can explain the long
standing puzzle of how a fractional monolayer of weakly scattering adatoms, 
such as hydrogen, can produce strong extra beams in the LEED pattern. Among 
the known examples are H/Ni{llO} [9.67-69], H/Mo{100} [9.46], H/Pd{l10} [9.70], 
and H/W{l00} [9.71-77]. Other adsorbate-substrate combinations for which re
construction has been demonstrated, or at least made highly plausible, are 
S/Fe{110} [9.78], CO/Mo{l00} [9.79], N/W{100} [9.80], and O/W{110} [9.81]. 
Of course, if the adsorbing gas is highly reactive and if its pressure is suf
ficiently high, 30 compounds (e.g., oxides, sulfides, halides) may form, 
causing major disruption of the metal lattice. Such processes will not be 
considered as surface reconstructions in the present discussion and they are 
beyond the scope of this survey. 

Several reviews of metal surface relaxation, with or without simultaneous 
reconstruction, are available [9.50-52]. Clean surfaces with dense packing, 
e.g., fcc{111} and bcc{110}, usually show a very small contraction of d12 , 
the distance between the first and second layers, of magnitude 1% or less. 
r~ore "open" surfaces, e.g., bcc{lOO} and fcc{llO}, can have larger contrac
tions, typical values being 5%-10%, but adsorbates tend to restore d12 to the 
bulk value. The experimental data, mainly from LEED and HEIS, have most often 
been fitted with d12 as the only adjustable parameter. Recent theoretical stu
dies [9.82] suggest, however, that multilayer relaxation may be important. 
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Experimental results for copper surfaces [9.83-85] confirm that prediction; 
for the Cu{110} surface d12 is found to be contracted by 5%-8%, and d23 to 
be expanded by 2%-3%. Similar data are not yet available for reconstructed 
surfaces . 

Below are given some additional structural details for reconstructed me
tal surfaces, the possible driving mechanism for the transformations are con
sidered, and chemical consequences of the reconstruction are discussed. 

9. 2. 2 fcc {7 7 0} S ur{aces 

The {110} surfaces of iridium, platinum and gold all reconstruct in the clean 
state to give a (1 x 2) structure, i.e . , to have double periodicity in the 
{001 } direction. Figure 9.2 shows the resulting LEED pattern . Many attempts 
have been made to find a single model that would agree with all the experi
mental data obtained for these three surfaces, but so far none has been en
tirely successful . Figures 9.3b,c and d show three models most often consi
dered. The structure in Fig.9 . 3b is the "paired-row" model which is formed 
from the truncated solid (Fig.9.3a) by lateral displacements of the close
packed rows in the first layer so that the (1 x2) geometry is obtained . Fi
gure 9.3c shows the "buckled-surface" model, in which alternate rows in the 
first layer are raised and lowered with respect to the second layer. The 
"missing-row" model is shown in Fig .9.3d; in this model every other close
packed row in the first layer has been removed. 

On the basis of LEED intensity analyses, the preferred model is the mis
sing-row structure, even though the R factor (which measures the agreement 

Fig.9 .2. LEED pattern from a clean 
Au{110 } surface, showing the 
(l x2) structure 
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Fig.9.3a. Truncation model 
of a fcc{110 } surface. The 
open circles represent the 
first layer of metal atoms, 
the shaded circles represent 
the second, third and fourth 
layers . b) "Paired row" mo
del of the fcc{l00}(1 x 2) 
structure. c) "Buckled sur
face" model of the fcc{110} 
(1 x 2) structure . d) "Mis
sing row" : model of the 
fcc{ll0 }(1 x 2) structure. 
e) Model of the fcc £110} 
(1 x 2) structure combining 
missing rows (first layer) 
and paired rows (second 
layer) [9.29] 

between model and experiment [9 .86,871) is only in the marginally satisfac

tory range for Ir£110} [9 . 15] and Pt£110} [9.19] and seems too high for 
Au {110} [9 .23,24]. It is possible that improved agreement could be achieved 

by changing the positions of the atoms in the second, and perhaps even the 
third layer . A model with such modifications is shown in Fig.9.3e, combining 

missing rows in the first layer with paired rows in the second. The model was 
proposed to explain X-ray diffraction data for the Au{110} surface [9 . 29] . 
This technique, which has only recently been applied to surface structural 
problems, has the advantage that the diffraction data can be directly inver

ted to yield interatomic distances. It should therefore be free from the main 
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difficulties inherent in a LEED intensity analysis. Nevertheless, the model 
(Fig.9.3e) appears to have unrealistic features; in particular the distance 
between the first and second layer has been expanded by<><40% relative to the 
bulk value. 

The most convincing evidence for a missing-row model is provided by sev
eral direct imaging techniques. First, FIM observations of Ir{110} favor this 
model possibly with a lateral shift of the second layer [9.16,88]. Second, 
the surface reconstruction of small gold particles has been observed with 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the atomic-scale images confirm 
the (1 x 2) periodicity with missing rows [9.30]. Third, the Au{110} surface 
has been investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [9.25] and the 
results demonstrate the large corrugation associated with the missing-row 
model. The STM is done by scanning a very thin metal tip over the surface 
and measuring the electron tunnel current [9.89]. In the simplest picture 
this current varies monotonically with the distance between the surface and 
the tip and a 30 picture of the surface topography can therefore be construc
ted. Figure 9.4 shows an STM image of a partially disordered Au{110} surface 
[9.90]. In the area to the left of point A the double periodicity in the 
<001> direction is clearly seen. Between A and B there are regions with 
(1 x3) and (1 x4) corrugation. All steps are made of {111} facets, suggest
ing that the formation of these close-packed planes provides the driving 
force for the reconstruction. 

The principal shortcoming of the missing-row model is its apparent inabi
lity to explain the rapid phase change induced by certain adsorbates [.9.18, 
21,91,92]. When CO, NO or Cl 2 adsorbs on Ir{110} or Pt{110}, the transforma
tion (1 x 2) .... (1 x 1) is observed in LEED, which would indicate that the mis
sing rows somehow are being restored. To accomplish this, half a monolayer 
of metal atoms must, in a minute or so, diffuse over distances of perhaps 
50 A or more. Estimates of the diffusion rate for Pt suggests, however, that 
at room temperature a metal atom would on the average make less than a single 
diffusion jump in the available time interval [9.17], and the phase change 
therefore seems impossible. 

To resolve this problem yet another model for the fcc{110}(1 x 2) surface 
has been proposed [9.17]. It is the "sawtooth" structure shown in Fig.9.5. 
Every other close-packed row has been rolled sideways and upwards, but no 
atom has had to move more than one lattice spacing. The structure has {100} 
and {111} facets and the unit cell therefore has lower symmetry than in the 
missing-row model (Fig.9.3d). Measurements by spin-polarized LEED have in
deed indicated that this should be the case [9.26,27]. Furthermore, the very 
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Fig.9.4. STM [9.90] picture of a partially disordered Au{l10}(1 x 2) surface. 
The reconstructed surface consists of ribbons of narrow {111} facets along 
the <110> direction. Divisions on the crystal axes are 5 A. The stra ight 
lines help visuali ze the terraced structure with monolayer steps (e.g., at S). 
Below each line the missing rows, and above each line the remaining rows, 
are enhanced. The numbers on the top scan give distances between maxima in 
units of the bulk lattice spacing. The inset shows the proposed structural 
model for the observed corrugation between A and B 

Fig .9.5. "Sawtooth model" of the fcc{110}(1 x2 ) structure [9.17]. It can be 
formed from the truncated solid by displacing every other close-packed row 
(in the first layer ) upwards and laterally along the [221] direction 

large corrugation tends to be supported by helium diffraction experiments 

[9.58]. Unfortunately, the sawtooth model does not fit the X-ray diffraction 

data [9.29] and it is inconsistent with the STM picture (Fig.9.4) since half

integer l attice spacings should then be seen between the maxima from a (1 x 2) 

and an adjacent (1 x3 ) channel [9.90]. 

At a temperature of about 700 K the clean Au{ll0}(1 x 2) structure disorders 

in a reversible phase transition. A study [9.22] of the (0~) LEED beam pro

files indicates that one-dimensional disordering occurs consisting of a break

up of long <110> channels. There should, therefore, be little change in the 

local configuration of an individual surface atom. This is consistent wi th 

HEIS results [9.93] which show no abrupt change in the area of the surface 

peak (a measure of the number of displaced surface atoms) across the phase 

transition. It should be possible to obtain information about the mechanism 

and energeti cs of the reconstruct ion by stati stical-mechani ca l modeli ng of 

the transition [9.94] but such efforts are hampered by the lack of a definitive 
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structural model and by indications that the thermal stability of the (1 x 2) 
structure may vary from sample to sample [9.95,96]. 

Table 9.1 also lists Al{110} as an fcc metal surface undergoing spontan
eous reconstruction. Aluminum is of particular interest in this context be
cause it shows that reconstruction is not restricted to transition, or d-band, 
metals. The samples were prepared by epitaxial growth on GaAs(100) and the 
reconstruction was independent of the Al film thicknesses which ranged from 
~.1 to 1 ~m [9.10]. It should be noted that the observed superstructure had 
( 5 x 1) periodicity, i.e. , quite different from that on the other metals. No 
structural models have been proposed for this surface. 

9. 2. 3 fcc {100} Surfaces 

Iridium{lOO}, Pt{lOO} and Au{100} can be prepared with a (1 x 1) periodicity, 
by appropriate surface treatments [9.97-99]. However, all three are metas
table and at elevated temperature reconstruct spontaneously and irreversibly 
to produce similar-but not identical-superstructures. The simplest case is 
Ir{l00} which in LEED shows a (1x5) periodicity [9.7,31]. Two models pro
posed for this surface are sketched in Fig.9.6 [9.32,33]. In both models the 
first layer of Ir atoms forms a hcp arrangement which periodically comes into 
registry with the square array of the second layer. The ( 1 x 5) periodicity 
requires 4% compression relative to a bulk {111} plane, but this strain is 
assumed to be relieved by buckling of the first layer. In the model of Fig. 
9.6a the atoms in registry occupy twofold bridge sites; in Fig.9.6b, they 
are positioned directly on top of atoms in the second layer. If it is assumed 
that bond lengths are the same as in the bulk, the buckling in a is about 
0.5 A, (i.e., ±0.25 A relative to the middle plane); in b the buckling is 
somewhat larger,~ 0.8 A [9.32]. A LEED intensity analysis [9.33] gives best 
agreement with model a, but with somewhat less buckling, i.e., with reduced 
bond length of the surface atoms. Evidence in support of the hexagonal model 
has come from photoelectron spectroscopy [9.62] which shows that the elec
tronic structure of the reconstructed {100} surface is very similar to that 
of the ordinary {111} surface. As in the case of the {110} faces, the tenden
cy to form a close-packed structure provides a possible rationale for the 
reconstruction. 

A problem with the models shown in Fig.9.6 is that the density in the first 
layer is 20% higher than in the (metastable) {100} structure and, as for {110}, 
it is difficult to explain the kinetics of the structural transformations. 
To overcome this difficulty it has been proposed [9.32,100] that the models 
in Fig.9.6 should be modified to contain rows of vacancies in the top layers, 
possibly combined with some lateral shifts of the atoms. The rows must of 
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Fig.9.6A,B . Models of the Ir{l00}(1 x 5) surface. The atoms in the first 
layer, shaded circles, form a hexagonal arrangement, which comes into regis
try with the second every fifth lattice spacing. In A the atoms in registry 
use "two-bridge" sites; in B "top/center" registry is used [9.32] 

Fig.9.7. LEED pattern from a clean 
Au{100} surface . The structure 
has been labeled (20 x 5} or 
c( 26 x 68) 

course be regularly spaced to maintain the (1 x 5) periodicity. Such models 
could be acceptable according to LEED analyses [9.33] but would indicate a 

considerably more complex driving mechanism for the reconstruction . 
A LEED pattern from the stable surface of clean Au{lOO} is shown in Fig. 

9.7 [9 .38] . Although the extra beams are near the 1/5 order positions, the 

structure clearly does not have a simple (1 x 5) periodicity . A (20 x 5) struc
ture has been proposed for this surface [9.101]; it gives rise to most but 

not all of the observed spot splitting, and the best current estimate is that 
the surface has a c(26 x68) unit mesh [9.32] but an incommensurate structure 
is obviously another possibility. This periodicity can be produced from the 
hexagonal (1 x 5) arrangement (Fig.9.6) by an additional periodic modulation, 
for example, in the form of regularly spaced dislocations. However, the size 
of the unit mesh prevents a detailed LEED intensity analysis . 
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Fig.9.8. STM picture of 
a Au{100}(1 x 5) surface. 
The smooth areas are the 
clean surface. The areas 
with pronounced peaks 
are attributed to islands 
containing C. The divi
sions on the crystal axes 
are 5 A a~art. The scale 
along [011] and the [OXYJ 
direction (roughly 6oo 
from [011]) are uncertain 
due to experimental dif
ficulties [9.101] 

Both HEIS [9.37] and He atom diffraction [9.39] data confirm that the top 
layer of reconstructed Au{100} closely resembles a hcp layer. The only signi
ficant corrugation observed in He diffraction is that corresponding to the 
(1 x 5) periodicity. A series of models with this unit cell has been tested 
but only moderate agreement with the measurements was obtained [9.39]. It 
seems likely that a successful model must include a rearrangement also of 
the second and perhaps deeper layers. 

A direct image of the Au{100} surface has been obtained by STM [9.101], 
(Fig.9.8). It exhibits smooth areas with apparent (1 x 5) periodicity but in 
this case the resolution is not sufficient to resolve the detailed atomic 
arrangement. (The clusters of large peaks in the picture are ascribed to lo
calized surface states, due to "dangling bonds" associated with carbon im
purities, for which an enhanced resolution is predicted [9.102].) 

The LEED pattern from a reconstructed Pt{100} surface also shows split
ting of the 1/5 order beams [9.4,103]. As for Au{100}, the structure is often 
referred to as (20 x 5) [9.36,104], but apparently any one of a series of clo
sely related structures may be produced, possibly depending on steps and 
other defects [9.33]. These structures may be derived from the hexagonal ar
rangement by a small periodic modulation. A detailed LEED intensity analysis 
is impossible also in this case due to the very large unit mesh. 
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Fig.9.9. HEIS results for CO ad
sorptlon on Pt{100}. The ordinate 
is the <100> surface backscatter
ing yield of 1 MeV 4He+ ions, 
measured at 198 K [9.36] 

Several studies have been made of the transformation of Pt{100}(20 x 5) to 

(1 x 1) which can be induced by adsorption of H2,co, and other gases [9.35,36, 

98,104-106]. The transformation is reversed when the gas is desorbed. The 

effect of CO adsorption at 198 K is shown by the HEIS data in Fig.9.9 [9.36]. 

The yield of backscattered ions decreases monotonically with increasing CO 

coverage and then levels off at about 0.5 monolayers, which is also the cover

age at which the 1/5 order beams can no longer be seen in the LEED pattern. 

As seen from the change in the magnitude of the surface peak, about 

1.65 x 1015 Pt atoms cm-2 move back into registry with the bulk during the 

(20 x 5) .... (1 x 1) transition. Since the density for a {100} plane is only 
15 -2 1. 28 x 10 Pt atoms em , more than the first 1 ayer must be i nvo 1 ved in the 

reconstruction. Thus, according to this measurement, the structure must con

tain displacements (larger than 0.1 A) also in deeper lying layers. However, 

it is conceivable that a different interpretation of the data can be made if 

the induced transition does not lead to an ordered (1 x 1) surface but to a 

disordered arrangement, as suggested by recent LEED observations [9.107]. 

The Al{100} reconstruction does not follow the pattern of the other metals 

in this group. In RHEED studies of Al{100} films epitaxially grown on GaAs, 

it was found that the surface reconstructs at low temperature (~ 200 K) to 

give a c(2 x 2) periodicity [9.10]. If the temperature is raised, the!;, order 

beams weaken and disappear near 420 K. However, this transition can be re

versed by again lowering the temperature. A weak c(2 x 2) reconstruction was 

also observed on a {100} surface of a bulk Al crystal [9.10]. The rearrange

ment is believed to be displacive, but no structural models have been proposed. 

9. 2. 4 fcc { 7 7 7} Surfaces 

The only member of this group known to reconstruct is Au{111} [9.32,40,41]. 

In the LEED pattern [9.106] from the clean surface each integral order spot 
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is surrounded by hexagonal arrays of extra spots. The interpretation again 
involves a distorted hexagonal array. Thus, the pattern appears to arise 
from a superposition of three equivalent domains, rotated 120° from each 
other, each having ( 13 x 22) unit mesh [9.32]. The position of the extra spots 
in the pattern indicates a uniaxial contraction of the first layer by 4.5%. 
It should be noted that an almost identical interpretation has been given of 
images of crystallite surfaces observed by electron microscopy (TEM) [9.59, 
108]. 

9. 2. 5 bcc{100} Surfaces 

As ment~oned in Sect.9.2.1, there is reason to doubt that the superstructures 
observed on V{100} and Cr{100} are characteristic of the clean surfaces. Only 
W{100} and Mo{100} will, therefore, be considered here. 

When a clean W{l00} surface is cooled below room temperature, new (~) 
beams appear in the LEED pattern (Fig.9.10), showing the formation of a 
(/2x!Z)-also called c(2x2)-structure [9.8,9,109]. The(~) beam intensity 
varies gradually with temperature (Fig.9.11), and the change is very rapid 
and completely reversible, indicative of a displacive phase transition. The 
behavior of Mo{100} is very similar [9.8] except that the low-temperature 
phase is a modulated (/2x/2) structure which gives a quartet of spots sur
rounding the (~f2) position in the LEED patern (Fig.9.12). The separation of 
the extra spots is between 1/8 and 1/9 of the reciprocal lattice parameter, 
and possibly the superstructure is incommensurate with the bulk lattice. 

A model of the clean W{100}(/2x/2) structure is sketched in Fig.9.13a. 
The atoms in the top layer (shaded circles) have been displaced along <11> 
to form zigzag chains; the resulting arrangement has p2mg symmetry [9.47]. 
The direction of d, the surface component of the displacement, can be inferred 
from the symmetry of the LEED pattern. In most experiments the pattern has 
fourfold symmetry about the origin, as in Fig.9.10, because the pattern is a 
sum of intensities from equivalent domains rotated 90° with respect to each 
other. Surface steps can lift this rotational degeneracy, and the extra spots 
along a <11> line through the origin are then found to be weak or absent 
[9.47,110]. This is symptomatic of a glide line along the corresponding direc
tion for the real structure and it unambiguously determines the symmetry ele
ments of the unit mesh, and hence the direction of d. The systematic extinc
tions in the LEED pattern also prove that all the W atoms in the top layer 
lie in the same plane [9.49]. By LEED intensity analyses [9.72,111] and HEIS 
measurements [9.73], the magnitude of d has been determined to be ~0.2 A 
(0.16-0.25 A). (The displacements have been exaggerrated in Fig.9.13 for clari-
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Fig.9 . 14. Model of the clean reconstructed Mo{100} surface, corresponding to 
the LEED pattern sketched in the inset below {cf. Fig.9.12). The wavelength 
of the displacement wave is 8/7{12 a0 ) which is a more realistic choice than 
that used in a previous illustration [9.46) 

ty.) The interlayer spacing d12 is found to be 1.49 A, corresponding to a 
6% contraction [9 .111). 

Fewer studies have been made of the reconstructed Mo{100 } surface; the 
large unit mesh will in any case make a LEED intensity analysis difficult. 
To construct a possible model of the 20 arrangement it is convenient to start 
with the (1 x 1) structure and then impose a periodic lattice distortion 
(PLD) with wave vector k determined from the diffraction pattern [9.112). The 
inset in Fig.9.14 shows the appropriate k vector for Mo{100} and for purposes 
of illustration its magnitude is taken to be k = i (f 12 a*), where a* is the 
reciprocal lattice parameter. The displacement wave, assumed to be simple 
harmonic, is then given by d{r) = d sin{kr), where r denotes the lattice 
positions. For the nth atom in a row along <11> (parallel to k) the displace
ment is d = d sin(n 7;). The direction {but not the magnitude) of d can also 
be found from the LEED pattern in this case. The (kinematical) diffraction 

Fig.9 . 10 . LEED pattern from a clean W{100} surface at ~150 K. The reconstruc
ted surface has (12 x 12) -also called c(2 x 2) -periodicity 

Fig .9.11. Temperature dependence of LEED beams from W{100}. I(10) and I(~~) 
denote the (integrated) intensity of the (10) and. (~) beam, respectively. 
FWHM is the angular width of the (~12) beam 

Fig.9 .12. LEED pattern from a clean Mo{100} surface at ~150 K. The periodi
city is that of a modulated, possibly incommensurate, ( 12 x 12) structure 

Fig .9.13a . Model of the reconstructed W{l00 } surface (top view). The (/2 x !2) 
unit mesh is shown; it has p2mg symmetry. b) Model of the hydrogen-induced 
reconstruction of W{100}. The unit mesh has c2mm symmetry. The small filled 
circles represent H atoms occupying bridge sites on "dimers" or W atoms 
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amplitude is A"' Lj exp(ik·rj), and the leading term in the expression for 
the diffracted intensity of the extra beams, at normal incidence, becomes 
[9. 75,112] 

l(k) = A(k)A*(k) "' (k·d) 2 

When d is perpendicular to k, or nearly so, the diffracted beams are predic
ted to be absent or weak. Application of this argument to the Mo{100} case 
shows that the distortion wave must be longitudinal [9.46], i.e., as for 
W{100} the displacements are along <11>. The model in Fig.9.14 has been drawn 
accordingly; it shows zigzag chains similar to those in Fig.9.13a, but with 
a modulated lateral separation of the atoms. 

Attempts have been made to image directly the reconstructed surfaces by 
FIM. However, if ordinary procedures are used no lateral displacements can 
be seen in the micrographs [9.55]. Presumably the reason is that the energy 
difference between the nonreconstructed and reconstructed surfaces (or be
tween reconstructions with different displacement directions) is small 
[9.113] and that the large electric field which is applied in FIM signifi
cantly perturbs the surface [9.57,114,115]. In particular, on clean W{100} 
and Mo{100} the electric field may cause a change in the direction of the 
atomic displacements from in plane (M5 phonon mode) to out of plane (M1 pho
non mode) [9.113,116]. The occurrence of the latter under FIM conditions is 
indicated by the results illustrated in Fig.9.15,16 [9.56]. It is found that 
field evaporation from the metal surface does not remove atoms at random; in
stead vacancies are produced such that the remaining atoms form first a 
(2 x 2) and then a c(2 x2) structure. On W{l00} this effect can be observed 
at temperatures up to 500-600 K. 

The in-plane distortions, present when no field is applied, also persist 
at quite high temperatures. Figure 9.11 shows the temperature dependence of 
several features in the LEED pattern from clean W{100}[9.8,117,118]. The in
tensity of the (~) beam decreases much faster than that of an integral order 
beam, and the width of the (!-h) beam increases noticeably for T ~250 K. This 
temperature is taken to be the critical temperature Tc, above which the long
range order of (/2x/2") vanishes. The long "tail", of the (!-,h) intensity 
curve above Tc is therefore ascribed to distortions possessing only short

range order. 
The modification of reconstruction by adsorbates, in particular by hydro

gen, has been studied for both W{100}[9.71,75-77,119] and Mo{100}[9.46,112]. 
In the presence of hydrogen a variety of new surface structures is observed, 
depending on the coverage and temperature. A portion of the phase diagram for 
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Fig.9.15a-d . Field ion micrographs of W{100} at low temperature. a) An ini
tial apparent (1 x 1) structure obtained by low-temperature field evaporation. 
b) A final (/2 x /2) arrangement obtained by field evaporation at 430 K. 
c,d) Hard-sphere models reproducing (a) and (b) respectively [9.56] 

H/WOOO } is shown in Fig.9.17 [9.120]. In addition to an H-induced (/2 x 12) 

structure the phase diagram contains a prominent region where the surface is 
incommensurate with the bulk lattice. At coverages e .:::,0.5 a phase with long
range order in only one direction is produced. At still higher coverages the 
adsorbate-induced features in the LEED patterns are weak. This agrees with 
HEIS measurements [9.73] which indicate that W atom displacements diminish 
in this coverage range (Fig.9.18). Not included in the phase diagram is a 
transition which occurs at e;:_0.1 between the (/2 x /2) structure of clean 
W{100} (Fig.9.13a) and the hydrogen-induced structure (Fig.9.13b). In this 
transition the direction of the W atom displacements switches from <11> to 
<10> [9.75,77]. The adsorbed H atoms, which scatter too weakly to be located 
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Fig.9.16a-f. Low-temperature field ion micrographs of Mo{100}, showing va
cancy creat1on mechanism in field evaporation at elevated temperature, lead
ing to the formation of apparent (/2x 12) configuration from an initial ap
parent (1 x 1) structure . a) Initial plane formed by field evaporation at low 
temperature. b) Same plane after specimen heated to 450 K with the field held 
at just below evapoaration . c) Same plane after removal of adatoms, showing 
a few vacancies. d,e) Same plane after repeating procedures in (b) and (c). 
f) Final configuration of the same plane after further field evaporation at 
450 K. The plane contains 42 atoms which, with the exception of only two 
atoms, conforms to a (/2x/2) structure [9 . 56] 

by LEED, have been shown by EELS [9.74] to occupy bridge sites on the tungsten 
dimers, Fig.9.13b. Structural models for the other phases seen in Fig.9 . 17 

are still under investigation . Among the open questions is the precise geome

try of the high-temperature (1 x 1) phase [9.76,77 ,114,120,121] and of the in

commensurate phase [9.76,77,120]; and the effect of steps and other defects 
on the reconstruction [9.76,77,122,123]. 

There have been fewer studies of H/Mo{100} than of H/W{100 } but the avail

able data show strong similarities between the two systems. The phase diagram 

for H/Mo{100} contains a series of commensurate and incommensurate phases 

[9.112] and an adsorbate-induced switching of direction of the displacements 
occurs also for this substrate [9.46]. 
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Fig.9.17. Phase diagram for the 
H/W{100} chemisorption system in the 
temperature-coverage plane. The nar
row strip to the left of zero cover
age represents the clean surface [ 9.120] 
Fig.9.18 .. Effects of hydrogen adsorp
tion on W{100}. The panel on top shows 
the decrease in the W atom displace
ments as measured by HEIS. The middle 
panels shows the desorption energy for 
H2. The bottom panel shows the entropy 
change per surface W atom (in units of 
Boltzmann's constant) [9.120] 
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It seems clear that surface reconstruction results from a tendency towards 
minimum surface free energy. However, an accurate calculation of the free 
energy is very difficult and theoretical predictions of the equilibrium geo
metry of metal surfaces are almost completely lacking. 

The experimental evidence suggests that reconstructive rearrangements are 
favored on fcc metals whereas displacive rearrangements are favored on bee 
metals. As discussed in Sects.9.2.2,3, the preferred models for Ir, Au and 
Pt can be rationalized on the assumption that the surface atoms tend to form 
a close-packed {111} configuration. The reconstructed surface then has fewer 
"dangling bonds" per surface atom; apparently, for {110} faces, the resulting 
reduction in energy more than compensates for the increase in surface area 
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Fig.9.19. Calculated electronic density of states 
for W{100}. The upper panel shows the DOS for the 
topmost surface layer. The lower panel shows the 
corresponding DOS in the bulk crystal [9.126] 

which accompanies the microfacetting. Obviously, this cannot be true in gener
al, since no reconstruction is seen on clean Ag and Pd surfaces, for example. 
Thus, at least a semiquantitative calculation of the electronic energy may be 
required in each case. 

The explanation of the displacive rearrangement on clean W{100} and Mo{100} 
also depends on a detailed understanding of the surface electronic structure 
[9.119,124-128]. The density of states (DOS) for these two substrates has been 
calculated and Fig.9.19 shows representative results for W{100} [9.126]. The 
DOS of the unreconstructured surface layer (upper curve) is quite different 
from that of a parallel layer in the bulk (lower curve). In particular, the 
DOS contains a large peak just below the Fermi energy EF. A change in atomic 
geometry may split these states into lower-lying (filled) and higher-lying 
(empty) states, thereby reducing the total electronic energy. This mechanism 
is analogous to a Jahn-Teller transition in which a partially filled degenerate 
level is split into bonding and antibonding states (and it deemphasizes some
what the role previously assigned to the electrons at the Fermi level [9.8, 
124,126,129,130]. On Nb{100} and Ta{100} EF falls below the peak in the DOS; 
no reconstruction is therefore expected and none is observed experimentally 
[9.63,64]. 

The displacive transformations, driven by lowering the electronic energy, 
raise the elastic energy by distorting the lattice. To determine the final 
(equilibrium) geometry, a detailed lattice-dynamical calculation is necessary. 
Model calculations for W{100} indicate that the (12 x 12) structure indeed is 
favored over a wide range of values of the force constants [9.113]. This dis
tortion corresponds to the "freezing out" of either M5 (in-plane displacements) 
or M1 (out-of-plane displacements) phonon modes [9.113,116]. Incommensurate 
structures also appear in such model calculations, made possibly by the differ
ence between the force constants in the top and the lower layers. 
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Fig.9.20. Model of the N/W{100} surface at a fractional nitrogen coverage of 
< 0.4. The filled circles represent N atoms. The large shadded circles represent w atoms in the top layer which for an unreconstructed surface would be located at the center of the squares. The inset below shows the corresponding LEED pattern [9.80] 

Fig.9.21a,b. Model of the Fe{llO} p(2 x 2)-S surface. The shaded circles representS atoms, the large open circles iron atoms in the first substrate layer. a) Unreconstructed surface; b) reconstructed surface [9.78] 

Several theoretical studies have been made of the effect of adsorbates on 
the di splacive transformations [9.128,131-133]. For a mobile adsorbate, like 
hydrogen, on W{100} the adsorbate-substrate interactions can be shown to lead 
to the experimentally observed switching in the displacement direction, to 
the increase in Tc for the (/2 x /2) structure, and-at higher coverages-to 
the formation of an incommensurate phase. In this system the adsorbate only 
modifies the substrate phase transition. However, in cases where the adatom
substrate interaction is very strong it may dominate the equilibrium structure. 
The N/W{100} surface, a model of which is shown in Fig.9.20, appears to be 
such a case [9.80]. The top layer of W atoms forms contracted domains, so pro
ducing the most favorable N-W coordination. Thus, long-range cooperative ef
fects are probably of minor significance in this reconstruction. Another example 
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of a reconstruction driven primarily by adsorbate bonding forces is shown 
in Fig.9.21b. Sulfur adsorbs on the Fe{110} surface to give a p(2 x 2) perio
dicity. On the unreconstructed surface (Fig.9.21a) the S-Fe bonds are either 
quite long or quite short; the reconstruction positions the substrate atoms 
so that the four S-Fe bonds are nearly equivalent and have the most favor
able length [9.78]. It should be noted that a similar driving mechanism can
not explain the H/W{100} structure sketched in Fig.9.13b. On that surface the 
H atoms form a dilute layer [9.134] and a large fraction of theW dimers do 
not have an adatom on top. 

9. ll Reconstruction Effects on Chemisorption 

As discussed above, an adsorbate may strongly affect the properties of the 
substrate. By the same token, substrate reconstruction can profoundly in
fluence the behavior of an adsorbed layer. The existence of this effect was 
realized only recently, but a few illustrations will suffice to show its 
importance. 

Figure 9.22 give some results for the H/Mo{100} surface. The upper curve 
shows the coverage dependence at 140 K of the ~~ LEED beam intensity; it in
creases at first as an H-induced reconstruction sets in, and then decreases 
as an incommensurate structure is formed and the substrate distortions di
minish [9.112]. The curves below (Fig.9.22) show that the H+ current observed 
in ESD (electron-stimulated desorption) behaves in a very similar manner. It 
is evident that at 140 K the ESD cross section is a sensitive function of 
the substrate structure. The cross section is also seen to decrease with tem
perature, as a result of the thermally induced phase transitions in the 
H/Mo{100} surface [9.112]. 

Another example is provided by the rate of H2 desorption from W{100}[9.120]. 
The desorption activation energy, determined from adsorption isobars, is 
found to drop to about half of its initial value at a hydrogen coverage of 
s ~0.5, as shown in Fig.9.18 (middle panel). This drop coincides with the 
reduction in W-atom displacements observed by HEIS [9.73] (upper panel). Thus, 
the substrate reconstruction is a dominating factor in the desorption kinetics 

of this system. The participation of the substrate degrees of freedom in the 
desorption process is demonstrated also by the large entropy change per sur
face W atom, shown at the bottom of Fig.9.18 [9.120,134,135]. 

Large reconstruction effects have also been observed in chemisorption 
studies on fcc metals. A dramatic example is the kinetic oscillations which 
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occur in Pt-catalyzed oxidation of CO, as the {100} substrate changes back 
and forth between the (1 x 1) and the (20 x 5) structures [9 . 136]. 
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10. Surface Crystallography by Means of SEXAFS 
andNEXAFS 

J. Stahr 

With 13 Figures 

10.1 Introduction 

The availability of high brightness (flux/unit area) monochromatized synchro
tron radiation [10.1] has allowed the development of new experimental tech
niques which tune into specific surface atoms and probe their structural en
vironment. Two such techniques, the subject of this chapter, are the surface 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS) and near-edge X-ray absorp
tion fine structure (NEXAFS) techniques. Both measure the X-ray absorption 
by a specific atom on the surface which is distinguished from other atoms by 
one of its main absorption edges (usually K or L edge). 

SEXAFS [10.2,3] is simply based on the application of the well-established 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [10.4,5] technique to sur
faces, and it is therefore governed by the same physical processes, theory 
and data analysis procedures as bulk EXAFS. For this reason this chapter will 
not review the concepts of EXAFS spectroscopy, but rather the reader is re· 
ferred to extensive reviews elsewhere [10.5]. Here we address only the speci
fic concepts and experimental details which distinguish SEXAFS from EXAFS. 
Examples will be given with emphasis on exploiting concepts specific to sur
face crystallographic determinations. 

NEXAFS refers to the detailed structures near the absorption edge of an 
EXAFS or SEXAFS spectrum. Previously, some researchers referred to NEXAFS 
also as the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) [10.6-8]. The fine 
structure of the edge is, in general, determined by complex scattering pro
cesses of the photoelectron created by X-ray absorption. At present it ap
pears that the NEXAFS structures are best explained by a multiple-scattering 
theory [10.7-9] which takes into account not only the backscattering from 
the atomic cores of the neighbors (like EXAFS) but also the detailed charge 
distribution of the valence electrons. Such calculations have been success
fully applied to explain the NEXAFS of diatomic molecules [10.9,10] molecu
lar complexes [10.11,12] and crystalline [10.13] and amorphous [10.14] solids. 
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It has been proposed [10.15] that a conceptually simpler single-scattering 
formalism, similar to that used in EXAFS, may in fact be adequate to describe 
the NEXAFS spectra. At present the suitability of the single-scattering for
malism is still an open question. The most pronounced and yet most easily 
understood near-edge structures are observed for chemisorbed molecules [10.16, 
17] and it is NEXAFS studies of such sytems which will be discussed here. 
Examples will be given of chemisorbed di- and polyatomic molecules on dif
ferent metal surfaces to illustrate the unique structural and bonding infor
mation contained in the NEXAFS spectra. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 10.2 outlines the 
physical principles and processes which determine the NEXAFS and SEXAFS 
spectra. The measurement technique and experimental details are discussed 
in Sect.10.3. Section 10.4 will illustrate the application of the techniques 
to elucidate the structure of surface complexes formed by gas-solid and solid
solid interactions. Conclusions are drawn in Sect.10.5 

10.2 Principles of SEXAFS and NEXAFS 

70. 2. 7 Physical Processes which Determine SEXAFS and NEXAFS 

When the energy of the incident X-ray radiation exceeds the excitation thres
hold of a core electron of an atom, a photoelectron is created. This photo
electron leaves behind a core hole, and we shall define the probability of 
exciting the photoelectron or equivalently of creating the core hole as the 
absorption coefficient of a particular shell (e.g., K, Lor M). NEXAFS and 
SEXAFS are based on the measurement of the absorption coefficient of a surface 
atom near or above its characteristic excitation threshold ("absorption 
edge"). 

For an isolated atom, the absorption coefficient above the absorption 
edge is a smoothly varying function mostly determined by the overlap of the 
initial state wave function of the core electron and the final state wave 
function of the photoelectron. If the absorbing atom is bonded to any neigh
bors, the final state wave function of the escaping photoelectron may be mo
dified by scattering due to the neighbor atoms, Fig.10.1. The detailed scat
tering processes depend on the kinetic energy of the excited photoelectron. 
The NEXAFS and SEXAFS regimes of the absorption spectrum shown in Fig.10.1 
are characterized by different excitation energies (kinetic energies) above 
the absorption threshold and therefore correspond to different scattering 
processes. 
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Fig.10.1. Absorption of an X-ray by 
an atom results in emission of a 
photoelectron. The interference of 
the outgoing and backscattered pho
toelectron wave by a neighbor atom 
leads to modulation of the X-ray ab
sorption coefficient, called NEXAFS, 
in the region just above a core ab
sorption threshold (edge), and 
(S)EXAFS, well above the edge 

In the NEXAFS regime, the photoelectron kinetic energy is comparable to 
valence electron binding energies, and the scattering processes of the photo
electron are thus influenced by the potential due to the detailed valence 
electron charge distribution. The NEXAFS regime is characterized by com
plicated strong multiple-scattering processes. Because photoelectron mean 
free paths are long at low kinetic energies (~50 eV), the NEXAFS is, in gen
eral, also influenced by scattering contributions from neighbors which are 
more than ~5 A from the absorbing atom. For general surface complexes, the 
calculation of the NEXAFS spectrum is a nontrivial task [10.7,8] and in its 
complexity, it is similar to a full dynamical calculation of low-energy elec
tron diffraction (LEED) intensities [10.18] or a calculation of normal photo
electron diffraction intensities [10.19]. As discussed below, the case of a 
chemisorbed molecule is a particularly simple exception, because the NEXAFS 
is dominated by intramolecular scattering processes, and in first order, the 
effect of the substrate is merely to hold the molecule and orient it. Thus, 
the theory developed for gas-phase molecules [10.9,10] can be applied to 
interpret NEXAFS spectra of chemisorbed molecules. 

In contrast, the EXAFS or SEXAFS regime is characterized by single-scat
tering processes of the photoelectron with high kinetic energy off the atomic 
cores of neighbor atoms. Because the electron mean free paths are at a mini
mum over most of the SEXAFS range (50-300 eV), usually only the closest 
(<4 A) neighbors contribute. 

To illustrate typical excitation processes which determine the NEXAFS and 
SEXAFS spectrum, Fig.10.2 shows a diatomic molecule with internuclear spacing 
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Fig.10.2. Potential wells 
in a diatomic molecule. 
Energies are referenced 
to the vacuum level (Ev) 
in gas phase and to the 
Fermi level (EF) in chemi
sorbed molecules. NEXAFS 
spectra are usually domi
nated by two resonances. 
One corresponds to transi
tions to an empty or par
tially empty molecular 
state with a transition 
energy less than the core 
ionization energy (bound 
state transition), the 
other to an empty molecu
lar state in the continuum 
(shape resonance). The 
latter is best described 
as a multiple-scattering 
resonance. The (S)EXAFS 
region corresponds to 
higher energy transitions 
into continuum states which 

can be described by plane waves and a single-scattering theory. The molecular 
potential in the interstitial region between the two atoms is nearly constant. 
Its separation from Ev or EF is called the "inner potential" and defines the 
zero of kinetic energy of the photoelectron 

R. The lowest energy absorption structure usually corresponds to a transition 

of a 1s electron into an empty or partially filled molecular orbital [10.20]. 

Since the excitation energy for this transition is less than the 1s ioniza

tion energy (binding energy relative to the vacuum level), the observed ab

sorption structure is called a bound state resonance. The bound final state 

of the excited core electron has a long lifetime on the molecule, and the ex

citation energy is lowered below the core ionization energy by the Coulomb 

interaction with the core hole. For gas-phase molecules, narrow bound state 

transition often with giant intensities may be found up to ~10 eV below the 

core ionization threshold [10.20]. Both the initial and final states involved 

in the bound state transition have a well-defined symmetry. Thus, for chemi

sorbed molecules, dipole selection rules can be applied to deduce the molecu

lar orientation on the surface. This is done by measuring the bound state 

resonance intensity as a function of the electric field vector (E) orienta

tion of the linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. Furthermore, the pre

sence or absence of final states of a particular symmetry may be used in some 

cases to gain information on the hybridization of the molecular bond. For 

example, for molecules with n bonding the K-edge NEXAFS spectrum will exhibit 
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a strong bound state resonance which corresponds to a transition of a 1s elec
tron into the antibonding rr* orbital. The rr resonance is maximized if theE 
vector is perpendicular to the molecular symmetry axis and it vanishes for 
E parallel to it. The presence or absence of the rr* resonance is thus a direct 
indication of the hybridization of the bond. 

For excitation energies exceeding the ionization energy, other pronounced 
structures are typically found. These structures in the continuum were first 
associated by Nefedbv [10.21] and Dehmer [10.22] with final states trapped 
on the molecule by an effective potential barrier. Such quasi-bound states 
can decay away from the molecule with a lifetime determined by the tunneling 
probability through the barrier (Fig.10.2). A more general and more quantita
tive description of the resonances was first suggested by DiZZ and Dehmer 

[10.23] who used multiple-scattering theory. They also introduced the name 
shape resonances in analogy to those observed in electron scattering by gas
phase molecules. Currently, the shape resonances are best thought of as aris
ing from resonant back-and-forth scattering of the photoelectron wave between 
the absorbing atom and its neighbor(s). This simple scattering picture sug
gests that the resonance position should be correlated with the intramolecu
lar distance(s). As discussed in more detail below, this correlation indeed 
exists, and it leads to a powerful, simple approach to determine intramole
cular bond length changes induced by the chemisorption bond. Shape resonances 
exist for all molecules and are strongest when theE vector lies along the 
internuclear axis between the neighboring atoms. The polarization dependence 
of the shape resonance intensity can therefore be used to determine the mole
cular orientation of chemisorbed molecules. 

The discussion above depicts the traditional picture where bound state 
resonances are associated with transitions to at least partially empty mole
cular orbitals and shape resonances with continuum states which, through 
resonance scattering, have an enhanced amplitude on the molecule. Closer in
spection of experimental results for gas-phase molecules show that this sep
aration of bound state resonances and shape resonances is somewhat artificial, 
since in some cases (e.g., o2 molecule), the K-edge shape resonance falls be
low the 1s ionization threshold, i.e., is a bound state resonance [10.24]. 
In addition, for chemisorbed molecules, core electron binding energies are 
usually referenced to the Fermi level and not to the vacuum level, and the 
separation into bound state and continuum resonances is less meaningful. In 
a more generalized picture, the near-edge resonances in molecules can be 
viewed as scattering resonances characterized by different symmetries and 
lifetimes of the final photoelectron state. 
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The multiple-scattering theory describing NEXAFS is the most general for
mulation of the scattering processes which determine the X-ray absorption 
spectrum. For excitation energies well above (~50 eV) the edge, this general 
theory can be simplified, because the scattering becomes insensitive to the 
valence electron charge distribution, and the dominant scattering process is 
that in which the photoelectron is backscattered by the core potential of 
the neighbor atoms. The spherical photoelectron wave created on the absorb
ing atom can be approximated by a plane wave, and the interference of the out
going and backscattered wave gives rise to a periodic modulation of the ab
sorption coefficient (i.e., EXAFS). 

70. 2. 2 The Basic Equations 

The multiple-scattering theory used to describe the NEXAFS of molecules ex
tends the concepts of electron scattering by a single center with spherical 
symmetry to many scattering centers characterized by their phase shifts. The 
photoelectron motion in the interstitial region between the centers is ap
proximated by free propagation with wave vector k, which is related to the 
kinetic energy Ek of the photoelectron by 

k = 0.5123/Ek ' (10.1) 

where k is in A- 1 and Ek is in eV units. The potential in the interstitial 
region (Fig.10.2) is given by the constant muffin-tin inner potential Vg(<O) 
referenced to the vacuum level for gas-phase molecules [10.8]. For chemi
sorbed molecules, the inner potential Vs (Vs = Vg-~' where ~ is the work 
function) is referenced to the Fermi level. The inner potential determines 
the zero of kinetic energy and wave vector of the photoelectron. Recently, 
Natoli [10.8] derived a particularly simple correlation between the intra
molecular bond length R in a diatomic molecule and the photoelectron wave 
vector kr at the cr shape resonance excitation. He pointed out that within the 
framework of multiple-scattering theory, the maximum in absorption or scatter
ing cross section corresponds to a pole in the scattering matrix. This leads 
to an equation which links kr' Rand the atomic scattering phase shifts ~i(k) 
of the absorbing atom and its neighbor. If the k dependence of ~(k) is smooth, 

a particularly simple expression is obtained 

(10.2) 

where the constant depends on the phase shifts ~i(k). If, as shown in Fig. 
10.2, we define fig (fis) as the energy difference between the cr shape reson
ance excitation energy Ecr and the 1s binding energy E~s relative to the va-
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cuum level (Fermi level), we can rewrite (10.2) as 

2 
(6g - Vg)R = C0 = canst. 

for gas-phase molecules or 

( 10. 3a) 

( 10. 3b) 

for chemisorbed molecules. The value of E~s can be obtained from XPS [10.25). 

For chemisorbed molecules, the onset of the K absorption corresponds to tran

sitions to states just above the Fermi level, and it can therefore be used 

as a measure of E~s. Equation (10.3) can be used to determine the intramole

cular bond length R from the measured o shape resonance position 6g (6s) re

lative to the vacuum level (Fermi level) provided the constants Vg (Vs) and 

C0 are known. Here it should be pointed out that from a practical point of 

view, the shape resonances due to scattering processes involving H atoms are 

weak and can be neglected. Therefore, in the following we consider only shape 

resonances arising from scattering processes between heavier atoms (i.e., 

C, N and 0). 

The inner potential Vg for gas-phase molecules unfortunately depends not 

only on the atomic pair involved in the scattering process (e.g., C-C versus 

C-0) but also on the details of the intramolecular bond between these atoms 

(e.g., triple bond in c2H2 versus single bond in c2H6). By suitable calibra

tion procedures, empirical rules for Vg can be derived which allow bond 

lengths in molecules to be determined with an accuracy of <0.05 A [10.24]. 

For chemisorbed molecules, it has been found empirically [10.26) that Vs is 

less dependent on the atomic pair involved in the scattering and on the bond 

order (as long as we are dealing with atoms with similar atomic number, e.g., 

C, N or 0). It appears that Vs for chemisorbed molecules is affected by the 

metallic charge which tends to equilibrate the inner potential of the free 

molecule with that of the metal (Vs ~-9 eV) [10.26,27). 

The constant C0 in (10.3) depends on the atomic scattering phase shifts 

~i(k) and hence is fixed for a given atomic pair. Because the scattering 

phase shifts for C, Nand 0 are very similar, the constant C0 will be nearly 

the same for different low-Z molecules. Furthermore, because of the small 

energy range in which the shape resonance occurs (<15 eV), it will be a good 

approximation to neglect the k dependence of ~(k). We have found empirically 

[10.26,27) that the value of C =36 eV A2 describes all studied cases of C, 
0 

N and 0 containing molecules. 
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The basic equations describing the EXAFS signal are well established. For 
s initial states (K or L1 edges), the EXAFS signal as a function of the photo
electron wave vector k is given by [10.5] 

x ( k) = - L A. ( k) sin ( 2 kR. + T . ( k) ) ( 10. 4) 
i 1 1 1 

The summation extends over all neighbor shells separated from the absorb
ing atom by a distance Ri, and Ti(k) is the total phase shift which the pho
toelectron wave experiences from the absorbing and backscattering atoms. 

Equation (10.4) shows that the EXAFS signal from a given neighbor shell i 
is characterized by an amplitude function Ai(k) (discussed below) and a phase 
function 2kRi + Ti(k). To determine Ri' it is necessary to know Ti(k) or vice 
versa. Since the EXAFS signal is determined by scattering processes off the 
atomic cores, thE phase shifts Ti(k) are transferable for a given absorber 
and backscatterer pair, independent of the bonding between the atoms [10.5]. 
Thus, Ti(k) can be derived from a model compound of known structures (i.e., 
R) and used for the EXAFS analysis of a structurally unknown system. This 
important phase shift transferability concept allows a theory-independent 
determination of neighbor distances by (S)EXAFS. 

The amplitude Ai(k) in (10.4) is given by 
2 2 

A1.(k) = (N:/kR~)F.(k) e- 2crik e-2Ri/A{k) (10.5) 
1 1 1 

Here Fi(k) is the backscattering amplitude of the neighbor atoms and the ex
ponential terms in (10.5) are the Debye-Waller-like term and the damping term 
due to inelastic scattering [mean free path A(k)] of the photoelectrons. 

* For SEXAFS the parameter Ni in (10.5) is of particular importance: it is 
the effective coordination number of the absorbing atom at a distance Ri 
(ith neighbor shell), given by 

* Ni 2 
N. = 3 L cos aJ. 

1 j=l 
(10.6) 

Here, the sum extends over all neighbor atoms j (total number Ni) in the ith 
shell and a. is the angle between the electric field vector E of the X-rays 
at the cent~al atom site and the vector Rij from the central atom to the jth 
atom in the ith shell. TheE vector can be envisioned as a "search light" 
revealing all neighbors in a given direction. 

For single-crystal materials, or in the case of oriented molecules or 
atoms on surfaces, (10.6) has to be evaluated for an assumed model geometry. 

* For higher than twofold symmetry N does not depend on the azimuthal substrate 
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orientation with respect to E, but only on the polar orientation e. If e is 
the angle between E and the surface normal and s is the angle between the 
adsorbate-substrate internuclear axis and the surface normal, the following 
expression arises [10.3] 

* 2 2 2 2 Ni = 3Ni cos ecos s + (3Ni/2) sin esin B ( 10. 7) 

Equation (10.5) shows that the coordination Ni (i.e., the chemisorption site) 
can be determined from analysis of the amplitude of the SEXAFS oscillations. 
In practice, one measures the SEXAFS amplitude for two different E vector 
orientations with respect to the surface normal (i.e., normal incidence 
e =90°, and grazing incidence e~20°). Comparison of the measured amplitude 
ratio and that calculated (10.5,6) for different chemisorption geometries is 
often sufficient to determine unambiguously the chemisorption site. In addi
tion, the measured amplitudes can be compared to that measured for a model 
compound. This allows one to determine the absolute coordination number on 
the surface [10.3]. 

10.3 Measurement Tec:hnique 

For surface crystallographic studies, a detection technique is needed which 
enables one to distinguish and optimize the signal from surface atoms rela
tive to the unwanted background signal from the bulk. Since electrons have 
a shorter scattering length in solids than X-rays, it is advantageous to use 
the electron-yield signal from the sample as a monitor of the absorption co
efficient. 

The X-ray absorption process by a core electron in shell A of an atom is 
depicted in Fig.l0.3. The hole left behind by the excited photoelectron can 
be filled by a radiative fluorescent X-ray process or by a nonradiative Auger 
deexcitation process. Since the statistical average of both processes is pro
portional to the annihilation of the core hole, the number of Auger electrons 
or fluorescent X-rays is a direct measure of the absorption coefficient 
(i.e., the probability that the core hole exists). SEXAFS and NEXAFS may 
therefore be carried out by monitoring the Auger electron intensity of a sur
face atom as a function of photon energy. Other detection variants [10.3] 
such as partial or total electron-yield collection also measure the surface 
absorption coefficient, because their dominant contribution originates from 
the Auger deexcitation channel [10.28]. 
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Because of the finite sampling depth L (typically 5-100 A, depending on 
the detection mode), the measured electron-yield signal will often contain 
only a small fraction (1 %-50%) from the outermost surface layer . Therefore, 
electron-yield NEXAFS and SEXAFS are not well suited for the study of clean 

surfaces. The power of the techniques lies in the ability to study the en

vironment of atoms which are present only in the surface complex and not in 

the bulk substrate. In this case, the surface atoms can be selected by their 

atom-specific absorption edge. 
The electron-yield measurements reported below were carried out using the 

experimental arrangement shown in Fig.l0.4. (Ion-yield SEXAFS studies [10.29] 

are not discussed here.) The monochromatic X-ray beam coming from the mono

chromator is first trimmed to reduce scattered light . The transmitted beam 
impinges on a high transmission ( 80%) metal grid which can be coated in situ. 
The electron yield from this grid amplified by a channeltron electron multi-
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plier serves as a dynamic intensity monitor [10.30]. The coating material 
is chosen so as not to exhibit any absorption edges in the photon energy 
range of interest. For studies of the C, Nand 0 Kedges, Cu is a good coat
ing material. The X-ray beam is then incident on the sample. The total or 
partial electron-yield signal from the sample is measured with a simple re
tarding grid detector consisting of two hemispherical grids and a high gain 
spiraltron electron multiplier. For total yield detection, the grids are 
operated at a small, positive voltage. For partial yield detection, the first 
grid is kept at ground and the second grid at the chosen retarding voltage 
(typically -400 V). In general, the output signal of the electron multiplier 
is high enough to employ current measurement techniques using a floating 
battery box and a current amplifier [10.31]. Typical output currents in our 
measurements were of the order of 10-8 - 10-7 A. Auger yield SEXAFS measure
ments are carried out using an electron energy analyzer, e.g., a cylindrical 
mirror analyzer (CMA). The analyzer window is kept fixed at the kinetic ener
gy of the elastic Auger electrons from the adsorbate. 

10.4 Applications 

In this section I present some selected examples of surface studies by NEXAFS 
and SEXAFS. The NEXAFS studies deal with both chemisorbed low-Z atoms and 
molecules on metal surfaces but focus on the latter. Such systems can be re
garded as models for basic surface complexes present in heterogeneous cata
lysis. The molecular NEXAFS spectra are quite easily understood, and we be
lieve that in the future the most important and powerful application of NEXAFS 
will lie in the monitoring of molecular reactions on surfaces. 

In particular, results will be presented for chemisorbed atomic (0 on 
Ni{100}), [10.32] di- and pseudodiatomic (CO and CH30 on Cu{100}) [10.27] 
and polyatomic (C6H6 and c5H5N on Pt{111}) [10.33] species. 

Unfortunately, at present almost no SEXAFS studies of chemisorbed low-Z 
molecules have been carried out. Such experiments have been impeded by the 
low photon flux (1 x 109 photons/s) available in the spectral range 250-1000 
eV where the Kedges of C (285 eV), N (400 eV) and 0 (530 eV) are located. 
Because the SEXAFS structures are about an order of magnitude smaller and 
stretched out over a ten times larger energy range, significantly higher pho
ton flux is needed than for NEXAFS. SEXAFS studies for CH3o;Cu{100} [10.34] 
and o2;Pt{111} [10.35] yielded the oxygen-metal distance but did not reveal 
the intramolecular bond length. Because, at present, such studies and those 
of the chemisorbed low-Z atoms C, N and 0 [10.3,36] are still plagued by 
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signal-to-noise problems, we shall not discuss them here. Rather, we present 
SEXAFS results obtained at higher X-ray energies (hv > 3000 eV) where the 
available high photon flux (>1 x 1011 photons/s) allows one to collect data 
with good signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, the potential of SEXAFS for surface 
crystallography is best revealed. It is clear that in the near future simi
lar structure determinations will be possible for low-Z atoms and molecules. 
The presented SEXAFS studies involve different types of surface complexes 
such as clusters with no long-range order (Cu on amorphous graphite) [10.37], 
chemisorption systems with well-defined registry with respect to the substrate 
(Cl on Si{111})[10.38] and nonreactive (Ag) and reactive (Pd) interface forma
tion of one solid with another (Si) [10.39-41]. 

70. 4. 7 NEXAFS Studies 

10.4.1.1 Atomic Chemisorption 

The first example is of a periodic atomic adsorbate (oxygen) layer on a 
single-crystal surface (Ni{100}). For such a system, the NEXAFS spectrum is 
determined by single- and multiple-scattering processes of the excited 0 1s 
photoelectron by the Ni substrate atoms and to a smaller degree by the otmer 
0 neighbors on the surface. The oxidation of Ni{100} is characterized by the 
consecutive formation of a p(2 x 2), a c(2 x 2) and a NiO 1 x 1 low-energy elec
tron diffraction (LEED) pattern [10.42]. 

Experimental NEXAFS spectra above the 0 K edge for the progressive oxida
tion of Ni{100} are shown in Fig.10.5 [10.32]. Spectra recorded at exposures 
of 1.5, 10, 20 and 40 L (1 L = 10-6 Torr s) were found to be identical within 
statistical error and to exhibit a pronounced polarization dependence. The 
p(2 x 2) LEED pattern exhibited maximum contrast around 1.5 L exposure. The 
c(2 x 2) pattern was first visible around 5 L and became clearest around 20-30 
L. The NEXAFS features change above 50 L due to oxide formation, as seen in 
Fig.10.5 for the spectra recorded at 80 L. At 160 L exposure, the polariza
tion dependence has almost vanished. For 280 L (not shown), the NEXAFS spec
trum looks identical to that in Fig.10.5(h). lthas become completely isotropic 
and is identical to that for fcc bulk NiO. Since the edge fine structure is 
more easily recorded (collection time ~15 min) than a complete SEXAFS spec
trum (collection time >2 h), Fig.10.5 represents a good example of how an 
unknown system can be characterized first by NEXAFS before addressing certain 
structural issues with SEXAFS. 

The NEXAFS spectrum itself can yield detailed structural information when 
compared to an appropriate multiple-scattering calculation as shown in Fig. 
10.6 for the c(2 x 2) 0 on NH100} phase. The calculations were performed 
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Fig.10.5. Near-edge fine structure spectra around the 0 Kedge for increas
ing oxygen coverage on Ni{100} and two different X-ray incidence angles. 
Note that spectra show strong polarization dependence at low coverage which 
vanishes at high coverage due to cubic NiO formation 

Fig.l0.6. Experimental and calculated NEXAFS spectra for a c(2 x 2) 0 on 
Ni{lOO} overlayer. The calculated spectra included full multiple scattering 
and assumed different chemisorption sites as indicated 

using a computational scheme based on a cluster method [10.7). The calcula

tion proceeds by first dividing the cluster into shells of atoms around a 

central (absorbing) atom. The scattering properties of each shell are de

scribed by a set of scattering phase shifts, and the multiple-scattering 

equations are solved consecutively within each shell. The final step is to 

calculate multiple scattering between shells and the assembly of the whole 

cluster. When combined with an atomic matrix element linking the core and 

excited electron states, the reflection matrix so obtained gives the NEXAFS 

cross section exactly in one-electron theory. Many-body processes which limit 

the lifetime of the core hole and photoelectron are included as a complex 

(absorptive) potential whose effect is to broaden spectral features on the 

appropriate scale. 

The calculations shown in Fig.10.6 show best agreement with experiment if 

the 0 atom is placed in the fourfold hollow Ni site at a vertical spacing of 

d~ =0.9 A [10.32,36). These results show that polarization-dependent NEXAFS 

spectra provide a sensitive tool to monitor structural changes at surfaces. 
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Furthermore, it is possible to model the experimental data by a multiple

scattering cluster approach and discriminate between different structural 

models. The use of NEXAFS to obtain ~tructural information for atomic adsorp

tion on solid surfaces thus appears to be possible. There are two advantages 

with respect to SEXAFS. NEXAFS measurements can be performed for lower adsor

bate coverages (~1/100 monolayer), and they can be carried out even if ab

sorption edges occur too close together to allow a SEXAFS analysis. From a 

practical point of view, it is a major disappointment, however, that the 

NEXAFS spectra of atomic adsorbates are not dominated by just the NN substrate 

atoms but rather that the scattering from as many as 30 neighbor atoms has 

to be included in the calculations before convergence is achieved. This is 

in contrast to the NEXAFS of molecular adsorbates, discussed below, where 

the spectra are dominated by intramolecular scattering with only small or 

negligible scattering contributions from the surface substrate atoms. 

10.4.1.2 Chemisorption of Diatomic Molecules 

NEXAFS spectra of chemisorbed diatomic or pseudodiatomic (i.e., ignoring the 

hydrogen atoms) molecules are dominated by resonance structures which closely 

resemble those observed in the equivalent gas-phase spectra [10.16,17]. This 

is surprising, because we have seen in the previous section that for chemi

sorbed atoms scattering processes involving surface substrate atoms give 

sizable and detailed contributions. These scattering contributions clearly 

have to be present for chemisorbed molecules, too, but are overshadowed by 

the larger intramolecular scattering resonances. 

This is illustrated by Fig.10.7 where NEXAFS spectra are shown above the 

0 Kedge for two molecules with carbon-oxygen bonds chemisorbed on Cu{100} 

[10.27]. The two molecules differ in two important aspects. Methoxy (CH 30) 

is bonded by a single C-0 bond, and the bond length is therefore relatively 

large (R = 1.43 A). Carbon monoxide, on the other hand, is triple bonded with 

two orthogonal n orbitals perpendicular to the C-0 axis. The triple bond re

sults in a 0.3 A shorter bond length (R=l.l3 A). 

The spectrum of CH 30 on Cu{100} at grazing incidence is dominated by a 

large resonance at ~538 eV which vanishes at normal incidence. This structure 

is the 0 shape resonance, and its dependence on X-ray incidence (E vector) 

establishes that methoxy stands up on the surface. In contrast, CO/Cu{100} 

exhibits two resonance structures, of which the one at ~536 eV is an bound 

state resonance and that at ~552 eV a 0 shape resonance. The orientational 

dependence of the resonances proves that CO also stands up on the surface. 
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Fig.10.7. NEXAFS spectra for CH 30 and CO on Cu{100}. CH30 exhibits only a cr 
shape resonance because of its C-0 single-bond nature (no IT orbital). CO is 
triple bonded (two orthogonal IT orbitals) and therefore exhibits a IT as well 
as cr resonance. The polarization dependence determines the molecular orien
tation as shown and the cr resonance position is characteristic of the C-0 
bond length 

Note that from the NEXAFS spectra we cannot determine whether the molecules 
bond via the C or 0 end. 

The position of the cr shape resonance in Fig.10.7 exhibits a dramatic shift 
of ~14 eV caused by the change (0.30 A) in the carbon-oxygen bond length be
tween CO and CH 30. As discussed quantitatively in detail elsewhere [10.27], 
this correspondence between changes in cr shape resonance position and intra
molecular bond length is in good accord with (10.3b). 

From the examples shown in Fig.10.7, we find that NEXAFS spectra of chemi
sorbed diatomic molecules provide us with at least three types of information. 
First, the presence or absence of the IT resonance is a direct indication of 
the hybridization of the intramolecular bond. Although our example is for car
bon-oxygen bonds, the same conclusion is also valid for other atomic pairs 
(e.g., carbon-carbon bond) [10.26]. Secondly, the dependence of the spectra 
onE vector orientation establishes the molecular orientation on the surface. 
As discussed previously [10.16,17], a more detailed orientational study and 
fit of the measured intensity variation to theory (cos 2 or sin 2 functions) 
allows the determination of the molecular orientation to ~10°. Finally, the 
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a shape resonance position is a direct measure of the intramolecular bond 
length. Quantitative bond length determinations by means of (10.3) can be 
carried out with an accuracy of <0. 05 A [ 10.26, 27]. 

10.4.1.3 Chemisorption of Polyatomic Molecules 

The resonances observed for diatomic molecules arose from a bound state 
transition to antibonding IT orbitals and from resonance scattering along 
the bond direction of the absorbing atom and its neighbor. Both resonances 
are also expected to be present for poylatomic molecules. Again, the IT reson
ance will be observable only if the molecule contains IT bonds and the a shape 
resonance should be present for all molecules if E lies along an internuclear 
axis. In addition, one might expect resonances which arise from scattering 
processes involving second or third nearest-neighbor atoms. 

Results for deuterated benzene (C6D6) and pyridine (C5H5N) on Pt{111}, 
chemisorbed at room temperature and saturation coverage, show that these ex
pectations are well founded [10.33]. As seen in Fig.10.8, c6o6 exhibits a 
strong, broadened IT resonance (peak A) and two resonances (peaks B and C) 
which behave like a resonances as a function of E vector orientation. Because 
the IT orbitals are perpendicular to the molecular plane and shape resonances 
arise from in-plane scattering, the observed spectral dependence on X-ray in
cidence unambiguously determines that the c6o6 ring lies flat on the surface. 
This is in marked contrast to c5H5N, which from the NEXAFS spectra in Fig. 
10.8 is clearly found to stand up with the ring plane parallel to the surface 
normal. Note that for this ring orientation the changes of X-ray incidence 
are not as clear-cut as for the lying-down geometry because some of the IT or
bitals and internuclear axes have a residual projection on theE vector even 
for the minimum-intensity geometry (grazing incidence for IT, normal for a res
onance). The IT resonance is significantly narrower than for benzene because 
the IT orbitals are not involved in the chemisorption bond. Studies above 
theN K edge completely support the molecular orientation deduced from the 
C Kedge data in Fig.10.8 [10.33]. 

Peak B arises from C-C NN scattering and is the "normal" a shape resonance 
as for diatomic molecules. The resonance position indicates a slight (0.03A) 
symmetric stretch of all C-C bonds upon chemisorption for c6o6 and no change 
for c5H5N. Peak C is a novel resonance which is absent for diatomic molecules. 
It may therefore be thought to arise from different scattering processes be
tween carbon-carbon nearest neighbors (NN), second NN and third NN [10.26]. 

For a symmetric hexagon the second and third NN distances are larger by fac-
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Fig.10.8. NEXAFS spectra of C6D6 and C5H5N on Pt{111}. Peak A is a n reson
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discussed in the text. The polarization dependence proves c6D6 to lie down 
and C5H5N to stand up, as shown. Note peak A is broadened for C6D6 because 
of n bonding to the surface 

tors 13 and 2, respectively, than the first NN distance. However, the posi
tion of peak C cannot be explained by (10.3b). Rather, for the longer second 
NN distance (~2.4 A) the normal shape resonance would fall below the K-edge 
threshold (1s binding energy relative to the Fermi level) and is therefore 
not observed. At the time of this writing the origin of peak C has not been 
established unambiguously. Preliminary calculations indicate that it may 
arise from a shake-up excitation associated with the NN a shape resonance 
(peak B). 

In summary, for polyatomic molecules the NEXAFS spectra provide similar 
information on orientation, intramolecular bonding and the first NN bond 
length as for diatomic molecules 

10. 4. 2 SEXAFS Studies 

10.4.2.1 Distance Determination in Clusters 

The structural parameter most easily and reliably obtained from an EXAFS 
spectrum is the nearest-neighbor distance. In particular, the analyis of the 
EXAFS data is independent of crystal structure and is applicable to materials 
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with no long-range order. The first application of EXAFS which we shall dis
cuss involves one of the fundamental problems in solid-state physics, namely 
the formation of a solid. By studying clusters of atoms ranging from dimers 
to continuous solid films, we can monitor changes in the average nearest
neighbor distance. 

As our model system, we choose Cu clusters evaporated onto amorphous 
graphite [10.37]. Depending on the Cu coverage, clusters are formed on the 
surface with an average size, determined by electron microscopy [10.43]. 
Copper is known to interact very weakly with amorphous graphite such that 
the clusters are merely held in place by it. In addition, X-ray absorption 
of the graphite substrate is relatively small compared to that of the heavier 
Cu atoms and the signal-to-background ratio is favorable. The EXAFS measure
ments were carried out above the Cu K edge by monitoring the X-ray fluores
cence [10.37]. The samples consisted of about 50 layers of Cu clusters sand
wiched between carbon layers ~50-100 A thick. Although the reported measure
ments were carried out in air we nevertheless discuss them here because si
milar measurements will undoubtedly be done in the future in ultrahigh va
cuum by electron-yield SEXAFS. In fact, this latter approach offers signifi
cant advantages, such as in situ sample preparation, and it enables one to 
measure a single layer of metal clusters or less deposited onto a bulk sub
strate (e.g., graphite or different oxides). 

Results for the derived Cu-Cu nearest-neighbor distance as a function of 
Cu coverage are shown in Fig.10.9. The distance remains nearly the same down 
to very low coverages (~1 x 1016 atoms/cm2), corresponding to a cluster size 
of ~0-45 A in diameter. For lower coverages a contraction in the average 
bond length is observed, up to 9% at the lowest measured coverage of 8 x 1014 

atoms/cm2, a particle size which is below the limit of detection by standard 
transmission electron microscopy. Note that for most single-crystal surfaces 
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this coverage would correspond to about 1 monolayer, which is easily measured 
by electron-yield SEXAFS. At the lowest coverage the average Cu-Cu distance 
is 2. 33 ± 0. 04 A as compared to the bulk value of 2. 56 A and approaches that 
of gas-phase cu2 (2.22 A). 

The observed contraction of the average Cu-Cu bond length in small clus
ters can be explained by a reduction in repulsive interactions between atoms 
located in surface sites of the cluster. The contraction scales as the sur
face-to-volume ratio, which increases as the reciprocal diameter of the 
cluster [10.37]. 

10.4.2.2 Chemisorption Geometry on Single-Crystal Surfaces 

Because of the intrinsic anisotropy of single-crystal surfaces SEXAFS studies 
of adsorbates can utilize a powerful concept involving the polarized nature 
of synchrotron radiation. The so-called searah-Zight effect discussed in 
Sect.10.2.2 allows one to search preferentially for neighbor atoms along 
the E direction. This is beautifully demonstrated in the work by Citrin et 
al. [10.38] shown in Fig.10.10 for atomic Cl chemisorbed on both Si{111} 
7 x 7 and Ge{lll} 2 x 8. 

Figure 10.10 displays SEXAFS data recorded by Auger electron detection 
above the Cl Kedge (2825 eV) for two sample orientations. For 6 = 10°, the 
E vector lies approximately along the surface normal and the SEXAFS spectra 
for both substrates exhibit sizable oscillations above the edge, which are 
shown again in the lower half of the figure after background subtraction. 
In contrast, for 6 = 90° the E vector lies in the surface plane and the SEXAFS 
oscillations disappear almost completely. Therefore, the first nearest Si or 
Ge neighbor of a Cl atom on the surface has to be located directly underneath, 
i.e., Cl chemisorbs atop a surface substrate atom. The SEXAFS frequency al
lows one to determine the Cl-Si and Cl-Ge NN distances to be 2.03 ±0.03A 
and 2.07 ±0.03 A, respectively, by using SiCl 4 and GeCl 4 model compounds. 

The atop chemisorption site revealed by the polarization dependence of 
the NN SEXAFS signal is independently confirmed by determining the second 
NN Cl-Si and Cl-Ge distance and by directly deriving the NN coordination 
number N {10.6) from comparison of the SEXAFS amplitudes of the surface com
plexes to those recorded for the models SiCl 4 and Gecl 4. These independent 

ways of deriving structural parameters and checking for their mutual consis
tency render SEXAFS such a definitive and reliable technique for surface 
crystallography. 

Finally, we mention that the chemisorption geometry derived from SEXAFS 
is also supported by the strong polarization dependence of the NEXAFS struc-
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ture seen in Fig.10.10. For e = 10° a strong threshold resonance is observed 
which almost vanishes for e =90° . As pointed out by Citrine et al. [10.38] this 
resonance corresponds to a transition to an unoccupied antibonding o state. 
The polar nature of the Cl-Si or Cl-Ge bond and the bonding geometry account 
for the large intensity and polarization dependence of the threshold struc
ture . In general, one would expect the NEXAFS spectra of chemisorbed atoms on 
covalently bonded semiconductors to be richer in structure than for metal 
substrates because of the directionality and localizat i on of the bonding . 

10 . 4.2.3 The Structure of Solid-Solid Interfaces 

The physics and chemistry of solid-solid interfaces play the key role in 
many technologies. They determine the characteristics and quality of devices 
in the electronics industry or the activity of supported catalysts in the 
oil industry. In the following, we shall discuss structural investigations 
by SEXAFS of the interface formed between a metal and a covalent semiconduc-
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tor. We choose the Pd and Ag metal interfaces with a Si{lll} 7 x 7 surface 
[10.39-41] because the two systems are textbook examples of the different 
interfaces which can be formed during the early stages of metal deposition. 

Figure 10.11 compares the L2 SEXAFS spectrum recorded by Auger yield de
tection of Ag metal to that of 2.5 monolayer (ML) of Ag evaporated onto a 
clean Si{lll} 7 x 7 surface. The spectra are almost identical, indicating that 
silver must form metallic clusters or crystallites on the surface at 2.5 ML 
coverage. The same result is obtained at even lower coverage of 1 ML [10.41], 
corresponding to 7.8 x 1014 atoms/cm2. Both the Ag-Ag nearest-neighbor dis
tance and average coordination are almost unchanged relative to Ag metal. 
From our results for Cu clusters on graphite we know that the Ag clusters 
or crystallites on the Si{111} surface must be rather large (~50 A) to ac
count for the bulk-like SEXAFS spectra. It is this clustering tendency of Ag 
which accounts for its use in the photographic industry [10.43]. 
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on Si{111} 7 x 7 and for bulk Ag me
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The findings for Ag are in contrast to those for its neighbor in the peri
odic table, Pd, as seen from Fig.10.12. Here we compare the L2 SEXAFS spectra 
for a 1.5 ML Pd layer on Si{111} 7 x 7 to that for a thermally grown Pd2Si film 
and for Pd metal. Without analysis of the spectra it is apparent that the 

1.5 ML spectrum is almost identical to that for bulk Pd2Si and differs from 
that of Pd metal. Note especially the resonance at threshold [10.40] and the 
SEXAFS frequency at higher energies. These results prove that even at the 
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PdzSi. The large clear circles are Pd atoms and the smaller darker circles 
represent Si. a) is the base plane of the hexagonal unit cell with the black 
Si atoms raised half way along the C0 axis; b) is the plane of the black Si 
atoms [10.44] 

early stages of Pd deposition a compound is formed which strongly resembles 
Pd2Si. This can proceed locally by replacement of a Si surface atom by three 
Pd atoms as shown in Fig.10.13a [10.44]. The replaced Si atom, shown black 
in Fig.10.13, is pushed up and rides on top of the three Pd atoms. It is co
ordinated by three new in-plane Pd atoms as in Fig.10.13b. The lattice spac
ings in the Si{111} plane and in the Pd2Si plane perpendicular to the hexa
gonal C0 axis match almost perfectly. These results clearly demonstrate the 
potential of SEXAFS to reveal the structure of complex metal-semiconductor 
surfaces. 

10.5 Conclusions 

The results presented demonstrate that SEXAFS is a powerful structural tech
nique applicable to a large variety of surface structural problems. Its theory 
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is well understood and its limitations well established because of its direct 
correspondence to the bulk EXAFS technique [10.5]. Because of the intrinsic 
anisotropy of surfaces, SEXAFS can often take advantage of the search-light 
effect which is much less useful in typical bulk EXAFS studies. Otherwise 
SEXAFS offers the same virtues and suffers from the same limitations as 
EXAFS. No detailed discussion of these points is required here since they 
have been extensively covered elsewhere [10.5]. 

The NEXAFS region of the spectrum is in general less understood than the 
EXAFS one. It is clear that NEXAFS offers additional and complementary in
formation, including details on the valence electron charge distribution 
(bonding orbitals). NEXAFS is the part of the absorption spectrum which ex
hibits the largest and most detailed structures. The spectra can be recorded 
in cases where it is impossible to obtain EXAFS data because of signal-to
background problems arising from high dilution or interference of other ab
sorption edges or structures [10.3]. A thorough theoretical understanding of 
NEXAFS is therefore highly desirable. 

We have seen that the case of chemisorbed molecules is exceptional in that 
the NEXAFS is dominated by local intramolecular scattering processes, similar 
to gas-phase molecules. The observed resonances are easily interpreted and 
their presence, position, and polarization dependence provides unique infor
mation on the intramolecular bonding, bond length and the molecular orienta
tion. It appears that the condition for resonance scattering between two 
atoms (a shape resonance) is well fulfilled for typical bond lengths between 
two low-Z atoms (1.1- 1.5 A) but not for the longer bond lengths between a 
low-Z atom and a typical substrate atom (1.8 -2.2 A). This may explain why 
the simple intramolecular scattering processes dominate over the complicated 
long-range ones which involve surface substrate atoms. 
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11. Determination of Surface Structure Using Atomic Diffraction 

T.Engel 

With 17 Figures 

11.1 Introduction 

Atom diffraction from surfaces is both a very old and a rather new area of 
research in surface science. The first study of this phenomenon [11.1] veri
fied the wave nature of light particles by scattering He from Li F{100}. Sub
sequent work was almost entirely confined to scattering from Li F{100} and 
graphite {0001} for many years [11.2-4] largely due to fact that only inert 
surfaces could be studied because of the poor vacuum conditions available to 
most of these investigators. Although this restricted the types of surfaces 
which could be studied, much was learned about the atom-surface potential and 
a theoretical framework was developed to calculate diffraction intensities 
from surfaces. The first UHV study of atom diffraction [11.5] rekindled inter
est in this area and was followed by a variety of studies on close packed me
tal surfaces. Thes original studies are discussed in recent comprehensive re
views of atom diffraction from surfaces [11.6,7]. These articles also refer 
to earlier excellent reviews of the subject which cannot be discussed in the 
present article for reasons of brevity. 

Atom diffraction from surfaces became a technique which could be more 
easily compared to other techniques in surface science due to introduction of 
UHV techniques coupled with the usual surface spectroscopies, and noteworthy 
advances were the investigation of semiconductor surfaces [11.8-10] and ad
sorbate-covered surfaces [11.11,12]. At present it can be concluded that atom 
diffraction can be observed from all reasonably well-ordered single-crystal 
surfaces. The question remains whether the technique can produce quantitative 
structural information such as that available through analysis of LEED inten
sities. The present review will attempt to discuss progress toward this goal 
which is as yet not realized. It is also useful to place atom diffraction in 

the matrix of surface-science techniques. Its primary use as discussed in this 
article is structural analysis. However, diffraction experiments also give de
tailed information on the atom-surface potential [11.13]. Addition of time-of-
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flight capabilities allow inelastic scattering studies which have provided 
detailed information on surface phonons [11.14]. It should also be mentioned 
that the same apparatus, with reactive gases substituted for those suitable 
for diffraction, allow the most detailed kinetic studies which can currently 
be carried out in the field of surface science [11.15, 16]. Atom scattering 
therefore has a broader range of applications than most surface techniques, 
but this must be balanced against the experimental complexity of the tech
nique, discussed in [11.6], as well as in the considerable cost associated 
with such an apparatus. 

11.2 The Atom-Surface Potential 

The key to interpreting experimental data and extracting structural infor
mation from them is a knowledge of the gas-surface potential. A schematic 
illustration describing the interaction of an incoming particle with a sur
face is shown in Fig.11.1. Not a great deal is known about the detailed 
nature of this potential for a realistic surface although efforts ranging 
from summation of pairwise interaction potentials to attempts to take many
body effects into account have been made. 

For distances far from the surface the potential is knwon to have the 
form [11.18] 

(11.1) 

whereas there is no general way to predict the repulsive part of the poten
tial. N¢rskov and co-workers [11.19,20] proposed that the repulsive poten
tial is given by a linear function of the surface electron density sampled 
by the diffracting atom at its classical turning point. This potential is 
surface independent and has the form 

Vrep(r) = 305 p(r) (11.2) 

with V(r) in eV for p in atomic units. Although the value of the constant 
is disputed and other values ranging from 176 eV(au)-3 to 520 eV(au)-3 have 
been obtained [11.21-24], the dependence on density is not disputed. 

A possible way to generate a realistic atom surface potential is to cal
culate p(r) for the surface in question and to use (11.2) to generate 
V (r). This can be combined with (11.1) to generate the total potential rep 
if c3 can be evaluated. Note that the periodic part of this potential which 
is due to the modulation in p(r) parallel to the surface is solely contained 
in the repulsive portion, since Vattr(Z) depends only on the distance normal 
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Fig.11.1. Equipotential lines for the inter
actlon of an atom with a single-crystal sur
face. The (negative) potential energies are 
given in terms of the depth of the potential 
well, D. The bottom part of the diagram shows 
tbe potential as a function of z, the dis
tance normal to the surface for two differ
ent incoming trajectories, A and B [11.17] 

to the surface. This is a simplification which must be examined more closely 
in future studies. 

Calculations of p(r) for a surface are nontrivial and two approaches have 
been developed recently. Hamann [11.25] has carried out calculations in a 
self-consistent local density limit, which requires extensive computational 
effort. Haneman and Haydock [11.26], reasoning from (11.2) that the diffract
ing atom is sampling electron densities of 10-4 (au)-3, have suggested cal
culating p(r) by a simple superposition of atomic charge densities. The jus
tification for this approach is that the true change density in molecules 
differs significantly from a simple superposition of the atomic charge den
sities only in the bonding region. Since the classical turning point of the 
diffracting atoms is far from the bonding region between the surface atoms, 
a simple superposition ignoring the interactions between atoms should give 
reasonable results. 

Comparison of the two methods of calculating p(r) at a distance of 6 ato
mic units (1 atomic unit =0.529 A) above the surface shows that variations 
of up to a factor of 3 are observed [11.26] . More significant than the ab
solute charge density is the periodic variation parallel to the surface. 
For the Ni{110} surface for which the absolute charge densities varied by a 

factor of 3, the corrugation amplitudes agreed within 10%. This suggests that 
the superposition of atomic charge densities may be a sufficiently accurate 

method to calculate p(r) although a more stringent test would be a detailed 
comparison on a covalently bonded substance such as Ga As, for which Hamann 

[11.25] has carried out calculations. 
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Fig.11.2. Charge densi
ties for the relaxed 
(1 x1) surface of GaAs 
{110}. Note the exponen
tial falloff of the den
sity along the [110] di
rection which is perpen
dicular to the surface 
[11.25] 

Figure 11.2 shows electron density contours for the GaAs{110} surface and 

it can be seen that the falloff in p(r) perpendicular to the surface is ex

ponential. Therefore a reasonable ansatz for the atom-surface potential is 

(1 1.3) 

where c0 and z0 are to be regarded as fitting parameters and C, K and the 

corrugation function ~.(x,y) are obtained from the calculation of p(r ). The 
J 

subscript j on ~ (x,y) and V(x,y, z) indicates the energy dependence of the 

potential which here enters through (11. 2). The value of the charge dens ity 

appropriate to the experiment is obtained from (11.2) and as is seen from 

Fig.11.2, ~max' which is the peak-to-peak amplitude of ~j(x,y), increases 

with p. 

To implement a model potential such as that of (11.3) practically the con

stants c0 and z0 must be evaluated. They can be obtained using the phenomenon 

of resonant scattering or se lective adsorption [11.6,13]. Figure 11.3 shows 

the variation of the specular diffraction beam corresponding toG =0 (Sect. 

11.3.1) with the polar angle of incidence e. which is measured from the sur-, 
face normal . Sharp minima and maxima are observed from which the bound states 

in the atom-surface potential can be calculated without any assumptions 

about the atom-surface potential. By fitting to model potentials, the con

stants c0 and z0 can be obtained [11 . 13,27 ]. 

As discussed above, a model potential like that given as (11.3) contains 

assumptions and simplifications, the most important of which are the rela

tionships between the repulsive potential and the charge density, those in

volved in the calculation of the electron density, and the lack of a lateral 
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Fig.11.3. Variation of specular 
intensity with the polar angle ei 
for He scattering from Li F{100}. 
The number pair in parenthesis in
dicates the G vector involved in 
the transition and the energy level 
quantum numbers 0,1,2,3 increase 
from right to left [11.4] 

variation of the attractive part of the potential. Since resonant scattering 
experiments measure only the laterally averaged potential v0 {Sect.11.3) 
diffraction experiments are needed to measure ~j(x,y) if the total potential 
is to be verified experimentally. In the following section the quantum theory 
of particle diffraction will be presented and formalism for calculating the 
intensities for given potentials will be discussed. 

11. 3 Quantum Theory of Particle Diffraction 

7 7. 3. 7 General Considerations on Diffraction 

Diffraction beams are characterized by their intensities and the angle at 
which they occur. The latter information together with the wavelength of the 
incident atomic beam give the unit cell vectors a1 and a2. The structure 
within the unit cell, which is contained in ~j(x,y), must be determined from 
the relative intensities of the diffracted beams [11.6]. 

In developing a formalism for atom diffraction, the relationship between 
the unit cell vectors of the direct lattice (a1 and a2) and those of there

ciprocal lattice {b1 and b2), which are given below, will be required: 

( 11.4) 

and 
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the vectors bi and bz is nonprimitive. b) Reciprocal lattice corre~pondin~ 
to the direct lattic~ of (a) with the reciprocal lattice vectors a; and b;, 
related to a; and b; by (11.5) [11.28] 

( 11.5) 

To illustrate these relationships, a direct lattice and its corresponding 

reciprocal lattice are shown in Fig.11.4. 

Consider a particle of energy E; incident on a single crystal surface at 

a polar angle e;. The wavelength of the particle is given by 

h 
lc; ---

12mE. 
1 

(11.6) 

which corresponds to 0.57 A for a helium atom of 63 meV incident energy. This 

is a convenient reference energy since it corresponds to the mean energy of 

a fully expanded nozzle beam of a monatomic gas with a nozzle temperature of 

300 K. 
The wave vector of the incident beam which also describes the angle of 

incidence is related to the wavelength by 

I I = 2n k,. = k,. 
lc; 

( 11. 7) 

It is convenient to separate k; into its component parallel and perpendicular 

to the surface 

( 11. 8) 

The condition for which diffraction can occur is that the wave vector de

scribing the outgoing beam 

( 11.9) 

is related to k; by 
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1<ci K+G (11.10) 

where 

(11.11) 

are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the surface. Since the scattering is 
elastic, the total energy of the scattered particle is unchanged and 

k~ = k~ (11.12) 

This restricts the number of diffracted beams to that set for which 

k2 = k~ - (K + G) 2 > 0 Gz 1 -
(11.13) 

However, evanescent waves for which ~z <0, although not observable, play an 
important part in atom diffraction. 

7 7. 3. 2 The Corrugated Hard Wall Model 

In the corrugated hard wall model, the atom-surface potential discussed in 
Sect.11.2 is simplified to 

V(z) 0 for Z > s(x,y) 

V(z) = oo for Z ~ s(x,y) (11.14) 

In this model, two significant features of a realistic potential, namely the 
attractive well and the finite steepness (softness) of the repulsive part 
are neglected. The modulation of the potential parallel to the surface re
mains and a physical connection between the electron charge density at the 
surface and s(x,y) can be made by using (11.1), equating Ei with Vrep(r) to 
obtain an appropriate value of p(r), and identifying s(x,y) with the periodic 
lateral variation of this charge density contour if calculations of p(r) are 
available. 

The far field solution of the scattering problem is given by [11.6] 

~(r) = exp[i(KR + k. z)l +LAG exp[i(K + G)Rlexp[ikG z] 
1 z G z 

(11.15) 

The complex scattering amplitudes AG are related to the experimentally ob-
served intensities PG by 

(11.16) 

The factor in front of the [AG[ 2 ensures that the total particle flux cros
sing any plane parallel to the solid surface is zero. 
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Since all the scattering from the corrugated hard wall is elastic, the 
sum of the PG is given by 

L PG = 1 . 
G 

(11.17) 

Calculating AG can be significantly simplified if it is assumed that the 
far field solution given by (11.15) holds up to the surface. Since the sur
face presents an infinite barrier, 

w[R, z = ~(x,y)J = o ( 11.18) 

and (11.15) with this boundary condition becomes 

exp{i[KR + k. ~(x,y)]} +LAG exp{i[KR + GR +kG ~(x,y)]} = 0 , (11.19) 
lZ G z 

or in its more usual form 

~ AG exp[ikGz~(x,y)] exp[iGR] = -exp[ikiz ~(x,y)] ( 11. 20) 

Since these equations must be satisfied for each point within the unit 
cell, a set of equations can be set up to solve for AG. 

The assumption that the far field solution is also valid at the surface, 
which is called the Rayleigh hypothesis, is valid only for small corrugation 
amplitudes and for special cases such as a one-dimensional sinusoidal cor
rugation 

1 21fX 
~(x) = 2 ~ 1 cos --a-- , (11.21) 

and a two-dimensional corrugation with a square unit cell 

1 ( 21fX 21rv) ~(x,y) = 4 ~1 cos a+ cos =-:- ' (11.22) 

the Rayleigh limits are ~ 1 =0.143a and ~ 1 =0.188a respectively [11.29-31]. 
The addition of higher terms to the expansion 

~(x,y) = L ~G exp[i(GR)] 
G 

(11.23) 

reduces the range of validity of the Rayleigh hypothesis. Corrugations for 
many clean and adsorbate-covered surfaces are within the range of validity 
of the Rayleigh hypothesis although corrugation functions describing surface 
reconstructions involving extensive rearrangement or large adsorbates on most 
surfaces will not satisfy the criteria. 

However, this is not a limitation since a variety of methods have been 
developed to solve for the AG given ~(x,y) without invoking the Rayleigh 
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hypothesis. The interested reader is referred to [11.6] for a discussion of 
these. A notable recent development is the special points method of Salanon 

and Armand [11.32] which allows exact calculations to be carried out without 
increasing the computational effort beyond that required for those methods 
utilizing the Rayleigh hypothesis. 

Despite these methods, the application of the hard corrugated wall model 
to surfaces of appreciable corrugation amplitude is questionable as recent 
attempts to fit experimental data have shown [11.33]. The reason for the in
ability of the model to fit the data is probably due to the neglect of the 
softness of the repulsive wall rather than to the absence of the attractive 
well. However, as has been noted elsewhere [11.25,34], the inclusion of the 
attractive well influences the repulsive part of the potential and has the 
effect of making it steeper at lower energies. Without question the main 
contribution of the hard corrugated wall model has been the success with 
which diffraction data from relatively smooth surfaces could be interpreted 
with a minimum of computational effort. The drawbacks to the model are main
ly due to the lack of a microscopic prescription to calculate s(x,y) for a 
given surface geometry. Thus although diffraction data taken from a real sur
face with a realistic atom-surface potential of the type given by (11.3) can 
be mapped into a hard corrugated wall problem, there is no obvious way to go 
back to a realistic surface potential having found the best fit to s(x,y) in 
the hard wall limit. The identification of s(x,y) with the s-(x,y) of (11.3) 

J 
using electron density calculations is a step in this direction. However, it 
does not seem probable that structural determinations in which atomic posi
tions are specified to within 0.1 A are possible with the simplied surface 
potential of the hard corrugated wall model. 

7 7. 3. 3 The Inversion Problem in the Hard Corrugated Wall Limit 

Experimentalists usually encounter the problem of structural determination 
in the inverse form to that described above, since one begins with diffrac
tion intensities P6 and wishes to determine s(x,y). Recently, two procedures 
have been developed to calculate s(x,y), given the P6 [11.35,36], of which 
that in [11.36] has the advantage that no assumptions need be made about 
s(x,y), and so is described briefly below. Although both methods are at pre
sent restricted to one-dimensional corrugation functions, this is not a limi
tation in principle but rather in developing an efficient algorithm for the 
two-dimensional case. 

The inversion procedure [11.36] utilizes the observation that for trial 
values of s(R) suitably close to their true values, rapid convergence to the 
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true values can be attained using an iterative method. Beginning with a set 
of AG corresponding to the true corrugation ~(R), a set A~al is calculated 
from (11.19) using ~ 1 = 10-8 and ~n = 0, n > 1 from (11.21). There A~al are 
used to calculate a new set of AG given by 

(11.24) 

where initially 2-8 <m<2-5. In generating the AG' the calculated phases of 
the complex amplitudes A~al are retained and the intensities of all beams 
for which G * 0 are reduced by the factor m to mimic a corrugation of much 
smaller amplitude. A renormalized set of amplitudes AG given by 

2 IA~xpl 
A" A' G G = G .,..i_,.I.....,A ,,..,...1-

G G 
(11.25) 

are then used to solve for ~(Ri), where the Ri are a discrete set of points 
in the unit cell. The imaginary part of ~(Ri) is discarded and a least-squares 
procedure is used to calculate new coefficients ~i· The ~i are used to repeat 
the procedure outlined above until no further change in their values is ob
served. At this point m is increased to a somewhat higher value. The entire 
procedure is repeated until m = 1, when the corrugation has slowly been brought 
up to the true value and the ~i are the best-fit parameters to the true cor
rugation ~(R). 

Such a procedure has the advantage that experimental data can be quickly 
examined with a laboratory sized computer (the method was developed on the 
LSI 11/23) and the main structural features can be extracted. More detailed 
modeling can be carried out at a later data, whereas it can be established 
immediately if experiments under other conditions of parameters such as Ei 
or e. would be advantageous. In view of the complexity of the measurements 

1 
involved, the immediate feedback is of great utility. 

11. 3. 4 The Coupled Channel Method for Calculating Diffraction Intensities 

The above discussion has emphasized the need for calculating diffraction in
tensities using a potential which is more realistic than the hard corrugated 
wall. The coupled channel method ·is well suited to do this and in the follow
ing we follow the arguments of Liebsch and Harris [11.37] and Wolken [11.38]. 

Since the atom-surface potential will show the two-dimensional periodicity 
characteristic of the surface, it can be written as 
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V(r) = L VG(z) exp(iGR) 
G 

If V(r) is known, VG(z) can be calculated from 

-1 f 2 VG(z) =A V(r) exp(-iGR) d R 

where the integration is over the unit cell of area A. 

(11.26) 

(11.27) 

The wave functions describing the scattered particles must satisfy the 
Schrodinger equation 

(11.28) 

and because of the two-dimensional surface periodicity, ~a(R) can be written 
as 

~ (r) = L ~G (z) exp[i(K + G)Rl 
a G a 

( 11.29) 

where the ~a(z) are unknown functions of z. Substituting (11.29) in (11.28), 
multiplying on the left by exp[-i(K + G)Rl and integrating over the two-di
mensional unit cell, (11.28) becomes 

exp(iGR) d2R} = 0 

Substituting (11.26) into the above equation we obtain 

( 11. 30) 

(11.31) 

This coupled set of linear second-order differential equations is to be 
solved for the particular solutions ~Ga(z). The solution to the scattering 
problem must satisfy the boundary conditions 

~(r)-- o as z--oo 

~(r)-- 0 as Z- + oo 

for all closed channels which satisfy the conditions ~z < 0 and 

~(r)--. exp[i(KR + k. z)] +LAG exp[i(K + G)Rlexp[ikG z] 
lZ G z (11.32) 

as z .... + oo, and for all open channels which satisfy the condition K~ > 0. "liZ-
Here ~(r) can be expressed as a linear combination of~ (R) and the coeffi

a 
cients define the complex scattering amplitudes AG. Methods of solving these 
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equations have been discussed elsewhere [11.37,38]. In principle the expan

sions for V(r), (11.26), and ~(r), (11.29), have an infinite number of terms 

but only a relatively small number of components need be considered. The 

number of coupled diffraction channels depends on A., e. and the strength of 
1 1 

the coupling parameters VG-G'(z) but lies in the range 20-80. For the rela-

tively smooth surfaces which have to date been examined with the method only 

1-3 coefficients VG-G'(z) have been considered. 

The importance of the coupled channel approach to calculating diffraction 

intensities is that it is in principle exact and can accommodate realistic 

potentials. The coupling of the incident and diffracted waves to the bound 

states is fully included and resonant scattering effects such as those shown 

in Fig.11.3 can be calculated. However, the inclusion of inelastic effects is 

necessary to describe scattering intensities accurately in the vicinity of 

resonances [11.39]. 

11.4 Experimental Tests of the Atom-Surface Potential 

Resonant scattering experiments have been used to map out the atom-surface 

potential, most extensively for the helium-graphite interaction [11.40]. 

However, the experiments are most sensitive to the attractive part of the 

potential and give little information on the repulsive part of the potential. 

Since the opposite is true for diffraction experiments, a suitable test for 

the total potential should be its compatibility with both resonant scatter

ing and diffraction experiments. 
Diffraction intensities have been recently measured for Cu{110} [11.41] 

and Ni{110} [11.42] for a number of incident energies Ei and have been ana

lyzed using the close coupling methods discussed in Sect.11.3. 

The copper results [11.41] show the expected increase in AG with Ei con

sistent with an increase in the amplitude of ~(x,y) as the incoming particle 

penetrates the electron charge distribution more deeply. In interpreting these 

results, Garcia et al. [11.43] have proceeded from the potential given in 

(11.3) using p(r) calculated from the superposition of atomic charge densi

ties. The N¢rskov potential (11.2) was used including an appropriate averag

ing of p(r) over the spatial extent of the He atom. 

The corrugation function ~(x,y) was expressed as 

_ 1 f 2rrx 2rryl 1 (2rrx) (2rry\ ;(x,y) - z L;lO cos~+ ; 01 cos ~j + 2 ; 11 cos~ cos\~) ,(11.33) 
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Table 11.1. Comparison of corrugation parameters 

Ez(mev) <;10(A) <;01 (A) a(A- 1) 

Garcia et a 1. 
[11.43] 3.5 0.004 0.057 2.02 

(surface layer 
relaxed by 10%) 46.0 0.015 0.107 2.02 

Liebsch et a 1 . 
[11.41] 3.5 0.052 2.63 

( unre 1 axed 
surface) 46.0 0.079 2.63 

where a1 =2.54 A and a2 =3.60 A are the unit cell lengths in the [llO] and 
[110] azimuths respectively. The charge density calculations gave the results 
shown below in Table 11.1 for an inward relaxation by 10% of the topmost 
layer as has been found with LEED [11.44]. In these calculations ~:; 11 was 
found to be negligible. The same data was analyzed by Liebsch et al. [11.41] 
using a potential 

£ 

V(r) = f F d£g(E)P(E,r) ( 11.34) 

in which EF is the Fermi energy of the metal, g(E) is a known smooth func
tion of energy which depends only on the properties of an isolated He atom, 
and p(E,r) is the local density of states of the surface. 

The resultant potential can be written as 

co 
V(r) = V exp{-a[z - h(x,y,z)]} - 3 

(z - z0) 
(11.35) 

with 

( 11.36) 

and the authors have chosen to neglect the corrugation along the [1l0] azi
muth. This potential is very similar to that of (11.3), the only difference 
being the unequal falloff lengths a and s10 for the G = 0 and G * 0 components 
of V(r). 

In both these studies, the parameters V, a, c0, z0 and B were obtained 
from charge density calculations, previously determined values from the van 
der Waals potential, and in part they have been used as fitting parameters. 
Table 11.1 compares the results of the two studies at two values of the nor-
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mal component of energy, Ez. There is some uncertainty in the values of ~ 01 
obtained by Liebsch et al. [11.41] due to our inability to extract accurate 
data from their Fig.S. 

Although these potentials differ somewhat, both give good fits to the 
diffraction intensities as is seen in Figs.11.5,6. Figure 11.7 shows the re
sultant potential and the dependence of ~G on the normal component of energy 
using the results of Garcia et al. [11.43] and Fig.11.8 shows the correspond
ing results obtained by Liebsch et al. [11.41]. 

A further interesting comparison between these two studies is the electron 
charge distribution at the surface which for Garcia et al. [11.43] is an in
put parameter in calculating the diffraction intensities, while for Liebsch 

et al. [11.41] it is derived from a best fit to the diffraction data. Figure 
11.9 shows the laterally averaged and corrugated parts of the surface elec
tron density for the charge density n(r) calculated from the local density 
of states. Also shown in this figure is nA(r), calculated from a superposi
tion of atomic charge densities. Absolute charge densities calculated in this 
manner are not very accurate. However, n1(z) and n~(z), which are the corru-
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Fig.11.5a. Experimental intensities for Ei = 
21 meV as a function of the polar angle of in
cidence ei for He diffraction from Cu{110} are 
indicated by vertical bars. Intensity calcula
tions for a relaxed and unrelaxed surface layer 
are shown by solid and dashed lines, respec
tively; b) as above for Ei = 63 meV [11.43] 



80 

Fig.11.6a. Comparison of calculated (solid lines) and measured (vertical 
bars) He diffraction intensities from Cu{110} as a function of ei for an in
cident energy Ei = 21 meV; b) as above for Ei = 63 meV; c) as above for 77 meV; 
d) as above for 124 meV [11.41] 
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Fiq.11.7a. Values of the theoretical 
Fourier coefficients for He diffrac
tion from Cu{110} as a function of the 
normal com~onent of energy Ez, where 
Ez = Ei cos ei . Dashed and so I i d lines 
are for an unrelaxed and a relaxed 
surface layer, respectively. b) He
Cu{110} interaction potential as a 
function of Z for x = y = o (dashed 
line) and x = o, y = b/2 (solid line) . 
Only the relative position of the two 
potential curves along the Z axis is 
relevant [11.43] 
FiZ.11.8. Laterally averaged potential 
Vo z) and the corrugation parameter 
~01 [denoted by hx(z) and h~(z)l as a 
function of z, where the equilibrium 
He-surface distance is 3.0 A. The 
numbered vertical bars indicate the 
z value of the classical turning point 
for various energies Ei [11.41] 

Fig.11.9. Variation of the surface electron charge with the distance Z for a 
Cu{110} surface. The solid lines represent the densities extracted from a fit 
to the diffraction data and the dashed lines represent the density calculated 
from an asymptotic form of overlapping atomic charge densities. The subscripts 
0 indicate the laterally averaged and the subscripts 1 indicate the corrugated 
parts of the electron charge density [11.36] 
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Fig.11.11. Values of the Fourier co
efficients of the corrugation func
tion as a function of Ez, the Z com
ponent of the incident energy, for He 
diffraction from Ni{110} [11.45] 

gated parts, taken at the same value of the laterally averaged change density, 

allow a more meaningful comparison. For the relevant densities, the corruga

tion amplitude from atomic charge superposition is a factor of 4 larger than 

that derived from the diffraction intensities. The authors attribute this to 

the itinerant nature of the metallic electrons, which is not taken into ac

count by superposing charge densities. 

Therefore although both groups can fit the diffraction intensities well, 

as shown in Figs.11.5,6, there is a lack of quantitative agreement on the 

parameters of the potential and even as to whether the surface corrugation 

can be accurately modeled using the superposition of atomic charge densities. 

Similarly, calculations of the electron charge density for the Ni{110} sur

face using both methods discussed in Sect.11.2 agree on the maximum amplitude 

of 0.15 A [11.25,26]. However, this cannot be reconciled with the experimen

tally determined value of 0.05 A at E.= 63 meV [11.11]. Garcia et al. [11.45] 
1 

have also tried unsuccessfully to fit diffraction data on Ni{l10} [11.42] in 

which the corrugation parameters along the [1l0] and [001] directions do not 
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vary with Ei as would be predicted. Figure 11.10 shows a comparison of the 

calculated and experimentally determined diffraction intensities which agree 

well. The energy dependence of the corrugation parameters for this best fit 

are shown in Fig.ll.ll along with those calculated from a superposition of 

atomic charge intensities and it is seen that the s01 coefficient correspond

ing to the [001] direction remains constant with Ez' whereas the calculated 

value shows the expected dependence. The reason for this discrepancy is at 

present not understood. 

Although the above results show that diffraction from relatively smooth 

surfaces can be modeled using realistic potentials and coupled channel methods, 

less success has been reported on the more strongly corrugated semiconductor 

surfaces where similar approaches have not been successful in generating 

structural models [11.10]. It is apparent from these efforts that it is more 

critical to approximate the true potential closely by a trial potential for 

strongly corrugated surfaces than it is for relatively flat surfaces. 

In summarizing this section, it can be said that rapid progress in the de

velopment of a realistic atom-surface potential has been made. Corrugation 

surfaces based on atomic models can readily be constructed and as shown in 

the following section, are often able to decide between alternative models 

of surface structure. However, a clearer understanding of the limits of 

validity of various methods for calculating p(r) coupled with progress in 

formulating a microscopic atom-surface potential are necessary before atom 

diffraction can become truly quantitative. 

11.5 Current Applications of Atom Diffraction in Surface Science 

7 7. 5. 7 A tom Diffraction as a Surface Technique 

Due to the extremely low incident energies (Ei = 10-200 meV) and large size 

of the incident particles, atom diffraction is a highly surface-sensitive 

technique with no penetration of the topmost layer for reasonably close 

packed surfaces. It is also the only surface structural technique where the 

scattering is from the electron charge distribution rather than from the ion 

cores. Consequently, incident atoms are scattered strongly from surface con

sisting of atoms of low atomic number. Primarily·for these reasons, atom 

diffraction is particularly useful in the following areas: hydrogen chemi

sorption, surface reconstructions and incommensurate layers, and insulator 

surfaces. Research in these areas is discussed individually below. Although 

atom diffraction experiments can be carried out on any well-ordered surfaces, 
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only areas will be emphasized in which atom diffraction has particular ad
vantages over other techniques. The reader is referred to [11.6] for a more 
comprehensive discussion. 

11. 5. 2 Chemisorption of Hydrogen on Surfaces 

Despite its importance in a wide range of chemical processes at solid sur
faces ranging from catalysis to energy storage, little is known about the 
structure of hydrogen adlayers. Only one LEED study in which I-V curves have 
been analyzed has involved hydrogen [11.46], primarily because of its weak 
scattering power for electrons in the energy range suitable for LEED. Figure 
11.12 shows a corrugation surface ~(x,y) for hydrogen dissociatively adsorbed 
on Ni{110} at a coverage of eH =0.8 [11.11] together with the corresponding 
structural model. The model is derived from ~(x,y) by associating the maxima 
in the electron charge distribution with underlying hydrogen atoms. Since 
the nickel substrate is very weakly corrugated, it is not possible from the 
diffraction data alone to establish the registry between the adlayer and the 
substrate. The model chosen, however, has sites of highest symmetry and is 
eminently plausible from chemical arguments. 

The most striking feature of this structure is the preference of a majority 
of the hydrogen atoms for asymmetric sites. This can be understood on the 
basis of repulsive interactions in the adlayer and upon closer examination 
it is seen that the hydrogen adatoms form a distorted hexagonal array which 
results from an energy balance between adsorption at sites of high symmetry 
and a hexagonal array in which the repulsive forces are minimized. Further 
adsorption of hydrogen up to a coverage of eH = 1 leads to the structure shown 
in Fig.11.13 in which all the hydrogens are at sites of low symmetry, again 
showing the dominance of repulsive interactions in determining the adlayer 
structure. 

These examples, which resulted from an analysis of diffraction data using 
the hard corrugated wall model (Sect.11.3), illustrate that considerable in
sight can be gained about the surface geometry without a realistic atom-sur
face potential. It would be difficult to obtain the same structural infor
mation with LEED due to the low scattering cross section of hydrogen and to 
the size of the unit cell for the (2 x 6) structure shown in Fig.11.11 which 
exceeds that routinely dealt with in LEED calculations. On the basis of these 
examples, it can be concluded that atom diffraction is currently able to re
veal more structural details of hydrogen adlayers than alternative surface
science techniques. However, until an accurate atom-surface potential is 
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Fig.11.12a. Best fit corrugation function for the (2 x6) phase of hydrogen 
adsorbed on Ni{110}. The surface unit cell is indicated: the smaller dimen
sion is 4.98 A. The vertical scale has been expanded and is 0.26 A peak to 
peak. b) Hard sphere model for the (2 x 6) phase. The small filled and shaded 
circles represent H atoms and the large circles represent the outermost layer 
of the Ni{110} substrate. The surface unit cell is indicated [11.11] 

Fig.11.13. Hard sphere model for 
the (2 x 1) adsorption phase. The 
small filled circles represent 
H atoms and the large circles re
present the outermost layer of 
the Ni{110} substrate. The surface 
unit cell is indicated [11.11] 

available, the positions of the hydrogen atoms vertical to the surface can
not be established in other than a qualitative sense. 

7 7. 5. 3 Reconstruction of Ad/oyer Surfaces 

As seen in the previous section, adsorption on top of the substrate gives 
rise to a two-dimensional corrugation with well-defined maxima corresponding 
to the adsorbed atoms. It is also known [11.47,48] that adsorption can lead 
to a reconstruction of the surface in which the adsorbate lies in or below 
the substrate plane. This phenomenon is particularly important in corrosion 
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Fig.11.14. Best fit corrugation f unction of the (1 x2 ) phase of hydrogen ad
sorbed on Ni{110}. The surface unit cell is indicated. Note the one-dimen
sional character of the surface when compared with Fig.11.12a [11.1] 

since it precedes the formation of 3-dimensional oxide nuclei and mater ial 

loss. However, it is difficult to establish the occurrence of such a recon

struction and unless quantitative LEED calculations or Rutherford backscat

tering [11.49] data are available, indirect evidence such as work function 

changes [11.50] or ion-scattering intensities [11.51] have been used to veri

fy reconstruction. 
Surface reconstruction can lead to characteristic changes in ~(x,y) which 

allow one to distinguish it clearly from adsorption on the surface as is seen 

in Fig.11.14. Upon adsorption of more than one monolayer of hydrogen, the 

Ni{110} surface corrugation shows a highly anisotropic form. This cannot be 

due to adsorption on the surface since those electrons localized on the ad

sorbate atoms will show an approximately clyindrical symmetry about the bond 

axis. The itinerant electrons in the metal can show such a large anisotropy 

and this suggests that the hydrogen atoms are located in the plane of the 

first layer nickel atom. The occurrence of a surface reconstruction has been 

confirmed with LEED [11.52] and can be easily established by atom diffraction 

simply from the form of the corrugation function. Similarly, dissociative ad

sorption of oxygen has been observed on Ni{110} [11.53] and Cu{110} [11.54] 

to lead to surface reconstruction using atom diffraction. However, i n t hese 
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cases, the surface is reconstructed in the [1l0l azimuth rather than in the 
[001] azimuth as is the case for hydrogen adsorption. 

In cases such as those described above, the structural information ob

tained using atom diffraction is inherently qualitative in that the adsorbate 

atoms cannot be located even if the atom-surface potential is accurately 
known, since they make no appreciable contribution to the electron density 
sampled by the diffracting atoms. However, the substrate positions can be 
ascertained from experimentally determined corrugation functions if scatter
ing potentials are available through modeling studies. 

11. 5. 4 Diffraction from Incommensurate Layers or Layers with Large 

Unit Cells 

Complex LEED patterns have been frequently observed for clean [11.55] and 
adsorbate covered surfaces [11.48] and have been attributed to multiple 
diffraction involving the adlayer and the substrate [11.56]. Although these 
patterns contain the complete structural information of the selvedge region, 
it is often too complex to allow a unique interpretation, and it would be of 
great advantage to investigate the topmost layer separately. Since low-energy 
He atoms do not penetrate the surface, this separation is possible for rea
sonably close packed layers using atom diffraction. A recent example is the 
investigation of the reconstructed Au{100} surface [11.57]. LEED investiga
tions show a C{26x68) periodicity [11.55], which is not meant to imply a 
commensurate layer, whereas ~(x,y) as determined from atom diffraction ex
periments [11.57] is one-dimensional and is consistent with the topmost layer 
having a (1 x 5) periodicity. The corrugation function is shown in Fig.11.15 
and two possible models consistent with this result are shown in Figs.11.16, 
17. It is not uniquely possible to establish the structure since the flat 
portions in both unit cells would have a vanishingly small corrugation and 
therefore not allow a distinction between the two symmetries shown. 

However, the atom diffraction experiment shows clearly that the major re

construction has a (1 x 5) unit cell which may be due to dislocation lines 
originating from the high surface packing density. It can be concluded that 
the C(26 x 68) LEED symmetry is due to secondary atomic shifts rather than to 

major structural features. 

The unique surface sensitivity of atom diffraction is weli suited for in
vestigating similar cases and has been able to show that the Si{111}-(7 x 7) 
reconstruction is characteristic of the surface layer rather than being a 

multiple diffraction effect [11.9]. 
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diffraction form the reconstructed 
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Fig . 11 . 17 . An al ternate mode l for 
the reconstructed Au{ l00} surface . 
See caption to Fig . l l. 6 for de
ta il s [11 .57] 

• 

Fig.11.16. Bottom : view onto the Au{100} surface. Continuation of the bulk 
structure up to the surface would have atoms at the intersection of the solid 
lines. The open circles indicate the position of the Au atoms in the topmost 
layer. Middle : side view of the atom portions. Top : corrugation functioning 
~ ( x ) and surface charge densities p(x) for different vertical positions of 
the atoms in the topmost layer [11.57] 
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77. 5. 5 Insulator Surfaces 

Insulators are a class of materials which are difficult to investigate struc

turally due to electrostatic charging which arises when using charged par

ticle beams. Since atoms are electrically neutral, no charging occurs when 

using atomic beams. Of particular interest in the study of insulator surfaces 

is the possibility of charge redistribution at the surface between ionic 

species which may become unstable when not surrounded by their full coordi

nation shell. 
One of the first surfaces to be investigated was LiF{100} [11.58] and it 

is reasonably certain that no appreciable charge redistribution or relative 

movement of neighboring surface atoms takes place on this surface. However, 

the oxide surfaces which have been examined, Ni0{100} [11.59] and Mg0{100} 

[11.60], both show corrugation amplitudes which are appreciably less than 

what would expected from the ideal surface geometry and the known ionic radii. 

For Ni0{100}, the maximum corrugation amplitude is 0.28 A [11.59], which 

is much smaller than the difference of the ionic radi of 0.68 A [11.61]. 

LEED calculations indicate that the positions of the ion cores do not devi

ate significantly from the ideal configuration [11.62], indicating that a 

charge redistribution at the surface has taken place. Similarly, for Mg0{100} 

the maximum corrugation amplitude is 0.36 A, whereas the difference in ionic 

radii would predict 0.68 A [11.60]. 

In these cases, the complementary nature of LEED and atom diffraction is 

well illustrated. LEED measurements indicate that Ni0{100} is unreconstruc

ted since the ion core positions are unchanged, but atom diffraction experi

ments show that charge redistribution has taken place at the surface, re

flecting the charge in chemical bonding. 

11.6 Summary 

This review of atom diffraction from solid surfaces has been intended to 

supplement [11.5,6], and particular emphasis has been placed on recent work 

which has made substantial progress in deriving realistic atom-surface po

tentials from microscopic considerations. Theories relating the repulsive 

potential to the electron charge density at the surface together with the 

application of coupled channel methods for calculating diffraction intensi

ties have been applied to reasonably smooth metal surfaces with considerable 

success. However, the lack of quantitative agreement of these surfaces and 

the present inability to generate satisfactory scattering potentials for more 
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strongly corrugated surfaces show that further work is necessary to derive 

and extend existing potentials. 
Even at the present stage of development of atom diffraction in which 

only qualitative information regarding displacements of surface atoms normal 

to the surface can be made, the technique has made significant contributions, 

discussed in some detail in Sect.11.5. Since nearly all our current under

standing of the atom-surface potential has evolved in the last three years, 

further rapid development is to be expected in the coming years. It does not 

seem unduly optimistic to predict that atom diffraction will provide highly 

quantitative structural information in the immediate future. In view of the 

versatility of the beam surface-scattering technique, which without modifi

cations in apparatus is capable of inelastic scattering and reaction kinetic 

studies, significant applications of the technique in surface science can 

be expected soon. 
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12. An Atomic View of Crystal Growth* 

G. Ehrlich 

With 12 Figures 

12. 1 Introduction 

Studies of crystal growth have been of scientific interest at least since 

the time of Gibbs, but an atomic view of the subject really began to emerge 

in the 1920s, through the work of Volmer, Stranski, and Kossel [12.1]. From 

these early investigations, largely based on visual observations or on stu

dies with the light microscope, it became evident that growth from the vapor 

occurs in a series of steps, shown in Fig.12.1. Atoms from the vapor are cap

tured at a crystal surface on colliding with it. To become part of the crys

tal they must still reach a growth site, that is a kink in a lattice step. 

At low supersaturations of the vapor, incorporation can occur only if the 

lifetime of the adatom on the flat terraces is long enough for the atom to 

diffuse to a step prior to evaporation. At higher vapor pressures the con

centration of adatoms on the flat may be large enough to allow the creation 

of new nuclei, at which growth can then proceed [12.2]. All of these pro

cesses have been nicely illustrated in the Monte Carlo simulations reviewed 

by GiLmer [12.3]. The creation of epitaxial layers of a foreign material on 

a crystalline substrate is, however, more complicated [12.4]. As is stressed 

in van der Merwe's review [12.5], epitaxy is significantly affected by the 

strength of the interactions between adatoms as well as between adatoms and 

substrate. Nevertheless, the atomic events in both crystal and overlayer 

growth involve the same steps: 

condensation, 

migration of adatoms, 

atomic incorporation, 

and formation of surface clusters. 

*Supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant NSF DMR 82-01884. 
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Kink 

Fig.12.1. Volmer-Stranski pic
ture of crystal growth from 
the vapor phase 

This brief review [12.6] will concentrate on actual observations on the 

atomic level of th~se individual steps. 

12. 2 Observation of Single Adatoms 

Only two experimental techniques have so far been demonstrated to provide 

information about surface events on the atomic level: field ion microscopy 

[12.7] and electron microscopy [12.8,9]. In the field ion microscope a sur

face shaped in the form of a fine needle is imaged by applying a high field. 

The latter causes the preferential ionization of rare-gas atoms, introduced 

into the microscope to a pressure of <10-3 Torr, at atomic protrusions on 

the surface. The ions so created are accelerated by the high field toward a 

suitable detector, where an image such as in Fig.12.2 is formed with atomic 

resolution. Although operation of the microscope requires high fields, this 

has not limited the application of the field ion microscope to metals rang

ing from aluminum to tungsten, as well as to semiconductors. 

Scanning electron microscopy has also been successful in visualizing in

dividual atoms at a surface; so far, observations have been limited to heavy 

atoms on an amorphous carbon substrate to optimize contrast [12.10]. No in

vestigations of atomic behavior on crystals have yet been reported. However, 

transmission electron microscopy [12.11] has begun to yield interesting in

formation about the growth of monatomic metal layers on metal substrates, 

and about the properties of very small particles [12.12]. 

A new technique, scanning tunneling microscopy, has recently been repor

ted by IBM Zurich as having the capability of revealing surface information 

on the angstrom level [12.13]. This method appears to be an adaptation of the 

Topografiner developed at the National Bureau of Standards in 1972 [12.14]. 

The IBM reports, though preliminary, are exciting and it will be interesting 

to see how far this promising method can be pushed. At the moment, however, 

field ion microscopy is still unique in providing data about the atomic pro-
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Fig.12.2. Field ion image of a <211> 
oriented W emitter, with a single atom 
on the central {211} plane. Courtesy 
of K. Stolt 

cesses in layer growth, and all the information presented here has been ob
tained using this rather simple technique. 

12.3 The Atomic Steps in Layer Growth 

12. 3. 7 Capture and Condensation of A toms 

The capture of metal atoms, on metal surfaces at least, is known to occur 
with high efficiency [12.15]; rather less is known about the rate at which 
energy is transferred from the colliding atom to the latti ce . This process 
is important for understanding crystal growth. If deexcitation occurs in
stantly, on the time scale of a vibrational period, then subsequent movement 
of adatoms toward growth sites must occur as an ordinary diffusion process. 
On the other hand, if deexcitation after capture is slow, the possibility 
exists that excited adatoms may contribute significantly toward transport. 

The latter possibility has been tested in the fie ld ion microscope [12.16]. 
In the arrangement customary for studies of metal adatoms, deposition on the 
sample occurs from the side. If thermalization of captured atoms is indeed 
rapid, then their location on the surface provides a faithful indication of 
where they first land and the deposit should end at the geometrical shadow 
line. However, if excited atoms contribute significantly to diffus1on, then 
adatoms could cover even t hose portions of the sampl e not in direct line of 
sight to the source. Experiments to test thermalization have been done with 
tungsten atoms from a source at ~3000 K condensing on a tungsten surface at 
~20 K. As is apparent from Fig.12.3, there is little spreading beyond the 
boundaries set by geometry. We conclude that thermalization after capture is 
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Fig.12 . 3a,b. Condensation of W atoms on a W substrate at ~20 K [12.16]. 
a) Starting surface, with {110} at center. Arrow indicates direction of 
vapor stream; b) same surface, after deposition of W from source at ~3000 K. 
The deposit is mostly bounded by the shadow line 

complete within less than 100 atomic excursions. The extent to which this 
result can be extrapolated to other materials still should be tested, but 
this experiment suggests that movement to growth sites is an ordinary ther
mal process. 

The likelihood that atoms will actually reach a lattice step after land
ing on a smooth terrace will therefore depend primarily upon the particulars 
of surface diffusion, and upon the strength of the interactions binding the 
atom to the terrace. About the latter , rather little is known . During the 
beginnings of field ion microscopy it was hoped that information about bind
ing of adatoms at specific surface sites would become accessible through 
studies of field evaporation. If evaporation in a high field occurs over a 
Schottky saddle, that is by removal of an ion over a barrier created by the 
superposition of the applied field and the image potential between the ion 

and the surface, then knowledge of the field at which desorption occurs will 
indeed provide information about the strength of binding [12.7]. Such mea

surements are quite simple and have been made for a number of different ad
atoms on different planes of tungsten [12.17,18]. However, there is no indi
cation that the Schottky model is applicable [12.19]. Until that can be de
monstrated, the values of the binding energy derived in this way must be 

suspect. 
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12. 3. 2 A tom Diffusion 

Much has already been said about the migration of atoms on solids [12.20], 

as this is the first process about which field ion microscopy revealed any 

quantitative detail. The field ion microscope provides information about the 

location of individual adatoms, as in Fig.12.4. By determining the location 

of an atom before and after an interval t at a high temperature at which 

diffusion can occur, it is simple to obtain a quantitative measure of the 

mean-square displacement <nx2>. The Einstein relation 

(12.1) 

provides a connection to the diffusivity of the adatoms. If migration occurs 

by hops of a single atom from one surface site to an adJacent one at a rate 

r, then 

(12.2) 

and 

(12.3) 

Here nE is the barrier opposing motion, v is a characteristic vibrational 
m 

frequency, on the order of kT/h, and ~ is the jump length, which in this 

model is just the spacing between sites. 

That this simple picture describes actual atomic motion on metals reason

ably well was already shown by the earliest studies in the field ion micro

scope [12.22]. We expect jumping of atoms to be activated, and that is in fact 

what is demonstrated by the diffusion data in Fig.12.5. Also, if migration 

occurs by the random movement of an adatom, then the mean-square displacement 

should increase linearly with the length of the diffusion interval t. This 

dependence was confirmed in early studies of self-diffusion on W{l10}. More 

recently work has focused upon the details of the jump process itself. Do 

atoms really jump between nearest-neighbor sites, as assumed earlier, or do 

they make excursions over long regions of the surface? This important ques

tion can be settled by examining not just the mean-square displacement, 

which yields the diffusivity D, but the entire distribution curve describing 

the probability of finding an adatom at a given distance from its origin 

after a short time interval. Although only little has been done to measure 

such distributions, so far all indications are that jumps to nearest-neigh

bor sites predominate [12.23]. 

The overall magnitude of the barrier to atomic motion on flats is also 

noteworthy. For tungsten on W{110} this amounts to only 1/10 the heat of 

sublimation of the substrate. We might expect the energetics of diffusion to 
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Fig.12.4. Observations of a single Re atom after diffusion on a W{211} plane. 
Movement occur during 60 s intervals at 327 K, in the absence of applied 
fields [12.21] 
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Fig.12.5. Temperature dependence of 
W adatom self-diffusion on W{110} 
and W{211} [12.22] 

be significantly affected by the atomic arrangement of the substrate, which 

varies considerably from one plane to the next, as suggested in Fig.12.6. 

This is not too strikingly shown by the quantitative data on tungsten. Only 

three planes, the {110}, {211} and {321}, have been examined at all care

fully. The activation energy for atom motion on these amounts to 21, 17, and 

20 kcal mole- 1 respectively [12.20]. However, on rougher planes the diffusion 
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Fig.12.6a,b. Hard-sphere models of bee (a) and fcc surfaces (b) 
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Fig.12 .7. Temperature 
dependence of Rh adatom 
self-diffusion on dif
ferent planes of Rh 
[12 . 24] 

barrier is much higher, so much so that quantitative measurements have not 
yet been feasible. On fcc metals a larger variety of smooth planes is ac
cessible to study, as is clear from the data in Fig.12.7. For rhodium [12.24], 
self-diffusion on the close-packed {111} has been found to occur at cryogenic 
temperatures; on the atomically rougher {100}, atom motion becomes important 
only around room temperature. Even for the latter plane , however, the bar
rier for diffusion is only ~1/7 of that for evaporation from the crystal. 

A structural effect important in understanding atomic transport toward 
steps is the strong directionality observed in motion on some surfaces. On 
a bee crystal, the {211} plane, for example, consists of channels of close
packed lattice atoms along <111>, apparent i n Fig.12 .6. Only motion a1ong 
these channels, not across them, has so far been observed. Unfortunately, the 
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Fig.12.8. Atom probe 
measurements of cross
channel motion on Ir {110} 
[12.26]. Top: observations 
of Ir atoms field desorbed 
from Ir{110} without prior 
heating. Bottom : observa
tions of W atoms under 
similar conditions. Cen
t er: after cross-channel 
motion on Ir{110} with a 
W adatom on it, atom in 
adjacent channel is re
vealed as Ir 

geometry of the surface is not always a reliable guide in predicting pre

ferred directions for diffusion, as has become clear from studies on {1'10} 

planes of fcc metals. The atomic arrangement of an ideal {110} of an fcc 

crystal is rather similar to that of {211} in the bee system, with close

packed rows in the lattice defining the direction along which we might expect 

preferential diffusion. That has indeed been found in self-diffusion on rho

dium [12.24]; however, on platinum {110} self-diffusion occurs just as often 

across as along these channels [12.25], and on iridium {110} movement across 

the channels is strongly preferred [12.26]. Detailed measurements by Wrigl ey 

for tungsten atoms on iridium {110} using the atom probe [12. 7], a combina

tion time-of-flight mass spectrometer and field ion microscope, have revealed 

that cross-channel motion occurs by a replacement mechanism [12.26]. It fol

lows from the data in Fig.12.8 that a tungsten adatom takes the place of a 

lattice atom in the channel wall, leaving the lattice atom to carry on the 

diffusion process. Still unsettled is the question why cross-channel diffu

sion occurs on some fcc metals but not others. There seems to be a correla

tion between cross-channel motion and the reconstruct ion of the surface, 

but even that needs clarification. At the moment we can say only that direc

tional effects must be expected in surface transport, but predictions are 

uncertain. 

72. 3. 3 Adatoms ot Surface Steps 

The behavior of atoms at steps is of interest as this concerns the critical 

stage in which the atom is incorporated into the lattice . In the standard 

view of growth phenomena, incorporation occurs when atoms strike a step regard-
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Fig.12.9. Free energy of W adatom bound at 
different sites in <111> channel on W{211} 
[12.30] 

less of whether it is ascending or descending. Early work with the field ion 
microscope already ~howed this picture to be unrealistic. Tungsten atoms, for 
example, were found to be reflected from descending steps on W{110} and {211} 
with fair efficiency [12.22]. This is consistent with the view that there is 
an effective energy barrier at a descending step which most atoms are not 
able to surmount. Such a barrier is expected from simple pair potential esti
mates of atom binding [12.27], and attempts have been made to obtain quanti
tative values of this barrier height by measuring the rate of atom disap
pearance from W{110} at high temperatures [12.28,29]. So far these experi
ments have not been entirely satisfactory. Nevertheless they have established 
the generality of reflection at descending steps. 

Rather more is known about atomic behavior at steps on W{211}. The equi
librium distribution of a single tungsten atom over the different sites 
available on such a plane has recently been measured [12.30]. As shown in 
Fig.12.9, the free energy varies with position in quite an unexpected way: 
the two sites next to the step are strongly attractive and there are signi
ficant differences in atomic behavior at the two ends of the plane. The 
latter is expected from symmetry, but the sign and magnitude of the edge ef
fects are not. Interactions are highly specific to the chemical identity of 
the atom; a rhenium atom shows rather different properties from those of a 
tungsten atom. These effects must obviously be accounted for in a proper 
interpretation of the atomic reflection at descending steps- they a 1 so sug
gest that we are dealing with quite a complicated phenomenon. 

72. 3. 4 Clustering of Adatoms 

As the concentration of adatoms on a surface increases so does the likeli
hood of forming a nucleus from which new layers can grow. The field ion mi
croscope has been especially helpful in revealing the properties of these 
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• Fig.12.10. Cross-channel 
dimers on W{211}. Top : 
straight configuration; 
bott om: staggered dimer 

Fig.12.11. Observations of 
Re dimer dissociation [12.31]. 
3 s heating intervals at 
392 K • 

clusters, as well as in providing information about the interactions that 
are responsible for nucleation. Most detail has been accumulated about rhe
nium clusters on W{211}. Rhenium dimers with one atom in each of two adjacent 
rows can exist in two states, straight or 0 and staggered or 1, shown in 
Fig.l2.10. The energetics of these dimers have been probed extensively [12.31]. 
The staggered state, in which the atoms are further apart than in the straight, 
is actually more stable. The forces holding the dimer together are rather 
weak; the energy difference between a dissociated and a staggered dimer 

-1 amounts only to 3.7 kcal mole . Nevertheless, dimers are stable to well over 
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400 K; that is clear from the observations in Fig.12.11. The fascinating 
thing about the dimers is that their mobility on the {211} is greater than 
that of single rhenium atoms [12.21]. This high mobility, however, appears 
specific to rhenium and has not been found for chemically different clusters 
[12.32]. 

All of these properties are also dependent upon the arrangement of the 
atoms on the substrate. Rhenium dimers formed from two atoms in the same 
channel are more strongly bound than cross-channel dimers and diffuse more 
slowly than single atoms [12.33]. When an additional rhenium atom is added 
to a dimer to form a cross-channel trimer, the properties of this new cluster 
are similar to those of a cross-channel dimer [12.34]. Addition of a third 
atom to the channel containing an in-channel dimer eventually leads to a 
trimer with quite different diffusion properties. 

When more and more rhenium atoms are added to the {211} plane of tungsten, 
a two-dimensional rhenium layer is formed. Atom bonding to such layers has 
recently been examined by Fink [12.35]. From observations of the distribu
tion of a rhenium atom over the different positions in a <111> channel ad
jacent to such a rhenium layer, the relative strength of binding at these 
sites has been determined. The fact that binding differs at the two sides 
of the layer is of course expected from the symmetry of the {211} plane. 
Quite surprising, however, is the behavior of a cluster with five sites: 
binding at the central site is weaker than at either of the adjacent sites. 
This is still another indication that the simple notions of additive interac
tions which underlie many of the basic ideas in crystal growth are deficient 
in describing real systems. 

Atom clusters have also been studied on other two-dimensional substrates 
such as W{110}, but in less quantitative detail. Nevertheless, some unexpec
ted behavior has been unearthed here as well. Bassett and Tice [12.36] have 
estimated the binding energy of chemically different dimers and found that 
in the series tantalum, tungsten, rhenium, iridium and platinum, there is a 
binding energy minimum at rhenium. Rhenium does not form stable dimers. Re
cent studies in this laboratory have shown, however, that higher clusters 
of rhenium are stable on this plane [12.37]. Another indication of the com
plex nature of interactions on W{110} is the behavior of platinum metals. 
At a low concentration of adatoms these metals form atom chains [12.38], 
which transform into two-dimensional layers only at higher concentration. 
These layers are quite loosely packed and their structure has been found to 
depend sensitively upon the number of adatoms in the laye; [12.39]. This 
number can be adjusted by selective field evaporation; equilibration then 
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Fig.12.12a-f. Pd clusters on W{110} [12.41]. a) Approximately 20 Pd atoms 
deposited on W at ~20 K; b) chains form after heating to 235 K; c) further 
deposition of Pd; d) two-dimensional clusters formed at 235 K; e) large Pd 
island, obtained by joining of smaller clusters at 340 K; f) the island 
sweeps over the surface at 390 K 

may produce a different surface mesh and even dissociation into chains. These 
effects are not limited to the platinum metals-similar loose packing has 
also been observed with silicon layers on W{110} [12.39,40]. 

Most interesting for their bearing on layer growth are the dynamic prop
erties of such clusters. The clusters are not stationary entities as origi
nally envisioned. Instead even fairly large aggregates have been found ca
pable of moving over the metal substrate. As shown in Fig.12.12, palladium 
clusters of more than 50 atoms can sweep over the W{110} surface at tempera
tures in the vicinity of 400 K [12.41]. 

12. 4 Summary 

This has been a brief survey of some insights into layer growth processes 

obtained by observations on the atomic level using the field ion microscope. 

It should be evident that such observations have already revealed quite 
unexpected effects. Most striking is the complexity of the atomic interac
tions underlying atomic movement and nucleation. Certainly the qualitative 
notions of atomic bonding which have served as intuitive guides to crystal 
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growth in the past will have to be considerably revised. In addition, these 

fine-scaled studies have revealed an unexpected richness of phenomena con

tributing to crystal growth. Despite these complicating factors, it should 

also be clear that studies of individual atomic behavior are capable of 

yielding quantitative information not yet attained in any other way, informa

tion which is important in building up a sound atomic view of how crystals 

and overlayers really grow. 
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13. Ising Model Simulations of Crystal Growth 

G.H.Gilmer 

With 15 Figures 

13. 1 Introduction 

Kinetic Ising model simulations have elucidated many aspects of crystal 
growth. For example, studies of the motion of close-packed surfaces of per
fect crystals provided evidence for a surface roughening transition, where 
the two-dimensional nucleation barrier disappears [13.1-3]. Competing me
chanisms such as spiral growth and 2d nucleation have been simulated and 
the relative importance of the processes has been assessed [13.3,4]. 

In this chapter, I review some of these results and also treat the crys
tallization of binary systems. In the following section I discuss the model 
which will be applied to study various crystal growth mechanisms. Section 
13.3 treats the equilibrium structures of surfaces. Kinetics of crystal 
growth are discussed in Sect.13.4. Impurities can have a strong influence 
on crystal growth kinetics, even when they are present in very small conce~ 

trations. Certain impurities segregate at the interface and therefore are 
concentrated in the region where the atoms crystallize. Binary systems also 
yield information of the effect of a driving force on the crystal structure 
and composition. Experimental applications include molecular-beam studies 
of deposition onto cold substrates, where a very large driving force is pre
sent. Also, the results can be applied to the laser annealing of amorphous 
semiconductors, where dopant concentrations in the crystalline product have 
been found to exceed the maximum equilibrium values by several orders of 
magnitude [13.5]. Some conclusions are contained in Sect.13.5. 

13. 2 Model of Crystal Growth 

The spin-1 Ising system provides a relatively simple model that has most of 
the basic growth mechanisms and properties of monatomic and binary crystals. 
This model is analogous to a lattice gas, ~lith sites that may be occupied 
by either of two atomic species, or they may be vacant. It has been applied 
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to three-component alloys without vacancies; this system exhibits a variety 

of phase transitions and critical points [13.6). The model with vacant sites 

has been used previously in studies of surface segregation [13.7). 

The Hamiltonian of the binary lattice gas with nearest-neighbor interac

tions is 

H = - I 
{ i ,j} 

[ A A A B B A B B ] A B 
c.c.~AA + (c.c. + c.c.)~AB + c.c.~88 - I (C.~A + c.~ 8 ) 
1J 1J 1J 1J i 1 1 

( 13.1) 

Here the sum over {i,j} includes all pairs of nearesu neighbor sites. The 

c~·~ indicate the occupancy of the sites; CA1. = 1 if an A atom is on site i, 
1 ,J A 

otherwise Ci = 0. The bond energies ~ represent the energy required to sep-

arate pairs of atoms; for example, two neighboring A atoms interact with the 

energy -~AA' Finally, ~A and ~B are the chemical potentials of the two species. 

The Hamiltonian in (13.1) is easily transformed into that of the magnetic 

Ising system. This is instructive, since the effects of a magnetic field are 

more transparent than those due to the chemical potentials. We consider first 

the case where all sites are occupied. Then the status of site i can be spe

cified by the spin variables oi =±1, (the spin-Y, Ising model) with 

c~ = !;,(1 + o.), c~ = !;,(1- 01.) 
1 1 1 

(13.2) 

Replacing the C's by o's in (13.1), we obtain 

H =~I Qo.o. - I h1.oi + H0 
{ i ,j} 1 J i 

(13.3) 

where 

(13.4) 

(13.5) 

and H0 is a constant. In (13.5), ll~ =~ -~(O), where ~(O) =-Z~/2 is the che

mical potential required for equilibrium with a crystal composed of only one 

species [13.8); Zi is the coordination of a site, and it may be less than 

the bulk coordination number Z if the site is near a free surface. It is 

easy to relate the properties of the system to the values for ~ and ~ in this 

Hamiltonian. The atoms may cluster with their own kind, or assume an ordered 

arrangement of alternating A and B atoms. From (13.3) it is clear that Q is 

the parameter that determines the nature of the ordering at low temperatures: 

> 0 clustering alloy 

Q 0 ideal alloy 

< 0 ordering alloy. 
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The magnetic field h. determines the type of atom favored at site i; h. > 0 
1 1 

favors A and h. <0 B. At the fully coordinated sites in the bulk, 
1 

h =lo(llllA -llllB). The surface positions have the additional term -(Z- Zi) 
(<PAA -cp88 )/4 that favors the more volatile species. If q,BB <<PAA' this term 
is negative and assigns a lower energy to the B atoms. This is the familiar 
"broken bond" driving force for surface segregation. The model does not in
clude a driving force associated with the relative sizes of the atomic spe
cies, although this may be significant in some alloys [13.9]. However, the 
broken-bond effect can produce strong segregation and is therefore adequate 
to demonstrate growth mechanisms involving surface layers of impurities. 

13. 3 Equilibrium Surface Structure 

The kinetics of crystal growth are largely determined by the equilibrium 
structure of the close-packed faces. These orientations predominate on the 
growth morphologies, since they usually have the slowest growth rates. Often 
is is possible to deposit new layers on a close-packed face only by the nu
cleation of stable two-dimensional clusters which then expand and cover the 
entire face. In the following we first discuss the structure of close-packed 
faces of single-component crystals. 

It had been recognized by Burton and Cabrera [13.10] and by Jackson [13.11] 
that equilibrium roughening of close-packed surfaces would affect both the 
growth kinetics and the morphology of crystals. At low temperatures the sur
faces are essentially flat with only a few adatoms and vacancies. Configur
ations are improbable if they involve large deviations in the heights of 
neighboring sections of the surface. At higher temperatures, however, height 
differences become more likely, and whole regions may be displaced from their 
"ground-state" position at zero temperature. This is illustrated in Fig.l3.1 
with some typical surfaces generated by the Monte Carlo simulation procedure 
[13.12] with the equilibrium chemical potential ll(Ol. These results show a 
definite change in the connectivity of the clusters between kT/cp = 0.6 and 
0.667. The properties of the surface were observed to change when the connec
ted clusters appeard. At low temperatures the interface appeared to be pinned 
at one lattice plane and the average height of the surface never changed by 
more than a small fraction of the distance between close-packed layers. At 
the higher temperatures, however, the interface was no longer stationary and 
the average height was observed to fluctuate through large distances. Clearly 

the large clusters observed at high temperatures provide stable nuclei when 
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Fig.13.1. Typical configurations of the simple cubic {100} face generated by 
Monte Carlo simulations for a crystal in equilibrium with its vapor. The 
numbers adjacent to the figures indicate the ratio kT/~. Small clusters and 
atoms with fewer than three bonds are not represented 

exposed to a supersaturated vapor, and the face can add new layers continu
ously without nucleation . 

The first theoretical approach in agreement with this picture was given 
by Weeks et al. [13.13]. They pointed out that the interface density profile 
must vanish when the interface becomes delocalized. A low-temperature series 
for the profile width was calculated, and series extrapolations indicated 
that the width diverges at a temperature slightly above T~20 ), the critical 
temperature of a single (two-dimensional) layer. This result and the quali
tative changes observed in the Monte Carlo studies provided convincing evi
dence that a phase transition occurred at a defined temperature. This is in 
contrast to early calculations based on the mean-field theory which predic

ted only a quantitative increase in surface roughness with increasing tem
perature [13.14). 

The best theoretical evidence is now based on work relating interface mo
dels to other systems with confirmed phase transitions. Chui and Weeks 

[13.15) obtained a direct relation to the metal-insulator transition in a 
20 Coulomb gas, and van Beijeren [13.16) related it to the phase transition 
in the six-vertex model. These results confirm the predicted divergence of 
the interface profile width and show that thermodynamic qunatities such as 
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Fig.13.2. Free energy of a step along 
the <00l> direction in a simple cubic 
{100} face 

the specific heat do not exhibit anomalous behavior near the roughening 
transition. 

Another manifestation of the roughening transition, confirmed by the six
vertex model, is the vanishing of the excess free energy associated with an 
isolated monatomic step on the crystal surface. In Fig.13.2 I show the mean
field and pair approximation results for a <001> step on a simple cubic 
{100} face [13.17]. Although the Monte Carlo evidence shows that the free 
energy vanishes at kTR/~ =0.6, these approximations predict finite values 
at all temperatures. Note that the more accurate pair approximation does 
predict very small values ofF at temperatures significantly above TR. The 
magnitude of the step free energy is a critical parameter for the crystal 
growth process, since the free energy of the periphery of a cluster is clo
sely related to that of the monatomic step. A small step free energy implies 
that clusters can be nucleated readily on the close-packed surface. 

The equilibrium surface structure can be altered by the addition of im
purities to the system. The surface layer of a clustering alloy may have a 
composition very different from the interior of the crystal. The clustering 
alloy has a bulk miscibility gap as shown in Fig.13.3 [13.18]. The dotted 
line indicates the states traversed by a particular alloy crystal as its 
temperature is changed. At the temperature T0 where the dotted line enters 
the miscibility gap, precipitation of a bulk phase rich in B atoms can be
gin. At this point the concentration of B is equal to the equilibrium solu
bility limit of the crystal, and hence h=O. But the sites at the surface 
are biased toward the volatile B atoms, as discussed above, and the B popu
lation of the surface layer must be greater than that in the bulk. Precipi
tation of the B-rich phase occurs preferentially at the surface. 
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Fig.13.3. Phase diagram of a cluster
ing alloy as calculated by mean-field 
theory. The impurity concentration at 
the crystal surface is also indicated 

A first-order phase transition may occur in the surface layer [13.19]. At 
a temperature above T0 the population of B atoms in the layer may rise dis
continuously from a small minority to a majority, while the bulk concentra
tion remains small. A necessary condition is that the broken bond driving 
force exceeds that resulting from interactions with A atoms in the layer be
low. It is also required that T is below the critical mixing temperature 
T~2 D) of A and B atoms in the surface layer [13.20]. 

The curve on the left in Fig.13.3 indicates schematically the locus of 
temperatures {for crystals of various compositions) where the surface B con
centration exceeds 50%, and first-order transitions occur for crystals of 
concentrations c8 less than that corresponding to the mark at T~2D). 

The variation of the surface excess of B atoms with temperature is shown 
in Fig.13.4; these results were calculated by a mean-field approximation in 
which the layer concentrations were chosen to give the minimum total free 
energy. A simple cubic (SC) lattice with an exposed {100} face was employed. 
In this case a phase transition occurs below a critical temperature 
kT~2D) /n>'<~1, the mean-field value for the critical mixing temperature of an 
isolated layer. 

Surface segregation can affect crystal growth kinetics in several ways. 
First, the free energies of steps may be very different from those on the 
pure crystal surface. The energy of a step at low temperatures is given by a 
simple argument illustrated in Fig.13.5, where two steps are produced by a 
shear displacement of a thin crystal. The interatomic bonds crossing the 
dashed line before displacement have an energy (per column) <P = 2.p88 +N<PAA' 
where N +2 is the number of layers in the crystal. After displacement the 
interactions are <P' =2<PAB + (N -1)<PAA' and the edge energy per site of a step 
is 

(13.6) 
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It is apparent that a step on the segregated surface of an ideal alloy 

(>2 =0) has a lower energy than does a step on a clean surface, (<PAA/2). The 

nucleation of 2D clusters on the surface is enhanced in this case, since the 

boundary of such a cluster is a curved step and also has a lower energy. 

Cabrera was the first to discuss this effect of volatile impurities on the 

surface energy [13.21]. 

The ideal alloy impurities are not effective at moderate to high tempera

tures, however, and the surface roughening point is apparently not much af

fected. Figure 13.6 is a plot of the step free energies for various crystal 

compositions of the ideal alloy (<PBB =cpAA/2, <PAB =3cpAA/4). The mean-field 

approximation used here suppresses the roughening transition as discussed 

above; however, the relative changes in the step free energies of the dif

ferent alloys should be correct. These results show that the free energy of 

the alloy crystal step is reduced by a factor of two at T = 0, in agreement 

with the calculation of the step energy above. But the step energies of the 

alloy approach those for steps on the pure A crystal at higher temperatures, 

unless CB is very large. The small reduction in the system energy achieved 

by arranging the B atoms at the step edge is offset by the entropy of a ran

dom arrangement on bulk and surface lattice sites. 

A segregated layer on a clustering alloy is stable at relatively high 

temperatures. The weak bonds between A and B atoms inhibit the dissolution 

of the segregated layer in the bulk of the crystal. But the segregated layer 
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probably does not enhance the 20 nucleation rate through a significant re
duction of the step free energy. At low temperatures the step energy is 
higher than that of the ideal alloy according to (13.6). Furthermore, few 
atoms will remain attached very long at the surface because of the weak bond
ing to the volatile segregated layer. We shall consider some Monte Carlo 
simulations which indicate that a new mechanism operates under these condi
tions. 

13.4 Crystal Growth Kinetics 

Two basic events are used to simulate the crystal growth process in the ki
netic Ising model. These correspond to the impingement of an atom from the 
vapor onto the crystal surface, and the evaporation of an atom from the cry
stal. An event and the site where it is to take place are chosen using a 
computer-generated random number, in accordance with standard Monte Carlo 
procedure [13.2]. The probability of impingement is proportional to the 
supersaturation in the vapor, and we assume that it is site independent, 

+ k = vexp(ll/kT) (13.7) 

where v has the dimensions of an attempt frequency. The evaporation of an 
atom occurs at a frequency that is sensitive to the surface site 

(13.8) 
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where nA and n8 are the numbers of A and B neighbors, respectively. A cor
responding equation holds for k~. Crystal growth simulation is described in 
detail elsewhere [13.3,4]. 

The steady-state growth rates obtained by the Monte Carlo procedure de
scribed above are shown in Fig.13.7. Here I plot the average growth rates 
versus 6~ for a single-component crystal without lattice defects. Again, the 
data represent the SC {100} face (Fig.13.1) and temperatures of kT/~ =0.667, 
0.333, and 0.250 correspond to the squares, open circles and solid circles, 
respectively. Thus, only the data represented by the squares were obtained 
at a temperature above TR. Although the roughening transition has little ef
fect on the thermodynamic properties of the surface, the kinetics are changed 
dramatically. We see that above TR the growth rate is linear in 6~ at the 
origin, whereas below TR there is a region of metastable states at finite 6~ 
where the rate is essentially zero. These curves are characteristic of rates 
limited by nucleation, and analysis of the data shows that this is indeed 
the growth mechanism in the regime where T <TR [13.3]. Growth above TR oc
curs by the continuous addition of atoms to the edges of existing clusters. 

Crystals can often grow at low temperatures and small 6~ where the rate 
of 20 nucleation of clusters should be prohibitively slow. Certain defects 
and impurities can account for this, and we now discuss some of these growth 
mechanisms. 

Frank pointed out that a screw dislocation intersecting the crystal sur
face could produce steps that terminate at the intersection. These steps 
should wind up into a spiral pattern under the influence of a finite driving 
force, and thus provide an inexhaustible source of edge positions where atoms 
could attach to the crystal [13.22]. A simulation of this process is shown 
in Fig.13.8. The equilibrium surface is shown in (a), and various stages of 
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the approach to a steady-state spiral pattern with tq1 = 1.5 kT are shown in 

(b-d). The steady-state rates are shown in Fig.13.9, again for the SC {100} 

face. At the lower temperature (kT/~ = 0.25) the presence of the screw dislo

cation does increase the crystal growth rate considerably, especially at 

small~~- At the higher temperature, near TR' the screw dislocation has little 

effect since the step free energy is quite small and the nucleation of clus

ters on the perfect surface is fast. 
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We now consider the influence of a segregated layer on the kinetics. The 

presence of a segregated layer can be predicted from the expressions for the 

rate constants, (13.7,8). For simplicity, we treat a system at a low tem

perature where the bulk phases are essentially pure. A layer of B atoms can 

be deposited, in principle, by the addition of atoms at kink sites. If atoms 

in the layer have m neighbors in the layer of A atoms beneath, then an atom 

in a kink site has (Z/2- m) B neighbors within the layer. The evaporation 

rate from the kink site is vexp[ -mq,AB/kT- (Z/2- m)¢88/kT]. For the layer to 

be stable, the B impingement rate k~ = vexp(118/kT) must equal this evapora
tion rate, or 118 must have the value 

11( 1) = 11(0) - m(~ - ~ ) 
B B "'AB "'BB (13.9) 

Segregation without bulk precipitation can occur only when q,AB > ¢88 , accord

ing to (13.9). A monolayer or more of B atoms will adhere to the surface when 
( 1) 

11s > 11s . 
The kinetics of the SC{100} face in the presence of such a layer are 

shown in Fig.l3.10. We plot as a function of 1111A the steady-state rate of 

advance R of the crystal surface (or the net rate of deposition of A and B 

atoms). Here <PAs= 0. 533q,AA' q, 88 = 0.4q,AA, q,AA = 4kT, and 11118 = -0.4kT. For 

comparison we have also plotted R for the single-component system (A atoms), 

in which case a nucleation barrier inhibits measurable growth for 1111A below 

about 1.5 kT. The rate of formation of new layers of the crystal in the pre-
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sence of the segregated layer is many orders of magnitude larger than the 
nucleation rate on the clean surface, at the smaller values of LillA· 

The segregated layer stabilizes the A atoms at the surface. An atom that 
impinges directly on a vacant site in the layer of B atoms has lateral inter
actions that reduce the evaporation probability. Although the nucleation of 
20 clusters on top of the segregated layer is very unlikely, the formation 
of A-rich clusters within the layer may proceed at an appreciable rate. 
Above T~20 ) these clusters may form without a nucleation barrier, and when 
LillA> 0 the concentration of A atoms in the layer increases monotonically with 
time. When the concentration reaches a critical value, a new layer of B atoms 
can adhere, and the process is repeated. 

The unique nature of this mechanism is clearly revealed by growth tran
sients [13.23]. A crystal initially in equilibrium with its vapor is suddenly 
placed in a supersaturated environment, and the subsequent deposition rate is 
measured. The average rates of deposition are shown in Fig.13.11 for a crys
tal composed solely of A atoms [13.24]. Here t = 0 is the time the driving 
force was applied. The curve with the lowest indicated temperature corresponds 
to the conditions of Fig.13.10. The initial rates are small in this case, 
since most atoms impinge on sites without lateral neighbors. As the clusters 
nucleate and spread, the growth rates increase and reach a maximum when about 
two-thirds of the first layer has been completed. The damped oscillations in-
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dicate the deposition of successive layers, and eventually the crystal sur
face is distributed over several levels and the growth rate approaches the 
steady-state value. Surface roughening occurs at kTR = 0.6~AA' and the ab
sence of oscillations at kT =0.667~ confirms that the surface is rough. Above 
TR the surface is already distributed over many levels in its initial equi
librium configuration. 

Transients measured during the growth of the alloy crystals are shown in 
Fig.13.12; the conditions are identical to those specified for Fig.13.10. 
At t = 0 the driving force l'l\lA = 2kT was applied to a clustering alloy crystal 
that was in equilibrium with a vapor containing both species. The presence 
of oscillations implies that the equilibrium surface was not rough, but was 
localized to the vicinity of a single level. The amplitude of the oscilla
tions is actually larger than that observed for the pure crystal at any tem
perature, Fig.13.11. This suggests that the segregated surface remains more 
localized during growth, as might be expected if the surface layer is gradual
ly transformed into an A-rich layer as described above. 

This mechanism of growth is sensitive to the relative magnitudes of the 
interactions between atoms. The growth rate is limited by the rate at which 
A atoms impinge on vacant sites, and for this reason a rather volatile im
purity is most effective. (In equilibrium, the surface layer modeled for the 
data of Fig.l3.12 consists of 20% A, 75% B, and 4% vacant sites.) It is in
teresting to speculate on the effect of a less volatile layer. This could 
reverse the situation and impede growth, provided ~AB is small. In that case 
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few vacancies would exist in the segregated layer, and the 20 nucleation rate 
on the top surface would be slower than that which occurs without the B atoms. 

The presence of an ordering alloy ~pecies may also have a large effect on 
the kinetics. The triangular symbols in Fig.13.10 indicate Monte Carlo data 
[13.25] for a system with strong AB bonds; specifically, q,AB =2q,AA =2q,BB' 
and kT=q,AA/4 as before. In this case a relatively small flux k~=2.5x10-3 

k; caused a large increase in the interface mobility at small ~~A· The B 
atoms stabilize small clusters and thus provide many 20 nuclei under condi
tions where the only stable single-component clusters are very large. At 

+ large values of~~ where the single-component nucleation rate exceeds k8, 
there is little effect. 

Transient growth rates for this system are plotted in Fig.13.12. In this 
case the vapor did not contain B atoms in the initial state; and at t =0 the 
vapor pressure of the A component was increased to give ~~A= 2 kT, and the 
flux of B atoms was applied. The small initial rates are almost the same as 
those plotted in Fig.13.11 at kT/cp =0.25, since the initial states of the 
crystals are identical. But subsequent oscillations are greatly attenuated 
with the flux of B atoms present. This indicates that the interface rapidly 
assumes a multilevel structure. Enhanced nucleation of clusters around B 
atoms allows portions of the surface to advance quickly to higher levels. 
B atoms impinge on the tops of small clusters and initiate clusters at the 
higher levels while the first layer is still only partially completed. Al
though the steady-state kinetics of the ordering and clustering alloys appear 
very similar in Fig.13.10, the difference in the mechanisms is readily ap
parent in the transient curves of Fig.13.12. Transient data are of great 
value for the identification of crystal growth mechanisms. 

The composition of an alloy crystal depends on the conditions during 
growth, and may differ substantially from the values corresponding to equi
librium phase diagrams. At large values of the driving force, the more vola
tile component is trapped in excess of the equilibrium concentration [13.26]. 
This occurs because it has a high impingement rate, (13.7), but the rapid 
motion of the interface gives insufficient time for equilibration by evapor
ation of the atoms, and many are trapped in the crystal. This effect is en
hanced when a layer of the volatile component segregates at the surface, and 
rapid growth traps portions of this layer in the crystal. 

Simulation data for the quantities of the B species incorporated are shown 
in Fig.13.13. A steep initial rise in the concentration of B atoms (cluster
ing alloy) with ~~ is apparently the result of the relatively stable mono
layer of B atoms at the surface. Also plotted are data for an ideal alloy 
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with <PAB =>,(.pAA +.pBB)' but with the same value of .pAB and approximately the 
same equilibrium concentration. The initial rise is much more gradual in this 
case, where segregation does not occur. 

The concentration of clustering impurities captured by the crystal can 
exceed the maximum solubility of the B atoms in the A-rich region. The data 
of Fig.13.13 indicate that CB=O.l3 at ll)lA/kT=0.5, whereas the maximum equi
librium concentration at this temperature is C~e) =0.02. Thus, the kinetics 
of the growth process have produced a metastable alloy. Since the B-rich 
phase can be created only by a nucleation event, the metastable system may 
remain indefinitely in the supersaturated condition. A small solid-state 
diffusion coefficient also slows the precipitation process. New techniques 
of crystal growth that generate very large values of ll)l have produced meta
stable systems with impurity concentrations that exceed the equilibrium 
value by several orders of magnitude [13.5]. Techniques of this type can 
permit the construction of a new class of materials with unusual and perhaps 
useful properties. 

The enhanced rate of impurity capture in the presence of a segregated layer 
may explain variations in impurity capture on different faces of a single 
crystal. Certain minerals and artificially grown crystals exhibit sectors 
of high impurity concentration that correspond to the regions of the crystal 
deposited on specific low-index faces [13.27]. Since the surface layers 
along different low-index orientations have different binding energies for 
impurities, it is apparent that the driving force for segregation may depend 
on orientation. Thus, some orientations may contain B-rich monolayers, while 
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others do not. These results suggest that the capture of a given species 
will be significantly greater on surfaces containing the segregated layer. 

For the ordering alloy the B atoms are incorporated in the greatest num
bers at small driving forces. These atoms are more likely to stick than the 
A atoms, especially at small values of llll where the probability of an A 
atom sticking is very small. As llll is increased, fewer B atoms impinge on 
a given layer of the crystal and the concentration is reduced. In general, 
an increase in the driving force causes an increase in the B concentration 

when ~AB < ~AA' and a decrease when ~AB > ~AA" 
Our final topic is the growth kinetics and structure of an ordered alloy 

in which the two species have the same chemical potential, and appear in the 
crystal in equal concentrations. An ordered pattern of alternating A and B 
atoms is obtained from low-temperature growth at small liJl. On the simple 
cubic lattice, the A and B atoms assume a sodium chloride structure. 

The growth rate of the ordered alloy is shown in Fig.l3.14 for the {100} 
face and for kT=~AB/4. (Note that kT=~AA/4 for the data of Figs.13.10,12.) 
The perfect ordered alloy contains only AB bonds, and for comparison we have 
included the kinetics of the single-component crystal withfue same ground
state energy ( kT = ~AA/ 4). This a 11 oy has a regime of very s 1 ow growth for 
llll < kT, suggesting that a 20 nucleation mechanism also applies here. The 
growth rate is somewhat larger than that of the pure crystal. Although an 
atom has only a 50% chance of landing on a site that provides the stronger 
AB bond to the crystal, atoms with the weaker bonding apparently contribute 
to the growth process in some way. 
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Fig.13.15. The long-range order for the ordered alloy (circles) compared 
with the pair ordering in the vertical and horizontal directions (triangles 
and squares, respectively) 

The alloy growth rate has an inflection point at l\ 11 ,.,2.5 kT, where many 
imperfections degrade the ordering. The long-range order parameter of the 
crystal is plotted versu ll11 in Fig.13.15. Here 

(13.10) 

where n~ and n~ are the number of A atoms on the A and B sublattices, respec
tively. The order remains almost perfect for ll 11 <2 kT, but drops rapidly to 
zero above this driving force. This "kinetic phase transition'' was discussed 
by Chernov and Loomis [13.28] in their simulation study of crystal growth 
using impingement and evaporation at a kink site. The disorder slows growth, 
since AB bonds are replaced by the weaker AA and BB bonds, and hence the 
evaporation rate is increased. 

Short-range order is also illustrated in Fig.13.15 for pairs oriented 
perpendicular (vertical) and parallel (horizontal) to the surface. Appreci
able short-range order remains even after the long-range order has vanished. 
Note that the vertical pairs are more highly ordered than the horizontal 
pairs. Similar growth-induced anisotropy has been utilized in garnet crys
tals designed to support bubble domains, where it is essential to have the 
direction of easy magnetization perpendicular to the plane of the film 
[13.29]. 

Growth-induced anisotropy is a direct result of the large lateral growth 
rate of a cluster. The expansion of a cluster occurs at a much faster speed 
than R, the normal growth rate. Since the lateral pairs are created during 
the cluster expansion, more disorder is expected in these directions. 
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13. 5 Conclusions 

The Ising model exhibits a variety of crystal growth mechanisms. At low tem

peratures the close-packed planes of a perfect crystal grow by the 20 nu

cleation mechanism, as expected. Above a well-defined roughening tempera

ture, continuous growth occurs by the addition of atoms at the edges of exist

ing clusters and steps. The spiral growth mechanism has been shown to be most 

effective at temperatures well below TR. Near TR and above, the rate of 20 

nucleation is fast and steps and clusters caused by thermal disordering are 

present, so the additional steps produced by the screw dislocation have little 

effect. However, the hillock formed by the spiral steps surrounding the screw 

dislocation continues to exist, even at relatively high temperatures [13.30]. 

Simulations have also demonstrated the important effects of surface segre

gation on crystal growth kinetics. Screw dislocations are not necessary for 

the growth of certain alloy systems at small driving force and low tempera

tures. Either a segregating volatile species, or small quantities of a spe

cies that exerts strong interactions with the host atoms can permit measurable 

growth under these conditions. In view of the ubiquitous nature of impurities 

in most types of crystal growth systems, it is likely that these mechanisms 

are influential under a wide range of conditions. Only at high temperatures 

during growth on a thermally roughened surface is the effect of the second 

component of little consequence. 

The simulations also show that the concentrations of the two species in 

the crystal are very sensitive to the conditions that prevailed during its 

formation. Surface segregation and the relative strengths of the atomic in

teractions are factors that may have important effects, especially if the 

crystal is grown at a high driving force. Also, the degree of perfection in 

ordered alloys is drastically affected by the growth conditions. 

The Ising model is well suited to a study of interface kinetics. It is 

probably the simplest model that can exhibit the basic phenomena considered 

here. It is equivalent to the Kossel model discussed by Volmer and Stranski 

many years ago [13.31]. However, only recently has the computer technology 

been available that has made it possible to obtain extensive data on its 

properties. Improvements in the model are needed. Models that allow continu

ous particle coordinates permit the formation of lattice defects during the 

growth process. Broughton et al. [13.32] used molecular dynamics techniques 

to study the crystallization of a supercooled Lennard-Janes melt on a fcc 

{100} orientation, and the occasional formation of twin-planes was observed. 

Currently crystallization on the {111} plane is being investigated, and fre

quent twinning is observed, even at relatively small undercooling. Models of 
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this type which impose few restrictions on the crystallization process pro
vide information on defect structures and concentrations, absolute crystal 
growth rates and preferred crystal lattices. 
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14. Phase Transitions on Surfaces 

P.Bak 

With 20 Figures 

1 ll. 1 Introduction 

74. 7. 7 20 Physics and Adsorption 

Adsorption is one of the most interesting phenomena in surface science. The 
study of adsorption is of enormous interest in achieving a better understand
ing of catalysis, semiconductor interfaces, crystal growth, etc. 

In addition, adsorbed layers are unique examples of two-dimensional physi
cal systems. Therefore, theories of statistical physics in two dimensions 
often can be applied directly to and provide insight into the properties of 
adsorbed systems. Vice versa, the study of surface structures allows for ex
perimental testing of two-dimensional theories of great current interest. 

In this chapter, we shall be concerned with phase transitions in mono
layers of adsorbed atoms or molecules. Theories for phase transitions and 
phase diagrams in 20 are quite fascinating and distinct from three-dimen
sional theories in that they involve topological defects, such as domain 
walls and dislocations. As we shall see, one can sometimes predict complete 
global phase diagrams knowing only the symmetry of the various phases in
volved. The adsorbed monolayer may form an ordered structure which is com
mensurate with the crysta 1 surface ("substrate"). When the coverage is changed 
by varying the pressure (or temperature) the monolayer may expand or contract 
and become incommensurate with the substrate. When the temperature is in
creased the ordered structure will eventually melt into a two-dimensional li
quid with the same symmetry as the substrate. 

A possible schmeatic phase diagram with commensurate, incommensurate and 
fluid phases is shown in Fig.14.1. According to current theories [14.1,2] the 
transition between the commensurate and the incommensurate phases is brought 
about by spontaneous formation of domain walls (or rather domain lines) in 
the C phase. We shall see that due to an amazing transformation of an approp 
riate statistical model onto the quantum sine-Gordon equation, these walls 
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Fig.14.1. Schematic phase diagram with 
commensurate (C), incommensurate (I), 
and fluid (L) phases 

can be described as "quantum solitons." The melting of the I phase is a 
Kosterlitz-Thouless [14.3] transition caused by dissociation of dislocation 
pairs. 

Much of the work in the field has been concerned with transitions within 
rare gas monolayers physisorbed on graphite. In general, the various phases 
have hexagonal symmetry, and the theories of phase diagrams in such systems 
are quite complicated [14.3]. Here we shall consider the simpler case with 
uniaxial, rectangular symmetry, as found for instance in chemisorbed layers 
of gases or metals on clean, oriented metal surfaces. Although the binding 
of atoms in chemisorbed monolayers is often much stronger than any thermal 
energy, corrugation of the surface potential is often in the meV regime and 
allows for thermally induced transitions between C, I, and liquid (L) phases. 
The commensurate phase is a p x 1 (or p x n) uniaxial phase, which becomes irv 
commensurate in the "p" direction. We shall call this a commensurate-incom
mensurate transition of order p. The incommensurate phase is a uniaxial 
"(p + 8) x n" phase. Near the C phase the I phase takes the form of a striped 
soliton or domain wall structure, and with increasing temperature it melts 
into a 2D "soliton liquid" with 1 x1 (or 1 xn) symmetry. Surprisingly, it 
turns out that the phase diagram depends in a crucial way on the order of 
commensurability, p. Five topologically different phase diagrams may arise 
for p=1,2,3,4, and 5 [14.4-8] (see Figs.14.15-19 below). We suggest that 
experimental systems (some of which will be discussed next) be studied to 
check these diagrams. 

74. 7. 2 Experiments 

Several experimental techniques are available for studying surface structures 
and phase diagrams. The bulk of the work has been performed by means of low 
energy electron diffraction (LEED) techniques. The interpretation of LEED 
data is often hampered by multiple scattering associated with strong inter-
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Fig.14.2. Arrangement of Xe atoms on the 
Cu{110} surface in the commensurate and 
incommensurate phases [14.9]. The CI 
transition is a p = 2 transition 

action with matter. r~ost of our understanding of surface structures, never
theless, stems from LEED measurements. Neutron scattering measurements are 
useful for light atoms, but a large volume of material is needed so the tech
nique is useful only where huge surface areas can be studied, as for instance 
in exfoliated grapbite. The most promising technique is certainly synchrotron 
X-ray diffraction. Today it is possible to determine the structure of a single 
layer, and to analyze the shape of diffraction peaks to determine the nature 
of correlation functions in the various surface phases. This is important in 
checking theoretical predictions of phase transitions and phase diagrams. 
Let us mention a few specific systems. 

Jaubert et al. [14.9] studied the phase diagram of a xenon (Xe) monolayer 
adsorbed on the Cu{110} surface at T ~ 77 K. At 1 ow pressure the Xe atoms form 
a commensurate 2 x2 phase (Fig.14.2). When the pressure is increased the 
monolayer contracts along one direction and becomes incommensurate in that 
direction. The commensurate phase (and the CI transition) is of order p =2. 
At the transition the diffraction peaks at the commensurate position split, 
and the splitting is a measure of the incommensurability. It was found that 
the incommensurability li~(P-Pc)\ where Pc is the critical pressure at 
which the transition takes place. 

DiehZ and Fain [14.10,11] studied a monolayer of N2 molecules (represented 
by ellipses in Fig.14.3) adsorbed on graphite, at T~33 K. In the commensurate 
phase the positions of the N2 molecules are ordered in the commensurate 
13 x 13 structure. Because of the herringbone orientational order the C phase 
is a uniaxial phase of order p = 3. With increasing pressure the monolayer be
comes incommensurate in the b direction (Fig.14.3) such that the average 
periodicity becomes slightly less than three graphite lattice units. In the 
LEED pattern the incommensurability shows up as an asymmetric splitting of 
diffraction peaks. 

KOrtan et al. [14.12] investigated the ordering of Br2 molecules in the 
stage 4 graphite intercalation compound Br2c28 utilizing X-ray scattering 
techniques. Strictly speaking, the compound is three-dimensional, but it was 
found that the interlayer couplings are sufficiently small to suppress corre
lations or ordering between layers so that each layer can be viewed as an in-
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Fig.14.3. Incommensurate ordering of N2 molecules on graphite 14.10,11 . In 
the commensurate phase the periodicity along the b direction is three gra
phite lattice units, so the C phase is of order p = 3 
Fig.14.4a. Ordering of Br2 molecules in the commensurate phase of the gra
phite intercalation compound Br2C2s (p =7). {b) Splitting of Bragg peak vs 
temperature near the CI transition [14.12] 

dependent 20 system. Figure 14.4a shows the ordering of Br2 molecules in the 
7 x 13 commensurate phase. At T = 342.2 K there is a CI transition a 1 ong the 
7-fold direction, so p = 7. The CI transition here is driven by temperature 
alone. Figure 14.4b shows the splitting of selected Br2 Bragg peaks. The 
splitting has a square root dependence on the reduced temperature. 

The phase diagram of H adsorbed on the Fe{110} surface has been investi
gated by Imbihl et al. [14.13] (Fig.14.5). The phase diagram includes two 
commensurate structures, of order p = 2 and p = 3, respectively. Inbetween the 
commensurate phases there seems to be an "antiphase" domain wall structure. 
We shall see that domain wall structures are characteristic for incommen
surate phases near the CI transition. 

Tellurium adsorbed on a W{110} surface exhibits several commensurate 
phases. For instance, Park et al. [14.14] discovered a series of p x2 phases 
with p = 5, 22, 17, 20 and 2, with incommensurate phases inbetween. Sulfur 
adsorbed on W{110} has a similarly complicated behavior [14.15]. An X-ray 
scattering study of Pb adsorbed on Cu{110} [14.16] has revealed a commen
surate-incommensurate transition of order p = 5 and a reversible incommensur
ate melting transition, so all the various phases and transitions to be dis
cussed in the following are represented. Grunze et al. [14.17] found a p = 2 
CI transition in a monolayer of N2 adsorbed on Ni{110}. Finally Lyuksyutov 

et a 1. [ 14.18] found a 3 x 1 ordered structure of Mg on the Re{1010} surface 
and a 5 x 1 structure in Ba on the Mo{112} surface. It would be interesting 
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Fig.14.5. Right: Phase diagram of the H/Fe{110} system in the temperature
coverage plane obtained by Imbihl et al. [14.13]. Left: Models of the 
(2 x 1) and (3 x 1) phases. The large circles represent Fe atoms, the small 
circles H atoms 

to investigate these structures further as a function of coverage to see if 
I and liquid phases exist in addition to the commensurate ones. 

These examples should be sufficient to illustrate that we are dealing 
with a rather general phenomenon. In Sects.14.2,3, theories of phase diagrams 
involving uniaxial commensurate, incommensurate and liquid phases will be re
viewed. Many authors have contributed to the understanding of various aspects 
of phase diagrams. A rather general treatment, based on Bethe ansatz solu
tions of the 10 quantum sine-Gordon equation, and the Kosterlitz-Thouless 
[14.19] theory of melting, has recently been given by Haldane et al. [14.4], 
and for simplicity we shall generally follow this work. The analysis will 
take place in two steps. First, in Sect.14.2, the CI transition will be 
treated using a model in which the melting transition has been impeded by 
not allowing dislocations to be formed in the C and I phases. The results 
at T = 0 were first obtained by Frank and van der Merwe [14.20], and at T > 0 
by Pokrovsky and Talapov [14.21]. Second, in Sect.14.3, the melting transi
tion of the I phase is studied, by including the possibil-ity of having dis
locations. The melting is expected to take place through a dislocation-sep
aration mechanism. Phase diagrams for all values of pare derived. 

The model which will be studied is a continuum model where the adsorbed 
monolayer forms a continuously deformable lattice on the periodic surface. 
Others have applied discrete lattice gas models (chiral Potts models, Ising 
models, etc.) confining the atoms to specific positions in the surface unit 
cell to study essentially the same phase diagrams. We believe that the gen
eral structure of the phase diagrams does not depend on which type of model 
is being applied; it is the symmetry of the various phases that matters. 
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14.2 The Commensurate-Incommensurate Transition and Quantum Solitons 

Figure 14.6 illustrates the simple model of an adsorbed monolayer on a uni

axial substrate, on which our discussion on the CI transition will be based. 

A two-dimensional array of particles, connected by harmonic springs, is si

tuated on a two-dimensional "washboard" potential representing the crystal 

surface. Since we are interested only in phase transitions involving perio

dicity in the uniaxial x direction, the potential has been assumed to be 

smooth in the perpendicular y direction, V(x,y) =V(x). The structure remains 

commensurate (or incommensurate) in that direction. Any broken symmetry in 

they direction can be restored at a separate transition. The particular 

structure shown is "almost" commensurate with the periodicity of the crystal 

surface ( p = 1). For a C phase of general p there waul d be a particle in every 

pth potential minimum. The shift in the x direction of the atom (i ,j) rela

tive to the commensurate position is denoted~- .. The Hamiltonian of the 
1 ,J 

model may be written 

H 
1 2 1 2 

I 2 (~i ,j - ~i+1,j - 11 l + 2 (~i ,j - ~i ,j+1l 
<i ,j> 

+ I.COS~p i ,j ( 14. 1) 

The first two terms represent the elastic interactions in the x andy 

directions, respectively. The parameter 11 is the misfit between the inter

atomic distance favored by the springs, and the distance 2n/p favored by the 

periodic potential represented by the last term. We have chosen a cosine po

tential, but it can be argued [14.2] that the general properties are inde

pendent of the choice of potential. In a lattice gas model the cosine term 

would be replaced by a periodic array of 8 functions. The p equivalent com

mensurate arrangement corresponds to ~ = 2nn/p, n = 0, 1. .. , p - 1. 

Note that since the particles are connected with harmonic springs the 2d 

crystal cannot melt. To allow for melting it must be possible to have dislo

cations which can break up the crystal. If the harmonic interaction in the y 

direction is replaced by a cosine potential 

1 2 1 
-2 (~. ·- ~- "+1) ->-2 cos(~. ·- ~1-,J-+1) 1 ,J 1 ,J 1 ,J (14.2) 

the Hamiltonian would be invariant under a shift of one chain in the x direc-

tion,~- . -> ~- . and the model would permit melting. The complete phase 1 ,J 1+n,J 
diagrams to be discussed here and in Sect.14.3 can in principle be investi-
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Fig.l4.6. Adsorbed monolayer on uniaxial substrate. The monolayer is almost 
commensurate with p = 1. The "phase" ~i .i is the displacement of the atom 
(i ,j) in the x direction relative to t~e pth potential well, so ~i ,j = 0 in 
the commensurate phase 

<P 

~t~L __ 
Fig.14.7. Domain wall, or 
soliton solution to (14.4). 
The domain wall connects 
a commensurate regime with 
~ = 2rrn/p and a commensur-
ate regime with ~ = 2rr(n+1)/p. 
At the domain wall the 
monolayer is far from re
gistry with the crystal 
surface 

gated by studying the Hamiltonian (14.1) with the substitution (14.2), for 
instance by molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo techniques. 

When distortions of the regular periodic lattice are not too dramatic, 
the continuum approximation 

~i.j+1-~i.j~*' ~i+1,j-~i.j~~! 

can be applied, and the Hamiltonian (14.1) becomes 

(14.3) 

At T =0 the equilibrium configuration is given by the function ~(x,y) 
which minimizes the integrand in (14.3). The Euler-Lagrange equation is 

32~ --z- >- pcos p~ = 0 
ax 

(14.4) 

which is the pendulum equation. In addition to the simple commensurate solu-
tions ~ = 2rrn/p, the equation has solutions which are regular arrays of phase 
defects, or walls, or solitons, with distance £. Figure 14.7 shows the posi-
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T>O Fig.14.8. Arrays of domain walls. At 
T -0 (a) the walls are straight. It 
costs energy to bend the walls. At 
T > 0 (b) configurations with meander
ing walls may be thermally excited 
and must be included in the partition 
function 

Fig.14.9. Incommensura
bility vs the misfit ~ 
at (a) T=O and (b) 

f1- T>O 

tions of atoms near a single wall. Between the walls the monolayer is almost 
commensurate; at the wall the particles are far out of registry with the 
surface potential. A "light" wall connecting C phases with q, = 2rrn/p to the 
left and q, = 2rr(n + 1)/p to the right is shown in the figure. A "heavy" wall, 
or antiwall, connecting C phases characterized by n and n- 1 would be fa
vored by a negative~ in (14.3). The width w of the wall depends on the po
tential, w~1/l>:. Figure 14.8 shows a regular array of domain "lines" which 
may be stable at T = 0. 

When the misfit is smaller than a critical value ~ = 4/rrl>:, the C solu-c . 
tion q, =0 minimizes the energy (14.3). Beyond the critical value of~ there 
are solitons in the ground state. The incommensurability q is proportional 
to the density of solitons, q~l/l. Near the CI transition 

-1 
q = 1/ l ~- l n ( J..l - ~ ) c (14.5) 

which is an extremely steep curve (Fig.14.9). This result was first obtained 
by Frank and van der Merwe [14.20]. 

At T>O all possible configurations of the Hamiltonian (14.3) should be 
included with the proper Boltzmann factor in order to calculate the thermo-
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dynamic properties of the system. For instance, the walls can wiggle as shown 
in Fig.14.8b. The free energy F of the system is given by 

exp(-SF) = J D¢(x,y) exp{-SH[¢(x,y)]} (14.6) 

where J D¢ indicates a functional integral over all possible configurations 
(including also, for instance, wall-antiwall loops as shown in Fig.14.3). 

Now we shall apply a trick which is often used in the statistical mecha
nics of 20 systems. The problem of finding the free energy of a 20 system 
can be transformed into that of finding the lowest eigenvalue of a certain 
matrix, the transfer matrix. The transfer matrix relates configurations on the 
row y +1 with configurations on the row y. In the present case the transfer 
matrix can be written as exp(-SH) whose H is the lD quantum sine-Garden (SG) 
Hamiltonian: 

(14.7) 

withy =2TIT. Here, 11 is the conjugate momentum to the phase¢, [11(x),~(x')l 

= a ( x - x'). The temperature T plays the role of Pl ancks constant h. 
Thus, the 20 statistical mechanics problem has been "reduced'' to the 10 

quantum problem of finding the ground state of (14.7) merely by noting that 
two matrices (the transfer matrix and the 10 Hamiltonian), representing two 
seemingly very different physical problems, happen to be identical. We can 
thus immediately take over the field theorists' results on the sine-Gordon 
Hamiltonian [14.22,23]. The thermal fluctuations in the original model have 
been replaced by quantum fluctuations in the 10 quantum model. The walls in 
the classical model are represented by the quantum solitons in the sine-Gordon 
Hamiltonian, and we shall seethat the misfit~ plays the role of a chemical 
potential for solitons. It is fascinating that a very abstract construction 
like the quantum sine-Gordon equation (which hardly has any application in 
particle quantum field theory) can be applied to the down-to-earth problem 
of calculating surface phase diagrams which can be measured by simple and 
direct experimental techniques. 

The field theorists prefer to introduce a parameter s which in our lan
guage is defined by 

2 2 2 S = p y = 211p T (14.8) 

The quantum SG equation is the Hamiltonian for an array of quantum pendula, 
connected by the harmonic interaction (d~/dx -~) 2 which favors a chirality, or 
twist, of the chain. In the C phase the pendula fluctuate around their "down" 
positions; in the I phase the chain has a net average winding number. 
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fL < fLc 

SOLITON BAND 

Fig.14.10. "Soliton" fermion 
bands derived from the quan
tum sine-Gordon equation. 
All states up to the chemi
cal potential ~are filled. 
For ~>~c there are solitons 
in the ground state, cor
responding to the existence 
of infinite domain walls in 
the adsorbed monolayer. The 
incommensurability is pro
portional to the number of 
solitons in the ground state 

The quantum solitons can be thought of as fermions. It is possible to 
transform the Hamiltonian to a fermion Hamiltonian [14.24], the massive 
Thirring model. At a specific temperature [14.25] (s 2 =41f, or T=2/p2) the 
fermions are noninteracting and can be labeled with the wave vector k. These 
fermion states are illustrated in Fig.14.10. There is a "valence" band and a 
conduction band of solitons. The antisolitons (holes in the valence band) 
correspond to heavy walls, and the solitons correspond to the light walls 
(Fig.14.7). The misfit~ acts as a chemical potential for the soliton. At 
~ =0 the Fermi level is in the middle of the band gap, so the soliton band 
is empty: the system is commensurate. With increasing ~ the Fermi level even
tually hits the bottom of the "conduction" band ~c(T): this indicates the CI 
transition. As the chemical potential increases further, the soliton band is 
filled. Because of the quadratic minimum, the band filling ns obeys a square 
root law above the critical value: 

(14.9) 

(Fig.14.9b), a result to be compared with the steep logarithmic behavior at 
T =0 (curve a in Fig.14.9). This result was first obtained by Pok:!'ovsky and 
TaZapov [14.21]. The physical reason for the square root behavior is an en
tropy-mediated interaction between meandering walls of the form 

T2 
F ~ -:::7 ' 
c Kl 

which arises because of the possibility of the solitons in f.ig.14.10b collid
ing with each other. Configurations involving antiwalls have been effectively 
included. The fact that there are no antisolitons in the quantum ground state 
simply means that there are no infinite heavy walls in the incommensurate 

phase for positive ~· 
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T 

c 

Fig.14.11. Phase diagram of the CI 
transition. Note that above an upper 
critical temperature t 0 = 4/p2 the mono
layer does not lock into the C phase. 
The effective substrate potential is 
zero above this temperature 

Even if the noninteracting fermion picture is valid only at a special tem
perature, one can argue [14.2] that at other temperatures the qualitative be
havior remains the same. 

Figure 14.11 shows the resulting phase diagram. Note that above an upper 
critical temperature Tp there is no C phase (except, accidentally, at ll = 0). 
In the quantum soliton picture the gap (Fig.14.10) reduces to zero at this 
temperature, i.e., the zero-point energy of the soliton lattice balances the 
positive soliton formation energy. The effective substrate potential is re
duced because the walls fluctuate about their "equilibrium" positions, and 
above the critical temperature the effective potential renormalizes to zero. 
The critical temperature is given by 

or 4 
T = 2 

p p 
(14.10) 

The square root dependence of the misfit on the pressure found by Pokrovsky 

and TaZapov has been confirmed experimentally by Kortan et al. [14.12] for 
the p=7 system Br2c28 (Fig.14.4). Jaubert et al. [14.9] also observed this 
behavior but in the following section it will be seen that for p = 2 compli
cations are expected to occur because of the possibility of having disloca
tions and thus a liquid phase interfering with the CI transition. 

Before proceeding with the melting transition let us have a closer look 
at the I phase. In a three-dimensional crystal the positions of the atoms 
fluctuate around perfectly ordered equilibrium positions, i.e., there is com
plete long-range order. In a 2D incommensurate system this is not so. Because 
of the continuous symmetry associated with the position of the incommensurate 
monolayer on the surface, there can be no real long-range order in this phase 
[14.26]. The correlations between lattice positions decay algebraically at 
long distances: 

<cos[HO) - ~(r)J> ~cos q • r x r- 11 • (14.11) 
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At T = 0, the exponent n = 0, so there are long-range oscillating correlations 
given by the wave vector q of the I phase. In the absence of the substrate 
potential the exponent n characterizing the decay of correlations can be cal
culated rigorously since the Hamiltonian (14.3) is then harmonic. One finds 

nharm = T . (14.12) 

A 20 I phase may be called a "floating phase" to illustrate that there is 
no long-range order, and that it does not generally lock into the surface 
potential when the wave vector accidentally becomes commensurate. This situ
ation is not to be confused with the fluid phases with exponential decay of 
position correlations 

<cos[<j>(O) - <l>(r)]>~cos q·r x exp(-J¥) (14.13) 

14.3 The Melting Transition and the Phase Diagram-Dislocations and Soliton 

Liquids 

The uniaxial incommensurate phase has the symmetry of the 20 xy models. The 
phase of the xy spins corresponds to the position <1> of the monolayer on the 
surface. The melting transition is thus isomorphic with the Kosterlitz-Thou
less transition in the xy model. Note that the symmetry is quite different 
from that of the 20 melting transition on a smooth substrate discussed by 
Nelson and Halperin [14.27], where two coordinates ux and uy are needed to 
describe the position of the system, and there may be two transitions: one 
involving destruction of positional order and one involving destruction of 
orientational order. On a periodic substrate, there is generally no need for 
a transition of the second type. The substrate induces rotational order at 
all temperatures. 

In the 20 xy picture the cos P<l> term corresponds to a p fold spin aniso
tropy term. The p = 1 term represents a magnetic field. Jose et al. [14.28] 
have investigated the consequences of such terms for 1-1 = 0 and their phase 
diagrams must appear as a special limit of our results here. The melting takes 
place through a dislocation-dislocation mechanism. Let us, therefore, first 
identify the Kosterlitz-Thouless dislocations in our soliton description of 
the nearly commensurate incommensurate phase. Figure 14.12 shows 2 walls 
coming together at p = 2 and 3 walls meeting at p = 3. Since the phase shift 
imposed by the wall (Fig.14.7) is 2~/p, the total phase shift as the defect 
is traversed is 2~. Thus, p domain walls coming together form a dislocation. 
The numbers shown in the figure are n = 1,2 ... p, representing the p equivalent 
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T<Tc T>Tc 

p=2 p=3 

Fig.14.12 Fig.14.13 

Fig.14.12'. Dislocations fanned by p domain walls coming together for p =2, 
and p = 3. The numbers represent the p different equivalent positions of the 
commensurate monolayer on the surface. The phase ~ increases 2n as the dis
location is traversed in the positive direction 
Fig.14.13a. Bound dislocation pairs below the melting transition. b) Free 
dislocations above the transition. The resulting structure may be called a 
"soliton liquid" 

commensurate positions. Clearly, it is topologically impossible to haven <p 
walls meeting, or to have a single wall ending somewhere (unless p = 1). 

Below the melting transition the dislocations are bound in pairs (Fig. 
14.13a). Above the phase transition the dislocations screen each other and 
fonn a plasma of free dislocations, Fig.14.13b. The resulting structure can 
be characterized as a soliton liquid. 

It is difficult to perform explicit analytical calculations on specific 
models allowing for both CI and melting transitions, such as the one defined 
by (14.1,2), or the "chiral Potts", or clock models to be defined later. How
ever, in the limit where the energy cost of forming a dislocation E0 is large 
(i.e., the low fugacity limit) 

y = exp(- E~) << 1 (14.14) 

the problem becomes tractable. By studying the properties of the I phase in 
the absence of dislocation, we can find out whether or not dislocations are 
relevant, if they are permitted to occur. If dislocations are relevant, the 
I phase is unstable and will melt. If dislocations are irrelevant, the I phase 
is stable. According to the theory of Kosterlitz and Thouless [14.19] the 
dislocations are not relevant if the exponent n defined by (14.11) < 1/4; they 
are relevant when n > 1/4. The line n = 1/4 defines the melting line in the 
limit of vanishing fugacity. The analysis presented below closely follows the 
work of HaZdane et al.[ 14.4]. 
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Fig.14.14 Fig.14.15 
Fig.14.14. Lines of constant derived from the quantum sine-Gordon model 
(14.7). In the absence of dislocations the lines for different commensurabi
lity order p may be scaled onto each other as illustrated 
Fig .14 .15. Phase diagram for p > 4. There is a fl oa ti ng phase separating the 
C and L phases at \1 = 0 

Haldane [14.23] calculated the constant n. or rather constant p2n, trajec
tories in the I phase by applying the Bethe ansatz to the 1D quantum sine
Gordon equation in the presence of a finite density of solitons (Fig.14.14). 
At large misfits (ll » llc) n approaches the harmonic value, n =T (or 
n=s2/2rrp2). The surface potential plays no role in this case. At the CI 
transition, p2n ~ 1/2: this result was first obtained by Schulz [14.29]. Near 
the CI transition p2n is given by an equation of the form 

(14.15) 

where R(13) is a function of temperature which can be found by solving a com
plicated integral equation. The lines p2n<2 all end at the point T=O, 
\1=\1 (0). The lines 4>p2n>2 end at the point T=T, \1=0. Finally, the 

c 2 p 
lines p n>4 cross the line \1=0 above the critical point. 

It is now quite straightforward to determine the phase diagrams. For a 
given p we find the line n = 1/4 and identify it with the melting line. 

i) p>4. The phase diagram for p>4 is shown in Fig.14.15. For all values of 
\1 there is a floating incommensurate phase separating the C and L phases. 
Thus, the liquid phase does not interfere with the CI transition (unless, of 
course, there is a first-order transition due to mechanisms not accounted 
for here; we shall always implicitly assume that this is not the case). Even 
at \1 = 0 there is a "mass 1 ess" accidentally commensurate floating phase sep
arating the KT transition from the critical point of the CI transition. This 
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result was first obtained by Jose et al. [14.28]. A phase diagram of this 
type is expected for instance for the p = 7 system Br2c28 {Fig.4.12) studied 
by Kortan et al. [14.12]. At a given pressure they found both the CI transi
tion and the melting transition as a function of temperature. It would be 
interesting to perform experiments with varying coverage to explore the com
plete diagram. KOrtan et al. also analyzed the line shape of the diffraction 
peaks to determine n. Their findings are consistent with having n increasing 
from 2/p2 = 0.04 at the CI transition to 1/4 at the melting transition as pre
dicted by theory [14.19,29]. In passing, we note again that the dislocations 
and walls introduced here cannot destroy the ordering in the perpendicular 
direction. If the transitions in Br2c28 take place through the mechanism 
discussed here, the resulting "liquid" would still have p=2 fold commensur
ability in the perpendicular direction. It would be a 1 x2 phase (not a 
"smetic" phase as suggested by Kortan et al.). The fact that the monolayer 
is rather dilute in the "1" direction does not change its symmetry classifi
cation. An equivalent situation in freon adsorbed on graphite has been dis
cussed by Bak and Bohr [14.30]. The 1 x 2 phase could melt through an Ising 
transition at a higher temperature. 

ii) p =4 (Fig.14.16). For p =4 the CI line and the melting line meet at the 
singular point ll =0, T =Tp. The transition at this particular point has the 
symmetry of the 20 xy model in a cubic anisotropy field [14.31], or the 
Ashkin-Teller model. The critical behavior is expected to be nonuniversal, 
i.e., there are no specific predictions for exponents. For ll * 0 there is an 
I phase between the C and L phases. 

iii) p=3. The phase diagram for p=3 is shown in Fig.14.17. Again, the tran
sition lines meet at a singular point p on the ll =0 line. The transition when 
passing through this point is expected to belong to the universality class 
of the three-state Potts model (or clock model). 

The phase diagram for p = 3 is quite controversial. Several authors sug
gest the existence of a Lifshitz point LP where the transition from the C 
phase changes from commensurate-incommensurate to commensurate fluid [14.32-
36]. The corresponding phase diagram is shown by a broken line in the figure. 
The transition along the CL line could then either be of the three-state 
Potts type [14.32-33], or it could be of a different "chiral" type, the pro
perties of which are not known [14.36]. 

When ll*O the system has "chirality": the spins (in the xy analogy) prefer 
one way of rotating with respect to the other. Huse and Fisher [14.36] apply 
scaling laws near the Potts point and estimate that the chirality ll is a re-
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Fig.14.17 

c 
3x I 

p=3 

LIFSHITZ POINn? 

I 

Fig .14. 16. Phase diagram for p = 4. The melting 1 i ne and the CI 1 i ne meet at 
a singular point at~ =0. The phase transition at this point, when approached 
a 1 ong the ~ = 0 1 i ne, is expected to be of the "2d xy with cubic anisotropy" 
universality class 

Fig.14.17. Phase diagram for p =3. The melting line and the CI line meet at 
the Potts point at the~ =0 line. The alternative phase diagram, including 
a Lifshitz point (LP) separating fluid, commensurate and incommensurate 
phases, which has been suggested by other authors, is indicated by the broken 
melting 1 ine 

levant perturbation, i.e., the nature of the phase transition for nonzero~ 

is expected to be different from that at~ =0. This is perfectly consistent 

with a phase diagram having no Lifshitz point. However, Huse and Fisher take 

this result to indicate a line of critical points between the Potts point 

and a Lifshitz point with a different critical behavior which they call "chiral ". 

This interpretation seems less natural since such "chiral" transitions do not 

exist in other situations where chirality is relevant: within mean field 

theory one can always eliminate relevant chiral terms (which exist whenever 

the Lifshitz condition [14.26] is not fulfilled) by expanding the free energy 

around a wave vector which is displaced from the commensurate one [14.37]. 

The chiral term leads to a transition into a chiral (incommensurate) phase, 

not to a transition of "novel" first-order type as originally suggested by 

Landau and Lifshitz [14.26]. Renormalization group arguments near 0=4 di

mensions lead to the same conclusions [14.38]. Moreover, the calculations 

presented here leading to the phase diagram without a Lifshitz point are ri

gorous, so the Huse-Fisher interpretation is incorrect in the limit of small 

fugacity of dislocations. 

Schulz [14.5], who independently obtained many of the results in this sec

tion, has applied renormalization group arguments to a fermionic model with 

a finite fugacity of dislocations, and also found a phase diagram with no 

Lifshitz point. 
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The discrete "chiral clock" or "asymmetric Potts" model has the same sym
mety as the model discussed here. It is defined by the Hamiltonian [14.34] 

H = - J I cos [ 2TI ( n. - n. - ~·R .. ) /p J 
ij 1 J lJ 

(14.16) 

where~= (~.O),and R .. is the unit vector connecting nearest-neighbor sites. lJ 
The states n = 1, ... p represent the p degenerate commensurate phases. Howes 
et al. [14.32] studied a "self-dual" version of this Hamiltonian, which is 
probably in a different universality class (it has no I phase), and found 
almost rigorously a Lifshitz point. Howes [14.33] has studied the 10 trans
fer matrix (or quantum Hamiltonian) derived from (14.16) by a series expan
sion technique and also found a Lifshitz point. Selke and Yeomans [14.35] 
studied the Hamiltonian using a standard Monte Carlo method. The phase tran
sition lines were identified as maxima in the specific heat, and again a 
Lifshitz point was found. As they correctly pointed out, this method of lo
cating transition lines could be incorrect for models with xy symmetry. 
Gehlen and Rittenberg [14.39] argue that the Lifshitz point is a finite-size 
effect and would not exist for an ideal infinite system. Houlrik et al. 
[14.40] studied the Hamiltonian by Monte Carlo renormalization group methods. 
The existence of the floating phase was confirmed, but the transition does 
not take place at the maximum of the specific heat. The transition tempera
ture was found to be a factor 6 higher than that found by Howes. No conclu
sions concerning the existence of the Lifshitz point were drawn. 

Hydrogen adsorbed on the Fe{110} surface has a 3 x 1 uniaxial phase 
[14.13], Fig.14.5. It would be interesting to study this system further, for 
instance by synchrotron X-ray methods, to obtain more information on the 
phase diagram. Selke et al. [14.41] constructed a lattice gas model which 
produces both the 2 x 1 and the 3 x 1 phase observed in this system. Kinzel 
[14.42] studied this model by transfer matrix scaling, finding an anisotro
pic transition into an incommensurate phase with continuously varying wave 
vector, in agreement with [14.4,5]. However, the claim was made that the I 
phase has true long-range order, in disagreement with the arguments presen
ted in Sect.14.2 which predict an I phase with algebraic decay of correla
tions. 

iv) p = 2. The phase diagram for p = 2 is shown in Fig.14.18. The IL line 
penetrates a 11 the way down to T = 0, so there is always a 1 i quid phase be
tween the C and I phases. This result was first derived by Villain and Bak 

[14.6] from a study of the 20 axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) 
model, which is in fact a lattice gas model with the proper symmetry. 
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Fig.14.18. Phase diagram for p = 2. 
There is a liquid phase between 
the I and C phases even at the 
lowest temperatures. At the dis
order line the wave vector q in 
the liquid phase defined by (14.13) 
goes continuously to zero. The 
dotted line indicates the line 
s2 = 4n where the sine-Gordon Ha
miltonian including a dislocation 
term can be solved rigorously 
[14.8] 

Coppersmith et al. [14.43] noted that this result can be derived directly 

by combining Schulz's result that n = 2/p2 at the CI transition with the 

Kosterlitz-Thouless result that n < 1/4 in the I phase. Since the C phase 

has a simple up-down symmetry the CL transition becomes an Ising transition. 

It is possible to include the dislocations explicitly in the Hamiltonian 

for p =2. Bohr [14.7] analyzed a discrete model including both walls and 

dislocations and indeed found an Ising transition with the proper critical 

indices. Bohr et al. [14.8] investigated the quantum sine-Gordon model with 

an extra dislocation operator. They were able to solve the problem analyti

cally along with line s2 =4n (the dotted line in Fig.14.18). They found an 

Ising transition, but no I phase at this temperature. As can be seen from 

Fig.14.18, this is because the I phase exists only at lower temperatures. 

It would be interesting to repeat the experiment on Xe absorbed on Cu{110} 

[14.9], and also the experiment on H on Fe{llO} near the 2 x 1 phase, to look 

for the fluid phase between the C and I phases. Recently, Grunze et al. 

[14.17] reported the discovery of such a liquid phase in N2 adsorbed on 

Ni{110}. The transition in this case is complicated by a shear distortion 

which seems to take place simultaneously with the CI transition. 

It has been shown by Peschel and Emery [14.44], and by den Nijs [14.45], 

that a disorder line is expected in the liquid phase. A disorder line sep

arates a regime with oscillating, but exponentially decaying correlations 

[q * 0 in ( 14.13)] from a regime with monotonically decaying corre 1 a ti ons 

(q = 0). Den Nijs suggested that in the experiment on Xe on Cu{l10} the dis

order line could have been mistaken for a CI transition since at both tran

sitions the wave vector goes continuously to zero. 

v) p = 1. Finally, for p = 1 the melting transition of the I phase also pre

empts the CI transition (Fig.14.19). At T > 0 the melting transition is a 

KT transition; as T ->0 it becomes a CI transition with a vanishing soliton 
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Fiq.14.19. Phase diagram for p = 1. 
The liquid phase penetrates down to 
T=O as for p=2. The CL transition 
is washed out by dislocations. Again, 
a disorder line which could be mis
taken for a CI transition line in an 
experiment is expected to exist in 
the liquid phase 

density. Similar conclusions have been reached by Schaub and MUkamel [14.46]. 
However, dislocations have another interesting effect in this case: the CL 
transition is completely wiped out. This agrees with the xy analogy because 
the coscj> term acts as a magnetic field on the CI transition. The p = 1 "CL" 
transition can be described by a 1D quantum spin 1/2 Hamiltonian: 

(14.17) 

where they term gives the effects of dislocations. For y =0 there is a 
transition at 11=11c=1 where the ordering in the xy plane vanishes. For 
finite y there is no transition since there will always be an ordered com
ponent of the spin in the xy plane. The p = 1 C phase and the L phase have 
the same 1 x 1 symmetry. One can go continuously from an "almost commensurate" 
to an "almost L" phase by forming more and more vacancies, without ever 
crossing a phase transition line. A p = 1 CI transition in Pd adsorbed on 
Nb{110} has been observed by Sagurton et al. [14.47]. The transition is 
strongly first order and cannot be described by the theory presented here. 

As the coverage is varied over a wide range in a real physical system, 
it could well be that the wave vector locks in at several p xn structures. 
Figure 14.20 shows a possible phase diagram for such a system. At T=O the 
discrete model (14.1) has an infinity of C phases which may or may not have 
I phases between them [14.1]. Most of these phases exist only up to a tem
perature Tp which is less than the melting temperature. The phases with 
p = 3 and p = 4 are expected to be stable all the way up to the melting tem
perature. The I phases will join together to form a floating phase which 
may be accidentally commensurate. If an experiment is performed, say at 

roughly constant temperature with varying concentration as indicated by the 
broken line in Fig.14.20, one would expect to see only a finite number of 
C phases with incommensurate and liquid phases between. Park ct al. [14.14] 
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T 
Fig.14.20. Possible general phase 
diagram with several C phases. An 
experiment performed along the 
broken line would show a finite 
number of C phases separated by 
regimes of I and L phases 

studied tellurium (Te) adsorbed on the W{110} surface. They found a sequence 

of commensurate phases p x 2 with p = 4, 20, 17, 22 and 5, corresponding to 

coverages of 1/4, 3/10, 6/17, 4/11 and 2/5, respectively. These 5 C phases 

are separated by I phases. In principle, there could be many more C phases 

in the coverage range in which the 11 x2 structures occur; for instance, the 

structures 10 x 2 and 11 x 2, corresponding to concentrations 3/1Cl and 4/11 

could exist but were not observe~. Their findings are in agreement with a 

phase diagram like Fig.14.20. 
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15. Finite Size Effects, Surface Steps, and Phase Transitions 

P.Kleban 

With 7 Figures 

1 5. 1 Introduction 

75. 1. 1 Goals 

This chapter is not a review in the usual sense. It rather comprises an out
line of several aspects of the interplay between finite-size effects on sur
faces-especially as induced by ordered arrays of steps -and phase transi
tions or related phenomena. 

Some of the effects we consider have already been observed experimentally, 
others remain to be seen in the laboratory. All of them concern ordering or 
(equilibrium thermodynamic) phase transition behavior on stepped surfaces or 
related systems. In discussing them we make use of the language of phase 
transitions in adsorbed layers, however, most of the results described also 
apply to (reversible) reconstruction. Our purpose is as much to show what 
has been learned in this area as to motivate further experimental and theore
tical studies. 

There has been considerable work on phase transitions in physisorption 
systems, especially on grafoil (or other basal graphite) substrates [15.1]. 
Research on chemisorption systems, with several notable exceptions [15.2], 
has tended to concentrate on electronic or other surface properties. Thus, 
for these systems, the experimental study of phase transitions, and especial
ly the modification of phase transitions or ordering by introducing surface 
steps is much more of a frontier area, with many rewards awaiting the suc
cessful investigator. This is especially true since much of the appropriate 
theory, i.e., the effects of finite size on ordered phases and phase transi
tions, is under very active study [15.3-11] and has matured to the point 
where considerable significant contact with experiment can be made. We hope 
to illustrate this in what follows, by outlining the general theory and ap
plying it to explain some experimental results and predict others. We concen
trate on what we believe are the main ideas and consider only a few simple 
examples that we have found of interest. Thus, we do not pretend that this 
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treatment is either comprehensive or exhaustive, but rather hope it will 
serve as an introduction, guide and inspiration to other researchers inter
ested in this area. 

7 5. 7. 2 Phase Transitions on Surfaces 

Most of the examples we are concerned with here are adsorption systems that 
can be modeled as a "lattice gas." This means that the adsorbed molecules 
sit (most of the time) in a lattice of adsorption sites that are fixed with 
respect to the substrate, and the system is "closed," i.e., the adsorbate 
does not diffus~ irreversibly into the bulk or go into a new bonding state, 
such as occurs in oxide formation. We also consider only systems that are in 
thermodynamic equilibrium, which means that an adsorbed molecule can hop 
(diffuse) from one site to another at a rate sufficiently rapid for equili
brium to be established in the time available for an experiment. Note that 
if the hopping is activated with energy E, the rate is proportional to 
exp(-E/T), so that equilibrium will not be established when the temperature 
T is too low. The assumption of fixed adsorption sites also implies that the 
lateral interactions between adatoms (adatom-adatom, or AA, interactions) 
are small compared to the adatom substrate interaction and the energy bar
rier between adsorption sites. This situation is realized in many (but not 
all!) physisorption [15.1] and chemisorption [15.12] systems for coverages 
in the submonolayer regions. 

Another reason why we consider lattice gas models is that they are com
paratively easy to handle theoretically and that many results are at hand. 
The presence or absence of an adatom at adsorption site i is simply specified 
by an occupation number ni = 1 or ni = 0, respectively. Further, the discrete 
lattice of sites simplifies many techniques, e.g., Monte Carlo calculations. 
The adsorption system thermodynamics is, in this case, specified by a lattice 
of sites, a set of AA interactions, the temperature T and coverage a (or, 
equivalently, using thermodynamics, by T and the chemical potential ~). Many 
of the features of these models are discussed elsewhere [15.2,13]. Most of 
the results we mention below apply to more general systems, but it is help
ful to restrict oneself to lattice gas models for pedagogical reasons. 

The AA interactions give rise to the possibility of various ordered con
figurations of the overlayer. A rich variety of such orderings has been ob
served [15.1,14] via LEED (Low-Energy Electron Diffraction) and other scat
tering ang thermodynamic techniques. The adlayer can form ordered solid-like 
structures that give rise to extra Bragg spots (adlayer beams) or disordered 
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fluid-like structures that contribute to the diffuse scattering and may be ob
servable by thermodynamic and other measurements. 

It is worth mentioning that the fluid-like structures in a lattice gas model 
are not fluids in the usual sense. The adatoms are still restricted to the 
lattice of adsorption sites. What distinguishes this phase from a solid-like 
structure is the lack of long-range order. Because of thermal effects, the 
adatoms do not form a periodic lattice with unit mesh larger than the adsorp
tion site lattice, hence no extra Bragg peaks are observed. This kind of dis
ordered state can exist in a given system at higher coverage (lattice liquid) 
or lower coverage (lattice gas), with the possibility of the two phases be
coming identical at a critical point, just as for ordinary three-dimensional 
substances. Note the unfortunate confusion of language-the term "lattice gas" 
is used to refer to the discrete adsorption site model in general and to a 
low density fluid phase. 

The AA interactions determine the phase diagram, i.e., the types of phases 
present and their boundaries as a function of T and e or T and ~· The latter 
set of thermodynamic variables is convenient for physisorbed or weakly chemi
sorbed systems in equilibrium with a dilute gas above the surface so that, 
aside from an additive function ofT alone and a constant due to the adsorp
tion energy,~ ~kBT ln Pgas· For strong chemisorption, Pgas is too small to 
measure, so e is the only experimentally accessible variable. 

The phase boundaries are lines or regions along which one phase melts, 
freezes or transforms (say by increasing e) into another. The phase transi
tions that occur are classified as either first-order to second-order (strict
ly speaking, the latter should be called higher order or continuous). The dis
tinction refers to whether or not the order parameter, the thermodynamic vari
able that specifies the ordering in the phase in question, vanishes abruptly 
(first-order phase transition) or goes continuously to zero (second-order) as 
one moves from the more ordered to less ordered phase. A first-order transi
tion generally has a coexistence region-a range of e values over which two 
adlayer phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium. Second-order transitions are 
of particular interest. The continuous vanishing of the order parameter (e.g., 
the adlayer Bragg intensity in a solid phase) means that the two thermodynamic 
phases become identical at the transition point. Hence, near this point, fluc
tuations in either phase become very pronounced, and their range (the corre
lation length ~. see below) diverges at the transition. This latter effect is 
responsible, for example, for critical opalescence in three-dimensional sys
tems. These long-range effects have a universal nature. The divergence of ~ 

(and the behavior of other thermodynamic singularities) as T approaches the 
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transition temperature Tc is characterized by critical exponents: e.g. 

~~IT - T c 1-v with v > 0. A second-order transition is characterized by a set 

of critical exponents (Sect.15.3.3) which are in general independent of the 

details of the AA interactions. They are determined in most cases by the sym

metry of the adsorption site lattice and the ordered phase. Thus, all pos

sible second-order transitions fall into only a few universality classes, i. 

e., sets of values of the critical exponents. Knowing the universality class, 

on the other hand, determines much of the thermodynamics over a range which 

may extend quite far from the phase transition itself, including (as we shall 

see), the finite-size behavior of the system. 

Since the concepts of order parameter and correlation length are important 

here, let us give a working definition of them. Consider an overlayer order

ing characterized by a Bragg spot at a reciprocal lattice vector k0. If there 

are N adsorption sites in the system, we can define an order parameter p via 

P ~ (1/NJI<Pk >I 
0 

where 
N 
l exp(ik0R.)n. 
1 =1 1 1 

(15.1) 

(15.2) 

In (15.1) Pko is the k0 Fourier component of the overlayer density, defined 

in (15.2), and the thermal average is taken over all properly weighted con

figurations (of occupation numbers) of the system. The AA interactions enter 

through the average, according to the laws of statistical mechanics. In (15.2), 

R. locates adsorption site i, the occupation number n. = 1(0) for an occu-
1 1 

pied (empty) site, and pis generally normalized sop =±1 for perfect order. 

Hence in the ordered phase, p = 0( 1) but generally I pI < 1 due to thermal ef

fects (e.g., random extra sites in the perfectly ordered lattice occupied or 

random filled sites unoccupied) . In the disordered phase, p = 0 ( 1/N) , hence 

p=O for an ideal, infinite system (i.e., in the thermodynamic or bulk limit). 

In this case, p jumps discontinuously to zero at a phase transition if it 

is first order, but vanishes continuously for a second-order transition. An 

explicit example of this type of order parameter is given in Sect.15.3.1. 

The scattering intensity is closely related to the order parameter p for 

overlayer ordering characterized by wave vector k0. In single-scattering 

(kinematic) approximation, the total scattering intensity at scattering 

(momentum transfer) vector k0 (within a multiplicative constant) is 

(15.3) 
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When one is well into the ordered phase, in many situations (but not always, 

Sect.15.3), fluctuations in pk are small and, therefore, 
0 

(15.4) 

This N dependence in (15.4) is the familiar result for the size dependence 

of the Bragg peak intensity. It is of interest to examine the extent to which 

(15.4) does not hold. This is measured by the difference between the left

and right-hand sides 
2 

xk = 1/N(<pk P_k > - [<pk >[ l (15.5) 
0 0 0 0 

By Fourier transformation, it is easy to write (15.5) as the integral over all 

space of a function involving the correlation between occupied adsorption 

sites separated by R. If this correlation has some finite range ~. called 

the correlation length, Xko 0(1) in the bulk limit and the correction to 

(15.4) is small, O(N). This is the case which occurs generally when the over

layer is well ordered or disordered, say, by a few random defects. The corre

lation length ~ can also be understood as the distance over which a small 

fluctuation is felt. As one approaches a second-order transition, however, 

~ approaches infinity. The fluctuations responsible for this also drive the 

order parameter p to zero, cause xko to diverge, and change the scattering 

intensity I(k0) from O(N2) to O(N) \i.e., from a Bragg peak to the level of 

diffuse scattering). The divergence or vanishing of these quantities are 

all related in the modern theory of critical phenomena. The divergence of 

~ at the critical point is the central physical concept, since it implies 

the lack of a length scale. 

It is important to note that in the disordered phase, ~ is the (short) dis

tance over which an ordered region extends, since the range it measures re

fers to fluctuations about configurations with no long-range ordering (no 

overlayer Bragg peaks). In the ordered phase, by contrast, the correlation 

length refers to the range of fluctuations about an already ordered state, 

e.g., if we disturb a c(2 x 2) ordering at point i, it is the distance from 

i over which that disturbance will be felt. This is not the same as the size 

of the ordered region itself (island size), which is a different quantity 

sometimes called the "coherence length." 

There has been a revolution in the understanding of second-order transi

tions in the last decade. Scaling and renormalization group theory have pro

vided a theoretical basis for understanding fluctuations and calculating 

their properties. A variety of review articles [15.15-21] are available. Two-
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dimensional systems are of particular interest [15.2,13,22,23], since second
order phase transitions are more generally encountered there than in higher 
dimensions, apparently because for many systems two dimensions is a border
line case. In one dimension, long wavelength fluctuations preclude the pos
sibility of any phase transition, except in special cases, e.g., at T =0. 
In two dimensions fluctuations tend to be large, favoring second-order tran
sitions. 

The original aim of scaling and renormalization group theory was to de
scribe fluctuations near second-order phase transitions. This would seem a 
limited, albeit extremely interesting goal, since critical points are often 
isolated and appear to be somehow "special", e.g., in three-dimensional li
quid-gas systems. However, as hinted at above, the theory has turned out to 
be useful for describing thermodynamics over a wide range of conditions. 
This is especially true of certain of its manifestations, such as the posi
tion space renormalization group technique [15.24], which is capable of cal
culating entire phase diagrams. Further, and this is rather surprising, it 
appears that first-order phase transitions (transitions with a discontinuous 
jump of the order parameter) can be understood as a limiting case of second
order transitions [15.6-10,25]. This was unexpected since the theory of se
cond-order transitions [15.15-21] is centered around the divergence of the 
correlation length~ at the transition point (lack of a length scale), a type 
of divergence that apparently does not generally occur for first-order tran
sitions. This suggests that the theory is not yet in its final form, which 
should encompass both types of transitions in a single unified picture. 

What does this have to do with stepped surfaces? One of the important ef
fects of steps is to limit the size of the region in which overlayer order
ing can occur. This finite-size effect "washes out" a phase transition by 
broadening and shifting the singularity. For second-order transitions, when 
the correlation length ~ equals the step size, the system "feels" its finite
ness and these effects set in. Similar changes occur for first-order transi
tions. However, according to scaling theory, ~ is the fundamental quantity 
and making it finite because the system is spatially limited has a similar 
effect to making it finite by moving away from a transition in an infinite 
system. Thus the theory of the approach to the critical point in an ideal, 
infinite system implies a theory of size effects in real, finite systems. For 
experimentalists, this means that the possibility of creating an ordered ar
ray of steps of well-defined, controllable widths by cutting a crystal at a 
small angle to a low index plane allows one to study these effects in a sys-
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tematic way. For other types of substrates grain sizes have also been deter

mined [15.26], but in general a continuous range of sizes is not available. 

The effects we consider here apply to two broad types of variables, thermo

dynamic quantities and correlation functions. Both are averages taken in ther

modynamic equilibrium. The former refers to "classical" thermodynamic quanti

ties such as specific heat, pressure, order parameter, etc. The latter refers 

to static spatial correlations, as measured by scattering experiments-elec

trons, X-rays, or neutrons in the cases of interest to surface science. The 

correlation functions are in fact also thermodynamic quantities, since, in 

general, they are averaged. As will become apparent below, there has been 

considerably more work on the theory of finite-size effects for thermodyna

mic quantities than for correlation functions. 

In describing scattering we limit ourselves to kinematic (single-scatter

ing) effects. Multiple scattering is also affected by statistical disorder, 

but there appears to have been little work on this point. 

15.2 Overlayer Ordering and Adatom Binding Energy at Step Edges 

In this section we consider certain effects of stepped surfaces on ordered 

overlayer phases [15.27-31]. Thus, we shall apparently not be concerned with 

phase transitions per se. However, we shall see in Sect.15.3 that, in fact, 

our main result is arguably an effect of finite size on a first-order phase 

transition. 

The change in overlayer scattering from the flat to stepped surface is the 

effect of interest. We consider an ordered array of steps with a well-defined 

average terrace width D (Fig.15.1). This can be prepared in a controlled way 

by cutting a single crystal at an angle to a low index plane. Here (and in 

Sect.15.3) we assume that interterrace effects are negligible, i.e., the 

ordering is determined by forces inside a single terrace. Hence we omit the 

case of long-range AA interactions, such as those due to dipole forces in the 

adsorption of alkali metals, where one might expect the adatoms on one terrace 

to strongly influence those on the next. We also assume the system can be 

modeled as a lattice gas, although some of our results should be more gen

eral (for an incommensurate overlayer [15.33], for instance, there should 

be overlayer lattice constant shifts due to binding energy changes at the 

terrace edges). 
Probably the most interesting result of this study is that the sign of the 

change in adsorption energy 8EB at the terrace edge sites can be determined 

by a simple comparison of experimental results for overlayer scattering versus 

coverage on stepped and flat surfaces. How this can be done is described be-
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l.BJGE HEIGHT 

Fig.15.1. Regularly stepped surface. The vector G connects closest equiva
lent sites on adjacent terraces. L denotes the terrace length, and Da the 
terrace width, where a is either a substrate or adsorption lattice constant. 
Surfaces of this sort can be prepared and characterized [15.32]. Possible 
kinks occurring along the edge are not shown 

low. The result is that one can tell whether the adatoms bind more or less 
strongly at terrace edge sites than in the terrace interior (or on the cor
responding flat surface). 

Now in physisorbed systems where the binding is mainly determined by van 
der Walls forces [15.34], one expects the binding energy E6 to depend mainly 
on the number of nearby substrate atoms. Hence it should be greater at edge 
sites in the step "elbow" and (somewhat) less on the open edge. (This has 
been demonstrated for Xe physisorbed on a stepped-kinked Ru{001} surface 
[15.35,36].) In chemisorption systems, by contrast, it is not at all obvious 
how E6 will change at terrace edge sites. In general, one expects for a given 
adsorbate and given substrate a maximal EB for some particular local arrange
ment of substrate atoms (e.g., a fourfold hollow). If the terrace interior 
allows this arrangement, E6 at the edge sites will be less. If not, it can 
be less or greater (oE6 positive or negative), depending on the circumstances. 
So in general, for a given substrate and adsorbate, aE6 depends on the terrace 
orientation, the terrace edge direction, and whether one considers the "elbow" 
or open side of the terrace. 

The total scattering intensity (for LEED, X-rays or neutrons) is, in kine
matic (single-scattering) approximation, given by (15.2,3). Note that the 
average in (15.3) is taken over all overlayer configurations at the coverage 

in question, weighted by the appropriate Boltzmann factor. If the configur
ations on different terraces are independent, (15.3) may be written as a sum 

(15.6) 

Here the average refers to configurations on a single terrace only, Ns is the 
number of terraces, g a vector between equivalent points on adjacent terraces 
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(Fig.15.1), and 

h(Ns,x) = sin2(Nsx/2)/sin2(x/2) ( 15.7) 

The first term in (15.6) is due to the effects of statistical disorder on a 
single terrace. If only one adlayer configuration is important (e.g., for no 
overlayer, e = 0), this term vanishes, but in general it is finite. The second 
term is due to interterrace interference, i.e., the fact that overlayers on 
different terraces can have fixed phase relations. If only one configuration 
is important, it is nonzero. This term gives rise to the splitting of (flat 
surface) Bragg spots due to the regular array of steps, such as is observed 
for a clean stepped surface. In cases when several configurations count, it 
can be suppressed or even vanish, e.g., by antiphase effects. 

Using (15.6) the intensity I(k) may be calculated for a given adsorbate 
system, and various choices of the oE8, if one has a reasonable model for 
the AA interactions. We assume that oE8 is much larger than any AA interac
tion, as is reasonable for strong chemisorption [15.12]. This implies that 
the edge sites will remain either empty (oE8 >0) or filled (oE8 <0) while 
the interior terrace sites are filled with adatoms. Explicit calculations 
have been performed [15.28,29] for a model appropriate for oxygen on W{llO}, 
and a variety of one- [15.30] and two-dimensional [15.31] models at T =0. 
The details of the results vary from one case to another but one feature 
is common to them all. If both oE8 are positive (less attractive adsorption 
sites), there is less room available for ordering, and, therefore, the maxi
mum overlayer scattering intensity Imax occurs at a coverage emax that is 
smaller than on the flat surface. If both oE8 are negative, e is in-max 
creased, and if there is one of each sign, emax is close to the flat surface 
value. Consider a (2 x 1) overlayer with the dense direction parallel to the 
step edge (dark circles in Fig.15.2) and a terrace width of D adsorption 
sites. We approximate emax as follows. For both edges attractive (filled) 
and D even, the maximum intensity occurs when exactly half the interior sites 

are filled, i.e., emax,even = (2 + (D- 2)/2)/D = 1/2 + 1/D. For Dodd it occurs 
when one fills half the interior sites less one, so emax,odd = (2 + (D- 3)/2)/D 
= 1/2 +1/20. The other possibilities for the oE8 can be calculated similarly. 

The value of Imax varies somewhat according to whether D is even or odd, 
but it is reasonable to take emax to be the average of the two cases. The 
result is 

++ ~ 1 3 
8max = 2 - 4D 

+- ~ 1 1 
8max = "Z - 4D 

(15.8a) 

(15.8b) 
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-- 1 3 
8max = 2 + 40 ' 

Fig .15.2. Stepped W{110} surface studied 
in [15 .28,37]. Large circles represent 
W atoms , small circles adsorbed 0. The 
step edge runs from upper left to lower 
right. There are two possible (2 x 1) 
overlayer domains, indicated by the dark 
and cross-hatched circles on the upper 
terrace. Scattering from the former is 
strongly enhanced . The evidence indicates 
that 0 atoms are less strongly bound at 
either terrace edge in this system 

(15.8c) 

where the +and - signs refer to the signs of oE8 and we have assumed equal 
numbers of odd and even width terraces. 

Thermal effects in the case tested (oxygen/ stepped W{110}) do not appear 
to affect (15 .8) significantly. This is reasonable since one is looking at 
scattering where I is a ma ximum and the overlayer is most ordered . Here one 
expects temperature to play only a minor role . 

Note that the -21 in (15.8) is just e for a flat surface (D-+ oo). Hence max 
the shift in ema x with respect to the flat surface value can be used to de-
termine the change in the terrace edge site binding energies E8. This requires 
only a comparison of experimental results, and can be done without detailed 
modeling. 

One caveat must be added here - if one is near a second-order phase transi
tion (in the corresponding flat system) fluctuations could modify (15.8)
this point has yet to be invest igated . Otherwi se, results similar to (15 .8) 
should apply to other typrs of overlayer ordering and step edge di rections . 

There are experimental results for oxygen adso rbed on flat [15.38,39] and 

stepped [15.37] W{l10 }, Fig.15.2 . Figure 15.3 illustrates the AA interaction 
model [15.40]. A detailed comparison leads to the conclusion that for the 
step direction considered , both oE8 are positive (15 .8a), i.e., both edge 
sites are less favorable. This conclusion is buttressed by the trend observed 
in oxygen poisoning of N2 dissociation on stepped W{110} [15 . 28,29 ,44] . How
ever, perhaps the most important point is that such conclusions can be drawn 
in such a straightforward manner. 

Another point worth mentioning is the overlayer Bragg spot splitting found 
on stepped surfaces . The amount of this depends on the relative size of the 
two terms on the rhs of (15.6). This , in turn, is very sensitive [15.27,28] 
to the coverage and also the sign of oE8. For e :;: emax' and one oE8 <0, for 
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Fig.15.3. Adatom-Adatom (AA) interaction energies 
for oxygen/W{110} used [15.40] in the stepped 
surface study [15.28] illustrated in Fig.15.2. 
Values used were q=-0.072 eV, £ 2 =+0.08 eV, 
£3 = -0.049 eV, where £ > 0 indicates two adatoms 
at the specified displacement repel, £ < 0 at
tract. The interactions respect the substrate 
symmetry. Note that these values imply a (2 x 1) 
ordering is the most stable state at low T 

instance, the ordered region will anchor and there will be little if any 
statistical disorder. Hence the first term will be small and splitting large. 
For smaller values of e and both oEB >0, one generally has less splitting 
since the ordered islands are free to move perpendicular to the step edges, 
destroying the phase relation between different terraces. The behavior of 
the splitting as a function of e thus checks the results of an analysis 
using (15.8). 

15.3 Phase Transitions and Finite-Size Effects 

75. 3. 1 First-Order Transitions: Ordered Over/ayers 

In this section we consider some of the effects that regions of finite size, 
especially those due to surface steps, have on phase transitions. To begin, 
we consider first-order phase transitions. As an example, consider a (2 x 2) 
ordered state on a square lattice with lattice constant a as shown in Fig. 
15.4. The ordering here may be specified by the order parameter p = (1/2N) 
<Pko>, (15.1), where k0 = (2rr/v'2a)(i +J). Now the system will order in state 
A orB at low enough T due to the AA interactions. A nearest-neighbor repul
sion or second-neighbor attraction will result in this ordered structure. 
Such an ordered state is in fact a coexistence region. The coexisting phases 
A and B are differentiated by the sign of <pk0>. For such an ideal system 
one generally expects that most of the important configurations are, aside 
from some short-range thermal fluctuations (remember t; <=), either entirely 
phase A or entirely phase B. In other words the probability of an antiphase 
boundary (domain wall) is small. Hence, the scattering intensity I ~p2N 2 as 
anticipated in (15.4), i.e., there is a Bragg peak at scattering vector k0. 

This size dependence of I is just the familiar result for the size depend
ence of the overlayer beam. It can, in fact, be shown to be rigorously true 
forT <Tc in the two-dimensional Ising model and various arguments for it 
are made in other cases [15.6). 

Note that this argument implies a block geometry, i.e., we have implicitly 
assumed the system to be a square or other compact shape. For a long strip, 
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Fig.15.4. Perfect c(2 x 2) ordering of adatoms {large circles) in a square 
lattice of adsorption sites (small circles). The adatoms occupy the A sub
lattice, remaining sites constitute the B sublattice. The order parameter 
may be defined as p = ( <NA> - <NB>) /2N, where <NA> =average number of ad
atoms in the A .sublattice and N =total number of sites; here p = +1 
Fig.15.5. Strip of dimension LxDa, e.g., a single terrace from Fig.15.1. 
The A and B domains refer to an ordered overlayer, e.g., the c(2 x 2) struc
ture in Fig.15.4. Domain walls with energy per unit length E are shown as 
wiggly lines. The domain size ~II is the average distance between walls 

on the other hand, one expects that antiphase boundaries (also called domain 
walls, solitons or interfaces) will be present, as shown in Fig.15.5. The 

average distance between these walls depends on the domain wall energy (inter
face free energy or surface tension) per unit length, E. If the strip width 
is Da, the average wall separation is [15.45,46] 

(15.9) 

Here the overlayer beam-scattering intensity from one strip of length L with 
N1 adsorption sites will be approximately the number of domains multiplied by 
the scattering from a single domain, i.e., 

11 ~ {L/1 0)[N1/{L/1 0)1 2p2 

(15.10) 

Now suppose we have two samples of a given adsorption system of size L x L 

(or a larger system, where L is the coherence length of the incoming radia
tion), one sample being flat and the other stepped with constant terrace 
width Da and length (assumed to be) L. Each has the same number N adsorption 
sites. For the stepped surface there are L/Da steps, each with N1 =N/(L/Da) 
adsorption sites. Assuming the scattering from different steps to be inca-
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herent, we find by (15.9,10) and the above 
2 2 

1flat cc N P 

1stepped cc (L/Da)I1 

= N2p2/[(L/Da) • (L/L0)l 

2 2 
Istepped/lflat = (Da /L ) • exp(DaE/kBT (15.11) 

The exponential terrace width dependence in (15.11) has, to our knowledge, 
never been observed. Note that one must have Da < L and 10 < L for ( 15.11) to 
hold. Hence the lhs of (15.11) is less than unity. If 10 > L one must replace 
10 by Lin (15.11), resulting in a ratio linear in D. Hence the exponential 
behavior requires 

D TI < ln(L/a) (15.12) 

Now if the coexistence region in question terminates with a second-order 

transition at temperature Tc' E(Tc) =0 since the interface energy vanishes 
(the A and B phases become identical). Thus, there is always a range of tem
peratures near Tc where (15.12) is satisfied. For the Ising model aE/kBTc 
";; 4J/k8Tc(Tc-T)/Tc forT near Tc' where 2J is the AA interaction energy. 
Substituting this in(15.12) and using the exact value for Tc gives 

T - T 
~ < (0.57)(ln L/a}/D 

c 
(15.13) 

The value for L for surfaces in current use is the surface grain size, i.e., 
the length of a well-ordered surface region. This depends on the material 
and how it is prepared. Reported values are approximately in the range 
50-1000 A. Taking a =3 A as a typical value, and D between 5 and 20, gives 

Tc - T 
0.08 < -T-- < 0.66 

c 
(15.14) 

In most cases it is no problem to attain and control temperatures within 10% 
of Tc. Thus this exponential shape effect should be easily accessible by ex
periment. 

Note also that the shape of the Bragg peaks should be quite different in 
the flat and stepped surface cases, with an anisotropic, exponentially vary
ing linewidth in the latter. 

A general theory for the finite-size behavior at first-order phase tran

sitions as the shape of the system is varied [15.8] is reviewed in Sect.13.3.4. 
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Explicit formulas for the crossover from block to strip geometries are given. 
Up to the present, however, this has been done only for thermodynamic quan
tities and (with one exception [15.7]) for systems with ideal (e.g., perio
dic) boundary conditions. General results for correlation functions, needed 
to describe scattering experiments, and the effects of various boundary con
ditions have yet to be determined. 

15. 3. 2 First-Order Phase Transitions: Liquid-Gas Coexistence 

A second effect of interest is the finite-size behavior of the compressibi
lity in a (surface) liquid-gas transition. This is related to the slope of 
the isotherm in the coexistence region, as shown in Fig.15.6. Here the order 
parameter is proportional to the coverage difference, ~e. between the two 
phases, and the isothermal compressibility KT per site in fact acts like the 
scattering intensity I per site in an ordered system. For block geometry, 
using the analog of (15.4) and thermodynamics 

KT = (~~)T 

(15.15) 

where ~e is to be evaluated in the thermodynamic limit and N is the number of 
adsorption sites. Now KT is just the slope of an isotherm in the e,~ plane. 
Hence this slope is a measure of the number of adsorption sites in a surface 
grain [15.41]. Now, if the isotherm has a straight region, as is observed 
[15.42], with chemical potential difference~~ corresponding to the coverage 
difference M, making the approximation (M/~~) ";M/~~ and using the ideal 

.. r········· f 
e D.e ' 

. .J .......... / 
I 

/ 
_,-" 

~~ 
/ 

1-'- a: lnp 
Fig.15.6. Isotherm ("riser") in a liquid-gas coexistence region. Solid line: 
ideal system with two coverages coexisting at the same chemical potential; 
dashed line: finite grain or crystallite size N induces a finite isotherm 
slope a: N, (15.15) 
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gas form for~. (15.15) is then reduced to the appealingly simple expression 

(15.15a) 

where p1 and p2 are the (gas) pressures corresponding to the end points of 
the straight part of the isotherm. This result has yet to be tested exten
sively. However, for CH4 on graphite [15.42,43] at 84.69 K one finds 
M = 0.026, ln p2;p1 ~0.05 which gives N = 770, in agreement with what is ex
pected for the grain size on grafoil [15.26]. 

For a strip geometry of width Da by length L, domains as shown in Fig. 
15.5 are again important. Here the explicit approximate form for the com
pressibility [15.8] may be used 

2 KT = [2(lle) /k8TJ • D • ~; 11 (15.16) 

where ~; 11 measures the domain size (coherence length) along the strip, and 
can be evaluated using results for the two-dimensional Ising model as above 
forT <Tc' but with T large enough so that exponential effects are important: 

KT"" (1.89/kBTc) (M) 2(T/Tc- T) 112o312 exp[1.76 D (Tc- T)/\l . (15.17) 

The conditions for (15.17) to be valid are [15.8] 

ln D;:::, 2J/kT 

D > 2.4 at Tc 
and 

D;:::, 1.76 (Tc- T)/Tc 

(15.18) 

(15.19) 

The first of these conditions is required for the general form used for ~; 11 
to be valid. It also ensures that 10 <L at low T so that one has the situ
ation shown in Fig.15.5. The second ensures that critical fluctuations are 
not important, i.e., that one is not too near Tc. 

We do not believe that (15.17) has been tested experimentally. 

15. 3. 3 Finite-Size Scaling Theory: Second-Order Transitions 

Let us now briefly review the main points of finite-size scaling theory for 
systems that may be represented by discrete spin models (we do not consider 
commensurate-incommensurate transitions, superfluid He layers, etc.) in two 
dimensions. The theory treats the effects of finite sizes on second [15.3-5] 
and first-order [15.6-11] phase transitions. For the former, a well-developed 
body of results exists, that has recently been summarized [15.5]. We consider 
it first. 
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A second-order transition in an infinite system is characterized by sin
gularities in thermodynamic quantities and correlation functions at the cri
tical point Tc. For instance, the correlation length diverges according to 

1; = ~;0t-v (15.20) 

where the reduced temperature 

_,T-Tcl 
t- ~ 

measures the deviation from the critical point, ~; 0 is a constant, 
a critical exponent. The free energy per site also has a singular 

fs = A t2-a . 

(15.21) 

and v is 
term 

(15.22) 

Here A is a constant and a another critical exponent. Differentiating (15.22) 
twice with respect to the temperature shows that the specific heat per site 
is also singular. 

C o: t -a (15.23) 

Generally a >0 soC diverges at Tc. There are other various critical exponents 
associated with other thermodynamic quantities and also whether the critical 
point is approached by varying the temperature or the ordering field (see be
low). They are related to each other {for an ordinary critical point, only 
two of them may be chosen independently), and their values are determined by 
the universality class of the phase transition. 

A finite system is characterized by a length L. In two dimensions one gen
erally considers either a system with a block geometry, e.g., an L x L square, 
or a system with strip geometry similar to Fig.15.5. To determine the problem 
fully one must also specify the boundary conditions, e.g., in an adsorption 
prob 1 em, whether the adsorbed molecules are attracted to or repe 11 ed from the 
edge sites. It should be noted that most theoretical work has been done with 
periodic boundary conditions which are of course not realized in nature. 

Now consider a thermodynamic quantity P that is singular at the critical 
point in the infinite system. For finite L, PL(t) is the quantity of interest. 
Finite-size scaling asserts that near Tc {for small t), the deviation of P 
from its infinite system value is measured by the ratio of L to the (infinite 
system) correlation length 

(15.24) 

as long as L is large compared to a lattice spacing. The function f is uni
versal, i.e., the same for any system in a given universality class, but it 
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does depend on geometry, boundary conditions, and of course the quantity P. 
There is an adjustment that must be made to (15.24) to complete the theory, 
but before considering it, let us analyze the significance of (15.24). 

First, it is clear that the scaling function f(x) must satisfy 

f(y) .... 1 

(15.25) 

since PL .... poo as L .... oo at fixed t. Secondly, if P00(t)';;'A t-p near\ (for 
small t) 

f(y) .... (j) xp/v 

y .... 0 (15.26) 

where C is a constant, since PL is not singular for small tat fixed L (in 
general a finite-size system in two dimensions cannot have a phase transition). 

Note that the scaling variable y=t;0Ltv (sometimes called the scaled tem
perature) controls the crossover from regular or noncritical behavior (15.25) 
to singular behavior in the critical region (15.26). Thus, it sets the scale 
of the finite-size induced rounding of the critical region. For y » 1 we are 
out of the critical region, for y « 1 inside it, and the boundary is given 
by Y""l. Since v >0, Y""1 defines a temperature region that narrows about Tc 
as the size L of the finite system grows. 

A second important consequence of (15.24) is the behavior of PL right at 
the bulk system transition temperature T =Tc (t =0). Combining (15.24,26) 
gives 

lim P (t)f(y) 
t .... o "" 

(15.27) 

Equation (15.27) shows that (for p >0) the divergence in the finite system 
quantity is governed by the infinite system singularity, i.e., the bulk sys
tem critical exponent. l·Je have in fact already seen an example of this: 
(15.4 or 15) may be shown [15.6] to reflect the corresponding effect for 
first-order phase transitions. 

The third important effect of finite size on second-order phase transi
tions is a shift of the position of the maximum of the quantity in question. 
This is somewhat less well understood than the rounding or finite-size diver
gence described above. If one considers the position T (L) of the maximum of 

m 
a singular quantity, e.g., the specific heat, this will approach Tc according 
to 
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(15.28) 

where A is the shift exponent. If one assumes that the only criterion impor

tant for finite-size effects on the critical region is y,1, i.e., the corre

lation length equaling the system size, one can argue [15.5] that A= 1/v. 

One finally may incorporate (15.24,28) by writing 

PL(t) ~ Lp/vQ(L 1/vt) (15.29) 

Equation (15.29) is, aside from the shift, equivalent to (15.24) if Q(x) --.C 

for x--.0, Q(x) --.Ax-p for X->oo. 

The finite-size induced rounding, shift and divergence at a second-order 

phase transition are all illustrated in Fig.15.7. 

The influence of geometry on finite-size effects has not been extensively 

investigated. However, it has recently been shown [15.47,48] that as one 

passes from block to strip geometry, domains similar to those found in a co

existence region (Fig.15.5) become important, and govern the shape dependence 

of the specific heat peak shift. The difference here from the first-order 

case forT <Tc, Sects.13.3.1,2, is that at fixed y, since T approaches Tc as 

L ->oo, the total domain wall energy remains constant (the domain wall energy 

per unit length vanishes as 1/L). As a result, the distance between domain 

walls goes up only as L, instead of exponentially with Las occurs in a coex

istence region, (15.9). This result has been shown for the two-dimensional 

Ising model with periodic boundary conditions, but general arguments [15.47] 

indicate that it remains valid for a wide class of critical points and boundary 

conditions. It clearly has consequences for the behavior of the scattering 
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intensity I(k) similar to those due to the influence of domain walls for 
T <T (15.11). However, the effects are much more subtle in this case and c 
remain to be calculated. 

The fact that similar domain wall configurations occur in these two cases 
is more evidence for the connection between first- and second-order phase 
transitions. Its full significance in this regard is not yet clear, however. 

15. 3. 4 Finite-Size Scaling Theory: First-Order Transitions 

A partial theory also exists for the effects of finite size in first-order 
transitions [15.6~11]. We have already seen some of its consequences in 
(15.10,11) that describe the divergence of I(k) in a coexistence region for 
different finite geometries. The main result of Sect.15.2, (15.8), may also 
be understood as a finite-size shift effect, as we shall argue below. 

To outline the theory, we must first introduce the idea of an ordering 
field h. This is the quantity thermodynamically conjugate to the order para
meter p. For a magnetic system, p may be taken as the magnetization per site, 
and h the external magnetic field. For a surface liquid-gas transition, where 
pis proportional tone {the difference in coverage between the two states), 
h is the chemical potential ~- For the case of overlayer ordering, p is pro
portional to <pk >/N, as discussed in Sect.13.1.2. Here, h is understandable 
as a potential tRat modulates the adsorbate binding energy with wave vector 
k0. Any finite amount of h will, therefore, cause the system to choose one of 
the possible coexisting ordered states, e.g., A or B in Fig.15.4, depending 
on the phase of h. Such a field is generally not physically accessible, but 
it is necessary for an understanding of the physics of the situation. 

One important theoretical result [15.8] describes the behavior of the free 
energy as a function of ordering field h and geometry at given temperature 
T <Tc. Iff is the free energy per site one has 

fs(h,T) - f(h,T) - f00(0,T) 
2 2 >< =- {kBT/N) ln 2 cosh{{phN/kBT) + {L/2t;11 ) } 2 (15.30) 

In (15.30) f00(0,T) is the bulk zero-field free energy per site, which is not 
described by the theory. The geometrical factors Da and L define the system 
width and length, as in Fig.15.5. For a strip s11 is the domain size in the 
long direction, as in (15.16). Since a is the lattice spacing {which we assume 
for simplicity to be square), D enters (15.30) via N =Da L/a2. 

The full consequences of (15.30) are spelled out elsewhere [15.8]. We con
fine ourselves to recapitulating a few of them. Note that for large fields it 
reduces to 
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(15.31) 

so that af/ah =f·p in the bulk limit, g1v1ng the correct relation between 
the free energy and magnetization. For a block geometry, L « ~:; 11 , so that 

(15.32) 

which is just the free energy of a single domain of net magnetization ±pN, 
i.e., domain walls do not contribute. Here the generalized susceptibility at 
h=O,x=ap/ah=-a 2f;ah 2 is easily seen to diverge as N in the bulk limit, 
in accord with the divergence of I(k) seen above and in (15.15). For L,::,~;; 11 , 

on the other hand, the second term in the argument on the rhs of (15.30) be
comes important, and one finds an exponential divergence for x as in (15.10). 
Note that these results are the analog of (15.27) for the second-order case. 
Here, however, we see explicitly the effects of geometry on the divergence. 

It is worth noting that (15.30) may be rewritten in terms of the two na
tural variables 

Yv = phN/k8T 

YA = phD(s 11 ;a)/k8T 

(15.33a) 

(15.33b) 

which are just the bulk ordering energy divided by the thermal energy and the 
ordering energy of a single domain divided by the thermal energy respectively. 
Here we see a difference from the formulation of the theory for the second
order case, where the natural variable is L/s. the system size divided by the 
bulk correlation length. The variables Yv and yA also determine the rounding 
of the transition as a function of ordering field h and geometry. Further de
tails on this point are given in [15.8]. 

There are some conditions imposed on the validity of (15.30) that sould be 
mentioned. First, it applies to first-order transitions, so that one must 
stay away from the critical point. The condition for this is that Da>>s, i.e., 
the bulk correlation length must not be able to "cross" the smaller dimen
sion. A second, more technical and weak condition, is L » s ln D, which en
sures that the system does not break up into domains in the direction along 
which D is measured. 

Equation (15.30) does not consider the effects of boundary conditions that 
might break the symmetry about the usual physical ordering field value h =0, 
i.e., prejudice the system into one of the coexistence phases at h =0, and 
therebey induce a finite-size shift in the ordering field. Now consider the 
example discussed in Sect.15.2, especially (15.8), which predicts a shift in 
coverage location of the maximum of the scattering ll6max oc 1/D, where D is 
the strip width. This occurs for boundary conditions of the symmetry-breaking 
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type due to adsorption energy changes at the terrace edges. If the shift is 
governed by a variable like Yv or yA' one must consider the energy change 
induced by the a 1 tered boundary conditions. This is liE~ L, assuming b 1 ock 
geometry or strip geometry with ; 11 > >L, as wi 11 be the case for T suffi
ciently less than Tc. The corresponding change in ordering energy is [15.7] 

(15.34) 

so the shift induced in h becomes 

llh ~ L/N ~ 1/D • (15.35) 

Now the coverage 8max at which the overlayer scattering I(k0) reaches a maxi
mum value Imax corresponds to an ordering field h = hmax and a chemical poten
tia 1 ll = llmax. The change of boundary conditions may generally be expected to 
induce a shift L'lll~1/D in the chemical potential as well as in h. 

Now assume, consistent with finite-size scaling in second-order transitions, 
that the intensity I' with new boundary conditions is the same function of 
the shifted variables as with the original boundary conditions (both oE8 =0) 

I· (h,J.l)-;;; I(n.~) (15.36) 

where 

h -;;; h - 1/D 

ll = ll - 1/D 

Hence by (15.36) Imax will occur at 

or 

hmax-;;; hmax' ~max = llmax 

h ~ hmax + 1/D 

ll ~ llmax + 1/D 

(15.37) 

(15.38) 

(15.39a) 

(15.39b) 

In general, the ordering field h is not physically accessible, hence (15.39a) 
will not be satisfied. But in most cases, max1m1z1ng I will still induce a 
shift in ll of the type given in (15.39b). Since 

8 ~ ilf/il].l 

the coverage at this shifted chemical potential value becomes 

emax = 8(llmax + 1/D) ~ af(llmax + 1/D)/illl 

ilf/illl + (1/D)a2f/illl 2 

~ 8 + 1/D , max 

(15.40) 

(15.41) 
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recovering the D dependence of (15.8). Finally, we note that if~ itself is 

the ordering field, as for liquid-gas coexistence, this line of argument in

dicates the possibility of large coverage shifts, since a 2f;a~ 2 diverges, 

invalidating the expansion in (15.41). 

15.4 Summary, Conclusions and Future Directions 

7 5. 4. 7 Summary 

We have briefly reviewed the main points of finite-size scaling theory for 

first- and second-order phase transitions in discrete spin (e.g., Ising) sys

tems in two dimensions. In addition we have pointed out several experimental 

results for physisorbed and chemisorbed systems that can be understood with 

the help of the theory. It should be clear to the reader by now that as pro

mised in Sect.15.1, if this work is a review of anything it is the theoretical 

and experimental research that is just over the horizon. Therefore, we con

clude by pointing out the areas where progress can be made, first for the 

systems considered here, and then for some related problems of interest. 

7 5. 4. 2 Future Directions 

15.4.2.1 Theory 

We believe the most fundamental problem in this area, as emphasized recently 

elsewhere [15.5,49] is an understanding of the connection between finite-size 

behavior for first- and second-order phase transitions. A comprehensive theory 

of both would also no doubt go a long way toward improving the general theory 

of first-order transitions, which are clearly related [15.25] to the second

order case. 
On a more prosaic level, the existing scaling theory [15.6-11] for first

order transitions needs to be more fully developed before it reaches the level 

of the theory for the second-order case [15.3-5]. For either type of transi

tion there are several rather glaring omissions, however. First and foremost, 

for those interested in surface phenomena, is the fact that almost all the 

results apply to thermodynamic quantities. A detailed description of scatter

ing intensities (i.e., correlation functions), including line-shape analysis, 

is lacking. Clearly, the main lines of the theory will resemble those for 

thermodynamic quantities, but the results would be of great value [15.50] in 

understanding experimental results and predicting interesting measurements. 

In addition, there are various "loose ends" in the theory that need to be 

cleaned up. In particular it is important to clarify the influence of non-
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periodic boundary conditions. Also the question of finite-size induced shifts 
in second- and especially first-order transitions is not yet fully answered. 

In summary, great progress has been made in the theory, and there is sig
nificant contact with experiment, but there is still much research to be done 
and even a world or two to conquer. 

15.4.2.2 Experiment 

Finite-size scaling theory for second-order transitions is apparently general
ly well established [15.5]. However, there are few if any definitive tests in 
the interesting case of submonolayer adsorption systems. The careful specific 
heat results for adsorption in grafoil [15.51,52] clearly exhibit finite-size 
induced rounding; however, this is not a detailed test of the theory. One 
reason for this is that the size of the adsorbing region is fixed by the sub
strate, and cannot be varied at will. It follows that stepped surfaces, in 
which the terrace width D can be controlled (and characterized), provide a 
way to get around this problem and test some of the predictions of finite
size scaling directly. In doing this one will necessarily be restricted to 
adsorption on a single surface, in contrast to a layered system such as gra
foil, which will make accurate thermodynamic measurements difficult. Hence, 
the technique of choice is scattering. The results of such measurements may 
be very interesting as a test of and inspiration for the theory, since as 
mentioned in Sect.15.4.2.1 the necessary fully detailed results (line-shape 
analysis) for scattering intensities are not yet at hand. 

There are several adsorption systems that one can suggests as candidates 
for this kind of study. For strong chemisorption, perhaps the most suitable 
is oxygen/Ni{lll}, since the flat surface phase transition behavior has been 
extensively studied [15.53-55]. Other systems include those reviewed in [15.2]. 

15.4.2.3 Related Areas of Interest 

There are some other very interesting areas involving finite-size effects 
and two-dimensional systems that we have not dealt with here, in part for 
pedagogical reasons. Recent theoretical results [15.56-59] for models of the 
commensurate-incommensurate transition in two dimensions [15.33] show what 
are apparently [15.60] rather strong finite-size effects. These effects may 
well be observable in laboratory systems. 

Finally, there are some technologically very important and interesting 
effects of finite particle size on reaction rates in heterogeneous catalysis 
(e.g., steam reduction). In some cases these may be due to thermodynamic ef-
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fects as modified by finite size. For instance, there is a very interesting 
general prediction [15.61] for the slowing down of reactions near critical 
points in infinite systems that may be relevant. This work would complement 
the many interesting studies using stepped single-crystal surfaces as model 
systems for surface defect effects on catalytic reactions and adsorption 
[15.32]. 
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16. Recent Developments in the Theory of Epitaxy 

J. H. van der Merwe 

With 7 Figures 

16. 1 Introduction 

76. 7. 7 Nomenclature and Techniques 

Epitaxy has become a very topical field of research, not only because of its 
fundamental interest [16.1-3] but also because of its vital importance in 
solid-state device fabrication. The phenomenon owes its technological impor
tance to its unique role in the fabrication of single crystals with certain 
desired properties [16.4-6]. 

A single crystal which grows in a unique orientation on a single crystal
line substrate is said to grow epitaxially. When the substances are the same 
the phenomena is called homoepitaxy, and otherwise heteroepitaxy. Unless spe
cified otherwise, "epitaxy" will refer to the case in which the growing crys
tal and original substrate are different. Precipitates in the bulk are often 
also oriented with respect to the matrix and then referred to as endotaxial. 
The oriented growth, stimulated by an artificial microrelief pattern on an 
amorphous substrate, is named artificial epitaxy or more specifically, topo
taxy or diataxy [16.7,8]. 

The first systematic investigation of epitaxy in the laboratory was carried 
out by Royer [16.9]. Progress in fundamental understanding was rather slow 
until the development of sophisticated ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) techniques for 
growth and characterization [16.10]. In the absence of ultrahigh vacuum, im
purities are ever present and almost invariably have drastic detrimental 
influences [16.11,12] on the growth and properties of thin epitaxial over-
1 ayers. 

Of the different techniques of crystal growth, the results obtained by 
evaporation in UHV lend themselves more uniquely than others to theoretical 
interpretation. Since the present considerations are directed mainly towards 
fundamental understanding, we shall limit ourselves to such results. The de
liberations have, nevertheless, usually a wider range of validity. 
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Because of its importance a considerable amount of work [16.10] has been 

and is being done on epitaxy. However, limited space and time prohibit a de

tailed discussion of even a fraction of the results of interest, although an 

attempt will be made in this section to present a rudimentary picture of the 

field. A more detailed description of some important recent developments on 

growth modes and epitaxy at {111} fcc and {110} bee interfaces will be given 

respectively in Sects.16.2,3. No attempt will, however, be made to give a com

plete bibliography here; the references given are meant to represent typical 

examples only. 

7 6. 7. 2 Deposition 

Evaporation [16.13] usually consists of heating the relevant substance to suf

ficiently high temperatures to yield a vapor which is commonly modeled with 

an ideal gas at tern~ •ature T and (vapor) pressure P(T). Extreme care [16.12] 

is taken to minimize the presence of impurities in the vapor. 

Contamination, emanating from the substrate [16.11] held at temperature 

Ts, may also be very detrimental and must be averted. Apart from its ability 

to adsorb [16.14] (desorption energy Eal vapor molecules by dissipating at 

impact a sufficient fraction of their kinetic energies, the most important 

property of the substrate in the present context is its crystallinity, its 

periodicity, which the adatom sees as a periodic potential [16.15] when trans

lating on the substrate surface. The favorable adsorption sites (potential 

wells) accordingly form a surface lattice. 

An adatom migrates (diffuses) [16.14,16] along the surface by jumping 

over the activation energy barriers ED at the saddle points between neigh

boring adsorption sites. It may reevaporate after a mean stay time Ts' de

pending on Ts and Ea, or migrate a distance As. If the latter is large enough 

(depending on Ts and ED) then during its stay it can meet another adatom or 

cluster of adatoms. If the vapor is supersaturated, there will be a net flux 

towards the surface and critical nuclei will form and grow. In order for the 

nuclei to grow crystalline, the arrival rate of adatoms at a cluster must be 

small enough (low supersaturation) to allow them sufficient time (high Ts) to 

take up appropriate positions in the overlayer lattice. Clearly, Ts controls 

a delicate balance: it must be low enough for realistic growth rates (super

saturation) and to prohibit undesirable interdiffusion and compound forma

tion or even melting, while, on the other hand, it must be large enough to 

allow adatoms to reach appropriate positions in the existing regular cluster 

rather than joining up with other single adatoms. 
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The behavior of the adsorbate during the premonolayer stage [16.3,17] (the 

stage at which gas, fluid and solid phases may exist-the latter with several 

superstructures), the nature of the transitions between phases, and the de

pendence on Ts' coverage, and substrate lattice, has recently been the sub

ject of considerable interest. It forms the theme of another review. For the 

present, the phenomenon of orientational epitaxy [16.18] will also be regarded 

as falling within this category. 

76. 1. 3 Governing Principles and Models 

From the foregoing considerations it becomes abundantly clear that the phen

omena under consideration range from "practically" equilibrium phenomena 

on the one hand to "practically'' nonequilibrium ones on the other [16.14]. 

The processes involved are activated, and the equilibration time may according

ly be anywhere between real short and real long, depending strongly on the 

substrate temperate Ts. 

Mathematically it is vastly more difficult to describe nonequilibrium than 

equilibrium phenomena. Equilibrium approaches use the formalisms of equili

brium thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, specifically, the minimum 

free energy criteria, which often are approximated by minimum energy criteria 

[16.19,20]. In the approximation, the temperature is only an implicit para

meter, in so far as it is assumed that the atomic processes are fast enough 

to ensure quasiequilibrium. Nonequilibrium cases are usually treated equi

libriumwise in terms of the equilibrium concentrations of critical nuclei 

[16.21], or using a master equation approach [16.14]. To perform the mimi

mization, models need be constructed of the overlayer-substrate system. 

In all these approaches, at least up to monolayer coverage, the substrate 

is modeled as a rigid periodic potential energy surface with the symmetry 

and periodicity of the substrate surface lattice [16.15,22] (lattice para

meter as) and represented by a truncated Fourier series 

V(r) = ~ Vk exp(ik • r) (16.1) 

where the k's are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the substrate surface 

lattice. The term "lattice parameter" is used at this stage in a collective 

sense as comprising both "dimensions" and "symmetry" [16.23] of the unit 

cell. For coverages exceeding one monolayer the "rigidity" approximation is 

poor and alternate approaches are needed, as indicated below. The effects of 

surface reconstruction on the form of V(r) are usually neglected in appli

cations. 
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In the submonolayer regime the adsorbate-substrate system is usually mo

deled by a lattice gas [16.24] and at higher coverages by a two-dimensional 

harmonic (elastic) solid [16.19,25] with natural lattice parameter a0, which 

usually is approximated by the corresponding bulk value [16.26]. 

For coverages exceeding one monolayer, both overlayer and substrate are 

treated as solids in the harmonic approximation and the interfacial interac

tion in (16.1) is either. generalized to Peierls-Nabarro type [16.27l stresses 

or replaced by a Volterra dislocation model [16.20]. 

It may be anticipated that the degree to which the two relevant surface 

lattices match or do not match plays a significant role in the realization 

of epitaxy; mismatch refers to differences in both dimensions and to lattice 

symmetry. The importance of such a role [16.11,19] has been a matter of con

troversy [16.28,29] ever since it was suggested by Royer [16.9]. 

76. 7. 4 Growth Modes 

From the foregoing one might conclude that monolayer coverage is equivalent 

to the existence of a two-dimensional solid covering the entire substrate 

surface. This is simply not so. The initial growth mode may be either two

dimensional, or three-dimensional, or a mixture of the two. Bauer [16.30] 

has suggested useful criteria for the different growth modes, based on equi

librium principles, and they may be regarded as zero-order approximations. 

Some refinements of the criteria, taking into account supersaturation, sub

strate electronic influence, misfit accommodation and equilibration rate, 

are discussed more fully in Sect.16.2. The relevance of "weak" and "strong" 

bonding [16.23,31] is also briefly dealt with. The growth modes are of great 

importance, both fundamentally and technologically; the latter because 30 

growth is normally accompanied by a higher density of detrimental defects. 

76. 7. 5 Orientation 

Complete specification of the orientation of an epitaxial overlayer not only 

comprises the azimuthal orientation but also the overlayer crystal plane in 

contact with the substrate. If the adatom-substrate (a-s) bonding is strong, 

one may speculate that the contact plane will depend strongly on the existence 

of a plane (in the normal overlayer lattice) whose atomic configuration re

sembles that of the substrate; the overgrowth is then a quasicontinuation of 

the substrate [16.19]. If, on the other hand, the a-s bonding is relatively 

weak, a macroscopic approach suggests that the contact plane will be largely 

determined by minimum surface free energy considerations. In this case, the 
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island is three-dimensional, and in order to make a prediction one needs to 
know the relations between the various specific surface and interfacial free 
energies. 

Nucleation theory suggests that the choice of contact plane is a matter of 
size and form of the critical nucleus [16.32]. For example, the {001} fcc me
tal plane grows parallel to a {001} NaCl plane if the critical nucleus con
sists of four atoms, while the {111} fcc plane grows in this fashion if the 
critical nucleus consists of three atoms. The question of contact plane clear
ly needs to be considered more fully. 

It has been almost unanimously accepted ever since it was suggested by 
VoZmer and Weber [16.33] that the azimuthal orientation is determined primari
ly by minimum interfacial free energy, specifically the (azimuthal) orienta
tiona] dependence of the well (minima) depths. Clearly, the parameters which 
determine the depths (epitaxial tendencies) are adatom-substrate and adatom
adatom bond strengths, mismatch and size. Nucleation and growth are seen as 
secondary factors. 

In their concept of an "accommodation center", introduced to explain the 
epitaxial growth of metals (contact plane {001}) on {001} NaCl surfaces ex
posed to water vapor, Henning and Vermaak [16.34] have in principle included 
all the above-mentioned primary parameters. Their criterion for epitaxy was 
that a (rigid) intact square array of (hard sphere), adatoms matches the cor
responding square array of (hard sphere) substrate cations, and, furthermore, 
that the radius of the (hard sphere) anion, or its substitute, is small enough 
to allow close approach between the two square arrays; the configuration thus 
obtained yields strongest bonding, which is possible only when it is allowed 
by the geometry. 

The statements given above implicitly assume that equilibrium is realizable 
within the time seale of the observations, and that the overgrowth has macro
scopic dimensions, which is not necessarily the case [16.3,35]. The fact that 
a misorientation exists implies that the relevant configuration is metastable. 
The system can break away from it only by a fluctuation, the probability 
p(Ts.~E) being in the form of (16.2), where ~E now is the energy barrier in 
the metastable configuration. The equilibration time , could be very long and 
clearly can be speeded up by annealing at higher substrate temperature Ts. 

For islands of microscopic dimensions, there may be finite fluctuations, 
and the probability p that the island be misfitted [16.30] (translationally 
and/or azimuthally) satisfies a relation of the form 

p "' exp(-~E/kT) (16.2) 
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where ~E is the interfacial free energy change of the island in the fluctu
ation [16.36]. A model for determining ideal minimum free energy configura
tions will be dealt with more fully in Sect.16.5. The magnitude of ~E depends 
in a complicated manner on bond strengths, misfit (including misorientation), 
and island size. This dependence will also be discussed more fully in Sect. 
16.3. For the present it suffices to note that there will be a distribution 
[16.37,38] of orientations of small islands in which the spread may be quite 
prominent in the case of weak a-s bonding and that usually ~E increases in 
proportion to the island size. The latter has the implication that the pro
bability of a fluctuation of a given misorientation decreases drastically with 
size. 

This is also the appropriate point to mention that the curve of ~E versus 
mismatch (misfit and misorientation) develops a cusped minimum with vertical 
tangent at zero mismatch as the island height (overlayer thickness) becomes 
large [16.39]. This probably contributes significantly to the fact that homo
epitaxy (the growth of a pure perfect crystal) can be perfect under ideal con
ditions. Calculations have shown that an entire hierarchy of cusps exists as
sociated with the order of commensurability of the interfacial lattices. The 
character of the hierarchy may be illustrated in the case of one-dimensional 
mismatch [16.40]; the zero-order cusp is at zero mismatch, the first-order 
ones when 

n = 2,3 ... , (16.3) 

and higher-order hierarchies satisfy more complicated relations. The depths 
of minima decrease drastically with the order of the minima. The existence of 
cusps clearly is important in large misfit [small n in (16.3)] systems, where 
the concept of a misfit vernier, supplemented by (cusped) coincidences [16.16, 
20], rather than misfit accommodation by misfit dislocations (Sect.16.1.6) be
comes appropriate. 

It has already been mentioned in connection with the choice of the contact 
plane that growth may emanate from a (nonequilibrium) nucleation mechanism 
[16.32]. Macroscopic (capillarity) and microscopic (atomic) nucleation theories 
have been put forward with some success to show that the orientation may ori
ginate in a nucleation phenomenon in which the interfacial energy, or its 
equivalent, enters into the predictions, as ~E in (16.2), apart from other 
terms in the exponent. Clearly, the smaller ~E the more probable the relevant 
critical nucleus. An implicit assumption of the theory is that the island con
tinues to grow in the nucleated orientation. The azimuthal orientations of the 
{001} and {111} fcc contact planes on {001} NaCl will be such as to minimize 
the corresponding ~E's. 
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While a change of contact plane requires a rather large fluctuation in
volving recrystallization, a change in azimuthal orientation may be highly 
probable in the early history of the island [16.26,37]. Thus, one would expect 
to see a distribution of orientations. The spread of orientations may be en
hanced in view of the fact that at a given supersaturation islands with dif
ferent unrelated orientations, e.g., the {001} and {111} fcc orientations on 
NaCL, may nucleate simultaneously, usually in different proportions deter
mined by their critical free energies of formation. Whichever dominates sub
sequently depends on their growth modes and growth rates [16.41]. 

Another important property of islands is their mobility [16.26,37,42,43], 
which, according to (16.2) depends critically on fiE and Ts. If they were ap
proximately free to translate (small fiE and large Ts)' adatoms which would be 
even more free would behave almost like a 20 gas. The islands accordingly be
have in a Brownian-like way in two dimensions. The equipartition theorem re
quires that 

1 2 "2 M<v > = kTs (16.4) 

where M is the mass and v the speed of the particle. It follows that at Ts 
300 K the mean U = <l>"2 is about 16 m/s for an island containing 100 atoms 

of mass number 200 each, and that it ta"kes roughly 10-10 s to move a distance 
equal to its width. 

If viewed somewhat differently, u represents the component of velocity 
(parallel to the substrate surface) of a molecule that collides (directly 
from the vapor) with an island, the number thus colliding per second with ve
locity component exceeding u is given by 

2 
= eSP(T) exp {- mu } 

nu (21TmkT)"2 ill 
(16.5) 

where P{T) is the vapor pressure, S the island-substrate contact area and 
e(>1) a geometrical factor near unity. The prefactor of the exponential is the 
total number of hits per second. A fraction e-1 of hits are such that the 
horizontal component of velocity transmitted to the island in a "head-on" col
lision exceeds the mean V = * (2kT/m)"2, obtained by equipartition and momentum 
conservation estimates; the island is assumed to consist of n atoms and to 
move freely over the surface. When n = 100 and m is equa 1 to 200 mass units, 
V <><2 m/s. For monolayer coverage of an island comprising 100 atoms, the number 
of these hits experienced during the build up is of the order of 5. The exer
cise shows that apart from Brownian-like motion, also direct hits from mole
cules in the vapor may contribute to erratic motion. Note also that the island 
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may experience an impulsive torque with rotational effects if the impact is no1 

truly "head on". The evidence that islands are mobile is overwhelming. The 

considerations above demonstrate the theoretical credibility of the mobility 

phenomenon. 

An important consequence of such motion is that the islands not only co

alesce as a result of growth, but also in mutual collisions. In the latter 

case the violence of the impact may stimulate favorable reorientation changes, 

recrystallization, and even melting [16.44]. An important feature of coales

cence of islands with relative azimuthal misorientations is that they are sep

arated by low-angle grain boundaries [16.41,45]. Free energy minimization 

constitutes a driving force eliminating such boundaries. If the azimuthal mis

orientations are of opposite sign, the boundary induces a torque which aids a 

favorable reorientation. Once the neck between two islands is eliminated the 

boundary may sweep rather rapidly through the smaller island. If the misorien

tations are of the same sign they contribute to stabilizing the relevant mis

orientation. When more than two touch, the situation becomes more complicated. 

Since originally the misorientations are completely uncorrelated, one would 

expect that coalescence, at appropriate substrate temperatures, will induce 

an improvement of the overall perfection of azimuthal orientation. 

It is also of interest that islands exert forces on each other even when 

separate [16.46]. Although knowledge is still incomplete, there is strong 

theoretical and experimental evidence that islands interact elastically 

[16.47,48] and electronically via the substrate, and that for insulating and 

semiconducting substrates the islands may become charged with consequential 

Coulombic interaction [16.49]. The elastic interaction normally has a repul

sive nature [16.48]. By opposing or favoring close approach and coalescence, 

these forces may influence the rate of reorientation. 

76. 7. 6 Misfit Accommodation 

We adopt the convention that "misfit" f specifically refers to quantification 

of dimensional differences, including differences in thermal expansion, and 

that "mismatch" be used in a collective sense, i.e., to include also misorien

tation and differences in symmetry [16.23,26]. Also, we shall speak of one

dimensional (10) misfit or matching when we compare the spacings of correspond· 

ing parallel atomic rows in the two interfacial lattices [16.26]. Some of the 

contents of this section will also be dealt with elsewhere. For the sake of 

clarity and continuity we summarize the relevant essentials here. 

Consider an overlayer consisting of a finite but large monolayer on a much 

larger substrate surface. We adopt the model-a harmonic 20 crystal on rigid 
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crystalline substrate (equivalent to a periodic 20 potential) governed by 
equilibrium principles-defined above [16.19]. The considerations show that 
there are three basic modes of misfit accommodation resulting from the compe
tition between the harmonic adatom-adatom forces and the adatom-substrate 
potential [16.19,20]. When the former is weak compared to the latter, the 
monolayer is misfit-strained to match the substrate completely. As the former 
increases and/or the latter decreases a critical misfit fc is attained, where
after the so-called pseudomorphic (coherent) monolayer becomes unstable. It 
is still metastable though, and only when f exceeds a value f 1 > fc will it 
break away spontaneously. For f> fc, equilibrium requires the misfit to be 
accommodated by misfit strain (MS) e and misfit dislocations (MO's) jointly, 
such that 

f = e + f (16.6) 

where the part f of f is accommodated by MO's. The partition of f between e 
and f under equilibrium requirements has been expressed in terms of elliptic 
integrals [16.19]. The so-called commensurate-incommensurate (CI) phase tran
sition at f =fc is continuous with logarithmic singularity [16.17]. 

Two-dimensional coherency also occurs with different symmetries. Thus some 
ultrathin {111} fcc metal layers grow coherently on {110} bee substrates 
[16.3], requiring the deformation of both angles and distances. Some of these 
revert at higher thicknesses to 10 matching and appear to lead to the well
known Nishiyama-Wassermann (NW) and Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientations [16.50]. 
The critical conditions for coherence in such systems are considered in some 
detail in Sect.16.3. 

When the adatom-substrate interaction becomes weak compared to the adatom
adatom forces, the influence of the former diminishes and vanishes in the 
limit. The relative bond strength where the influence becomes negligible (the 
crystals being regarded rigid) also depends on the mismatch and the thickness 
of the crystals [16.26]. Such a bicrystal system is said to be simulated by 
a "rigid model", and the mismatch between them, to be accommodated by a misfit 
vernier (MV), the third mode of misfit accommodation. 

Epitaxial layers, which started off as subcritical monolayers, clearly must 
become unstable at some critical thickness he [16.20,51]; the MS energy con
tinues to increase in proportion to the number of monolayers, while the sub
strate interaction energy of a coherent layer remains practically constant. 
Various models based on equilibrium principles have been used to estimate he' 
as well as the distribution of misfit between MO's and MS. Often the calculated 
contribution of MS is greatly underestimated, as compared to the observed con-
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tribution. This discrepancy can almost certainly be ascribed to the equili
brium basis of the theory, an ideal which is often not accomplished in prac
tice, because the acquisition of the necessary MD's may constitute a major 
barrier [16.20]. 

The generation, motion, and nature of MD's is a subject in itself [16.20]. 
It suffices to mention here that MD's may be injected along the interface 
from the island perimeter, or climb from the overlayer free surface towards 
the interface, or originate from glide dislocations in the overlayer, and that 
it is a discrete process with discrete effects on MS and location of islands 
of finite lateral extent. Apart from the generation barrier, there are the 
barriers to motion, e.g., temperature-activated mass transport in the case 
of climb, and the Peierls stresses in the case of glide [16.20]. 

The Burgers vectors of the MD's acquired by glide along the interface, 
and some obtained by climb, lie in the interface; these dislocations are 
named perfect MD's. The Burger's vectors and glide planes of other glide dis
locations are almost always inclined to the interface and less efficient 
(imperfect MD's) in accommodating misfit [16.20]; only their projections on 
the interface accommodate misfit. A special case is the one in which a thread
ing dislocation-a dislocation which is a continuation of a substrate dislo
cation into the overlayer-is swept by the MS-induced stresses into the inter
face, to constitute an imperfect MD [16.20]. 

The equilibrium free energy criteria for intermixing, and the (diffusion) 
kinetic conditions for its realization, are dealt with more fully in Sect. 
16.2. The basic effect of intermixing on misfit accommodation is the smear
ing out [16.3,20,52] of the discontinuity in physical properties, such as 
bonding, lattice parameters, and thermal expansion coefficients. The depend
ence of lattice parameter on concentration is usually approximated by Vegard's 
law [16.5,20,53], and one may anticipate that this law will also represent 
a first approximation for the dependence of the other physical properties. 

A well-established consequence of lattice parameter smearing is the smear
ing of misfit, the redistribution of the MD's, and their rearrangement into 
walls normal to their glide planes [16.20,52]. The number of MD's is conserved 
in this redistribution process until the diffusion zone reaches the crystal 
surface where MD's can escape by climb and glide. 

An important application of the dependence of physical properties on inter
mixing is the fabrication of dislocation free layers [16.5]. Both MD's and 
threading dislocations are usually detrimental to the operation and life 
times of solid state devices [16.4-6]. While threading dislocations may be 
eliminated by misfit strains [16.20], the need for MD's can be avoided by 
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growing [16.5] either graded layers, in which the gradient of lattice para

meter is too low to attain the critical thicknesses at which MD's are needed, 

or lattice-matched systems (using ternary and quaternary layers of III-V 

compounds) in which both lattice parameters and thermal expansion coefficients 

are matched. 
Another form of misfit accommodation is the one in which the atoms at the 

interface rearrange so that the new positions of given atoms are not neces

sarily a quasicontinuahon of those in the parent crystal. This concept has 

been dealt with in detail by Aleksandrov [16.53] in his considerations of 

transition layers in semiconductors. 

It is known that many crystal surfaces, particularly in semiconductors, 

reconstruct in vacuum. The effects of such reconstruction on epitaxial growth 

are not completely understood as yet. There are several phenomena, specifi

cally defects, which are believed [16.54] to have their origin in the mis

match due to reconstruction of the substrate surface. This subject clearly 

needs to be explored in more detail. 

Polimorphism [16.41,55] and tetragonal distortion [16.56] may either be 

regarded as MS type modes of misfit accommodation or as direct consequences 

of MS. Iron is known to grow on Cu and Au with fcc structure (y phase) in 

the initial stages, which seems to be coherent, and revert to the stable 

bee structure (a phase) at a thickness of about 15 A. Similarly epitaxial 

Ge layers on GaAs are tetragonally distorted, the lateral dimensions being 

homogeneously deformed to match the atomic arrangements at the interface. 

Up to now it has been tacitly assumed that the contact plane is a simple 

crystallographic plane. Small deviations from such orientations have been 

observed and interpreted as a means of accommodating misfit at the interface 

[16.57-59]. 

16. 2 Growth Modes 

16. 2. 1 Adsorption-Desorption 

It should be remembered that we limited ourselves to simple growth from vapor. 

Also, for our purpose, the following elementary considerations are adequate. 

We approximate the vapor by an ideal gas satisfying the Maxwell distribution 

of velocities. Accordingly, the flux of vapor molecules, i.e., the number 

striking unit substrate area per unit time, is given by [16.16] 

~1(T) (16.7) 
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Only a fraction av depending mainly on the nature of the surface is adsorbed, 
and thus defines the deposition rate 

a/{T) 
R{T) = k 

(211mkT) 2 

(16.8) 

Kinetic equilibrium between vapor and substrate of temperature Ts exists when 
the evaporation rate equals the deposition rate 

a P {T ) 
R {T ) = v e s 
e s (211mkT )~ 

s 

(16.9) 

There will be a net flux 

(16.10) 

towards the surface, and consequently growth, if the vapor is supersaturated, 
i.e., P{T) >Pe{Ts)· Defining the saturation ratio 1:; as P/Pe one obtains 

N1 Jill.L ~{Ts}~ ~ 
-N -"" R3T~J = P~fT:.} T ""P:\T:) = ~:; 1e e s e s e s 

(16.11) 

where the first approximation is based on relations of the form in (16.13) 
below, N1 and N1e being the existing and equilibrium densities of adatoms, 
and the second approximation is based on the fact that P is very much more 
sensitive to temperature changes than T~; see, for example, (16.9,13). 

Atoms adsorbed on the surface have a mean stay time 's given by 
-1 

' = v exp(E /kT) s a (16.12) 

-13 -1 where v(~lO s ) is the vibration frequency of an atom on an adsorption 
site. For complete condensation one accordingly obtains [16.60] 

No 
R (T) ""-= N0v exp(-Ea/kTs) e s 1:s 

(16.13) 

where N0 is the number density of adsorption sites on the substrate surface 

and Ea the desorption energy. 
For incomplete condensation, adatoms will be scattered on the surface, and 

will migrate freely by consecutive jumps between adsorption sites, with a 
jump frequency 

(16.14) 

where ED is the activation energy for surface migration. It follows from ran
dom walk theory that the mean square of its surface displacement during its 
stay time 's is given by 
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2 2 2 2 <r > = <X > + <Y > = 2wTsa (16.15) 

where a is the elementary jump distance. It follows from (16.12,14,15) that 

its range (diffusion length) in time 's is given by 

2 " "s = (<r >) 2 = 12a exp[(Ea- E0)/2kTsl (16.16) 

Since Ea > E0 this implies that the range increases sharply with decreasing 

temperature, because of the exponential increase in 's' while on the other 

hand the rate of equilibration drops sharply, because of a decrease in the 

jump frequency w. 

76. 2. 2 Bauer's Criteria 

A diffusing adatom may impinge on and join a single adatom or a cluster of 

adatoms and thus bring about growth. The growth mode is usually classified 

[16.30] as Volmer-Weber (VW = 30) growth when initiated from the three-dimen

sional islands, as Frank-van der ~1erwe (FM =20) growth when it grows by the 

successive addition of extensive (two-dimensional) monolayers, and as Strans

ki-Krastanov (SK) when initial FM growth is followed by VW type growth. The 

growth mode is also technologically important because of its influence on 

perfection. 
Since Bauer [16.30] first suggested criteria for the three growth modes, 

several improvements have been suggested. Bauer's criteria are based on equi

librium considerations and follow most easily from minimum free energy prin

ciples. In Fig.16.1 each step is supposed to be of monatomic height and G0, 

Gs and Gi are the specific surface free energies of the overlayer, the sub

strate and the overlayer-substrate interface, respectively. If the free ener

gy of the overlayer-substrate system is less when an additional adatom is 

added at A rather than at B, two-dimensional growth will be preferred. The 

growth criteria thus obtained, hereafter referred to as Bauer's criteria, 

may be summarized as follows: 

6G = Go + Gi - Gs 2 0 
> 0 

20 " FM 

10 " vw (16.17) 

where the equality representing, for example, the growth of a substance on 

itself, is classified as FM. 

Clearly, Bauer's criteria represent a zero-order approximation [16.3]. 

They contain, nevertheless, the dominating variables, but neglect the in

fluences of intermixing, mismatch, anisotropy and supersaturation. They ig

nore the range of substrate electronic influences in the overlayer and at

tribute macroscopic properties to microscopic systems, e.g., monolayers. 
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Fig.16.1. Substrate(s) and two growing monolayers terminating at A and B. 
Symbols a0 , as and a; are specific surface free energies as shown 

These influences are parti cularly important at the 20-30 transition (t.a =0), 

where a small change in any of the a 's and/or the i nvolvement of the neglected 

quantities may introduce drastic deviations from the zero-order prediction. 

The criteria in (16.17) can be written usefully in terms of (macroscopic) 

adhesion energies . In view of the fact that two surfaces are created when a 

crystal is separated into two halves, it follows that [16 . 23] 

1 1 
ao = 2 £00 as = 2 £ss (16.18) 

where, for example, £00 is the work needed per unit area (adhesion energy) 

in performing the separation revers i bly at constant temperature and pressure. 

Likewise, the interface energy is defined in terms of the work needed to create 

pairs of 0-0 and s-s surfaces and to rejoin them into pairs of 0-s surfaces; 
1 

ai = 2(£QQ + £SS- 2£0S) (16.19) 

In view of (16.18,19) Bauer's criteria may be expressed as 

> 0 vw (16 .20 ) 

which expli citly states that FM growth is obta ined when the (adatom) overlayer

substrate bonding is relatively strong. This situati on is often referred to 

as "complete whetting" . 

The criteria in (16.17,20) app ly to the interface between the first layer 

and substrate. To the same approximation, these relations reduce to (Eos ~ £00 ) 

t.a = 0 (16 .21) 

for the i nterface between the firs t and second monolayers. One would accord

ingly expect the correc tions to the Bauer criteria to be particularly signi

ficant for continued growth on top of a fir st FM l ayer . It is certai.mly not 

surpri sing that a change of growt h mode i s usually observed in this case . 
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On the basis of the schema adopted in Fig.16.1, it may be anticipated that 
an overlayer that has commenced in the 30 mode at the interface will be boun
ded by rather steep sides because of the constraints at the edges on the sub
strate, unless influenced otherwise by significant surface free energy aniso
tropies. 

76. 2. 3 Young's Equation 

It is appropriate at this point to consider briefly the application of Young's 
equation [16.16] 

(16.22) 

in deducing Bauer's criteria. This relation is the condition that a macrosco
pic cap-shaped overgrowth, radius of curvature r and contact angle e, has a 
minimum surface free energy 

G = 2rrr2(1 - cose)cr0 + rrr2 sin2e(cri - crs) (16.23) 

at constant volume 
1 3 3 V = 1 rrr (2 - 3 case + cos e) (16.24) 

The requirement that physically meaningful solutions for e from (16.22) be 
real yields the criteria in (16.17). In addition, it yields the criterion 

(16.25) 

for homogeneous, completely nonwhetting nuclei. Otherwise, for cri _2crs _2cr0 +cri, 
i ,e., rr/2 _::: e _::: 0, it may be taken as a measure of the deviation from two-di
mensionality. 

In the previous derivation of Bauer's criteria, using a simple cubic type 
model, the VW islands will have vertical sides. In real crystals the side in
clinations are determined by surface free energy an isotropies. 

Evidently, the derivation of Bauer's criteria from Young's equation suffers 
from much the same shortcomings as the previous one. Furthermore, with these 
criteria, there is the additional constraint that the island be cap-shaped, an 
assumption that is probably good enough for a liquid drop with isotropic speci
fic surface free energy. It also neglects the line tension at the perimeter 
island base which is important when the base radius becomes small and probably 
is also inducive to VW growth. The importance of line tension effects in nu
cleation phenomena has been considered by Navascues and Tarazona [16.21]. 
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16. 2. 4 Supersaturation 

Markov and Kaischew [16.61] analyzed the modification of the criteria in 
(16.17), as a nucleation phenomenon, under conditions of supersaturation. 
Their calculations were addressed towards nuclei of fcc crystals with {100} 
and {111} faces parallel to the substrate. For the present purpose it is suf
ficient to demonstrate the essentials of their arguments using an island with 
a simple square base of n xn atoms and vertical sides [16.60] (Fig.16.2) v 

atoms high. Anisotropy is taken into account by letting the specific surface 
free energies cr1 of the sides be different from that at the top and the spe
cific area sa per atom in the horizontal plane be different from that, namely 
s1, on the vertical plane. 

The first fundamental assumption of Markov and Kaischew was that the shape 
of the island, the n/v ratio in this case, will be thermodynamically stable, 
determined by minimizing the free energy 

2 G = ~crsa(n + 4anv) ; a = s 1 cr 1 /~crsa (16.26) 

at constant volume (constant number N of atoms) 

(16.27) 

yielding the equilibrium values 

n0 = (2aN) 113 v0 = n0/2a (16.28) 

G0 = 3~crsa(2aN) 
2/3 (16.29) 

Let the particle be in the presence of a supersaturated (1; > 1) vapor, the 
saturation ratio 1; defined by (16.11). When a molecule is adsorbed from the 
vapor its chemical potential decreases by 

~~ = ~ - ~e = kT ln~; (16.30) 

Accordingly, the Gibbs free energy of formation of a nucleus containing N 

atoms (at constant temperature and pressure) is given by 
2/3 

~G = 3~crsa{2aN) - N~~ (16.31) 

When ~cr < 0 and the first monolayer is in FM mode, then ~G will continue to 
decrease with increasing N. This implies continued FM growth in the first 
monolayer until the substrate is completely covered. 

Of particular interest is the case in whirih the bonding to the substrate 
is relatively weak, (16.20), and ~cr is positive. As the cluster size N in
creases ~G at first increases up to a maximum to define a critical nucleus 
of height given by the Gibbs-Thomson equation [16.60] 
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Fig.16.2. Rectangular island (n xn xv atoms) on a substrate. The specific 
surface free energies a0 , as' a1 and a; are as shown 

* 2s !J.a 
=-a-vO !J.l! 

and free energy of formation 

* (S1a1)2 
!J.G = 16/J.asa \t:';" 

(16.32) 

(16.33) 

Markov and Kaisehew [16.61] proposed that the initial growth mode is deter
mined by the shape of the critical nuclei at the prevailing supersaturation. 

* As the supersaturation and hence !J.ll increases, the nucleus height v0 decreases 
from a multiple value typical of VW growth, to unity which defines FM growth 
[16.60]. The transition occurs at !J.11 =!J.llt• where !J.11t is given by 

(16.34) 

Above !J.11t the nuclei will be 20, yielding a FM growth mode. This implies a 
modification of the Bauer's criteria in (16.17) to 

by 

FM 
vw (16.35} 

It follows from the analysis that the critical nucleus side length is given 

(16.36) 

* where v0 = 1 for !J.l!~!J.llt• Since the analysis is specifically important close 
to the limit !J.a =0, the lateral extent of the critical 20 nucleus ma'y be anti
cipated to be large compared to its height, at least when !J.a~O. 
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It follows from (16.11,30,34) that the transition will occur at a deposi
tion rate 

R(T) = Re(T) exp(2sa~a/kT) (16.37) 

If we assume that in "equilibrium" the substrate will be completely covered 
when the vapor is supersaturated, the equilibrium deposition rate Re(T) is 
given by [16.60] [cf. (16.13)] 

1 -1 
Re(T) = -s- = sa v exp(-E/kT) 

a's 
(16.38) 

This may be substituted into (16.37) to define R(T) in terms of more funda
mental quantities. 

Two interesting observations may be made at this point. Firstly, with 
reference to (16.35) one might speculate that continued FM growth, after the 
first FM monolayer, may be stimulated in subsequent layers provided the super
saturation is properly controlled, and the conditions are otherwise not very 
opposing. Secondly, if one switches from supersaturation to undersaturation 
(~ 11 < 0), it may be specula ted that comp 1 ete evaporation will occur if ~a > 0 
and incomplete evaporation otherwise; the nucleus size will stabilize where 
~G is minimum and the nucleus height defined by (16.32) (both ~a and ~11 nega
tive). The height will decrease with increasing undersaturation, becoming a 
monolayer when ~11 =~11 t' as defined in (16.34). 

76. 2. 5 Electronic Influence of the Substrate 

To this category, of which we know least, belongs the influence of the sub
strate on the electronic configurations in the overlayer [16.3,23]. One may 
speculate that strong overlayer-substrate bonding at the interface induces 
drastic changes in the overlayer electronic structure, that the distance in 
which the change decays depends on the bonding type, and that a reduction of 
bond strength is the main characteristic of the change. This would imply that 
the relation E00 -E0s.::_O at the overlayer-substrate interface be followed by 

EO,n+l - Eon > o (16.39) 

for the interface between the nth FM monolayer and the next, n being small. 
This is exactly the condition for SK growth. Unless other opposing influences 
prevail, this kind of argument suggests that strong overlayer-substrate bond
ing and a few FM atomic layers are characteristic of SK growth. For metals n 
appears to be of the order of one to three [16.3]. The reverse, i.e., the pos
sibility that VW growth reverts to FM growth, is inhibited by the constraint 
at the substrate. The theme of overlayer islands merging into continuous films, 
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and the 20 growth appearance [16.35] of high island densities, will be dealt 
with elsewhere. 

An indirect influence of the substrate on bonding may emanate from sub
strate-induced misfit strains [16.16,61]. For example, if one makes the zero
order approximation that interface bonding is proportional to the number den
sity of interfacial atoms, then 

(16.40) 

where e, E00 (e), and E00 (0) are the 20 strain, the adhesion in a strained 
overlayer and the adhesion in an unstrained overlayer, respectively. In view 
of the form of Bauer's criteria in (16.20), misfit strains may have signifi
cant consequences on growth modes. If the supposition in (16.40) is valid, 
one would expect opposite effects for misfit strains of tension and compres
sion, and one may further speculate that the other geometrical influences of 
misfit strain will enhance or diminish such an asymmetry. The direct influ
ence of misfit strain energy and misfit dislocation energy will be dealt with 
below. 

7 6. 2. 6 Intermixing 

Under intermixing are subsumed all material combinations which are miscible 
and form alloys, being either simple solid solutions or compounds. The free 
energy criterion for the miscibility of two metallic components A and B is 

(16.41) 

The Hume-Rothery rules of thumb that a given combination possibly complies 
with (16.41) are that (i) the atomic radii must be within 15% of each other; 
(ii) the crystal structures must have the same symmetry; (iii) the chemical 
valencies may not differ by more than one; and (iv) the electronegativities 
should be nearly equal if compound formation is to be prohibited too. 

The role of miscibility in the occurrence of different growth modes has 
been considered in some detail by Bauer [16.3]. He stressed the fact that 
the realization of solid solutions for metal pairs, which comply with the 
miscibility criterion, is still a temperature-dependent rate process, in
volving volume interdiffusion governed by relations analogous to (16,14,16) 
valid for surfaces. Little work has been done with the special aim of study
ing the effects of intermixing at epitaxial crystal interfaces. There appear 
to be two main consequences [16.3] of intermixing; firstly, it seems to smooth 
out electronic effects of strong interface-localized substrate-overlayer bond
ing which favors SK growth, and secondly, it similarly smooths out the abrupt 
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change of lattice parameters at the interface, which is responsible for the 
presence of misfit dislocations or/and a discontinuity in (misfit) strain. 
The effects of the latter are briefly dealt with in the next section. The 
former may possibly be interpreted in terms of either a smoothing of the dis
continuity in surface free energy values, or a relaxation of the "electronic" 
hold on the overlayer by strong bonding to the substrate. 

Bauer's considerations clearly show that for complete understanding of the 
role of miscibility and strength of overlayer-substrate bonding a consider
able amount of research is still required. 

16. 2. 7 Misfit Accommodation 

It has been argued previously· [16.3,20,23] that the accommodation of misfit 
by misfit strain (MS) and misfit dislocations (MD's) may make significant 
contributions to the energy balance which determines the growth mode. If, for 
example the first layer is coherent in FM mode and the second one completely 
MS relaxed, Bauer's criteria in (16.17) are modified approximately to 

FM 
vw (16.42) 

where Ee is the energy gain due to the strain relaxation in the second layer 
and ED the energy associated with the introduction of misfit dislocations be
tween the first and second layer. If it is true that strong overlayer-substrate 
bonding induces weak bonding between, say, the first and second monolayers, 
then ED will be small. It implies a positive contribution in (16.42) because 
Ee will be relatively large. This is in addition to the effect on ~cr as ex
plained with reference to (16.20). The combined effect of bonding and misfit 
accommodation is clearly a subject which justifies further investigations. 

76. 2. 8 Kinetic Constraints 

Until now we have implicitly assumed that the relevant atomic processes are 
fast enough to ensure quasiequilibrium at every growth stage. For example, in 
deriving the relations in (16.17,28) it has been tacitly assumed that the 
atoms needed for shape equilibration would be available on the spot. Most of 
them would, however, arrive by surface migration from elsewhere. Accordingly, 
there would be an equilibration time lag at sufficiently high supersaturations 
(low surface temperatures Ts)· This problem has been dealt with by Venables 

and co-workers [16.35] in their considerations of SK growth of Ag on {111} Si. 
Like Markov and Raischew [16.61], Venables and co-workers also proposed 

that the growth mode is a nucleation phenomenon. They further assumed that 
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the critical 2D nuclei are rather large at high temperatures. This assumption 
is supported by their UHV-SEM observations and is also in agreement with the 
speculations based on (16.32). In this case existing nucleation theories pre
dict that the number density of critical nuclei would be approximately given 
by [16.35] 

(16.43) 

where E is the bulk Ag sublimation energy per atom and ED the diffusion ener
gy per atom; the other symbols have been defined previously. Using estimated 
values of the E's, the authors concluded that the relation in (16.43) gives 
a reasonable description of the trend of their observations, thus justifying 
the supposition that the growth mode is a nucleation phenomenon. 

They then dealt with the kinetic barrier by estimating the maximum sizes 
of islands that could maintain equilibrium shapes at the given deposition 
conditions. The equilibration time, by surface diffusion, assuming no diffi
culties with incorporation into the islands, has been approximated by [16.62] 

4 , "" Cr /B (16.44) 

where the mass transfer coefficient B is proportional to the surface diffusion 
coefficient D, r is the radius of the pa~ticle, and C a constant. The time 
t it takes to deposit the material needed for the growth of N pill-box islands 
is given by 

NTiw 2h/4>J = Rt (16.45) 

where r2 is the atomic volume, h the island height and w, which may be approxi
mated by r, their width. Venables and co-workers [16.35] adopted the condition 

T < t (16.46) 
as a suitable criterion for equilibration. In view of (16.44,45), criterion 
(16.46) may be written in the form 

h/w > C' (Rw/ND) (16.47) 

where Nand D have opposing temperature dependences, and C' is another con
stant. 

The energies concerned were estimated at ED"" 1 eV and E- (Ea- ED)"" 1.11 eV. 
The equilibrium was accordingly subtly balanced. Equilibrium was estimated to 
break down for r [cf. (16.45)] between 0.3 and 1 \lm at Ts =400°C and between 
0.1 and 0.3 \lm at Ts =300°C. This is in qualitative agreement with their ob
servation that the ratio h/w decreases with increasing temperature. This, to
gether with the evidence that the continuous film grown at temperatures below 
200°C is unstable, supports their view that apparent 2D growth at low tempera-
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tures is a kinetic phenomenon, which influences the growth mode to such an 

extent that basic SK growth has an FM appearance. 

16.3 Epitaxy of {111} fcc Metals on {110} bee Metal Substrates 

76. 3. 7 Model 

The purpose of this section is to apply the model formulated in Sect.16.1 to 

the growth of monolayers of fcc metals on {110} bee metal substrates [16.3, 

50,63]. We shall assume [16.26,64,65] that the adatoms have a stable {111} 

fcc structure (approximated by the bulk one) on a substrate with modulation 

free interaction potential and specifically address the problems (i) of pre

dicting the ideal epitaxial configurations -the relationship between the cor

responding dimensions and orientations of the interfacial lattices for which 

the equilibrium minimum (free) energy criteria are ideally satisfied-when 

the modulations of the adatom-substrate interaction are introduced; and (ii) 

of the equilibrium distribution of the misfit between the different accommo

dation modes when the configuration is not ideal. The first part of the prob

lem is dealt with by using the rigid model (rigid lattices) [16.26] and the 

second part by considering an elastic monolayer on a rigid substrate [16.26, 

64-66]. 
It is convenient to anal,yze the matching at the interface in terms of the 

corresponding rhombic unit cells in Fig.16.3, which also illustrates the 

meaning of many of the rel~vant geometrical quantities. The shorthand nota

tions 
- -

s = sina, c = cosa, ss sins, cs coss, s s/ss, c c/cs, 

ax 2as, ay 2ac, bx 2bss, by 2bcs, 

da 2asc, db 2bsscs, r b/a (16.48) 

in which a and b are nearest-neighbor distances in the substrate and mono-

layer, respectively, the a. and b. the rhombic unit cell diagonals, and the 
1 1 

d. their widths, help to shorten the analysis. (Note that for simplicity we 
1 

deviate from the convention of designating substrate and overlayer by means 

of subscripts sand 0, respectively). The misfits [16.26] 

f b - a 1 f 2(s - a) =--= r - ' a an 

b - a b - a 
fx 

X X - r - 1 fy 
y y r 1 (16.49) - s = --- -

ax ay c 
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Fiq.16.3. Rhombic sur
face unit cell struc
tures, related crystal 
directions of an fcc 
{111} (13 =60°) PABC 
overlayer on a bee {110} 
(~4.74°) PQRS substrate 
and referenc~ systems 
(x,y) and (xl1), x(2)). 
The unit cell side lengths 
are PQ =a and PA = b; the 
long diagonals SQ =ax, 
CA = bx; the short di a-

P x gona 1 s PR =a , PB = b 
and the widths PD = d~ and PE =db. Two important observed_epitaxia~ config~r
ations [16.50] are (1) Nishiyama-Wassermann (NW): fcc [011]//[001] bee, ideal 
cgnfiguq~tion; either fx=_O or f~=O, and (ii) Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS): fcc 
[110]//[111] bee or fcc [101]//[111] bee, ideal configuration fd =0. (Van 
der Merwe [16.26], by permission of Taylor and Francis, Ltd.) 

in which fx' fy and fd refer to matching of corresponding atom rows, are 
useful in interpreting the results. It should also be noted that the defi
nitions in (16.49) are convenient in the present analysis and differ from 
those employed by Matthews in analyzing misfit accommodation in thickening 
overlayers [16.20]. In the latter, b rather than a is taken as the reference 
lattice parameter. 

The Fourier representation of the adatom-substrate interaction in (16.1), 
appropriated to the {110} bee substrate symmetry, is [16.67] 

V(x,y) = L A {cos[21f (hx + ky)] + cos(21r (hx - ky)]} 
h ,k=O hk ax ay ax ay 

(16.50) 

(h+k) even 

This potential, truncated at second-order terms, may be written in the form 
[16.26] 

V(x,y) = A0{1 + A1 cos[21r (a:+~)]+ A2 cos(21r (- :x + ~)] 

+ A3 cos(41f a:)+ A4 cos(41f ~)} , A1 = A2 (16.51) 

This has previously been written in terms of skew coordinates 

x(l) = ~ + ..L x(2) - L. +..L 
a ax ay a ax ay 

(16.52) 
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With the origin of coordinates located at a potential minimum, which itself 

is chosen zero, 

(16.53) 

One obtains an additional relation between the coefficients by equating the 

height of the saddle point at t{ ax, { ay) with the activation energy Q of 

surface migration 

(16.54) 

Further relations between the coefficients can be obtained only by the 

appropriate atomic calculations. Such estimates, using simple potentials, are 

at present in progress [16.68]. Previously, additional relations had been as

signed using hand-waving arguments and intuition. These rather crude assign

ments are [16.26] 

A0 = W, A1 = A2 = -0.4, A3 -0.12, A4 -0.08, 

Q = 1.2 w (16.55) 

A significant feature of these assignments is that the magnitudes of A1 and 

A2 are large compared to those of A3 and A4. 

The quantity Q is usually assumed to be related to the strength of adatom

substrate interaction (desorption energy Ea) by [16.26] 

Q = KEa (16.56) 

where K depends on the type of adatom-substrate bonding and is estimated to 

lie in the range 0.1 to 0.3. 
In the harmonic approximation the strain energy per atom, E, is written 

in terms of macroscopic quantities [16.69] 

E = Wl 2r2(e2 + e2 + 2Pe e + Re2 ) 
X y X y XY 

cl2c33 
2 

c66c33 
2 

p 
- cl3 

R = 12 
0 (cllc33 - cl3) 

cllc33 -
2 

cl3 cllc33 -
2 

c12 

2C11 ell + cl2 + 2c44 ' 6C12 ell + 5c12 - 2c44 

3C13 ell + Zcl2 - Zc44 

3C33 = ell + Zcl2 + 4c44 ' 6C66 ell - cl2 - 4c44 

2 2Wr c33 

(16.57) 

where thee's are the strain components, the C's the {111} fcc transformed 

values of the elastic constants (c11 ,c12 ,c44 ) for cubic crystals, and 0 the 

atomic volume in the overlayer. 
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The total interaction energy needs to be calculated for various transla
tional (x0,y0) and rotational e configurations of the overlayer. These con
figurations are obtained from the coordinate transformations [16.26] 

x = x0 + x'cose - y'sine 

y =Yo+ x'sine + y'cose (16.58) 

where the Cartesian system (x' ,y') is fixed in the overlayer lattice with its 
origin on an atom (lattice point). 

76. 3. 2 Ideal Epitaxial Configurations 

The supposition [16.26,65,66] is made that the ideal epitaxial configurations, 
the configurations for which the interfacial energy has minima, may be ob
tained by minimization with respect to rand e, and that the ideal configur
ations may be predicted on the basis of the rigid (rigid overlayer and sub
strate) model. 

The total adatom-substrate interaction energy VG of a monolayer with rec
tangular boundaries [16.26] containing 2M+ 1 adatoms on a side, and hence 

G = (2M + 1) 2 + (2M) 2 (16.59) 

adatoms all together is obtained by summing over all G adatoms 
4 

vG = w{G + I A.C.(x0,y0)K(M;p.q.)J1. 
l i=1 1 1 1 1 

The epifunction K is defined by [16.26] 

(16.60) 

K(M;p,q) sinp s1 nq {sin[(2M + 1)p]sin[(2M + 1)ql + sin 2Mp sin 2Mq} 

and 

P1,2 ['1Trs 13 cos(a + e)l/sc, 

2'1Trs Ss -1 case, p3 

2'1Trs 13 c -1 sine, p4 

q1,2 ['1Trc 13sin(a + e)]/sc, 

-1 q3 2'1Trcss sine, 

-1 q4 = 2'1Trc 13 c case (16.61) 

where the Ci(x0,y0) in (16.60) are the cosine factors of (16.51), but with 
(x,y) replaced by (x0,y0). 

Relations of the form in (16.61) are well known in diffraction theory. The 
most significant consequences of the relation in (16.60), some of which are 
vividly illustrated in the perspective representation of the mean interacting 
energy per atom 

(16.62) 
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Fig.16.4. Perspective representation of the mean energy per atom VG/GWAo 
- vG{r,e)/WAo for a rectangular island, containing (with r1 = 5) G = 221 atoms. 
The representation is in a space spanned by the ratio r = b/a of the rhombic 
unit mesh side lengths and the misorientation e (in radians). The sharp mini
ma at (r,e) equal to (rx,O), (rd,S -a) and (ry,O) define ideal configurations, 
where respectively fx, td and fy are zero. Noc shown in the figure are other 
ideal configurations and an extensive plateau (with small undulations), which 
is removed from the near neighborhood of the above-mentioned ideal points. 
(Vander Merwe [16.26], by permission of Taylor and Francis, Ltd.) 

in Fig.16.4, may be summarized thus [16.26]: 

(i) Ideal epitaxial configurations are defined by the criteria 

(x0,y0) = (0,0), uneven atom number 2M+ 1 on sides, 
(16.63) 

pi = rrmi and qi = rrni; mi + ni =even, mi,ni =integers 

for i = 1,2,3 and 4 independently. These criteria are equivalent to 10 (row) 

matching. 

(ii) The depths of the minima, which may be taken as some measure of the epi

taxial "strengths" of the ideal configurations, are given by 

(16.64) 

This result lends great importance to reliable estimates of the Fourier co

efficients in the representations in (16.50,51). 

(iii) For s =a, all four (i = 1, •.. 4) criteria are satisfied simultaneously 

for r = 1 and e = 0 (coherency) with a (largest) epitaxial strength of 
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4 
VG = -WAO L A. 

i = 1 1 
(16.65) 



This result suggests that the tendency for complete coherency is relatively 
strong. 

(iv) For values of (r,a) significantly different from the ideal values (ri,ai) 
the undulations in the vG surface become mere ripples as compared to A0; so 
much so, that now even the total energy VG is of the order A0 only. The im
plication [16.26,36] of this is that in rigid translation, and/or rotation 
an overlayer will experience barriers of order A0G when r=r. and only of 

~ 1 

order A0 when r is significantly different from all ri. The anticipation that 
this is true also for elastic monolayers has been confirmed recently [16.43]. 

(v) A growing (increasing M) monolayer with fixed a=a. and small lr-r.l 
1 1 

will experience an osci]lating torque with increasing M, or if free to rotate 
will experience an oscillating orientation about a= a .. (This is only partly 

1 
due to the island shape.) The implication of the oscillation is that the equi-
librium orientation of a growing island will oscillate, and thus contribute 
to the spread of island orientation. 

(vi) The considerations predict [16.26] two well-known orientations: the 
Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) orientation [16.50], for which either 

m3 = 2,n3 = 0; r3 = sina/sinS ~ 0.943; fx = 0, 
or 

m4 = O,n4 = 2; r4 = cosa/coss ~ 1.155; fy = 0 (16.66) 

and the Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientation [16.50], for which either 

m1 n1 = 1, r1 = sinacosa/sinscoss ~ 1.089; fd = 0, 
or (16.67) 

The 10 matching for these two cases is illustrated in Fig.16.5a,b. One-dimen
sional matching is also an important concept in the resonance approximation 
[16.24]. 

76. 3. 3 Accommodation of Misfit 

16.3.3.1 Background 

Having established the ideal conditions for epitaxy using the rigid model, it 
remains to find the conditions to realize the different modes of misfit ac
commodation of an elastic monolayer. The important variables in such an exer
cise are the misfit and the relative bond strengths [16.26]. The analysis 
shows that the effect of the latter is carried by the configurational para-
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Fig.16.5a,b. Matching of atomic rows for some elementary ideal epitaxial con
figurations of dissimilar rhombic meshes (B *a). The substrate unit cell PQRS 
is drawn in full lines and overlayer unit cell in dashed lines. (a) Overlayer 
cell PABC matches rows parallel to PR and PERF matches rows parallel to SQ; 
N-W orientations in Fig.16.3. (b) Overlayer cell PABC matches rows parallel 
to PQ and PS; K-S orientations in Fig.16.3. (Vander Merwe [16.26], by per
mission of Taylor and Francis, Ltd.) 

meter 1, defined in (16.57). Estimates [16.26] of 1 for metals on metals, 
using data on diffusion and elastic constants, yield values for 1 of about 
4. This is indicative of relatively strong adatom-substrate bonding. The quan
tity W in these equations may now simply be regarded as a scale factor for 
the energies concerned. 

In the rigid model the misfit is completely accommodated by 20 misfit ver
niers (MV's) or a 10 vernier if there is perfect matching in one direction 
[16.70-72]. Such configurations are approached by an elastic monolayer when 
1 becomes large [16.26], i.e., the ratio of adatom-adatom to adatom-substrate 
bond strength becomes large. The limiting ratio at which this is an approp
riate approximation decreases with increasing misfit. As the rigidity is re
laxed (1 decreases) and the effect of the substrate increases, the adatoms 
take up equilibrium positions closer to their respective nearest-neighbor 

substrate potential minima, while still conserving their average spacings. 
The total energy of the system decreases in this process from say, E1 to E2. 
However, the overlayer normally does not acquire a (stable) minimum energy 
(E3) configuration without the monolayer being misfit strained to accomplish 

better overall matching. In the extreme case (1 =lc) the coherent configur
ation in which the misfit is accommodated by MS only is the stable one [16.26]. 
Let E4 be the energy for which the coherent configuration is just stable. 
Clearly these energies depend on 1 and the mismatch. 
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If 1 increases beyond lc the configuration of complete coherence becomes 
unstable. If there were perfect matching in one direction [16.26,62,73], say 
fx =0, Fig.16.5a, then presumably the matching in this direction (1D match-
ing) will be conserved in the process of attaining the stable noncoherent con
figuration [16.26]. If the misfit f is changed, then evidently at some cri
tical value f~(l) this 1D coherency will be lost too with the introduction 
of MD's parallel to the originally matched atomic rows. The corresponding 1D 
misfit will now be accommodated by MD's and MS jointly. As the misfit increases, 
the MD structure yradually assumes a vernierlike appearance [16.70-72]. Simi
lar remarks are applicable [16.26] to misfits fy and fd' Fig.16.6a,b. Clearly, 
as the ratio r=b/a increases from below 0.943 (fx=O) through 1.089 (fd=O) 
to above 1.155 (fy =0), all possible combinations of misfit accommodation 
modes within the categories MS, MD's and MV's come and go. These modes may 
also be regarded as different 2D solid phases with boundaries dependent on 
fi and 1 [16.26]. 

The strains appearing in the strain energy per atom in (16.57) are most 
conveniently expressed [16.64] in terms of the linear and angular deforma
tions of the diagonals PB and CA of the monolayer unit cell in Fig.16.3, thus 

e = u(A) - u(C) 
x bx 

e = v(B) - v(P) 
y by 

(16.68) 

e _ 1 f u(B) - u(P) + v(A) - v(C)l 
-2l b b J' zy y X 

where u and v are respectively the x andy components of the elastic displace
ments of the lattice points P, A, B and C. 

16.3.3.2 Complete Coherency 

An exact mathematical analysis of even the rather simplified model of complete 
coherency is still very complicated. Accordingly, its treatm~nt usually in
volves additional approximations, two of which are considered briefly. In the 
first [16.26], the forms of the phase boundaries have been estimated by assum
ing (i) that the energy ~E that can be gained per atom from the substrate in 
the process of attaining coherency is proportional to the epitaxial strengths 
defined in (16.64,65) 

~E = nv n = ( 1 + P f 1 ( 16.69) 
-1 where the approximate value (1 +P) of the proportionality (scale) factor n 

has been inferred from semiexact calculations [16.25] on systems with simple 
rectangular symmetry; and (ii) that it may otherwise be identified with the 
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minimum elastic energy Em needed for coherency, thus 

liE = E m (16.70) 

While for complete coherency the final configuration is unique, for 10 
coherently this is not so. For example, for a given unit cell diagonal 
length ax (spacing of corresponding substrate atomic rows) and any arbitrary 
ratio r = b/a (b is the MS value of b) an angle S can always be selected such 
that 2b sinS =ax. The appropriate values of randS are assumed to be those 
which minimize the strain energy [16.26]. A simple mathematical description 
of these considerations is appropriate. 

Consider the NW orientation with fx near zero and fx =D. Assume that 
-r - r a = -r- , al3 = 13 - 13 (16.71) 

are small quantities. Substituting these in 26 sins= 2a sina, one obtains 
(to first order) 

al3 = (rx - a)tanl3 (16.72) 

In terms of these, the MS strain components in (16.68) become 

- 2 -2 
eX = Yx• ey = (a - yXs 13 )c13 , exy = 0 . {16.73) 

If these are introduced into the relation in (16.57), and minimization with 
respect to a and a13 is performed, the result 

2 2 2 2 Em = Wl yxr (1 - P ) (16.74) 

is obtained, which, together with (16.70), yield the phase boundaries 

r = s :!: r I A31 ]" 1-1 
l (1 - P) (1 + P) 2 

(16.75) 

The phase boundaries of the configurations with fy=O, fd=O and f=O may 
be obtained analogously [16.26]. The results are illustrated in Fig.16.6 for 
values of the A's given in {16.55). The results are qualitatively in agree
ment with expectation; as 1 decreases {adatom-substrate bond strength in
creases) misfit accommodation by complete coherency begins to dominate, 
whereas the boundaries narrow down towards the respective limits defined by 
f i = 0, as 1 increases. 

In this section only misfit accommodation by coherence has been considered. 
Furthermore, the estimate of the energy gained from the substrate in attain
ing coherency is rather crude. The main merits of the analysis are its sim
plicity, and the useful guidelines it provides [16.26]. 
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Fig.16.6. "Phase" boundary lines in space (1 ,r) between regions where tran
sitions to ideal epitaxial configurations are energetically favorable and re
gions where they are not (taking R = 1/2 and P = 1/3). The region in this 
figure and the ideel matching are respectively: (i) region (YY) between r . 
axis and Cur~e A, f = 0 (camp 1 ete coherence); ( i i) region (!/) be!ween Curves 
B, C and A, fd =0; (iii) region (\\) between_Curves 0, E and H, fx =0 and 
(iv) region(\\) between Curves G, C and F, fy=O. (Vander Merwe [16.26], by 
permission of Taylor and Francis, Ltd.) 

16.3.3.3 Misfit Dislocations (MD) and Misfit Verniers (MV) 

In this section the analysis is refined, but also at a price. To make the 
governing equations tractable, the two-dimensional discrete problem is re
duced to an approximate one-dimensional continuous one [16.64-66]. The equa
tions for the equilibrium positions of the adatoms are 2G second-order non
linear difference equations in two dimensions [16.64,66]. They reduce to two 
second-order nonlinear differential equations in a 20 continuum by approximat
ing the differences by differentials on the supposition that the atomic dis
placements vary slowly from atom to atom. In the second approximation, the 20 
problem is reduced to a 10 problem by assuming that in a perpendicular direc
tion, the x direction say, the misfit is accommodated by a vernier. In view 
of the small values of 1 both simplifying approximations are rather crude. 

The governing equation, thus simplified [16.66], is a sine-Gordon type 
6q-l.la t i on 
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(16.76) 

k = ..L 
ac ' 

- v 2v V=-=-
ac ay 

The solution of this equation has been expressed in terms of elliptic inte

grals (K complete and F incomplete of first kind) 

(16. 77) 

for MD's of displacement vectors tw =i ay and spaced at "distances" llk = P(K) 

apart. The modulus K of the integrals accordingly determines the MD spacing. 

The upper and lower sings apply to positive (by> ay) and negative (by< ay) 

MD's, respectively. In such a configuration the MD's accommodate misfit 
- --1 - - - -1 
f = ±P in the presence of misfit strain e = (f - f )cr . The partition of 
y - - y y y 

fy between fy and ey is determined by 

~+P2fc+(r-c)(1-P2 ) o 
1TKL y 

y 

(16.78) 

which is the condition for minimum energy, E(K) being a complete elliptic 

integral of second kind. The critical condition for stability of the coherent 

(K = 1) configuration, i.e., the phase boundary, is given by 

c - 2 r = c ± ---=------,, 
(Y) 1TL (1 - P2) 

y 

(16.79) 

The phase boundaries [16.66] associated with the ideal configurations 

characterized by fx =0, fd =0 and f =0 have been similarly obtained; for 

fx =0 simply replace c by sin (16.79) and A4 by A3 in (16.75). The near iden

tity of the result with (16.75) is clear. The results of these calculations 

are demonstrated in Fig.16.7, in which 

(16.80) 

The calculations apply to separate semi-ideal cases and do not make provi

sion for the continuous transition from one to another which would have 

rounded off the corners at intersections of the estimated phase boundaries 

for complete 20 coherence. The correspondence between the diagrams in Figs. 

16.6 and 7 is evident. Quantitatively they differ, though. For example, the 
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0 100 200 300 

-- >.. 
{. Fig.16.7. "Phase" boundaries in space r=b/a, >. =1 /rs 8c8 for regions of dif-

ferent coherencies. (i) Complete 20 coherence to left of GAE; (ii) 10 coher
ence in NW orientation, (a) Curves 0 and E for fx =0 and (b) Curves G and F 
for fy =0; (iii) 10 coherence inKS orientation, Curves Band C for fd =0 

boundaries for 10 coherence in the KS model enclose those for 10 coherence 
in the NW mode; at least on the part of the diagram shown in the figure. 
These discrepancies must be due to the different and drastic approximations 
made in the two cases. 

16. 4 Concluding Remarks 

The primary goals of studies on epitaxy are fundamental understanding and 
technological innovation, for the former meaning primarily the prediction of 
epitaxial orientations, for the latter, crystal perfection, and for both, 
suitable material combinations. That the orientation under equilibrium condi
tions is governed mainly by minimum free energy principles, and that the re
levant criteria depend strongly on the strength of adatom-substrate and ad
atom-adatom bonding on matching interfacial symmetries and dimensions, and 
on growth modes, is undeniable. Although it is possible that one or more of 
these factors may play on overriding role in a given case, none of them can be 
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singled out as being of sole importance. While a substantial amount of work 

in predicting azimuthal orientations has been done, the choice of contact 

plane requires elucidation. Nonequilibrium considerations are much more dif

ficult, but of vital practical importance. 

The first step in a theory is to construct a reliable mathematical model. 

The harmonic approximation for adatom-adatom interaction in a monolayer, in 

which the stable configuration is identified with the corresponding one in 

the bulk, is an extreme model, the other extreme being the lattice gas model. 

Clearly, the reality lies somewhere inbetween, including perhaps indirect 

electronic influences via the substrate. Electronic influences are possibly 

also of paramount importance for the interaction between consecutive adatom 

monolayers, particularly when the adatom-substrate bonding is strong. It has 

been indicated that this concept may play a significant role in the growth 

modes, particularly in Stranski-Krastanov growth, i.e., the transition from 

FM to VW growth. This propagation of the substrate influence should, and 

probably will, constitute a field of great research interest, both experimen

tally and theoretically. 

The mechanism of intermixing as a means of propagating influences both 

ways and of smearing out the abrupt transitions between crystals is regarded 

as a matter of great fundamental and technological importance. Its effects 

on both growth mode and adhesive strength are desirable features which should 

be exploited. 
The other vital component of the model is the substrate, which is modeled 

in terms of adatom-substrate interaction competing with the adatom-adatom 

forces for the configurational order of the adatoms. The most important fea

ture of this interaction is the periodic potential, having the periodicity 

and symmetry of the substrate. Many important predictions are simply a con

sequence of this periodicity and symmetry. It has been shown, however, that 

epitaxial tendencies and modes of misfit accommodation depend vitally on the 

numerical values of the relevant Fourier coefficients. Very little is known 

about such coefficients and calculations are at present in progress with the 

view of obtaining estimates. 

Recent work on predicting epitaxial configurations has been reviewed: it 

is shown that ideal azimuthal orientations are analytically predictable on 

the basis of the rigid model, in which both overlayer and substrate are as

sumed rigid for given interfacial lattice symmetries, provided the Fourier 

coefficients in the adatom-substrate interaction potential are known. 

These concepts have been applied with success in the case of epitaxy at 

{111} fcc - {110} bee interfaces, and for the first time occurrence of the 
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Nishiyama-Wassermann and the Kurdjumov-Sachs epitaxial orientations is under
stood on the basis of sound physical principles. As a profitable by-product, 
interesting predictions have been obtained regarding the mobility of epitaxial 
islands. When the geometrical parameters and orientation are close to ideal 
for epitaxy, motion is prohibited by rather high potential barriers. The bar
rier heights increase approximately in proportion to adatom-substrate bond 
strength and contact area. When the parameters and orientations differ signi
ficantly from the ideal, the barrier heights are but of the order of the sur
face migration energy of a single adatom, independent of contact area. Also 
the dependence of the modes of misfit accommodation on bond strength and mis
match has been estimated for deformable monolayers and the (phase) boundaries 
between the various modes displayed in two-dimensional interaction-misfit 
space. Though the estimates are crude they are seen as valuable guidelines 
for topical theoretical and experimental research. 
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17. Angle-Resolved Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

N.Wmograd 

With 13 Figures 

1 7. 1 Introduction 

The response of a solid to energetic ion bombardment has been of interest to 
scientists since the initial observation by Grove [17.1] that cathodes in gas 
discharge tubes were subject to erosion. The reason for this erosion is that 
when a keV ion strikes a solid, there is sufficient momentum transferred to 
the target atoms to initiate considerable nuclear motion, Fig.17.1. A frac
tion of the moving atoms may obtain a component of momentum oriented into the 
vacuum such that they are able to overcome the surface binding force and 
eject from the solid. Ion/solid interactions of this type are studied today 
from a wide variety of perspectives. Some of the particles emerge directly 
as positive or negative ions, while others are ejected as either ground or 
excited state neutral atoms. The emission process and the associated radi
ation damage in the so 1 i d are referred to as sputtering- an often cri ti zed 
term [17.2,3] which, however, appears destined to remain with us for some 
time. 

In this chapter I shall focus on the measurement of the angular distribu
tions of sputtered ions as an approach to characterize surface structure. 
The discussion is divided into three parts. General background information 
about the field is given in Sect.17.2. The theoretical developments which 
make interpretation of the experimental results possible are given in Sect. 
17.3, and finally a number of specific applications are reviewed in Sects. 
17.4,5. 

1 7. 2 Background Information 

Measurement of the intensity of the secondary ions forms the basis of secon

dary ion mass spectrometry {SIMS). The secondary positive (negative) ion 
yield y+{-) in this experiment is defined as 
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Fig.l7.la,b. Atoms positions . a) Before the primary ion (the lone sphere 
above the solid) has struck. b) Consequences of a single ion impact. The two 
atoms ejecting to the left form a dimer. For graphical clarity, only a se
lected group of atoms is shown, with arbitrary size 

( 17.1) 

where R+ i s the probability that t he ejecting neutral species will leave the 

solid in an ionized state. A similar expression could be written for negative 

ions. It is possible that R+ is a function of energy so that 

(17.2) 

where Y(E)dE is the differential secondary neutral parti cle yield, and Em i s 

the maximum energy that any of the ejected particles have attained . For many 

systems, the value of y+ may be large enough to permit detection of very low 

concentrations of surface species. Much of the early interest in secondary 

ion emission in fact st emmed from this potential analytical applicati on. Eva

luation of the secondary ion intensity I+ (counts/s ) recorded during bombard

ment of the sample is more complex than for the neutral species as det ermined 

by weight loss, but it is easy to see the potential sensitivity of the ap

proach. For this case, ignoring angular effects [17.4] 

(17.3 ) 
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where i0 is the flux of primary ions, yM is the isotope abundance of element 
M, ~(M+) is the detector efficiency which depends on the mass and velocity of 
the ion [17.5] and T{E0,R) is the transmission of the ion optical system 
which depends upon energy position E0 +llE/2, width llE=E2 -E1 of the energy 
window and the mass resolution of the mass spectrometer. For typical values 

-9 + -3 2 13 -1 -2 of i 0 = 10 amps of Ar ions spread over 10 em (6 x 10 ions s em ) , 
yM~T.=10-3 , E0 =10 eV, llE=5 eV and the integral in (17.3) equal to approxi
mately 10-2, I+= 6 x 108 counts s -1. With a detection 1 imit of ~1 cps, it is 
clear that measurements in the parts per million (ppm) atomic percent range 
can be completed. In addition, the sensitivity suffices to detect ions ejec
ted from a very small area. 

There are two major difficulties associated with the measurement of secon
dary ions. First, it turns out to be nearly impossible to obtain quantita
tive ion yield measurements. This is due to the difficulty in evaluating the 
product of~ and T and to the large variations found in y+(E) in (17.3) 
[orR+ in (17.1)] with the sample matrix. For example, the yield of Ni+ from 
Ni is 103 times smaller than the yield of Ni+ from NiO [17.6] under other
wise identical conditions. To understand these results it is necessary to 
have a theoretical understanding of the mechanism of secondary ion formation. 
As shown in Sect.17.3, there are a number of possible approaches to explain
ing the ionization process, although none have yet proven to be very satis
factory. 

A second major problem with SIMS as presented above is that although the 
primary ion current is small, the primary ion flux is extremely large, typi
cally 10 to 100 ~amp cm- 2, or 1014 to 1016 incident ion s-1. If we assume 
there are roughly 1015 atoms cm-2 on a typical metal surface and the sputter
ing yield Y is ~1, then the sample is eroded away at the rate of 0.1 to 10 
monolayers s-1. The magnitude of the sample damage is clearly quite large 
and the prospects of performing a chemical analysis on a molecular system 
appear dim. 

During the late 1960s, this problem was ingeniously overcome by Benning

hoven and co-workers [17.7,8] who simply proposed to expand the size of the 
primary-ion beam and reduce the total dose of ions to less than ~1013 atoms 

-2 -9 -10 -2 em . By using incident currents of ~10 to 10 amps em , they could 
study the chemical nature of a surface for minutes without altering the sur
face composition. The erosion rate was effectively reduced to 10-5 -10-6 

monolayer s-1. In addition, since a wide area was being imaged into the mass 
spectrometer, they were able to enhance sensitivity considerably by utiliz
ing a quadrupole mass filter instead of a magnetic sector [17.9]. This im-
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plementation was also important since the energy distribution of the ejected 
species extends over a range of several eV and quadrupoles are generally in
sensitive to ion energy. The equipment can easily be made compatible with 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV, 10-10 Torr) conditions for surface studies. 

Molecular cluster ions are commonly observed to be present in static SIMS 
spectra. It is of interest to see if these species can be used to learn 
something about the chemistry of a surface. Benninghoven [17.10] first pro
posed that for a number of different metals exposed to oxygen, observed 
clusters of the type MmO~ were formed from contiguous atoms in the solid and 
that the solid structure could therefore be reconstructed by an appropriate 
analysis of the cluster ion intensities. This idea was further reinforced 
by the work of BuhZ and Preisinger [17.11] who studied ZnS crystals and 
found mainly polyatomic ions such as ZnS+, ZnS-, zn2s+ and ZnS2. Other poly

atomic ions such as zn; or S2 which were not originally present in the crys
tal were observed only in very low intensities. Meanwhile, it became clear 
that static SIMS could become a useful tool for the detection of many non
volatile organic and inorganic molecules. Benninghoven et al. first showed 
that when a thin film of an amino acid on a silver foil was bombarded with 
Ar+ ions, a cluster ion equal to the molecular weight of the organic com
pound with a proton attached was ejected from the solid intact [17.12]. 
Since that discovery many groups have exploited this observation and now 
such delicate molecules as proteins with molecular weights above 2000 amu can 
be observed. 

The generality of this assessment has been questioned both theoretically 
and experimentally. For example, Rabalais and co-workers found that CsCl 
diluted into KCl still produced significant numbers of cs; cluster ions and 
that recombination of ejecting monomers could occur over several hundred 
angstroms [17.13]. Thus, it appears that under certain circumstances rear
rangement is observed, but under others the clusters are ejected from the 
sample intact. We shall see below how these observations can be collated 
to develop a more unified theory of the cluster emission process. 

Of further interest was the proposal that static SIMS could be utilized 
to characterize monolayers formed during chemisorption of small molecules 

onto solid surfaces. For example, Barber and co-workers studied chemisorp
tion of CO on clean polycrystalline Ni surfaces [17.14]. They found cluster 
ions of the type Ni;, NiCO+ but none of the type NiC+, NiO+ or Ni 2o+, indi

cating that CO adsorbs in a molecular state on Ni. Further, by comparison 
to vibrational spectra for this system they were able to make a correlation 
between the Ni 2co+ ion and bridge bonded CO, and the NiCO+ ion and linear 
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bonded CO. Their rationale for this observation was that the molecular clus

ter was ejected as a fragment of th~ surface without rearrangement. Although 

the interpretation of many of the above results has been questioned in re

cent years, there is no doubt that the static SIMS approach coupled with the 

study of the cluster ions offers a unique method of surface analysis. 

With the possible advantages of SIMS clearly in mind, there should still 

remain a nagging doubt about its ability to reveal something new about sur

faces. Sputtering phenomena are very complex and theoretical models are hard 

to come by. It has been the objective of our group over the last few years 

to concentrate on an analysis of the angular distributions of secondary ions. 

There have been two primary reasons for this objective. First, it was hoped 

that by controlling as many variables as possible, i.e., angle, that more de

tailed knowledge could be obtained about the sputtering process itself. Se

condly, early work by Wehner [17.15] clearly showed that the angular distri

butions of neutral atoms reflected the symmetry of the crystal surface. In 

his experiment, he placed a flat plate collector an arbitrary distance above 

a Cu single crystal which produced the pattern shown in Fig.17.2. Could this 

approach, then, coupled with static SIMS, provide structural information 

about single-crystal surfaces? In the remaining sections, I shall outline 

the theoretical advances that encouraged us to proceed to answer this ques

tion, with a number of representative examples of how angle-resolved SIMS 

can provide surface structural information. 

Fig.17.2. Angular distri
butions of atoms ejected 
from Cu{001} [17. 2] 
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17.3 Theory of lon/Solid Interactions 

There are essentially two aspects to the successful interpretation of SIMS 
spectra, and more specifically to angle-resolved SIMS spectra. First, we 
must be able to determine how the nuclear positions of the atoms or molecules 
in the sample change with time in response to the impact of the primary ion. 
Secondly, we must have a quantitative description of the ionization processes 
which cause certain species to leave the sample surface as ions. In this 
section, a possible approach to better understanding the SIMS phenomena is 
presented, along with the basic concepts needed to develop angle-resolved 
SIMS as a surface characterization tool. 

17. 3. 7 Momentum Dissipation and Classical Dynamics Calculations 

The impact of the primary ion induces considerable motion of the atoms in 
target crystals. Although there have been a number of attempts to develop 
equations which provide the number of particles that eject from the surface 
[17.16), none has been generally applicable. It has been our opinion that a 
molecular dynamics procedure applied to a large ensemble of atoms to compute 
actual nuclear positions as a function of time can provide a valuable theore
tical basis for many experiments. Classical dynamics calculations have, of 
course, been very successful in explaining trajectories in atom-diatom scat
tering [17.17), properties of liquids· [17.18) and even the solvation of large 
molecules like dipeptides [17.19). For describing the sputtering process this 
approach has the distinct advantages of utilizing many fewer approximations 
than required for the analytical theories. On the other hand, no simple 
equation falls out of the calculations, although important concepts may 
emerge from the resulting numbers. In general, these calculations require 
considerable computer time, but with the recent surge in computer efficiency, 
it would appear this is becoming less of a difficulty. 

The computation of classical trajectories using the molecular dynamics 
procedure rests on Newton's equation of motion. For a particle of mass mi, 
the equation of motion is 

m.r. =F. (17.4) 
l l l 

where ri is the position vector, ri is the acceleration and Fi the force. 
For N particles there will be 3N coupled second-order differential equations 
that need to be solved. Computationally, it is more convenient to utilize 
Hamilton's form of the equations of motion as 

(17.5) 
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Fig.17 .3. Coordinate system used 
in determining angular distributions 

(17.6) 

where vi is the particle's velocity, since there are now 6N coupled first
order differential equations. These equations provide the time dependence of 
the position and the velocity and are easier to solve than the second-order 
equation. For an arbitrary value of Fi the atomic motion can be determined 
using a finite difference algorithm [17.20]. 

In all calculations to date, the initial coordinates of the atoms are set 
at their equilibrium position with zero initial velocity. As shown in Fig. 
17.3, the primary ion is given a specific kinetic energy E, with polar angle 
e and azimuthal angle ~ such that 

v = -v case z 

vx = v sine cos~ 

v = v sine sin ~ y 

(17.7) 

( 17 .8) 

(17.9) 

( 17 .10) 

The force is calculated from the gradient of the potential energy V as 

( 17 .11) 

For a many-body solid, we would need a multidimensional potential surface that 
accounted for all possible positions of the particles. With our present know
ledge of the solid state, this potential surface is unknown but is usually 
approximated using a sum of pairwise additive potentials as 

N-1 N 
V = ~ L V •. (r . . ) (17.12) 

1=1 j >i lJ lJ 

where rij is the distance between particle and j. 
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The subsequent atomic motion due to the primary ion impact is computed 

for enough time so that no particles have sufficient kinetic energy to es

cape the solid. For a metal such as copper, we have found that after the 

most energetic particle has less than 2 eV of kinetic energy, integration 

for longer times does not produce any more ejected particles. Approximately 

200 integration steps requiring 200 fs are typically required to achieve 

this condition. 

The major difficulty with this model, or any model, of the ion/solid in

teraction is that we have only limited knowledge of the forces acting between 

the atoms. For a single-component metal surface such as Cu, the Cu-Cu inter

action is often represented using the interaction potential suggested by 

Harrison [17.21]. This potential utilizes a Born-Mayer exponential function 

to approximate the high-energy collisions (~ 20 eV) and a Morse potential 

with parameters determined by Anderman [17.22] to approximate the low-energy 

(< 5 eV) collisions. A cubic spline is used to connect the two parts. 

There are several approaches to describe the interaction between the pri

mary ion and the solid. An accurate description of this interaction is im

portant only at fairly high energies since most of the momentum is imparted 

to the solid after only a few collisions. Probably the most popular form of 

this interaction is the Moliere potential [17 .23] 

2 3 
v .. = z1z2e /r .. I a exp(-B r . . fa) (17.13) 

1 J 1 J n= 1 n n 1 J 

where z1e, z2e are the nuclear charges of the projectile and target atoms, 

a is a screening length, a= (0.35, 0.55, 0.10) and B = (0.3, 1.2, 6.0). This 

sum of three exponentials is a fit to the Thomas-Fermi potential. Values of 

the screening length are calculated from the Firsov formula 

a = (9~ 2;128) 1 1 3 a0(zi12 + z~1 2 )- 21 3 (17.14) 

where a0 is the Bohr radius. It has been proposed that a value of a which is 

20% of the value calculated in (17.14), gives slightly better agreement with 

experiment. 

Due to the uncertainty concerning the accuracy of these potentials, it 

is important to restrict their application to situations where the results 

are not terribly sensitive to the potential parameters. The angular distri

bution of particles ejected from single-crystal surfaces represents such a 

case [17.24]. The calculation of yields, on the other hand, is very sensi

tive to the chosen depth of the Morse potential well [17.25]. 
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7 7. 3. 2 Secondary Jon Formation 

To correlate the measurement of secondary ion intensity with the calculated 
observables of the neutrals using the classical dynamics scheme, it is im
portant to understand as much as possible about the ionization mechanism and 
to be aware of differences in the trajectories of charged and unchar~ed spe
cies. The theory of ionization in SIMS has been the subject of intense debate 
over the past decade. The difficulty began when it was observed that there 
was an empi rica 1 carrel a ti on between 1 og R+ and the difference beb1een the 
ionization potential (or electron affinity for negative ions) and the surface 
work function (IP- ~) for a number of elements [17.26]. This observation was 
confirmed quantitatively by Yu [17.27], who measured log R+ and~ simultan
eously during deposition of submonolayers of Cs on Mo. The result was first 
interpreted by Andersen and Hinthorne [17.26] in terms of a local thermal 
equilibrium (LTE) model, which treated the region about the impact point as 
a high-temperature plasma of ions, electrons, and neutral species. Although 
the resulting equation has the correct form, it has not been possible to see 
the physical significance of such a model, especially since dynamical calcu
lations clearly show that only a few collisions lead to particle ejection 
and that there is nothing approaching a thermal environment in this region. 

A more satisfying quantum-mechanical approach is under development. In this 
model the electronic levels of the ejecting atom are allowed to mix with the 
manifold of states within the solid. The value of R+ is then determined by 
solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, using an appropriate coupling 
interaction between the species leaving and the solid. Blandin et al. [17.28] 
and Norskov and Lundqvist [17.29] have generalized this model by assuming a 
continuum of levels in the solid and allowing for the tunneling of electrons 
from occupied states below the Fermi level. The expression for R+ is 

R+ = 2/rr{exp[- c1rr(IP - ~)/h\v]} (17.15) 

where h is Planck's constant divided by 2rr, \ is a coupling parameter, v is 
the particle velocity, and c1 is a constant and is of the same form as sug
gested by the LTE model. 

In a major advance, Sroubek et al. [17.30,31] developed a similar model 
that allows for nuclear motion within the solid. Although their model is simi
lar to that described above, they find a much weaker dependenc~ of R+ on velo
city. This prediction has been tested in two recent experiments. Yu [17.32] 
found that for Ti02 substrates the velocity dependence of R+ followed (17.1) 
at oxygen ion energies greater than ~15 eV, but that R+ was nearly independent 
of velocity at very low kinetic energies. This observation has been attributed 
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Fig.17.4. Schematic view of spectro
meter. The components illustrated 
include M, crystal manipulator; Q.M.S., 
quadrupole mass spectrometer; I.G., 
primary ion source; E.S., energy spec
trometer; G., Bayard-Alpert gauge; 
T, crystal target; and G. I., gas in
let. Auxiliary components are omitted 
for clarity. The SIMS experimental 
geometry and coordinate system are 
defined in the inset [17.37] 

to surface binding energy effects [17.33,34]. This model also predicts that 
there is only a very weak dependence of ionization probability on azimuthal 
takeoff angle [17.33]. 

Gibbs et al. [17.35,36] measured the polar angle distributions of Ni+ 
ejected from a CO-covered Ni{001} surface. The measurements were performed 
using a new SIMS apparatus aimed at determining ion yields at all e and ~ 

ejection angles for a normally incident beam [17.37]. As shown in Fig.17.4 
this measurement was carried out by utilizing a quadrupole mass spectrometer 
that could be rotated under UHV conditions with respect to the incident ion 
beam. In addition, a medium resolution energy selector consisting of a 90° 
spherical sector enabled examining how the angular distributions changed with 
secondary ion energy. The idea behind designing this apparatus was that the 
ion trajectories could be directly compared to those calculated for the neu
trals using the molecular dynamics treatment. Good agreement with calculated 
values could be obtained for the Ni+ ion yield if a simple image force correc
tion was included. The force arises since as the particle becomes an ion, it 
will experience a potential 

Eimage e2;4z = 3.6 eV;a0 (17.16) 
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Fig.17.5. Polar angle dis
tributions for rli ejected 
from NH00l}c(2 x 2) CO. 
The upper set of curves 
is recorded for a secon
dary ion energy of 7 ± 2 eV 
while the lower set of 
curves is taken at 22 ± 2 
eV [17.36] 

where a0 is the height in A of the particle above the jellium step-edge at 
the instant of ionization. The force is expected to influence ions near metal 
surfaces due to the polarization of the metallic electrons and will act to 
bend the ions closer to the surface plane. The consequences of this correc
tion for the CO/Ni{001} system are shown in Fig.7.5. The observation implies 
that R+ is only weakly dependent on kinetic energy. Thus it appears that neg
lect of ionization processes in the classical dynamical calculations should 
not be a serious problem when attempting to describe the basic ejection 
mechanisms of the ions observed in SIMS. 

7 7. 3. 3 Cluster Formation 

It is intriguing to speculate about the origin of the molecular cluster ions 
observed in SIMS. If they arise from contiguous surface atoms, then their 
presence could provide key information regarding the local atomic structure 
of complex surfaces such as alloys and supported metal catalysts. They may 
also yield information regarding surface bonding geometries. The Ni 2co+ clus
ter, for example, has been proposed to originate from a bridge-bonded CO com
plex on Ni, while the NiCO+ cluster has been associated with a singly or 
linearly bonded Ni-CO complex [17.20]. 

The classical dynamics model is quite helpful in this regard. After ter
mination of a calculation, the particles that have ejected may be tested for 

possible multimer formation [17.38,39]. To check for the formation of multi

mers, one merely computes the relative kinetic energy Er' plus the potential 
energy Vij' for all pairs of ejected atoms i and j. If the total energy of 
the dimer 
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Edimer = Edimer + v .. 
tot r lJ (17.17) 

is negative, then the tested dimer is considered to be bound. Further, it is 
often found that several bound dimers are formed above the surface. If some 
of these have common atoms, i.e., if the dimers are linked or overlapping, 
then higher multimers may possibly exist. If this condition is found, E~~~ster 
where 

n-1 n 
Ecluster = Ecluster + L L 
tot r i=1 j<i Vij 

(17.18) 

with n being the number of atoms in the cluster, is recalculated for all the 
atoms in the linkage. A~ in the dimer analysis, if E~~~ster for the atoms in 
the linkages is less than zero, then the atoms are considered to be a cluster. 

There are other possible definitions of what constitutes a cluster. The 
requirement that each atom in the multimer be bound to another atom may be 
an overly stringent requirement for cluster stability. Rigorously, any 
collection of n atoms with E~~~ster < 0 is considered temporarily bound. Since, 
as we shall see, there are uncertainties in V .. , it is prudent to use the 

lJ 
conservative definition of a cluster. Further, for n >2 it is possible that 
the cluster will decompose before reaching the detector. For the higher 
clusters, then, the model really only tests if there are significant numbers 
of ejecting atoms that are in a favorable spatial position with low enough 
relative kinetic energy to experience binding interactions. 

In general, these calculations tell us that there are three basic mecha
nisms of cluster formation. First, for clean metals or metals covered with 
atomic adsorbates, the ejected atoms can interact with each other in the 
near-surface region above the crystal to form a cluster via a recombination 
type of process [17.39-41]. This description would apply to clusters of metal 
atoms and of metal-oxygen clusters of the type MnOm observed in many types 
of SIMS experiments. For this case the atoms in the cluster do not need to 
arise from contiguous sites on the surface, although we do find that in the 
absence of long-range ionic forces most of them originate from a circular 
region of radius ~5 A. This rearrangement, however, complicates any straight
forward deduction of the surface structure from the composition of the ob
served clusters. A second type of cluster emission involves molecular adsor
bates like CO adsorbed onto Ni. Here, the CO bond strength is ~11 eV, but the 
interaction with the surface is only about 1.3 eV. Our calculations [17.42] 
tell us that this energy difference is sufficient to allow CO to eject mole
cularly, although we do find that ~15% of these molecules can be dissociated 
by the ion beam or by energetic metal atoms. Clearly, for these molecular 
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systems, it is easy to infer the original atomic configurations of the mole
cule and to determine the surface chemical state. If CO were dissociated 
into oxygen and carbon atoms, for example, our calculations suggest that the 
amount of CO observed should drop dramatically. This type of process undoub
tedly applies to the adsorption of organic molecules on surfaces, since the 
strong carbon framework can soak up excess energy from violent collisions 
[17.43]. The final mechanism for cluster ejection is essentially a hybrid 
mechanism between the first two. For CO on Ni, again we find that the ob
served NiCO and Ni 2co clusters form by recombining ejecting Ni atoms with 
ejecting CO molecules. There is apparently no direct relationship between 
these moieties and linear and bridge-bond surface states. A similar mechanism 
ought to apply to the formation of cationized organic species. The organic 
molecule ejects intact, but interacts with an ejecting metal ion to form a 
new cluster species [17.43]. 

17.4 Angular Distributions from Clean Single-Crystal Surfaces 

Using the general experimental and theoretical approach described in the 
previous sections, it is now our goal to see what type of structure-sensitive 
information exists in the angular distributions of the secondary ions. As 
Wehner showed many years ago, the distributions of the neutrals are highly 
anisotropic and very clearly reflect the surface symmetry. There have been 
many attempts to explain these distributions. One such explanation is that 
the ejection occurs along close-packed lattice directions which extend deep 
within the crystal [17.44]. This idea conveniently explained the peaks in the 
angular distributions but required that there be quite a bit of long-range 
order in the solid even during the impact event. As shown in Fig.17.1, that 
requirement seems a bit hard to swallow. Although controversy existed con
cerning these "focusons" for many years, the molecular dynamics calculations 
of Harrison clearly showed that the ejection was dominated by near surface 
collisions rather than those from beneath the surface [17.21]. 

77. 4. 7 N/ Jon Angular Distributions {rom Ni{001} 

The results of calculations are displayed schematically in Fig.17.3, where a 
{001} crystal face is given as an example. Here, each atom's ultimate fate 
is plotted as a point on a plate high over the solid. Atoms that are ejected 
perpendicular to the surface (e =0°) are plotted in the center of the plate. 
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Fi~.17.6. Dependence of 
Ni ion yield on azimuthal 
angle at various polar 
angle for clean Ni{001} 
bombarded by 1500 eV Ar+ 
ions at normal incidence. 
The solid curves represent 
experimental data while 
tne dashed curves are pre
dicted values obtained by 
correcting the calculated 
yields for 1000 eV Ar+ ion 
bombardment for the pre
sence of the image force. 
Only those particles with 
a kinetic energy of 4+4 
eV were detected 

The molecular dynamics calculations yield a clear picture of the scatter
ing mechanisms that give rise to these angular anisotropies, particularly 
for the higher kinetic energy atoms. Most of the ejected particles arise 
from within two or three lattice spacings from the impact point and suffer 
only a few scattering events. The spacings between the surface atoms exert 
a strong directional effect during ejection. Note that most particles are 
ejected along ~ = 0°, since there are no atoms in the surface to block their 
path. The nearest-neighbor atom along ~ = 45° inhibits ejection in this direc
tion. It is possible, using the apparatus shown in Fig.l7.4, to compare the 
measured angular distributions of secondary ions to the calculated distri
butions for a clean Ni{001} single-crystal surface. The results of this com
parison are shown in Fig.17.6 [17.36]. Each panel represents an azimuthal 
angle scan at a particular polar angle. The calculated curves have been cor
rected for the presence of an image force which, as discussed earlier, tends 
to bend the secondary ions toward the surface plane. The agreement between 
the two curves is excellent under all conditions. Note that in accord with 
the schematic presentation in Fig.17.3, the secondary ion intensity maximizes 
at ~ = 0° and minimizes at ~ = 45° for e _:. 45°. Thus it appears that in this 
simple situation, ion angular distributions behave similarly to the neutrals 
and are well predicted by theory. 

17.4.2 Ni~ Ion Angular Distributions from Ni{001} 

A real advantage of the static SIMS method over other surface analysis tech
niques is that molecular cluster ions may be produced which are characteristic 
of the surface chemistry. It would be most interesting, then, to be able to 
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Fig .17.7. Experimental angular distributions of NiT and Ni; ejected from Ni 
{001} at a polar angle of 45° ±5°. The center-of-mass kinetic energy of the 
particles is between 10 and 50 eV. Both curves are fourfold averages of the 
original data. The incident Ar+ ion has 2 keV of kinetic energy and is at 
normal incidence. The solid is at room temperature. The peak counts are 
~00 and ~00 counts/s for the Ni+ and Ni+2distributions, respectively. The 
[100] azimuthal directions correspond to cp = 0 [17.45] 
Fig.17.8a,b. Mechanism of formation of the Ni2 dimer·which preferentially 
ejects in the [100] directions, contributing the majority of intensity to 
the peak in the angular distribution. a) Ni 001 showing the surface arrange
ments of atoms . The numbers are labels while the X denotes the Ar+ ion impact 
point for the mechanism shown in Fig.17.8b. Atoms 1 and 3 eject as indicated 
by the arrows forming a dimer, which is preferentially moving in a [100] 
direction. b) Three-dimensional representation of a Ni 2 dimer formation pro
cess. The thin grid lines are drawn between the nearest-neighbor Ni atoms in 
a given layer . For graphical clarity, only the atoms directly involved in the 
mechanism are shown [17.45] 

obtain the angular distribution of these species to see if they too contain 
information about surface structure. As shown in Fig.17 . 7, the experimental 
angular distributions for Ni; ions actually exhibit a sharper azimuthal ani
sotropy than the Ni+ ions [17.45]. This result is also observed in the classi
cal dynamics calculations [17.45]. 

Of particular interest in this case is that fact that the mechanisms giving 
rise to this increased anisotropy can be ascertained from the theory . As it 
turns out, most of the dimers formed at cp = 0° and e = 45° originate from a 
similar set of collision sequences as illustrated in Fig.17.8. The Ar+ ion 
strikes target surface atom 4, initiating motion in the solid that eventually 
ejects atoms 1 and 3 into the vacuum. Both of these atoms are channeled through 
the fourfold holes in the cp =0° direction, are moving parallel to each other, 
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and are fairly close together. Note that the two atoms that form the dimer 
do not originate from nearest-neighbor sites on the surface. 

There is an important ramification of the concept that the dimers that 
give rise to the maxima in the angular distribution are formed primarily 
from constituent atoms whose original relative location on the surface is 
known. If this result were extrapolated to alloy surfaces such as Ni 3Fe{lll}, 
the relative placement of the alloy components on the surface would be de
termined. For example, for the Ni 3Fe{111} spectra there should be no nearest
neighbor Fe atoms on a perfect {111} alloy surface, yet an Fe; peak is ob
served [17 .46]. 

17.5 Angular Distributions from Adsorbate-Covered Surfaces 

The channeling phenomena observed from clean surfaces should also be found 
in more complex systems such as metals covered with a chemisorbed layer. For 
these cases, there are various ways in which one might envisage the angle to 
be important. Examples of azimuthal anisotropies have already been seen for 
clean metals where surface channeling and blocking give rise to the observed 
effect. This situation should also apply to adsorbate-covered surfaces. Other 
possibilities include the study of anisotropies in the polar angle distri
butions as well as in the yield of particles due to changes in the angle of 
incidence of the primary ion. 

Considerable progress in quantitatively describing the ejection of chemi
sorbed atoms and molecules from metals has been made using molecular dynamics 
calculations. The main difficulty in describing any situation like this is to 
develop appropriate interaction potentials which describe the scattering 
events. Since little is known about these potentials, early calculations have 
utilized pairwise additive potentials for adsorbates which have the same form 
as for the substrate, but with different mass. The exact form of the potential 
is not as critical as the atomic placement of the adsorbate atom. Thus, in 

the calculation, the geometry and coverage of the adsorbate may be varied 
over a wide range to test how these quantities influence ejection mechanisms 
and ultimately the angular distributions. In this section, examples of how 
several different experimental configurations can be utilized will be reviewed. 

7 7. 5. 7 Atomic Adsorbates 

The first application of angle-resolved SIMS to determine the surface struc
ture of chemisorbed layers was for oxygen adsorbed on the {001} face of Cu 
[17 .47]. In this situation, the oxygen overlayer forms a c(2 x 2) structure 
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as determined by LEED. Classical dynamics calculations indicate that the 
oxygen should be ejected in the cj> =0° direction if it is originally bonded 
above the copper atom, because it i~ directly in the path of the ejected 
substrate species. However, if the oxygen is in a hole site, bonded to four 
substrate atoms, its predicted angle of ejection is cp =45°. Experimental stu
dies have confirmed that the oxygen resides in a fourfold bridge site because 
it is ejected in the cj> = 45° direction [17 .47]. 

There are a number of complications associated with this simple interpre
tation. First, the magnitude of the azimuthal anisotropies are dependent 
upon the kinetic energy of the desorbing ion. For the very low energy par
ticles, there has been sufficient damage to the crystal structure near the 
impact point of the primary ion so that the channeling mechanisms are no 
longer operative. On the other hand, at higher kinetic energies, say greater 
than 10 eV, the desorbing ion leaves the surface early in the collision cas
cade while there is still considerable order in the crystal. The channeling 
mechanisms are much stronger and the angular anisotropies are larger. 

A second complication involves the determination of the height of the 
adsorbate atom above the surface plane. Calculations have been performed 
where this bond distance has been varied over several angstroms to find the 
best fit with experiment [17.47,48]. These studies have also shown that the 
polar angle distribution is sensitive to the effective size of the adsorbed 
atom. Thus, it is important to know more about the scattering potential para
meters if this distance is to be determined accurately. It appears, however, 
that the type of adsorption site may be determined in a reasonably straight
forward manner. 

77. 5. 2 Adsorption of CO on Ni{001} 

The response of a surface to ion bombardment covered with a molecularly ad
sorbed species is mechanistically distinct from the atomic adsorbate case. 
For CO on Ni{001}, for example, the strong C-O bond of 11.1 eV and the weak 
Ni-CO bond of 1.3 eV allow the CO molecule to leave the surface without frag
mentation. In the experimental studies, the main peaks in the SIMS spectra 
for a Ni{001} surface exposed to a saturation coverage of CO are Ni+, Ni~, 
Ni;, NiCO+, Ni 2co+, and Ni 3co+. All ions show a smooth increase in intensity 
with CO adsorption and reach saturation after 2-L CO exposure (0.5 monolayer 
coverage). The yields of c+, a+, NiC+ and NiO+ are all less than 0.01 of the 
Ni+ intensity. 

The classical dynamics treatment of CO on Ni{001} yields results in quali
tative agreement with these findings. Approximately 80% of the CO molecules 
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that eject are found to eject intact, without rearrangement. The formation 
of NiCO and Ni 2co clusters has been observed over the surface via reactions 
of Ni atoms and CO molecules. No evidence has been found for NiC or NiO 
clusters in the calculations. The ion-bombardment approach, then, is a very 
sensitive probe for distinguishing between molecular and dissociative adsorp
tion processes. 

A number of workers have attempted to identify structural relationships 
found using other techniques such as LEED and vibrational spectroscopy to 
cluster yields in SIMS, e.g., the correlation of Ni 2co+ to bridge-bonded CO 
and NiCO+ to linear-bonded CO. As it happens, the calculations clearly show 
that the mechanism of cluster formation is not consistent with this picture 
since the clusters form over the surface via atomic collisions. Furthermore, 
recent combined LEED/SIMS results indicate that the cluster ion yields are 
not directly related to the adsorbate/substrate geometry [17.49]. The c(2 x2) 
structure of CO on Ni{001} with all the molecules in the atop site gave the 
same Ni 2CO+/NiCO+ ratio as the compressed hexagonal LEED structure which must 
have both atop and bridge-bonded CO molecules. 

On the other hand, it is clear that angular distributions for atomic ad
sorbates are very sensitive to the surface structure so it is not unreason
able to anticipate similar effects for the Ni/CO system. Extensive calcula
tions using the molecular dynamics procedure [17.36] have been completed for 
the atop and twofold bridge-bonding configurations but statistical consider
ations have restricted the analysis to only the Ni atoms. As shown in Fig. 
17.9, when the CO is in the atop geometry, the calculated Ni distributions 
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peak along azimuthal directions which are similar to the clean surface. For 
twofold bridges, however, the CO overlayer tends to scatter the ejecting Ni 
atoms randomly producing a very different pattern. The predictions for the 
atop bonding geometry, when corrected for the presence of the image force, 
are in quite good agreement with experiment, and are consistent with the 
wide range of other experimental data available for the system. 

77. 5. 3 Adsorption of CO on Ni{l971} 

Since the azimuthal angle distributions are sensitive to subtle differences 
between surface structures, it is of interest to examine the role of larger 
surface irregularities such as surface steps on the measured quantities. For 
example, suppose the orientation of the primary ion beam in the SIMS experi
ment is fixed at different azimuthal angles with respect to the step edge. 
If the ejection process is structure sensitive, then changes in yield and 
cluster formation probabilities should be observed as the ion bombards "up" 
or "down" the steps. In addition, the desorption of chemisorbed molecules 
should be influenced by their proximity to the step edge. 

Carbon monoxide chemisorption on Ni{7911} represents an interesting case 
with which to check these concepts since comparable studies have been per
formed on Ni{001} and Ni{111} and since a number of other experimental me
thods have been applied to this system. Electron energy loss studies per
formed at 150 K suggest that the initial adsorption occurs at threefold and 
twofold bridge sites along the step edge. Beyond this point, the CO mole
cules begin to occupy terrace sites [17.50]. Thus, the low-temperature ad
sorption of CO on Ni{7911} presents a realm of interesting structural phases 
which should be sensitive to the azimuthal angle of incidence of the primary
ion beam. 

The experimental results for the NiCO+ ion yield as a function of angle 
is illustrated for this system in Fig.17.10 and the angles are defined in 
Fig.17.11. Note that the cluster ion yields are higher at cp = 180° than at 
cp =0°, with the most significant variations occurring at intermediate angles. 
At 0.2 L exposure, the NiCO+ ion signal shows a broad peak which appears at 
cp = 115°. This peak shifts s 1 i ghtly to 105° and sharpens somewhat at an ex
posure of 0.4 L. By 0.6 L exposure the peak has become very intense and is 
only 10° wide, centered at cp = 110°. As the CO coverage increases this peak 
becomes very broad. At the saturation exposure of 2.8 L the NiCO+ ion inten
sity di sp 1 ays a broad maximum between cp = 40° and cp = 160°. An exposure of 0. 6 L 
corresponds almost exactly to the exposure at which the EELS results indicate 
that all the CO molecules were bound to adsorption sites near the step edge 
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and that all the edge sites were occupied [17.50]. Apparently, the specific 
bonding site of the CO next to the step edge is responsible for the sharp 
peak in the NiCO+ ion signal at~= 110°. At saturation, the peak loses this 
definition completely presumably since the CO molecules occupy several sites. 
At CO exposures performed at room temperature the azimuthal plots do not ex
hibit such sharp features, as illustrated in Fig.17.10. Calculations performed 
for the twofold bridge step-edge adsorption geometry corresponding to the 
0.6 L exposure point successfully reproduce the sharp feature at ~ = 120°, al
though it has not yet been possible to identify the specific collision me
chanisms that cause it to occur [17.51]. 

17. 5. 4 Angle-Resolved SIMS Studies of Organic Mono/ayers 

We have seen how the angular distributions reflect the bonding geometry of 

adsorbates through analysis of the azimuthal anisotropies and by varying the 

angle of incidence of the primary ion. The next possibility is to see if there 
are channeling mechanisms which act perpendicularly to the surface and which 

manifest themselves in the polar angle distributions. The model systems which 
illustrate this effect are benzene and pyridine adsorbed on Ag{111} at 153 K. 
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Fig.17.12. Normalized polar angle distribution of molecular ion yields for 
4.5 L pyridine[-, (M+H)+], 0.15 L pyridine[-, (M+H)+l and 2.5 L ben
zene[···, (M-H)+J on Ag{111} at 153 K [17.55] 

Fig.17.13. Ion yields of c6H~ (o) and AgC6H~ (6) from benzene on Ag{111} and 
ion yields of c5H5NH+ (•) and AgC5H5N+ (&J from pyridine on Ag{111} as a 
function of exposure at 153 K. The Ar+ primary ion was incident perpendicu
lar to the surface, and the polar collection angle e was 45° relative to the 
surface normal; work function change (o) for pyridine on Ag{111} as a func
tion of exposure at 153 K. Bombardment conditions: 1 keV, 2 nA, Ar+ [17.55] 

These model systems are of interest for a number of reasons. (i) The mole

cules are similar in size and shape and should behave in a closely related 

fashion under the influence of ion bombardment. (ii) Classical dynamics cal

culations have been performed on these molecules adsorbed on Ni{001} where 

dramatic differences in the molecule yield are predicted to occur with mole

cular orientation [17.52]. (iii) Electron energy loss spectroscopy indicates 

that pyridine on Ag{111} initially adsorbes in a n-bonded configuration but 

undergoes a compressional phase transition to a u-bonded configuration as the 

coverage is increased [17.53]. Benzene, on the other hand, is believed tore

main in then-bonded configuration at all coverages [17.54]. 

The polar angle distributions for a number of different monolayer struc

tures are shown in Fig.17.12 [17.55]. Note that for monolayer benzene and for 

n-bonded pyridine wbere the molecules are believed to lie flat on Ag{111}, 

the polar angle distributions of (M- H)+ (benzene) and (M +H)+ (pyridine) 

are broad with a peak at e = 20°. At the onset of the compressional phase tran
+ sition, however, the polar angle distribution of the c5H5NH ion sharpens 

dramatically, and the peak moves to e = 10°. 
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A further point is that the molecular dynamics calculations for benzene 

and pyridine ejection from Ni{001} predict that there should be a large de

crease in yield for molecules bonded perpendicularly to the surface rather 

than parallel to the surface. This observation is also seen experimentally 

for pyridine at the 0.2 L exposure point as shown in Fig.17.13, but not for 

benzene. The 0.2 L point is the same exposure point where the compressional 

phase transition is observed by EELS [17.53]. These results strikingly confirm 

how the classical dynamics model eludicates organic SIMS spectra. This con

firmation is particularly satisfying in view of the approximations inherent 

in the classical calculations and the overall complexity of the momentum dis

sipation process. 

1 7. 6 Perspectives 

Ion-beam methods are becoming increasingly important in solving the surface 

characterization problem. The angle-resolved SIMS approach described here is 

of interest because of its very high sensitivity, its ability to detect mole

cular cluster ions from more complex surface structures and its sensitivity 

to adsorption bonding geometries. The method should be complementary to ion

scattering spectrometry where atomic locations can be determined with much 

higher precision [17.56]. 

We believe there will be many more applications of these techniques dis

covered in the near future. Of special note is that it now appears that angle

resolved measurements of the neutral particles should be feasible using multi

photon resonance ionization techniques [17.57]. These types of measurements 

also ought to provide detailed information about ion fractions- numbers ur

gently needed for further theoretical developments. 
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18. Determination by Ion Scattering of Atomic Positions 
at Surfaces and Interfaces 

W.M.Gibson 

With 20 Figures 

18. 1 Introduction 

Knowledge of the atomic configuration is important to understanding chemical, 
electronic and mechanical processes at crystal surfaces and interfaces. 
During the past ten years Ion-Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS) has emerged as 
a powerful and direct tool to get such information. Application and analysis 
of ion scattering divides more or less naturally into three energy regimes, 
Low-Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) (1-20 kev); Medium-Energy Ion Scattering 
(MEIS) (20-200 kev); and High-Energy Ion scattering (HEIS) (200 kev-2 Mev). 
This review will concentrate on the physics, techniques and applications of 
HEIS with particular attention to studies of atomic structure at interfaces~ 
an application for which it is virtually unique. Although for completeness 
there will necessarily be some overlap of this review with previous reviews 
[18.1-3] including one in the present series [18.4], the extensive discus
sion of the principles and details of the technique in those reviews will 
permit greater concentration here on recent applications and results. 

78. 7. 7 Shadow Cone 

One of the most powerful features of the ion-scattering technique is the 
simplicity of its interpretation. For many surface and interface studies the 
application is based on the formation of a 'shadow cone' behind an atom be
cause of Coulomb repulsion of positive ions in a parallel beam by the posi
tive nuclear charge of the atom, as shown schematically in Fig.18.1. Atoms 
lying in the shadow cone cannot be struck by ions in the beam and therefore 
do not contribute to the yield of any process that requires a close collision 
between an atom of the solid and ions in the incident beam such as any nu
clear reaction, scattering of beam particles through large angles, excita
tion of inner shell electrons, etc. Therefore, if the ion beam is aligned 
with low index rows of atoms in the crystal, the beam will scatter from the 
first atom in each row and not from other atoms in the row which fall inside 
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Fig.18.1. Formation of 
a shadow cone behind 
an atom exposed to a 
parallel ion beam. The 
quantity R is the sha
dow cone radius at the 
position of the second 
atom for a pair of 
atoms aligned with the 
incident beam 

the shadow cone behind the first atom. Even those ions that scatter from the 

first atom are nearly all scattered through very small angles so that they 

penetrate far into the crystal before they move laterally to the adjadent 

row where they may have a chance to interact closely with a lattice atom 

and scatter again (or make a nuclear reaction, etc.). Even so, most of the 

ions will be gently deflected and kept away from close interactions. This is 

called ion channeling, discussed briefly below. 

Because of these effects, ions that do not scatter from atoms at the sur

face will, in general, penetrate tens or hundreds of angstroms into the crys

tal before they scatter. These 'bulk scattered' ions can be differentiated 

from those scattered at the surface because they lose energy penetrating in

to and then out of the crystal. The energy spectrum of scattered particles 

under the conditions that the incident ion beam is aligned with a low index 

atomic row in the crystal typically shows a 'surface peak' as in Fig.18.2. 

After a small-background correction, the area under the surface peak (SP) 

for a given incident ion fluence (ions/cm2 incident on the crystal) can be 

used directly to determine the number of atoms per atomic row (atoms/row) 

contributing to the scattering. For an ideal crystal one might expect to ob

tain a value of 1.0 atoms/row from such a measurement. In practice the SP 

intensity frequently corresponds to values greater than 1.0. This can arise 

from thermal vibration of the atoms in the atomic rows relative to each other 

which causes deeper lying atoms to spend part of their time at displacements 

(relative to the surface atom) larger than the shadow cone radius and there

fore exposed to the incident beam ions. For a simple two-atom model in which 

Coulomb scattering is assumed and the thermal motion is represented as a 

Gaussian distribution with width p, the surface peak intensity is [18.5] 

(18.1) 
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Fig.18.2. Typical scattering 
spectrum for 2.0 MeV He+ ions 
incident on a W{001} single crys
tal in a random (nonchanneling) 
direction ([RJ) and channeling 
([100]) direction. Note that the 
random spectrum is divided by 
10 so that the reduction in 
yield due to channeling is about 
a factor of 100 

where Rc is the radius of the shadow cone at the position of the second atom 
which for this simple 2-atom case is 

_ (z 1 z 2e2d)~ 
Rc - 2\ E (18.2) 

where z1 and z2 are the ion and atom charges respectively, d is the atomic 
spacing and E is the ion energy. The first term in (18.1) represents the 
unit contribution from the first atom and the second the variable contribu
tion from the second atom. This two-atom Coulomb estimate is i.nadequate for 
most cases but it suggests that the surface peak intensity should depend 
only on one parameter, p/R. 

For most cases of practical interest, the surface peak yield corresponds 
to scattering from several atoms per row. Also, a screened Coulomb potential 
shGuld be used rather than the Coulomb potential. The number of atoms in
volved is large enough to make analytical calculations formidable, but small 
enough so that computer simulation using Monte Carlo techniques is easily 
tractable. In this approach [18.6], the trajectories of a large number of 
incident ions are followed as they penetrate the crystal with scattering of 
the individual ions with individual atoms of the solid treated as sequential 
independent binary collisions. An appropriate screened Coulomb potential such 
as the Moliere approximation to the Thomas-Fermi potential is normally used. 
For most initial comparisons or estimates the atoms of the crystal are as-
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Fig.18.3. Calculated normalized backscattering probability from successsive 
layers of Si{001} crystal (left) and W{001} crystal (right} for 1.0 MeV He+ 
incident normal to the crystal surface [18.10] 

sumed to vibrate independently with a vibration amplitude determined from a 
measured Debye temperature. The effects of atomic displacements, enhanced 
surface vibratio 5 and correlations in atomic vibration are expected to 
change the surface peak intensity from the idealized value. Systematic in
vestigation of these effects [18.6-9] has been reported. These will not be 
reviewed here in detail but will be considered in connection with applica
tions to specific systems or problems. Figure 18.3 shows the relative con
tribution to the surface peak from successive atoms along an atomic row for 
1.0 r~eV He+ scattered from a Si{001} and W{001} crystal normal to the sur
face. It can be seen that for Si as many as eight atoms in the row contribute 
to the surface peak, whereas for W only two atoms in the row contribute ap
preciably. This difference arises from both the higher Z of W, which accord
ing to (18.2) gives a larger shadow cone radius and from the smaller vib
ration amplitude for W. The parameter p/Rm for Si is about three times larger 
than that for W in this case. 

The number of atoms/row contributing to the surface peak for a variety 
of different crystals, crystallographic directions, incident ions and ion 
energies is plotted against p/Rm for each case in Fig.18.4. The results shown 
on this figure were obtained from computer simulations with ideal lattice 
structure assumed. It can be seen that when plotted this way all results fall 
on a universal curve. This result forms the basis for quantitative applica
tion of High-Energy Ion Scattering (HEIS) since deviations from the univer
sal curve can arise from atomic displacements from the ideal lattice or by 
changes in the vibrational ar.Jplitude, correlation or isotropy assumed for 
the ideal lattice case. Since either displacement or vibration effects could 
produce a given deviation, an inherent amibguity arises in such studies. In 
principle this ambiguity can be resolved by studies at different temperature, 
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Fig.18.4. Calculated nonnalized backscattering probability expressed as the 
effective number of atoms/row contributing to the scattering as a function 
of p/Rm, where p is the thennal vibrational amplitude and Rm is the radius 
of the shadow cone at the location of the second atom in the row [18.10] 

measuring the surface peak intensity for different low index incicent direc
tions and by measurements for ion incidence over a small range of incidence 
angles relative to the atomic row or plane direction in the bulk lattice. 
Relatively few measurements have been made over a large range of sample tem
perature, but those that have been done show that important details of sur
face vibrational properties can be obtained [18.11]. The use of ion direc
tion and angular scanning studies will be illustrated in the examples. In 
practice it is most common to calculate the surface peak including the ener
gy, angle or temperature dependence expected for proposed models of surface 
structure or dynamics and compare the result with measurements of the sur
face peak intensity. In this way the ion-scattering technique is frequently 
used to test the validity of models derived from Low-Energy Electron Diffrac
tion (LEED) studies, photo emission studies or theoretical calculations. In 
some cases the ion-scattering results have been the basis for evolution of 
models, especially for interface studies where other types of information 
are not available. The interplay between different structure-sensitive tech
niques is particularly important since each looks at the surface in a dif
ferent way and so can contribute to understanding the atomic structure. 

Another important aspect of the HEIS technique is the ability to discri
minate between different species at the surface or interface. This can be 
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done by measuring the energy of scattered ions or the yield of a specific 

nuclear reaction between ions in the incident beam and the atoms of interest. 

For ions scattered 90° or 180° from the incident direction, the relationship 

between the scattered ion energy and the incident energy E0 takes a particu

larly simple form 

(18.3) 

where M1 and M2 are the incident ion and the struck atom mass respectively. 

Therefore, scattering from heavy atoms gives high-energy scattered ions and 

scattering from light atoms give low-energy ions. If the species of interest 

js concentrated at the surface or interface, a peak in the energy spectrum 

is observed, the intensity of which can give directly the absolute number of 

atoms per unit area at the surface or interface. Likewise, the yield of a 

nuclear reaction gives a direct and absolute measurement. This ability to 

determine surface concentrations directly and absolutely (with an accuracy 

of 3%) is important and differentiates ion scattering from most other sur

face characterization techniques. 
Application of the surface peak to measurement of atomic displacements 

in the plane of the surface (reconstruction) or normal to the plane of the 

surface (relaxation) is straightforward. The general principles are indicated 

on Fig.18.5. If the surface atoms are displaced by an amount corresponding 

to the shadow cone radius they will no longer effectively shadow the under

lying atoms and the surface peak intensity will increase. For 1 MeV He+ ions 

incident along low index directions in medium mass crystals the shadow cone 

radius is about 0.1 A so displacements as small as 0.03 A can be measured 

in a good case. \~hen the di sp 1 a cement becomes appeci ably 1 arger than the 

shadow cone radius, the surface peak increase becomes insensitive to the 

detailed position. By changing the ion energy, the shadow cone radius can be 

controlled as shown in (18.2). Therefore, the displacement range accessible 

to quantitative determinations is from a few hundredths to a few tenths of 

an Angstrom. Displacements of atoms normal to the crystal surface are de

termined by choosing a low index incident direction inclined to the surface 

normal. In this case the amount and direction of the relaxation is U9ually 

investigated by measurement of the SPas a function of small angular vari

ations about the off-normal direction. Asymmetry in this angular scan can be 
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Fig.18.5a-d. Dependence of SP intensity on different crystal surface struc
tures: a) the ideal crystal SP from "bulk-like" surface; b) enhanced SP ob
served in normal incidence for a reconstructed surface; c) enhanced SP ob
served for incidence in a nonnormal channeling direction for a relaxed sur
face; d) reduced SP observed in normal incidence for a registered adlayer. 
For (d) an enhanced SP can result from interactions with the adlayer that 
moves substrate atoms out of alignment (not pictured) 

used to determine the sign of the relaxation (inward or outward) and the 

magnitude. 
An adsorbate on the surface can affect the substrate surface peak in at 

least two ways. If the adsorbate is in good registry with the substrate lat

tice it can produce a shadow cone that reduces scattering from even the 

outermost layers of the substrate, causing the SP to decrease. This is par

ticularly useful for studying epitaxial crystal growth. On the other hand, 

the adsorbate can sometimes interact with atoms of the crystal causing them 

to be displaced from bulk lattice positions which causes the SP to increase. 

It is possible that both effects are present at the same time, leading to 

ambiguity. An approach to resolving this type of ambiguity will be discussed 
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below. As noted previously, the amount of the adsorbate present can be de
termined directly from the intensity of the adsorbate peak in the scattered 
particle energy spectrum. Variations in this intensity for aligned versus 
random incidence can also give information on self-shadowing of adsorbate 
atoms. This is again particularly useful in detailed studies of epitaxial 
crystal formation. 

18. 1. 2 Channeling 

The energetic ion beams penetrate several microns into the crystal substrate. 
When the ion beam is parallel to a low index atomic row or plane most of the 
incident ions are captured in channeling trajectories in which they scatter 
gently between rows (strings) or planes of atoms and are kept from close 
interaction with lattice atoms. Therefore, the yield of all processes, such 
as large-angle scattering, that require close collisions, is very much reduced 
This is the reason for the large reduction in scattering yield for aligned 
incidence relative to nonaligned (random) incidence shown in Fig.18.2. This 
reduction makes observation of the surface peak possible. Ion channeling has 
been used extensively for studies of crystals and for other purposes [18.12]. 
As the ion beam penetrates the crystal the channeled ions oscillate between 
rows and planes of atoms with a 'wavelength' hundreds of atoms long. Eventu
ally the phases of the different trajectories are mixed and the flux distri
bution can be described by statistical equilibrium techniques [18.13]. This 
makes analytical solutions tractable. For precise alignment with atomic rows 
the flux distribution is 

(18.4) 

where r is the perpendicular distance from the atomic row, d is the atomic 
spacing along the row and N is the volume density of atoms inside the crys
tal, so that Nd is the area of a unit cell. This distribution is sharply 
peaked at the center of the channel (far from the atomic rows) and decreases 
as r2 to zero at the atomic sites. This flux peaking effect can be used for 
surface or interface studies by transmitting the beam through a thin (~1 

micron) crystal in order to establish the flux distribution and then observ
ing the interaction of the transmitted particle beam with substrate atoms or 
adsorbate atoms displaced from bulk lattice positions at the exit surface or 
at an interface near the exit surface of the crystal as shown in Fig.18.6. 
This type of measurement is analogous to channeling measurements of impurity 
ion location in bulk crystal samples [18.12]. It differs from the determi-
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Fig.18.6. Basic principles of the use of ion channeling through thin crystals 
for studying substrate disorder and adsorbate atom position at crystal sur
faces and interfaces. The initial impact parameter Rin describes the limits 
of the transverse region within the channel through which channeled ions can 
wander. After traversing 1 ~. the flux distribution attains statistical equi
librium which allows a simple characterization of the probability of an ion 
and a displaced lattice or adsorbate atom on the exit side of the crystal. 
Flux peaking may be visualized as a stacking of allowed transverse areas for 
ions which enter the crystal with an initially uniform distribution of im
pact parameters. The pulse height spectrum from the semiconductor detector 
is shown with the various contributions from the crystal and adsorbate 
pointed out. The substrate surface peak (SP) is due to scattering from dis
placed substrate atoms at the exit surface. This appears at higher energy 
because of the lower stopping power of channeled relative to nonchanneled 
ions. The detector is placed at a grazing exit angle to increase surface 
sensitivity 

nations described in Sect.18.1.1 in a number of ways. The position of the 

adsorbate atoms and displaced substrate atoms are determined independently 

and are referenced to the bulk lattice and not to nearby atoms. Therefore, 

the ambiguity noted previously that arises from registry of the adsorbate 

accompanied by displacement of substrate atoms does not exist. By using 

channeling directions inclined to the surface normal of the crystal it is 

possible to determine the atomic position relative to the surface normal as 

well as the lateral position. In this measurement there is no background 

from scattering or reaction with surface atoms, so for perfect alignment the 

substrate surface or impurity peak can become very small (equal to the re

lative yield of scattering from the bulk atoms which is ~1% of the yield for 

random incidence for a good case). The range of displacement sensitivity for 

this measurement is also different. It is relatively insensitive for dis

placements up to ~.3 A and is particularly sensitive to displacements near 

the center of the channel which may be several Angstroms from the atomic 

rows. Although this is a useful technique and is virtually the only one pas-
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sible for measuring the position of important low mass adsorbates (by use of 
specific nuclear reactions), there have been few reported studies of this 
kind [18.14-16] because of the complication of preparing [18.17] and clean
ing highly perfect, uniform thickness thin crystals. 

18. 2 Clean Crystal Structure Studies 

7 B. 2. 7 Semiconductors 

a) Silicon 

The atomic arrangement of clean silicon crystal surfaces has been a source 
of much work and speculation over many years. Both Si{100} and Si{111} sur
faces have been studied by HEIS, e.g., HEIS measurements of the reconstruc
ted 2 x 1 surface of Si{100} [18.18] confirmed the presence of several layers 
of strain proposed from LEED measurements and are generally in agreement 
with conclusions of those and other studies. However, HEIS measurements of 
the Si{111} 7 x 7 surface [18.19] remain to be reconciled with surface models 
proposed from other studies. The ion channeling measurements of the SP for 
normal incidence yield a result expected for nearly bulk-like surface while 
for nonnormal incidence the SP is larger than the expected bulk-like result 
by nearly two full monolayers. This could be interpreted as two full mono
layers that are displaced at least 0.4 A perpendicular to the surface but are 
displaced less than 0.15 A parallel to the surface. Such a large change in 
bond length is chemically unreasonable and is inconsistent with numerous LEED 
and photoelectron spectroscopy results which indicate much less vertical dis
placement. This apparent contradiction has led to a proposal that the surface 
layers of Si{111} 7 x 7 have a major rearrangement with a stacking fault in 
the plane of the surface [18.20]. Figure 18.7 shows the atomic arrangement 
for the bulk lattice and for three different stacking fault possibilities. 
It can be seen that these arrangements expose from 1 to 3 additional atomic 
layers to the ion beam in nonnormal [111], or [001] channeling directions 
without increasing the number of atoms exposed along the [111] normal direc
tion and without changing the silicon-silicon bond length. Quantitative com
parisons favor the structures shown in Figs.18.7b or c. Final resolution of 
the complex and controversial SH111} 7 x 7 surface structure has not yet been 
achieved but whatever the final answer it will need to accommodate the ion
scattering observations and may well involve atomic arrangements of the type 
shown in Fig.18.7. In any case, this example illustrates the importance of 
combining and correlating different kinds of measurements. 
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Fig.18.7. Stacking sequence of atom layers for the bulk structure (upper 
left) and different faulted configurations in a side view of the (110) plane 
for a Si{111} surface. Also shown are the channeling directions for the in
cident beam [18.20] 

b) GaAs 

Nearly all of the semiconductor surface structure studies by ion scattering 
have concentrated on silicon. The first systematic study of a compound semi
conductor surface, GaAs{110}, has recently been reported [18.21,22]. Figure 
18.8a shows the measured angular dependence of the SP for normal incidence. 
The observed SP is incompatible with suggested models of the surface where 
the GaAs in the surface layer is tilted about 27° from the bulk lattice 
bonding direction parallel to the surface [18.24,25], but is consistent with 
a 7° reconstruction recently proposed by Duke et al. [18.23]. To date, as 
experience and confidence has been developing with the ion-scattering tech
nique, the most usual mode of operation has been to use it to test and pos
sibly choose between or eliminate structure models suggested from other 
measurements. The work on GaAs also points out the necessity to carry out 
studies carefully and systematically of radiation damage effects, surface
cleaning procedures and any other things that can possibly influence the SP 
determination. A preliminary report on GaAs showed apparent agreement with 
two of the surface models (Meyer and Tong) which are shown in Fig.18.8 to 
give a too high SP expectation. This was a result of using too low a tem
perature to anneal surface damage after sputter ion bombardment cleaning of 
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Fig.18.8a. Experimental (squares) and computer-simulated angular scans around 
the [110] direction for a clean GaAs{110} surface. Simulation results are 
shown for a bulk-like terminated surface [18.22], the 7° reconstruction pro
posed by Duke et al. [18.23] and the 27° reconstructions of Meyer et al. 
[18.24] and Tong et al. [18.25]. b) Dependence of the surface peak intensity 
on the anne~ling temperature after sputtering with 1 keV Ar+ ions at a dose 
of ~1o20 m- . Different symbols denote different runs. Data points were taken 
for beam incidence along [110] 

the GaAs surface. A temperature of 550°C was used as suggested in the litera
ture. As shown in Fig.18.8b, subsequent measurements showed that this is 
lower than necessary for full recovery of the surface structure. 

18. 2. 2 Metal Surfaces 

In several respects metal surfaces are more congenial to HEIS studies than 
semiconductors. They are in general less subject to radiation damage pertur
bations of the SP intensity and generally exhibit less subsurface strain 
that otherwise complicates the interpretation of this and other surface
structure measurement techniques. A considerable number of HEIS measurements 
of surface-structure effects have been reported. These include detailed stu
dies of clean and hydrogen-saturated W{001}[18.26,27], surface relaxation 
and surface vibration studies of Pd{111} [18.28,29], Pt{001} [18.30] and 
Pt{110} [18.31,32], studies of vibrational properties of Au{110} [18.33], a 
study of Ag{111} [18.35] and the reconstruction of the Au{100} surface from 
a (5 x 20) to the (1 x 1) pattern [18.34]. For illustration we shall use a HEIS 
study of Ni{111} which illustrates some of the approaches to analysis of ion
scattering results and forms a basis for discussing in the next sectidn ad-
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Fig.18.9a,b. Energy dependence of the SP intensity for a clean Ni{111} 1 x 1 

surface: a) [111] normal incidence; b) [110] incidence. The solid curves in 

both figures are the results of computer simulations. Simulation (a) assumes 

a bulk-like structure and isotropic bulk-like thermal vibration (one-dimen

sional rms amplitude of 0.068 A); b) assumes a bulk-like structure and an 

enhanced surface thermal vibration (one-dimensional rms amplitude of 0.084 A 

for the first layer, 0.077 A for the second, 0.072 A for the third and 
0.068 A for the fourth and deeper layers) [18.36] 
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Fig.18.10. Angular dependence of 
the [110] SP intensity for 1 MeV 
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surface thermal vibration (Fig. 
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the first layer by 0.05 A are as
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sorbate-induced surface-structure changes. Figure 18.9 shows the energy de
pendence of the SP intensity as a function of He+ ion energy for N i{ 111} in 
(a) the normal [111] direction and (b) a [110] direction at 35.5° from the 
normal [18.36]. The sputter-cleaned and annealed surface showed a sharp 
(1 x 1) electron diffraction pattern. LEED measurements on this system indi
cate a bulk-like structure with no appreciable reconstruction or relaxation 
[18.37,38]. Curve (a) in both parts of Fig.18.9 shows the expected SP for a 
bulk lattice and is seen to fall below the observed SP intensity. This dif
ference can arise from either atomic displacement or from enhanced thermal 
vibration surface atoms, an effect indicated from the LEED studies [18.37, 
38]. 

If the difference between the observed and bulk lattice SP for the nonor
mal, [110], channeling measurements is due to relaxation, there should be an 
asymmetry in the angular distribution measured along the {110} plane normal 
to the surface. For contraction (relaxation inward) the asymmetry should be 
toward larger angles and for expansion (relaxation outward) toward smaller 
angles measured relative to the surface normal. The angular dependence of 
the SP for this case is shown in Fig.18.10. The dotted line shown in this 
figure is the expected angular distribution for relaxation (expansion) large 
enough to give the observed SP change. It is clear from the measurement that 
the observed angular distribution is symmetric about the bulk lattice [110] 
direction. From this it is concluded that the clean Ni{111} surface has a 
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bulk-like atomic structure with reconstruction or relaxation less than 
0.02 A and with ~20% nearly isotropic enhancement of thermal vibrational 
amplitude. Curve {b) in both parts of F!g.18.9 shows the expected SP inten
sity versus ion energy for this case. This result confirms the LEED studies 
in a straightforward and somewhat more quantitative manner. 

18. 3 Adlayer-1 nduced Reconstruction and Relaxation 

There have been a number of HEIS studies reported in which adsorbed layers 
induce changes in the substrate surface atomic structure. For the strained 
silicon surfaces (Si{001}, Si{110}), adsorption of hydrogen or almost any
thing reduces and even removes the reconstruction and relaxation [18.39,40]. 
Similar effects are found for the W{001} surface [18.26,27] when saturated 
with hydrogen and the Pd{111} surface [18.41] when covered with hydrogen or 
carbon monoxide. It is important to repeat that in each case it has been 
possible to determine the absolute coverage of the adsorbate by Rutherford 
backscattering analysis as noted previously or by Nuclear Microanalysis (NMA) 
techniques through measurements of the yield of specific nuclear reactions 
such as 12c(d,p) 13c, 16o(d,p) 17o or D( 3He,p) 4He [18.42]. 

In most of the cases noted above, strain in the surface was relieved by 
the adsorbate. It is interesting to consider oxygen adsorption on Ni{111} 
which has been much studied by LEED and exhibits changes from the (1 x 1) 
pattern of the clean surface to a p(2 x 2) pattern then to a (/3x/3)R30° 
pattern as the oxygen adsorption increases, with final disappearance of the 
LEED pattern at about 10 Langmuirs (1L = 10-5 Torr sec of oxygen exposure in
dicating formation of an amorphous film. Measurement of the Ni SP intensity 
as a function of oxygen exposure for ion channeling along the [111] direction 
normal to the crystal surface shown by the solid points in Fig.18.11 shows 
no change until at 10 Langmuirs exposure, the SP rapidly increases and sa
turates at 1 atom/row higher value. This coverage corresponds to 3 monolayers 
of nickel in the amorphous oxide surface film. For ion incidence in a [110] 
channeling direction at 35.5° to the surface normal, the result is dramati
cally different as shown by the crosses of Fig.18.11. The SP begins to in
crease upon oxygen exposure, saturates in the region of oxygen coverage cor
responding to formation of the p(2 x 2) pattern, increases again with a pla
teau at 5L oxygen exposure corresponding to the ( /3 x /3) R30° pattern, then 
undergoes a sudden increase at 10 L exposure as the amorphous surface film 
is formed. The SP saturates at 3 atoms/row which in this direction corres-
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Fi~-18.11. Variation of [111] and [110] surface peak intensities for 2 MeV 
He ions incident on Ni{111} surface as a function of exposure to oxygen at 
25°C. Exposures which gave the most intense electron diffraction superstruc
ture patterns are indicated by arrows [18.36] 

ponds to 3 monolayers of nickel in agreement with the measurement for normal 
incidence. 

Measurement of the amount of oxygen in the saturated surface oxide by 
integration of the oxygen peak in the channeled particle energy spectrum 
gave a value of 2.8±0.4 monolayers, which taken together with the nickel 
SP increase indicates that the amorphous oxide film has an NiO stoichio
metry. The oxygen coverage measurement by ion scattering at the monolayer 
level was used to calibrate the Auger electron spectrometer which was then 
used to determine the amount of oxygen present at lower coverages where the 
ion scattering was less sensitive. These measurements showed that at 5 L 
oxygen exposure (corresponding to the ( 13 x 13) R30° structure) the coverage 
is 0.31 ± 0.05 monolayers and at 2 L exposure (corresponding to the p(2 x 2) 
structure), the coverage is 0.23 ± 0.04 mono layers. 

The curves of Fig.18.11 show immediately that (a) adsorption of oxygen 
does not change appreciably the enhanced thermal vibration of the surface 
nickel atoms and, (b) that adsorption of oxygen induces relaxation of the 
substrate nickel atoms in stages corresponding to the well-known diffraction 
pattern changes. Detailed investigation of the angular distribution of the 
SP intensity shown in Fig.18.12 for the two plateaux in the SP change at 2 
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Fig.18.12a,b. Angular dependence of [110] SP intensity for 1 MeV He+ ions 
incident on a) Ni{lll} p(2 x 2)-0 and b) Ni{lll} (13"x 13")R30°-0 structure. 
Simulation curves assume enhanced surface thermal vibration and uniform ex
pansion of the first monolayer perpendicular to the surface by various 
amounts indicated on the figure. The exact [110] direction was determined 
from simultaneous measurements of the bulk yield [18.36] 
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Fiq.18.13. Atomic structure models for Ni{111}- (1 x 1), -p(2 x 2)-0, and 
-(/3x/3)R30°-0 structures. Large shadowed circles represent oxygen atoms 
adsorbed on 3-fold symmetry sites. Small closed and open circles represent 
the expanded and nonexpanded Ni atoms in the first monolayer respectively 
[18.36] 

and 5 L. Analysis of the results shown in Fig.18.12b, which shows the 
measured angular distribution for a surface with l/3 monolayer of oxygen 
coverage and corresponding to the ( 13 x /3)R30° pattern, indicates that the 
first monolayer of nickel atoms is relaxed outwards by 0.15 A. The best fit 
of the results of Fig.18.12a, which is for an oxygen coverage of 1/4 mono
layer and corresponds to the p(2 x 2) pattern, is for 3/4 of the nickel atoms 
in the first monolayer relaxed outward by 0.15 A and the remaining 1/4 at 
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bulk lattice sites, although relaxation of the entire layer by 0.12 A could 

not be eliminated. 

All of these results taken together were used to develop a detailed sur

face structure which is shown in Fig.18.13. This example not only demonstrates 

the sensitivity and usefulness of ion scattering for measuring adsorbate

induced structural changes but shows the constructive interplay of a number 

of techniques (HEIS, LEED, AES) to arrive at a clear result. 

18.4 Solid-Solid Interface Structure Studies 

As useful as it has proven to be for clean surface and layer-induced struc

ture studies, HEIS is perhaps even more uniquely useful for studying the 

structure of buried interfaces since most of the other techniques used to 

study surface structure such as LEED, angle-resolved photoemission, atomic 

diffraction, or LEIS cannot be used. Three types of interfaces will be used 

to illustrate the applicability of HEIS for such studies; amorphous overlayer/ 

crystalline interfaces such as Si02/Si{111}, metal semiconductor interfaces 

such as Au/Si{100} or Pd/Si{111} and epitaxial interfaces such as Au/Ag{111} 

or Ge/Si{lll}. 

18. 4. 1 SiO /Si {717} 

The silicon oxide/silicon interface is perhaps the most important of a class 

of amorphous overlayer/semiconductor interfaces that plays such an important 

role in microcircuit manufacture and operation. Understanding the structure 

of this interface may be important to understanding and controlling its elec

trical and mechanical properties. 

Using techniques developed by Feldman and co-workers [18.43-45], Haight 

and Feldman studied the Si0/Si{111} interface [18.46]. Figure 18.14 shows 

the areal density of silicon in the oxide film and at the interface obtained 

from the silicon SP versus the oxygen areal density from the oxygen peak in

tensity in the channeling spectrum as an initially thick (500 A), thermally 

grown Si02 film was made thinner by successive chemical etching in dilute 

HF solution. The slope of the line obtained gives directly the stoichiometry 

of the silicon oxide film which was accurately found to be Si02 down to the 

interface (an upper limit of one monolayer of SiD could be placed on the film 

composition change). Extrapolation of this experimental line to zero oxide 

yields an intercept along the silicon axis which gives information on the 

amount of disturbed Si at the interface. The measurements shown in Fig.18.14 

are for incidence along a [100] direction 54.7° to the surface normal. The 
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covered Si{111} surface. The 
solid line has a slope cor
responding to that for Si02. 
The extrapolated intercept 
value on the Si axis2is 
6.4 ± 0.5 x 1015 Si/cm . The 
hatched region is the intrin
sic contribution for a bulk
silicon lattice and corre2-
ponds to 4.84 x 1015 Si/cm 
[18.46] 

intercept corresponds to ( 6. 4 ± 0. 5) x 1015 Si 1 cm2. From this must be removed 

the intensity of the SP that would be expected from an unstrained bulk lat

tice at room temperature (4.84 ± I015 )Si/cm2 leaving an excess of (1.56 ± 0.5) 

x 1015 Si/cm2. This corresponds to 2 monolayers of displaced silicon. 

Measurements were also made for normal incidence which gave a silicon excess 

of (1.0 ± 0.5) x 1015;cm2 (~1.3 monolayer). A summary of the various silicon 

SP measurements from extrapolation to zero oxide thickness is shown in Fig. 

18.15. 
T 
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Fig.18.15a,b. Silicon SP inten
sity for He+ ions incident on a 
Si{111} oxide covered surface 
after extrapolation to zero oxide 
thickness for incidence: a) in a 
surface normal [111] direction; 
and b) in a [100] direction 57.2° 
from surface normal. In (a) th~ 
dashed curve, agreeing well with 
experimental data, is from a 
computer simulation which assumes 
two layers of silicon in the sub
strate crystal are displaced 
0.1 A in the plane of the sur
face. The uppermost dashed curve 
corresponds to the 0.3 A lateral 
displacement in two layers. The 
solid curve is for bulk-like lat
tice termination. For (b) the 
dashed curve that fits the data 
corresponds to 0.22 A vertical 

displacement inward and outward with respect to the bulk lattice position for 
the first two layers of the substrate respectively. The 0.1 A lateral dis
placements from (a) have been included in the simulation. The dashed curve 
in the middle corresponds to 0.1 vertical displacement only. The solid 
curve corresponds to a bulk-like lattice termination 
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The conclusion from this study was that the interface is well described 
by a stoichiometric amorphous Sio2 film up to the interface with a region 
of distorted silicon consisting of two monolayers. The major displacement of 
the silicon atoms in the two monolayers is in the vertical direction, neg
lecting any contribution from enhanced vibration of silicon atoms at the 
interface. Lateral displacements of the interface layers indicated by the 
simulations is 0.1 A and vertical displacements are 0.22 A with one layer 
displaced inward, the other outward. An alternative explanation which would 
fit the observations would be one monolayer of SiD at the interface with no 
laterally displaced silicon but with small (0.1 A) residual vertical dis
placements of two layers. In any case, it is clear from these studies that 
the interface is extremely abrupt and remarkably free of strain. Indeed, it 
contains much less strain than the atomically clean Si{111} surface. 

78.4.2 Au/Si{700} Interface 

Metal-semiconductor interfaces are of great importance since they are used 
extensively for electrical contacts and Schottky barrier formation. In a 
study of the interface during deposition of gold on clean silicon surfaces 
it was found that dramatic structural changes occur during the initial de
position stages [18.47]. Figure 18.16 shows the silicon SP intensity as a 
function of gold coverage at room temperature. At first the SP decreases 
followed by an increase at ~1 monolayer coverage and a second increase at 
~ monolayers average coverage. These changes are accompanied by changes in 
the electron diffraction pattern from the clean surface (2 x 1) first to (1 x 1) 
and then to loss of the pattern indicating an amorphous surface layer. The 
initial decrease could be due to either of two effects; a) removal or reduc
tion of reconstruction in the initial surface, or b) registration of the Au 
atoms with the substrate lattice with attendent shadowing of Si atomic rows. 
Measurements to be described below indicate that the former explanation is 
the correct one. This is supported by the observation that the magnitude of 
the decrease is the same as that obtained by H saturation of a Si{001} sur
face and by the change of the diffraction pattern to 1 x 1. It is noted that 
only a fraction of a monolayer of Au appears to be sufficient to remove the 
reconstruction. Therefore, the atomic bonding model for this effect that 
applies to adsorbed hydrogen removal of the reconstruction would not seem to 
apply in this case. 

The increase at ~1 monolayer and especially at~ monolayer coverage can 
perhaps be seen more clearly for Au deposited on a Si{111} surface since 
the latter has no large reordering effect, Fig.18.17. It is necessary in 
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these studies to take account of multiple scattering effects that broaden 
the direction distribution of the incident beam as it passes through the Au 
overlayer. This correction is based on theoretical calculations [18.9] and 
assumes that the Au overlayer is uniform .. The possible nonvalidity of this 
assumption will affect the quantitative estimates at Au coverages >5 mono
layers but will not change the general conclusions. Measurements of the Au 
impurity peak in the scattered particle energy spectrum for gold deposition 
on samples at 550°C (well above the Au/Si eutectic at 350°C) shows that one 
monolayer on Si{111} surfaces and ~2 monolayers on Si{001} surfaces remain 
strongly bound to the surface while excess gold diffuses rapidly into the 
bulk [18.47]. This may be related to the increase in the SP at 1 monolayer 
coverage. The sudden increase at ~ monolayer coverage is of particular 
interest since this indicates a spontaneous formation of an amorphous gold
silicide film as indicated by high-resolution Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
(AES) [18.48,49] and by loss of the electron diffraction pattern. The for
mation of the film appears to saturate at about 10 monolayers of gold and 
from the silicon SP change one can conclude that the nominal composition of 
the silicide film is Au 5Si. The apparent reaction threshold at~ monolayers 
coverage has been investigated by multiple metal evaporations [18.50] and may 
indicate the presence of an electronic screening mechanism [18.51] that may 
inhibit reaction of some metals with semiconductors at low coverage. A simi
lar apparent (but weaker) threshold has been noted for interaction of gold 
with a GaAs{llO} surface [18.22]. 

The position of gold atoms on the crystal during the initial stages of 
deposition can be investigated by using the transmission channeling geometry 
described in the introduction. The results of such measurements are shown in 
Fig.18.18 [18.52]. At coverage of less than one monolayer, the gold atoms 
appear to be confined in position (or motion) only along the {110} plane 
perpendicular to the surface. It is across this plane that Si-Si dimerization 
bonding is believed to take place that results in the (2 x 1) electron dif
fraction pattern observed for the clean surface. At about one monolayer 
coverage, shadowing of the Au is observed along the Si [100] surface normal 
direction, indicating confinement of Au atoms along these atomic rows. For 
coverage greater than four monolayers, all shadowing of Au by rows or planes 
in the Si lattice disappears. This is consistent with incorporation of gold 
into an amorphous silicide film. Further measurements are needed and are 
being carried out to establish more precisely the gold positions on the 
Si{001} surface. 
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Fig.18.18. Relative scattering 
yield from the Au overlayer 
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Similar transmission measurements have shown the registration of paladium 
atoms with the Si{111} substrate surface at submonolayer coverages [18.16]. 
Such registration is completely masked for normal backscattering HEIS 
measurements and for ~~EIS, LEED or UPS measurements by large local distor
tions around each Pd atom. 

18. 4. 3 Epitaxy 

One of the most exciting new applications of HEIS is in studies of the struc
tural changes that take place during the initial stages of epitaxial crystal 
growth. The advantages of ion scattering in such studies was established by 
CuZbertson et al. in studies of the Au/Ag{111} system [18.53] (lattice con
stant mismatch of 0.2%) in which it was shown that an almost ideal pseudo
morphic Au crystalline layer is grown at room temperature to thicknesses ex
ceeding 50 A. Figure 18.19 shows the results of that study. Both the sub

strate SP change and the overlayer self-shadowing (the minimum yield xmin 
is defined for this measurement as the intensity of the overl ayer spectral 
peak for incidence in a particular low index direction divided by the inten
sity in a nonchanneling incident direction) show the integrity of the epi
taxial Au film. The Au atoms act as a simple extension and occupy the ideal 
fcc lattice sites of the substrate. 
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This work was extended in a study of the epitaxial growth of germanium 
on Si{111} at 350°C [18.54,55]. At temperatures below 300°C the germanium 
overlayer was amorphous or polycrystalline and at temperatures above 400°C 
there was evidence for germanium diffusion into the silicon substrate. 

Measuranents of the silicon SP and germanium minimum yield xmin are shown 
in Fig.18.20. These measurements show that initially, the Ge atoms occupy 
the ideal diamond lattice sites of the Si lattice and that the coverage is 
uniform. Above a critical coverage of~ monolayers, the germanium atoms 
move out of registry with the substrate and considerable strain is intro
duced into the substrate lattice. This is seen from the sudden increase of 
the Si SP to a value higher than the initial clean crystal value. This is 
the first direct observation of such a transition from uniform pseudomorphic 
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epitaxial crystal growth to a state with misfit dislocations and strain. This 
transition is in qualitative agreement with a calculation [18.56] of 5 mono
layers for the critical thickness expected from elastic energy theory and 
known elastic constants. After growth of ~20 monolayers of germanium, the 
interface appears to be stable with~ monolayers of strain on the silicon 
substrate side and with considerable strain and extended defects in the ger
manium epitaxial overlayer. Very similar behavior has been observed for epi
taxial growth of gold on Pd{111} where the lattice mismatch is 4.8% [18.56]. 

At higher deposition temperature where there is some intermixing of ger
manium with silicon, the interface is less strained and good epitaxial growth 
is possible [18.57,58]. Recent studies [18.59] of epitaxial growth of Ge on 
SH111} at 520°C have shown the formation of a stable (5 x 5) LEED pattern. 
Systematic HEIS studies of the GexSi 1_x{111} alloy epitaxial system are in 
progress [18.60]. 

18. 5 Perspective 

It is clear that HEIS techniques are useful in studying, at the atomic level, 
surface, adsorbate and interface structures. The number of groups actively 
involved in such studies is still small (approximately 6 worldwide) but in
creasing; many aspects of the application and limitations of the technique 
remain to be explored. The inherent ambiguity between static and dynamic dis
placement effects has received little attention and that principally by one 
group (at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in Ontario, Canada). This clearly 
must be addressed more carefully. The problems and possibilities presented 
by steps on the surface are only now beginning to receive attention and 
these topics along with more studies of both heterogeneous and homogeneous 
interface structures will be important for a future review. However, the 
most pressing need and greatest potential is for carefully conceived com
binations of the HEIS technique for surface-structure determination with 
other traditional or nontraditional approaches to measure the structural, 
electronic, optical and chemical properties of surfaces and interfaces. The 
rapid acceptance of HEIS as a viable tool for surface and interface studies 
by the surface-science community is an encouraging indication that such a 
combination will be actively pursued. 
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19. Surface Phonon Dispersion 

H. Ibach and T. S. Rahman 

With 12 Figures 

19. 1 Introduction 

The concept of surface phonons has emerged from the lattice dynamics of the 
semi-infinite periodic solid. Therefore, it addresses a highly idealized si
tuation which, at best, can be approached though never realized experimental
ly. Substantial and important experimental surface research is, however, 
directed towards less idealized systems. The study of reactions of gas-phase 
molecules with surfaces may serve as an example. Vibration spectroscopy has 
become the tool for investigating the chemical nature of surface species, to 
determine binding sites, and to study the chemical bonds within the adsorbed 
species as well as to the surface. The vibrating adsorbed species is thus an 
isolated entity with no coupling to neighboring molecules. The substrate es
sentially appears as a medium to support the adsorbates without participating 
in the vibrational motion. As successful as this concept was, and as it re
mains in many cases, it is bound to break down when lateral interactions be
tween adsorbed species gain importance, e.g., in dense overlayers, or when 
adsorbate-substrate vibrations with frequencies comparable to the eigenmodes 
of the substrate are considered. If the adsorbed layer is disordered, the 
vibration spectrum will consist of intrinsically broad bands, such as one 
finds for a solid in an amorphous state. Obviously, this situation is not 
easily amenable to quantitative experimental and theoretical study. Fortuna
tely, however, nature has provided us with an abundance of ordered overlayers 
of adsorbed species on single-crystal surfaces. It is there where the con
cept of surface phonons is brought to bear, and where it is going to provide 
us with new insights into the lateral coupling between surface species and 
into the nature of the surface chemical bond in densely packed overlayers. The 
results will also eventually relate to the geometrical structure and possibly 
also to the transitions between different surface phases. 

As already mentioned, a surface phonon is a localized excitation of a 
semi-infinite periodic solid, with or without an ordered adsorbate overlayer, 
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such that its amplitude has wave-like characteristics in the two directions 
parallel to the surface and an exponential decay in the direction perpendi
cular to the surface and into the bulk crystal. The wave-like nature of the 
solutions of the lattice dynamical equations is a natural consequence of 
translational symmetry of the crystalline solid. Thus bulk phonons are wave
like solutions in all three directions because of the translational symmetry 
in each direction. At the surface, however, translational symmetry is limited 
to the two directions parallel to the surface, so consequently surface pho
nons emerge as excitations localized at the surface of the crystalline solid. 
The vibrational amplitude U{l ,t) of an atom at position l, which describes a 
surface phonon, can be written as 

U{l ,t) = U(z) exp[i(Q 1(1 11 - w{Q 11Jt] , (19.1) 

where Q11 is the wave vector parallel to the surface and l = (1 11 ,z). Here z is 
perpendicular to the surface and the crystal lies in the upper half-space. 
The amplitude U(z) has the form e-KZu5 , where u5 is the amplitude of the vib
ration at the surface and the decay constant K is such that ReK > 0. The fre
quency w of the surface phonon in general depends on the wave vector Q11 and 
the relation w{Q11 ) is called the dispersion. For a dilute layer on noninter
acting adsorbed molecules, the dispersion vanishes and the system can be 
equally well treated as an ensemble of noninteracting species as is continu
ally done in surface chemistry. 

Like bulk phonons, surface phonons can be acoustic, which means that the 
frequency varies linea-rly with Q11 at small Q11 {long wavelength), or they can 
be optic, where the frequency remains finite as Q11 approaches zero. Accord
ing to this definition, adsorbate modes are always optic while the substrate 
can support acoustic as well as optical modes. The typical and most important 
example of an acoustic surface mode is the Rayleigh wave which will be dis
cussed below. 

Just as neutron scattering has proven to be a powerful technique for 
measuri,ng bulk phonon dispersion, there are now two different methods avail
able for determining the dispersion of surface phonons. Both techniques are 
based on the inelastic scattering of particles: electrons in one case and 
neutral atoms in the other. In either case, the usual energy conservation can 

be expressed as 

ES = E1 ± hw (19.2) 

where E1 and ES are the particle energies before and after the scattering 
event and hw is the quantum of energy associated with the vibration. The plus 
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sign refers to a scattering process where a vibration quantum has been anni

hilated, and the minus sign applies when a vibration quantum has been created. 

As a result of the two-dimensional translational symmetry, the wave-vector 

components parallel to the surface are conserved. Thus 

(19.3) 

where the particle scatters with a surface phonon of wave vector Q11 . The wave

vector component perpendicular to the surface is not conserved as the trans

lational symmetry perpendicular to the surface is broken. Particles which 

scatter from surfaces can, therefore, interact with bulk phonons of all per

pendicular components Q~, that is, with an entire frequency band for any 

fixed Q11 . In general, the frequencies of the surface phonons are outside 

these bands (provided they have the same symmetry). We shall also see that 

the dominating contribution to the amplitude of the surface atoms is from 

surface phonons. 

Until recently, no experimental technique was available actually to measure 

the dispersion of surface phonons, despite an impressive number of vibrational 

studies on well-defined and ordered surface systems. The main focus of those 

studies, however, was directed towards adsorbate vibration with the vibrations 

of neighboring adsorbates moving in phase, i.e., with o11 = 0. The reason for 

this restriction is obvious for experimental techniques which use light, such 

as infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, as the 

photon wave vector is too small on the ~I scale of phonon dispersion. Electron 

energy loss spectroscopy, although used rather widely in surface studies, was 

also not applied to measure phonon dispersion, for a different reason. In 

electron energy loss spectroscopy a large differential cross section is pro

vided by inelastic scattering from the dipole moment associated with the ad

sorbate vibrations. This dipole scattering is restricted to small o11 similar 

to optical techniques. To extend electron energy loss spectroscopy to large 

~I, scattering from the localized core potential must be employed. For this 

type of scattering the term "impact scattering" is frequently used. The dif

ferential cross section for inelastic events mediated via impact scattering 

is significantly smaller than for dipole scattering. Improvement of the ex

perimental equipment was, therefore, required before the issue of dispersion 

could be addressed. 

This statement also holds for the other technique that enables measuring 

surface phonon dispersion which is inelastic scattering of atoms, generally 

of He atoms. It is only recently that highly monochromatic and intense beams 
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have become available [19.1-3] although the method was suggested and theore

tically discussed as early as 1969 by Cabrera et al. [19.4]. 

In the following section we give a short review of the theory of surface 

lattice dynamics and describe the currently used methods to calculate sur

face phonon dispersion. In the third section we briefly describe the two ex

perimental methods and compare their advantages and disadvantages. We shall 

see that depending on the issue addressed, one method is to be preferred over 

the other. We shall also comment on several factors which must be taken into 

account to perform experiments most rationally and successfully with a mini

mum amount of time. The final section presents experimental examples of dis

persion curves, with their theoretical description and qualitative interpre

tation in terms of chemical bonding at surfaces. 

19. 2 Theoretical Calculation of the Phonon Dispersion Curves 

In the past decade several theoretical techniques [19.5-10] have been used 

to calculate the dispersion of surface and bulk phonons in various types of 

crystals. The task has not been easy because a large number of atoms is in

volved, and one has very little knowledge about the exact nature of the inter

action potential. Most of the methods have utilized a form of slab calcula

tion where, because of computational limits, one has to cut off the slab 

after a certain number of layers (40 or so). The aim has been to achieve a 

convergence as fast as possible. One of the first attempts in this direction 

was the self-consistent slab calculations of Allen et al. [19.5], who used 

a Leonard-Jones type of interaction potential between the atoms and obtained 

dispersion curves for a wide variety of crystals with and without adsorbate 

overlayers. The displacement vectors, the polarization, and the amplitudes 

of the surface modes, as well as the effects of relaxing the atoms in the 

surface layers, were extensively studied by them. 

r~odel calculations [19.8] in which the atoms are coupled together by me

chanical springs, to different degrees of sophistication, have also been 

carried out. The criterion for the choice of the bulk force constants is 

agreement of the calculated bulk phonon dispersion curves with available data. 

The continued fraction method [19.11] using a real space Green's function 

technique [19.9] is yet another way of proceeding. In earlier calculations 

[19.12] it was found that the Fourier-transformed Green's function technique 

circumvented the problem of the large numbers of layers of atoms that enter 

any of the above-mentioned techniques. Instead one ends up with a Green's 

function hierarchy which can be solved by invoking an exponential ansatz. 
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Fig.19.1. a) Top view of the {100} surface of an fcc crystal showing the 
primitive translation vectors and the unit cell with one atom. b) 2-dimen
sional Brillouin zone of the {100} surface 

Here, we shall illustrate how this particular method can be used to calculate 
the bulk and surface phonon dispersion curves for a specific system. 

We consider here the {100} surface of an fcc crystal and calculate the 
dispersion along the <100> direction {Fig.19.1) of the two-dimensional Bril
louin zone. For the clean {100} surface there is only one atom per unit cell 
and the problem is considerably simpler than that with several atoms per unit 
cell, as would be the case for ionic crystals or for ordered overlayers, for 
example. 

The equilibrium position of the atom is specified by R0{1 11 lz), where 111 
is the position of the atom in the plane parallel to the surface and lz labels 
the layer in which the atom sits. The lattice-dynamical Hamiltonian in the 
harmonic approximation has the form 

(19.4) 

where P(1 11 lz) is the momentum of the atom at a given 111 and lz, M is the mass 
of the atom, ua(1 11 ,lz) is the ath Cartesian component of the displacement of 
the atom from equilibrium, and ~aS is the two-body interaction potential 
which can be written more explicitly as 

~ s(ij) = 0 .. L cj> 1!. I n (ij I )nQ(ij I) - <PiJ· na(ij)nQ(ij) 
a lJ j, lJ a ,., ,., 

(19.5) 

Here i denotes the atom at 111 and in layer lz' n(ij) is the unit vector from 
atom i to atom j, and <Pij is the second derivative of the pair potential be
tween atoms i and j. In our model calculation we consider only nearest-neigh
bor interactions and central force, thus the sum in (19.5) extends over all 
nearest neighbors. 

As a result of translational symmetry in the two directions parallel to the 
surface, we can write the atomic displacements in terms of the eigensolutions 
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e{S) (Q ·1 ) so that 
a II' z 

(19.6) 

where the wave vector Q11 lies inside the two-dimensional Brillouin zone shown 
in Fig.19.1. The equation of motion for the eigenvectors for the moee S is 

w~ ( Qll ) e ~ S ) ( Qll ; l z) - ~ ' ~ d a fl ( Qll ; l z l ~ ) e ~ S ) ( Qll ; l ~) = 0 ' 
z 

( 19. 7) 

where the dynamical matrix has been defined in terms of the pair potential 
as follows: 

To calculate the dispersion curves for the surface and bulk phonons, we 
need not go any further as the eigenvalues of (19.7) will give us there
quired dispersion. It is the sum over the number of layers that contribute 
that converts (19.7) into the problem of inverting a large matrix. This 
equation is the basis of the slab method where 20 layers (or so) are included 
and the matrix thus formed inverted on current computers. 

The analytic solution of (19.7) is obtained under the assumption of only 
nearest-neighbor interaction, central forces, and along the high symmetry 
direction from the r to theM point of the Brillouin zone (Fig.19.1). Under 
these conditions the dynamical matrices are nonzero only for l~ = lz and 
l~=lz±l. For the atoms in the bulk of the crystal the matrices tare 

d{ Qx; l z l z) = ( 4k-2kcosaQx 

0 

d{Q ·l l -1) x' z' z 

and 

0 

4k-2kcosaQx 
0 

0 

-k 
0 

(19.9) 

(19.10) 

(19.11) 

Here a= a0;12 (a0 being the nearest-neighbor distance) and the effective force 
constant is given by k = cp"/M. 

In the expression for the dynamical matrices for the atoms in the crystal 
surf-aee layer we have allowed the possibility of intralayer {k11 ) and inter-
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layer (k12 ) coupling between the atoms to be different from the bulk values. 
The rationale for this is that one expects this force constant to be differ
ent from the bulk because of the reduced coordination number of surface atoms. 
This is important when we analyze experimental results in Sect. 19.4. Thus, 
with k12 =~1 21M and kll = ~1/M, we have 

0 

2k 11 (1-cosaQx)+k12 
0 

ik 12 sinaQx 
0 

-k12 (1+cosaQx) ) 

(19.12) 

(19.13) 

We now use (19.7) and the above expression for the dynamical matrices to 
write the displacements of the atoms in the surface and bulk layers. The task 
is facilitated by the fact that we are considering modes with a 011 vector 
along a <100> direction. Vibrational modes then are either even or odd with 
respect to the symmetry plane spanned by this direction and the surface nor
mal. The polarization of the odd modes must be normal to this symmetry plane, 
which here is the y direction. Thus the equations for they component of the 
displacement decouple from those for the x and z components. For the motion 
of the surface layer atoms in they direction, we have 

for the atoms in the second layer 

[3k - 2k cos aQx + k12 - w2Jey(Qx;2) - k12ey(Qx;1) - key(Qx;3) 

and for atoms in the bulk (lz > 2) 

(19.14) 

0 

(19.15) 

[4k - 2k cos aQx- w2Jey(Qx;lz) - key(Qx;lz - 1) - key(Qx;lz + 1) = 0 
(19.16) 

To obtain the frequency spectrum of bulk phonon with this displacement pattern 
we seek a solution of the form 

ey(Qx;lz) = ~Y(Qx) exp(iaQzlz) 

From (19.16) we then get 

(19.17) 
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w2 = 4k - 2kcosaQx - 2kcosaQz (19.18) 

For a finite crystal with Qz =±JI/a, the above equation gives us the bulk pho
non band. At the M point (Qx = ~) this band extends over the frequency range 
l4k to l8k and, as we shall see, is degenerate with the x motion. 

The frequency of the surface phonon is similarly obtained by seeking solu
tions in the form of a decaying exponential, for lz > 2 

(19.19) 

On substituting this into (19.16), we get the following expression for the 
decay constant a: 

2 
cosha = 2 - cosaQx - ~ (19.20) 

To obtain the frequency of this surface mode we solve (19.14~15), substitut
ing from (19.19), to give another equation for a. In general this leads to a 
messy equation, but for k12 = k we obtain a simp 1 er form. Thus 

-a e k 

3k - 2k cosaQx 2 
- w 

The frequency of the surface mode obtained from (19.20,21) is 

(19.21) 

(19.22) 

At M this mode is thus submerged in the bulk band of the same symmetry. Note 
that by making k12 smaller than k, this mode will emerge out of the bulk band. 

Let us now consider the set of coupled equations for the displacements of 
the atoms along the x axis, which is here parallel to the wave vector Q11 , and 
those along the z ·axis, which is perpendicular to the crystal surface. These 
will provide the modes of even symmetry. For the surface-layer atoms 

and 
(19.23) 

[2k12 - w2Jez(Qx;1) - k12 (1 + cosaQx) ex(Qx;2) + ik12 sinaQx ex(Qx;2) = 0 

(19.24) 
For the atoms in the second layer 
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and 
+iksinaQx ez(Qx;3) = 0 

[2k + 2k12 - w2Jez(Qx;2) - k12 (1 + cosaQx) ez(Qx;1) 

-k(1 + cosaQx) ez(Qx;3) - ik12 sinaQx ex(Qx;1) 

(19.25) 

(19.26) 

The equations of motion for ez(Qx;1z) and ex(Qx;lz), where lz refers to the 
layers in the bulk crystal, are obtained from (19.25,26) with the necessary 
changes, including putting k12 =k. The frequencies of the bulk and the sur
face phonons, with the displacement patterns considered in the above equa
tion, (along any point along the r -M direction in the two-dimensional Bril
louin zone) are obtained similarly as for ey(Qx;lz). The equations are 
straightforward but cumbersome. Here, the case for the high symmetry point 
M, where all displacement patterns are decoupled, will be illustrated. This 
decoupling is a direct consequence of the higher symmetry of theM point 
which belongs to the c4v group. Since the surface unit cell contains one 
atom lying on the fourfold axis, all modes belong to either the A or E re
presentation. The A modes are polarized along the z axis while the E modes 
have arbitrary polarization parallel to the surface plane. 

From (19.23,24) we get 

2 
[4k11 + k12 - w ]ex(Qx;1) + k12ex(Qx;2) = 0 (19.27) 

and 

(19.28) 

The latter is particularly interesting since it indicates that the perpendi
cular displacements of the surface layer atoms are localized in the surface 
layer and the frequency of this surface mode is /2k12 . This mode, which is 
also called the Rayleigh wave or the s1 mode [19.5] is thus a direct measure 
of the force constant between the first- and second-layer atoms. The dis
placement pattern is depicted in Fig.19.2. At M the equations for the second
layer atoms are in turn, from (19.25,26) 

(19.29) 

and 
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Q first Layer 

() secord Layer 

Fig.19.2. Displacement pattern of the z-polarized 
surface mode (51 mode) at M. One sees that the 
forces on the second layer atoms cancel. The mode, 
therefore, is entirely localized to the first 
layet. This holds for any rotationally invariant 
nearest-neighbor force field. When second-nearest 
neighbors are included, the first layer couples 
to the third, the fifth, etc. [19.6] 

(19.30) 

Once again, the mode is decoupl~d from all other layers and is now localized 

in the second layer with displacement polarized perpendicular to the surface 

with a frequency of IZk + 2k 12 . This is similar to the s3 mode discussed by 

Allen et al. [19.5]. Note that at M this mode will be distinct from the bulk 

band only when k12 is different from k. It is trivial to see that the bulk 

phonons with polarization direction perpendicular to the surface have a dis

tinct frequency of /4[ at the M point, independent of the perpendicular com

ponent of Q. It is this complete absence of dispersion with Q~ which allows 

one to construct a localized mode in each layer of the crystal and also at the 

surface. This is of course a feature of the nearest-neighbor model. 

So far we have not said much about the modes with polarization parallel 

to ~I, which belong to theE representation atM. From (19.29) we see that 

in the bulk (\ > 2) the displacement pattern satisfies 

(19.31) 

It is easy to see from the discussion for the mode ey(Qx;lz) that the bulk 

phonon band in this case also extends from i4k to l8k at the M point. In fact, 

the surface modes with polarization along the x axis are also degenerate 

with the corresponding y polarized modes, since at theM points all displace

ments parallel to the surface belong to the same E representation. 

In summary, at the M point of the Brillouin zone bulk and surface phonons 

exist of both A- and E-type symmetry. The E-type bulk band extends in frequency 

from I4K to /Sk. When the interlayer coupling constant k12 is smaller than k, 

an E-type surface phonon lies below the bottom of the bulk band. In addition, 

regardless of whether k12 is different fromorthe same as k,there is an A-type 
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surface phonon (polarized parallel to z) with frequency 1Zf12. localized in 
the first layer. This is the Rayleigh .wave. When k12 is different from k, we 
also have a surface phonon of the same polarization with frequency 12k12 + 2k, 
which is localized in the second layer. The bulk band of this polarization 
has a frequency of l4k independent of Q~. We note that the discussion of the 
symmetry properties of the modes at M is also pertinent to the {100} surface 
of a bee crystal. The necessary modifications to calculate the frequencies 
are easily made. 

So far we have discussed the qualitative features of the eigenvectors 
ea(Q11 ;lz) which satisfy the homogeneous equation (19.7). In particular, we 
have been able to identify the frequencies of the various surface and bulk 
modes at theM point of the Brillouin zone. To calculate the displacements 
of the atoms and to make contact with experimental data (Sect.19.4) we find 
that the Fourier-transformed Green's function [19.12] defined from these ei
genvectors gives much more tractable results, even in cases when there are 
several atoms per unit cell. As shown in previous work [19.12], the advan
tage of the Green's function technique is that the calculations are analytic, 
except for solving a finite set of coupled equations. 

Although this technique has been discussed in detail earlier [19.12], for 
completeness some aspects of the calculation are reviewed here. The Fourier
transformed Green's functions are defined as 

(19.32) 

where the sum is over all modes associated with the wave vector ~I and 
ws(Q11 ) is the frequency of a particular mode. It is easy to see that these 
functions satisfy an equation identical to (19.7) with an inhomogeneous term. 
Thus 

Since it has been already described how the dynamical matrices are obtained, 
the equations for the Green's functions, for the displacement patterns dis
cussed earlier, can be written and, as before, the set of equations can be 
solved by invoking an exponential ansatz. The details of such a calculation 
will not be given here, as they are straightforward. 

To make contact with the electron energy loss data there is one important 
quantity that needs to be defined. This is the spectral density function 

Pa 6 (lz,l;:~ 1 w) defined as follows 
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Wave number (cm-11 has been introduced to make the 
o functions appear as Lorentzians 

\ (S) (S) I * 
PaS(lz,l~;QIIw) = ~ ea (QII;lz)es (QII;lz) o[w- wS(QII)l 

= i!:!. [U 0 (1 ,1' ;Q11 ,w +is)- U 0 (1 ,1' ;Q11 ,w- is)l .(19.34) 
1T a~ Z Z a~ Z Z 

The diagonal elements of the spectral density function are thus the square of 

the amplitude of the displacements of the atoms. It has been shown [19.12,13] 

that the scattering efficiency per unit frequency for the electrons is pro

portional to the spectral density. Figure 19.3 shows a plot of the spectral 

densities for the surface phonons at theM point of the Brillouin zone, dis

cussed earlier. The features in the spectral density plot thus simulate the 

electron energy loss spectra. The theoretical phonon dispersion curves are 

obtained from the peak positions of the spectral densities calculated at a 

number of points of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. 

19. 3 Experimental Methods to Study Surface Phonon Dispersion 

79. 3. 7 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 

The principle of electron energy loss spectroscopy, as well as many aspects 

of the spectrometer design, have been described in a recently published mono

graph by Ibach and Mills [19.14]. Here we focus our attention on the consider

ations specific to the measurement of surface phonon dispersion. 

As already mentioned, one employs impact scattering to measure phonon dis

persion. The inelastic intensity of such scattering events is distributed 

(although not evenly) over the ~I space. In any given spectrum, a small frac-
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Fig.19.4a-c. Geometrical aspects of phonon spectroscopy with electrons. 
a) To avoid beams with grazing polar angle the scattering angle e should be 
small. However, most spectrometers do not allow fore <90° since one also 
wishes to have the lens elements close to the sample. b) Path length inside 
the material as a function of ei and ef. c) Cross section of incident and 
scattered beams proportional to cos ei and cose5 , respectively 

tion of that Q11 space is sampled; the size of this space depends on the accep
tance angle of the spectrometer. For reasons related to electron optics 
[19.14], the acceptance angle of high-resolution spectrometers is rather 
small, much smaller than that necessary for satisfactory resolution in Q11 space. 
The design goal is therefore to have the acceptance angle as large as possible. 
Larger acceptance angles are achieved by bringing the focal planes of the 
lenses close to the sample. There are, however, limitations as to how far 
one can go with this. One limit is set by the increasing image aberrations. 
A second limit is set by the necessity to have a field free region around the 
sample in order to have well-defined scattering angles. If the field penetrates 
the last lens element into the space around the sample the actual scattering 
angle deviates from the angle, which is read off the mechanical positioning 
of the spectrometer. Finally, bringing the lens elements too close to the 
sample reduces the minimum scattering angle e. This has also an adverse effect 
on the intensity of energy losses. As illustrated in Fig.19.4a, a larger mini
mum scattering angle e requires the initial or final beam to be closer to 
grazing incidence to achieve the same momentum exchange with the surface. 
When the scattering is from deeper layers, the amount of material that has to 
be penetrated by the incoming and outgoing beam is proportional to cos- 1ei 
+ cos- 1ef (Fig.19.4b). These beams will, therefore, experience an exponential 
damping of the order of 

I~ exp[-d(cos- 1ei + cos- 1ef)/Al (19.35) 

with A being the mean free path of the electron. With a mean free path of 
about 5 A for the electron energies relevant here and for a layer spacing of 
1.8 A, one begins to lose even second-layer information if either ei or ef 
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exceeds ~70°. A similar consideration applies also to the first layer: elec

trons scattered from there still have a nonvanishing probability to excite 

electronic "surface losses" [19.14] and may thus disappear from the scene of 

phonon-scattering events. The probability of surface losses is also propor

tional to cos-1ei + cos- 1ef. The minimization of electronic surface losses, 

therefore, calls for a small minimum scattering angle e as well. 

In earlier work on vibrational losses of adsorbed molecules, where spectra 

at or near 011 = 0 were of primary interest and dipole scattering was employed, 

typical electron energies were between 2 eV and 10 eV. In the work described 

here, larger electron energies must be used to achieve sufficiently high Q11 
(19.2,3). It is also useful to check the calibration of the angles ei and es 

by observing at least one diffracted beam. Where this can be achieved, elec

tron energies are above ~50 eV. Electron spectrometers suitable for measuring 

phonon dispersion, therefore, must allow for impact energies above 50 eV. On 

the other hand, we found that at about 300 eV impact energy multiphonon scat

tering events begin to dominate the spectrum [19.15,16]. Since such multi

phonon events contribute a broad background to the spectrum with adverse ef

fects on the signal-to-noise ratio, there is little reason in going up to 

electron energies higher than ~300 eV. In summary, one finds that an electron 

spectrometer optimized for work on surface phonon dispersion should feature 

a design slightly different from spectrometers employed for applications in 

surface chemistry and that one has to search for a compromise between accep

tance angle, scattering angle, bending effects on trajectories near the 

sample, and impact energy. 

One of the advantages of inelastic scattering of electrons is that it is 

sensitive also to vibrations parallel to the surface. Although observation 

of parallel modes is not favored by the typical scattering kinematics, one 

finds experimentally that for certain impact energies and scattering angles 

the cross section for parallel modes can be even larger than the cross sec

tion for perpendicular motions. This is in accordance with the scattering 

theory of Tong et al. [19.17] which accounts fully for the multiple-scatter

ing nature of inelastic diffraction. A detailed comparison between theory and 

experiment regarding the intensity of phonon losses will be performed in the 

near future. A remark, however, about the experimental aspects of such a com

parison seems to be appropriate at this stage. High-resolution electron spec

trometers tend to be relatively unspecified in their acceptance angle. In 

fact, the acceptance angle is not even easy to determine. Absolute cross sec

tions therefore may be off easily by a factor of two. Also one needs to con

sider that the theory assumes incident and scattered plane waves, while exper-
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imentally one works with beams and images of finite width. Typically elec
tron spectrometers are built symmetrically, which means that the width w 
of the incident beam is equal to the beam width accepted by the analyzer. 
If the polar angle of the scattered electrons es is smaller than the polar 
angle of the incident beam e1, the viewed area is smaller than the illumi
nated area (Fig.19.4c). The ratio of the number of scattered electrons per 
second and per interval dk11 to the number of incident electrons per second 
then is 

(19.36) 

where k1 ,ks are the wave vectors of incident and scattered electrons, M is 
the appropriate matrix element and A is the surface area. The element dk11 
may be converted into the solid angle through 

s 2 dk11 = (k ) cases d>J (19.37) 

Therefore one has 

(19.38) 

If es > e1 the viewed area is larger than the illuminated area. The number 
of scattered electrons then is not proportional to w, but to the width of the 
beam produced by the scattering from the illuminated area, which is 
w·coses/cose1. The scattering probability thus contains an extra factor 
coses/cose1 and becomes 

I cos 2e 
dP = k IMI 2 _A_ {ks)2 S for e e (19.39) 

"'Cffi k5" (211 )2 cose1 S > I 

79.3.2 He Scattering 

A beam of He atoms is formed by an adiabatic expansion from a high pressure 

(1-100 bar) cell through an orifice of 5-30 ~m diameter. The supersonic ex
pansion narrows the longitudinal velocity distribution down to roughly 1% of 
the width of the Maxwell distribution inside the pressure cell. The beam 
velocity is 

v = l5kT/m , (19.40) 

with T the temperature in the pressure cell and m the particle mass. Since 
only the longitudinal and not the transverse velocity distribution is narrowed 
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by the expansion, the beam must be collimated to .less than 1°. The formation 
of a monochromatic He beam, therefore, is even more inefficient than the pro
duction of a monochromatic electron beam. Unlike electrons, He atoms do not 
disappear from the vacuum unless pumped. Many stages of differential pumping 
are required between the expansion cell and the sample, and also between the 
sample and the mass spectrometer. In modern He-beam equipment [19.3], the 
equivalent background He pressure at the detector is ~1o- 13 Torr, eighteen 
orders of magnitude lower than in the expansion cell. Unfortunately, the de
tection of He atoms is also rather inefficient since the atoms need to be 
ionized before detection and the ionization efficiency is only of the order 
of 10-6. Elastic scattering events and the various inelastic events are sep
arated by the time-of-flight technique, preferably using a cross-correlation 
chopper [19.18] which helps to minimize signal losses. Because of these ob
stacles, it is only recently that the technology to perform successful inelas
tic He scattering experiments became available. 

At this point it seems useful to mention an important difference between 
an electron energy spectrum and a time-of-flight spectrum in He scattering, 
which has to do with the different masses of the particles involved. By com
bining energy and momentum conservation (19.2,3) one has the wave vector 
parallel to the surface 

(19.41) 

where the minus and plus signs refer to energy loss and gain, respectively. 
Phonon dispersion relations are conventionally plotted with ~I and was the 
x andy axis, respectively. In this plane, (19.41) is a parabola when plotted 
for fixed ei' e5 and beam energy E. For electrons the mass is small and beam 
energies E » hw have to be used to reach Q11 va 1 ues on a seale compa rab 1 e to 
the size of the Brillouin zone. The parabola, in this case, degenerates to a 
vertical line. In other words, a loss spectrum, taken at fixed ei' e5 and E, 
is a spectrum at (nearly) constant ~I. This does not hold for He scattering. 

Figure 19.5 schematically illustrates (19.41) for a He beam of E=20 meV 
and e I = e5 = 45° and e I = 34°, e5 = 56°. The phonon dispersion curve corresponds 
to the so-called s4 surface mode on a Ni{100} surface along the <110> direc

tion. Positive and negative w branches represent losses and gains, respecti
vely. For (19.41) to intersect with the dispersion curve at all, the latter 
has to be extended through more than the first Brillouin zone. According to 
Fig.19.5, one finds a surface phonon loss at hw~13.3 meV, a phonon gain at 
hw~-17 meV, and a quasielastic peak (w=O) when ei=e5 =45°. Unlike in elec-
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Fig.19.5. Kinematics of 
surface phonon spectroscopy 
with the He atoms of 20 meV 
energy. The kinematic curve 
(19.1) intersects with the 
phonon dispersion more than 
once and at different~~· 
In electron energy loss 
spectroscopy the kinematic 
equation is practically a 
vertical line which makes 
electron spectroscopy a 
"constant Q11 " spectroscopy 

tron spectroscopy, where Q11 is constant in a spectrum, 1 oss and gain are not 
symmetric about the elastic events since they belong to different 011 . 

An interesting case is also ei =34°, e5 =56°. There the kinematic equation 
intersects the dispersion curve at grazing incidence near Q11 = 1.2 A- 1. Since 
the dispersion curve has a finite width due to finite lifetime of phonons 
and also the kinematic curve has a finite width due to the finite energy re
solution of the He-beam experiment, one finds a rather broad peak extending 
from 14-18 meV in this case. The peak will also be particularly intense, 
since the intersection of the kinematic and phonon dispersion extends over a 
large Q space. The effect has been named "kinematic focusing" [19.19,20]. 
This and other subtle considerations regarding the time-of-flight technique 
have been described in detail recently by Brusdeylins et al. [19.3]. 

In reviewing the experimental data on surface phonons obtained by He scat
tering, one notices that with one or two exceptions mainly acoustical surface 
modes have been observed and only on those which carry displacements perpen
dicular to the surface. This is not accidental but relates to the nature of 
the inelastic scattering process. Helium atoms are scattered by the charge 
density of the substrate at an appreciable distance above the surface (4 to 8 
a.u. [19.21]). The phonon-induced corrugation in the charge density at this 
distance practically vanishes for optical substrate modes and for modes 
polarized parallel to the surface plane. The effect has frequently been 
cited as the "Armand" effect. With recent inelastic scattering data on 
Ag{111} by Harten et al. [19.22] more quantitative information on this ef
fect has become available. In Fig.l9.6 we have plotted the inelastic inten-
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Fig.19.6. Intensities of inelas
tic He scattering from Rayleigh 
phonons on Ag{111} along the 
<112> direction. The experimen
tal data of Harten et al. [19.22] 
have been corrected for the Bose 
factor n(w) and n(w) + 1 for pho
non gain and loss events, res
pectively. The falloff of the 
intensity is in accordance with 
a theoretical model of Bortolani 
et al. [19.23,24]. The decrease 
in the cross section with Q re
sults from the interaction of 
the He atoms with more than one 
surface atom 

sity of phonon gain and phonon losses of the Rayleigh phonon on Ag{111} ob
tained for the <112> direction [19.22]. The data have been corrected for the 
Bose factor n(w) = [exp(hw/kT) -1]-1 and n(w) + 1 for energy losses and gains, 
respectively. These data plotted on a log scale of phonon cross section versus 
Q2, with Q the phonon wave vector, yield a straight line (Fig.19.6), indicat
ing that the intensities fall off according to a Gaussian [~xp(-Q2;Q~)l. 
This behavior was predicted by BortoZani et al. [19.23,24]. The calculated 
value for the critical wave vector Qc for silver (0.737 A-1) agrees reasonably 
well with the experimental data (Fig.19.6). The large decrease in the inten
sities for phonon scattering requires long data accumulation times (~ 6h) 
when one approaches the zone boundary. 

Up to now, vibrations within adsorbed species have not been found with 
hel i urn scattering. As far as adsorbate modes of high frequency are concerned, 
the reason relates to the slow velocity of the helium beam. It is easy to ap
preciate that the vibration frequency of a mode v must be small compared to 
the inverse of the scattering time of the particle, otherwise the forces 
exerted on the particle through the phonons cancel. Thus one has the condition 

vphonon « vbeam/ A 

where vis the beam velocity and A a typical interaction length (A~lO-B em). 
A 20 meV He beam has a velocity v~l.O ·105 cm/s which sets an upper limit 

13 -1 of 10 s to the phonon frequency. The argument can be stated also more 
quantitatively. It has been shown by Levi and SuhZ [19.25,26] that the matrix 
element for one-phonon scattering contains a frequency-dependent prefactor 
which is the Fourier transform of the phonon-induced forces on the He atoms 
along the trajectory. To explain the frequency dependence imposed by this 
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Fig.19.7. The "slow collision effect" 
in He scattering. The cross section 
decreases rapidly for higher phonon 
frequencies when frequency is larger 
than the inverse of the collision 
time 

relation, one may study the simple case of scattering from a uniform jellium 
type surface, for which realistic potentials and potential parameters are 
available [19.16]. The result is plotted in Fig.19.7 for two different beam 
energies. The potential parameters are taken from Harris and Liebsch [19.21] 
and correspond to a copper surface. One sees from Fig.19.7 that for a 20 meV 
beam the phonon cross section has dropped by an order of magnitude already 
at a phonon energy of 21.4 meV (= 173 cm- 1 = 5.2 THz) and decreases nearly ex
ponentially for higher phonon energies. One might consider circumventing this 
problem by employing higher beam energies. Unfortunately, however, the multi
phonon scattering of low-frequency phonons then causes a large background. It 
seems, therefore, that it will be increasingly more difficult to see vibration 
frequencies with He scattering the higher the frequency is. 

19. 3. 3 Comparison of He Scattering and Electron Scattering 

In the preceding two paragraphs, several distinct differences between the two 
techniques available for measuring surface phonon dispersion have already been 
pointed out. We continue the discussion by comparing data as obtained by the 
two techniques directly. First, however, another comment on the phonon cross 
section may be helpful. The one-phonon cross section contains the prefactors 
-1 - -1-

w (n(w) +1) and w n(w) for energy losses and gains, respectively (with 
n(w) = [exp(hw/kT) -1f1, the phonon occupation number). This introduces a sig
nificant frequency dependence of the cross section, which makes modes of higher 
frequency more difficult to detect. For helium scattering, this frequency de-
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Fig.19.8. Cross section as a function of tem
perature, from the stati~tical factors n(w) 
= [exp(hw/kT) -1]-1 and n(w) + 1 for phonon gain 
and loss events. The plot suggests that room 
temperature is preferred for scattering from 
low-frequency phonons whereas low temperatures 
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pendence appears on top of other adverse factors, as discussed before. This 
is particularly true for adsorbate layers where the motion is essentially 
confined to one layer. 

For Rayleigh phonons the frequency dependence is not ""W - 1[n(w) + 1) and 
-1- - -

w n(w), but roughly ~[n(w) +1) and ~n(w), respectively, because at higher 
frequencies the Rayleigh modes become more localized to the surface. The 
characteristic decay length is (roughly) inversely proportional to the wave 
vector and thus approximately ""W- 1. Since the eigenvectors of the atomic dis
placements are normalized, i.e., 

le (Q ,l K)l 2 = 1 a z 

one can see that the square of the amplitude of the surface layer must scale 
inversely with the number of layers participating in the motion and thus 
must be proportional to w. 

These considerations also lead to conclusions about the most suitable tem
perature at which experiments should be performed. In Fig.19.8 we have simply 

- - -1 -1 plotted n(w) and n(w) +1 for a 50 em and a 500 em loss, respectively, as 
-1 a function of temperature. To observe a 50 em loss for a Rayleigh wave, 

for example, one should keep the sample temperature at 300 K or one may even 
stay above it, if possible. In electron energy loss spectroscopy where loss 
and gain of the same phonon appear in the spectrum, one has the additional 
advantage of being able to measure the difference between gain and loss peaks 
which enhance the effective resolution of the experiment by a factor of two 
(Fig.19.9). On the other hand, if one is interested in observing the higher 
frequencies of chemisorbed species, nothing is gained by using a higher tem
perature. On the contrary, it is preferable to work with lower temperature, 
since lower temperatures reduce the multiphonon background caused by low-fre-
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quency vibrations. In summary, as a rule of thumb, acoustical surface modes 
should be investigated at room temperature, while optical substrate and ad
sorbate modes should be investigated on a cooled sample. 

We now turn to a direct comparison of experimental results as obtained 
from helium and electron scattering. In Fig.19.9 two spectra are displayed. 
The spectrum in Fig.19.9a was obtained with He scattering from LiF [19.3]. 
The time-of-flight spectrum is converted into an energy spectrum. The energy 
resolution depends on the time of flight, the kinematic factor discussed in 
the previous section, and the monochromaticity of the beam. The estimated 
energy resolution, according to Brusdeylins et al. [19.3], is plotted under 
each peak. One notices that the resolution varies between 4 and 20 cm- 1 

(0.5- 2.5 meV). As described in Fig.19.5, the various peaks in Fig.19.9a are 
phonon loss and gain events for phonons with different o11 • The peak labelled 
2 is a spurious effect caused by a background of nonmonochromatic He atoms 
with which the He beam is polluted. These He atoms contribute a peak to the 
time-of-flight spectrum when their energy matches the condition for diffrac
tion under the given angles of incidence and observation [19.27]. The scanning 
time for the spectrum was roughly 15 s per channel. 

Figure 19.9b displays an energy loss spectrum for the clean Ni{100} surface. 
-1 -The two peaks here are phonon loss and gain at the same Q11 (1.26 A , X point). 

The scan time was 5 s per channel. Obviously, the resolution of ~0 cm-1 

(7.5 meV) is significantly worse than in the helium spectrum. This lower re-
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Fig.l9.10. Comparison of dispersion data 
obtained by He scattering and electron 
scattering 

solution is only partly compensated by the advantage of having only phonons 

of one ~I in the spectrum. 

The two methods may also be compared with respect to the accuracy with 

which they determine the dispersion relation for surface phonons. In Fig. 

19.10a,b we display data obtained by He scattering on the LiF {100} surface 

[19.3] and by electron scattering on the Ni{100} surface [19.15]. In both 

cases, the surface phonon is polarized within the sagittal plane, mainly per

pendicular to the surface. Each data point on a LiF-dispersion curve repre

sents the measured center position of a loss or gain peak in a time-of-flight 

spectrum with the ~I reduced to the first Brillouin zone. Data points for 

Ni{100} were obtained by measuring the difference between the phonon gain and 

phonon loss peak in electron energy loss spectra, such as Fig.19.9b. Consider

ing the energy resolution of the He experiments, the scatter in the data 

shown in Fig.19.10a is unexpectedly high, particularly for the low Q range. 

The reason may be a slight misalignment of the sample orientation. Since in 

helium scattering data from several Brillouin zones are collected simultan

eously, as described earlier, the technique is more sensitive to such mis

alignments. With the additional sources of error in He scattering, which are 

not present in electron scattering, the intrinsically better energy resolution 

of He scattering has not lead to a significantly better accuracy in determin

ing the dispersion curve, at least so far. 
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19. 4 Comparison of Some Experimental Results with Lattice Dynamical 

Calculations 

79. 4. 7 Surface Phonons of Clean Surfaces 

In Sect.19.2 we studied a simple lattice dynamical model which provided us 
with some qualitative insight into the surface phonon spectrum of the {100} 
surface of an fcc crystal. We now relate these considerations to experimen
tal studies on the clean Ni{100} surface. Nickel is a particularly good 
example since the bulk phonon spectrum is reasonably well described by the 
nearest-neighbor central force field used in the model. The experimental data 
shown in Fig.19.11 have been obtained using electron energy loss spectro
scopy [19.15,28]. For both directions the scattering plane was aligned with 
the sagittal plane. As shown earlier [19.14,17], only modes of even symmetry 
with respect to the sagittal plane can be observed when this plane is a sym
metry plane of the crystal, as it is here. For the <110> direction, a second 
acoustic surface phonon of odd symmetry (S1 mode) exists [19.5,14] which is, 
however, not observed. The results are compared with the theory using two 
sets of parameters. Firstly, the force constant between the atoms in the 
first and second layers k12 was assumed to be equal to the bulk constant k, 
which was rna tched to the maximum phonon frequency of ni eke 1 ( 181< = 295 em - 1). 
As can be seen from Fig.19.11, the model describes well the frequencies of 
the Rayleigh waves in the a co us tic 1 imit. As Q11 approaches the Bri 11 oui n 
zone (X or M) the Rayleigh wave becomes more and more localized to the sur
face and, therefore, sensitive to the bonds between atoms near the surface. 
We have seen in Sect.19.2 that at M the Rayleigh wave is entirely a vibra
tion of the first layer with the second at rest (Fig.19.2). At X the second 
layer participates in the motion, the amplitude, however, decays rapidly in 
deeper layers. As shown in Fig.19.11, both at X and at M the data points fall 
above the theoretical curve if one does not allow for an increased force con
stant between the farst and second nickel layer. An optimum fit to both direc
tions is obtained with k12 = 1.2 k. This corresponds to an increased bonding 
between the atoms of the first and the second layer. The result is intuitively 
appealing, as one would expect an increase in the bond strength of the back
bonds of the nickel surface atoms, as a consequence of the redu~ed coordi
nation. The increased bonding should also lead to some contraction of the 
lattice spacing between the first and second nickel layers. Indeed a 3.5% 
contraction has been observed recently using ion scattering [19.29]. With the 
force constant k12 different from the bulk, a second 1 ayer mode at 12k12 + 2k 

- -1 should also appear at M near 215 em . So far, this mode has not been clearly 
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Fig.19.11. Dispersion curves of the Rayleigh phonons of a Ni{100} surface 
along the <110> and <100> directions. The dashed line is the result of the 
lattice dynamical model, see text, with the surface force constants unchanged. 
The full line is obtained if one allows the coupling constant between the 
first and second layer to be 20% larger than in the bulk 

resolved. Here, we may recall that the resolution in electron energy loss 
spectroscopy {when applied to phonon dispersion measurement) is only 50-60 
cm-1 It is, therefore, not possible to separate the first and second layer 
modes unless one finds scattering conditions where the second layer mode ap
pears at par if not stronger than the feature from the first layer. If the 
electron undertook only single elastic scattering events, such a condition 
would never occur, since, as remarked earlier, electrons scattered from the 
second layer experience a larger attenuation. Due to multiple elastic scatter
ing, however, one might find appropriate energies and angles which bring out 
second-layer vibrational features. So far, only a broad peak centered between 
the frequency of the first and second layer mode has been observed for a few 
specific scattering conditions. From these data the frequency of the second 
layer mode could not determined. 

The contraction of the interlayer spacing and the increased coupling con

stant is probably particularly large for the relatively open {100} crystal 
face, while the effect is expected to be smaller for the {111} surfaces. Cur
rent investigations of the {111} surfaces of silver [19.22] and gold [19.30] 
using the He-beam technique will explore this same issue further. Rayleigh 
surface phonons have also been studied on the alkali halides LiF, NaF, and 
KCl, and a detailed comparison between experiment and theory has been [19.3]. 
With these materials, however, a proper lattice dynamical description is sub
stantially more complicated due to Coulomb and dipole contributions to the 
force field, and involves a number of parameters. At the surface these para-
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meters may change, but it will take more than one surface mode in one direc
tion to decipher what the changes are. Nickel provides a fortunate example 
as the lattice dynamics of the bulk and the surface is simple. 

79. 4. 2 Dispersion of Adsorbate Modes 

It appears that currently a number of adsorbate systems are being investi
gated, and by the time this publication is in print our information base will 
have greatly expanded, to which both electron energy loss spectroscopy and He 
scattering will contribute. The focus will be on higher frequency vibrations 
by the first and on the lower frequencies by the latter for reasons discussed 
in Sect.19.3. As far as the published literature is concerned, the dispersion 
of adsorbate vibrations has been measured only for two systems. In the first 
study [19.31] the dispersion of the CO-stretching frequency of CO molecules 
adsorbed on Cu{100} was measured and analyzed in terms of dipolar coupling 
between the molecules. Since dipole scattering of electrons was used in this 
study, only Q11 vectors near the r point were explored. The second study of 
adsorbate vibrations employed impact scattering of electrons in the energy 
range between 5-200 eV, and the entire dispersion curve at least in one 
crystallographic direction was measured. The study deals with the p(2 x 2) 
and c(2 x 2) ordered overlayers of oxygen on the Ni{100} surface [19.16,32]. 
Here we concentrate on the c(2 x 2) overlayer for which the dispersion is more 
interesting and a lattice dynamical analysis is also available. The experi
mental results are shown in Fig.19.12 together with the theoretical disper
sion curves. The scattering plane was aligned along the sagittal plane, as 
in previous cases. The dispersion branches are, therefore, of even symmetry. 
Oxygen on Ni{100} is assumed to reside in the fourfold hollow site which has 
c4v symmetry. The symmetry analysis of the electron energy loss spectra is 
consistent with this site. For example at Q11 = 0 only a single oxygen vibra
tion is seen at 320 cm- 1 on a well-ordered c(2 x 2) structure, which is, there
fore, assigned to the vertical A-type motion of oxygen. The parallel branch 
appears only at finite Q11 . It has a frequency of about 450 cm- 1 and is nearly 
dispersionless, while the branch arising from the vertical motion of oxygen 
near r exhibits an appreciable dispersion. The lattice dynamical calculations 
[19.33] based on central forces and nearest-neighbor interactions use the 
Fourier-transformed Green's function technique as discussed in Sect.9.2, to 
give good agreement with the observed dispersion of these modes. We refer the 
reader to [19.33] for details of the calculations and summarize only the es
sential features here. These calculations are quasianalytic, since only a 
finite number (twelve in this case) of coupled equations need be solved to ob-
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Fig.19.12. Dispersion curves of c(2 x2) oxygen 
overlayer on Ni{100} [19.32]. The two upper 
branches are oxygen modes of even symmetry with 
respect to the sagittal ({110}) plane SQanned 
by Qll and the surface normal. At rand X the 
modes are polarized strictly parallel and per
pendicular to the surface, while along the r-x 
direction the parallel and vertical motions 
couple. The acoustic branch is the ~ayleigh 
surface phonon. Its frequency near X is sub
stantially reduced, indicating a relaxation of 
the bonds between the nickel atoms in the first 
and second layers. The mode near 200 cm-1 is a 
surface resonance induced by the adsorbate 
layer. The full lines are the results of the 
lattice dynamical model as described in the 
text 

tain the displacements of the adsorbate and substrate surface layer atoms. 
The force constant for the bulk nickel atoms are obtained from a one-para
meter fit to the observed bulk phonon dispersion curve. Since the available 
ab initio calculations of the oxygen-nickel force constant [19.34] do not 
agree well with the data at the r point when oxygen atoms sit at 0.9 A above 
the nickel surface [19.12], we have assigned the value of this force constant 
such that the calculated frequency for the vibration of the oxygen atom per
pendicular to the surface near the r point (Q11 = 0) of the two-dimensional 
Brillouin zone is 310 cm-1. The vibration frequency of the oxygen atoms paral
lel to the surface is then reproduced at 450 cm-1, in accord with the experi
mental data. In fact, with the inclusion of a modest amount of oxygen-oxygen 
lateral interaction (a tenth of the oxygen-nickel interaction) the dispersion 
curves for both parallel and perpendicular vibration of oxygen atoms are in 
reasonable agreement with the experimental data, as seen in Fig.19.12. The 
value of ~01 (the second derivative of oxygen-nickel pair potential) that 
enters the calculation is 9.5 x 104 dynes/em. This leads to a force constant 
whose value lies between that in bulk NiO and the NiO molecule. Although this 
seems like a reasonable choice, it is still not clear why this force constant 

should change by almost a factor of two from its value of ~lO = 16.29 x 104 

dynes/em for the p(2 x 2) everlayer of oxygen on Ni{100}. 
In addition to the dispersion (or the lack) of the perpendicular and paral

lel modes of oxygen, two other substrate-associated features appear in the 
dispersion curves. One of them is the Rayleigh wave or the s4 mode whose dis
persion for the clean Ni{100} surface has been discussed previously in this 
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section. The astonishing point about its dispersion, in the presence of an 
adsorbate like oxygen, is that at the X point (the zone boundary) its fre-

-1 -1 quency drops to about 80 em from a clean surface value of 135 em . Since 
at the zone boundary this mode is most sensitive to the coupling between the 
first and second layer nickels atoms, this drastic reduction in the frequency 
of this mode can be accounted for, in our calculations, by assuming a reduc
tion in the force constant between the first and second layer nickel atoms 
by 70% of its value in the bulk. 

Finally, there is the feature around 200 cm- 1, with a small amount of dis
persion, which disappears at about quarter of the way to the zone boundary 
(X point). This is a surface resonance mode of the adsorbate-substrate com
bined motion, as encountered before [19.12]. Near the zone center the motions 
of oxygen and nickel atoms associated with this mode are parallel to the sur
face. If the force constant between the first and second layer of nickel 
atoms is taken to be the same as its value in the bulk crystal, this mode ex
tends, in the calculations, all the way to the zone boundary. The fact that 
the surface resonance mode disappears around the same region in the theoreti
cal calculations as in the data when the interlayer force constant is reduced 
from the bulk value strengthens our proposal of the outward relaxation of the 
nickel surface layer in the presence of c(2 x 2) oxygen overlayer. Thus, for 
the clean Ni{100} surface, agreement between theory and experiment for the 
dispersi,on of the s4 mode suggests a stiffening of the interlayer force con
stant by 20%, leading to an inward relaxation of the surface atoms, while 
with a c(2 x2) oxygen overlayer on the same surface a softening of this force 
constant, implying an outward relaxation, is proposed. These conclusions are 
in qualitative agreement with recent ion scattering data [19.29]. 
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20. Intrinsic and Extrinsic Surface Electronic States 
of Semiconductors * 

J.D.Dow, R.E.Allen, and O.F. Sankey 

With 10 Figures 

20. 1 Introduction 

In the bulk of a tetrahedral semiconductor, a single substitutional s-p bonded 
impurity or vacancy will ordinarily produce four "deep" levels with energies 
near the fundamental band gap: ones-like (A1) and three p-like (T2) [20.1). 
These deep levels may lie within the fundamental band gap, in which case they 
are conventional deep levels, or they may lie within either the conduction 
or the valence band as "deep resonances." A sheet of N vacancies produces 4N 
such deep levels-namely, the intrinsic surface-state energy bands, which 
may or may not overlap the fundamental gap (to a first approximation, inser
tion of a sheet of vacancies is equivalent to creating a surface). 

Intrinsic surface states share underlying physical principles with deep 
impurities because they too result from localized perturbations of a semicon
ductor [20.2), and so their energies can be predicted by extending to sur
faces ideas developed by Hjalmarson et al. [20.1) for the deep impurity 
problem. This has been done by several authors [20.3-12), most notably by 
Allen and co-workers [20.13-17). 

Extrinsic and native-defect surface states are also governed by similar 
physical principles, and are especially interesting in the light of the 
Schottky barrier problem: Bardeen showed that modest densities of surface 
states on a semiconductor can "pin" the Fermi level [20.18), forming a Schott
ky barrier. The bulk Fermi energies of the semiconductor, the metal, and the 
semiconductor surface must align (Fig.20.1). If the semiconductor is heavily 
doped n-type, the surface Fermi energy is approximately the energy of the 
lowest empty surface state. The bands bend to accommodate this alignment of 
Fermi levels, forming the Schottky barrier. Thus the Schottky barrier height 
is given by the energy of the lowest naturally empty surface state, relative 
to the conduction band edge. In 1979 Spicer et al. proposed that the Bardeen 

*We are grateful to the U.S. Army Research Office and the U.S. Office of Na
val Research for supporting this work (Contract Nos. DAAG29-83-K-0122, 
N00014-84-K-0352, and N00014-82-K-0447). 
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Fig.20.1. Fermi-level pinning. 
Band edges of the bulk semiconduc
tor and the semiconductor surface, 
and the Fermi energy of the metal, 
the surface of the semiconductor, 
and the semiconductor are all shown 
as functions of position. The 
lowest energy surface-defect level 
that is not fully occupied (before 
charge is allowed to flow) is de
noted by an open circle . This level 
and the Fermi levels of the n-type 
semiconductor and the metal align 

surface states responsible for pinning the Fermi energy are due to native 
defects [20.18-22]. 

Surface core excitons are similar to surface defect states, as can be seen 
by using the optical alchemy approximation [20 . 23] or the Z + 1 rule [20 .24]. 
Consider core excitation of a Ga atom at the surface of GaAs; the radius of 
the core hole is sufficiently small so that the hole can be assumed to have 
zero radius (i .e., the hole is equivalent to an extra proton in the nucleus). 
Thus the core-excited electron feels the potential of an atom whose atomic 
charge Z is greater than that of Ga by unity, namely Ge. The Ga core exciton 
spectrum is then approximately the same as the spectrum of a Ge impurity on 
a Ga site. Hence the core exciton states in semiconductors can be either 
"shallow" (Wannier-Mott excitons) or "deep" (Hjalmarson-Frenkel excitons), 
as is the case for impurity states. The deep Hjalmarson-Frenkel excitons are 
similar to the surface deep levels associated with impurities. 

In this paper we show that the physics of deep impurity levels, intrinsic 
surface states, surface impurity states, Schottky barriers, and Hjalmarson
Frenkel core excitons are all similar . 

20. 2 Deep Defect Levels at the Surface: Schottky Barriers and Fermi

Level Pinning 

The basic physics of most Schottky barriers can be explained in terms of the 
Fermi-level pinning idea of Bardeen [20 . 18] : The Fermi energies of the me
tal, the bulk semiconductor, and the semiconductor surface all align in 
electronic equilibrium. For a degenerately doped n-type semiconductor at low 
temperature with a distribution of electronic states at the surface , the 
Fermi level of the neutral surface is approximately equal to the energy of 
the lowest states that are not fully occupied by electrons. Electrons dif
fuse, causing band bending near the semiconductor surface, until the surface 
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Fermi energy aligns with the Fermi levels of the bulk semiconductor and the 
metal. This results in the formation of a potential barrier between the 
semiconductor and the metal, the Schottky barrier (Fig.20.1). For ann-type 
semiconductor, the Schottky barrier height is essentially the energy separ
ation between the surface state that represents the Fermi level and the con
duction band edge. For a p-type semiconductor, the barrier height is the 
energy of the highest occupied electronic state of the neutral surface, re
lative to the valence band maximum. Thus the problem of determining Schottky 
barrier heights is reduced to obtaining the energy levels of the surface 
states responsible for the Fermi-level pinning. 

In his original article, Bardeen focused his attention on intrinsic semi
conductor surface states as the most likely candidates for Fermi-level pin
ning. But he also pointed out that deep levels in the gap associated with 
impurities or native surface defects could be responsible for the phenomenon. 

Following Bardeen's work, a major advance occurred as a result of the ex
periments of Mead and Spitzer [20.25] who determined the Schottky barrier 
heights of many semiconductors, both n-type and p-type. Most of those old 
data have been confirmed by modern measurements taken under much more favor
able experimental conditions. However, after this work, the Schottky barrier 
problem was widely regarded as understood [20.26] in terms of concepts quite 
different from Fermi-level pinning. 

Recently Spicer and co-workers have revived the Fermi-level pinning model 
and have argued that pinning is accomplished by native defects at or near the 
surface. Their picture is that during the deposition of the metal, native de
fects are created at or near the semiconductor/metal interface, and that these 
semiconductor surface defects produce deep levels in the band gap that are 
responsible for Fermi-level pinning. 

Spicer's viewpoint has been contested by BriZZson and co-workers [20.27], 
who have emphasized the importance of chemical reactivity on barrier height. 
The Brillson viewpoint gains support from the observation of well-defined 
chemical trends in the variation of barrier height with the heat of reaction 
of the metal/semiconductor interface, as shown for n-InP by WiZZiams et al. 
[20.28-30] (Fig.20.2). We believe, however, that the Spicer and Brillson view
points can be reconciled (see below). 

Daw et al. [20.31] proposed that free surface vacancies account for some 
of the observed Schottky barrier heights in III-V semiconductors. Allen and 
co-workers have argued that antisite defects [20.32-36] ''sheltered" [20.37] 
at the surface pin the Fermi energy for most Schottky barriers between III-V 

semiconductors and nonreactive metals, but that vacancies become the dominant 
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gy of n-type lnP versus heat 
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metals Ni, Fe, Al, Cu, Ag, 
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( eV/metal atom l Pin), and the extrinsic im-
purities S on a P site (Sp) and Sn on a surface In site (Sn1nl are given at 
the right. The n-lnP data can be interpreted as follows: nonreactive metals 
produce only antisite defects as the dominant defects; reactive metals and 
treatment of the surface with oxygen and Cl produce P vacancies. Treatments 
with Sn and S produce surface Sn1n and Sp as dominant defects, respectively 

pinning defect when the metal is reactive [20.36]. Thus the Brillson reac
tivity picture can be unified with Spicer's Fermi-level pinning picture: the 
chemical reaction merely changes the dominant pinning defect. The experimen
tal results of Mead and Spitzer [20.25], Wieder [20.38-40], WiZZiams 

[20.28-30], Monch [20.41-45], their co-workers, and many others support this 
general viewpoint. 

Moreover, the connection between the Schottky barriers formed at Si inter
faces with transition metal silicides and the barriers between 111-V semi
conductors and metals appears to be provided by the recent work of Sankey et 
al. [20.46]: Fermi-level pinning can account for the silicide data as well. 
Thus a single unifying picture of Schottky barrier heights in 111-V and homo
polar semiconductors appears to be emerging. And although this Fermi-level 
pinning picture is no doubt oversimplified, it does provide a simple expla
nation of the first-order physics determining Schottky barrier heights, and 
how the physics changes when the dominant defect switches as a result of chemi
cal reactivity. 

It appears unlikely, however, that the Fermi-level pinning mechanism of 
Schottky barrier formation is universal. Layered semiconductors interfaced 

with non-reactive metals appear not to exhibit Fermi-level pinning, but 
rather seem to obey the original Schottky model [20.30]. This is probably 

because their surfaces are relatively impervious to defects and do not have 

defect levels in the band gap. 
The Fermi-level pinning mechanism of Schottky barrier formation has the 

·most advocates for the III-V semiconductor class, such as GaAs and InP. How
ever, even for these materials there are other proposed mechanisms for Schottky 
barrier formation, most notably those of Freeouf [20.47] and Ludeke [20.48]. 
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Studies of Si, especially Si/transition-metal silicide interfaces, have 
focused on the role of the silicide in Schottky barrier formation [20.49], 
in contrast to the studies of III-V semiconductors. Prior to the recent work 
of Sankey et al. [20.46], it was widely believed that Fermi-level pinning 
was not responsible for the Schottky barrier at these silicide interfaces. 

Thus the present state of the field is that Fermi-level pinning has its 
advocates for some semiconductors, but is not generally accepted as a univer
sal mechanism of Schottky barrier formation, especially at Si/transition-me
tal silicide interfaces. 

A central point of this paper is the Fermi-level pinning can explain an 
enormously wide range of phenomena relevant to Schottky barrier formation in 
III-V semiconductors and in Si- which no other existing model can do. In 
fact, the authors believe that Fermi-level pinning by native defects is res
ponsible for the Schottky barrier formation in III-V semiconductors and in 
Si. 

Our approach to the problem is simple: we calculate deep levels of defects 
at surfaces and interfaces, and we use these calculations to interpret exist
ing data in terms of the Fermi 4evel pinning model. To illustrate our approach, 
we first consider the Si/transition-metal silicide interface and Fermi-level 
pinning by dangling bonds, as suggested by Sankey et al. [20.46]. 

20. 2. 7 Si /Transition-Metal Silicide Schottky Barriers 

A successful theory of Si/transition-metal silicide Schottky barrier heights 
must answer the following questions. (a) How are the Schottky barrier heights 
at Si/transition-metal silicide interfaces related to those at interfaces of 
III-V semiconductors with metals and oxides? (b) Why is it that Schottky bar
rier heights of Si with different transition metals do not differ by ~1 eV, 
although changes of silicide electronic structure on this scale are known to 
occur [20.50]? (c) What is the explanation of the weak chemical trends that 
occur on a ~.1 eV scale [20.50]? (d) Why are the Schottky barrier heights 
of silicides with completely different stoichiometries, such as Ni 2Si, NiSi, 
and NiSi 2, equal to within ~0.03 eV? (e) Why are the Schottky barrier heights 

only weakly dependent on the silicide crystal structure? (f) Why is it that 
barriers form with less than a monolayer of silicide coverage? (g) Why do 
the Schottky barrier heights for n- and p-Si very nearly add up to the band 
gap of Si? (h) What role do the d electrons of the transition metal play in 
Schottky barrier formation? 
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The answers to these questions are simple and straightforward, if one 
proposes (as Sankey et al. [20.46] have done) that the Si/transition-metal 
silicide Schottky barriers are a result of Fermi-level pinning by Si dangling 
bonds at the Si/transitioiT metal silicide interface. (a) The Fermi-level pin
ning idea unifies the Si/transition-metdl silicide Schottky barriers with 
those found for III-V semiconductors. (b) The independence of the Schottky 
barrier heights of the transition-metal silicide comes from the fact that the 
causative agent, the Si dangling bond, is associated with the Si, and not 
with the silicide or transition metal. (c) The weak chemical trends in bar
rier heights occur because the different transition-metal silicides repel the 
Si dangling bond wave function somewhat differently, causing it to lie more 
or less in the Si. (d,e) The Schottky barrier heights vary very little with 
silicide stoichiometry and silicide crystal structure because the Si dang
ling-bond level is "deep-level pinned" in the sense of HjaZmarson et al. 
[20.1]: a large change in defect potential produces only a small change in 
the deep level responsible for Fermi-level pinning. The transition metal atoms 
act as inert encapsulants with the electronic properties of vacancies, be
cause their energy levels are out of resonance with the Si. (f) Submonolayer 
barrier formation occurs because the Si dangling-bond defect responsible for 
the Fermi-level pinning is a localized defect that forms before a full inter
face is formed. (g) The Schottky barrier heights for n-Si and p-Si add up to 
the band gap because (in a one-electron approximation) the pinning level as
sociated with the neutral Si dangling bond at the interface is occupied by 
one electron, and so can accept either an electron or a hole: it provides 
the surface Fermi level for both electrons and holes--both the lowest par
tially empty state and the highest partially filled state. (h) The d elec
trons of the transition metal atoms play no essential role in the transition
metal silicide Schottky barrier formation, except to determine the occupancy 
of the Si dangling bond deep level; they are out of resonance with the Si at 

the interface. 

The physics of the Si dangling-bond, Fermi-level pinning mechanism is con
tained in the very simple model presented by Sankey et al. [20.46]: to a good 
approximation, a Si dangling bond at a Si/transition-metal silicide interface 
is the same as a vacancy in bulk Si with three of its four neighbors replaced 
by transition-metal atoms. To illustrate this physical concept, consider 
first a vacancy in bulk Si. This defect produces four deep levels near the 
band gap: a nondegenerate A1 or s-like level deep in the valence band (a "deep 
resonance") and a threefold degenerate T2 level in the band gap. The Si dang
ling bond defect at a Si/transition-metal silicide interface differs for the 
bulk Si vacancy in two ways: (a) some of the nearest neighbors of the inter-
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by one Si atom and three X atoms, as a function of the defect potential V, 
normalized to the Ni defect potential [20.46]. For V=O, the X atoms are Si; 
for V = VNi, the X atoms are Ni. The parent levels of the isolated Si vacancy 
are shown for V =0. The experimental Fermi-level pinning position for NiSi2, 
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Fig.20.4. One type of interfacial vacancy "sheltering" a Si dangling bond 
[20.46]. The geometry is that determined for the NiSi2/Si{lll} interface in 
[20.52] 

facial vacancy are transition-metal atoms rather than Si atoms; and (b) more 
distant neighbors are also different atoms at different positions-but the 
experimental fact that Schottky barriers form at submonolayer coverages sug
gests that these differences in remote atoms are unimportant. Thus we can 
imagine constructing the Fermi-level pinning defect by slowly changing some 
of the Si atoms adjacent to a bulk Si vacancy into transition-metal atoms 
(Fig.20.3). 

To be specific we consider a Si/NiSi 2 interface, with a missing Si-bridge 
atom. Thus (Fig.20.4) the Si bond dangles into the vacancy left by the remo
val of the Si bridge atom; this vacancy is surrounded by one Si atom and three 
Ni atoms. 

How are the Ni atoms different from Si? First, their s and p orbital ener
gies lie well above those of Si. Second, they each have an additional d orbi
tal, with an energy that lies well below the Si s and p orbital energies 
(which is not particularly relevant here). The very positive Ni sand p ener
gies act as a repulsive potential barrier to electrons, repelling the Si dang
ling bond electron from their vicinity in the silicide and forcing it to re
side almost exclusively in the Si. 

The effect of this positive potential barrier due to the Ni-Si difference, 
as it is turned on slowly in our imagination, is to drive the levels of the 
bulk vacancy upward in energy. In fact, for Ni, the potential is sufficiently 
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positive to drive the T2 bulk-Si vacancy level out of the gap into the con

duction band. At the same time, the A1 deep resonance of the Si bulk vacancy 

is also driven upward. For sufficiently large and positive potential, it 

pops into the fundamental band gap. 

The A1-derived level cannot be driven all the way through the gap by the 

potential though, because an (approximate) level-crossing theorem prevents 

this. A simple way to see that there is an upper bound within the gap for 

the perturbed A1 level is to consider a paired defect of a vacancy VSi with 

a neighboring atom X. If the atom X is Si, then the defect levels are the 

A1 (s-like) valence band resonance and T2 (p-like) band-gap deep level of 

the bulk Si vacancy. However, A1 and T2 are not good symmetries of the (VSi'X) 

pair; the A1 level becomes o bonded and the T2 level produces one a-bonded 

and two rr-bonded orbitals, with the o bond oriented along the (VSi'X) axis, 

and with the rr bonds perpendicular to it. Thus the unperturbed (X =Si) o 

levels of the (VSi'X) pair are the A1 and T2 bulk Si vacancy levels. The 

interlacing or no-crossing theorem [20.53] states that a perturbation cannot 

move a level further than the distance to the nearest unperturbed level. (It 

applies only approximately here.) Hence no matter how electropositive X is, 

the (VSi'X) level derived from the Si vacancy A1 level cannot lie above the 

Si vacancy T2 level. These considerations for general (VSi ,X) pairs hold for 

the specific case of (VSi'Ni) pairs, and carry over to the dangling bond de

fect at the Si/transition-metal silicide interface, which is a vacancy sur

rounded by three Ni atoms and one Si. Thus the dangling-bond A1 deep level 

is ''deep-level pinned" (as distinct from Fermi-level pinned) in the sense 

of Hjalmarson et al. [20.1], and is insensitive to even major changes in the 

nearby transition-metal atoms. To a good approximation, the nearby-transi

tion-metal atoms have the same effect as vacancies (which can be simulated 

[20.54] by letting the orbital energies of the transition-metal atoms ap

proach+=, thereby decoupling the atoms from the semiconductor). 

Thus the work of Sankey et al. [20.46] not only provides an explanation 

of the Si/transition-metal silicide Schottky barriers, it explains why cal

culations for defects at a free surface can often provide a very good de

scription of the physics of Schottky barriers: the defects at interfaces 

are "sheltered" [20.37] or encapsulated by vacancies or by metal atoms that 

have orbital energies out of resonance with the semiconductor atoms; because 

of the deep-level pinning, the free-surface defects (which can be thought 

of as encapsulated by vacancies) have almost the same energies as the ac

tual interfacial defects. 
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20. 2. 2 111-V Schottky Barriers 

The Fermi-level pinning story for Si/transition-metal silicides holds for 
SchottkY barriers formed on III-V semiconductors as well. Here we summarize 
the main predictions of the theory. 

The basic approach of the theory was to calculate the energy levels in the 
band gap of thirty s- and p-bonded substitutional point defects at the re
laxed [20.55,64] {110} surfaces of III-V semiconductors. With these results 
in hand, Allen et al. examined Schottky barrier data in the context of Fermi
level pinning and eliminated from consideration all defects that produced 
levels considerably farther than ~.5 eV (the theoretical uncertainty) from 
the observed pinning levels. Interstitial defects were not considered; they 
have less of a tendency [20.56] to exhibit the deep-level pinning that may 
be associated with the experimental fact that different metals produce simi
lar Schottky barrier heights. Moreover, extended defects were not considered 
initially, because it is known that paired-defect spectra are intimately re
lated and similar to isolated-defect spectra [20.57]. (A more complete the
ory of Fermi-level pinning by paired defects, especially in GaSb where va
cancy-antisite pairs are important, is in preparation.) For clean semicon
ductors, the native substitutional defects potentially responsible for the 
commonly observed Fermi-level pinning are vacancies and antisite defects 
(anions on cation sites or cations on anion sites). 

In GaAs, the defects proposed by AZZen et al. [20.32] as responsible for 
Fermi-level pinning and Schottky barrier formation are the antisite defects. 
The cation-on-the-As-site defect accounts for trends with alloy composition 
of the Schottky barrier heights of n-type In 1 Ga As and Ga1 Al As alloys -x x -y y 
(Fig.20.5). The Fermi-level pinning of p-InAs [20.59], which shows quite dif-
ferent alloy dependences [20.60], is also explained. 

This picture of Fermi-level pinning has been confirmed recently by Monah 

and associates, who annealed Schottky barriers and showed that the Fermi-level 
pinning abruptly changed at the same temperature that the bulk (and presum
ably also the surface) antisite defect is known to anneal [20.61]. 

An even more interesting material is InP, because its Schottky barrier ap
pears to depend on the heat of reaction of the interface [20.28-30]. This can 
be readily explained [20.36], however, in terms of switching of the dominant 
Fermi-level pinning defect from an antisite defect for nonreactive metals to 
a vacancy for reactive metals (Fig.20.2). 

Moreover, surface treatments are known to alter the Schottky barrier height 
of n-InP in a manner that can be easily understood in terms of the theory 
[20.36]: surface treatments with Sn or S produce shallow donor levels asso-
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ciated with Snin or Sp at the surface, and these levels pin the surface 
Fermi energy for contacts between n-InP and the nonreactive noble metals. 
Likewise 0 and Cl treatments lead to reactions with P that leave P vacan
cies, so that the surface Fermi-level of treated n-InP interfaced with non
reactive metals lies near the conduction band edge-as though the metals 
were reactive. 

Thus the Fermi-level pinning idea appears to provide a simple and uni
fying understanding of a wide variety of Schottky barrier data in common 
semiconductors. 

20. 3 Intrinsic Surface States 

The calculations of surface defect levels for the Schottky barrier problem 
can be checked by simultaneously calculating surface state energies and com
paring them with the considerable body of available data. The theory under
lying surface state calculations is basically the same as that for bulk 
point defects or surface defects. It is quite simple, and requires only 
(a) the well-established empirical tight-binding Hamiltonian of the semi
conductor [20.62] (the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian exhibit manifest 
chemical trends from one semiconductor to another), and (b) knowledge of the 
positions of the atoms at the surface. Thus a reliable treatment of the sur
face states of a semiconductor requires an adequate model of the geometrical 
structure of the surface. At present, no semiconductor surface structures 
are beyond controversy [20.63], but two seem to be rather well accepted; 
the {110} surface structure of III-V and II-VI semiconductors with zinc 
blende crystal structure [20.55,64-66], and the {10l0} surface structure of 
II-VI semiconductors with wurtzite structure [20.65]. In particular, {110} 
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zinc blende surfaces are characterized by an outward, almost-rigid-rotation 
relaxation of the anion (e.g., As in GaAs), with the bond between surface 
anion and surface cation rotating through about 27° (III-V's) or 33° (II-VI's), 
and with small bond length changes and subsurface relaxations. 

20. 3. 7 {770} Surfaces of 111-V and II-VI Zinc 8/ende Semiconductors 

During the past five years, a number of groups have reported experimental 
and theoretical studies of intrinsic surface states at {110} zinc blende 
surfaces [20.3-17,67-76]. In Fig.20.6, we show the most recent calculation 
for the dispersion curves E(k) at the GaAs {110} surface [20.14], together 
with the measured surface state energies of Williams et al. [20.68] and of 
Huijser et al. [20.6g]. The calculation employs the ten-band sp3s* empiri
cal tight-binding model of Vogl et al. [20.62]. The agreement between theory 
and experiment is excellent. For example, along the symmetry lines X'M and 
MX (i.e., the boundary of the surface Brillouin zone), the uppermost branch 
of observed states appears to be explained by A5, the next branch by the 
overlapping resonances A4 and Az, and the three lower branches by Ai, A3, 
and c2. Here "A" and "C" refer to states localized primarily on anion and 
cation sites, respectively. A detailed comparison with previous theoretical 
studies of the GaAs {110} surface is given in [20.14]. The primary additional 
features are (i) the states A1 -A5 and c1-c4 (in the notation of [20. 7]) 
were located as bound states or resonances at all planar wave vectors k 
along the symmetry lines of the surface Brillouin zone, and (ii) two "new" 
resonances Ai and Az were found. (The branch Ai was reported in [20.5.77], 
but not in the other theoretical studies. The branch Az had not been pre
viously reported.) The discovery of this additional resonant structure is 
apparently due to the "effective Hamiltonian" technique [20.14], which faci
litates calculations of bound states and resonances. 

In Fig.20.7, the theoretical dispersion curves of Beres et al. [20.14] 
are shown for the {110} surface of ZnSe, together with the measured surface 
state energies reported by Ebina et al. [20.11]. Again, the agreement be
tween theory and experiment is quite satisfactory, being a few tenths of 
one eV near the band gap, and larger for more distant states. Some apparent 
discrepancies [20.11] between experiment and previous theory were found to 
be resolved by a more complete treatment of the resonances, using the ap
proach described above. 

Surface state dispersion relations have also been calculated for GaP, 
GaSb, InP, InAs, InSb, AlP, AlAs, AlSb, and ZnTe [20.14-17]. In none of the 
direct-gap materials were intrinsic surface states found within the band gap. 
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However, GaP was found to have a band of unoccupied surface states that 
overlaps the fundamental band gap and extends below the bulk conduction 
band edge. This is in accord with the experimental facts: of these semicon
ductors only GaP has surface states in the gap [20.18,69-73]. Of the remain
ing indirect-gap materials, the theory indicates that intrinsic surface 
states may be observable near the top of the band gap in the indirect-gap 
Al-V compounds [20.16], although the theory is not sufficiently accurate to 
predict unequivocally that the states will lie within the gap. 

20. 3. 2 Si{100} ( 2 x 7} Intrinsic Surface States 

After many years of intensive study by numerous groups, there is still con
troversy over the geometrical structures of the most thoroughly studied 
semiconductor surfaces: Si{100} (2 x 1) and Si{111} (2 x 1). For example, four 
groups have recently given arguments for antiferromagnetic ordering of Si 
{111} surfaces [20.78], whereas Pandey has proposed replacing the conven
tional buckling model [20.79-81] of Si{lll} (2 x 1) by a {110}-like chain 
model [20.82]. 

For Si{100}, arguments have recently been presented [20.83-85] against 
the (2 x 1) asymmetric dimer model of Chadi [20.86]. (In the asymmetric dimer 
model, adjacent rows of surface atoms dimerize, forming a pattern of paired 
atomic rows on the surface.) The most telling of these arguments involves 
the apparent disagreement between angle-resolved photoemission measurements 
of the surface-state dispersion curves [20.90,91] and theoretical calcula
tions of these dispersion curves with conventional models of the electronic 
structure as applied to the asymmetric dimer geometry [20.86,87]. 

Very recently, two new calculations have been performed independently 
with improved models of the electronic structure [20.88,89]. The same con-

-2 

r J 
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I (bulk [010] d irectian) 

---~- Uhrberg e\ al. 

rather than along the symmetry liner to J•. 
conduction band edges 

Fig.20.8. Dispersion curves for 
surface states and surface re
sonances at the {100} (2 x 1) 
surface of Si [20.88]. Energy E 
is shown as a function of the 
planar wave vector k around the 
symmetry lines of the surface 
Brillouin zone. Solid lines re
present results of the present 
calculations; dashed lines are 
measurements from [20.90] and 
the dotted line from [20.91], 
which were taken from r to J•, 
along the {010} direction, 
Ev and Ec are the Si valence and 
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elusion was reached in both of these studies: the electronic structure cal
culated for the asymmetric dimer model is in agreement with the measurements. 
This is illustrated in Fig.20.8 [20.48], where both the theoretical bandwidth 
of 0.65 eV and the detailed variation with the planar wave vector k agree 
excellent with the experimental dispersion curves. In addition, there is 
quite satisfactory agreement between the theoretical surface band gaps and 
the 0.6 eV gap measured by Moneh et al. [20.92]. 

20.4 Surface Core Exciton States 

The same calculations that predict native-defect surface deep levels for 
the Schottky barrier problem also yield surface core exciton energies, be
cause the optical alchemy or Z +1 rule states that the Hjalmarson-Frenkel 
core exciton energies are the energies of "impurities" that are immediately 
to the right in the periodic table of the core-excited atom [20.23,24]. Thus 
core-excited Ga produces a "Ge defect" and core-excited In yields "Sn.~ 

In Figs.20.9,10, the theoretical exciton energies for the {110} surfaces 
of the Ga-V and In-V compounds are compared with experiment [20.58]. Note 
that the experimental and theoretical exciton levels for InAs and InSb lie 
above the conduction band edge, as resonances rather than as bound states. 
In the present theory this result has a simple physical interpretation: like 
a deep impurity state, the Hjalmarson-Frenkel exciton energy is determined 
primarily by the high density-of-state regions of the bulk band structure. 
There is only a small density of states near the low-lying direct conduction 
band minimum (corresponding to the r point of the Brillouin zone), but a 
large density of states near the higher, indirect X minima. Thus the conduc
tion band minimum near r has relatively little influence on the position of 
the exciton. 

The surface Hjalmarson-Frenkel core excitons have also been calculated 
for the {110} surface of ZnSe and ZnTe [20.94] and agree well with the 
measurements [20.95]. We conclude that the present theoretical framework 
does a good job of explaining the basic physics of the "deep" Hjalmarson
Frenkel core excitons, whether bound states or resonances. 

20.5 Unified Picture 

Thus, one interlocking theoretical framework successfully predicts the cor
rect physics of (a) surface deep defect levels and Schottky barrier heights, 
(b) intrinsic surface states, and (c) Hjalmarson-Frenkel core exciton states. 
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21. Work Function and Band Bending at Semiconductor 
Surfaces 

W.Monch 

With 16 Figures 

21. 1 Introduction 

Electrons are bound to solids, and thus energy is required to remove them 
from the solid. Usually, the difference between the potential energy "just 
outside" and the electrochemical potential or the Fermi energy inside the 
solid is defined as the work function: 

( 21.1) 

As a surface property, the work function determines the functioning of such 
devices as thermal, field-effect and photocathodes. 

A quantum-mechanical theory of the work function should take into account 
the lattice positions of all the positive ions and the n-1 remaining electrons 
and also include properly all many-body effects. Solutions of this problem 
are based on simplifying assumptions and approximations. Simple metals have 
been modelled by a gas of nearly free electrons embedded in an uniform back
ground of positive charge abruptly terminated at the surface. In a somewhat 
more realistic approach this model has been improved by representing the ef
fect of the metal ions by a pseudopotential. The calculated values of the 
work function deviate from the experimental data by only 5% to 10% [21.1]. 
However, such simple theories cannot be applied to transition metals because 
of the highly localised d electrons. 

With semiconductors the difficulties in calculating the work function be
come even more severe since the valence electrons are concentrated in the 
bonds and are thus far from being uniformly distributed. Furthermore, semi
conductor surfaces are reconstructed [21.2-4]: the surface planes are not 
only relaxed inward -as observed with meta 1 s, too- but the surface a toms are 
not arranged as in a bulk plane, and as a result the surface unit mesh is 
usually larger than the mesh of a corresponding bulk plane. The most promi
nent examples are the Si {111} 2 x 1 and 7 x 7 structures whose surface unit 
meshes measure twice and 49 times, respectively, the size of a unit mesh in 
a bulk {111} plane. The geometry of the metastable Si{111} 2 x 1 cleavage 
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structure is debated again; none of the many proposals regarding the stable 

7 x 7 structure is generally accepted at present [21. 2,3 ,5]. However, the 

atomic arrangements in the SHOOl} 2 x 1 surface and in the cleaved{llO} sur

faces of most III-V compounds are well established by now. We shall return 

to this topic in Sects.21.3,4 where we shall discuss the orientational and 

chemical trends of the work function observed with clean semiconductor 

surfaces. 

For many semiconductors the band structure of the electronic surface 

states has been theoretically calculated taking into account the real arrange

ments of the surface atoms [21.6]. Good agreement has been achieved with the 

energy dispersion curves of the surface states as determined by angle-re

solved ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (ARUPS). However, most of these 

theoretical approaches have not been concerned with the absolute energies 

of the surface states with respect to the vacuum level but only with their 

position relative to the edges of the bulk bands. Therefore, no systematic 

calculations of the work function are available which consider the real ge

ometry of semiconductor surfaces. Only occasionally has the work function 

been evaluated in such studies. However, simple LCAO approaches provide in

sight into chemical trends although no exact values of the work function 

are obtained [21.7]. This will be discussed in Sect.21.3. 

Semiconductor surfaces-and this has been known for a long time-exhibit 

surface states. When their energy levels are located within the bulk energy 

gap, i.e., between the valence-band maximum and the bottom of the conduc

tion band, their occupation varies as a function of the position of the band 

edges, and by this of the surface states, relative to the Fermi level at the 

surface. To maintain charge neutrality at the surface, an excess charge in 

surface states has to be balanced by a space charge below the semiconductor 

surface: 

(21.2) 

This is illustrated in Fig.21.1 which shows a simple energy diagram at the 

surface of an n-type semiconductor containing accepton type surface states. 

Such surface states are neutral or charged negatively if their energy levels 

are above or below the Fermi level. A negative charge in the surface states 

needs a compensating positive space charge which is provided by positively 

charged donors below the surface, i.e., the space-charge layer is depleted 

of electrons. The associated band bending is calculated by solving Poisson's 

equation. For a detailed and complete discussion the reader is referred to 

[21.8,9]. 
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Fig.21.1. Energy-level diagram at the 
surface of an n-type semiconductor 

Consequently, the work function of a semiconductor may be written as 

for n-type and (21.3a) 

I - e IV I - W 0 s p 
for p-type (21.3b) 

semi conductors. The distance Wn = Ecb - EF or ~lp = EF - Evb of the nearest band 
edge in the bulk to the Fermi level may be calculated from the doping. The 
surface band-bending, e01Vsl = IEvs -Evbl, is determined by the energy dis
tribution of the surface states and also the bulk doping level. The ionis
ation energy I= Evac- Evs contains the contribution of the surface dipole. 
Variations of the surface band-bending, observed with different reconstruc
tions or caused by adsorbates, for example, immediately indicate changes in 
the spectrum of the surface states. An altered ionisation energy, on the 
other hand, reveals new contributions to the surface dipole. Examples of both 
effects are discussed in Sect.21.6. 

Changes of the work function can be measured very precisely, locally re
solved and without any damage to the surface by the Kelvin method [21.10]. 
The ionisation energy and the band bending, on the other hand, may be deter
mined from photoemission spectra. Data obtained by both experimental tech
niques will be discussed here. For experimental details the reader is re
ferred to the references cited and to the review [21.11]. 
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21.2 Temperature Dependence of the Work Function 

With semiconductors the surface terms, ionisation energy and surface band 

bending, as well as the bulk terms, width of the band gap and position of 

the band edges relative to the Fermi level, may contribute to variations of 

the work function with temperature. As an example, we discuss the tempera

ture dependence of the work function measured with clean, cleaved GaAs{110} 

surfaces. Some of the experimental results are displayed in Figs.21.2,3. 

Let us first analyse the data given in Fig.21.2 for a p-type sample 

[21.12]. The temperature variation of the bulk contribution Wp to the work 

function can be easily calculated from semiconductor statistics. In case 

all acceptors are ionised in a non-degenerately doped p-type sample, the 

hole concentration pb is independent of temperature, and we obtain 

NV 
Wp = EF - Evb = -k8T ln pb , (21.4) 

where Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band. The dashed 

line in Fig. 21.2 gives this temperature dependence of EF - Evb for the sample 

used. Up to 350°C the work function obviously decreases as the distance be

tween the Fermi level and the valence-band maximum increases. Following 

(21.3b) this behaviour suggests that the ionisation energy remains unchanged 

and the bands are flat up to the surface in this temperature range. Above 

350°C the work function approaches a constant value, or, in other words, the 
Fermi level becomes pinned within the band gap, and band bending develops. 

On GaAs{110} surfaces cleaved from p-type samples, surface states are thus 

present that are neutral up to 350°C and become noticeably charged above that 
temperature. These surface states have to be acceptor type, and a rough es

timate places them by 0.3 eV +4 k8T = 0.5 eV above the top of the valence 

band. 
Such acceptor-type surface states should cause band bending at surfaces 

cleaved from n-type samples, and as Fig.21.3 shows this has indeed been ob

served [21.13]. Work function topographs measured by scanning surfaces with 

Kelvin probes have demonstrated that on n-type samples the work function may 

vary by up to 0.8 eV correlated with the local quality of the cleave, while 

on p-type crystals it is constant to within 50 meV although the cleaves are 

not perfect either [21.12,14,15]. The work functions measured on the most 

flat areas of n- and p-type samples differ by the band-gap energy minus the 

particular distances of the Fermi level to the conduction- and the valence

band edges, respectively. This proves the bands to be flat up to the surface 

on such regions, not only on p- but also on n-type samples, and thus indi-
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Fig.21 . 2. Temperature 
dependence of the work 
function of a {110} 
surface cleaved from 
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respectively . The 
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level to the valence
band maximum in the 
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Fig.21.3. Correlation of contact po
tential differences measured at 100 
and 300 K with si x di f ferently step
ped {110} surfaces cleaved from an 
n-type GaAs bar [21.13] 

cates that the surface states originate in cleavage imperfections [21.12,14, 

16,17]. Theoreti cal calculations [21.18,19] also r evealed that the bul k 

energy gap i s f ree of intrins ic surface states si nce the rotational re l axa

t ion of the surface at oms on GaAs{ 110} surfaces dri ves t he da ngling-bond 

surface states to below and above t he edges of t he valence and the conduc

tion band , respectively. Dispersion curves of occupied surface states and 

the energetic di s tribution of the empty surface st ates have been de t ermined 

exper imentally by using angle-resolved photoemissi on with ultravi olet l i ght 

[21. 20-22 ] and isochromat spect ros copy [21. 23 ], respectively. The exper imen

t al results confirm the t heoreti cal predi cti ons [21.18,24], whi ch were based 

on the arrangements of the surf ace atoms evaluated from low-energy electron 

diffraction [21 .25]. 

Figure 21. 3 contains the contact potential differences (CPO) meas ured 

between a tungsten Kelvin probe and 6 GaAs{110} surfaces held at room t ern-
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perature and at 100 K. The surfaces were cleaved from the same n-type sample. 
A least-square fit to the data points gives 

CPD(100 K) = (1.08 ± 0.06)CPD(300 K) - (90.4 ± 11.8) [meV] 

This not only establishes a linear relation between the work functions at 100 
and 300 K but also a constant difference 

6T~ = CPD(100 K) - CPD(300 K) = -(90.4 ± 11.8) meV 

According to (21.3a) this difference may result from temperature variations 
of the ionisation energy, the surface band bending, the bulk band gap, as 
well as the bulk position of the Fermi level within the band gap: 

(21. 5) 

The GaAs crystal used was degenerately doped n-type, and the change of the 
posttion of the Fermi level with respect to the bottom of the conduction 
band in the bulk was evaluated as 6Wn= 0.7 meV. 

The band gap of GaAs varies with temperature as 

-4 2 
E =1522- 5·8 x 10 ·T [eV] g . T + 300 

between 0 and 973 K [21.26]. This gives a change in the width of the band 
gap between 100 and 300 K of 6Eg = 72.5 meV. 

The temperature variation of the surface band bending is analysed in 
the following section. Finally, we shall find out whether or not the ionis
ation energy is temperature independent at GaAs{110} surfaces as anticipated 
from evaluation of the temperature dependence of the work function measured 
with p-type samples. 

For simplicifcation, let us assume discrete surface states of acceptor 
type at an energy W~s = Ecs- E~s below the bottom of the conduction band. 
Their density shall be N~s· Their occupancy is determined by the Fermi-Dirac 
distribution function f0, and the charge density in the surface states 
amounts to 

( 21.6) 

On an n-type semiconductor, this negative charge in surface states is ba
lanced by a positive charge in a depletion layer beneath the surface. Solv
ing Poisson's equation we obtain the space-charge density 

( 21. 7) 
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where N0 is the donor density in the bulk . For e0 IV s I > 3 k8 T the exponential 

term in (21.7) contributes less than a percent and can be neglected. 

The surface band-bending now adjusts so as to achieve charge neutrality 

Q~s +Q~c =0 at the surface, Fig .21.4. At the intersections of the space

charge curve and the set of curves for different densities of surface st ates, 

the condition of charge neutrality is fulfilled. The resulting surface band

bendings are plotted as a functi on of the density of surface states in Fig. 

21.5 . Starting from flat bands, e01Vsl =0, the surface band-bending first 

steeply increases with increasing density of surf ace states, and all surface 
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states are occupied. Initially the surface band-bending varies as 
2 

(eONss) 
e0 I V s I + k8 T ( 21. 8) 

2EEOND 

With increasing surface-state density and thus surface band-bending, the sur
face states approach the Fermi level, and then the surface band-bending 
changes much less with further increasing surface-state density. The surface 
band-bending seems to saturate, and the Fermi level is seemingly pinned near 
the energetic position of the surface states. In this region, i.e., for 

e01Vsl >W~s -Wn, the surface band-bending is given by 

(21.9) 

From (21.8,9) it follows that the temperature dependence of the surface band
bending is not very pronounced. To good approximation we obtain 

(21.10) 

where n = 1 for e0 1 v s 1 < w~s - wn and n > 1 for e0 1 v s 1 > w~s - wn depending on the 
ratio of the density of surface states and the doping level. 

The above analysis assumes non-degenerately doped semiconductors. However, 
the crystal used in the work function studies, whose results are shown in 
Fig.21.3, was doped degenerately. Therefore, (21.7) for the space charge 
density has to be modified [21.27]. From such a refined analysis one then 
obtains e061Vsl =23 meV for the samples under consideration; i.e., (21.7) 
gives an underestimate since e01Vsl <~s-Wn. 

By now we are finally able to evaluate the change of the ionisation ener
gy from the work functions measured with cleaved GaAs samples held at room 
temperature and at 100 K: 

6I = + (4.4 ± 11.8) meV 

and between 100 and 300 K the temperature coefficient amounts to 

di/dT = + (2.2 ± 5.9) x 10-5 eV K- 1 

The ionisation energy of GaAs{110} surfaces is thus almost temperature inde

pendent while the electron affinity x = Evac- Ecs then varies with tempera
ture to almost the same extent as the band gap. For Si{111} -7 x 7 surfaces 
the same behaviour was reported earlier [21.28]. 

On the other hand, theoretical calculations of the temperature dependence 
of the band structure of group IV and III-V compound semiconductors predict 
that the valence band goes up with increasing temperature and gives the most 
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Table 21.1. Temperature coefficients of transitions in GaP and GaAs 

Transition Temperature coefficient [meV·K- 1] 

Ga (3d) -+ X~ 

Ga(3d) c 
-+ L6 

Eg 

Ga(3d) v 
-+ r 8 

I = Evac - Evs 

GaP GaAs 

-0.24 ± 0.05a 

-0.34c 

+0.1 ± 0.05 

-0.25 ± 0.03b 

-0.31 ± 0.03b 

-0.36c 

+0 .13 to +0 .19 

+0.02 ± 0.06d 

a b c d [21.31]; [21.32]; [21.26]; [21.13] 

important contribution to the experimental value of the temperature coeffi

cient of the band gap and the temperature coefficient of the conduction band 

is less important [21.29,30]. However, more recent studies of optical tran

sitions from core levels to conduction-band states in GaP and GaAs strongly 

question this conclusion, but are, however, in very good agreement with the 

results of the surface studies. 

Aspnes et al. [21.31] and Skibowski et al. [21.32] measured the tempera

ture dependence of the reflectance with GaP and GaAs, respectively, between 

20 and 22 eV. In these spectral regions transitions from the Ga(3d) core 

levels to the bottom of the conduction bands at L~ and X~ are observed. Their 

data are listed in Table 21.1. 

The temperature variations of the band gaps, i.e., of the energy separ

ations r~- X~ in GaP and r~- r~ in GaAs, are well known [21.26]. Their tem

perature coefficients between 100 and 300 K are listed in Table 21.1, too. 

For GaP the temperature coefficient for the Ga(3d) -r~ separation can be 

directly evaluated while it can be only estimated for GaAs since the optical 

transitions between valence and conduction band are direct. However, the 

values for GaAs and GaP are almost identical. 

These temperature coefficients may arise from shifts in both the initial 

and the final states. The 3d levels are affected primarily by the changes in 

the electrostatic interaction between bond and core charges, and by the re

distribution of the bond charge with increasing temperature. Aspnes et al. 

showed both effects to be quite small. They concluded that the temperature 

effects of the 3d levels are negligible compared to those of the sp3 valence

conduction bands. 

With increasing temperature the top of the valence band in GaAs thus moves 

to higher energies by approximately 0.05 to 0.1 meV per Kelvin. Considering 
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the limits of experimental error, this is in close agreement with the find

ing that the ionisation energy of GaAs{110} surfaces is almost temperature 
independent. 

21.3 Chemical Trends of the Ionisation Energy of Cleaved Surfaces 

Chemical trends of the ionisation energy of semiconductors may be obtained 

from LCAO-type calculations of the electronic structure [21.7]. In the LCAO 

description the electronic band structure is derived from atomic term values 

and interatomic matrix elements. For compound semiconductors crystallising 

in the zinc-blende lattice, the energy of the valence-band maximum is given 

by [21. 7] 

Ec - Ea 
P P -1v2 + v2 

2 2 3 (21.11) 

Here E~ and Ea are the atomic term values of the p orbitals of the cation 

and the anionpin the CA compound, respectively; v3 =-} (Ec- Ea) is the po

lar energy; and v2 =2.16(h2/2m0 ·1/d2) is the interatomi/mat~ix element 

or the covalent energy. 

The atomic term values are measured from the vacuum level, and, there

fore, (21.11) also gives the energetic position of the valence-band maximum 

below the vacuum level, i.e., the ionisation energy. In Fig.21.6 the experi

mentally determined ionisation energies are plotted versus the associated 

LCAO energy of the valence-band maxima calculated from (21.11) for 12 III-V 

and II-VI compound semiconductors. The experiments were performed with {110} 

surfaces prepared in situ by cleavage in ultrahigh vacuum. The data were de

termined as the threshold energies of the total yield in photoemission spec

troscopy [21.33-36]. 
A least square fit to the data points in Fig.21.6 gives 

I= 0.92 Ev-3 [eV] 

The almost linear relationship with slope 1 indicates that the LCAO descrip

tion indeed leads to the correct chemical trends. The offset by 3 eV is not 

surprising since image forces are not included in the expression for the va

lence-band maximum. They can easily result in a reduction by 1.8 eV or even 

more, depending on the approximations used [21.7]. 

All the data for the III-V and II-VI semiconductors were measured with 

cleaved {110} surfaces. For GaP, GaAs, InP, InSb, ZnS, ZnSe, and ZnTe the 

arrangements of the atoms in these surfaces have been determined and found 

to deviate from the truncated bulk structure [21.4,25,37-41]. These surfaces 

are reconstructed, and the anions are rotated outward and the cations inward 
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so that the bond lengths remain almost unaltered. The other semiconductors 

are believed to behave in the same way. This surface reconstruction does not 

contribute to the ionisation energy although the dangling bonds are doubly 

occupied on the anions, which are relaxed outward, while the cations exhibit 

empty dangling bonds since the surface atoms are neutral. 

The ionisation energies of the cleaved {111} surfaces of the group IV 

elements silicon and germanium are also displayed in Fig.21.6 [21.42]. For 

the cleaved silicon surface we used an ionisation energy of 5.15 eV rather 

than 5.35 eV [21.43], because the work function and the position of the Fermi 

level in the band gap were determined as ~ = 4.83 eV [21.42 ,43] and EF- Evs 

= 0.32 eV [21.44-47], respectively, by several groups. The line connecting 

the Ge and Si data points is shifted by -0.6 eV compared with the line fit

ting the data points for the {110} surfaces of the compound semiconductors. 

The Si and Ge{111} surfaces exhibit a 2 x 1 reconstruction [21.48]. The atomic 

rearrangement on these surfaces was long considered to be adequately described 

by the buckling model [21.49,50]: adjacent rows of surface atoms are raised 

and depressed, respectively, with regard to a common plane which as a whole 

is relaxed inward [21.51,52]. This model was originally based on a simple 

picture of the rehybridisation of the sp3 orbitals at these surfaces [21.49]. 

However, the buckling model of the Si{111} 2 x 1 reconstruction was questioned 

recently, and a rr-bonded chain model has been proposed [21.53], containing 

5- and ?-member rings in the top layers, and describable by two {110} layers 

terminating the {111} oriented crystal. Although the rr-bonded chain model 

predicts dispersion of the dangling-bond surface states that is observed ex

perimentally, this model is not compatible with the experimental data of low

energy electron diffraction from Si{111} 2 x 1 surfaces [21.54]. At present, 

this issue has not been resolved adequately. 
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21.4 Orientational Dependence of the Ionisation Energy: Silicon Surfaces 

The work functions of metals are known to depend on the crystallographic 
orientation of the surface. SmoZuahowski [21.55] has given some simple argu
ments for the physical understanding of the trends observed. Two effects 
which are not independent contribute to the surface dipole. Since they oppo
sitely influence the work function they shall be discussed separately, al
though they are actually mutually dependent. 

The potential well at the surface is finite, and thus the electrons tail 
into vacuum. This leaves the atomic cores at the surface charged positively. 
Thus this surface "spreading" of the electrons into vacuum creates a dipole 
layer that increases the work function of a metal. On the other hand, the 
electrons may also redistribute laterally. In a simple picture, every atom 
in a metal "fills" a Wigner-Seitz cell of the particular lattice, rhombic 
dodecahedra for fcc and truncated octahedra for bee lattices. The surfaces 
are thus rough. The electrons may therefore flow from "hills" into "valleys" 
formed by the polyhedra at the surface and thus leave the positive charge in 
their protruding parts partly uncompensated. This "smoothing" effect now de
creases the surface dipole layer, and it should be more pronounced the rougher 
the surface is. Among the low-indexed faces of an fcc crystal, the {111} planes 
are the most densely packed, then come the {100} and finally the {110} sur
faces, while the sequence is {110}, {100}, {112}, and {111} for bee lattices. 
Indeed, the work functions of metals were found to decrease in that order. 

Such simple model considerations cannot be directly applied to semiconduc
tors since their surfaces are reconstructed. Relaxation and charge transfers 
normal to the surface are generally associated with such rearrangements of the 
surface atoms compared to an equivalent plane in the bulk. This effect then 
contributes to the surface dipole and thus the ionisation energy. Let us first 
consider the SH001} 2 x 1 and then the Si{l11} 2 x 1 and 7 x 7 surface structures 

27.4. 7 Si{007} 2x 7 

Already in 1959 SahZier and Farnsworth [21.56] studied low-energy electron 
diffraction with clean silicon {001} surfaces, and they found them to exhibit 
a 2 x 1 reconstruction which they attributed to a dimerisation between atoms 
of adjacent rows. In a simple picture, the formation of such dimers saturates 
one of the two broken bonds per surface atom in a {001} plane and leaves each 
surface atom with only one dangling bond. Theoretical calculations [21.57] 
have shown that such an arrangement of the surface atoms exhibits two over
lapping, i.e., metallic, bands of surface states. A study of angle-resolved 
photoemission [21.58], however, detected a band of occupied surface states 
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below the top of the valence band; the other, empty, band of surface states 
has been found by surface-photovolta~e spectroscopy [21.59,60]. Such a semi
conductor-like arrangement of the electronic surface states is achieved by 
an additional buckling of the dimers. This model is explained in Fig.21.7. 
This secondary Jahn-Teller effect lifts the degeneracy between the two dang
ling bonds at the symmetric dimers and causes the atom that relaxes inward 
to donate electronic charge to the atom moving outward [21.57,61]. The buck
ling and the associated charge transfer normal to the surface contributes to 
the surface dipole and increases the work function and also the ionisation 
energy. This has been established experimentally [21.59,60] and shall be 
considered in the following. By the way, the model of asymmetric dimers as 
the building blocks of the 2 x 1 reconstruction on silicon as well as germa
nium {001} surfaces is by now well established theoretically [21.57,61-63] 
and experimentally by quite a number of different experimental techniques 
[21.58-60,64-66]. 

On Si{OOl} surfaces the 2 x 1 reconstruction and thus the asymmetric dimers 
are removed by the adsorption of hydrogen [21.67]. First, both silicon atoms 
of the dimers are saturated with one hydrogen atom each resulting in a Si{001} 
2 x 1:H monohydride structure; the dimers are now symmetric since both Si 
atoms are equivalent. Then the dimers are broken up, too, and the Si{001} 
1 x 1:H structure forms in which the interplanar distance between the top-
most two layers is decreased by a few percent compared to the bulk spacing 
[21.68-70]. In this dihydride structure two hydrogen atoms are bonded to 
each silicon surface atom. Finally, the surface becomes corroded [21.59,60, 
71,72]. 

During the transition from the 2 ~ 1 to the monohydride structure, i.e. the 
transition from asymmetric to symmetric dimers, the work function decreases 

5,(0011·2 
asyrnmetnc dirntr 

Si!OOil·lxi :H 
dihydrlde 

Sii0011·2 ·H 
monohydride 

Fig.21.7. Schematic of the atomic 
arrangement in clean and hydro
genated Si{001} surfaces. The 
atomic positions were from [21.57 
61 ,72] ' 
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by (0.39 ± 0.05) eV as shown in Fig.21.8 and it remains almost unaltered by 

the subsequent formation of the 1x1:H structure [21.60]. This decrease com

prises changes of the surface dipole as well as of the surface band-bending 

(21.12) 

The change of surface band bending has been determined as e0~1Vsl 

= (0.05±0.02) eV from measurements of the saturation of surface photovol

tage as a function of the light intensity [21.60]. The remaining decrease 

of the ionisation energy ~I= -(0.34 ± 0.07)eV again may contain two contri

butions: one originates from the removal of the 2 x 1 reconstruction while 

the other may be caused by the possible introduction of dipoles associated 

with the newly formed Si-H bonds: 

(21.13) 

In molecules silicon-hydrogen bonds are partly ionic with the H atom being 

negatively charged. Ab initio Hartree-Fock-LCAO calculations for hydrogen 

bound to silicon clusters indicated that the same should be true for hydro

gen adsorbed on silicon surfaces [21.73]. However, the sign of the Si-H di

pole immediately shows that the decrease of the ionisation energy by the 

chemisorption of H at Si{001} 2 x 1 surfaces originates in the removal of the 

surface dipole associated with this initial reconstruction and is not re

lated to the Si-H bonds formed. This makes the lower bound for the contri

bution of the asymmetric dimers to the ionisation energy of clean Si{001} 

2 x 1 surfaces +(0.34 ± 0.07)eV. 
Chemisorption-induced contributions to the ionisation energy may be eva

luated in a simple but successful approach by considering each chemisorption 

bond as an additional surface dipole with a normal moment~~· The potential 
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drop across a layer of N parallel dipoles per cm2 is given by [21.74] 

(21.14) 

The denominator in the second factor on the righu hand side reduces the nor
mal component~~ of the dipole moment due to the mutual interactions of the 
dipoles, where K"='g is a constant depending on the arrangement of the di
poles and a is their polarisability. In a point-charge model, the dipole 
moment of a chemical bond is given by the product of the partial charge on 
the bonding atoms and the bond length. 

While the partly ionic character of Si-H bonds seems to be established, 
its magnitude can be only estimated. Following Pauling's concept of the re
lationship between electronegativity and the partial ionic character of che
mical bonds, the hydrogen atom should be charged by -0.02 e0 in a Si·-H bond 
[21.75]. In this model the bond length has to be taken as the sum of the 
covalent radii, i.e., dSi-t-1 = 1.48 A. Assuming the bond angle to be a tetra
hedral one and E=1, (21.14) then gives 

oiSi-H = 0.35 eV 

This value, however, seems to be an overestimate. Hydrogen adsorption on 
GaAs{110} surfaces was found to contribute to the surface dipole by only 50 
to 100 meV [21.76], although the electronegativity differences between Hand 
Si, Ga, and As, respectively, are almost the same. 

The asymmetry of the dimers is removed during the formation of the 2 x 1: H 
monohydride structure. The subsequent formation of the 1 x 1:H dihydride struc
ture does not further alter the work function. However, from this observation 
it cannot be concluded that the Si-H bonds do not exhibit a dipole moment 
and thus do not contribute to the work function, for the following reasons. 
The monohydride and the dihydride phases are not only distinguished by a 
doubling of the density of hydrogen atoms, but also by a change in the orien
tation of the Si-H bonds [21.72]. According to (21.14), both structures give 
almost the same contribution to the work function, namely 0.31 and 0.35 eV, 
respectively. 

27. 4. 2 Si {117} 2 x 7 and 7 x 7 

The changes of many surface properties caused by the adsorption of atomic 
hydrogen have also been studied with cleaved and with annealed silicon {111} 
surfaces. The structures of these two surfaces are characterised by the 2 x 1 
and 7 xl LEED pattern [21.48]. Although both structures have been investigated 
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for more than 20 years [21.2,3] even the atomic arrangement of the {111} 2 x 1 
structure is still debated as has been mentioned above. Numerous models have 
been proposed for the 7 xl structure but none of them accounts for all the 
experimental results observed with surfaces exhibiting this structure. 

On cleaved silicon surfaces hydrogen adsorption removes the 2 x 1 recon
struction and gives a 1 x1:H LEED pattern [21.77]. With the 7 xl structure 
the effect of the exposure to atomic hydrogen is to quench most of the 7th_ 
order spots, and only a ring of 6 of these extra spots around the normal 
spots remains clearly visible [21.78,79]. This is sketched in the upper panel 
of Fig.21.9. The lower diagram in this figure shows the decrease of the work 
function as a function of exposure to hydrogen. The change of band bending 
was evaluated from the intensity dependence of the surface photovoltage. The 
experimental data are plotted_in Fig.21.10. Surface photovoltage is the change 
of the work function of a semiconductor due to illumination. Absorption of 
light with a photon energy larger than the band-gap energy produces electron
hole pairs. If a space-charge layer is present at the surface its electric 
field separates the photo-created electrons and holes, so decreasing the band 
bending. At very high intensities the bands finally are flat and the total 
change of the work function, i.e., the final value of the surface photovoltage, 
measures the surface band bending in the dark. For a more detailed discussion 
see [21.8,81]. Figure 21.10 shows that at low temperature the saturation of 
the surface photovoltage and thus flattening of the bands is easily reached 
with the light source used while it is approached with the samples held at 
room temperatures. The experimental data for clean and for hydrogenated Si 
{111} and Si{001} surfaces are listed in Table 21.2. The last column contains 
the difference between the ionisation energy measured with clean surfaces 
exhibiting the reconstructions given in the first column and its change ef
fected by the hydrogenation 

* 1o = 1clean - LII (21.15) 

Table 21.2. Ionisation energies, work function, and band bending of recon
structed and hydrogenated Si{001} and Si{111} surfaces. All values are in eV 

Initial Clean surface Effects of hydrofenation 
* surface structure ~ E - E 6~ e061Vs 61 10 F vs 

Si{001} 2 X 1 4.85a 0.3b 5.15 -0.399 +0.059 -0.34 4.81 
Si{lll} 7 X 7 4.6c 0.78d 5.38 -0.58h +0.15h -0.43 4.95 
Si{lll} 2 X 1 4.83e 0.32f 5.15 -0.4h +0.23i -0.18 4.97 

a b c d e f 9 h[21.58,82], [21.58-60), [21.43,82,83), [21.47), [21.43,44), [21.44-47), [21.59,60), 
[21.80), 1[21.84) 
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Fig.21.9. Change of work function and of LEED pattern during hydrogenation 
of Si{lll} 7 x 7 surfaces [21.80) 
Fig.21.10. Surface photovoltage as a function of light intensity observed 
with clean and hydrogenated Si{lll} 7 x 7 surfaces at 85 K and at room tem
perature [21.80) 

* It is noteworthy that I0 is the same for both the Si{lll} 2 x 1 and the Si{lll} 
* 7 x 7 structures and that I0 is larger on the {lll} that on the {001} surface. 

The latter finding may be understood from Smoluchowski 's spreading-and-smooth'
ing picture discussed above: for a solid crystallising in the diamond struc
ture, {100} planes are less densely packed than {111} planes and are thus to 
be expected to exhibit a lower ionisatien energy, in analogy to the findings 

* with fcc metals. In the evaluation of the I0 values, Si-H dipoles and their 
contribution to the ionisation energy have not been considered. Therefore, the 
"true" ionisation energies of SHOO!} 1 x 1 and Si{lll} 1 x 1 are expected to 

* be larger by 0.1 to 0.3 eV than the values I0 given in Table 21.2. 
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21. 5 Compositional Variations of the Ionisation Energy 

27. 5. 7 GaAs {001} 

With compound semiconductors a dfscussion of the work function and the ionis
ation energy is complicated for surfaces other than cleaved. Ideally, {111}, 
{lll}, and {001} surfaces of III-V compound semiconductors are expected to 
contain either anions or cations only. However, with GaAs{001} surfaces, for 
example, various surface reconstructions have been observed and each of them 
exhibits gallium and arsenic atoms in a particular ratio which ranges from a 
complete arsenic terminating layer to only approximately 20% of arsenic in 
the topmost layer [21.85,86]. A critical review of the coverage scale is found 
in [21.87]. The surface compositions can be controlled by varying the arsenic
to-gallium flux ratio during growth of the GaAs film by the molecular-beam 
epitaxy technique and during the subsequent cooling to room temperature 
[21.88]. Figure 21.11 displays the work function measured with differently 
reconstructed GaAs{001} surfaces [21.89] as a function of the surface compo
sition [21.85]. The dopings of the films are not specified since the same 
work functions were reported for p- and n-type samples. This means that the 
Fermi level is pinned at these surfaces by surface states. They are most prob
ably of extrinsic nature since no surface states have been detected in the 
bulk energy gap by using angular-resolved photoemission with one of the sur
faces, namely GaAs{001} 2 x4 which is equivalent to the c(2 x8) structure 
[21.90]. In two other photoemission studies the separation between the Fermi 
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Table 21.3. Compositional dependence of electronic surface parameters of 
GaAs{001} surfaces 

Reconstruction 8As ~ EF - Evs 
in eV in eV in eV 

4 X 6 ""0.2a 4.95b 0.73c 5.68 
c(2 x 8) 1a 5.15b 0.4d 5.55 

5.40f 

c(4 x 4) > 1e 4.85b 0.4d 5.25 
0.73c 5.58 

a[ b c d e f 21.85], [21.89], [21.92], [21.91], [21.89,93], [21.94] (corrected, 
see text). 

level and the valence-band maximum has been determined recently [21.91,92] 
for three of the GaAs{001} surface reconstructions, Table 21.3. Unfortunately, 
the two values of (EF-Evs) given for the c(4x4) structure differ by 0.3 eV. 
This may be caused by different amounts of As chemisorbed [21.93]; however, 
the coverage was not specified in the publications. Nevertheless, the data 
compiled in Table 21.3 seem to suggest that the ionisation energies of these 
three structures with widely differing arsenic content vary only little with 
composition. 

27. 5. 2 Cylindrical CaAs Sample 

Quite recently, the orientation dependence of the ionisation energy was stu·
died with a cylindrical GaAs single crystal by using photoemission with ultra
violet light [21.94]. With such a sample a number of low-indexed surfaces and 
vicinal faces can be prepared and investigated under the same conditions. The 
experimental results are displayed in Fig.21.12. The clean surface of this 
cylindrical sample was prepared by three different techniques: ion bombard
ment, ion bombardment followed by annealing in ultrahigh vacuum, and a film 
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. After ion bombardment almost no variations 
of the ionisation energy are observed around the sample. This does not seem 
to be surprising since the surfaces are highly disordered and Ga-rich due to 
a preferential sputtering of As [21.95,96]. The low and constant ionisation 
energy may be explained if the excess Ga is described as adsorbed atoms which 
are charged partly positive. This seems to be plausible since Ga is more 
electropositive than As. 

A subsequent annealing treatment generally increases the ionisation ener
gy except for the {111} orientation. Finally, the MBE prepared surface shows 
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only little variation around the cylindrical sample but again the {111} 
oriented part exhibits an ionisation energy which is lower than the average 
by 0.4 eV. These orientational trends of the results can be explained by 
considering the surface composition. 

The conditions during MBE growth were chosen such that the As-terminated 
{001} c(2 x 8), {OOI f c(2 x 8), and {11l} 2 x 2 surfaces were prepared. The 
{111} surface can only be prepared Ga-terminated and exhibiting a 2 x 2 re
construction. The {110} surface always shows its 1 x 1 LEED pattern and equal 
densities of arsenic and gallium atoms. The evidently lower ionisation ener
gy of the Ga-terminated {111} 2 x 2 surface compared with the As-terminated 
{11l} 2 x 2 surface can again be understood from Pauling's concept of the 
ionisity of covalent bonds [21.74]. Gallium is electropositive compared to 
As, and from the difference of their electronegativities a 4% ionic charac
ter results for Ga-As bonds. This "chemical" surface dipole is oriented to 
decrease the ionisation energy on a Ga-terminated surface and to increase it 
on an As-terminated surface. These are indeed the experimental findings. As 
to be expected from Smoluchowski 's speading-and-smoothing concept and in 
agreement with the results on the silicon surfaces discussed above, the ionis
ation energy is lower on the {00l} than on the {11l} surface, which are both 
As terminated. However, this trend is much less pronounced, and obviously 
close to the detection limit of UPS, than the chemical effect just discussed. 

This recent study has demonstrated and elucidated the importance of che
mical effects and their influence on the properties of even clean compound
semiconductor surfaces. However, the absolute values of the electron affinity 
were evaluated incorrectly. They are too large by approximately 0.23 eV. A 
comparison with data published earlier yields: 
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1} With cleaved GaAs{110} surfaces the ionisation energy has been determined 
as 5.47 eV by GobeZi and AZZen [21.97] and 5.4 eV by Sebenne and co-workers 
[21.36] from photoelectric yield spectra and as 5.56 eV by van Laar et al. 
from measurements of photoelectric yield [21.33] as well as of the work func
tion of p- and n-type samples. The electron affinity at room temperature 
is x =Evac -Ecs =4.13 eV. Ranke's value of 4.4 eV is larger by 0.27 eV. 

2) In one of their earlier papers, Ranke and Jacobi [21.98] reported on photo
emission studies with GaAs(111) and (iii) surfaces which they prepared by 
ion bombardment and annealing. The ionisation energies of these surfaces were 
determined as 1(111) =4.83 eV and I(iii) =5.27 eV, which values give the elec
tron affinities at room temperature as x(111) =3.4 eV and x(Iii) =3.74 eV. 
Figure 21.12 contains, as alread mentioned, one set of data measured with the 
cylindr.ical sample after an IBA treatment. From the data plotted one reads 
the electron affinities x(111) = 3.9 eV and x(Iii) = 4.1 eV, which are larger 
by 0.5 and 0.35 eV, respectively, than the previously communicated ones. 

In his recent paper, Ranke [21.94] evaluated the electron affinity from 
the width W of the energy distribution of the photoemitted electrons 

x=hw-W-E g (21.16) 

By mistake, he took the band-gap energy Eg of GaAs at room temperature as 
1.35 eV instead of the correct value of 1.43 eV [21.26]. Already the use of 
the true band-gap energy increases the electron affinities by 0.1 eV. Further
more, the resolution of the electron-energy analyser used, i.e., 0.16 eV, was 
subtracted from the width Wexp evaluated from the recorded energy distribu
tion curves of the photoemitted electrons. This procedure may add another 
error to the determination of the electron affinities, resulting in a lower
ing of the values. 

21.6 Adsorption-Induced Changes of the Work Function 

Adsorption of foreign atoms or molecules alters the chemical composition of 
a surface, and thus changes of the electronic surface properties are to be 
expected. We will discuss two typical examples, Cs and Ge adsorbed on clean, 
cleaved GaAs{110} surfaces. Experimental results are displayed in Figs.21.13, 
14. As a function of coverage the work function behaves quite differently in 
both cases. Cesium adsorption decreases the work function by 3.5 to 4 eV on 
n- as well as on p-type substrates [21.99,100], while germanium adsorption 
increases the work function on n-type but decreases it on p-type samples 
[21.101]. These results will be analysed below. 
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The lowering of the work function by adsorbed cesium has been studied with 

metals as well as with semiconductors for a long time. Such investigations 
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have been at least partly motivated by the technological interest in thermal 
as well as photocathodes exhibiting low work functions. Let us first consider 
the Cs-on-W system which was carefully studied by Taylor and Langmuir 50 years 
ago [21.102]. They found the work function of the tungsten substrate to de
crease by up to 3 eV with increasing cesium coverage. This can be explained 
by the formation of a dipole layer at the W surface with the adsorbed Cs 
charged positively. The donation of an electron from the adsorbed cesium to 
the tungsten substrate is plausible since the ionisation energy of cesium 
atoms amounts to only 3.9 eV and the work function of tungsten measures at 
least 4.5 eV, depending on the orientation of the particular surface. Thus, 
the valence electron of the cesium atom may make a transition to the Fermi 
level of the metal. The closely spaced adsorbate interacts with the substrate, 
and this causes the original valence level of the adsorbate to broaden and 
shift. A portion of the perturbed energy level lies below the Fermi energy, 
and hence the level will be partially occupied by electrons shared by the ad
sorbate and the metal. Thus, the effective charge on the adsorbate is reduced 
to approximately 85% of the pure ionic charge [21.103]. 

Cesiation of the GaAs surfaces reduces the work function by 4 eV with p
type samples and by 3.5 eV with n-type samples. Since the decrease of the work 
function almost equals that observed with cesium-covered tungsten surfaces, 
again the formation of a dipole layer is to be concluded. This dipole layer 
should be the same on p- and n-type samples, and thus the difference in the 
reduction of the work function on both types of conductivity has to account 
for changes in surface band-bending: 

(21.17) 

By using ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy, Spicer et al. [21.104] have 
determined the surface position of the Fermi level in the band gap with sur
faces cleaved from n- as well as p-type GaAs samples as a function of Cs 
coverage e. The coverages are measured in monolayers, and one monolayer is 
the total number of surface sites in a {110} plane of GaAs, i.e., e = 1 cor-

14 -2 responds to cr 110 = 8. 85 x 10 em . Above e ""0 .1 the Fermi 1 eve 1 was found to 
be pinned at 0.5 eV above the valence-band maximum on p-type and at 0.66 eV 
below the bottom of the conduction band on n-type samples. Since at clean 
surfaces on p-type samples the bands are flat up to the surface, the n-type 
sample used for the measurements reported in Fig.21.14 already exhibited an 
initial band bending due to cleavage-induced acceptor-type surface states, 
as discussed above. 
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The adsorption of cesium introduces depletion layers on both types of sam
ples. Obviously, the charge stored in these depletion layers cannot compen
sate for the positively charged cesium ions responsible for the large reduc
tion of the work function. Thus, different mechanisms have to be discussed 
for the surface band-bending and the dipole layer. Let us first consider the 
dipole layer. 

Following Pauling's concepts of the partially ionic character of covalent 
bonds, the electronegativity difference gives an "average" ionic character 
of 26% for Cs - GaAs bonds. Consequently, the bond 1 ength should equa 1 the sum 
of the cova 1 ent radii. The po 1 ari sabil i ty is taken as a = 1. 3 x 10-23 em -3, 
which was obtained from a fit of (21.14) to data measured with the system 
Cs-on-Si{111} 2x 1 [21.46] and which equals the cube of the covalent radius 
of cesium. As Fig.21.14 shows, the saturation coverage amounts to 0.7 mono
layers of cesium. With these data (21.14) yields a dipole-layer contribution 
of 3. 7 eV, in very good agreement with the experimental value of t;l = MP- e011V 5 

= 3.6 eV observed with cesiated p-type GaAs{110}. 

27. 6. 2 Germanium on GaAs {7 70} Surfaces 

As shown in Fig.21.14, the deposition of Ge on clean, cleaved GaAs{110} sur
faces decreases the work function of p-type samples but increases it on n-type 
ones. Above a coverage of one monolayer the work function is independent of 
the type of substrate doping. As a function of coverage the work function be
comes constant on films thicker than 5 monolayers. Above this thickness a 
fully developed 3 x 1 LEED pattern is observed. Its formation is related to 
segregation of arsenic on the growing Ge films [21.105,106]. In the follow
ing we shall discuss only the changes of the work function up to coverages 
of half a monolayer since we are interested in the surface properties of the 
GaAs substrate and its changes, rather than the development of the surface 
properties of the growing Ge film which is most probably covered with a GeAsx 
compound, as indicated by soft X-ray photoemission studies on such films and 
cleaved GeAs surfaces [21.107]. 

In the submonolayer coverage range the work function changes in opposite 
directions on p- and n-type samples. This behaviour indicates that possible 
changes of the ionisation energy must be less drastic than for Cs on GaAs, 
discussed in the previous section. Therefore, in addition to the measurements 
of the contact potential difference with a Kelvin probe, ultraviolet photo
emission spectroscopy was used to determine the surface band-bending as a 
function of Ge coverage [21.101,108]. The results are plotted in Fig.21.15. 
The two ordinate scales are chosen such that the contact potential measured 
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with the clean p-type sample is adjusted to the position of the Fermi level 
in the bulk since the bands are flat up to the surface on such samples. The 
contact potential difference measured with the clean surface of the n-type 
sample differs by 0.1 eV from the position of the bulk Fermi level in this 
sample, indicating that this surface exhibits an initial band bending of 
0.1 eV. 

The data given in Fig.21.15 immediately show that within the limits of 
experimental error the changes of the position of the Fermi level in the 
band gap and of the work function are equal, i.e., no measurable changes of 
the ionisation energy as a function of coverage are to be detected. Pauling's 

concept [21.75] of the partially ionic character of covalent bonds again of
fers a plausible explanation for this observation. The electronegativity of 
Ge equals the mean of those values for Ga and As. Thus, on the average, no 
dipole layer is to be expected for the chemisorption of Ge on GaAs{110} sur
faces which contain As and Ga in equal densities. 

The data of Fig.21.15 also reveal that the adsorption of Ge on GaAs{110} 
surfaces causes depletion layers to form on both p- and n-type substrates. To 
fulfill the condition of charge neutrality at the surface, i.e. according to 

(21.2), negatively charged acceptor-type and positively charged donor-type 
surface states have to dominate on then- and p-type samples, respectively. 
For an evaluation with respect to energetic position and density of these 
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chemisorption-induced surface states, the much more precisely determined 

changes of the work function may be used and read as changes of the surface 

band-bending, since the ionisation energy remains unchanged. The limits of 

experimental error are ±20 meV for the Kelvin probe and ±100 meV for the UPS 

measurements. 

For the analysis we have assumed discrete surface states. Since we are 

dealing with chemisorption-induced surface states, their density is assumed 

to increase in proportion to the coverage with Ge atoms 

(21.18) 

A least-square fit to the experimental data measured at 320°C yields [21.108) 

EA - E (0.72 ± 0.05) eV ss vs qA = 0.06 ± 0.03 

ED - E = (0.42 ± 0.05) eV ss vs q0 = 0.04 ± 0.02 

It is noteworthy that the best fit was obtained by taking into account donor

and acceptor-type surface states on both p- and n-type samples [21.101). The 

full lines drawn in Fig.21.15 were calculated with this set of parameters 

and doping of the samples. Measurements at room temperature gave the same 

generation factors but slightly shifted level positions [21.108) 

E~s - Evs = (0.78 ± 0.05) eV and E~s - Evs = (0.51 ± 0.05) eV 

The distance of 0.3 eV between both levels is independent of temperature. 

Both levels follow neither the bottom of the conduction band nor the top of 

the valence band as a function of temperature, and they thus show the behav

iour of deep levels [21.109). 

27. 6. 3 Chemisorption-Induced Defects in GaAs{770} Surfaces and Interfaces 

The generation factors q of the chemisorption-induced states are quite small, 

and thus these states cannot be correlated with the bonds between the adsorbed 

Ge atoms and the GaAs substrate. Furthermore, the band bending which develops 

in the GaAs substrates during the submonolayer coverage with Ge was found to 

persist under thick Ge films, i.e. in a Ge:GaAs{110} heterojunction [21.107). 

Similar observations were reported earlier by Spicer and co-workers [21.110, 

111) for metal-GaAs contacts and the adsorption of oxygen on cleaved GaAs 

surfaces. The changes of the surface band-bending they observed on n- as well 

asp-type GaAs as a function of Al, Ga, In and oxygen coverage have been 

successfully described by using the above set of surface-state parameters 
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determined from the Ge-on-GaAs{110} experiments [21.112,113]. The most strik
ing and technologically most important result is that already less than 0.2 
of a monolayer of such different adsorbates as Cs, Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, oxy
gen and hydrogen pin the Fermi level at the same positions near to midgap, 
which differ by 0.27 eV on p- and n-type samples. 

These findings indicate that the nature of the chemisorption-induced 
states is independent of the particular adsorbate but related to an extrin
sic property of the substrate. Already from less detailed experimental data, 
Spicer et al. [21.114,115] concluded that the energy levels pinning the Fermi 
levels are associated with native defects of the substrate that are created 
during the early stages of adsorption. Similar conclusions were drawn by 
Williams et al. [21.116~ and by Wieder [21.117]. This defect model is most 
directly supported by the result that the generation factor of the chemi
sorption-induced states amounts to only 0.05 and is thus far from unity 
[21.101]. 

Earlier, Bardeen [21.118] proposed that intrinsic surface states of the 
semiconductors might determine the barrier heights in metal-semiconductor 
junctions since Schottky's electron affinity rule [21.119] could not correct
ly explain the experimental data. Spicer's picture now considers extrinsic 
rather than intrinsic states and relates them to native defects of the semi
conductor. 

With regard to the nature of these defects, speculations based on theore
tical models initially dominated [21.120-123]. The most widely discussed de
fects are vacancies and antisite defects. In particular, the VIII antisite 
defects seem to be of characteristic importance in III-V compounds. The for
mation of chemisorption-induced vacancies in GaAs may be excluded. Studies 
of radiation damage have shown vacancies to be stable up to only 220°C 
[21.124], while chemisorption-induced states are observed at room temperature 
and at 320°C with the same density. 

Increasing experimental evidence is gathering in favour of the involvement 
of AsGa antisite defects in the chemisorption-induced pinning of the Fermi 
level at GaAs surfaces and interfaces. Such antisite defects have been iden
tified by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in as-grown [21.125] neutron
irradiated [21.124], and plastically deformed GaAs [21.126]. The AsGa defects 
act as double donors with the charge states D0 , D+, and D++ depending on the 
position of the Fermi level with respect to their ionisation levels which 
have been determined by photo-EPR [21.127] at 6 K 

E{o/+) = Ec - 0.77 eV = Ev + 0.75 eV and 

E{+/++) = Ev + 0.52 eV 
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Recent theoretical calculations found the levels of the AsGa defect to be 
separated by 0.27 eV, in agreement with experiment, but to lie by 0.3 eV 
closer to the bottom of the conduction band [21.128]. The positions of these 
levels agree remarkably well with those determined for the chemisorption
induced states at room temperature. However, AsGa antisite defects alone 
cannot explain the Fermi-level pinning since they are double donors, while 
the net charge states of the chemisorption-generated defects are C-, c0 and 
c+, depending on the position of the Fermi level. Most simply, these net 
charge states can be achieved by adding a shallow acceptor or a double accep
tor to the AsGa double donor. A more detailed discussion of this subject may 
be found in [21.129]. 

An additional argument in favour of AsGa antisite defects being generated 
by chemisorption on GaAs comes from recent annealing experiments. The EPR 
signals from AsGa defects produced by neutron-irradiation [21.126] or plastic 
deformation [21.127] are known to decay during isochronal anneals between 
400- 500°C. Experimental EPR results from AsGa defects [41.126] and photo
luminescence data from the deep trap EL2 [21.130], which is thought to be an 
AsGa antisite defect, are plotted versus the annealing temperature in the 
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Fig.21.16. Annealing behaviour of the 
EPR signal from AsGa antisite defects 
[21.126] and the photoluminescence in
tensity from EL2 traps [21.130] and of 
the surface band-bending observed on Ge
covered GaAs{110} surfaces [21.108] 



upper panel of Fig.21.16. The lower diagram in this figure contains the posi

tion of the Fermi level with respect to the band edges at a GaAs{110} surface 

covered with 0.3 monolayer of Ge as a function of the annealing temperature 

[21.108]. With increasing annealing temperature the EPR signal from the 

AsGa antisite defects and thus the density of these imperfections evidently 

decays as the Fermi level at the surface of the Ge-covered p-type sample ap

proaches the bulk position. This similar behaviour is easily understood since 

AsGa antisite defects are double donors and donor-like surface states are 

necessary to balance the space charge in a depletion layer on p-type samples. 

The insensitivity of the large band bending on the Ge-covered n-type sample 

where acceptor states determine the formation of a depletion layer is in ac

cordance with acceptors supplementing AsGa double donors, as demanded above. 

These new results mean that the chemisorption-induced defects are not as 

simple-structured as proposed earlier. 

While the AsGa as well as the PGa antisite defects in GaAs and GaP have 

been positively identified [21.125-127,131], the same is not true for the 

Gav antisite defects. For the GaAs defects two speculations have been proposed 

recently. Schneider [21.132] has tentatively assigned the well-known native 

hole traps A and B in GaAs to the GaAs double acceptor. The associated energy 

levels are [21.133] 

E(A) = Ev + 0.4 eV and E(B) = Ev + 0.71 eV 

Following Schneider's assignment, the B and A levels then control the three 
2- 1- 0 charging states A , A , and A of the GaAs double acceptor. 

The assignment of the A and B trap levels to the GaAs antisite defect is 

very appealing with respect to the annealing experiments with the Ge covered 

samples, the results of which are displayed in Fig.21.16. After annealing 

above 450°C the Fermi level has been found to be pinned at 0.62 eV above the 

top of the valence band on the n-type samples. As Fig.21.15 shows, the posi

tion of the Fermi level differs from the associated levels by approximately 

100 meV. Thus, the acceptor-type levels determining the position of the Fermi 

level at the surface of then-type sample should be at approximately 0.7 eV 

above the top of the valence band, and it might be identified with the above 

B level, which-in Schneider's proposal -is the upper one of the two levels 

of the double acceptor GaAs· 

The joint formation of AsGa and of GaAs antisite defects in GaAs substrates 

seems to be very likely since van Vechten [21.134] has estimated the same low 

enthalpy of formation of 0.7 eV for both types of antisite defects in GaAs. 
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21. 7 Final Remarks 

Clean semiconductor surfaces may be characterised by their ionisation ener
gies and surface band-bendings. The chemical trends of the ionisation ener
gies of the {110} surfaces of III-V as well as II-VI compounds are well de
scribed by a simple LCAO approach which has also been successfully used in 
predicting chemical trends of the valence-band discontinuities in semiconduc
tor heterojunctions [21.135]. The compositional dependence of the ionisation 
energy is not understood to the same extent. For example GaAs{100} surfaces 
may be prepared so as to exhibit various reconstructions which differ in Ga 
to As ratios. As the data presented in Table 21.1 reveal, the average of the 
ionisation energies amounts to (5.54±0.17)eV. However, the experimental data 
differ by 0.3 eV for one particular surface reconstruction and composition. 
Consequently, no precise conclusions can be drawn in this respect, and new 
data have to be waited for. 

The surfaces of the elemental semiconductors do not cause any problems 
with regard to composition but the geometrical arrangements of the surface 
atoms are still debated in some of the most prominent cases. However, hydro
genation of differently oriented silicon surfaces has proven to be a very 
useful method for removing reconstructions or at least a large part of them. 
This experimental approach then yields an ionisation energy which is lower 
by 0.15 eV for the more rough {100} surfaces compared to the {111} surfaces. 
This difference is larger than the limits of experimental error of the indi
vidual values but close to it. Its sign, however, is predicted by the simple 
spreading-and-smoothing arguments that apply to metal surfaces. 

In addition to the effect of hydrogen chemisorption on silicon surfaces 
I have discussed the change of ionisation energy and surface band-bending 
caused by the adsorption of cesium or germanium on cleaved gallium arsenide 
surfaces. In the latter cases, native defects are most probably created during 
the adsorption. This adsorption-damage is observed through the surface band
bending caused by the electronic states related to these imperfections, 
since clean, cleaved GaAs surfaces exhibit no intrinsic surface states within 
the bulk energy gap and thus no surface band-bending. At present, many ex
perimental results are pointing to that AsGa antisite defects being involved 
in the adsorption-induced imperfections. However, the other adsorption damage 
has not been identified. For semiconductors other than GaAs, the situation 
is even worse since only pinning positions of the Fermi level are known and 
thus speculations on the nature of the adsorption-induced defects prevail. 
Only for GaP do some experimental results again point to PGa antisite defects 
as being involved in the adsorption damage [21.108]. 
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The experimental data compiled and reviewed in this chapter most clearly 
demonstrate that further systematic and detailed studies are needed for a 
more general understanding of such basic properties of semiconductor surfaces 
as the ionisation energy and defects induced by adsorption. 
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W on Ir{110} 290 

Atom probe field ion microscope 290 
Atom scattering see Inelastic atom 
scattering 

Atom-surface potential 
corrugated hard wall model 263 
experimental tests 268 
GaAs{110} 260 
inversion problem 265 
LiF{100} 261 
Ni{110} 259 
Rayleigh hypothesis 264 
special points method 265 

Atomic absorption spectroscopy 113 
Atomic diffraction 257 

atom-surface potential 258 
Au{100} 278 
chemisorption of hydrogen 275 
coupled channel method 266 
Cu{110} 268 
hydrogen on Ni{110} 276 
incommensurate layers 278 
insulator surfaces 280 
Mg0{100} 280 
Ni{110} 268 
Ni0{100} 280 
oxygen on Cu{110} 277 
oxygen on Ni{110} 277 
quantum theory 261 
reconstruction of adlayers 276 
Si{111} 278 
surface technique 274 

Auger electron spectroscopy 2 
Fe-Ti02 catalysts 86 
surface impurities 207 

Auger electrons 
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in Mossbauer spectroscopy 65,91, 
96-98,101,102 

Auger electrons (cont.) 
in SEXAFS and NEXAFS 239 

Backscattered conversion electron 
Mossbauer spectroscopy 66,85 

Auger electrons 96-98,101,102 
Compton scattering 93,94,97,99 
conversion electrons 96,97 
depth profiling 66,70 
electron attenuation 96,101,104 
electrostatic analyzers 80 
equipment 73 
57 Fe 91 
Fe cross-section data 95 
57 Fe nuclear decay scheme 91,92 
Fe surfaces 75,85 
Fe-Ti02 catalysts 86,104,105 
internal conversion coefficients 92, 
94 

magnetic spectrometers 76 
photoelectric cross section 94,97,99 
photon attenuation 99 
physical basis 69 
resonant absorption 103 
retarding field analyzers 80,81 
sensitivity 68 
theoretical description 81 
X-ray fluorescence 98 

Backscattered electrons 84 
Band bending 501,503 

Ge on GaAs{110} 528 
hydrogen on Si{001} 516 
hydrogen on Si{111} 516 
ionization energy 503 
semiconductors 484 
surface charge neutrality 507 
surface dipole 503 
temperature dependence 508 

Band gap GaAs, temperature dependence 
506 

Band theory of solids 
electron-hole pairs 113 
semiConductor dispersions 113 

Beta-ray spectrometers 
Mossbauer spectroscopy 77-79 

Bimetallic catalysts see Alloy 
catalysts 

BSCEMS see Backscattered conversion 
electron Mossbauer spectroscopy 

Carbonaceous deposits 
metal surfaces 12-14 



Carbonaceous deposits (cont.) 
molecular ingredient in catalysis 

16 
storage and exchange of hydrogen 

13 
Catalyst loaded semiconductors photo
decomposition of H20 128 

Catalyst-semiconductor junctions 
characterization 127 
plantinum group metals 127 
Pt-Ti02 127 
Ru02-semiconductor 128 
Schottky barrier 127 

Catalytic activity correlation with 
surface structure 195,196 

Channelling, ion scattering 434 
Charge density calculations Cu{110} 
269,272 

Chemisorbed molecules orientation 
from NEXAFS 235 

Chemisorption 339 
Collisional sputtering 

alloys 179 
heat of atomization 166 
role of chemical bonds 166 

Colloidal semicoductors 114 
ageing of CdS 124 
conduction band of Ti02 116 
dynamics of hole transfer 121 
electron-hole pairs 114 
electron-hole recombination 115 
electron transfer rate 118 
encounter complexes 115 
Fermi potential 116 
flash photolysis 126 
interfacial electron transfer 115 
oxidation of halide 122 
photodegradation 125 
photoluminescence 124,125 
reduction of methyl viologen 115, 

117 
reduction of Rh(bipy)~+ 119 
two-electron transfer 119 
water cleavage 122 

Commensurate-incommensurate transi
tions see Phase transition on sur
faces 

Contact potential difference 505 
Conversion electrons 

detection 74 
in Mossbauer spectroscopy 65,84, 
91 

Crystal growth 283 
adatom chains on W{110} 293 
adatom clustering 291 
alloy kinetics 307 
atomic de-excitation 285 
atomic incorporation 283 
capture of metal atoms 285 
clustering alloy 301 
clustering impurities 309 
condensation 283 
diffusion 285 
impurities 299 
kinetic Ising model 297,314 
kinetic phase transition 313 
kinetics 304 
kinks in lattice steps 283 
mechanisms 299 
migration of adatoms 283 
mobility of adatom clusters 293 
Monte Carlo calculations 283,299 
nuclei 283 
ordered alloy 312 
ordering impurities 309 
Pd clusters on W{110} 294 
Re clusters on W{211} 292 
screw dislocations 306 
Si on W{l10} 294 
sites 283 
spiral growth 306 
surface cluster formation 283 
surface roughening 299 
surface segregation 302 
Ta clusters on W{110} 293 
thermalization of W 285 
transients 308 

CREMSEE see Electron cyclotron 
resonance 

Cylindrical mirror analyzer 77 

Deep-level pinning 488 
III-V semiconductor-metal inter
faces 491 

Si{111} - NiS, interface 490 
Defects, reactivity 7,8 
Depletion layers, Cs on GaAs{llO} 524 
Deposition 366 

kinetic equilibrium 376 
mean stay time 366,376 
periodic potential 366 
premonolayer 367 
saturation ratio 376 
supersaturation 366 
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Desorption energy 388 
Diffuse reflectance 

cells for 29 
C2H~ and HCN on oxides 34 
C2H~ on Pd-Al203 34 
characterization of semiconductors 

113 
CO on Rh-Al203 34 
FTIR spectroscopy 27,29 
pyridine on HY zeolite 34 

Doppler profile 152,153,154 
Doppler width 151 
Dynamic mass spectrometry 113 

Electron affinity 
GaAs 520 
GaAs { 110} 508 

Electron cyclotron resonance 56 
work function 56 

Electron density contours GaAs{110} 
260 

Electron diffraction 
anomalous structure 198 
scanning transmission electron 
microscopy 185 

simulated diffraction patterns 202 
Electron energy loss spectroscopy 

hydrogen on W{100} 222 
multiphonon background 474 
multiple scattering 468 
Ni{lOO} 475 
oxygen on Ni{100} 479 
Rayleigh surface phonon 480 
surface phonons 457,466 

Electron microscopy see also 
Transmission electron microscopy; 
Scanning electron microscopy, or 
Scanning transmission electron 
microscopy 284 

characterization of semiconductor 
dispersions 113 

Electron paramagnetic resonance see 
also Saturation transfer electron 
paramagnetic resonance, and Electron 
spin echo spectroscopy 39 
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adsorbed radicals 45 
clean Si and Ge surfaces 56 
computed powder spectra 41 
g-tensor 40 
Mo+5 ions 48,49 
nuclear hyperfine tensor 40 
02 45 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (cont.) 
peroxy radicals 47 
photoreduction 45 
powder spectra 40 
pulse experiments 52 
rotational diffusion 50 
semiconductor dispersions 113 
spin Hamiltonian 40 
spin-lattic, spin-spin relaxation 41 
transition metal ions 48 
ultra-high vacuum cavity 56 
uncoupling of magnetic interactions 
48 

well-defined surfaces 55 
Electron spectroscopy 113 
Electron spin echo spectroscopy 53 

hyperfine interactions 53 
methanol in ZSM5 zeolite 54 

Electron stimulated desorption hydrogen 
on Mo{lOO} 226 

Electrophoresis characterization of 
semiconductor dispersions 113 

Epitaxy 283,365 
accommodation centre 369 
adatom-substrate interaction 389 
adatom-substrate potential 373 
Au on Ag{111} 449 
azimuthal orientation 368 
Bauer's criteria 377 
cap-shaped overgrowth 379 
coalescence 372 
coherence 391,393 
contact plane 371 
coverage 367 
critical nuclei 367,369 
critical thickness 373 
cusped minimum 370 
dislocation-free layers 374 
electronic influence of substrate 

382 
epitaxial strengths 390 
equilibration time 367 
{111}fcc metals on {100}bcc substra-
tes 386 

fluctuation 369 
Fourier representation 387,398 
Frank-van der Merwe growth 377 
Ge on Si{l11} 450 
growth modes 368,375,398 
harmonic solid 368 
high energy ion scattering 449 
ideal configurations 389 



Epitaxy (cant.) 
interfacial free energy 369 
intermixing 374 
kinetic barrier 385 
kinetic constraints 384 
Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation 373, 
387,391 

lattice-matched systems 375 
misfit see Misfit 
mismatch 
mobility 

see also Misfit 368 
371,399 

Nishiyama-Wasserman orientations 
373,387,391 

nucleation theories 370 
orientation 368,399 
overlayer-substrate bonding 378 
overlayer translation and 
rotation 391 

perspective representation 389 
phase boundaries 394,396 
polymorphism 375 
probability 369 
rigid mode 1 373 
rigid periodic potential 367 
scale factor 393 
sine-Gordon equation 395 
solid phases 393 
stability 396 
Stranski-Krastonov growth 377,382 
strong bonding 368 
submonolayer 368 
supersaturation 380 
threading dislocations 374 
Volmer-Weber growth 377 
weak bonding 368 
Young's equation 379 

EPR see Electron paramagnetic 
resonance 

ESD see Electron stimulated 
desorption 

ESE see Electron spin echo 
spectroscopy 

ESR see Electron paramagnetic 
resonance 

EXAFS see Extended X-ray absorption 
adge fine structure 

Exchange, Hz-Dz 8 
Extended X-ray absorption edge fine 
structure 

backscattering amplitude 238 
Oebye-Waller term 238 
K,L edges 238 

Extended X-ray absorption edge fine 
structure (cont.) 

phase shift transferability 238 
phase shifts 238 

Fast kinetic spectroscopy 114 
Fellgets advantage 26 
Fermi level pinning 484 
Field evaporation 

image potential 286 
Schottky saddle 286 

Field ion microscopy 284 
bcc{100} surfaces 220 
Ir{llO} 211 
surface reconstruction 207 

Finite size effects 339,349,357 
generalized susceptibility 357 
order parameter 357 
ordering field 357 
shifts 357 

Flash photolysis 126 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

23 
advantages 26 
CO + 02 over Rh-Si02 33 
diffuse reflectance 23,27 
dynamic studies 32 
NO on Rh-Si02 32 
optical pri nci p 1 es 24 
photoacoustic 23,27 
resolution 26 
signal to noise ratio 26 
transmission 23,27 

FTIR see Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy 

Gas adsorption 113 
Gas phase inelastic scattering see 
Inelastic scattering, gas phase 

Gibbsian segregation 173,180 
a 11 oys 178 
heat of segregation 175 
quasichemical formalism 175 
strain energy 177,180 

Heat of atomization 
a 11 oys 169,171 
Gibbsian segregation 176 
oxides 170 

Heat of desorption 
CO on Rh 16 
Dz on Rh 16 
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Heat of mixing, alloys 167 
HEIS see High energy ion scattering 
Heterogeneous catalysis 

high pressure-low pressure appara
tus 7,9 

molecular surface science 1 
reactions of small molecules 18 

High energy ion scattering 427 
Ag{111} 438 
Au{100} 215,438 
Au{110} 438 
Au on Ag{111} 449 
Au-Si{ 100} 446 
Au-Si { 111} 446 
backscattering probabilities 431 
channelling 434 
clean crystal structures 436 
epitaxial growth 449 
GaAs{110} 437 
Ge on Si{lll} 450 
hydrogen on W{l00} 221 
metal surfaces 438 
Monte Carlo simulations 429 
Ni{ 111} 438 
oxygen on Ni{111} 441 
Pd{111} 438,441 
Pd on Si{111} 449 
Pt{100} 216,438 
Pt{ 110} 438 
shadow cone 427 
Si{100} 430,436,441 
Si{ 110} 441 
Si{111} 436 
Si02-Si{111} 444 
solid-solid interfaces 444 
surface peak intensities 432 
surface reconstruction 207,441 
W{001} 217,429,430,438,441 

High resolution electron energy loss 
spectroscopy 

CO on Pt{111} 18 
organic monolayers 13 

Hole transfer reactions 121 
HREELS see High resolution electron 
energy loss spectroscopy and Electron 
energy loss spectroscopy 

Hydrocarbon conversion reactions 9 
Hydrogenation of CO 9,15,33 
Hydrogenolysis 11 
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correlation with surface structure 
197 

Incommensurate layers 278 
Inelastic atom scattering 

Ag{111} 471 
He atoms 469 
kinematic focussing 471 
k i nema tics 4 71 
LiF{lOO} 475 
Ni{lOO} 470 
phonon cross-section 473 
slow collision effect 473 
surface phonons 457,469 
time of flight spectrum 470 

Inelastic scattering 
Boltzmann distribution 145 
molecule-surface 143 
NO on Ag{111} 145 
polarization anisotropy 146 
rotational polarization 146 
rotational rainbows 145 
rotational temperature 146 

Inelastic scattering, gas phase 
He off Na2 142 
interaction potential 142 
rainbow singularity 142 

Infrared reflection absorption spectro
scopy surface phonons 457 

Infrared spectroscopy 
CO on Rh-Al203 59 
extinction coefficients 61 

Inner potential 236,237 
Insulator surfaces atomic diffraction 

280 
Interfacial electron transfer 111 
Intermixing of alloys 383 
Ion-beam methods 424 
Ion scattering 427 
Ionization energy 

chemical trends 510 
chemisorption-induced contributions 

514 
compositional variation 518 
GaAs 519 
GaAs{OOl} 518 
GaAs{ 110} 508 
Ge{ 111} 511 
orientation dependence 512,519 
II-VI semiconductors 510 
III-V semiconductors 510 
SHlll} 511 

Ion-solid interactions 
classical dynamics calculations 408 
Moliere potential 410 



Ion-solid interactions (cont.) 
Morse potential 410 
theory 408 
Thomas-Fermi potential 410 

Ising model simulations see Crystal 
g~ili 

Isomerization of alkanes 11 
correlation with surface structure 
~8 

Jahn-Teller transition 224 

Kinetic spectroscopy 111 
Kukelka-Munk theory 29 

Laser-excited fluorescence 144 
Doppler width 151 
excitation spectrum of NO 144 
heterogeneous broadening 156 
lifetime measurements 156 
molecular beam techniques 145 

Laser flash photolysis 
interfacial electron transfer 114 
Rh(bipy)3+ on Ti02 119 
semiconductor dispersions 113 

Laser spectroscopy 111 
Lasers 141 
LEED see Low energy electron 
diffraction 

LEF see Laser-excited fluorescence 
Low-angle light scattering 113 
Low-energy electron diffraction 2 

Au{100} 214 
Au{111} 216 
CO on Rh{111} 4 
hydrogen on Si{001} 512 
hydrogen on Si{111} 515 
hydrogen on W{100} 221 
Ir{l00} 213 
Mo{100} 219 
organic monolayers 13 
oxygen on Rh{111} 4 
phase transitions on surfaces 318 
Pt{100} 2,3,215 
stepped surfaces 8 
sulphur on Mo{100} 4 
surface reconstruction 207 
W{100} 217,220 

Luminescence 113 

Magnetic resonance 39 
Marcus free-energy relation 118 

Metal particles, characterization 183 
Miscibility gap 301 
Misfit 

accommodation 384,391 
configurational parameter 391 
critical 373 
!-dimensional 372 
dislocations 373,395 
strain 373,383 
verniers 373,392,395 

Molecular-beam scattering 
angular flux distribution 151 
laser excited fluorescence 151 

Molecular-beam surface scattering 6 
H2, D2 on Pt{111} 6 

Molecular orientation 
CO on Cu{100} 245 
methoxy on Cu{100} 245 

Monte Carlo simulations 
crystal growth 283,299 
high-energy ion scattering 429 

Mossbauer spectroscopy 65 
backscattered electrons and photons 
65,67 

conversion electron emission 70,96, 
97 

internal conversion coefficients 
71,92,94 

internal conversion processes 82 
nuclear excitation 70 
nuclear relaxation 70 
nuclei suitable 67 
photon attenuation 84,99 
physical principles 66 
resonant absorption 65,67,70,82 
resonant gamma energy 71 
surface specific 65,66,67 
transmission 65,67 

Multimetallic catalysts see Alloy 
catalysts 

Multi-photon resonance ionization 424 
MUltiple scattering theory 

inner potential 236,237 
phase shifts 236 

Near-edge X-ray absorption fine 
structure 231 

Auger electrons 239 
Cs06 on Pt{111} 246 
chemisorbed diatomics 244 
Cl on Ge{111} 250 
Cl on Si{111} 250 
CO on Cu{l00} 244 
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Near-edge X-ray absorption fine 
structure (cont.) 

dipole selection rules 234 
ion-yield detection 240 
methoxy on Cu{100} 244 
multiple scattering theory 23l, 

233,236 
oxygen on Ni{100} 242 
~ bonding 234,235,246 
physical basis 232 
polarization dependence 235,250 
pyridine on Pt{111} 246 
resonances, bound-state 234,235 
resonances, continuum 235 
resonances, multiple scattering 

234 
resonances, shape 235 

NEXAFS see Near-edge X-ray absorp
tion fine structure 

NMR see Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 39 

13C of CO on Rh-Al203 59 
13C of tetrapropyl ammonium 61 
chemical shift anisotropy 44 
chemical shift tensor 41 
cross polarization 43 
decoupling techniques 43 
dipolar broadening 43 
dipolar coupling tensor 42 
dipolar Hamiltonian 42 
high resolution of solids 43 
1H of zeolite protons 44 
indirect nuclear coupling tensor 
41 

magic angle spinning 44 
multiple pulse sequences 44 
physically adsorbed molecules 43 
pulse technique 42 
Rh2Cl2{C0)4 59 
sensitivity 43 
2ssi chemical shift 57 
2ssi of zeolites 57 
spin Hamiltonian 41 
wide-line technique 42 

Oxidation 
of methane 20 
of nitrogen 20 

Oxidation state 
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catalyst ingredient 16 
Rh catalysts 15,16 
surface atoms 15,16 

Particle bombardment induced surface 
alloys 168,169 
compositional changes 159 
scattering intensity 342 
second-order 343,353 
sine-Gordon equation 317 
soliton liquids 328 
solitons 350 
submonolayer systems 361 
sulphur on W{110} 320 
surface grains 352 
Te on W{110} 320 
thermodynamics 340 
transfer matrix scaling 333 
Xe on Cu{110} 319 
universality class 342 

Particle roughness 193,194 
Peroxy radicals 47 
Phase diagrams 

hydrogen on Mo{100} 222 
hydrogen on W{100} 223 

Phase transitions on surface 317,339 
adatom-substrate interaction 340 
ANNNI model 333 
antiphase boundaries 350 
8a on Mo{112} 320 
Bethe ansatz 330 
block geometry 349 
boundary conditions 355 
Bragg spot 342 
Br2C2s 319 
chirality 331 
clock models 329,331 
coexistence region 341 
coherence length 353 
commensurate-incommensurate transi-
tions 317,322,353 

compressibility 352 
correlation length 343 
critical exponent 342 
critical fluctuations 353 
dislocations 328 
domain walls 324,326,350 
fermions 326 
first-order 341,349,352,360 
floating phase 328 
fluctuations 344 
hydrogen on Fe{110} 320,333 
interfaces 350 
lateral interactions 340 
lattice gas model 333,340 
Lifshitz point 331 



Phase transitions on surface (cont.) 
liquid-gas coexistence 352 
liquid phases 335 
melting 322,328 
Mg on Re{1010} 320 
nitrogen on graphite 319 
nitrogen on Ni{110} 320 
oxidation 112 
oxygen on Ni{111} 361 
Pb on Cu{110} 320 
photoadsorption and desorption 112 
photodecomposition of HzS 112 
photodeposition of metals 112 
photohydrogenation 112 
photoreduction 112 
photosynthesis 112 
Potts model, 3-state 331 
quantum solitons 318,322 
reduced temperature 354 
renormalization group theory 343 
rounding of critical region 355 
scaling 343 
slurry electrode cells 112 
splitting of C02 20 
synthesis and decomposition of 

H202 112 
Photoacoustic spectroscopy 

cells for 30 
characterization of semiconductors 

113 
CO on Rh-Al203 36 
FTIR 27,30 
surface species on SiOz 35 

Photoassisted water-gas shift reaction 
112 

over platinized Ti02 132 
quantum efficiency 133 

Photocatalysis 111 
colloidal semiconductors 111 
photoredox mechanisms 111 

Photochemical conversion of solar 
energy 111 

Photochemical reactions 
binary alloys 164 
collisional sputtering 162,166,179 
decomposition of HzO 112,122,123 
diffusional relocation 163 
isotopic exchange 112 
mass effects 160,179 
near-threshold sputtering 162,166 
oxygen loss from oxides 163 
recoil implantation 160,161,179 

Photochemical sputtering (cont.) 
thermal sputtering 180 

Photoconductivity of semiconductors 113 
Photodecomposition 

alcohols over Pt-TiOz 134 
ethanol over Pt-Si 129 
HzO over catalyst loaded semiconduc-

tors 128 
HzO over Ni0-SrTi03 130 
HzO over Pt-CdS 129 
HzO over Pt-Si 129 
H20 over Pt-SrTi03 129 
H2 0 over Pt-Ti0 2 129,134 
HzO over Rh-SrTi03 130 
H20 over Ru-Ti02 130 
H20 over Ru02-Ti02 130 
HzS over CdS 131 
HzS over RuOz-CdS 131 
HzS over Ti02 132 

Photodegradation of CdS 125 
Photoelectrons 

diffraction 233 
mean free path 233 
from X-ray absorption 232 

Photo-Kolbe reaction 112 
over Pt-TiOz 135 

Photoluminescence 
colloidal CdS 124 
quenched by absorbed species 124 

Photooxidation halide over Fez03 122 
Photoreduction 

C02 over catalyst loaded semiconduc
tors 134 

methyl viologen over TiOz 115 
Rh(bipy)~+ over TiOz 119 

Photosynthesis 111,112 
Physical adsorption 339 

NMR spectroscopy 43 
Platinum reforming catalyst 14 
Polarization anisotropy 

NO on Ag{111} 146 
Pulse conductometry 114 

Quasichemical approximation 167 

Raman spectroscopy 457 
Reactive scattering 146 
Recoil implantation 160,161 
Recoil sputtering 160,161 
Reconstruction see Surface reconstruc-
tion 

Reduction of C02 20 
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Reflectance GaP, GaAs 509 
Reflected high energy electron diff-
raction 216 

Resonance Raman spectroscopy 113 
Resonant scattering 261 
RHEED see Reflected high energy 
electron diffraction 

Rotational polarization 146 
Rotational temperature 146 

Saturation transfer electron 
paramagnetic resonance 51 

02 on Mo03-SiOz 51 
02 on ZnO 52 

Scanning electron microscopy 284 
Scanning transmission electron 
microscopy 183 

decahedral particles 187 
icosahedral particles 187 
individual particles 185 
microdiffraction techniques 190 
regular fcc shapes 190 
single-twinned particles 187 
weak-beam methods 190 

Scanning tunnelling microscopy 284, 
491 

Au{l00} 215 
Au{ll0} 211 
surface reconstruction 207 

Schottky barrier 
AlAs-Ga interface 491 
catalyst-semiconductor junctions 

127 
GaAs-In interface 491 
semiconductors 126,483,485 
III-V semiconductor-metal inter-
faces 486,491 

Si-transition metal silicide 
interfaces 486,487 

Screw dislocations 306 
Searchlight effect 249,253 
Secondary ion mass spectrometry 403 

544 

angle resolved 408 
angular distribUtion 415 
atomic adsorbates 418 
azimuthal anisotropy 417,418 
C6 Hs on Ag{111} 422 
classical dynamics calculations 
408,413,415,423 

cluster formation 413 
CO on Ni 406 
CO on Ni{001} 412,419 

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (cont.) 
CO on Ni{7911} 421 
compressional phase transitions 423 
CsCl in KCl 406 
image forces 412 
ion yield 404,411 
molecular cluster ions 406 
multimer formation 413 
Ni+ from Ni{001} 415 
Nit from Ni{001} 416 
organic monolayers 422 
oxidized metal surfaces 406 
oxygen on Cu{001} 418 
polar angle distribution 412,422 
pyridine on Ag{111} 422 
sensitivity 404 
static 405 
theory of ion-solid interactions 408 
ZnS 406 

Se 1 ecti vity 
Co hydrogenation over Rh 15 
n-hexane reactions over Pt 10 
structure sensitive 10 

Semiconductor dispersions 
photoprocesses 126 
Schottky barriers 126 

Semiconductor particulate systems 
catalyst loaded 111,112 
Fermi potential 114 
naked dispersions 111,112 
photocatalysts 111 
physical methods of characterization 

113 
Semicinductor surfaces 501 

charge neutrality 502 
depletion layer 506 
space charge 502,506 
surface states 502 

SEXAFS see Surface extended X-ray 
absorption edge fine structure 

SIMS see Secondary ion mass spectometry 
Single crystal surfaces EPR 56 
Small-angle X-ray scattering see X-ray 
scattering (small angle) 

SMSI see Strong metal support inter
action 

Solid-Solid interfaces 
Au-Si{ 100} 446 
A Li-S i {111} 446 
HEIS 444 
SEXAFS 251 
Si02 -Si{111} 444 



Standard free energies 19 
Static SIMS see Secondary ion mass 
spectrometry 

STEM see Scanning transmission 
electron microscopy 

Stepped surface see Surface steps 
STEPR see Saturation transfer 
electron paramagnetic resonance 

STM see Scanning tunnelling 
microscopy 

Strain energy 388 
surface segregation 177 

Strong metal support interaction 128 
Superoxide ion 

mobility 50,51 
on Mo03-Si02 45 
170 hyperfine coupling 46 
STEPR 51 

Supersaturation 
critical nucleus 380 
epitaxial growth 380 
free energy of formation 381 
Gibbs-Thomson equation 380 

Surface chemical reactions 141 
Surface composition 

alloys 168 
binary alloys 164 
Gibbsian segregation 173 
Oxygen loss from oxides 164 
particle bombardment 159 

Surface crystallography 231 
Surface defects 

chemisorption induced 526 
EPR spectroscopy 527 
GaAs{110} 526 
GaAs heterojunctions 526 

Surface dipoles 
GaAs 520,523 

Surface extended X-ray absorption edge 
fine structure 231 

Ag on Si{111} 251 
Auger electrons 239 
channeltron electron multiplier 
~0 

Cl on Ge{111} 249 
Cl on Si{lll} 249 
Cu clusters 248 
cylindrical mirror analyzer 240 
effective coordination number 238 
electron yield 248 
ion-yield detection 240 
Pd on Si{111} 251 

Surface extended X-ray absorption edge 
fine structure (cont.) 

physical basis 232 
solid-solid interfaces 251 
spiraltron electron multiplier 241 
time of flight detector 240 
X-ray fluorescence 248 

Surface migration 
activation energy 376,388 
jump frequency 376 

Surface mobility 
adsorbed radicals 49 
correlation times 53 
02 on Ti-Si02 51 
02 on W-Si02 51 
02 on ZnO 52 
rotational diffusion 50 

Surface phase transitions see Phase 
transitions 

Surface phonons 455 
Ag{111} 471 
Armand effect 471 
dispersion 455,458 
displacement patterns 463,464 
dynamical matrix 460 
electron energy loss spectroscopy 
457,466 

energy conservation 456 
Fourier transformed Green's function 
465 

Green's functions 458 
inelastic atom scattering 457 
interlayer spacing 478 
kinematics 471 
lattice dynamical calculations 477 
lattic dynamical Hamiltonian 459 
LiF{100} 475 
momentum conservation 457 
multiple elastic scattering 478 
Ni{100} 475,478 
phonon cross-section 473 
Rayleigh wave 463,465,477 
S1 mode 463,477 
S4 mode on Ni{l00} 470,480 
second layer 465 
slab calculations 458 
spectral density function 465 
theoretical calculation of dispersion 
458 

Surface reconstruction 205,339,375 
adlayer induced 441 
adsorbate effects 225 
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Surface reconstruction (cont.) 
Al{100} 207,216 
Al{110} 207 
atom diffraction 276 
Au{100} 207,213,278 
Au{110} 207,209 
Au{111} 207,216 
bcc{100} surfaces 217 
buckled surface model 209 
Cr{100} 207,217 
displacive 205,206 
fcc{100} surfaces 213 
fcc{110} surfaces 209 
fcc{111} surfaces 216 
GaAs{001} 518 
Ge{lll} 511 
hydrogen on Ni{110} 277 
impurities 207 
incommensurate structures 224 
Ir{100} 207,213 
Ir{110} 207,209 
metal surfaces 2,4 
missing row model 209,211 
Mo{100} 207,217 
Nb{lOO} 207 
nitrogen on W{100} 225 
origins 223 
oxygen on Cu{110} 277 
oxygen on Ni{l10} 277 
oxygen on Ni{llll 441 
paired row model 209 
Pt{100l 3,207,213,215 
Pt{110J 207,209 
sawtooth model 211 
semiconductors 501 
Si {001} 512 
Si{11ll 278,511 
sulphur on Fe{110} 226 
Ta{ 100} 207 
truncation model 205 
V{lOOJ 207,217 
W{lOOl 207,217 

Surface relaxation 205,208 
adlayer induced 441 
multi 1 ayer 208 
Ni{lOOJ 481 

Surface segregation 4 
alloys 177 
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Au-Ag 4 
crystal growth 302 
ideal solution model 5 
regular solution model 5 

Surface sites on rough particles 195 
Surface specific Mossbauer spectroscopy 

equipment 71 
surface analysis 86 
theoretical description 81 

Surface states 483 
acceptor type 504,506 
AlAs 493 
AlP 493 
AlSb 493 
antisite defects 485,491 
charge density 506 
chemisorption induced 526 
cleavage imperfections 505 
core excitions 484 
deep levels 483 
GaAs{llO} 506 
GaP 493 
GaSb 493 
Hjalmarson-Frenkel core excitions 

496 
InAs 493 
InP 493 
InSb 493 
intrinsic 483,485,492 
native defects 485 
semiconductors 483,502 
sheltered defects 490 
Si{lOOl 495 
Si{111}-NiS2 interface 489 
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